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PREFACE

THE main purpose of this work on Ethics is to present
to Students of Ethical Science a full and connected

account of the ethical system of Aristotle and St. Thomas
Aquinas. To this system the author gives his fullest

assent and adherence, an adherence which is no mere
blind acceptance of a tradition, but comes of a convic

tion, which has grown stronger and clearer with time and

study, that the Aristotelian and Scholastic system is the

only true Ethical system, that it is unrivalled by any
other theory, and that it will survive every other theory.

Whilst, however, devoting most of his time and labour

to the understanding and interpretation of the works in

which this system is expounded, the author has not

neglected to study the great modern theories of Ethics,

and for much that is of value and true in this work he is

indebted to these modern systems. The account and
criticism of them which is given here will, it is hoped,
be read with profit and interest by the student.

It has been the author s honest endeavour to be just to

his opponents wherever he has had occasion to refer to

them. He hopes that he has not misrepresented their

views in any way, or stated them inadequately. Where
possible, he has always had recourse to original sources

in describing other writers systems, or stating the argu
ments used in their defence; and when, through want of

space, it was necessary to omit some of these arguments,
he has invariably omitted just those on which his oppo
nents appeared to lay least stress in their expositions.
The plan of the work is easily understood. Vol. I

treats of the general principles of Ethics, or of
&quot;

General

Ethics
&quot;;

Vol. II treats of
&quot;

Special Ethics,&quot; or of the
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application of the general moral principles to special

cases. The opening chapter naturally concerns the

definition of Ethics, its method, and its possibility as a

science. Following the definition given in the opening

chapter namelv,
&quot;

the science of human conduct as

directed bv Reason to the last end/ or
lk

the science of

moral good,&quot;
the author, in his second chapter, treats of

human conduct, its meaning, and the elements that make

it human
;
and in the third chapter he gives an account of

the last end. Chapter IV considers these two ideas taken

together that is,
&quot; human conduct as directed to the

last end,
1

or what, in the second definition just given, is

called
&quot;

the moral good.&quot; Chapter Y assigns the

criteria of moral good. Then follows a discussion of

three most important questions concerning the moral

good- --namelv, its relation to freedom (Chapters \&quot;I and

VII), whether the
&quot;

good
&quot;

on^lil to be done a disser

tation on duty (Chapter YITI), and whether it ought to

be done for the sake of duty (Chapter IX). Chapters
X, XI, XTI, and XIII are a discussion of three great

modern theories on the nature of goodness, namely,
Hedonism, Utilitarianism, and Evolutionist Ethics. To
the consideration of this latter theorv the author has

devoted two distinct chapters. In Chapter XIY the

question is raised bv what facultv we know the good, and

in Chapter XV whether it is known by intuition (that is,

without reasoning), or bv a process of reasoning and

study. Chapter XVI considers the question whether

the first principles of good action are known to all, and
whether the knowledge of them can be lost or impaired.
The only two remaining questions which suggest them
selves concerning morality or the

il

good
&quot;

are treated in

Chapters XVII and XVIII namely, the question of the

consequences of morality, and of the means whereby
morality is attained and nurtured namely, the virtues.

All these chapters from IV to XV II I relate evidently to

the
&quot;

moral good
&quot;

in or.e way or another. Xow, the

fifth chapter, as has been pointed out, is a discussion on

duty, but the ground of duty, which is Eaw, requires
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also distinct mention. It is treated in Chapter XIX.

Chapter XX concerns .another consequence of Law

namely, Right. These comprise all the subjects usually

treated under the heading
&quot;

General Ethics.&quot; The
order of the chapters on &quot;

Special Ethics
&quot;

will be given
in a short prefatory note to the second volume.

Of modern Scholastic writers the author is most in

debted to Professors Meyer and Cathrein, to Rev. Joseph

Rickaby, Taparelli, Schiffini, and Rev. Dr. Walter

McDonald, Maynooth College, whose treatises on Ethics

have been of immense help to him in the preparation of his

work. His most grateful thanks are due to the Rev. John
Waters, B.A., of Clonliffe College, for his kindness in

reading this book, and for very many valuable criticisms

and suggestions. Father Waters wide and minute

acquaintance with the writings of St. Thomas Aquinas
was always at the author s disposal in the difficult task

of discovering and comparing the various references

made by St. Thomas to any special Ethical question,
references often occurring in places very wide apart, and
under unpromising titles titles apparently outside the

subject under discussion. Thanks are also due to those

gentlemen who so kindly undertook the tedious and un

interesting task of proof-reading, and to many others

also for help given of various kinds.

It is the present writer s earnest hope that others more

competent than he will take up this work of making
known to the world the secret treasures of a great

Philosophy a Philosophy which moderns have too

much and too long neglected. Already, of course, there

are many labourers in the field. But there is room for

many more. It is in the hope of helping a little towards
the accomplishment of this great task that the author
ventures to publish this work on Ethics not without
consciousness of its many defects.

Clonliffe College,

Feast of St. Thomas Aquinas,

March Jth, 1909.
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CHAPTER I

DEFINITION AND SCOPE OF ETHICS

(a) DEFINITION

ETHICS may be defined as
&quot;

the science of human
conduct as according with human Reason and as directed

by Reason towards man s final natural end,&quot; or, it is
&quot;

the science of moral good and evil in human acts.&quot;

The former of these two definitions we expound as

follows :

(i) Ethics is a science and not merely an art.

An art and a science differ mainly in their object or

purpose. The end of an art is to facilitate action that

of a science is to discover truth. Now, the end of

Ethics is to discover moral truths to establish, in the

first place, the general moral principles, and then to

deduce from these the laws which govern human action

in particular cases. Ethics is, therefore, a science. It

is a practical science since it has to do with action, and
for this reason some thinkers might be disposed to

identify Ethics with what is known as the art of good
conduct. But although practical in its aim Ethics is

quite a different discipline from the art of good conduct.

The end of Ethics is, as we said, to tell us what is good
and what is evil the art of good conduct tells us how
we may do the good and avoid evil with greater ease and

security. For instance, the art of good conduct tells a
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man when and in \\hat circumstances he should flv

temptations to evil, and when and how he ought to face

temptation ; also, how a man should set about the

acquiring of a virtue, and how he may best retain it

when acquired. Counsels of this kind mav, indeed, some
times be found in works on Ethics, but they are not

essential to the science of Ethics, nor are they in strict

ness included in its object. Ethics does not aim at

telling a man how to do good or how to strengthen his

will against evil, but only tells him i^hat is good and
ishat is evil. In this sense we find it said that Ethics

supplies no moral dynamics that is, its aim is, at least

primarily, not to purifv and strengthen the will, but to

inform the Reason- that is, to enable tin Reason to form

correct moral judgments about the right order of conduct.

(2) It is the science of conduct as directed hv Itcasoii.

\ luman Reason bears a two-fold relation to the order of

objects in the Universe. First, there is an order which
human Reason merely considers but does not make,
like the order oi the heaven! v boclio or the order

exhibited in the growing plant. Secondly, there is an

order which Reason not nierelv considers, but also con

stitutes an order which Reason sets up in things like

the order of a well-arranged house. Now, the t.rder

which is considered in Ethics is of the second kind.*

&quot;I he ethical or moral order is an order \\hich the human
Reason itself introduces into conduct- an order which

belongs to conduct in so far as it is under the control

of Reason.

Now, this order which Reason sets up in human action

is not an arbitrary order, but depends on certain fixed

and necessary laws, and it is the business of Ethics to

formulate these laws, to sav when conduct accords with

* This doctrine of Aquinas, that the moral order of the human act
is set up in the act by human Reason, is to be carefully distinguished
from the Kantian theory of the autonomy of Reason the theory,
namely, that the moral hnv springsJrom our own Reason. According- to

Aquinas, Reason sets up in the human act the right order, but, in doing
so, it follows laws that spring not from Reason itself but from nature.

According to Kant, Reason not only directs the act, but also creates
the laws according to which the act should be directed.
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them or is good and rational, and when it does not accord

with them or is evil and irrational. In this sense we
define Ethics as the science of conduct as directed or

controlled by Reason.

(3) It is the science
&quot;of

human conduct.&quot;

Ethics has to do with conduct or with human actions

only. This implies two things. First, it has to do with

man and not with the movements or ways of animals

or of anything lower than man ; neither with the super
human world with divine actions or angelic. It has

to do with human actions only. Of course, much that

is naturally good for us men granted for a moment that

we shall establish such a thing as moral good is good
for other beings as well, since man s nature and other

natures are not wholly different. Still they are different

in man\- points, and consequently the law of good for

man is not in all things the same as the law of good for

others. There is, indeed, no being for whom veracity

is &quot;evil&quot; and lying &quot;good.&quot;
But to apply without

limitation to God s action or to angels the rules of

good and evil that obtain for us would be wrong, since

their natures are not the same as ours. Ethicians, for

instance, sometimes say that God should remove all

pain out of the world, because a good man is supposed
to do all that he can to alleviate human suffering, and

what a good man should do God also should do. They
forget that the relations in which men stand to God are

very different from those in which they stand to one

another. As well, to compare a less with a greater,

might we say that what is good for a tree is necessarily

also good for a horse or a man as to say that the
&quot;

good
&quot;

or the
&quot;

right
&quot;

for us is the
&quot;

good
&quot;

or the
41

right
&quot;

for God and for all creatures above us. The
&quot;

good
&quot;

for us is what is natural for iis. The &quot;

good
&quot;

for other beings is what is natural to them.

Secondly, when we say that Ethics relates to conduct

only, we mean that it has to do with deliberate acts only

(actus humani), with acts that proceed from Reason (qui
a voluntate detiberata procedunt) ;

it has nothing to do
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with indeliberate acts which are in no sense from Reason

(actus hominis).* And in this connection we should

emphasise the fact that the science of Ethics has refer

ence primarily to human actions, not to states of the

self or character, since it is not character but action that

is primarily good or bad. Some men are born of such

complexion as makes the pursuit of evil easier for them
and that of the

&quot;

good
&quot; more difficult for them, than

it is for others. But these weaknesses and tendencies

are part of the character only, and thev arc good or bad
not in themselves but only in reference to the acts that

they facilitate. The onlv tiling that is morally good or

bad in itself and primarily is the act of the will, and of

the other powers in so far as they are controlled by will.

This is what is meant by saying that the moral law has

reference to acts and not to states. The good man is

the man who does good deeds, and he is all the better

man who does them in spite of character.-1-

(4)
&quot; As directed to man s final natural end.&quot;

Other sciences, like Physics, treat of the efticient

causes of human action. Ethics treats ot the final

causes or the ends of conduct. It treats in particular of

the final end and of other ends as leading to the final

end. Ethics tells us what acts will lead us to our final

end or are morally good, and what will lead us away
from it or are bad, that, act being morally good which is

directed by Reason to the final end, its opposite being

morally evil. In Ethics the final end holds the same

place and exercises the same function that the first prin-

* &quot; Sic ergxi mo rails philosophiae proprium est considerare opera-
tiones humanas secundum quod sunt ordinatae ad invicem et ad finem.

Dico autem operationes humanas quae procodunt a voluntate hominis

secundum ordinem rationis. Nam si quae operationes in homine
inveniuntur quae non subjacent voluntati et ration!, non dicuntur

proprie humanae, sed naturales, sicut patet de operationibus animae

vegetativae, quae nullo modo cadunt sub consideratione moralis

philosophiae. Sicut autem subjectum philosophiae naturalis est motus

vel res mobilis ita subjectum moralis philosophiae est operatio humana
ordinata ad finem vel etiam homo prout est voluntarie ag-ens propter
finem&quot; (Aquinas, &quot;Commentaries on Aristotle,&quot; Ethicorum, Lib. I.,

Lect. I.).

f According- to Hume, Schopenhauer, and most evolutionists,.
&quot; character

&quot; and not action is the proper subject-matter of Ethics.
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ciples do in the speculative sciences. For as reasoning

begins with principles so action depends on and begins
with

&quot;

end.&quot; The last end will be the first ground of

action, since it is that which moves to the attainment of

all other intermediate ends.

(b) SCOPE OF THE SCIENCE OF ETHICS

In our definition of Ethics we have already implicitly
indicated its scope. The scope of Ethics is the formu
lation and establishment of the laws of human conduct

those laws following which conduct tends to man s

ultimate end and is good, violating which conduct is

bad.

Ethics is thus a normative science it prescribes norms
or rules of action. In this it resembles many other

sciences, like Medicine, which also is normative, since it

prescribes laws of health, laws following which we shall

be healthy, neglecting which we cannot be healthy.

Now, many modern ethicians take quite another

view a very erroneous view of the scope and subject-
matter of Ethics. They maintain that the proper

subject-matter of Ethics is not the laws of morals, the

laws to which conduct ought to conform, but what they
call the facts of Ethics bv which they mean the moral

customs and beliefs of various peoples in different ages
and under different conditions, the scope of Ethics

being, according to these ethicians, to describe and
correlate these facts (without reference to their being

right or wrong) to give their origin and the law of their

development.
The difference between what moderns call laws and

facts can best be illustrated from architecture. We
assign the laws of architecture when we say how build

ings ought be constructed. The facts of architecture

would be the history of men s views on architecture or

an account of the fashions that have prevailed in archi

tecture at different periods and in different places. But
whereas we do not find that any architect has ever

described his science as a history of men s views on, or of
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fashions in architecture (this he would call the history
not the science of architecture), we do, as we have said,

find ethicians who claim that the business of moral

science is merely to explain and correlate men s views

on morals* and the customs to which these views have

g iven rise.

We arc indebted to Professor Sorlev for an interesting
account and a valuable criticism of this theory, from

which we may be permitted to quote the following:-
The enquiries,&quot; he writes, f

&quot; commonly described as

ethical comprise two kinds of questions which differ

fundamentally from one another in scope, and require
the employment of distinct methods for their solution.

On the one hand, there are the facts of human conduct,

the customs and institutions to which it gives rise and
the sentiments and ideas bv which it is accompanied.
All these are facts in time whose genesis and history

may be investigated bv appropriate historical methods.

On the other hand, there is a question of different scope
which no amount of history could solve. This is the

question of the value or worth of conduct and the truth

of the judgments which men pass upon it. The ques
tion is no longer how the action came to be performed
or the judgments passed upon it arose, but whether the

action was right and whether our moral judgments are

true judgments.&quot;

And again*- It is an irrelevant answer to the ques
tion,

k what is the good, when we are given a mere

record of men s ideas about what is good and of the way
in which these opinions arose. \Ve ask about the

validitv of moral judgments, and are put off by specu
lations concerning their history. The strictly ethical

question is thus disregarded.&quot;

According, then, to Professor Sorley the strictly

ethical question is not what men have thought about

*
Amongst the most prominent members of this School is M. Levy

Bruhl. His views are to be found in a remarkable work, entitled &quot; La
Morale et La Science des Moeurs.&quot;

t
&quot; Ethics of Naturalism,&quot; page 310.

I Ibid., page 320.
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the laws of conduct or how our moral ideas have origi

nated, but &quot;what are the laws of right conduct what
should conduct be? &quot;

This, of course, is also the view
taken by Aristotle and by St. Thomas Aquinas.
The view taken by our opponents on this point for

instance, by M. Levy Bruhl is, we maintain, opposed
to the whole conception of the scope and subject-matter
of a science. As well might we confine the science of

Physics to the description and correlation of the various

views of physicists at different periods as to say that the

exclusive purpose of Ethics is to describe the history of

men s views on good and evil, and the practices to

which these views have given rise. Of course, if it could

be shown that conduct has no laws, that it is all the

same to a man whether he is drunk or sober, honest

or dishonest, that the supposition of laws for conduct

is purely a figment of our imaginations, then certainly
we should admit that the study of morals could mean no

more than the study of opinions on matters of conduct.

But, apart altogether from the scientific proof of

morality which we hope to give in the present work, it

ought be evident even from common sense that human
conduct is not without its laws. We have only to open
our eyes and see what men come to through intem

perance, and to consider what society would come to

were there, for instance, no such thing as marriage con

tracts, in order to know that human conduct is subject
to laws of some kind, that it has requirements just as a

tree has requirements, that it is not the same to a man
and society whether we follow- one set of courses or the

opposite set in other words, whether we do good
or evil. At present we do not say what is the nature of

the laws of conduct, what the
&quot;good&quot;

is and what
evil is, or to what end the laws of conduct should

guide us. We only insist that there are courses that are

necessary for us and courses that will ruin us, and

therefore that human conduct is really subject to laws

of some kind. That being the case, it is evident that

the science of Ethics, which is the science of human
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conduct, deals not with the growth of ethical views and

customs, but with the laws of conduct, just as Physics
deals not only with opinions about the phenomena of

nature, but with the objective phenomena themselves.

The purpose of Physics is the establishment of the laws

of physical nature. The purpose or scope of Ethics is the

establishment of the laws of human conduct. The cor

relation or history of the views and customs of different

peoples at different periods mav, indeed, be interesting
on its own account, and we might even find a place for

such questions in Ethics, as leading indirectly to a right
view of the good and evil of certain acts. But these

views and customs are no part of the direct object of

Ethics.

(c) ETHICS AND SOME OTHER SCIENCES

Having defined absolutely the science of Ethics, we
turn now to define it relatively in other words, to deter

mine its boundaries and to show where it differs from
the other sciences, or at least from those that are more
or less closely connected with it.

ETHICS AM) PSYCHOLOGY

We shall draw out the distinction between these two
sciences step by step. In the first place, Ethics has a

narrower object than Psychology, for Psychology treats

of every act of man, whereas Ethics treats of deliberate

acts only. Secondly, even deliberate human actions are

considered very differently by the psychologist and the

ethician. Eor whereas Psychology treats of these

actions in every aspect as regards their origin, the con

ditions of their existence, their relations to one another,
and their relations to the various faculties and to the

natural ends of the faculties Ethics treats of them in

this latter way only, that is, in their relation to natural

ends. Hence, whilst the psychologist is like the

geographer, who tells us everything about a road its

length, its position in respect to other roads, &c. the

ethician is like the cyclist who is interested in one
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question only namely, whether a particular road leads

to the town he is seeking, and how.

So far, however, Psychology is but the wider science

and not specifically distinct from Ethics. Some
ethicians have stopped here, and been content to draw

this mere quantitative distinction between the two

sciences. They sometimes formulate it thus -whereas

Psychology treats of the origin and nature and ends of

our acts, Ethics treats of their end only, and, therefore,

of their goodness or badness. But it is evident that if

Ethics is not to be accounted a chapter of Psychology
it must differ from that science qualitatively as well as

quantitatively that is, it must concern the human act

under a separate aspect, an aspect which the psycholo

gist does not consider.

The existence of a qualitative distinction between

Ethics and Psychology is clearly shown by Aquinas in

his &quot;Commentaries on Aristotle.&quot;* &quot;Order,
1

he

writes,
&quot;

bears a fourfold relation to Reason. There is

first, the order which Reason does not establish, but

merely considers^ (quern ratio non facit sed sohim con-

siderat), as is the case with natural things (i.e., physical

nature). There is also an order which Reason itself by
considering sets up (or establishes) in its own act for

instance, the proper ordering of the concepts to one
another. ... A third order is that which
Reason sets up in the operations of the will. A fourth

is that which Reason sets up or establishes in external

things in so far as they are made by Reason. (Now)
. . . these different kinds of order give rise to

different sciences. Natural Philosophy, including
Metaphysics (under Natural Philosophy Aquinas also

includes Psychology), regards that order which Reason
discovers but does not itself establish. Rational

Philosophy (i.e., Logic) regards the order which
Reason itself sets up in its own act, for Logic regards
the order of terms in a judgment and of premisses to

* Liber primus Ethicorum. Lectio I.

t The distinction has already been mentioned, page 2.
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conclusions. Moral Philosophv has to do with the order
of our voluntary actions (an order which Reason sets up
or establishes in the human will). Finally, there is

the order of the mechanical arts, an order which Reason
sets up in external objects in so far as external objects
are subject to or constituted by Reason.&quot;

\Ye see. then, that the order which is contemplated in

Ethics is not one (to use a modern expression) which is

ifiven to Reason, but rather an order which Reason itself

sets up in the acts of the will. Its specific object is
&quot;

an

order in human acts to be established bv Reason.&quot; In

Psychology, on the other hand, Reason merely plays the

part of /o. riuvr. It tells us what are the objects of the

faculties, what are the relations between the faculties

and the soul, &c. In other words, whereas Psychology
treats of what is. Ethics treats of an &quot;order&quot; in our

acts which perhaps is not, but which, it conduct is to be

rational, tm^hl to be, and which can onlv be set up in

the will bv Reason itself. Psvchologv. then, like Mathe

matics and Phvsics. treats of mere facts or actual

happenings of mind. Ethics is, like Eogic and certain

of the art&amp;gt;, normative. It lavs down rules of action.

And even amongst normative sciences ii has a specific

difference of its own- namelv, that the order which it

contemplates is an order of acts not to anv proximate
or intermediate end, but to the final end of our whole

being the sum mum boniim.

But though Ethics is a distinct science from Psycho-

logv, it is vet in manv points dependent on Psychology.
For, first, it is from Psychology that we learn the

freedom of the will or the fact that Reason is able to

control our actions. Again, it is from Psychology we
learn what are the ends and objects of the various

faculties, and it is through the information thus obtained

that Reason is enabled to set up in our wills the neces

sary ethical order, the order of act to final end. In this

way, just as the cyclist gets his information from the

geographer, so does the ethician from the psychologist.
* See note, page 2.
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But still Ethics is not to be identified with Psychology,
nor with any chapter in Psychology. It is a distinct

science, since the aspect under which conduct is related

to our human Reason is different in the two sciences.

ETHICS AND POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY

We meet in recent ethical literature with two remark

able and quite opposed accounts of the relation in which

Ethics stands to Politics. One tends to separate the two

sciences altogether ;
the other tends to merge Ethics in

Political Philosophy or in Sociology. The first view is

advocated by Kant and his many disciples. The
second by the modern utilitarians. In the first view,

whereas Moral Philosophy concerns itself with the indi

vidual conscience and with the inner act as subject to

conscience, Political Philosophy concerns itself with the

laws and interests of the State and with external acts.

In the second view, morality is regarded as identical

with the good of the race, and the science of Etrrvs as

identical with the science of the racial interest in so far

at least as the racial interest can be promoted by
individual effort, and gives rise to individual responsi

bility. Ethics is thus, in the utilitarian system, identi

fied with Politics regarded as the science of the social

good. (The school of M. Levy Bruhl identifies Ethics

with that part of Sociology which treats of the history of

social customs and opinions and with the development
of these, as society develops.)

Now, the view taken in the present work is that Ethics

is neither distinct from Political Philosophy nor identical

with it; that, on the contrary, Political Philosophy is

merely a branch of Ethics, that as Ethics considers the

actions of men in regard to our last end, both in our

character as individuals and as members of society,

Political Philosophy considers the acts of men as citizens

or as members of society only, and directs the lawgiver
as to the best way to rule the citizens so as to obtain the

ends of society.

On this question of the relation of Ethics to Political
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Philosophy, it may be well to quote the argument of

Aquinas. Having determined the general subject-
matter of Ethics that is, human operations as directed

by Reason to the last end he writes*: &quot;It should,

however, be mentioned that man is a social animal inas

much as many things are necessary for his life which he

himself as an individual could not procure; from which

it follows that according to the design of nature man is

to be considered a member of a multitude which is

(nature s) means for affording him the necessary help in

the proper ordering of his life. This necessary help
extends to t\v&amp;lt;&amp;gt; classes of requirements. First, it extends

to things necessarv for life, without which the present
life could not continue; and in this respect man is a

member of the domestic multitude (or ot the family),

since it is from our parents that we receive life, stipport,

and education. . . . Secondly, as members of

another multitude we receive those things that are

required for complete sufficiency of life, things
necessarv not for life, but for the perfect life, and on

this account man is a member of the multitude

of civil societv, and that, not merelv in regard
to

&quot;

(such things as)
lk

bodily necessities which

only a number of artificers living together can fully

supplv, but also in regard to the moral necessities like

that of public punishment, whereby youths are coerced

into good behaviour when thev cease to give heed to

mere paternal admonition. . . . Hence moral

philosophy is divided into three parts. The first regards

the acts of a man in his individual or personal relation

to the final end which is Monastica (or personal

Ethics). The second considers the actions of the

family which is Oeconomica. The third considers

the political organisation and its action which is

1

Political
&quot;

There is, however, one difficulty in the way of regard

ing Political Philosophy as a branch of Ethics namely,
that Political Philosophy considers many questions

*
&quot; Commentaries on Aristotle.&quot; Liber primus Ethicorum, Lectio I.
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which apparently have nothing to do with the moral

good or with duty for instance, the question of the

best form of
&quot;

electoral system
&quot;

or the best methods of

taxation. Our view of these questions is that, though

they do not appertain to strict duty, they do nevertheless

appertain to the moral good, inasmuch as, like many
other moral goods, political systems regard the means

by which we promote our final end, means which
are necessary, if not for the essentials of our life, at least

for the conditions of a perfect life. Besides, these same

questions, even where they do not concern the duty of

the individual, may easily have a bearing on the duty of

a lawgiver who is bound morally to suit his enactments
to the given concrete circumstances so as to direct his

subjects efficiently and well. They are, therefore, a

part of the moral law for him. It must, indeed, be

acknowledged that men as a rule tend to regard such

things as the incidence of taxation and methods of elec

tion as no part of the moral good. But the reason is,

because in estimating the moral good we consider for the

most part our own duties and not the duties of lawgivers,
and also what is necessary for our own end,
not what is necessary for society, whereas it is the

good of society that is most consulted for in questions
of the modes of election and of taxation. However,
such questions have, as wT

e have seen, a moral bearing,
and are to be regarded as belonging to the science of

Ethics
;
for the ends of society just like personal ends are

part of the moral good, and hence the laws that consult

for the social ends are also a part of the moral law.

The discussion of the two views we have mentioned
that of Kant and that of the utilitarians belongs to our

subsequent chapters on Right and on Utilitarianism.

ETHICS AND MORAL THEOLOGY

Ethics treats of the moral law from the standpoint of

natural Reason alone. Moral Theology from the point
of view of revelation. The relation of Ethics to revealed
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Theology is very clearly drawn by the scholastic writers.

The ethician must not oppose revelation, but inasmuch

as Ethics is a natural science in the sense of a science

conducted by our natural Reason, the ethician does not in

the construction of his science use the Revealed Word as

a proof of ethical truth or as a premiss from which to

draw ethical conclusions. Revealed morality stands to

Ethics in the same relation exactly that the biblical

account of the origin of the material world stands to the

natural science of geology. In other words, no propo
sition ran be regarded as a genuine conclusion of the

science of Ethics unless it can be established on grounds
of natural Reason alone without revelation. If revela

tion be necessary in order to establish a particular

proposition this proposition is a ( (inclusion ot Moral

Theology, -not of Ethics. There are a great number even

of moral truths that can be established onlv throng!)

revelation truths that unaided natural Reason could not

possiblv establish. These truths are not ethical truths,

and are not the premisses ot ethical conclusions, nor are

thev used as such bv the scholastic writers. Ethics and

Geologv are natural sciences, Theology is a revealed

science. The standpoints, or what are called the formal

objects of the natural and the revealed sciences, are not

indeed opposed, but thev are distinct. The science of

the revealed moral law is Moral Theologv. Ethics is the

science of natural morals only, and its standpoint is that

of natural Reason.

(&amp;lt;/)

METHOD or- F

The methods* employed by various ethicians in the

development of this science mav be conveniently reduced

&quot;By
&quot;method&quot; here we mean, not a system of Ethics, hut the

method of study adopted in discovering moral truths. It is perfectly
possible that two men following the same- method (for instance the

inductive) should arrive at very different ethical systems. The reader
will easily understand that it would he no easy matter to classify all the
methods adopted by ethicians, or even to know in every case the precise
method adopted by individual ethicians. Many ethicians adopt a

plurality of methods, which is, indeed, quite logical and often necessary.
But many who lay claim to using- a single method are often so vague in
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to three. First, methods are either intuitive* or infer

ential that is, moral truths are either represented as

known directly and immediately without reasoning, or

they are represented as knowable through reasoning
alone. Secondly, the inferential method is either one of

induction or of deduction that is, the ethician either

starts from experience and builds up the general moral

proposition from particular truths, or he represents

particular moral truths as deducible from the more

general self-evident moral principles. Speaking

broadly then, the methods recognised by different

ethicians are the intuitive, the inductive or a posteriori,

and the deductive or a priori.

The intuitive method represents moral truths as know-
able immediately by direct perception. Now, in general,
there are possible two modes of intuition- intuition

by sense and intuition by intellect. Accordingly,
intuitional moralists may be divided broadly into two

classes those who attribute the knowledge of moral

truths to a sense which they call the moral sense, f and

their account of it, that it becomes impossible at times to know under
what heading to classify it. Thus it is exceedingly difficult to know
how far many &quot;moral sense&quot; ethicians acknowledge intellect, or
whether they regard the testimony of the moral sense as given by inner
reflection or by outward perception. Thus the} speak of the moral
sense as a &quot; sentiment of judgment,&quot; which would suggest some kind
of intellectual faculty. Yet such prominence is given to

&quot;feeling-&quot;
in

these theories that the moral faculty would seem to be regarded as

predominantly sensuous. In the main we ma} say that the moral-
sense writers regard conscience not as an intellectual but as a sensuous
faculty with higher sentiments attached. Again, the moral sense is

sometimes represented as extra-regarding, in so far as by it we become
aware of the moral qualities of other men s acts, and sometimes as
reflective or intra-regarding, in so far as it is a reflective liking for
certain affections in ourselves.

Again, with the exception of a few, intuitionists generally fight shy
of the question whether our moral intuitions concern the general
moral principles only, or whether they extend to particular acts. They
speak generally of intuitions (not of moral principle, and not of in

dividual act but) of morality simply.
*
Speaking strictly, &quot;intuition&quot; is not a method. Common usage

and convenience, however, are our justification for speaking of it as a
method.

f So far as method is concerned, the moral sense theory maybe
classed as one with the theory of moral feeling, with, e.g., Adam Smith s

theory of &quot; Conscience a feeling of sympathy,&quot; and Brown s theory of
* Conscience a feeling of approvableness.&quot;
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those who attribute it to intellect. To the former class

belong Reid,* Shaftesbury and Hutcheson, to the

latter, the Intellectual moralists Cuchvorth and Clarke.

Again, the
&quot; moral sense

&quot;

theory is a theory either of

an &quot;inner&quot; sense or of an &quot;outer/
1 An &quot;inner&quot;

sense, it is claimed, discovers the moral law within a

man himself by introspection. In this way Hume may
be regarded as a sense intuitionist. The moral sense

as
&quot;

outer
&quot;

is represented as sensible to the morality of

other men s acts as well as of our own, and as such its

action is said to be akin to that of our other ordinary
outer senses.

It is not so easy to mark off the various methods of
&quot;

in

tellectual
&quot;

Intuitionism. In one way even the defenders

of the inferential method are all, to some extent, Intel

lectual Intuitionists, for they insist that (lie process of

reasoning must begin with intuition of some kind, that we
cannot reason back /;? infinitum. Indeed, every moralist

recognises the need of intuition at some stage or other in

the determination of moral truths. But between the

inferential theory and the theory of the
&quot;

Intellectual

Moralists
&quot; we may at least draw a distinction of degree,

as regards the number of intuitions they each admit.

Intuitional Moralists as a rule regard all the general
moral principles, or at least those simpler truths which

all civilised men know of, like &quot;justice
is to be done,&quot;

&quot; drunkenness to be avoided,
&quot;

the truth to be told,&quot;

&quot;superiors to be obeyed,&quot; as judgments of intuition.

Those who follow the inferential method insist that the

great body of these same moral principles, including
*

*
Sidgwick distinguishes t\vo intuitional methods, (i) The strict

a priori method, in which a man s duty is clearly stated on general
principles, and no room is left for individual tastes or freedom. (2) The
aesthetic intuitional method which allows for individual tastes, puts
virtue above strict duty, and allows for its not being- always realisable

at will. The moral code resulting from this latter method is necessarily
very indefinite. We need not say that in the following treatise we
shall take no notice whatever of aesthetic intuitionism in Sidgwick s

sense. Of ^Esthetic Ethics, in another sense, we shall have something to

say, but aesthetic intuitionism in Sidgwick s sense is not a science, and
it is therefore disproved by everything we can bring forward in favour
of the scientific method.
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many principles which are generally accepted by civilised

men, need to be proved ;
but they admit that we must

fall back somewhere in our reasoning on self-evident

truths.* This second class of writers are not usually
described as intuitionists, and in this work we shall

speak of Intellectual Intuitionism in the first sense only.
We shall not at present discuss the intuitional method.

Our view of intuition and of the other methods will be

given in a special section on the right method of Ethics,

and also in later discussions on particular moral

theories.

The a posteriori or inductive method may be defined in

a general way as that method which bases the general

principles of moral science, if not exclusively, at least

mainly on experience. It is the method adopted, for

instance (i) by hedonists and utilitarians, for whom
moral good and evil are determined by the pleasurable
and painful consequences of acts, pleasure and pain

being plainly matters of experience.! (2) By evolu

tionists, in so far as they lay claim to discover the moral

law in the general line of development that may be

observed in the past history of men and things. This
also is an appeal to experience. (3) It is used by all who
discover the moral laws by comparison of the various

types of character and sentiment that have come promi
nently before the world in the course of history, and

* Where shall we place Kant in this connection ? It is not so easy
to say what his method is. On the one hand he would seem to be a

purely deductive ethician, for all moral principles with Kant reduce to

the one law &quot; Act so that your maxim may be capable of becoming&quot; a
law for all mankind.&quot; And this law he deduces from the general principle
that morality is obedience to law for the sake of law. On the other

hand, he sometimes speaks as if we learn our duties by listening to God s

voice within us, as when he tells us that it is our duty to cultivate

conscience
(&quot;

cultivation
&quot;

in Kant s system does not mean
&quot;rectifying&quot;,&quot;

since conscience cannot err with Kant
; it means strengthening our will

to do the good for the sake of duty) by quickening our attention to the
voice of the internal judge, and using all means to secure obedience to

it (&quot;Preface to Metaph. Elements,&quot; page 312, Abbot). This would
place him among the inner-sense intuitionists. We are, however, we
believe, safe in regarding Kant s method as in the main deductive.

f Even those a priori scientific hedonists who ground the hedonistic
code on theories of the cause of pleasure, must have recourse in practice
to experience. Of this, however, we shall speak later.

B
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that have aided its progress. As so employed it is

sometimes known as the historic method; but this kind

of historic method must be carefully distinguished from

(4) the HISTORIC method proper (also a method of

empiricism), which bases moral judgments on the exami

nation of the development of historv as a whole, and
not on the accidental appearance of individual types.
We find some difficulty in bringing the various forms

of this historic method under one formula or principle,

so different and apparently so opposed are the accounts

that arc given of it by different ethical writers of the

historical school. Thus some, like M. Levy Bruhl,

regard the historic method as pmvlv posilivistic and

descriptive. Thev maintain that it is the business of

Ethics to give the historv of human customs and of the

moral views of different nations as expressed in these

customs; also, to discover from an examination of these

views and customs the law that has regulated their

occurrence and succession. Thev also expressly declare

that all these customs and views, though opposed to one

another, arc cqiiiillv natural and true, since thev are all

necessary stages in the evolution of mind and of society.

On the other hand, some, like Professor Wundt,
who often speaks of Ethics as a study of the &quot; social

historic phenomena&quot; and describes the historic method
as the right method of Ethics, would seem to imply
that the object of Ethics is not merelv to correlate the

customs of nations and discover the law of their

succession, but to distinguish what is natural and good
in them and in law from what is unnatural and bad.*

Wundt, for instance, suggests a distinction between

valid and invalid moral law when he speaks of the
&quot;

universally valid contents of morality,&quot; and between
&quot;

natural
&quot; and &quot;

unnatural &quot; when he describes the

moral laws as founded on &quot;

uniformity in human
nature,&quot; or on &quot;

certain moral impulses which are in

essence always and everywhere the same
;&quot;

and he even

* These systems differ in aim. One aims at history for its own
sake. The other uses history to distinguish right from wrong-.
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gives as one characteristic of the moral laws (and, there

fore, of course, as a criterion by which they are to be

distinguished from immoral laws) the fact that the

former kind afford
&quot;

enduring satisfaction.&quot;
*

These, we say, are seeming differences between the

forms of the historic method adopted by M. Levy Bruhl
and Professor Wundt and their respective schools. Yet,

though seemingly so different in their purpose and pre

suppositions, these methods, we claim, are fundamen

tally one and the same, for they depend both upon a

view of morals which so many evolutionists maintain

and defend namely, that there is no a priori Tightness
and wrongness, that distinctions of right and wrong do

not exist outside the customs and views of different

peoples, that the moral law, in so far as such a thing
exists at all, is discoverable not by reasoning but by the

study of the views and customs of nations, and that all

views on &quot;

good
&quot; and &quot;

evil
&quot;

that have gained any
thing like wide acceptance are necessarily right and true

even though our Reason cannot prove them.

This historic method will be considered later in our

chapter on Rights. To treat of it here would, we think,

be premature, and it would carry us too far afield.! It is

better also, as we have said, to reserve our view of the

value of the a posteriori method generally until we come
to treat in particular of the various a posteriori systems
in which it is embodied.

However, at this point it will be well to call the

reader s attention to one particular form of the inductive

method, a form to which, we may say at once, we shall

rigorously refuse a place in this science namely, the

method of
&quot;

induction through moral instances,&quot; or the

establishment of general moral truths through particular

cases of the general truth. An example of this method

*
&quot;Ethics,&quot; pag-e 327.

t We may, however, remark at this point that truth and falsity

cannot be tested by the fact that men believe in certain things and dis

believe in others, and that rig-ht conduct and wrong&quot; conduct cannot be

tested by the fact that such and such courses of conduct have obtained

amongst the people.
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would be the establishment of the general proposition
&quot;

all lies are bad &quot;

by finding that this, that, and the

other lie were bad, or that
&quot; murder is bad &quot;

because the

murder of this, that, and the other man was bad. This

method, as we have said, cannot be admitted into

Ethics.* \Ye do not know that the lie in general is bad
on the ground that many particular lies are bad. On
the contrarv, we can onlv know that a particular lie is

bad through knowing that the lie of its nature, and there

fore of itself and in general, is bad. Induction through
instances has an undoubted value in the physical
sciences, for the phvsicnl sciences are concerned solely

with objects and qualities that fall under the senses. We
see, tor instance, with our eves that this and that piece
of gold arc vellow, and thus we can argue from many
single instances to the general proposition that &quot;gold

is yellow.
1

But such a form of argument is quite

inapplicable in Morals. For, individual lies are not

labelled
&quot;

good
&quot;

or
&quot;

bad.&quot; \Ye have to discover their

moral qualitv bv the use of reasoning, and in establish

ing their moral qualitv we argue on the strength ot

premisses that are quite ot general application. f
Tlic a priori method. The deductive or a priori

method is that which deduces all moral truths from

certain broad general principles that have either the

Some have adopted the*/ posteriori method as equi-primary with

the deductive, and as the exclusive method of certain branches of Ethics.

Thus, Cirote divides Ethics into tlvee distinct parts the treatise on duty,
that on virtue, and that on happiness. For the last of these three treatises

the a posteriori is, he maintains, the onlv method available.

t A method akin to that of induction, and sometimes adopted in

Ethics (
..i,

&quot;.,
bv Sigwart -is that which some writer s call the- reductive

method
&amp;gt; corresponding

1

in great measure to what Mill calls induction by
paritv of reason. It is the case of a law revealed fullv and necessarily in

one particular instance. Thus, the fifth proposition of the first book of

Euclid is not only exemplified but proved from anv isosceles triangle
which one may draw.

To this method all that we have said about induction by instances

may be applied without exception. Even Sigwart implicitly admits its

impossible character when he says &quot;AV///r.v can only conic down from
above; it cannot be built up from below&quot; that is, the general moral
truths can be established from general principles only, and not from

particular empirical facts. The expression &quot;reductive method&quot; has

another meaning also namely, the establishing of the premises of ati

argument given the conclusion that has come from them.
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force of analytic* judgments themselves or may be
reduced to judgments that are analytic. As there are

schools of Ethics that adopt the a posteriori method only,
so there are ethical schools that adopt the a priori
method exclusively, and make no appeal, or at least aim
at making no appeal, whatsoever to experience in the

building up of their science.

The following are instances of the a priori ethical

method: (a] The geometric method of Spinoza, in

which proposition is drawn from proposition exactly as

in Euclid, without any appeal to experience, or any
admixture of probable reasoning the last conclusions

being, it is contended, quite as certain as the axioms

from which they are drawn, whatever be the number of

intervening propositions; (b) the transcendental or

abstract a priori method, in which all moral truths are

deduced from some one original speculative truth, such

as
&quot;

I find myself willing
&quot;

(Fichte), or
&quot;

I am free
&quot;

(Hegel), which one proposition, it is contended in each

case, is just the abstract expression of the whole moral

order, the manifold laws of which are derived from the

first principle by pure a priori reason alone : f (
c
) the

Ideal a priori method of Plato in his
&quot;

Laws,&quot; and of

More in his
&quot;

Utopia,&quot; in which conduct is regulated
not by what is good and obligatory for real men, but by
an abstract ideal of what is best or might be best for

us under conditions that are superhuman.
What value attaches to a priori reasoning in Ethics

will be seen in the following section, which will contain

our view on the function both of deduction and of induc

tion in the science of Ethics.

THE TRUE METHOD OF ETHICS

As the present work proceeds and the moral laws and

their many applications come before us for consideration,
*
By an analytic judgment is meant a judgment of which the predi

cate is a part of the meaning of the subject.
t Hegel recognises the a priori method as primary and fundamental.

But he is finally led to the adoption of the historic method as the practical
and proximate method of Ethics. See later, page 423.
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it ought to become plain to the reader that the method
of Ethics is a mixed one, that it is partly a priori

or deductive, and partly empirical. Ethics is primarily
and in the main a deductive science that is, it is a

science in which the moralitv of particular acts is

deduced from general moral propositions. Eor Ethics

is a practical science, and, therefore, its aim is to direct

men aright in the concrete circumstances of real life.

Hence the primary and essential method of Ethics will

be that by \vhich our Reason determines the individual

dutv in individual circumstances. Now, in order to

determine the moralitv of anv particular act, it is neces-

sarv to bring together certain general moral principles
such as will suit the circumstances ot the act in question,
and from a consideration of those principles we are able

to determine deductivelv the individual dutv. Hence
the method of Ethics is primarily and in the main

deductive.

l&amp;gt;ut it is in the establishment of the general principles
themselves that Reason has to tail back to a large extent

on experience.* Eor \ve can onlv establish the general
moral laws bv a consideration of the natural human

appetites and their objects, and this latter it is evident

is largelv a matter of experience. \Ye must, therefore,

acknowledge that experience
1 is a necessarv part of the

method of Ethics. Thus \ve know that society is a

natural necessity, because we know that there is in man
a natural appetite

1 for societv and for certain things that

can only be achieved in society, and because, allied to

the natural appetite for society, there is also a special

natural faculty namely, speech which has no other

natural purpose than the attainment ot certain social

ends. Xow, the discrimination of fhese faculties and their

objects is the work to a large extent of experience, and,

therefore, experience is a necessary factor in the estab-

* We refrain from calling- this experimental factor in Ethics &quot;induc

tive,&quot; because of the meaning- usually attaching- to
&quot; induction as

reasoning- built on instances in the way \ve have described. To say
that there is in Ethics an element of experience expresses our whole

meaning- here.
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lishment of the general moral principles. We should

mention, however, that this experimental factor which

plays so important a part in the determination of the

general moral principles is no bar to the certitude

required of the science of Ethics. For the experience
that we presuppose in Ethics is no narrow experience,
but one so broad and universal that there can be no
error nor risk of error in following it. The method,

therefore, of Ethics is in the main deductive. But it

presupposes experience, for in the establishment of its

general principles it must rely upon experience.*

(c) POSSIBILITY OF THE SCIENCE OF ETHICS

Is a science of Ethics really possible ? A full dis

cussion of this question would anticipate what we hope
to prove regarding the reality of the distinction between

moral good and evil, and the validity of the first prin

ciples of Ethics. But the question may be partly
answered here by meeting the more important of the

arguments that have been advanced against the possi

bility of a Moral Science.

(i) It has been said that if there is a science of Ethics

at all it must be a science of the most inexact type,

so inexact as scarcely to merit the title of science.

Opinions, it is contended, are so varied on moral matters

that no certain convictions can be entertained about

them. Savages, for instance, have only the rudest

morality. Their highest code of morals is immorality
to civilised men. Nor can it be argued that a savage s

opinions are only savage, and are consequently a

negligible quantity. Valueless as his opinions may be

on purely speculative scientific questions, like astronomy
or electricity, they certainly, it is insisted, have a value

all their own on matters that concern human life and

* The reader must not complain that we give no convincing- proof here

that the method of Ethics is such as we have described. At this stage of

our work it would be irrational to expect us to prove these things. The

requirements of Ethics in regard to method can only appear when we
come to treat of particular moral problems.
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existence. We have not, therefore, in morals a suffi

cient consensus of opinion to constitute a genuine science

of Ethics.

Reply It is untrue to say that Ethics is either not a

genuine science or is an uncertain science. Ethics, in

the first place, possesses all the elements that are required
for a genuine science namely, indisputable principles

and a definite method; and it is certain because the con

clusions to which it leads us are certain. This, of

course, we can onlv make clear to the reader as we

proceed. \Ve admit, indeed, that there are problems
in Ethics, not of a primary character and remote from

our first principles, which cannot be solved with cer

tainty. Also, the practical application &amp;lt;&amp;gt;! the complex
rules about circumstances, \-c., is not in manv cases

without difficulty. But vet we shall be able to show
that a verv large number of our moral conclusions are

certain a number quite large enough to cover all the

important duties of a man s life.

The argument drawn from the difference in existing

codes, between that of the savages and that of civilised

men, is, we maintain, no disproof of the validity of our

science, just as differences of view on the physical world

are no disproof of the validity or reality of Physical

Science. We admit, however, that it would be a serious

thing for our Moral Science if men did not agree on at

least the first principles of Ethics, for these principles

are, many of them, intuitions involving experience, and
all minds agree about intuitions. But there can be no

doubt whatsoever, as we shall see later on in this

volume, that savages and civilised men are quite in

agreement about the first principles of morals,* and that

all differences between our codes fall under one or other

of the following heads, none of which have reference

* Professor Wundt, though an ardent evolutionist, writes (&quot; Ethik,&quot;

Engl. transl. , page 46)
&quot; No unprejudiced observer can avoid the con

viction that in the last resort the differences here (that is, on points of

practical morals), are no greater than in the intellectual realm, where,
in spite of all the multiplicity of views and schools, the universal validity
of the laws of thought remains unquestioned.&quot;
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to primary Ethical principles (a) remote and difficult

ethical conclusions which only the developed Reason
can successfully determine; (b) the secondary laws of

morality that is, laws that appertain, not to absolute

moral necessities, but to the higher necessities or the

necessities of the more perfect human existence ;

(c) positive laws that are above nature.

For instance, (a) it is not to be expected that savages
will have right and proper views of the details of justice,

since
&quot;justice&quot;

cases require reasoning reasoning of

which even civilised men are often quite incapable ;

(b) savages practise polygamy, civilised men as a rule do
not. But then this difference appertains, not to the strictly

necessary or primary laws of natural Ethics, but to the

secondary laws the laws of greater human perfection.

Now, of these secondary laws the savage has either no

care (for he does not desire the greater human perfection)
or no knowledge (since what is necessary for the greater

perfection is never so obvious as that which is required
for existence or life itself) ; (c) sometimes savages differ

from us in their ideas of morality, because our ideas are

sometimes formed by positive laws which are above

nature, and which savages know nothing about. For

instance, we have the law of Christian charity. But

such differences of moral idea are not ethical, since

Ethics is the study of natural morals, and hence these

differences are outside the question which we are dis

cussing.

(2) Secondly It is contended that many weighty
authorities have not regarded this science as demonstra

tive e.g. t Aristotle.*

Reply We can only answer briefly that Aristotle

merely meant to indicate that Ethics could not give us

certainty in every case, and that the science had its diffi

culties like other genuine sciences that in part depend
on experience.

(3) Again, it is objected that &quot;the philosophical

explanation of morality always lags behind the fullness

* Also Butler.
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of real life
&quot;

that the principle s of a science of Ethics
must be purely general, whereas the object of Ethics

viz., human life is concrete and real. You cannot, it

is contended, frame a body of laws which will reach
into all the crevices of a man s life or regulate all his

motives.

AY/i/y On the question of the relation between

general law and individual fact we shall speak at some

length later. Here we mav say that, in regard to this

relation. Ethics stands on exactly the same footing as

Mathematics and Phvsics. Let us confine our com

parison to the case of Ethics and the Physical sciences.

The function and aim of the Physical sciences is the

discovers* of general laws of nature and the deduction of

facts from general laws. Yet the general laws of

Phvsics do not of themselves account for the individual

facts, but have to be supplemented bv considerations of

the circumstances in which these facts exist and under

which thev are produced. Thus, from the general laws

of Dvnamics no man could deduce the actual course 1 of a

falling stone because so much depends on the surround

ing circumstances. So also in Ethics the general moral

laws could not of themselves meet all the requirements
of the individual life. But, given a full statement of the

circumstances and given the general laws, the ethician

will determine our individual dutv, it not in every case,

at least in everv important case.

(4) Anv genuine science, it is argued, should fulfil two

important conditions it should verify and it should

predict. Now, on the one hand, a principle of virtue

or of dutv could neither be verified nor contradicted by
anv fact, positive or negative; and, on the other, no man
will predict that because we ought to follow certain lines

of conduct we therefore shall be found in fact to follow

them. If Ethics, then, be a science at all it must be

quite unreal, and a science only in a very broad and

imperfect sense of the term.

Reply This difficulty we shall dispose of in very few

* Prof. Bussel in
&quot; Personal Idealism,&quot; pag-e 343.
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words. Ethics does not propose to tell a man what he

will do, but what he ought to do. Prediction, therefore,

is no part of the function of Ethics. Nor need it be.

Mathematics is a real science. Yet it is quite incapable
of predicting in the strict sense of the word ; and, even

if Mathematics did predict, the acceptance of mathe

matical truths is not made surer when its predictions
realise themselves, nor more difficult when they do not.

And Ethics is to a large extent a deductive science like

Mathematics, and, therefore, we must not look for pre
dictions from it, What a man will do depends on his

own will and not on moral law. Ethics treats of moral

laws only. Prediction treats of matters of fact. In the

same way the la\vs of Ethics may be quite certain even

though they be not verified in fact. The laws of

Mathematics stand in no need of verification, yet

Mathematics is a genuine science. So, also. Logic is a

genuine science; yet its lawrs cannot and need not be

verified. Like Ethics, the laws of Logic are themselves

the rule and the norm of action, and, therefore, they
need no verification in action.

(5) Again, we have Mr. Balfour s objection that

ethicians simply falsify their ethical conclusions for the

sake of coming into line with the code of morals that

obtains de facto in the world,* since, while they disagree

concerning their moral principles, they agree about the

code of morals which these principles yield.

Reply This is a serious charge to make against

intellectual men, and we do not think it can be sub

stantiated. No doubt ethicians do agree about their

conclusions and their codes, and differ very widely about

their principles; but from this it does not follow that

ethicians deal dishonestly with their principles or force

them to unwarranted conclusions. De facto, many
ethicians hold fast to principles which they find it

exceedingly difficult, if not impossible, to bring into

* Prof. Bussel in &quot;Personal Idealism&quot; expressly impugns the

candour of ethicians in admitting-, as part of their stock-in-trade, prin

ciples which we &quot;blush to examine, and for which we find it impossible

to account&quot; (page 344)-
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harmony with the accepted code. But it is strange that

it never occurred to Mr. Balfour that possibly these so

divergent principles really supplement one another

i.e., are each true, but, at the same time, that they are

only partial truths, and that, consequently, the codes they
make possible must in the main be one; in other words,
that they are all partial views of the same central fact-

human nature and its needs. As a matter of fact we are

persuaded that that is the true explanation, and we shall

in the course of the following inquiry larelv find our

selves obliged to discard any ethical theory wholly. In

practically all of them there is a great deal of truth mixed

up with some error. \\Y do not, however, wish it to

be understood that the theory we are going to offer is one
ot eclecticism. Eclecticism means weakness, com

promise, insecurity. But to recognise the
&quot;

true
&quot;

in

what is in part false is not eclecticism but common sense.

(6) There is, then, the much repeated difficulty about

the
4k

is
&quot;

and the
&quot;

ought.
&quot;

Science, we are told,

deals with the real, with what is, whereas Ethics deals

only with the ideal or \\ilh what
&quot;

ought&quot; to be.

Reply The obvious answer to such a difficulty is

that Ethics is a normative science that is, it offers us

norms or rules of conduct. Surely it is no drawback
to any science that it has a differentia, which dis

tinguishes it from other sciences. Ethics, like Logic,
treats of what ought to be Physics and Mathematics of

mere tacts. Again, we do not recognise any very
marked and essential distinction between the real and
the ideal, between what is and what ought to be, such as

is here postulated. Surely the necessity or &quot;ought-

ness,&quot; of taking the one road that leads to a towrn if a

man would get to a town, is a real necessity, and yet it

is also ideal or a thing that ought to be just in so far

as a man may or may not take the road. Now, as we
shall see later, Ethics has just to do with these teleo-

logical necessities, with the necessities of certain ends of

human appetite. These necessities are real necessities

and the means by which they are supplied are really
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&quot;

means.&quot; There is, then, no absolute cleavage between
the ought and the is in Ethics, any more than there is in
&quot;

Medicine.&quot; The needs of the body are as real as the

body itself, and so are the means to its development and
maintenance Yet Medicine treats also of what ought to

be done. Medicine, like Ethics, is a normative science*

But it is also real. The only distinction of
&quot;ought&quot;

and &quot;

is
&quot; which we recognise in Ethics is that of the

laws of conduct and the actual practices of conduct.

These two may not coincide, and it is the business of

Ethics to assign these laws of conduct not to tabulate

views or practices.

(7) And this leads us to another objection of Professor

Bussel *
that the end contemplated in Ethics is always

an ideal which the individual can never realise, an ideal

which belongs to a world beyond the present, and is out

of space and time, and so can give rise, not to rational

judgments, but to vague sentimentalities and unreal

yearnings which never can be satisfied.

Reply Now, we admit that some ethical systems

may be so described, particularly those which we shall

afterwards discuss under the heading of
&quot;

Elpistic
&quot;

theories theories, viz., which place the good of man in

what has been described as
&quot;

asymptotical desire,&quot; or in

the working of the will towards an end which we may
always approach, but which we can never realise. But

Ethics, as we shall see later, has to do with a real end

an end which we can prove real, as real as man himself,

an end, too, which man can reach quern homo consequi

possit. It has to do also with the means which lead

thereto necessarily and infallibly. Then, in the matter of

the criterion, Ethics deals with our human nature a real

principle, from which spring all the real properties and

perfections, relations and needs of man. In the fullest

sense of the word, therefore, Ethics deals not with

sentimentalities but with realities, and with rational

judgments concerning them.

* &quot; Personal Idealism,&quot; pages 359 and 361.



CHAPTER II

ON 1 1 I M AN ACTS

IN our last chapter we defined Ethics as the science of

human action in relation to our last end. and we gave a

brief account of what is meant bv a human act. It will

be our duty in the present chapter, first, to enumerate

very generally the various kinds of human action, and
thus to determine in a rough \vav the subject-matter or

range of application of the science of Ethics; then,

secondly, bv a fuller investigation of the &quot;elements&quot;

or
k

principles
&quot;

of the human act, or of what makes an

act human, to determine this subject-matter still more
close Iv and scientifically.

(a) DIVISION OF HIMAX ACTS

The human act we defined as an act which is done

under the control of Reason and will; and as Ethics is

the science of human action or conduct we may regard

any act that is controlled bv the rational will as falling

within the compass of this science and as governed by
ethical law. Now, roughlv speaking, the rational will

controls two classes of acts its own acts and the acts of

certain other powers or those acts which are done by
and completed within the will itself, and which we call

elicited acts of will; and those acts which, though
done by other powers, are yet done at the command of

the will, and are therefore called commanded acts.

Both of these two classes of acts, and not the second

merely (it will not be necessary to remind the reader),

are commanded by the will, but it is usual and con

venient to apply the expression
&quot; commanded acts

&quot;

to

the second class alone that is, to acts that proceed from

30
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other powers but at the command of will. Examples of

these two classes will readily suggest themselves.

Wishing
&quot;

is an elicited act of will, because it involves

the exercise of no other human faculty but that of will.

It begins and is completed within the will itself. On
the other hand, walking and speaking are

&quot; com
manded &quot;

acts of will, because they belong to and pro
ceed from other powers, but are done at the command
of and under the control of will.

The following is a complete enumeration of the

various kinds of &quot;elicited act&quot; wish, intention, elec

tion, consent, use, and fruition.*

Wish (vellc) means simply the love of, or inclination

of the will to, anything. It precedes all other acts of

will. Intention-^ is a movement of the will to the

gaining of an end through certain means. Formally,
however, it appertains to the end, not to the means. It

differs from wish because a man might wish to do a

thing and still not form the intention of doing it.

Consent is a movement of the will to the taking of such

means as are necessary to the end. Election is a move
ment towards or adhesion of the will to some particular
one of the many means possible. Election is preceded

by the intellectual act of &quot;counsel.&quot; Use is that act

by which the will directs and moves the other faculties

to realise the particular means chosen by the will.

Fruition is the enjoyment of the end attained. Of these

elicited acts three appertain to the end namely, wish,

intention and fruition. The other three appertain to

the means.

Commanded acts it would not be possible to enumerate
* These are translations of the scholastic expressions velle, intendere,

electio, consensus, usus, fruitio.

f
&quot; Intention

&quot;

is sometimes used to signify the object of desire.

Mill defines &quot;intention&quot; as what one wills to do, as distinguished from
&quot;

motive,&quot; or the feeling- prompting- to the act. With Bentham &quot;inten

tion
&quot; means that on account of which, or in spite of which, any thing- is

done. It includes, therefore, the pleasant and the unpleasant conse

quences, whilst &quot; motive
&quot; means that on account of which a thing is done.

This is also MacKenzie s meaning. Hegel distinguishes
&quot;

purpose
&quot;

and
&quot;

intention.&quot; Purpose is the end desired with its concrete circumstances.

Intention is the essential element in desire. Thus, to burn a house is

the intention ;
to burn this man s house and in such a way is the purpose.
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with any such precision because thev belong to so many
powers, and are often very complex. At present we can

only divide them under the two broad categories of

internal and external act that is, the will can command
the actions of the internal powers and of external powers.
An IXTKRXAI, human act is one that involves the use of

internal mental powers only, like remembering and

reasoning ; an EXTERNAL act is one that involves the use of

bodilv powers also, for instance, the acts of the external

senses and the various bodily movements. And though
in the case of these outward actions the external element

is neither prior in order of lime nor the more important
ethically, still it is customarv to speak of the whole
human act as external, and not merely that part of it

which is material and am be seen or felt by others.

Thus the purposeful killing of a man is accounted an

external human act.

Now, it mav be considered that in giving prominence
here to the external element in human action we are

extending the range of application of this science beyond
its proper limit, since morality is a (|iialitv of the free

and deliberate act onlv, whereas the movements of the

bodv are material and determined, and subject rather

to physical laws and conditions than to moral laws.

But it should be remembered that though the external

act is in part physical and material, the whole act and

not merely that part of it which is internal is caused by
and done under the control of the human will, and that

therefore both
&quot;

external
&quot; and &quot;

internal
&quot; make up

between them one act, which, as human and controlled

by will, has a right to be considered in this science.

It is well also to point out in this connection that it

is exactly in the sense just explained that our internal

will-acts are moral. For it is not because our internal

will-acts reside in the will as their subject that they are

free and moral (there is one such act that is not free and

moral namely, the desire for happiness), but because

they are controlled by will. And since the external act

is also controlled by will, it also is free and moral.
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The division of human acts into elicited and com
manded acts of will, and into internal and external, gives
us some rough idea of the range of application of this

science of Ethics. It is the science which prescribes
laws for all human action, whether elicited or com

manded, internal or external, in relation to our last end.

We must now go on to a fuller and closer investi

gation of the nature of the human act.

(b) OF WHAT MAKES AN ACT HUMAN

The human act is characterised by three essential

qualities (i) knowledge, (2) voluntariness, (3) freedom.

All three are necessary to it, and, as necessary, they are

called
&quot;

principles
&quot;

of the human act. Some acts fail to

be human from ignorance, because a man does not know
what he does, as when a person shoots at a bird and

kills a man whom he had not seen
;
some because they

are not voluntary that is, they do not proceed from will,

for instance, purely reflex acts, also, movements to which

we are compelled under stress of violence
; some, because

they are not free, like the acts of madmen or acts done

in sleep. But all three
&quot;

principles
&quot; must be present in

an act before we can speak of it as human.

For, as we saw, a human act is one that is controlled

by will. But (i) will depends on intellect it is a

psychic appetite. It desires, therefore, only what is

known, and what the intellect presents to it as desirable.

Hence knowledge is necessary to the human act. (2) That

the human act must be voluntary that is, must proceed
from the will either as elicited by the will or as com
manded by it follows from our very definition of the

human act as an act done under the control of the

rational will. (3) Again, the human act must be free.

This also follows from the definition of a human act.

For, as we shall see in a later chapter, a free act is any
self-determined act of will, any act which the will causes

in itself. But an act of will which the will does not

itself produce, which is necessitated in the will by inner

nature, or forced upon it by violence from outside (if

c
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that were possible), is plainly not under the control of

the will, and therefore such an act is not a human act.

Consequently, a human act must be free.

Now, though each of these principles is necessary to a

human act, still it is not unusual to speak of a human
and a voluntary act as one, and to include all three con

ditions under the second condition, or voluntariness, the

reason being that voluntariness, when perfect, includes

all three. Eor, first, a voluntary act is one that proceeds
from the will, and everv will-act, as we have already

explained, depends on knowledge. Again, an act could

not be said to proceed, in (he full sense of the word, from

the will, or to be voluntary, when it is caused within the

will either by nature or bv some external influence. An
act proceeds from the will or is voluntary, in the fullest

and most perfect sense of that word, only when it is

caused bv the will, and such an act is, according to our

definition, a free act.

A voluntary action, then, understood in its most

perfect sense, is always free, and any act that is not free

is voluntary in a qualified and imperfect sense only.*
But though voluntnrv acts and tree acts may be

regarded under certain technical conditions as co-exten

sive in their range, still it is necessary to insist that

freedom is no part of the direct connotation of voluntari

ness, which latter term menus simply that an action pro
ceeds from will or that the will is directed or inclined to

some object. And it is in this sense that we speak of

voluntariness in the discussions that follow.

(c) OX YOLrXTARIN KSS

The human act, as we have already seen, involves three

conditions knowledge, voluntariness, and freedom.

Now, of two of these conditions it will not be necessary
*
Aquinas defines a voluntary act as one that proceeds from will,

with (in sense of through} a knowledge of the end. When free, such

acts, he says, belong* to the 7 //7 as 7i7//. When not free they belong to

will as nature.

We should notice, also, that of all the acts that proceed from will,

only one is not a free act namely, the desire for happiness. See

Chapter on Freedom and Morality.
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to speak at any length here namely, of knowledge and
of freedom. For knowledge is a necessary part of every

will-act, and it will be sufficiently dealt with in our

discussion on voluntariness. Besides, we shall in the

present chapter consider the impediments to voluntari

ness, one of which is ignorance, and from our discussion

on ignorance we shall be able to see how far knowledge
is necessary to the human act. Concerning freedom, it

is only necessary to remember at this point that any act

is free which the will has power to do or not to do, and
that in this sense freedom is necessary for every human
act. An exacter and fuller account of freedom and of

its relation to Ethics will be given in a later chapter.
But we must here enter upon a formal discussion of

the various kinds of voluntariness, or the various ways
in which an agent can be said to will anything, for it is

not always easy to say what kinds of acts are voluntary,
or how far voluntariness or involuntariness may attach

to the same action, and, in that way, it is possible
to mistake the range of application of our science which

it w7 ill be remembered extends to voluntary acts only.
The following are some of the kinds of voluntariness

which are of most importance in ethical science :

KIXDS OF VOLUNTARINESS

(I.) Perfect and imperfect voluntariness, according as

we know clearly and fully intend what we do, or know-

it only obscurely and consent to it only imperfectly.

(II.) Simple voluntariness (voluntarium simpliciter)

and conditional voluntariness (voluntarium secundum

quid). The former means that the will either has no

repugnance to the thing done or that it has momentarily

put aside its repugnance in order to do the act
;
the

latter, that we do a thing, but with a certain measure of

repugnance. That this second kind, however the so-

called conditional voluntariness has reference to in

voluntariness rather than to voluntariness will be seen

from the following example, which also makes clear the

distinction between simple and conditional voluntariness.
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When the captain of a ship throws valuable goods
overboard in order to keep his ship afloat in rough
weather his act is simply or absolutely voluntary because

his act is done with full knowledge and consent, but it

is conditionally (secundum quid] involuntary, which
means that he would not have thrown the goods over

board / / there were no storm. In other words, he

throws them overboard with repugnance. His act in

this case is said to be voluntary simply (simp licitcr) but

involuntary conditionally (secundum quid).

(III.) Direct and indirect, or in se and in causa. We
will a thing dircctlv when \ve will it in itself either as

means or as end (when wished directly as end it is wished

not only in but for itself). Thus, the man who shoots in

order to kill a bird wills both ends directly. \Ve will a

thing indirectly when we will not the thing in itself, but

something of which it is a consequence. Thus the man
who iires a bomb-shell at a monarch, knowing that it

will kill the attendants also, wills indirect lv the death of

the attendants, and consequently the killing of them is

voluntary, even though their death is bv no means a

pleasure to the assassin.

(IV.) Positive and negative. Positive willing is the

willing to do. Negative* willing is the willing not to

do. The man who voluntarily neglects his business is

properly regarded as responsible for its decline as well

as the man who injures it by positive bad management.
(V.) Actual, virtual, habitual, interpretative. f Volun-

tariness or intention is actual when we consent to w^hat

w:e do at the time of doing the act. It is virtual when
the thing done is the result not of a present but of a

former intention. It is habitual when the act done is

not the result of any intention present or past, but never

theless corresponds to an intention formerly made and
never retracted. An example will bring out this dis-

* In negative willing the attitude of the will is not one of pure
negation. The will must consciously refuse to act.

t These qualifying expressions are more often used with the word
&quot;intention&quot; than with &quot;

voluntariness.&quot;
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tinction of virtual and habitual intention. The man who
sets out to walk along a road, and then in conversation

with a friend ceases to attend to the fact that he is walk

ing, virtually intends every step he takes, for each step
is a result of the intention he has already formed. But
the man who, at some time during his life, made up
his mind to kill an enemy, and has not as yet retracted

that resolution, and afterwards, having quite forgotten
about his resolution, kills him for some other indepen
dent reason, is said to have had the habitual intention

of killing his enemy. Intention is interpretative when
we have never actually willed a certain act but would
will it if we knew of it or of its necessity.
These two latter kinds of intention- habitual and inter

pretative though not so important as the first two

kinds, are not without their effects in morals and in civil

law.

Of the distinction drawn in the third place between

direct and indirect will we must now offer some further

explanation.

OF INDIRECT VOLUNTARIXESS OR WILLING IN CA USA

In determining the various kinds of acts that lie

within the ethical sphere, and may be good or bad, it is

easy to see that at least all such actions lie within the

moral sphere and are good or bad which a man con

sciously and deliberately elects to do. But sometimes,
attached to those actions which please us and which we
wish to do, there are consequences which do not interest

us or which, perhaps, displease us, and it is not always
easy to say whether in willing the act we may be justly
said to iv ill or be justly held accountable for these conse

quences, and more particularly whether, if these con

sequences are bad, we are bound always to refrain from
the action to which they attach.

Now, the first of these two questions may be answered

very briefly by saying that if a man knows that attach

ing to his act there will be certain evil consequences.
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then, whether lie likes these consequences or does not

like them, \ve must regard their production as a volun

tary act; for the will in causing an act from which these

consequences spring is indirectly also the cause of the

consequences of this act (causa causa* est causa causati).

And this is none the less true because the consequences

may sometimes be displeasing to us. For when we do

an act we do the whole act, just as when we buy a house

we buy the whole house
;
and so a man is said to will

and be the cause of consequences which, taken in them

selves, he would not wish to produce, just as in buying
a house we reallv will to own the whole house though
some features of it mav displease us, and even though
it gives us no pleasure to own some parts of it. The
will, therefore, is the true, though the indirect, cause of

all the known consequences of our action, and // the act

that we do is a free act and the consequences be foreseen

then we are rightlv held to be responsible for them.

But a more difficult question arises concerning a man s

moral obligations in regard to these consequences,
whether, namelv, in the case of evil consequences, he

is alwavs bound to refrain from the action to which they

belong. And though we have not vet given anv prin

ciples of conduct which might guide us to the solution

of this problem, still it arises so naturally out of the

question of indirect voluntariness now under considera

tion that we shall be pardoned for making reference to it

at this early stage of our work.

Acts that are in themselves good or indifferent are not

always forbidden because of the evil consequences to

which they lead. For though the person who does these

acts is the cause of the consequences to which they lead,

still he is not their direct cause, nor does his will rest in

them as an object. It is always wrong to wish evil

directly, for acts are morally bad or good according as

the objects of our wills are bad or good. But such a

rule cannot be applied in all its strictness to cases in

which the will is not fixed on an evil thing, but is fixed

rather on some good thing from which certain evil con-
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sequences follow. It would, for instance, be an absurd

thing to charge a ruler with evil-doing for engaging in

a war which is otherwise just because he knows that

many injustices will occur through means of it, or to

prevent a man from saving his own honour even though
some people might suffer from the disclosures that have

to be made in his defence.

The question then arises when may an act be done

in spite of the foreseen evil consequences ? and when
is it forbidden on account of these consequences?

Plainly, if the consequences are all evil the act cannot

be done. For an act that has no good consequences is

&quot;bad intrinsically, since if it were either good or

indifferent it should have some good effect. It would

be at least an exercise of liberty. But our question

gains point in the case of an act with mixed effects, some

good, some bad, and concerning such acts we must

determine when they are allowed and when they are

disallowed.

Before, however, we answer this question it is neces

sary to remark that causes of action may be very different

in kind and that they may bear very different relations

to the effects that flow from them. The causes may be

either physical or moral according as a man does an act

himself or persuades another to do it. Also they are

proximate or remote according as very few or many
secondary intervening causes are necessary to the effect.

Again, some causes are natural, others are accidental.

Taking poison is a natural cause of death. A passing
locomotive engine is often the accidental cause of fires

in the vicinity of railways. These distinctions have a

bearing on our question which we now proceed to

answer.

Our answer is that acts, good or indifferent in them

selves, but yet productive of evil consequences, are

allowed under the following three conditions, all of

which must be fulfilled: (i) The bad effect must be

merely permitted it must not be desired in itself. For if

the bad effect be desired in itself, evil is desired directly,
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and it is never lawful to will evil directly. (2) The bad
effect must be co-ordinate with the good. In other

words, the good effect must not be itself a consequence
of the bad effect, for in that case the bad effect would
be willed as a means to the good effect. But to will a

bad effect as means is to will it directly, for means are

always willed directlv that is, they are willed, as we
have already explained, in themselves though not for
themselves or for their own sake, and, therefore, the will

that is directed to them is necessarily bad. (3) There
must be a sufficient cause for permitting&quot; the evil effect.

A sufficient excuse is always required for the doing of

an act from which an evil effect follows. And since the

good effect is our excuse in the present case, the present
condition amounts to saying that between the good and
the evil effect there must be a clue proportion. No man
could tor the sake of a very small good do an act from
which follows a verv great evil.

If these three conditions are fulfilled, an act, which in

itself is either good or indifferent, is allowable, in spite
of the evil consequences to which it leads. But if even

one of these conditions be unfulfilled, then the act is

forbidden.*

Following these rules we shall be able to compute
wrhen an act may lawfully be performed, which, though

* These conditions sometimes offer difficulty in practice. It is not

easy to know when the good effect is proportional to the bad. In

estimating the proportion there are certain commonsense maxims to be
followed for instance, that the more remote our act is from the effect

(considering the number of intervening cause s necessary to the pro
duction of the evil effect) and the less the likelihood of the effect

following from our act, the less is the excuse required. We should alsa
remember that if we decide on a course of action in one case for

instance, if we decide that there being no proportion between the good
and the bad effect, the act is not lawful for us then we must be prepared
to forego this act every time the same circumstances are repeated.
This of itself increases the awkwardness and evil of omitting the act,
and hence a less amount of good is required in the case of acts which we
often have occasion to do than in the case of uncommon acts. Again,
if a man is bound from his position to guard generally against this

precise evil effect, then a greater excuse is required for the permitting of the
effect than is required in the case of a man who has no special duties in

regard to this effect. Thus a soldier on guard should suffer almost any evil

rather than do anything from which the betrayal of his comrades might
possibly follow as an effect.
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good or indifferent in itself, involves the occurrence of

consequences that are morally evil. But of the two

questions proposed by us, the first namely, how far the

effects of our actions may be regarded as voluntary is

the more important for our present purposes, for we are

at present attempting to give a general account of what
acts are voluntary and human, and, therefore, are subject
to ethical rule.

(d) OF WHAT MAKES AN ACT LESS HUMAN

Having now determined what it is that makes an

action human and thus brings it within the sphere of

ethical science, we turn next to consider a kindred and

not less practical question which also appertains to the

nature of the human act namely, what are those things
that make an act less human, that diminish the moral

character of our acts? In this, as in the preceding ques
tion, we shall do very little more than explain the teach

ing of the scholastic writers, and in particular Aquinas
teaching.
The perfectly human act is, as we saw, one of which

we have perfect knowledge, and which is perfectly under

the control of will. But opposed to knowledge is

ignorance; and the control of the will is impaired from

two causes namely, violence from without and passion
from within. And, therefore, we shall in the follow

ing sections consider these three things ignorance,

violence, and passion in their relation to voluntariness

and freedom.

OF IGNORANCE

Ignorance means absence of knowledge in one who
has naturally the faculty of knowledge. In reference to

action it may be either antecedent, concomitant, or con

sequent. Ignorance is antecedent when the act that we
do is done through ignorance, and would not have been

done but for the ignorance on the contrary, would have
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been avoided had we had any knowledge of our action.

It is concomitant when it is done merely in ignorance,
but not on account of ignorance, and therefore would
have been done even if ignorance had been replaced by
knowledge. Ignorance is consequent when it is itself

consciously and voluntarily procured and maintained by
the agent.
When ignorance is antecedent, the resultant act is not

onlv involuntary,* but is actuallv opposed to our inner

will, and therefore we are not responsible for it. Thus
a man who fires at an animal, not knowing that a child

is near, could not be said to kill the child voluntarily.
Where ignorance is concomitant the act is simply in

voluntary, in the sense of not willed (it is not necessarily

opposed to our wills), and we are not responsible for its

performance. \Vhen ignorance is conseijne-nt the act is

neither involuntary nor opposed to our will, but is

simply voluntary, and we are responsible for its perform
ance. Of consequent ignorance (here are two kinds

ignorance which is directlv willed and ignorance which
is willed onlv indirectlv. It is directly willed when we
actuallv strive to remain in ignorance that is, when we
take care not to know; indirectly when we simplv neglect
to learn, but do not actuallv desire to be ignorant. The
first kind of ignorance is called atfecled ignorance. The
second when gravely culpable is called crass ignorance;
and it is gravely culpable when we neglect to use what,

humanly speaking, are ordinary means for its removal.

Sometimes the removal of ignorance is possible by the

use of extraordinary means only, and then our ignorance
is not accounted consequent, but concomitant. Now,
neither of these two kinds of consequent ignorance-
affected or crass makes an act involuntary, for the simple
reason that the act done under their influence is due to

that of which we are ourselves the cause. But though
affected and crass ignorance do not wholly destroy the

* The scholastics use the.word &quot; involuntarium
&quot;

to denote what is

opposed to a man s will. The English word cannot be so used. It simply
means &quot; not voluntary

&quot;

or &quot; not willed.&quot;
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voluntariness of an act, yet they do impair its voluntari-

ness to some extent, and if the act be bad they diminish
the evil of it

;
for it is better to refuse to know the law,

so as not knowingly to break it, than to break the law

with a full consciousness that we are violating it. In

the former case the violation of law is accompanied by
some respect, in the latter there is violation and no

respect.

ON VIOLENCE

Violence destroys voluntariness and freedom in him
who suffers violence, for an act done through violence is

caused not by the agent who suffers the violence, but by
him who inflicts it, whereas voluntariness implies that

an act is done from the agent himself as cause.

However, it is sometimes hard to determine how far an

agent who is violently compelled to an act is to be held

responsible for the same. And this difficulty arises from
two causes first, because an act may be not wholly due
to violence. A man may resist violence and yet to

some extent co-operate with it. Secondly, even when the

violence is such as cannot be resisted, still the will retains

always the power of determining itself independently of

the external violence used, for violence cannot affect the

will. .Questions, therefore, arise concerning the duty of

external resistance and also concerning the internal con

sent which may be given. But these questions we shall

not consider here, since we are here merely consider

ing what things can effect voluntariness and freedom-
violence being one of them.

THE PASSIONS

The effect of the passions on the voluntariness of acts

is set forth by St. Thomas Aquinas in a number of pro

positions which have now come to be looked upon as

necessary formulae for the solution of practical questions
on voluntariness and responsibility. We give them here

with the briefest possible explanation :

(i) Concupiscentia antecedent auget voluntarium sed
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i)i in nit liberum that is, where passion is not itself con

sciously worked up, where it precedes our act, it increases

voluntariness in the sense of increasing the onward
movement of the will, but it lessens liberty since it

brings the act under the control of the sense and not of

will.

(2) Concupiscentia conseqiiens augct voluntarium

that is, where passion is consciously worked up it

increases voluntariness, for it increases the onward
movement of the will. It also increases liberty in

increasing the amount of free action.

(3) Concupiscentia consequent ct totalitcr tollens usum
ratio nis non tollit voluntarium. Passion, when directly

worked up, mav completely take away the use of

Reason, and still the act is voluntary and free.

(4) Concupiscentia antecedent totalitcr tollens usum
ratio nis tollit voluntarium. Passion which we do not

ourselves cause, and which completely takes away the

use of Reason, completely destrovs voluntariness and
freedom.

(5) Concupiscentia non totalitcr to I lots usum ratio nis,

ct antecedent, minuit liberum. Passion which we do
not ourselves cause, if it should interfere with the use of

Reason, lessens freedom for the reason given before.

These five propositions, in so far as they relate to

voluntariness, yield the following resultant which

Aquinas gives as expressing the general relation sub

sisting between passion and voluntariness Concupi
scentia magis facit voluntarium quam involuntarium

the general effect of passion is to increase voluntariness

in the sense of intensifying the onward movement of the

will to any object.
It is usual in works on moral science to pay some

special attention to the passion of fear.* Fear is the

recoiling of the mind from impending evil. It has this

* The full enumeration and classification of the passions can be
found in any standard work on Psychology for instance, in Maher s
&quot;

Psychology.&quot;
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distinctive characteristic, that it induces the will to do

an act which the will of itself would not do that is,

which it would not do were it not under the influence of

fear. Thus the captain of a ship will, in order to save his

vessel, throw out even valuable goods which it is no

pleasure to him to lose. And though the throwing out

of these goods is secii&amp;gt;ndum quid involuntary that is,

would not be willed, did ordinary circumstances prevail,

yet absolutely (simpliciter) the loss of them is voluntary
since de facto these circumstances do prevail and the

goods are thrown over. When an act is done from fear

its voluntariness is lessened, but not when done merely
with fear.

Fear, like the other passions, may be so strong as

totally to destroy one s liberty, and the act so done is not

a human act. It is an actus hominis, not an actus

humanus. But if fear be not so strong as to destroy

freedom, the act done under its influence is free and

human, in the degree in which Reason is allowed to play
its part. If the evil feared be grave, then the fear is

grave; if the evil be light, then the fear is light. But
these terms must be understood as relative to the person
affected, for what would be grave fear for one person

may be light for another.

But the positive law often invalidates an act which is

done from fear, not because the act which a person does

from fear is not voluntary in itself, but because it is for

the common good that an act so done should be invali

dated in certain cases. The conditions generally re

quired for such
&quot;

invalidation
&quot;

depend upon particular
forms of legislation and the kind of act that is being

legislated for. There is, however, one condition that is

pretty generally regarded as necessary in all such cases

namely, that the fear which invalidates an act must be

excited by someone directly and wrongfully, and for the

express purpose of obtaining consent to the act in ques
tion directe et injuste incussus ad extorquendum con-

sensum.&quot;

These are the principal elements that lessen the human
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character of acts ignorance, violence and passion
*

and it is for the moralist to compute in individual cases

how far an act done under their influence is voluntary
and human and within the range of Ethical Science.

Some ethicians i^ive prominence also to Imbit as a fourth factor.

The consideration of it here would brini^ us too far afield in a work like

the present.



CHAPTER III

OF THE ENDS OF HUMAN ACTION *

HAVING in the preceding chapter treated of the human
act considered in itself, we must now treat of the ends of

human action, for, as we shall prove, every human act

derives its specific quality from the end to which it is

directed, and moral quality belongs to action in so far as

it is directed by Reason to the final end.

We shall, therefore, treat of three questions:

(a) Of ends of human action, and in particular of

the last end.

(b) Of the objective last end, or of the object in

which our supreme happiness consists.

(c) Of the subjective last end, or of happiness as a

subjective state.

(a) OF EXDS IN GENERAL

(i) All human action is done for some end.

We have already distinguished between human acts

(actus humani) and acts of men (actus hominis). Human
acts, we showed, are acts that proceed from men as

such that is, from the will under the influence of

Reason. An act of a man (actus hominis) is one which

belongs to a man in some way, but yet does not proceed
* With the spread of the Kantian philosophy it became customary to

regard all systems of Ethics which based morality on distinctions of
&quot;end&quot; or &quot;purpose&quot; as spurious systems. The most recent writers,
however, have returned to the older Aristotelian theory and regard
Ethics as a teleological science.

We should mention that Kant himself saw no a priori difficulty
in the conception of a teleological Ethics, for he actually began his

exposition with an enquiry into the ends of human action, and it was
only because he could not, amongst the various ends of action, find a
final end or an end that was not a means to pleasure (an assumption
which we shall disprove in the present chapter) that he rejected the

theory of teleological Ethics and adopted the theory of autonomy, to
be discussed later.

47
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from will, and is not under the control of Reason. Now,
these latter acts may, indeed, be directed to an end, but

he to whom they belong does not direct them to their

end. The beating of the heart has a purpose, but that

purpose is of nature s making, not of man s. These
indeliberate acts we now put completely out of our pur
view, for Ethics has nothing to do with them. We have
to treat of human acts only, and concerning these human
acts our first thesis is that they arc all done for some
end. We take exercise for health s sake, or to test our

powers, or for mere amusement. We read for informa

tion s sake, or to pass the time. All these are acts of

the will, and the will must wish
l

end,&quot; as is evident

from ordinary experience.*

(2) Hesitles human agents other things also act for

ends.

Everything that moves tends to the attainment

of an end. But all action is movement. Therefore,

everything that acts tends to attain an end.

Now, things move to ends in various wavs and under

the influence of different appetites. Human movements
are self-directed that is, they are the result of choice,

and are done under the control of the rational appetite
of will. Animals are moved by a sense appetite, and their

acts are not self-directed, because they neither choose

the end nor the means, nor do they formally realise the

relation between means and end. Aguntur potius

quam aguiit, as Aquinas savs. Plants and the inorganic
substances are moved to their ends by what is sometimes

called
&quot;

natural
&quot;

appetite, in the sense of an appetite
which has no dependence on knowledge, whether intel

lectual or sensile,f but springs unconsciously out of the

*
Many modern ethicians are not sufficiently careful to distinguish

&quot;end&quot; from &quot;consequence.&quot; End is nothing more than the object
which is desired Consequences are not always desired.

I The word &quot;natural&quot; has many meanings. Here it is used as

opposed to &quot;

conscious.&quot; It is sometimes also used to signify that which
is not the result of free choice. But it is most generally used to signify
that which accords with the requirements of the law of nature. This
third will be our meaning in the present work, except where we say
expressly to the contrary.
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very nature of the body, and is inseparable from this

nature. Animals and men are also moved by
&quot;

natural
&quot;

appetites in so far as they are substances merely, not

conscious beings. But whether the principle of action

be intellectual appetite or sensile appetite, or the mere
natural appetite of unconscious life, all action, all

change, is a movement to the attainment of or the con
tinued possession of some end.

(3) Human acts derive all their character from the end to

10/12ch they are directed.

All movement is denominated by, and receives its

direction from, the end. And as acts are movements they
also receive their character from the end which they sub
serve. Acts in general are distinguished according to

their objects. For when a thing is wholly for another

then what it is depends on that other. Now, faculties

are wholly for acts, and acts for their formal objects.
Hence it is from the object that we determine the specific

character both of the faculty and the act. Thus we dis

tinguish the various acts of mind in Psychology by the

objects which they concern. The sensitive act concerns

a particular material object ;
the act of intellect a

universal object. But the object of will is the end; and,

therefore, the character of our will-acts is determined by
end. Nor should we, as Aquinas remarks, regard the

end of the act of the will as something quite extrinsic to

the act. The end is the term and principle of the act,

and therefore is part of its nature. It is because all will-

acts are specified through the end to which they lead that

the science of Ethics begins with the study of ends, or

that it is ideological.

(4) There must be a final end to which all human acts

are directed.

This proposition is simply an application of the

general formula that a dependent series cannot extend

to infinity. It must have a beginning somewhere. A
dependent series is a series in which each member

depends for its existence on some other member, that

again on another, and so on. Now, a series of which

D
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all the members are dependent, is intrinsically impos
sible. For a number of dependent members implies the

existence of one independent member on which the

others depend. If there be no such independent member
the others could not have come into existence. Granted

their existence, therefore, the existence of the indepen
dent unit is necessarily conceded. That independent
unit will form the beginning of the whole series, and
from it the rest will proceed in due order.

Now, the series considered in Ethics the series of

means and ends is a dependent series. For it is

because the end is desired that we desire the means.

We desire a because we desire b to which it leads,

b because we desire c, and so on Being a dependent
series, this extending line of means and ends must finish

somewhere with an end which is desired for its own sake

only. That end with which the whole .series of means
and ends terminates is our supreme and iinal good.

(5) All that a mem desires is desired on account of the

ultimate end.

This is a highly important proposition. Aquinas
argument is twofold. One belongs properlv to the

present section on the ends of action, the other belongs
rather to the chapter on the

&quot;

good,&quot; but we may be

allowed to anticipate it here.

The last end is related to movements of our appetite,

as the first mover is related to other movements. But, in

other movements, the secondary or subordinate movers

act by virtue of and in so far as they are moved by the

prime mover. Therefore, also, it is by virtue of the

ultimate end that subordinate ends are able to move our

wills; consequently whatever else a man may desire he

desires it on account of the ultimate end that is, as lead

ing to the ultimate end, or as seeming to lead to it.

Again, anything that a man desires he desires under

the aspect of good, which if it be not itself the perfect

good, which is our ultimate end, is sought as tending to

tlie perfect good.
&quot; For the beginning of anything is

ordained to its perfect accomplishment, not only in the
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case of things which are of nature s making, but also in

the case of products of art. Hence an imperfect good is

always looked for as an instalment of the perfect, which

is our ultimate end.&quot; This principle, on which Aquinas

lays so much stress (omnis inchoatio perfectionis ordi-

natur in perfectionem consummatam), will come before

us again in other connections, and it is well we should

have a clear idea of what it means. We shall illustrate

it by an example. It does not mean that if a man puts
.a pound into his pocket he puts it there necessarily as

leading on to more. It means that if a man wishes to

put a pound into his pocket, then each shilling that he

puts in his pocket is placed there as leading up to the

pound. That is, whatever a man is assumed to desire as

ultimate end, every direct step which he takes towards its

attainment is taken by him as part payment of, or partial

realisation of his final end. Now, in morals we desire

the ultimate end, and must desire it. And, therefore,

we desire all in reference to it.

Again, the principle that everything is done with a

view to the ultimate end does not mean that in each act

that we do we must think actually of the ultimate end.

For a man does not think of the end of his journey at

each step. It means simply that each end is sought in

virtue of our ultimate end, as each step in walking is

taken in virtue of the end we desire to reach in walking.

(6) To any one individual there cannot be many ulti

mate ends.*

The reason of this proposition is contained in the very

notion of ultimate end. The ultimate end of anything
is that which fills up the measure of its capacities, and

leaves nothing beyond, which that thing may achieve or

tend to achieve. Thus the ultimate end of a plant is

flowering and bearing seed, because these acts fill up its

highest capacity, and to them all the other capacities are

directed. So the end of each man will be found to

* This does not mean that the ultimate end must be one thing- or

simple. It means that there cannot be many objects each of which is

-our ultimate end.
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consist in that act or object which leaves him nothing to-

be desired. This, whether it be a composite act a sum of

acts or objects or a single indivisible act, is necessarily
one. For the ultimate end is necessarily a natural end.

Hut nature is ahvavs determined to one tiling, and that

one tiling, and it alone, can adequately satisfy the

natural appetite. The eve can see onlv, the ear hear

only; hunger is directed to food onlv. So our final

natural end is one onlv. This end might, indeed, be

complex. If an animal were possessed of two perfectly
co-ordinate appetites, with objects quite distinct from one

another, the ultimate end of that animal would be the

sum of these two objects, and, if possible, their simul

taneous attainment. However, \\eshould remark that in

the case of organisms the ultimate end is generallv one

act or object, to which everything else leads up. For in

all living creatures there is an order between the powers,
one faculty being built on another and including the

object of another, as object of intellect includes that of

sense. And, therefore, we should expect to find that the

highest act of the highest capacitv will include in some
virtual wav the objects of the other capacities. That

single highest act in which the ends of the others are

included will be our final end. Of this, however, we
shall speak later in the present chapter.*

* Dr. Simmel ivmurks in his &quot;

Kinleitung&quot; thai &quot;the assumption of

a single last end is OIK- of the most widespread errors of ideological
thinking.&quot; \Ve quite agree with Dr. Simmel that we have no right to

take the existenee of&quot; a single ultimate end for granted. With us, how
ever, it is not an assumption, but an established fart. What the single
end is will be .shown presently, and the proof of it will rest upon the

natural content of our appetites.
To the same effect we have the contention of modern evolutionist

philosophers, that since man is possessed of manv appetites he cannot
have a single ultimate end. &quot; The happiness which all men desire-,&quot;

writes Leslie Stephen,
&quot;

is not a single end, but a name for manv and

radically different forms of gratification. The description just given
(that of the ultimate end as single) would hold in strictness of nothing
but a polyp an organism swayed by a single desire.&quot; Wo reply that

every organism must move to a single end, else it is not an organism.
The end of a locomotive is one. The end of man with his complexus of

faculties and appetites will be one also. In the case- of man the separate
faculties have each, no doubt, their own end

;
but they will be all con

tained necessarily in the object of the master appetite the will, which is

the good-in-general.
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(7) The ultimate end is the same for all men.
That men often mistake their last end is true

;
and so

far men certainly are not in agreement about what it

consists in. Some men place it in riches, some in

honour, some in bodily pleasure. Even about these

things, however, there is this much unity that they are

all looked upon and desired as a perfection of some kind,

and so far men are in agreement concerning the

ultimate end. But apart from subjective views of the

matter, and speaking of objective truth alone, we affirm

that all men have a common ultimate end. For nature,

as we observed in our last paragraph, is determined to

one end always. Things, therefore, that have the same
nature must in so far have also the same ultimate end,

which is merely the perfect fulfilment of the common
nature. The end of the eye is the same in all men. The
end of the ear is the same for all

;
and so for every natural

organ or function. The last end of our whole nature

as men, the last natural end of our supreme appetite
that is to say, the appetite which includes the objects of

all the others- must be one and the same in all. Hence
the final end is the same for all men.

(b) THE ULTIMATE END

Our ultimate end is twofold objective and subjective.

By objective* end we mean the end or object which we
desire ultimately to attain, whether that object be within

us or without us. By subjective end we mean the attain

ment and possession of the thing desired, or what is

called beatitude. There can be no doubt about there

being two ends of human action a subjective and an

objective end as experience and Reason both prove, and

they are certainly correlated, each being for the other.

* The reader should take notice of the meaning here given to the
word

&quot;objective.&quot; By objective end we do not here mean &quot;external

end&quot; necessarily, but simply &quot;that thing- which is desired.&quot; Our
present question, therefore, is what is that thing- which the will

ultimately desires, and on account of which it desires all other thing s ?

Whether this thing is external to the will or internal will be discussed
later.
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We must, therefore, enquire in what each of these ends

respectivelv consists. The final end of the will, as of

any other appetite, is determined by its formal object.

Now, the formal object of will is the good-in-general, or

happiness-in-general, and, therefore 1

, everything that is

desired is desired as leading to the good and happiness.
The reason is plain. We can desire with our wills just
what we can conceive with our intellects. And as our

intellects can rise above all particular being and think

oven of being itself in general, so the will can desire the

good-in-general and happiness-in-general. That is the

adequate circle of the will s closiros. Within that circle

it can and must choose its particular ends. These two,

however the good-in-general, and its subjective correla

tive happiness-in-general are not to be regarded as mere

negative limitations of nature bevond which the will

cannot desire anything, as we conceive the boundary line

of an island bevond which we cannot walk&quot;. They are, on

the contrary, the positive and permanent factors the

formal element, if we might say so, in all acts of will.

Whatever we wish wo wish as good and as happiness-

producing in one wav or another.

We must now treat of these two ends separately.

OF Till-: OBJECT OK PERFECT 1 1 APPINESS -OR OF THE
XATlkAI. OBJECT OF THE WILL

Concerning the object of perfect happiness, or our

final objective end, wo ask two questions (i) Is it a

priori possible to determine the final objective end?

(2) What is the final objective end ?

(i) Is it a priori possible to determine our final objec
tive end ?

The final natural end of man must necessarily be that

end which fully satisfies our highest natural appetite or

capacity. Nothing can be to us a natural end that does

* Natural here is used to exclude both artificial and unnatural,
but not supernatural. Our discussion will decide whether the end of
man is in this world or outside it.
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not form part at least of the object of some natural

capacity. The ends of plants are those acts which they
have a natural capacity of performing. The ends of the

organs of the body are those functions which these

organs are naturally able to perform. So, also, all

human natural ends are objects of appetite to us, and our

final end must be that end which exhausts fully the

capacity of our highest natural appetite. But the highest

appetites of man are necessarily conscious appetites, for

the highest appetites belong to us not as bodies, but as

rational beings, and, being conscious, these appetites are

necessarily known to us.

Now, it seems to us little more than a truism to claim

that if we knew the appetitive capacities of any living

object we should be able to determine its final end. For

the final end in every case will be, as we said, that object

that fills up the measure of its highest capacity. Did we
know the inner capacity and powers of a tree we should,

even before it began to flower, be able to determine that

its highest end was to flower and to reproduce other trees,

since its capacities extend to these acts and do not extend

beyond them. But we do not know the capacities or

tendencies of trees until we see the movements that its

capacities give rise to, and the ends they actually attain.

But man s highest appetites or appetitive capacities are

within himself
; they are conscious and they are known

to him, and therefore being conscious movements to

certain ends, the ends of these appetites
* are also deter-

minable even before these ends are actually attained. If

this were not the case, if we did not know the ends of our

conscious appetites prior to their attainment, we could

not move to their attainment. Since, therefore, our

*
Writing in &quot;Mind&quot; (N. S., Vol. 13, p. 323) Mr. F. H. Bradley

claims that a conscious function is always accompanied by a conscious

natural appetite. And since a conscious appetite (and we assume that

our highest appetites will always be conscious) must be known to us,

it follows that the end of the function must also be known to us, for the

appetite must consist of a tendency to realise the object of the function.

v
&quot; To me it seems obvious,&quot; he writes,

&quot; that if some function belongs to

&amp;gt; our nature there will be a need and a desire which correspond to that

function.&quot;
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highest appetites and their objects are known to us, it is

possible to determine our final end.

We cannot, therefore, accept the view which is advo

cated by many recent evolutionary philosophers for

instance, by Green that though we may determine the

kind of action that will promote our final end, it is never

theless not possible to determine the end itself or to say
in what it consists.

We may not, indeed, know everything about our final

end its constitution and the place and time of its attain

ment --just as, whilst knowing that the object of hunger
is food, we need not know the chemical constitution of

food. But there is nothing to prevent our being able to

determine the function and object that constitutes our

final end, in so far at least as that end is necessary to the

full, and adequate satisfaction of our highest natural

appetite; for the highest natural appetite will consist of a

conscious tendency to a certain end, and consequently it

is not possible that we should not know in what that end
consists.

(2) What is the final objective end?
This end we now go on to determine; and first,

negatively that is, we must see in what our final end
does not consist; second, positively, we shall inquire in

what it consists.

(i.) The final end of man does not consist (u) in certain

finite external objects with which some have identified

it e.g., money, honour or power; (b) nor in any good
of the body, like bodily health or strength ; (c) nor in

pleasure; (d) nor in any good of the soul, like the soul

itself, or virtue, or knowledge; (e) nor in the adapting of

our inner powers to outer environment.

(a) It does not consist in riches, for riches are nothing
more than a means to other things, like knowledge, food

and pleasure; nor in honour and glorv, which rather

exist in the minds of those that honour us than in us,

and, besides, presuppose in us that very excellence and
attainment which is our last end; nor in worldly power,
since excellence is the doing of good things or the attain-
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ment of good ends, not the power to do so, just as evil

is the doing of evil things, not the power to do so.

Aquinas sums up all such
&quot;

goods
&quot;

in the following

general argument : The final end must fill up the

capacity of the will for desiring (quietare appetitum). 1

Now, that which fully satisfies the will must, first of all,

exclude from the will the possibility of unhappiness,
whereas finite external goods can be possessed along with

unhappiness; secondly, the final end must give us all

that we desire, whereas finite external goods still leave

much to be desired v.g., knowledge; third, it must not

of itself make us unhappy, whereas money and honour
are often themselves the root of misery; finally, our

highest natural end must be a good to which we tend

necessarily. But external finite goods are not neces

sarily desired. They often come to us without our

desiring them, and accidentally, and they are then

called, not natural acquirements, but goods of fortune.

Our final end, therefore, does not consist in such goods
as riches or honour or power.

(b) The highest good cannot be any good of the body,
because the body and its excellencies are only part of the

human good, and the lesser part. Besides, man s

highest good must certainly be a something in which he

surpasses the lower animals, whereas there is no bodily

good in which he is not surpassed by many animals.

The elephant, as Aquinas remarks, surpasses him in

length of life, the lion in strength, the stag in swiftness.

Spencer, speaking of those very same cases given by
Aquinas, maintains that, even though the lower animals

live longer than man, our end may still consist in the

maximum of vitality, because, though the lower animals

surpass him in length of life, they do not surpass him in

length and breadth combined- i.e., in the amount of

living activity that they put forth. With this contention

of Spencer we cannot agree. Man s acts are, indeed,

more varied than those of the lion, but man does not

necessarily exercise more living activity than the lion,

and experience makes it clear that the total output of life
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is greater in the case of many of the lower animals than
in the case &amp;lt;&amp;gt;t man. This point, however, will be dis

cussed more fully later.*

(c) T lie final natural end cannot consist in pleasure. A
lull examination of this question is reserved for our

chapter on Hedonism. We treat it here, following

Aquinas, simplv for the sake of completeness, and we
shall, therefore, limit ourselves to one point of our

proof that, namely, which is derived from the analysis
of

&quot;

natural desire,&quot; by which we mean those desires

which spring from nature itself, and are not the result of

previous deliberation and choice. I&amp;gt;efore, however,

giving our proof we mav be allowed to repeat the sense

ot the question which we are here discussing. Our ques
tion is whether pleasure is man s tinal objective end

that is, whether pleasure is that which is wished in

everv dr.sire, whether it is that on account of which we
wish for all other things, whether it is that whose attain

ment and possession will thoroughlv satisfy- us. 4- We
do not at present ask whether pleasure is our subjective
last end that is, whether the final act or state by which

\\ e attain and possess our final objective end, and which,

then-fore, constitutes the final inner satisfaction of the

will, is pleasure. This question we shall discuss later,

when it will be shown that pleasure is not even our final

subjective end. Our present question is Is pleasure
that which the human will ultimatelv desires and must

desire ?

Our proof that pleasure is not our final objective end

is as follows :

That object will constitute our final natural end which

is fundamental and primary in such desires as nature

herself produces in the will. Now, pleasure is not the

fundamental and primary object to which nature directs

our wills, for in the order of nature desire for an object

outside the will is prior to all other desires, even the

*
Chapter on Evolution.

t It is evident that by &quot;objective&quot;
here we do not mean &quot;external.

It is too plain that pleasure could not be external.
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desire /or pleasure. Hence pleasure is not our final

objective end.

The principle here given that the primary objective
end of the natural appetites is external to the appetite
and not within it is a fundamental and a highly impor
tant proposition.* We know that we ourselves in our

deliberate or artificial acts, as opposed to those move
ments which nature itself sets up in our appetites, can

wish for these ends in any order. We can wish the

external object without thinking of our inner state of

pleasure, as when a man loves conversation with friends ;

or we can wish the state of happiness first and then look

about for an object which will make us happy. In other

words, whatever be the order of nature s desire, we can

by reflection return upon it and take its ends in any order

whatsoever, either external object first or pleasure first.

With these artificial acts we have for the moment

nothing to do, but are interested only in what we have

called the natural desire of the will. The question is

On which of these two ends has nature fixed our wills

primarily the inner state of happiness or the external

object? We answer On the external object.
Our proof is as follows : Will and the appetites

follow cognition. We desire that which we know; and
we naturally desire first wThat we naturally know first.

But the primary^ and natural objects of our understand

ing are external things, not states of the understanding
itself, of consciousness, or of will. All knowledge

begins in the external senses, and the external senses

know only external objects. For example, the sense of

sight is not immediately conscious of any particular state

* This doctrine was expressly taught by many of the school
men besides Aquinas. In his account of Peter Lombard s philosophic
teaching (&quot;Die Philosophie des Petrus Lombardus und ihre Stellung
im Zwolften Jharhundert &quot;),

Dr. Espenberger writes :

&quot; Indes nicht

die Lust als solche 1st das letzte Ende unseres Handelns, sondern
ein Etwas, eine Sache die uns Lust gewahrt.&quot; The same doctrine

is taught by many modern philosophers who are not of the scholastic

tradition.

f Primary, both chronologically and rationally. The natural founda
tions are deepest and first, even chronologically.
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of itself, but only of the material world beyond itself.

And as intellect follows the senses its primary object
must be something in these external objects and not a

state of consciousness or of will. All knowledge begins,
therefore, with the external world, and onlv later, and by
a reflex act, do we come to apprehend our own subjective
states. A babv, as certain modern philosophers point
out, looking upon the lighted candle, lives whollv out of

itself,* that is, it has not vet learned to reflect upon
itself. Its knowledge of self comes later. And as the

knowledge ol sell is onlv secondary in the order &amp;lt;&amp;gt;t

nature, so also is the appetition ol self or ol anv
state of sell only secondary in the order ol nature.

The will, therefore, is fixed upon the external

object primarilv, and it is because the \\ill is fixed upon
the external object that it desires the stale of pleasure
or delight which follows on the attainment ol its object.
On account of its importance we will develop this

point a little further.

No natural conscious impulse or craving is ever

primarilv a movement to a mere state of that in which

the impulse is excited. That in which nature excites

* To tin* same effect we have Prof. Taylor s argument in
&quot; Problems

of c onducl (page 77), that tin- object of knowledge N not tin&quot; &quot;self&quot;

or subject, neither is it the object in relation to a self. In knowledge,
he tells us, \ve often are aware of not hing but the external object, and so

far as knowledge is concerned we arc- at that moment nothing more
than these external objects.

&quot; At these times,&quot; he writes,
&quot; a man loses

all consciousness of himself as in anv \vav being anything more than
the succession of lights and scents and sounds, or of these as in anv wav
objects other than himself.&quot; And on page 7S &quot;The subject-object
form of consciousness&quot; (that is, the form in which we know an object
merely as related to ourselves),

&quot;

is not a primary and inseparable form
of human experience. There is the more primitive state which was prob
ably our condition in our ante-natal days, as \vell as in our earliest

infancy. At this earliest stage of experience we have as yet neither

subjects nor objects (in the sense of object as related to us), but

impersonal psychical contents&quot; (that is, we have only contents of which
the self forms no part).

This view of Taylor s is, of course, an exaggeration. The knowing
subject never I. cronies the object which it knows. His view, however,

emphasises a truth which relativists often forget, that in common
experience the content of our consciousness often includes no reference

to ourselves, and that, as Ed. von Hartmann says, the more primitive
and naive our consciousness becomes the more objective it becomes,
and the less it tells us of the self or of its states.
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conscious craving is moved by nature primarily to an

outer object and only secondarily and consequently to

the state of itself which that object is to induce

namely, happiness.
Thus the first desire of an animal or of children (the

first tendency, for instance, of hunger or of thirst) a

desire which is undoubtedly due to the working of the

inner nature of the appetite, and represents its pure
natural operation is always a desire for some object
other than pleasure. For the desire of pleasure can only
arise -when experience has made known the existence of

pleasure, and, since pleaslure arises first on the attainment

of some end of desire, it follows that pleasure becomes
known to us or is first experienced on the fulfilment of or

in the obtaining of the object of one s first desire. Hence

pleasure is not itself the object of the first desire of any
appetite.

Again, nature does not drive the bird in building-
time to remove from the appetite a certain inner state of

uneasiness and to substitute for it another state of

pleasure or rest. Nature directs the bird simply and

directly to build a nest, and as a result of the pursuit
of and the attainment of that object the inner feeling
of unrest is removed and pleasure ensues. It is so also

even in the case of those conscious, particular, yet
natural desires which arise in a man independently of

free will. The man who loves money or conversation

with friends thinks primarily, not of any inner state

which is induced by their possession, but of these

objects themselves, and in the attainment of these

objects he is at rest. We can, indeed, if we care, wish

directly for happiness or contentment, and we often do
so

; for, as rational beings we are gifted with this power
of reflection, and through it, as already said, we can
take all the steps of nature singly, and in any order we
like, even in an order opposed to that of nature. In

other words, we may, by a positive act, and by reflec

tion, first fix our attention on our own inner happiness,
and then seek out a means of promoting it. But with
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all natural craving this order is reversed. The love of

friends, the love of man for a woman, the love of boat

ing, of hunting, are all primarily movements of the

appetite to outer objects i.e., to things outside the will,

and to happiness or pleasure secondarily.
\Ye may, therefore, state our argument as follows :

The fundamental and primarv natural object of our

will, as of any other faculty, represents its final natural

end. But pleasure is not the fundamental and primary
natural object of our will, but some other object outside

our wills. Therefore, pleasure is not our final natural end.

((/) Our final objective* end cannot be something
within the soul; it cannot be the soul or tJie self or any
state of the self, or self-realisation.^ The proof of this

thesis is the same as that given in the question whether

pleasure is our end. As we have seen, the fundamental

natural desire of the will is a desire for something
bevond the self, and that something must be our final

end. St. Thomas Aquinas meets the theorv that the

end of man is the maintenance or realisation of the

individual, or of the life of the individual, or the

sell a theorv which is verv prominent in modern
Ethics bv the simple argument that the captain
of a ship never dreams that the end of the ship
is its own realisation, continued existence, or develop
ment, or that it is his end as captain to keep the

ship in being, to realise it, or to develop it. The end

of the ship is the attainment of that definite object
which it is fitted to achieve the carrying of its freight

safely to port, and his end as captain is to guide his ship
to harbour.;); So also man his own guide and the

shaper of his own destinv cannot have it as his end

to keep himself in being or to develop himself, but to

attain those ends which he is naturally fitted to attain,

* Our meaning here is, as has been already explained, that that to

ivhich the ivill is finally directed is not something within the soul. See

note, page 53.

t Bradley,
&quot; Ethical Studies,&quot; page 59. For further treatment of

this question of self-realisation, see Chapter on Evolution.

J
&quot; Summa Theol.,&quot; I

a
., II ac ., Q. II., Art. 5.
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to do such acts that is, to take such means as will

secure him the final object of the whole unity of the

.appetites within him.* These appetites, as we have

seen, all tend naturally and primarily to an object
outside of themselves and outside of man. So also

their complexus must tend to an external object.

Naturally, of course, the attainment of any end involves

development of the self, its sustainment, and even its

increase. But such development supposes the end

attained, and consequently our own development or

realisation is not our final end. As St. Thomas puts
it, the

&quot;

adeptio ipsa
&quot;

(attainment) and the
&quot;

usus,&quot;

or enjoyment of the end, belong to the soul, but the end
itself which is sought is quite distinct from the soul or

the self.

OBJECTIONS

(i) Evolutionists find some difficulty in the doctrine

that the final end of a thing can be something external

to the thing itself. Growth or evolution, they tell us

(and progress to our final natural end they necessarily

regard as in some sort an evolution), is a movement
from potentiality to act, from a lower condition of the

growing self to a higher and better condition of the self.

Our final objective end, therefore the end to which our
movements are all finally directed will be that highest
and most evolved condition of the self to which our
faculties and our potentiality extend.

Reply Before considering this objection we may be

.allowed to repeat what we have already explained, that

in the scholastic doctrine it is the objective end alone

the
&quot;

res ipsa quae appetitur ut finis
&quot; which is re

garded as external as
&quot;

aliquid extra animam.&quot; The

* In this argument from analogy, drawn from the aim or purpose of
the captain in respect to his ship, Aquinas evidently reasons on the

assumption which he has already proved, that as the function of a ship is

movement, and movement is always directed to an external end, so the
human functions from which we determine the final end namely,
our cog-nilive appetites have their primary natural object without and
not within themselves.
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subjective final end, the act whereby we attain and

possess the res appetita, or, to use Aquinas expression,
the

&quot; usus
&quot;

or
&quot;

adeptio
&quot;

of the objective end, is in

the scholastic philosophy expresslv described as an

inner act of the soul. Progress is so manifestly an act,

habit, or condition of the evolving subject itself that it

would be absurd to think that the scholastics made no

provision for a subjective final end, and, as we say, they

expresslv describe the attainment of the final end as a

soul-act, as
&quot;

ali&amp;lt;juid
anim;e.&quot; But that thing which

we final Iv tend to attain, and which serves as the first

principle of all human action, is, as we have seen, in

scholastic philosophy, external. Again, Aquinas even

qualifies his assertion of an external objective end when
he writes that the objective end is not wholly extrinsic

to, or divided from, the human act. The end,&quot; he

says,
&quot;

is not altogether extrinsic&quot; to the act because it

is related to the act as principle or as term.&quot;* Thus
the objective final end, though external, is still to be

regarded as standing in intimate relation to the agent,
and even as completing his act, since a cognitive and

appetitive act can onlv be completed bv the object
known or desired.

These explanations being given, \\e mav proceed to

answer the evolutionist s difficulty. The theory of the

evolutionists that progress towards one s natural end
must necessarily consist in movement towards a higher
or more complex condition of the self is founded on a

mistaken analogy between human progress and mere

vegetative growth or the growth of plants. It is true

that the plant in growing tends directlv to the attainment

of some inner state or condition of the plant itself. f Vege
tative powers, as Aquinas writes, concern the corpus pro-

prium, the body of the individual
(&quot; corpus animcc

it nit urn
&quot;),

and, therefore, progress in the case of these

faculties means movement to the attainment of some
* &quot; Summa Theol.,&quot; I., II., O. I., Art. 3.

f This is true of at least two of the vegetative faculties, the nntritiva
and angmentativa (&quot; Habent,&quot; as Aquinas writes,

&quot; stium effectum in

eo in quo sunt &quot;). It is not altogether true of the gcneratii a.
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higher condition of the growing subject, such as

greater quantity in the substance or greater differentia

tion of the parts.
But the cognitive faculties, whether sensuous or

intellectual, extend to other objects besides the self, and,
as we have seen, their first and natural act concerns ex

clusively external objects. Natural progress, therefore,

in the case of these faculties means movement not to a

higher condition of the self, but to a fuller and fuller

attainment of objects beyond the self. But the differ

entiating mark of human progress is given not in what
is lowest in man but in what is highest, not in the vege
tative faculties but in the intellectual

; and, therefore, the

end of human progress must be the attainment through

knowledge of some object beyond the self, some object,

as we saw before, which will fully exhaust the capacity
of our cognitive powers and bring the appetites to rest.

Man s final objective end, therefore the
&quot;

res qua3

appetitur ut finis
&quot;

cannot be a condition of the

thinking self.

But is not knowledge also a condition of the self

evolutionists may enquire ;
and is it not merely as afford

ing us increased power of mind, more general infor

mation, a more refined culture, or some other inner con

dition of the soul that knowledge is desirable ? and,

therefore, is not our objective end (the res quce

appetitur) an inner state rather than any outer object ?

Our reply is We are here enquiring about that thing
which is finally desired by men. But the end of think

ing cannot be the inner power to know nor the inner

habit of knowledge (that is, knowledge possessed but

not actually in exercise). Powers and habits of soul

are of value only in so* far as they lead on to acts. The

power to walk, to sing, to eat is useless if it does not

lead on to operation ;
and even habitual knowledge, or

knowledge which is not actually in exercise, is valuable

only in so far as it may at some future time be exercised.

The act of knowing, therefore, is, as end, ulterior to the-

power of knowing and to habitual knowledge.
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What, then, is the end of the act of knowing ? In other

words, to \vliat is the mind directed when it knows?
Plainlv to its object. // is the object thai interests the

mind in knowledge, not its own act. It is of the object
that it thinks. The object, therefore, and not the acl of

knowledge will be our final objective end the final res

appctita. But our final end is to be attained through

knowledge. And since, as we have said, external

things are, as objects of cognition, more funda
mental in the order of nature than anv internal state,

it follows that our final natural objective end will be

external.

(2) Another objection which has been practically met

alreadv, but to which we may here give brief but

formal mention, is that in desire we move, not strictlv

speaking to an object, but rather to the attainment or

possession of an object, and the possession of an object
is subjective.*
We repiv that the possession or attainment of a thing

is our subjective end, but the thing attained is our ob

jective end, and the latter is prior as cause of our move
ment. Hut to argue that because in desire we move to

possess an end, we therefore move to a subjective state

onlv. would be illogical. A stone in falling towards the

earth moves like the will to the attainment of an end, vet

no one would sav that its end was a subjective state. The
end or objective of the stone is the point to which it

moves. So also the objective end of the will, the thing
which it desires to attain, mav be bevond the will. But

the attainment of that object is our subjective end.

The end of man is neitlier holiness, nor virtue, nor
ik

peace of conscience
&quot;

-j- (Gizycki), nor holiness with

its attendant happiness (Kant).
Holiness mav mean Tightness of life. As so under-

* This is what Bradley seems to mean when, having&quot; denied that

pleasure is our end, he insists that &quot;in desire what we want, so far as

we want it, is ourselves in some form, or is some state of ourselves ; and
that our wanting anything- else would be psychologically impossible

&quot;

&amp;lt;

4 Ethical Studies,&quot; page 62).

f &quot;Students Manual of Ethical Philosophy,&quot; page 84.
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stood it is not ;,ur final end itself, but only direction to

our final end. And the happiness which results from

holiness,* or peace of conscience, supposes that our final

end is either aimed at or is already attained, and, there

fore, it is not itself our end. Holiness, on the other

hand, may mean virtue. But in that sense it is only a

means to good acts, and hence it cannot be our final

end. And what we sav of holiness we say of what is

called
&quot;

perfection
&quot;

as end (Wolff). Inner perfection is

either a means to good actions or a result of them. But a

good action is action which aims at our natural end.

Hence perfection cannot be our end.

The final objective end of man is not knowledge.
This thesis we have already anticipated. We give it

prominence here because we are considering the claim

of the various states of soul to constitute our final

objective end, and knowledge is the principal of these

states. The act by which we shall attain our final end

will, as we shall show later, be an act of knowledge.
But knowledge is not our final objective end the final

res appetita for, as we have seen, where the act of know

ledge is natural and spontaneous, the mind thinks not

of the act itself but of its object; and, therefore, in the

case of these same natural and spontaneous acts, our

wills are borne on to desire the object and not the act.

And hence the res appetita is not knowledge, but the

object of knowledge. Again, our final objective end is

that which we finally tend to possess. But knowledge is

itself the possession of an object. Now, possession is

of many kinds. We possess money by holding it in

our hands; we possess friends by intercommunion with

them. Knowledge is but a species of possession, the

* &quot;

Holiness&quot; with Kant means the love of law for its own sake.
Its attainment is supposed to require an infinite time ;

for though, accord

ing- to Kant, we can and oug-ht to wish for law for its own sake as distinct

from pleasure, yet we are always drawn by pleasure also. To get rid of

this natural attendant on human action will require, as Kant observes,
an infinite time. Also, that an adequate happiness may follow upon
holiness, postulates an infinite power interested in the moral law. These
are Kant s proofs for the immortality of the soul and for the existence of
God.
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possession of that which we know. Hence know

ledge is not itself that which we finally aim at possess

ing.

Besides, enjoyment arises from the attainment of our

end. Now, though knowledge is a necessary condition

of enjoyment, still the enjoyment that arises in know

ledge .springs generally not from the fact that we possess
this inner state of knowledge, a state which generally

escapes our attention altogether, but from the object
itself which is known. \Ve enjov not our knowledge
of a thing, but the thing itself. Knowledge, therefore,

is not the end. Xo doubt, we can bv a reflex act make

knowledge an object of our attention and gain pleasure
from our consciousness ol knowledge possessed. Hut,

except in the ease ot positive reflection on knowledge,
the enjoyment of knowledge springs, not from our con

sciousness of anv inner act of the mind, but from the

object \\hich is known. Hence knowledge is not our

final objective end.

The end is not culture.

As knowledge, holiness and happiness are not our

final objective end, so neither is culture our end. It is

not that which our wills naturallv and linallv desire.

First, the final end of the individual is not his own
culture, because culture is an inner state, and an inner

state cannot be our final objective end. Second,
culture is a means merelv- a means to the doing of

refined acts, and consequently it is not our end. And
as the culture of the individual is not otir end, so

neither is our end to be found in the culture of the race.

Modern evolutionists of a certain school place the end
of individuals in the ever-increasing culture of the race.

But as culture and that which it involves, like know

ledge, good-nature, &c., as states of the individual are

not our end, neither are they as racial our end. To

adapt Aquinas simple argument. If an inner state is not

the proper end of an individual ship so also the proper
end of a company of ships cannot be an inner state. So
we do not regard the final objective end as a state of the
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individual man or of the race of men. The culture,

therefore, of the race is not our end.

All these goods of the soul, the substance of the soul,

its faculties, its habits like holiness, its acts like know

ledge, St. Thomas excludes by one all-embracing argu
ment they are all ordained to something beyond them
selves. The substance, faculties, and habits of the soul

are ordained to acts they are means to acts, and, there

fore, cannot be the final end. And acts of the soul are

themselves ordained to something beyond themselves

namely, to their objects. The acts of the human soul

are means to the possession of objects. These acts,

therefore, cannot be the final objective end of man.

They are not that which the will ultimately seeks, and
the possession of which will give it rest.

(e) The final objective end is not adjustment of inner

powers to outer environment (evolutionists).
As the final end cannot consist in any good of body

or soul, so neither can it consist in any internal good in

relation to our surroundings or in the adjustment of

inner powers to outer environment. Adjustment or equi
librium of our powers in reference to environment could

no more constitute our final end than the harmonious
relations of ships making for port could be the end of

each. Adjustment to conditions of environment is, no

doubt, a necessary condition of progress towards our

end, for all organisms, individual and social, pre

suppose the harmonious working of part with part and
also harmony with their surroundings. But just as the

adjustment of one organ to another within the body is

not the end of either organ or of the two together, so the

end of man cannot be his adjustment to the social

environment. However, this subject of adjustment to

environment will be more fully treated in our chapter on
Evolution.

(n.) The final objective end of man is the infinite un
created good.

Just as the final end of a tree must be the realisation

of its full capacities as a tree, so our final end as men must
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fill up the capacity of the will for desiring. The conscious

natural appetites hold the same place in the human
constitution that the unconscious appetites hold in the

vegetative \vorld. But the final end of a plant will be

that which exhausts fullv its appetitive capacitv. There

fore, the final end in the case of a man will likewise be

that which fullv exhausts his appetites.
4

Nothing,&quot;

savs Acjuinas, &quot;can be our hnal end which still leaves

something to be desired.&quot; Let us see, therefore 1
, what

is that object, the possession of \\hich alone leaves

nothing to be desired.

As the object ot intellect is the true-in-general or

being-in-general, so the natural object ot the will is

the good-in-general l^nnttti-in-itnivcrsuli . But nothing
short of an &quot;infinite&quot; can fullv exhaust the possi

bilities of that object and of the capacitv oi the will of

which it is the end. Therefore, the infinite is the final

objective end ol the will. No other object can finally

satisfy ihe will. No matter what finite object we mav
select there will be alwavs objects realising different

grade s or kinds of good outside of that final obj -ct,

everv one of which kinds of good is contained in the

object
&quot;

bonum-in-gencre,&quot; and everv one of which,

therefore, comes within the capacitv of the will. Hence 1

a finite object, or anv number of them, must alwavs

leave some parts ol the capacity ot the will unsatisfied.*

They are. therefore, not our final end. Xav, even the 1

complexus of all finite 1

objects cannot be- our end.

First, because 1 a sum of Unites is itself finite; second
1

v,

because, even were the complexus infinite as regards the

number of things in the world, still, in that complexus
manv individuals must be imperfect, since in anv group
e)f objects one thing must limit another. Thus, there 1

cannot be 1 in the world an infinite 1 amount e)f iron, since

some 1 of the 1

places that could be occupied bv iron are

occupied by sand or water. In the 1 same way, therefore,

*
Perhaps this is what Schopenhauer means when, speaking of our

condition here below, he refers to man as &quot;a burlesque of A\hat he
should be&quot; (&quot;Studies in Pessimism,&quot; pai^e 24).
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even the whole complexus of finites is imperfect, and

therefore, it cannot fully satisfy the will
; thirdly, because

the will could not enjoy the whole complexus in a single

act, whereas the perfection of blessedness consists in the

simultaneous having of all that we desire; fourthly,
because each of these finites has an end beyond itself.

In nothing short of the infinite, therefore, shall the will

be satisfied, and, therefore, nothing short of the infinite

can be our final end.* Whether that object be real or

only a thing conceived by the intellect we shall presently

enquire. Our present contention is that, real or imagi
nary, the infinite good is the natural end of the appetite
of will, and that only in that end can the will be set at rest,

The objective end of man a real object.
We have now seen that the natural object of the will

the object which alone can satisfv the natural craving of

the will is the infinite good. We stated also that we
had yet to decide the question whether that infinite good
was only a thing imagined or conceived, or whether it

was a real object, really distinct from and outside our

intellects, as the objects that we see and feel are outside

the senses of sight and touch. This question we now

proceed to answer. But before doing so it may be well

to remark that there is another science quite distinct from
Ethics namely, Natural Theology whose province
it is to prove the reality of the infinite good, and which

puts the existence of the infinite good bevond all doubt.

W^e are here merely stating one argument, an argument
that arises naturally from the consideration of the human

*
St. Thomas enthymematic presentation of the above argument

leaves him open to some misconception. He argues :
&quot;

Objectum volun-
tatis quae est appetitus humanus est universale bonum, sicut objectum
intellectus est universale verum

;
ex quo patet quod nihil potest quietare

voluntatem hominis nisi bonum universale, quod non invenitur in aliquo
creato sed solum in Deo&quot;

(
S. Theol.,&quot; I., II ac

., II., Art. 8.) It will be
understood, however, that just as the object of the intellect is not the
infinite but the true-in-general, so bonum universale as object of appetite
is really not bonum universale in sense of all goods or the infinite, but
the good-in-general (bonum-in-universali}. However, what we have
said in the text holds true the only object that can satisfy such a desire
of the will is the infinite good. For fuller treatment of the argument,,
see Cajetan s Commentary.
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act which is the subject of Ethics, and we use it without

prejudice to the splendid arguments of Natural

Theology. To these arguments the present one is

simply offered as a useful and interesting addition.

We go on, therefore, to show that the infinite good
is real i.e., that it is not an abstraction or something
merrlv conceived by the mind. And we prove this pro

position bv means of a principle which is certain from

Metaphysics, but which we hope also to elucidate and

establish here the principle, namely, that the natural

end of a real and natural thing must itself be real; in

other words, that nature docs not act in vain.* This is

an old axiom of the Aristotelian and mediaeval philo

sophy which modern science has confirmed and illus

trated in a thousand wavs. Thus, to take one or two

examples, if it be certain that the natural end of the heart

is to send blood through the bodv, then, since the heart

is real, blood must also be a realitv. And if food is the

natural end of the natural appetite of hunger, then food

is real. And when we say that food and blood must be

real, we do not mean that thev must exist here and now,

but that either they have existed, or do, or will exist,

and in some place \\e mean .simplv that thev are real,

that the natural object of e-vcrv natural appetite is neces

sarily real. And, therefore, since the infinite good is

the necessary natural end of the appetite of will, the

infinite good is a real object and not an abstraction.!
*

Tliis of UMi misunderstood principle, which was so promiinMit a
feature in Aristotle s philosophy, does not mean that in nature everything
attains its final end. It was as evident to Aristotle as it is to us that of
the millions of seeds, for instance, that fall in tin- forest very few attain
their end. The principle means simply that when 1 nature appoints an
end, that end is a reality, and can, Driven the proper conditions, he reallv
attained.

1 The reader should compare and contrast the argument here

given (a form of argument which is common in Aquinas, and is used by
him to prove, amongst other things, the immortality of the soul) and
the modernist view of the proof for God s existence, which latter view
we condemn as, not onlv untrue, hut as contradictory and absurd. The
modernist view is that the existence of God is not provable in

tellectually, that vet we know Him to exist because of a feeling of need
for God a feeling by means of which we are brought into direct&quot; com
munication with Him and perceive Him in some way, or feel Him, as

truly, though perhaps not so clearly, as we feel many individual objects
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Let us examine this principle a little more fully, for

we believe it has only to be fully understood in order to

secure for itself immediate acceptance. There are three

conditions that must be fulfilled before we can say with

certainty that the object of an appetite is necessarily

real, all of which conditions are, indeed, implied in the

word &quot;

natural,&quot; but yet they require to be expressly
formulated. These are (i) the appetite in question
must be an original part of our constitution, and not

something artificial
; (2) the object must be essential,

and, therefore, desired by each individual of the species

to which the appetite belongs ; (3) it must be a necessary

object of appetite, and not merely a suitable object. To

explain : (i) The desire must be original in our con

stitution like the desire for food, not artificial like the

desire of the miser for hoarded wealth. For what we

say is that nature does nothing in vain, but we do not

attribute such unerring realisation to the desires of the

miser or other artificial desires, which we admit are often

in vain. (2) The objects must be essential, and so must
be desired by each individual. Consequently, the object
of a desire or appetite is not necessarily real if it is an

object of desire only (a) under certain circumstances or

at certain times, or (b) for some men or for a particular

of the sensuous world. But
being&quot; perceived bv feeling only, we can

only apprehend God as phenomenon. His noumenal or real existence,
it is said, is hidden from us.

Now this modernist theory is opposed in every way to the line of

argument followed in the text. For (i) the argument given in the text
is merely used in confirmation of the other intellectual arguments of
Natural Theology, such as the argument for the necessity of a first cause,
arguments which, we maintain, establish God s existence beyond all

possibility of doubt. (2) The argument in the text is itself an intellectual

argument and proof of God s real noumenal existence. We know that
the natural end of a natural appetite must be real. And hence we argue
that, since God is the end of the natural appetite of will, He must be
real. (3) Our argument does not presuppose that our intellect appre
hends God immediately as it beholds the simpler mathematical relations
of whole and part immediately, and as the senses or feelings apprehend
their object immediately. This is the view of the ontologists which
Aquinas expressly condemns. Our argument, following

1

Aquinas, is

that the immediate and formal object of intellect is being-in-general,
and that of will is good-in-general, but since God is the only thing that
can fully exhaust the capacity of these objects and of the faculties that
concern them, He is our ultimate end, and real.
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class of men only. Thus (a) we cannot (like the

modernists) affirm thai the Christian revelation can be

shown to be genuine on this natural ground alone that

Christianity is a need, and that wherever it is discarded

men become degenerate. Christianity (if we might
borrow an illustration from revelation) was not a need

before the fall of man. It is not needed, therefore,

under all circumstances and at all times, (b) Food must
be a reality because it is a need for every man ; but we
can nut postulate the reality of bread or of anv special
kind of food merely on the ground that it is desired,

since it is desired not by all men but only by some.

Again, truth in general is desired by all men, and, there

fore, tlie means of knowing truth must be a reality.

But the knowledge ot Mathematics or of Physics is

desired bv particular classes of men only, and, therefore,

the mere desire tor these does not prove that a know

ledge is possible of special sciences like Mathematics or

Physics.* The object, then, must be a need of every
individual of the species to which the need belongs, and

it must remain t lie object of their appetite under all

circumstances. (V) The object must be necessary and
not merely suitable for the satisfaction of an appetite.

Thus, books are suitable to and satisfy our desire for

knowledge. But we could not on that account alone

postulate their reality, since they are not absolutely
necessary to knowledge.

All three conditions are contained in the word
&quot;

natural,&quot; and they will, therefore, be understood as

implied whenever we use the word &quot;

natural
&quot;

in con

nection with our present question.
This explanation being given, we go on to show that

the object of a natural appetite must be real. Suppose,
therefore, that some day in the distant future we should

come across a human heart, and should come also to

* Neither can we on the mere ground of satisfying a need, postulate
the truth of any special law of Mathematics or Physics. We could not,
for instance, postulate the principle of the uniformity of nature on the

mere ground that it satisfies the need of &quot; order
&quot;

in our conceptions o

physics, for this principle belongs to a special science-
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know that nature had made that heart, and the valves in

it, in order to send blood through veins, we should then

be at once certain (even though we had no other ground
of certainty than this) that blood and veins were a

reality. We might not be certain that the heart had
succeeded in sending the blood through the veins, but

we should be certain that as the heart was real, blood

and veins were also real. And suppose that we found
a tooth and knew that that tooth had as its natural end
to chewr food and prepare it for the stomach, then we
should be absolutely certain that, as a tooth is a reality,

so also its natural object, food and stomach, must be a
realitv. The reason is that nature does not act in vain.

For nature does not think out, as we do, her plans bit by
bit. She does not to-day produce a random object and
to-morrow determine its end. She does not first make
a heart, and then declare that a heart is good for drivin ;

blood through a body, and then proceed to make blood

and a body. It is because the end is real that she takes

real means to its accomplishment. It is because she

wants the blood to course through the body that she

makes the heart. Hence, if we discover that the means
are real we may logically argue that the end is real also.

Other examples of this principle will readily suggest
themselves. If, for instance, a muscle be real, and its

natural end be to move a limb, then movable limbs must
be a reality; and if the natural pores of a tree be meant
to suck up moisture, then, seeing the pores of a tree, we
should judge with absolute security that moisture was
a real thing in nature, and not a mere imagination or

abstraction of our minds.*

*
In applying- this reasoning- to the case of the will it is not necessary

to suppose that the will is a distinct faculty from the rest of the faculties,
or that it is a faculty at all, but only that&quot; man is naturally a desiring- or
conative thing that he is not like a stone which has no desire, that we
are naturally conative beings like the plant or animal which, of itself

and as a result of natural power given it, moves to ends. Some
philosophers have considered that motion and appetite are not natural

phenomena and original, but only accidental results of knowledge.
Nothing could be more opposed to all that wre know of the animal
mechanism than this view. The motion of a plant growing, and, more
particularly, the desire of animals, are not an after-effect, or accidental,.
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But the law that holds for limbs and the pores of trees

holds also for the human will. Here we have a power
of nature, directed by nature primarily and essentially
and necessarily to one end only namely, to the infinite

good. And, therefore, we argue, since (he will and its

act are real, so also is the natural end of the will real

uamelv, the infinite
4k

good.&quot; The last end of the will,

therefore, is no mere abstraction. It is no universal in

incntc merelv. It is the real infinite good.*
To the foregoing line of argument the following is a

possible difficulty : the axiom on which the argument
here defended rests, namelv, that the end of a real

natural appetite must necessarily be real, is an axiom

which is guaranteed to us bv natural science alone.

they HIV by nature meant to result from desires, from ends perceived
and wished lor. \\V are, therefore, In nature, desiring animals. This
is the presupposition of the argument ^iven in the text. The theory
which makes of will or eonation a mere aeeielental phenomenon in man
is known as the theorv of &quot;

heterogenetic
&quot;

will. That whieh we here

propound is known as the &quot; aut ogenet ie.&quot; In addition to the above
argument, drawn from the meehanism of the bodv, we mav also use

Leslie Stephen s argument t hat if appetite were not an original part of&quot; the

living constitution the race of living things could not have survived a gene-
ration. \\&quot;ithout the appetite for food the individual could not subsist ;

without the appetite for racial continuance the race could not survive. A
fuller diseiission on tins subject will be given in our chapter on the Ciood.

* Obviouslv, on the supposition of a creator, this argument becomes
clearer and more cogent still.

\\ e must here sav a word on the proof ottered bv Cardinal

Zigliara and Father Meyer tor the reality of the ultimate end. The
desire for this ultimate end, thcv say, is not a free desire. It is implanted
in man by nature i.e., by C .od Himself. If that end, therefore, be

unreal, wo are deceived bv Ciod which is impossible.
Our answer is verv simple. To drive- us to an end which is unreal

is not necessarily deception. It would be deception if with this

impulse we had also an express declaration that the end is real. It is

we who deceive ourselves if we regard as real what may be only
mental, when there is no express declaration that the end is real.

Neither could it be considered vain or idle on Ciod s part to direct us to

an unreal end. It would be a vain thing to drive us towards an unreal
end if, as Hartmann, speaking on the subject of the illusoriness

of the desire for happiness, very sensibly states, no purpose were
served by such an impulse. But the possible purposes of such an

impulse might be many. The purposes it might serve in giving, for

instance, some zest to life, we may leave to the reader to work out for

.himself.
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Any argument, therefore, which rests on that axiom

must, like the axiom itself, be kept within the limits of

nature, and is valid only within these limits. But the

argument as here developed is made to extend beyond
these limits, for it is used to establish the reality of the

infinite good, which is of necessity outside of nature.

Hence the argument is invalid.

Our reply is We grant that the axiom referred to is

guaranteed by natural science only. And, therefore,

we conclude that the only appetites to which our argu
ment could validly be made to extend are the natural

appetites. But, granted the natural appetite, we claim

that its object is real whether that object be in the

material and natural world or outside it. However, we
also claim that such object, even though it may lie out

side the visible universe, is yet in some sense within

the sphere of natural science, for, though beyond this

world, it is still the natural complement to a natural

faculty. In this sense we speak of it as natural.

Having now seen that the natural object of our will

is the infinite good, and having seen also that this

infinite good is not an abstract thing, a universale in

mente, but a reality, we turn to ask What is this

infinite object ? It is none else but the uncreated good
God Himself. As Aquinas puts it

&quot;

Nihil potest

quietare voluntatem hominis nisi bonum universale,

quod non invenitur in aliquo creato sed in solo Deo.&quot;

There is no other real infinity but God. Every other

reality is finite, and even the sum of them is finite, and,

consequently, they could not be the object of perfect

happiness, or the object of our will. Of course, in desir

ing this infinite good we do not, as is supposed in the

theory of Ontologism, put it before ourselves in every
action individually and determinately as God. Con

sciously and naturally we desire only the bonum-in-

universali. But the object of that desire, the only object

which will satisfy that desire in the words of Aquinas,
the only real object in which this bonum-in-universali is-
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to be found is God. And, therefore, in God only shall

the will reach its end and be at rest. Fecisti nos,&quot;

savs St. Augustine,
&quot;

ad Te, Domine, et inquietum est

cor nostrum donee requiescat in Te.&quot;

(c) Ox THI-: ATTAINMKNT OF oru LAST END, OR ON TIIK

Si BJK( T1VK 1
; INAI. L.\I&amp;gt; (liKAT IT TDK)

On the subjective final end of man or the attainment

ot our last end tour questions arise :

(1) What is this subjective Mate is it a faculty, a

habit, or an act J
.

(2) If an act, of what faculty is it an act?

(3) For perfect happiness is it necessary that the exer

cise of our highest facultv should be accompanied by
that of the other faculties also?

(4) Is perfect happiness attainable?

(i) Final happiness, or the attainment of our last end,

is an act. Faculties and habits are merelv means to

acts thev are in potentia to their own acts whereas our

final perfection must have nothing incomplete about it;

it must not be mere putentia. We have eyes and the

power ot vision that we may see, virtues that we mav
live well, intellects that we mav know. In the order of

nature &quot;act&quot; is the end and principle ot all powers.
I nused faculties, faculties that never come into act, are

useless and have no place in nature, and naturally they
often degenerate and disappear. Man s perfect happi
ness, then, will consist in an act.

(2} Our final happiness will consist in an act, not of the

sensitive, hut of the intellectual tacultv.

This proposition depends on another former proposi

tion, that the final objective end of man is the infinite

good. Xow, the infinite good can be attained by intel

lect but not by sense, and, therefore, the essential act of

our final happiness will be an act of the intellectual

faculty and not of sense. Of course, in the attainment

of the infinite the senses also must experience their

proper happiness in some way, since in the infinite is
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contained the end or object of the senses as well as of

the intellect. Still, it would be a mistake to consider

the act of the senses as needed essentially in the attain

ment of our final end. For the senses are means only
to the higher knowledge of the intellect, and they are

often little more than a hindrance to us in our intellectual

work or in the exercise of our highest and best opera
tions. Of the delight of the senses, however, following
the attainment of our last end we shall sav something
more presently.

Now, in man there are three kinds of intellectual

activities (a) those of the speculative intellect, (b) of the

practical intellect, and (c) of the will.

But the attainment of our final end cannot be an act

of the practical intellect, for the acts of the practical
intellect are themselves a means to the work thev sub

serve, and, consequently, they could not constitute our

highest perfection. Neither can it be an act of the will.

The act of the will is twofold desire and delight. The
first supposes the end yet unattained, and, therefore, it

could not constitute our final happiness, which is the

attainment of the end cousccutio finis. The second

supposes the end already attained, and is. therefore, a

consequence of the attainment of happiness.
The essential act, therefore, which will constitute the

.attainment of our last end is an act of our speculative
intellect an act, that is, of contemplation as Aristotle

expresses it, &quot;an act of the soul according to the best

and most perfect virtue.&quot; In the contemplation of the

last objective end, in that degree which nature makes

possible for us, lies the act of our soul according to its

most perfect virtue. But this act of the intellect will be

accompanied by delight of our wills (boniim concomi-

tans) in the fruition of our final end, and also bv delight
in our senses in so far as sense can share in the attain

ment of our end.

We shall now, in order to bring out more clearly this

doctrine of man s subjective final end that the end con

sists in the highest act of intellect contrast Aquinas
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teaching with two other widely different and well-known
theories of modern philosophy (i.) that of Professor

Paulsen and Professor Simmel, on the one hand, that

man s end consists in the
&quot; normal development of the

vital functions,
1

as Paulsen savs, and in the
&quot; maximum

of activity,&quot; as Professor Simmel says; and, on the other

hand, (ii.) the view of Schopenhauer, that the end of

man is the nirvana. No theories could be more opposed
than that of Schopenhauer and that of Paulsen and
Professor Simmel.

(i.) According to Aquinas our final happiness will

consist in our knowledge of the infinite, which know

ledge will be accompanied by a corresponding delight.

According to Professor Paulsen our final end is the

normal development of our faculties. Now, this view of

Professor Paulsen is, in the first place, not very enlight

ening, for it does not tell us what our development is to

consist in or towards what end it is directed. In the

second place it is untrue. For, first, development is not

the end of anvthing. A tree develops in growing. But

growing is not the end of a tree. (irowth is itself a

means to fhe final act of the tree its end lies in the

final act. Secondlv, the man who lives a good, rational

life develops his faculties normal Iv, vet such a man has

surely not attained his ultimate end. Our ultimate end
fills up the full measure of our capacities. But no man s

will be satisfied here below, even whilst his functions are

being normally developed. Thirdly, when we attain to

knowledge we no longer require to stuclv. When we
reach the end of our journey we do not need any longer
to walk. So also there are some faculties that are merely
means to others, and it is not necessary that such

faculties should continue to develop or to exercise them
selves when we have attained our final end. Hence our

final end is not necessarily the normal development of

all the functions.

Professor Simmel s view* that the end of man is the
* Modern philosophers call this view, that the end consists in activity,

the theory of energism. They oppose it to the Hedonistic theory that

the end is pleasure.
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maximum of activity recalls Aquinas doctrine that the

subjective final end of man that is, the attainment of

our final end consists in an act. Now, naturally, the

knowledge of the infinite good will involve the maximum
of intellectual activity. But Professor Simmers view

makes no distinction of activity which is merely
&quot; means &quot; and activity which is

&quot;

end.&quot; But many of

our activities are means only. Hence they need not be

included in our final end. Besides, the end does not

imply the maximum of all activities, even if all remained.

\Ye can scarcely believe, for instance, that our final end
or summum boniim implies the maximum of vegeta
tive activity, for example, maximum digestion and
maximum growth; or the maximum of sensile activity,

for instance, the maximum of hearing or of touch; or

the maximum of motor activity, for instance, the swiftest

movements; or even the maximum of imagination, which

would mean fever and madness and not the healthy
activitv of the enjoyment of our final end. If, therefore,

this theory of Professor Simmel s is to be saved from

such absurdities, we must regard it as meaning that

man s end is the maximum activity of the highest

faculty and the due and subordinate activity of the

others and then Professor Simmel is at one with

Aquinas, except that, first, whereas Aquinas points out

that our highest activity consists in the attainment of

the highest and fullest object which intellect is capable
of attaining, Professor Simmel does not say in what the

maximum of activity consists; and, secondly, Pro

fessor Simmel s view represents all the faculties as in

volved in the final act, whereas we know that some of

them are only means, and that consequently they wT
ill

form no necessary part of the attainment of our final

end, if the final end can possibly be attained without

them. And it certainly can be attained without some of

them. The question whether and how far the lower

sense and passions will be needed as integral parts of

happiness will be treated presently.

(n.) Schopenhauer s theory that our end is the
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Nirvana *
is the direct opposite of that of Professors

Simmel and Paulsen.f It is opposed also in the fullest

way to Aquinas theory that the end of man is the

highest human activity, for the Nirvana is the absence

of all activitv. Now, the Nirvana is not our natural

&amp;lt;Mid, for no appetite tends naturally to its own annihila

tion or to inaction. On the contrary, all nature tends

to movement and to the production of its highest act.

Nature aims at its own maintenance and development,
and if, as a matter of fact, maintenance he not secured

or if development cease, that effect is the result not of

natural tendency from within, but of antagonistic forces

from without, and of the failure of natural conditions

within. All living things tend to live. They resist

disruption. Conscious life tends to continued conscious

ness, not to forgetfulness. The Nirvana, therefore, is

not our final natural end.

(3) Docs integral happiness include the exercise of all

the faculties? To this question Reason can give no very
full and satisfactory reply. The essential lactor in per
fect happiness is the act of the intellect about its highest

object, and with that act will go the delight of the will

in the attainment of its final end. Hut our principal

difficulty concerns the delights of the senses and the

lower passions, many of which are but a means to our

highest activities here below. Will they have a place
in the enjoyment of our final end? This is no easy

question to answer, and whatever answer we give to it

can only be of the most general kind. We can, how
ever, say with some security that such passions as con

cern the means only by which we reach our end, and are

in no sense an end in themselves, will possibly then not

be active, for when we have reached the end of all, those

functions which could concern the means only could serve

no purpose in our constitution. Hut such passions as
* &quot; The denial of the will to live is the way of redemption&quot;

{&quot;Studies in Pessimism,&quot; page 27).

f Indeed, errors in philosophy have a curious way of grouping
themselves in opposition. The philosophy of one age regards man as
mere matter, that of another as mere mind. Not less opposed are the
views of modern ethicians on man s final end.
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have a worth of their own may still be active. We shall,

for instance, still enjoy friends, for even when we have
attained our end it will be a pleasure to have finite minds
to confer with. Some passions, therefore, may remain,
and whichever of them do remain will have to be satis

fied according to Reason. There will be the beatitudo

concomitant as well as the essentialis.

Of course, in this we are speaking according to Reason
and in reference to the natural order only. But if we go
farther and take into consideration the higher order still

of the supernatural, then it is quite possible that even

many of the passions to which we have just referred as

having a worth of their own will have lost all attraction

for us when the final end has been attained. The
vulture glutting itself with carrion, or the insect feeding
on putrid matter, derives pleasure from devouring food

of a kind which would produce in a human being only
a sickening sensation of disgust. In like manner, some
of those things that now seem delightful to us and excite

the passions may, in the higher order of the super
natural, lose their attraction for us altogether, or even

become positively distasteful. It may be, therefore, that

the passions will be no longer active when we have

gained our end.

For another reason also it may be that with the

attainment of our end the exercise of our lower faculties

may not be necessary, for, as Aquinas remarks, it is quite

possible that at the end we shall be able to receive all the

enjoyments of every sense and of the passions, even
without the exercise of the senses or the passions. For
even now the higher intellectual enjoyments are found
at times to work back on the senses, and to create in them
a sensuous enjoyment. And if this happens in the case

of finite objects, it may more easily happen in the case

of such an object as the infinite, in which the good of

every sense and passion is fully contained modo emi-

nentiori. All these things, however, are above philo

sophy to a large extent, and mere Reason can tell us

very little about them.
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(4) Perfect happiness attainable by man. A schooU
known as the Elpistic School of Ethicians, have taught

(and in their doctrine they are mainly influenced by
Kant) that the end of man consists in a never-ceasing

approach of Reason and the will to some far-away ideal

an ideal which keeps always drawing us on to its reali

sation, but which yet ran never be realised in fact. The
more vou increase the sides of a polygon inscribed in a

circle the more it approaches the circle, yet it can never

become one with the circle. Certain curves, known as

asymptotes, keep ever approaching their ordinates, yet
can never meet them. So, it is contended, it is man s

fate ever to approach the ethical ideal asymptotically;
and as the horizon flies at our approach, so does the end

ot man, his tmal blessedness or goodness or happiness,
whatever it is, keep always departing from him. &quot;

Hope
springs eternal,&quot; yet hope shall never be converted into

fruition. Hope it must always remain. This theory
has been developed bv Kant, Spencer, (Jreen, and many
others, and against it the present argument is directed.

Aquinas treats of this question, whether perfect happi
ness is actually attainable, very briefly and succinctly
indeed, lie 1 tells us that perfect happiness is attainable

because we have by nature the capacity of perfect

happiness i.e., we are able to desire it and do naturally
desire it. His argument mav be expanded thus the

desire for perfect happiness is not an accidental growth
in man. It is a natural capacity, a natural desire. It

must, therefore, be capable of fulfilment. Why?
Because nature does not act in vain. When men set

ends before themselves, these ends are not always

possible of attainment. But nature cannot so fail. If the

end or capacity of a tree be to bloom, then blooming is

an attainable perfection a something to which the tree,

if properly nursed and properly directed, may come.
Individual trees may, indeed, fail to bloom, for nature

may be crossed in many ways, and so our present thesis

is, not that every man -will gain the end, but only that

the end is attainable. Whether the individual trees attain
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their end depends altogether on the chances they get.

But &quot;

to bloom &quot;

is an attainable end, and many trees

will de facto succeed in reaching it. The reason is that

with nature the end is first and before all, and the prin

ciple of all. To blossom and bear fruit that is the first

thing in nature s plan ;
and because that end is attainable,

therefore is the tree provided with roots, bark, veins,

arteries, capacities with all, in fact, that! it is and all that

brings it to its natural perfection. It is so also with

man. We have not directed ourselves to perfect happi
ness to the attainment of the infinite good; nature has

directed us to it and given us a capacity for it, just as

nature has given to the tree the capacity to flower. The

appetite for the infinite good belongs to our very essence,

and there is no escaping from it. Perfect happiness,
we conclude, is, therefore, attainable by man. If all the

requisites of nature be fulfilled the tree will bloom. If

all the requisites of human nature be fulfilled by us and all

the natural laws observed,* then will a man reach his final

natural end. If not, he fails.

But where is this perfect happiness realisable ?f
* We speak here according&quot; to Reason only. The higher laws may

demand more of us than nature demands, because, as a matter of fact,
we know from revelation that in the end we shall have ww/Ythan natural

happiness.
f A word on this question of how we shall enjoy God. It is plain, as

we have said, that our final happiness is not to be had in this world.
What better opportunities we shall have for contemplating- and studying
God in another world, philosophy cannot tell us. It is certain, however,
that the vision of the soul will be much clearer and stronger when we
have escaped from the material conditions of this life than it is now.
Here everything distracts us instead of centering round our final end,
and leading us on to Him. When we are in possession of the end, not

only shall we know Him, but we shall see all things in their true per
spective as leading up to Him.

In speaking thus we are not encroaching on revelation. The know
ledge of God of which we have spoken is, as we have proved, attainable
in the order of nature, though not in this world. It is still natural

knowledge i.e., knowledge got by abstraction from creatures. From
all that we have known here and from all that we shall see in the next
world we shall rise to the knowledge of God. This means that we shall

still know Him by an act of our ordinary Reason, but perfectly accord

ing to Reason. Reason does not tell us more than this. Revelation,

however, goes farther and declares to us that for the knowledge of God
of which nature holds out hope to man, there will be substituted a higher
knowledge altogether viz., that of the beatific vision, the vision of God
seen face to face, seen in Himself, directly and personally. Knowledge
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Plainly not in this life. Do what we may here, we
cannot be perfectly happy. And if not realisable in this

world, what then ? Plainly in another. If not in

winter, then in summer. If not on stony ground, then

in the better soil. If not here and now, then elsewhere

and hereafter. It is the same in all departments of

nature with the trees and with man. Nature has many
seasons and many places. To limit her purposes and
her powers to one place or time would be to take a very
limited view of her extent and her powers.

by abstraction
vision or tlu&amp;gt; kn
ot natutv and v

Ciod I limself in

Of this .stat i
1 o

apart from ivv

is possible to our natural faculties. Hut the beatific

nvledi^e of (iod seen &quot;face to face&quot; is out of the reach
I Reason altogether. It consists in the indwelling of

ur intellects and in our seeing Him by means of Himself.
act our natural Reason can know absolutely
ation, and not beini^ the Abject of any natura

lie tin

Aristotle knew, that tin- supreme happines
ict of the highest facultv, according to Re;
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CHAPTER IV

ON GOOD AND EVIL

(a) MEANING OF GOOD

(i) TAKEN in its broadest and most generic acceptation,
we may define the

&quot;

good
&quot;

with Aquinas as
&quot;

the object
or end of appetite.&quot; A thing is accounted good in so

far as it satisfies appetite. It is evil in so far as it

opposes appetite. Were there in the world no such thing
as appetite, there would be no such distinction as that of

good&quot; and &quot;evil,&quot; just as if there were no intellect

in the world there could be no truth. But in various

objects there are various appetites or tendencies, and
what satisfies these various appetites we speak of as good ;

what opposes them we describe as evil
;
also what leads

to the ends of the appetites or is a means to them is good,
and what leads away from them is evil. Thus we call

a knife good if it cuts, because that is the end we wish
it to fulfil. We call medicine good because it cures, and
we call curing good because health is something that

men desire.

The good, then, is defined by reference to appetite.
It is the object or end of appetite.*

Now, sometimes there are, even in the one being, a

great number of appetites, and it is even possible that

these may be in partial conflict with one another that

*
It may be well to tell the reader at this point that the moral

gx&amp;gt;od

is simply a more specific determination of this general conception of the
&quot;

good.&quot; The moral good is any act which is directed by Reason to the
final end the end which fully satisfies our appetitive capacity, and which
therefore cannot serve as a mere means to something else. This is not

only Aquinas view, but the view of most modern ethicians. &quot;

Morality,&quot;

says Bradley,
&quot;

implies an end in itself
&quot;

(&quot;
Ethical Studies,&quot; page 6o)

87
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is, that the same object which will satisfy one appetite

will prevent the satisfaction of another. For instance, the

same food that will satisfy the appetite of the palate will

often hinder the attainment or preservation of that which

is more desired than the pleasures of the palate namely,
our health and life. In such cases it is often not easy to

sav whether the object that gives rise to such diverse

effects should be called good. The obvious rule to be

followed is that the wider appetite, or the appetite cor

responding to the farther off end, should take prece

dence, and that the
&quot;

good
&quot; should be determined by

reference to it. For the nearer and narrower end is always

conceived as mere means to the wider and more remote,

as is evident from the ca.se given of
&quot;

food
1

which

at the same time pleases the palate and injures our life.

Such an object could not be regarded as good, for it con

flicts with the wider and more fundamental appetite-

thai, namelv, for our life. In the same way many acts,

though they satisfy particular appetites, are opposed to

our appetite for the final end and in no circumstances

could an object that leads us from the attainment of our

final end be good. For in relation to the final end

every other particular object is means only, and, no

matter what the pleasure that attaches to their attain

ment, it would be irrational to speak of them as good it

they keep us from attaining our final end. All this,

however, in no way conflicts with our opening statement

that the
&quot;

good
&quot;

is the object of appetite. On the con

trary, what we have just said confirms and explains our

definition of the good, for the principal end is the final

end, and an object that opposes the principal end ceases

to be a real or true end, though it may be an apparent
end and an apparent good.

\Ye, therefore, repeat our definition of the good

already given the good is the object of appetite.*

But it is not to be considered, since goodness is that in

* This is Aristotle s definition &quot; Bonum est quod omnia appetunt,&quot;

by which is meant not what everything- seeks, but, as Aquinas explains

(&quot;
S. Theol.,&quot; I., O. VI., Art. 2), what anything- seeks, or any object that

is sought.
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an object which makes it conformable to appetite, that,

therefore, the goodness of objects is an arbitrary relation

which depends on the passing and changeable desires of

the human will. We shall see presently that there are

some things which the human will must desire, since

there are in man natural appetites with natural objects.
These objects will be permanently and necessarily good.
Now, objects of appetite are of two kinds. They are

either such as are desired as means only to something
else, or they are such as are desired on their own account

as affording satisfaction of themselves. The former we

speak of as bonum utile. The latter are distinguished
into two classes. The end of appetite is either that state

of contentment which ensues in the appetite on the

attainment of an object desired, or it is the object itself

whose attainment brings to the appetite satisfaction.

The former we speak of as bonum delectabile, the latter

as bonum honestum. All ends of action reduce to these

three classes of end or good, which, however, are not all

of equal importance to the will. Of the bonum delecta

bile and bonum honestum the latter that is, the bonum
honestum is primary, as we proved in our last chapter.
Next in order of importance comes the bonum delecta

bile. The bonum utile is, strictly speaking, not an end
of appetite at all since in itself it does not give satisfac

tion. It is an end, only in the sense of being desired;

and, therefore, in the order of nature it is the least

fundamental of all. We now proceed to a more specific
determination of this general conception of

&quot;

good.&quot;

(2)
&quot;

Good&quot; and &quot;

being&quot; (csse, i.e., actuality) are

one.

Good and being are one because (i.) all good is being,
and (n.) all being is good, and it is good in so far as it

is being.

(i.) That &quot;

all good is being
&quot;

needs no&amp;gt; proof. If it is

not being it is nothing, and
&quot;nothing&quot; could not

possibly be the object of appetite. A tendency to

nothing is no tendency. Hence all good is being,

(n.) But that &quot;all being is good&quot; is established as
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follows : Every object clings to* its own being that

is. it resists disruption or annihilation. A diamond, a

plant, and an animal all tend to remain in being that

is, thev resist destruction. If thev did not cling to their

own being there would be no sufficient natural reason

why they should continue in existence once they are pro
duced, or why thev should continue to exist in this or that

species once they are produced in a certain species.
Hence all being is the object of appetite or of tendency,
at least to the thing itself which is actualised, which has

the being in question; and since that is good which is

the object of appetite, it follows that all being is good
in SO far as it has actualitv or actual being.

(3) The gam] is as sucli an attribute of reality (bonum
est in rebusY)-

&quot; Ratio enim boni in hoc consistit quod aiiquid --it appetibile . . .

m.inifestum est autem quod unumquoclque est appetibile secundum quod
est porfeotum natu oninKt

uf&amp;gt;f&amp;gt;choit
suuiii pcrjcctionoii. In tantuni est

autem perlectum imumquodque in quantum est aotu. I nde manifesturn
est quod in tantuni est aliquid bonum in quantum est ens ; esse enim est

actualitas omnis rei
&quot;

(Aquinas,
&quot;

S. Theol.&quot; I., O. \ ., Art. i ). Again,
Aquinas savs- &quot; Bonum non addit aliquid supra ens sod rationem
tantuni appetibilis ot perfectionis quod conxonit ip.si esse in quaoumquo
natura sit

&quot;

I I., O. \ ., Art. T,).

A^ain, Aquinas \vriti-s, &quot;Do X oritato,&quot; O. XXI., Art. 2
&quot; Cum

ratio boni in lioo oonsistat c|uoi.l aliquid sit perfectivum alterius por
nioduin finis ; onine id quod imvnitur liabi-ro rationem finis habet i-t

rationem boni. Duo autem sunt de ratione finis, ut so. sit appetitum
\el desideratum ab his ijuae fiiuMii nondum attingunt aut sit delectum i-t

quasi di leotabile ab his quae fiiu-in participant ; oum ejusdem rationis

est teiulere in linem et in fiin^ quodammodo quiescere . . . Haec
autem duo inveniuntur eompeti-r. ipsi esse. Ouae enim esse nondum
participant, in esse, quodam naturali appetitu, ti iidunt ; Omnia autem

quao jam esse habent illitd csst: sttittit imturalito niniuit et ipsum tola

virtute conservant . . . Ipsum ig~itur esse habet rationem boni. Unde
sieut impossibile est quod sit aliquod ens quod non habeat esse, ita necesse
est quod omne ens sit bonum ex hoc ipso quod esse habet. . . Cum autem
bonum rationem entis includat . . . impossibile est aliquid esse bonum
quod non sit ens

;
et ita relinquitur quod bonum et ens convertuntur.&quot;

This doctrine that everything tends to the conservation of its own
being

1

is taught expressly bv many modern philosophers. Of living

things especially they make this assertion. Thus M. Guyau writes
&quot; La tendance a perseverer dans la vie est la loi necessaire de la vie,

non seulement chez 1 homme mais chez tons les etres vivants.&quot; But
the very same force that makes the plant resist the destruction of its

life makes even an inorganic substance resist disruption of its being
this force attaches to every being.

t
&quot; Terminus appetitus quod est bonum est in appetibili ;

sed terminus

cognitionis quod est verum est in ipso intellectu
&quot;

(&quot;
S. Theol.&quot; I.,

Q. XVI., Art. i).
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\Ye now come to a third point in our determination

of the
&quot;good&quot;

the good is as such an attribute of

reality. Whereas the
&quot;

true
&quot;

exists in and belongs

primarily to mind, the
&quot;good,&quot;

on the other hand,

essentially includes a reference to real existence, since

actuality is the principle of good in all being.
No object, therefore, is good or can become an object

of desire except in so far as it either has or is supposed
to have actuality. An economist is perfect intellectually

who can deal properly with money in idea. But if he

desires money he desires it, not as existing in idea but as

existing in act as actual or real. Therefore, only as

real, as actual, can a thing become an end of desire.

Actual being, therefore being in real existence is the

universal form of all objects of appetite, and, therefore,

of all good.

(4)
&quot; Good &quot;

is fulness of being.

Though
&quot;

good
&quot; and &quot;

being
&quot;

are one, yet not

everything that has being, or actuality, is thereby good
simply and absolutely. A horse may have good sight,

good hearing that is, it may be good with a qualifica

tion (as Aquinas says), but it is not simply or absolutely

good i.e., it is not a good horse unless it has all the

being that is naturally due to a horse. For all objects

naturally seek the perfection that is proper to their

nature, and if they do not come to their proper perfection

it is because nature has been prevented from achieving
the end which, given the proper conditions, they would

achieve. The good of an object, therefore, is its natural

perfection. This we call fulness of being. A thing,

then, has fulness of being and is absolutely good when
it has all the natural parts, and all up to nature s

standard. But if anything is wanting in any of those

parts that are naturally due to it, the thing is bad. To
be bad it is not necessary that everything in an object

should be bad. It is enough if there be any falling

short of the right standard. If complete absence of good
were necessary before we could speak of an object as

bad, it would be impossible that we should ever speak of
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a bad object, for in every kind of object there must be

some good, some actualitv. Hence, whereas in respect of

degrees of goodness, goodness is of two kinds relative

and absolute a bad object, on the other hand, can never

be completely bad, and consequently we have given the

lull meaning of badness when we sav that an object is

bad or falls short of the natural standard in anv degree;
and for that reason we speak of anvthing in which there

i&amp;lt; some want as bad (simplv and without qualification),

whereas before we speak of an vthing as good (simplv
and without qualification) we require that it be all good.
A lame horse mav have good sight, but it is a bad horse;

it mav be good with a qualification, but we do not speak
ot it as good simply as a good Imrsr on the contrarv,

we
speak&quot;

of it as a bad horse because it has not its

natural fulness of being. Hence the formula,
&quot; Bnnum

ex integra causa maluin ex quocumque defectu.&quot;

Human good is fulness
e&amp;gt;l

human being. As we have

said, a being, to be good, must have all its natural parts
and all up to nature s standard. A human person,

therefore, to be jj ood must have all the parts that belong
i&quot; I O

naturally to a human being, and all up to nature s

standard. But
lk

parts
&quot;

are of manv kinds. There

are integral parts e.g., hands, feet, and head and
there are potential parts, or faculties. All these parts,

integral and potential, are necessarv to the perfect

man.

Now, of these goods, some are given to man by nature

herself from the beginning for instance, hands and
feet while some are acquired bv operation. But of these

latter, some are acquired by the operation of nature, and
are not under man s control e.g., the digestion of

food whilst others are acquired by man s own effort,

for instance, the obtaining of food, the acquirement of

learning, of which kinds of good, the former we would
class with goods of nature ; they are given us rather than

attained by us. Now, since Ethics is the science of

human conduct, Ethics treats only of those goods that are

won bv our activities that is, the attainment of which
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is under our control. Ethics has nothing to do with the

goods which nature gives us, or with other goods in so

far as their maintenance depends upon the operation of

nature. It has to do with the human act as controlled by
us, and only the human act can be morally good.

(5) The goodness or fulness of being O f the human act

depends principally upon its end .

Ethics as the science of human conduct has to do with
human action only. But goodness, as we saw, means
fulness of natural being, and the goodness of the human
act will be the fulness of the being that is proper to a
human act. What, nowr

,
is the fulness of being that is

proper to the human act ? This evidently is the first

and most fundamental of all ethical problems; but our
answer at this point can only be of the most general
kind. The human act or human conduct is essentially
a tendency to ends that is, it is a tendency, as we have

just said, to ends which we attain through our own per
sonal activities and appetites. Its natural fulness of

being, therefore, will consist in the attainment of the

natural end of these appetites.
&quot; The good and evil of

an action,&quot; writes Aquinas,&quot;
&quot;

depends upon its fulness

or lack of fulness of being. Now, the first element of

fulness of being is that which gives the thing its

species. But as a physical thing has its species from its

form (or inner nature), so an action has its species from

its object (or end) as motion has from its term.&quot; The

goodness, therefore, of human conduct is principallv
determined by the ends of conduct. All human action

is motion to some object, some end, some term. Let

a human act be exercised about a proper and a natural

human end, and it has all the fulness of being that is

required. If the end of the action is unnatural the

opposite is the case.

But though the goodness of conduct consists essen

tially in its end, there are other elements in conduct

which contribute to its goodness -viz., the circumstances

of conduct. An act may want &quot; due quantity according
*

&quot;S. Theol.,&quot; I., II., Q. XVIII., Art. 2.
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to Reason, due place, or anything of that sort,&quot; and an
act is good or evil by reference to all these things.
However, it is worthy of remark that it is the end that

determines the proper circumstances, just as it is the

ends which a man wishes to gain that determine whether
a movement ought to be fast or slow. And so we say
that the iulness of being of a human action is determined

by its end.

(6) The x ood of human- conduct is determined bv the

final end.

A movement or tendencv mav have manv ends, as

when a man desires to get monev in order to help the

poor, so that by helping the poor he mav acquire a good
name. But the dominant end of anvthing is its final

end. Consequently, as we pointed out in the beginning
of this chapter, that conduct which does not lead us to

our final end is a failure and bad, no matter what inter

mediate ends we mav succeed in attaining bv means of

it. Since, therefore, moral science treats of the goodness
or badness of human conduct, and since the principal

goodness or fulness of being that is proper to a human
act is its direction to the end, and since the proper
circumstances depend upon the end, we mav define a

good moral action as
&quot;

action done under the control

of Reason and leading to man s final end.&quot;

(6) OF TIIK MORAL DETKRMINANTS OR OF THOSK THINGS
THAT MAKK AX A( T (iooi) ( )R EVIL

\.Ye have just spoken of the circumstances as con

tributing to the natural fulness of being of the human
act. These circumstances are consequently counted

amongst the moral determinants of action. The moral

determinants of an action are all those things that go to

make an action good or evil, better or worse. The prin

cipal moral determinants enumerated by the scholastics

are three the object,* the end, and the circumstances.
*
By

&quot;

object&quot;
here we mean the object of the action that is, of

the whole action which, we here assume, is an external act. By
&quot; end

&quot;

here is meant the finis operantis, or the purpose which we wish to
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These determinants may be more easily understood from

an example than by their definition. We shall take as

our example the case of a complete human act having
an inner and an outer element. In murder the act whose

morality is in question is the act of killing. The

object that is, the formal moral object of this act is a

person over whom I have no authority someone who
is not subject to me. The circumstances are that I do

the deed at such a time, place, &c. The end is that

which I purpose gaining by the act for instance, satis

faction for some wrong or the obtaining of money.
The object is the specifically moral factor in all acts.

It is that which specifies the act, which gives it a name
and puts it in a class. Thus to destroy the life of another

is homicide. To take the goods of another is stealing
that is, these acts are put by their respective objects into

a particular moral species, to which we attach a par
ticular name. It is with the consideration of the objects
of acts, therefore, that the Science of Ethics is princi

pally concerned. For it is through the consideration of

objects that the code of general laws is constructed,

which to Ethics are what the general physical laws are

to Physics.
Now, if the object of an act is bad the act itself is bad ;

but if the object is good the act may still not be good,
for we have still to consider the circumstances and the

end or the finis operantis.
The circumstances. In every individual act, besides

the specific moral character which depends on object,

there is also an individual moral character which

depends on circumstances. Thus, it is worse to murder
one s father than to murder a stranger, and worse to

steal ten pounds than five. Now, an act should be good
not only in its object but in its circumstances. For

morality denotes, as we have already seen, a certain

accomplish by our act. Both of these are included in what was before

spoken of as &quot;the end of the will&quot; which we identified with the good,
for the will takes in the whole thing- desired, including-, therefore, both

object and that to which our action is meant finally to lead (finis

operantis).
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fulness of being, and to have fulness of being means, not

merely to be in a certain species, but to have suitable

individual characteristics as well. So the individual

moral art has its circumstances as well as its object,
which should all be good. Still, not everv circumstance

counts in the morality of the act. And of those that do
count some only increase or diminish the morality, as

in the examples given, whilst others add on a specific

ally new moral relation to that which results from the

object. Thus to steal six pounds is onlv worse than to

steal five; but to kill a father is not onlv homicide but

patricide. The fact that this is one s father adds on a

specificallv new crime 1 .*

Ilow the circumstances affect the morality of an act.

The circumstances give rise to a twofold law in action :

(a) first, a negative law there must be no bad circum

stance;
(/&amp;gt;)

second, a positive law- --everv circumstance

that is necessarv for the due performance of the act

that is, for the attainment of the natural end of action

must be present, else the act is not good. Now, in

regard to this second point, it is to be noted that some
times the attainment of the natural end of an act does

not depend wholly on that which the agent dues, nor

does it follow immediately on the performance of his

action, but requires along with the action of the agent a

subsequent process also with which the agent has

nothing to do, and which depends altogether on nature.

Now, in such cases, provided that all the circumstances

necessarv for the due performance of our own share of

the act are present, the act is lawful, and it is lawful

even though nature should afterwards fail in the work

proper to her, thus preventing the accomplishment of

the natural end. This principle is of importance in con

nection with many difficult moral problems which

readers of Moral Theology will have no difficulty in

recognising.

* The scholastics give the following- rough enumeration of the prin

cipal circumstances quis, quid (the effect), nbi, quibns aitxiliis, cur,

quoinodo, quando.
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The end aimed at (finis operantis*) is the original
source of the whole act, for the act that we do, with its

object and its circumstances, is nothing more than means
to the realisation of the end aimed at. And as a man
intends the end more than the means, so the end is in

one sense the principal moral element in the act.

Still the object and circumstances have their own

morality apart from the end aimed at, and unless the

object and circumstances are good the act is bad in spite

of the fact that the end aimed at may be most praise

worthy. This is expressed by saying that the end does

not justify the means. By the means we wish to signify
all that we do in order to attain our end. A good end

could not justify an act or a means which is in itself

bad.

Hence to take a bad means to a bad end is to commit
two crimes, whilst to take a bad means to a good end or

a good means to a bad end is one crime.

Having shown that an act to be good must be good in

all its bearings, and that a great many things contribute

to the morality of the act, the end, the object, and the

circumstances, we naturally turn to ask the question

(c) ARE ALL ACTS MORALLY GOOD OR BAD, OR ARE THERE

ANY I N I ) I F V ER KNT A (T S ?

It is not our intention here to give a full account of

the heated controversy to which this question of moral

indifference has given rise. But it will be necessary to

quote Aquinas view at length. In opposition to Scotus,

who maintains that there can be morally indifferent acts,

St. Thomas distinguishes between acts considered speci

fically and acts in individuo or in their individual cir

cumstances, and affirms that in specie that is, con

sidering the act apart from the circumstances there can

* The end aimed at, though part of the object of the inner will, is

the principal circumstance in relation to the external act. Thus the end
aimed at (for instance, riches or revenge) is a circumstance of the act
of stealing.
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be indifferent acts; but that in individuo that is, con

sidering the act with its concrete circumstances, and in

particular the end for which the act is done no act can

be morallv indifferent.

This view, it seems to us, is the logical and the correct

view, as we hope to make clear to the reader, following

Aquinas reasoning on the subject. That acts can be

morallv indifferent apart from their circumstances, and
considered in their mere specific nature, is self-evident.

To lift up a straw from the earth, to think, to shout, arc-

in themselves neither good nor evil, for thev neither help
nor retard the attaining of our final end. Such acts may
be made either good or bad according to the circum

stances and the intention with which we do them. But

concerning individual acts we mav divide St. Thomas

teaching into two parts. I Ie claims
(&amp;lt;i)

that without con

sidering the question of the end aimed at, and taking
account merelv of the other concrete circumstances, the

human act can be shown to be -ivry nearly always morallv

good or bad: (/&amp;gt;) thai when we take inio account the end

of the will, the individual act is not merelv practically

alwavs, but aluavs and nece^sarilv, either good or bad.

(a) On the first point Aquinas position is as

follows:- A good act is one that leads to the final per
fection of a man. Now, just as in the case of any
material organism developing towards a certain perfec

tion say the human body* practically no interference

with it | is possible which would not affect it either for

good or for evil in relation to its final perfection, so no

human act is possible that would not in some way affect

us as regards our final perfection.

An organism will always be affected for good or for

evil by any movement or action of its inner powers-
This, we fancy, should be clear from all that we know
of organisms and their mode of action. But a human
act always involves the exercise of the inner powers of

* The example and much of the explanation here are from ourselves.

t In the ease of the body, for instance, food or drink must always-
effect either benefit or injury.
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the human organism, and hence it must affect the

organism well or ill in relation to its end.

Again, from a mathematical point of view, we may
gain even a clearer view of the same conclusion, and,

perhaps, also the reason why a purely indifferent act is

so very difficult of realisation. For, supposing that each

of the circumstances that make up the individual act

could be either good, bad, or indifferent, the chance is

exceedingly small that all together will belong to the

indifferent class. If there are seven circumstances in the

act, the chances against these circumstances and the

object being all indifferent are one divided by
&quot;

three to

the power eight,&quot;
which is a very small chance indeed.*

(&amp;gt;)
Let us now take up St. Thomas second point of

view that is, the point of view of the end aimed at by
the individual. From this point of view, as we have-

said, it becomes certain that not only in most cases but

in absolutely every case the individual act is either good
or bad.

For the object which \ve seek can be either morally

good, morally bad, or morally indifferent. If the object
is morally good it is plain that our act is morally good.
If the object is morally bad it is equallv plain that out-

act is morally bad.

But what, now, if the object is morally indifferent?

In that case we maintain that the act by which we pursue
such an object is, if free and deliberate, a morally good
act.

Before attempting a proof of this proposition we must
show what is required in order that an act be morally

good. An act is morally good when the object of the act

is not only referrible, but is also referred or directed to

the final end by the human will that is, when it is

sought as leading to the final end. Now, an object is

referrible to the final end when it does not oppose the

* Acts that affect Society are even less likely to be indifferent than
those that affect the individual. We could not imagine any Bill brought
into Parliament which, if passed, would not affect Society for good or
for evil.
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Tina! end, or when it is not morally evil. And since it

is supposed in our present question that the object is

morally indifferent, the sole remaining&quot; condition of the

morally good act is that this object, which in itself is

morally indifferent, be referred by the will to the final

end. As Aquinas says, a rational being is bound to

seek a finis debitus, but a finis is
&quot;

debitus
&quot;

in so far as

it leads us to our final end, which is, as we saw, the

perfect good. This reference to the final end is the

natural order iora rational
being&quot;,

and, therefore, it is the

good and the right order.

Now, we contend that if any object or end be morally
indifferent the act of the will which desires that object
is a morallv good act. And for the following reason :

Every end is, in so far as it is an end, a good also, since

it satisfies some appetite or desire. lionitm ei finis con-

vertiintur.

Now, it is impossible that the will in seeking that good
should not seek it in reference to our final (Mid, which is

the perfect good. For since the will itself is fixed on the

final end, it follows that every imperfect good that it

seeks is sought as an instalment of the perfect good. As

Aquinas writes
&quot; Omnis inchoatio perfectionis ordi-

natur in perfectionem consummatam, quai est per
ultimum finem

&quot; *
(a principle of the greatest import

ance in our science). Hence, naturally, everv interme

diate or particular end is directed to and is sought as lead

ing to the final end
(&quot;

omnia qu;e homo appetit appetit

propter ultimum finem
&quot;).

This direction of particular

ends to the ultimate end on the part of the will may not

be conscious and actual
(&quot;

non oportet,&quot; he writes,
&quot;

ut

semper aliquis cogitet de ultimo fine quandocumque

appetit vel operatur; sed virtus primoi intentionis qiue

est respectu ultimi finis manet in quolibet appetitu

cujuscumque rci, etiamsi de ultimo fine actu non

cogitetur; sicut non oportet quod qui vadit per viam in

quolibet passu cogitet de fine.&quot; t From this we see that

* &quot; S. Theol.,&quot; I., II., O. I., Art. 6.

] Ib id. a (I tcrtla r//.
t

&
[UB*A*Y |oj
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everything that we seek is at least virtually referred to the

final end
;
and if the particular end be, as we have sup

posed all along, without evil, if it be a natural or

physical good, and, therefore, referrible to the final end,
the act that seeks that end is necessarily a morally good
act, since in seeking that end it seeks it as a means to our
ultimate good, the moral good being that which is sought
by our wills and appetites, or which perfects one, in

relation to his final end.

Hence, even where the object is morally indifferent,

the act of the will is morally good, and consequently all

individual deliberate acts are either morally good or evil.

There are no indifferent acts in iudividuo.

(d) THAT THERE is A NATURAL DISTINCTION OF Goon
AND EVIL*

Having shown in the present chapter that the good
ness or fulness of being of the human act is its tendency
or direction to the natural objects of our appetites, we now

go on to show that there is a natural distinction of good
and evil, that good and evil are not arbitrary, that they
do not change with our passing whims and desires, that

some things are always good and some things always
evil. Our proof of this proposition must manifestly
consist in showing that man is possessed of certain per
manent natural appetites, of appetites that are not of his

&quot; The theory that there is a natural distinction of good and evil we
may call, for convenience sake, the theory of &quot;natural morals.&quot; It is

to be carefully distinguished from what is sometimes called the Ethics

of naturalism, in the sense of any system which excludes from Ethics

the conceptions of free will and of an objective moral value in acts. Of
natural systems in this sense of the expression, Dr. Harms gives
three examples in his &quot; Ethik

&quot;

(a) the ethics of Hobbes, who makes
the individual pleasure man s final end ; (b) of Spinoza, \vho represents
the individual as a mere mode of the absolute, striving indeed always
for his own maintenance, not freely, but by the power of the absolute,
which is the power of nature ; (c) of Shaftesbury, who grounds all

morals finally on something in man himself namely, on the natural

impulse to benevolence. Dr. Harms himself defines naturalism as the

opposite of supernaturalism, which bases Ethics on the will of God ; but

from the examples he chooses it would seem that from naturalism he

would also exclude any system which regards the Supreme Being as

our end. Dr. Harms rejects the theory of naturalism and every system
which ignores the freedom of the will.
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own making but belong inseparably to his human
nature as heart and head and hands belong to his

physical constitution. If \ve shall succeed in establish

ing the existence of natural appetites in man with

natural objects we shall also have succeeded in establish

ing the existence of natural moral distinctions.

\o\\v before proceeding to discuss this question of

the existence in man of natural appetites, it may be

useful to enquire why some ethici ins, whilst admitting
that man is possessed of natural capacities and appetites,
still refuse to recognise the existence of a natural dis

tinction of moral good and evil. The reason, it seems
to us, is that many philosophers who are not of the

Aristotelian tradition haye been accustomed to regard
the

ik moral good
&quot;

as something quite distinct from

objects of natural appet itioii, as something mystical and

ethereal, as an ideal rather than a reiility of our human
nature; and so morality comes to be identified rather

with the suppression of desire than with its exercise, with

the restrictions imposed by external admonition and law

rather than with ordinary human liking and disliking.

Now, this is not the view ot moral goodness adopted
in the present \\ork, and we haye shown that it is not

the true view. The good is. as we have shown, the

object of appetite, and provided an appetite comes within

the control of l\eason mul is directeil to the ultimate end

the attainment of its natural object is a moral good.
Thus, even eating and conversation mav be morally

good in the same sense that almsgiving or any other

loftv and unselfish act is morally good, provided only

that they be free acts and directed bv our intellects to the

final end. The &quot; moral good/ therefore, is not a

mystic or ethereal something, but simply the object of

appetite as directed by Reason, and hence, if there be

natural appetites controllable by Reason, there must also

be natural distinctions of good and evil.

Let us, then, first determine the various kinds ot

* We are here dealing with one of the most important problems of

ethical science.
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appetite. By appetite we mean any tendency, move

ment, or inclination to the attaining of an end. Now,

appetites may incline to ends in many ways, either con

sciously or unconsciously ; vitally that is, as a result

of living forces or non-vitally. The animal s desire for

food is a conscious inclination. The tendency of the

tree to flower is unconscious. Assimilation and growth
are vital tendencies. Gravitation and the tendency of a

crystal or of iron to exhibit certain properties of colour,

form, and of weight are non-vital tendencies. But any

tendency, conscious or unconscious, vital or non-vital,

is what we mean by appetite. When such tendency

springs out of the essence of an object and is not the

result of accident or of some mere passing desire the

appetite is spoken of as natural.

Now, without attempting a complete enumeration of

the appetites, we may give here what we consider their

principal division. We divide appetites, following

Aquinas, into two classes physical* and psychical or

cognitive. Physical appetites are those that spring

immediately out of the nature of a thing and have no

.vdependence on knowledge. Psychical appetites are

those which, though possibly grounded in nature, yet

depend on and proceed from knowledge^ Nutrition and

growth are physical appetites. The love of wine is

psychical.
A few prominent instances of these two classes of

appetites will suffice to show their diversity and

character, and how the nature of the appetite in each

case depends upon the kind of being to which it belongs.
Of physical appetites the first and principal is the ten-

. dency of every being to maintain its own existence. Of

*
Aquinas word &quot; naturalis

&quot;

is here translated by &quot;physical.&quot; By
4&amp;lt; naturalis

&quot;

Aquinas means here not what accords with or even what is

grounded in nature but what springs out of nature without any dependence
on cognition. This we prefer to express by the word &quot;

physical,&quot;
in

order to avoid the ambiguities attendant on the word &quot;natural,&quot; which
is so often used in this work in its more common signification of &quot; accord

ing with
&quot;

or &quot;

being grounded in nature.&quot;
&quot;

Physical
&quot;

here then, does
not mean material, but, as the text explains,

&quot;

any natural appetition
\vhich has no dependence on cognition

&quot;
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this appetite we have already spoken in the present

chapter.&quot; Secondly, every object besides tending to

maintain itself in being tends also to the exercise of some

proper and necessary operation- -that is, some operation
that not only accords with, but is determined by, the

proper nature of the object. Minerals, for instance, tend

to assume a certain form of structure, to possess certain

chemical affinities to other substances, to exhibit a

certain colour, and (under particular conditions) a

certain weight; plants tend to send out leat and flower;

the lungs have a necessary tendency to breathe, the

heart to beat, the eve to see.
x The vegetative appetites

of nutrition and growth are also physical. Given the-

materials of nutrition and growth the exercise of these

appetites must follow, and independently of cognition.
Of psychical appetites there are two kinds, sensuous

and intellectual, according as the knowledge from which

the appetite proceeds is sensuous or intellectual. In

animals the love of the sexes, the desire for food and
for the preservation of offspring, are sensuous psychic-

appetites. In man these same appetites are radically

sensuous, but these sensuous appetites may also take

on, in so far as they come under the control of Reason, a

rational character, and are, properly speaking, rational

appetites. But there are some appetites that are not

radically sensuous; for instance, the appetite for

society, J which, though it has its analogue amongst
certain animal tribes, is yet itself a purely rational

* Several appetites, like that for our own continued existence, though
physical and present even in unconscious and unorganised things, may
yet in the ease of conscious beings take on a conscious and psychic
character also. \\V seek our own maintenance not onlv as substantive

being s, and therefore unconsciously, hut also as rational beings and

knowingly.
|
The tendency of the eye to see or of the ear to hear when their

proper objects are presented to them is a physical appetite. It precedes
and is one of the causes of knowledge it does not itself depend on

knowledge. Every faculty, whether primarily appetitive or not, has a

nisus to the exercise of its own act, which nisns or appetite is unconscious
in every case.

+ By human society we mean not mere gregarious living such as

many animals desire, but the human social life with all those purel}
human conditions which shall be described later in our chapter oru

Society.
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appetite ;
also the appetite for progress in knowledge,

and the will s desire for the good-in-general.
The question now arises Are any of these appetites

natural? That the physical appetites are natural, few

indeed would be disposed to doubt, and, therefore, it

will not be necessary to give them any special promi
nence here. The physical appetites could be nothing
else than natural, since, having no dependence on know

ledge, there is nothing else from which they can spring
but nature. The colour of gold, the texture of wood,
the cohesive tendencies of atoms, are all natural proper
ties, and tendencies to exhibit these properties are all

natural appetites. Also the tendency of plants to grow,
of lungs to breathe, of the eye to see, are natural. They
spring out of the nature of the human organism since

there is nothing else by which they could be caused.

Our question, therefore, relates principally to the

psychical appetites which, since they depend on know7-

ledge, may give rise to the question whether they could

not, like the thirst for alcohol, have grown up in indi

viduals through accidents of environment, of bodily com

plexion, or of habit; and whether, therefore, they are not

an acquirement rather than an original part of our

natural human constitution. It is fitting, too, that we
should confine our enquiry to these psychic appetites,
since the physical appetites are not in the control of

Reason, and consequently they cannot give rise to

distinctions of moral good and evil.

Proof that some psychical appetites are natural.

(i) Our first and obvious argument is that there are

certain objects to which all men tend in common (to some
of these, indeed, they tend in common with all animals)

e.g., there is the appetite for life, for food, the love of the

sexes, the appetite for knowledge and for society. Now,

just as we infer that a certain limb is natural, and that-

such and such is the natural organic form of anything
because these things are found in all the individuals of

a species, so also should we infer that an appetite which

is possessed by all men, more particularly if it be
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possessed by all or practically all animals also, is natural

to man that is, is an original part of his nature and

constitution, and is inseparable from his nature. We
claim, therefore, that some psychical appetites are

natural.

Now, some persons mav not admit the pa-miss which
in the foregoing argument we have taken for granted as

self-evident that an appetite which is universal is also

natural, on the ground that appetites which are inherited

from remote ancestors will ne.cessarilv be universal, even

though thev mav have been acquired by our ancestors.*

To meet this objection we go on to show from other

arguments that certain psychic appetites cannot be acci

dental, but were necessarv factors of our constitution

from the beginning.
(2\ Certain psvchic appetites, like sonic of those men

tioned in our lasl argument, have allied to them certain

specified natural organs, which organs, though mani

festly purposeful in the order of nature, could not, apart
from the psychical appetites attached to them, attain

their ends. Thus, whereas trees obtain moisture and the

other nutritive materials without anv psvchic appetite
and through the action of the nutritive organs them

selves, the animal organism, though so much more per
fect structurally and otherwise than the plant organism,
is powerless of itself to obtain the necessarv nutritive

materials. These the individual is induced to provide

by means of a special psychical appetite depending on

cognition. Ilence the nutritive appetite, or the appetite
for food is natural.-1-

\\ ithout it the natural organ
iconic! Inrve no purpose or meaning.

Constant indulgence in anv particular desire would, it is explained,
have given to our remote ancestoi s a permanent tendency towards certain

objects, which tendoncv would through long-continued transmission

come to be felt as necessary and as inseparable from the human race.

Hut tin point arises whv did our ancestors indulge these desires so

widely and so constantly except that they were attached to permanent
natural appetites.

f The same reasoning holds of other psychic appetites. An interest

ing example is the love of parents for the nourishment of offspring. This

appetite, in the case of mammals, is attended by a special organ which
without the psychic appetite could not attain its natural end.
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This line of argument, drawn from the presence of

appetites with specified organs, not only makes manifest

the existence in man of natural appetites, but is also of

-great value in enabling us to specify the appetites which
we hold to be natural.

(3) Closely allied to the argument just given is another

of which much use has been made by evolutionists, that

some psychic appetites are so inseparable from living

things, and so necessary to them from the first moment
of their existence, that without them the races could not

have continued to live. As Leslie Stephen remarks,
r without certain appetites the race could not have survived

a generation. Obvious instances are the appetite for

existence, the love of food and of the sexes, and the love

of parents for their offspring. Hut appetites that are so

necessary that without them existence would have been

impossible must be part of our constitution from the

beginning. Hence some psychic appetites are natural.

(4) The psychic appetites considered up to the present
are for the most part sensuous at least in their ground,
and consequently they are common to animals and men.
But there are some natural psychic appetites that belong
to rational beings exclusively. Thus the appetite for

.human socictv is a natural appetite, as is evident from

the two following reasons (a) Man is naturally

possessed of a limitless capacity for development, because

there is no end to his powers of intellectual cognition.
But without a natural appetite for society these powers
would be in vain; for, outside of society it is impossible
that we should attain here below to more than the

beginnings of knowledge,* and without a natural

-appetite for sucietv it is impossible that we should

* For proof of this proposition see chapter on Society. The argu
ment given in the text for the necessity of a natural appetite for society
;as a means to development is not wholly a priori, for we find by experience
of others and by reflection on ourselves that man is possessed of this

appetite, and the only question here treated is whether it is natural.

Our reasoning on the point is the same as that given in the last argu
ment just as without psychical appetites certain organs would be

useless, so without a psychical appetite for society a certain intellectual

capacity would be useless. Hence the appetite for society is natural.
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continue to live permanently in Society. Hence the

appetite for society is natural, (b) Man is possessed of
a natural faculty* of speech, with no other natural pur
pose than the social purpose of communicating with our
fellow men in order to our human welfare. Hence
society is an original purpose of nature, and, therefore,

our appelite for it is natural.

Again, there is in man a rational faculty of will, whose

ohject embraces all particular poods and extends to th&amp;lt;

pood in peneral. Xow, this faculty of will, the existence

of which is known to us from experience and from

psychological science, is shown to be natural from the

following argument from Aquinas, to which we invite-

the reader s special attention, because it is the argument
bv which Aquinas establishes not merely the natural

character of the will, but the existence in man of

psychical appetites penerallv, and it seems to excel all

other arguments both in point of comprehensiveness and
of logical force. Here, however, we shall emphasise its

relation to the special facultv of will onlv.

Everything in the world, Aquinas points out,f is

possessed of appetites which varv in kind and degree of

perfection with the nature of the thing to which they

belong. Minerals tend to exhibit certain mineral proper
ties. Plants tend to vegetative effects, to assimilation

and growth. These appetites are physical since they have

no dependence on cognition. But man is by nature

cognitive as well as vegetative, and, therefore, since every
&quot; form

&quot;

or nature gives rise to a special appetite, there

must be allied to our cognitive nature cognitive appetites
also that is, appetites for certain objects as perceived
and known. But cognition is rational as well as

sensuous, and as rational, man can transcend in thought

Kvery faculty, oven that of .speech, has allied to it a certain tusn*

towards, and therefore an appetite for, its exercise.
1

&quot;

S.Theol.,&quot; I., Q. LXXX., Art. i. Aquinas in this article shows that
there are in man special psychical appetites by which he means not only
that they are special, but that as special these appetites are an original:

part of our constitution. His treatise dc honiinc of the &quot; Summa TheoU
is an enquiry into natural faculties and povers only.
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ill particular finite things and can apprehend being-in-

jeneral and truth-in-general and the infinite itself,

Therefore, allied to our nature as intellectual there must
foe a special appetite extending to the good-in-general/
Two other arguments remain. The end of the will

must necessarily be our ultimate end. But the desire

for the ultimate end must be natural, as will be clearly
seen in a later chapter (that on Duty). Unless the

desire of the last end be natural, no other desire would
be possible to us. Consequently the will is a natural

.appetite.

Again, this same conclusion is obtained from another

line of argument which we have already pursued in con

sidering the appetite for society namely, that naturally

man is possessed of a natural capacity to which the appe
tite of will is absolutely essential, namely,

1 the capacity

for endless progress. Without an appetite for the attain-

,.ment of goods beyond all particular goods we should be

incapable of exercising this capacity, because, with

.appetites for particular objects only, we should be as the

.animal that cannot be made to progress beyond a certain

point, and, so far as progress depends on himself, cannot

direct himself to any end beyo-nd the present, and in par

ticular cannot co-ordinate his desires and control their

several objects so as to obtain some higher end above

them all. But human progress involves the control of

ends and the rising superior to every subordinate appetite

&amp;lt;md the formation of an ideal beyond the present; and

-since in the case of man the capacity of progress is with

out end, this ideal must be superior to all particular

.goods. Hence the will is a natural necessity to man,

.and without it our natural capacity of progress would be

unmeaning.
We may remark, in conclusion of this section, and even

at the risk of seeming to anticipate unnecessarily our

* As in the case of our appetite for society, the above argument is

snot wholly a priori. We know from other sources than mere a priori

argument that we are capable of transcending in our desires all

particular finite goods. The argument in the text merely demonstrates

tthat the appetite is natural.
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future chapter on Law, that it is on these natural appe
tites that we build up our conception of the natural law

each appetite giving rise to a particular law. But the

natural laws are much more numerous than the natural

objects of the appetites. For the natural law inculcates-

not merely the obtaining of these natural objects but also

the doing of what is necessary for their attainment. Thus-

even had we no natural desire for food, we should never

theless deem it our dutv to cat, since food is necessary
lOr life, and everv living substance has a natural appetite
for life. Again, since in man there is a natural appetite
\\hose one purpose is the maintenance and propagation
of the race, there is involved in the law of securing this

good* another law of caring and maintaining offspring,
and of marriage also as a means to this, since nature aims-

not at the mere existence of children but at their growth
and continuance, not at imperfect but at perfect men;
and this dutv would be binding even though there were

no special appetite in mothers for the nurture and care ot

children. Again, since there is a special appetite for

human societ \ , the moral law i m poses &amp;lt; &amp;gt;n us a duty of sup

porting societv, ot adapting societv to human conditions,

and making it a means to true human development.
Hut law is grounded immediately not on the means but

on the natural appetites and their essential objects, and
hence our present discussion on the existence of natural

appetites in man has an important and an essential bear

ing on the whole science of law.

(r) rOXSIDKR \IT&amp;lt;&amp;gt;\ OF So.MK TlIKoRIKS OF P()SITI V ISTIC

MORALS

Directly opposed to the thcorv we have been defining
ot a natural distinction between good and evil is the

theory of moral positivism, or the theory that good and
evil depend not on nature but on positive law or custom,
or on some mere passing and accidental desire. This

* \Ve shall afterwards explain that the law of securing- one s owit
life holds for each individual, the law of maintaining- the life of the race-
holds not for each individual.
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theory has many forms, only a few of which can be

mentioned here.

Hobbes Theory. In the so-called state of nature

that is, the state which is supposed by some to have pre
ceded the formation of society the good was, according
to Hobbes, that which any man desired. This theory

evidently denies a natural distinction of good and evil,

and it conveys a false idea of the meaning of the good.
For a man might at any particular moment desire some

thing in a passing way which yet opposes the most fun

damental appetites of his being, and since such an act,

though it satisfies the mere passing desire, is neverthe

less at variance with the still more fundamental desire of

the natural appetites, it is impossible to speak of such an

act as simply desired by us or as an object of appetite.
On the contrary, it is at variance with our appetites con

sidered as a whole, and it is, therefore, bad. There are

some acts, consequently, which never could be good, so

that from the very beginning there must have been a law

of distinction between good and evil. The good, then,

cannot be the object of any desire.*

Rousseau reduces all distinctions of good and evil to

ordinances of the State that is, to positive lawT and the

State itself he regards as a positive institution, a result of

positive compact freely entered into by men. Hobbes also

reduces moral distinctions (subsequently to the disappear
ance of what he calls the state of nature) to the law of the

State, and to compact, on which, according to Hobbes,
the State is founded. Now, it is certain (i) that manv
moral distinctions are independent of State ordinance,
such as the distinction between taking food and taking

poison, or between caring and neglecting offspring.

(2) That unless the State were itself a natural institution

it would have no moral power to impose on us a law of

preference between good and evil conduct. (3) That the

State may even now make laws which yet we regard our

selves as free to disobey, whereas there are certain other

* At the beginning&quot; of this chapter we gave some account of the

scholastic definition of the good the &quot;

object of appetite.&quot;
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laws which we do not regard ourselves as free to disobey.
In other words, the State may itself make bad laws which
could not bind in conscience; consequently, the State

is not itself the source of moral distinctions. (4) That if
1

men did ever enter into a compact to form the State they ,

made such compact because the State was necessary to

the attainment of certain neccssarv ends. But the exist

ence of necessary ends involves a natural distinction of

good and evil. One end contemplated in the compact
theory is that of pence and prosperity. Therein is &amp;lt;

ground for much moral distinction. (5) That the State

itself is a natural institution, and consequently certain

ends are natural! v good for //. This, however, we shall

prove in a later chapter.
Carneades in ancient times, and M. Levy Bruhl in

modern, ground moral distinctions on human custom.

Law, they maintain, follows practice not practice law.

Our ancestors did not first formulate the laws of human
conduct and then obey these laws in practice. On the

contrary, laws are an outgrowth of those practices which
the conditions of existence most favoured in bygone

Now, this theory is also false. .Men, indeed, are cer

tainly creatures of custom, but custom is also to a large
extent the creation of natural necessity. It needed no
custom to make men eat, to induce them to protect their

offspring, to enter society. These acts spring from an

inner necessity of nature, and without such necessities

of nature there would have been neither Society nor

rustom on which to ground distinctions.

Again, in no part of nature is law founded on mere

practice or facts. On the contrary, law always precedes
in time, and is the principle of fact. The law of gravi
tation does not depend on the fact that bodies fall to the

earth. On the contrary, bodies fall because of the law

of gravitation. The law that makes trees bloom in

spring did not arise after trees had bloomed many
successive years. On the contrary, they bloomed

because that is the law of trees. Now, Law is not
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differently related to facts or to practice in the case of

men and in the case of lower species. And, therefore,

if all nations have followed certain courses of conduct

that fact is due to one thing only viz., that men have

followed a felt law of nature a law that was vital for

them. If, at the beginning, humanity had no law to

follow if, therefore, its early acts were done at random
because there was no law to follow it would have dis^

appeai^eoTas^quTckly as would a race of animals that had

no guiding instincts. Moral law and moral distinctions,

then, cannot liave resulted out of mere custom. From
the beginning conduct must have been based on natural

necessities.

Besides, there was no time since history began at which

we do not find many natural needs not only acted on,

but actually and formally recognised. For this reason

M Levy Bruhl is forced to push back the period which
we have called the period of

&quot; random action
&quot;

into pre
historic times. Now, a thing that is possible and likely

may, even when there is no historic evidence of its exist

ence as a fact, be represented as an hypothesis on which
to ground present phenomena. But a thing for which
we have no historic evidence, and which at the same
time offends against every known law of nature, cannot

be regarded as an admissible hypothesis or as capable
of accounting for any present phenomena. But of the

&quot; random &quot;

system, out of which customs are said to

have proceeded, we have no historical evidence. And,
on the other hand, every known fact is dead against the

possibility of such a supposition. Trees could not

survive without water. Animals could not survive

without instincts. Men could not survive had they not

a law to follow from the beginning, at least, as regards
the essentials of the life of individuals and of the race.

We are not free, therefore, to suppose, as cause of our

present moral system, that at one period of our history
there were no laws of human conduct and no natural

appetites ;
that from that period certain courses survived

as more conducive to life than others, and that these

H
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courses came thenceforward to be looked upon as
natural and as enforced by natural law.

&quot;

Survival
&quot;

may be a factor in the maintenance of certain species;
but the species that survive are those that act on the

best system and follow the best law. A species that

lived at random, that had no natural guiding instincts,

could never survive the struggle for existence; and the

human race survives because, in the main, men have

always consulted their natural appetites and needs.

Nietzsche s
&quot; new morality

&quot;

is built upon the denial

of a natural distinction of good and evil. The laws that

at present rule the world are, according to Nietzsche,

the laws of the slaves who for a time have, with the aid

of the priests, gained the masterv over the aristocrats.

This is the law of pity, of mildness, of the equality of

men. To this law must succeed, with the rise of

another aristocracv, the law of hardship and of severest

justice. But even the aristocracv must give way to

another order that of the
&quot;

Ubermensch,&quot; or the

Philosopher, and to his law of individualism, of inde

pendence from all things except himself,
&quot;

independence
of Fatherland, of Pity, of Knowledge, of his own

freedom, of virtue itself, of all except himself and his

sovereign individuality/
At this point we have to consider onlv Nietzsche s

theory that the present law, so far from being natural,

is grounded on deceit, that even the aristocracy has been

tricked into accepting a law as natural and necessary

which yet is only artificial and is imposed upon them

for their overthrow, and that this law must completely

give place to another. Our answer is, that if this

&quot;

Umwerthung aller Werthen,&quot; this heel over in

Morality of which Nietzsche speaks, were to take place,

if our present morality were to yield to another, man

could not long survive the change. Just as no man \

could survive a change in his bodily functions the use, ]

for instance, of the heart for breathing, of the lungs for/

* Hartmann, &quot; Ethische Studien,&quot; page 55.
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/some other function so human nature could not long
survive a completely new departure in morals.

Function is to the body what end and law are to con

duct. And as the present law of the body is its only
law, as one member could not be tricked into accepting
a function* which did not naturally belong to it, so the

present law of the social organism is its only natural

law, and it could not give way to another. The positive
law may change with change of circumstances, but there

is even in the positive law a groundwork of natural law

that can never change. Again, it is impossible that

men could be deceived into thinking that certain rules

of morality are natural and necessary. For, as we shall

see later, our moral beliefs are held on grounds of

Reason, and of many of these beliefs even the plainest

and least educated of men could give a rational account.

Paulson s theory that every condition of life and every

country have their own proper morality, that the

morality of the Englishman is not that of the Chinaman,

the morality of the artist not that of the merchant, or that

the natural development of conscience is towards

individualism or towards special ideals, f is also

answered by pointing out that even though in

accidentals the duties of Englishmen and China

men, artists and merchants, may differ, in essen

tials they are the same. There is no condition or

country in which stealing, lying, and the neglect of

children are the natural thing, and their opposites un

natural. As all men have essentially the same bodily

construction, so all have the same fundamental appetites

and needs. And on these appetites is grounded the

natural moral law. But, just as in Medicine, account

must be taken of all the conditions, normal and

abnormal, of the body and generally of the special

requirements of individuals, so in Morals account must

* In sayine this we are not unmindful of those interchanges of

function which are considered in cerebral Physiology. These latter are

not on a par with the violent and complete interchanges cons

the text above.

+
&quot;

System of Ethics,&quot; pages 19 and 370.
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be taken of the individual circumstances, and it is from
these circumstances that the differences of moral law for

different individuals mainly originate. Every man must

pay his lawful debts, provided he is able. Every man
must abide by the conditions of his contract, but the con

ditions of contract in one count rv (ire not the same as

those in another. The necessities of art and of Medicine
will justify some things in the life of an artist or of a

physician which would not be regarded as justifiable in

the case of the merchant. But neither artist nor

phvsician mav offend against the essentials of the natural

law, nor may they use the acknowledged privileges of

their profession except with a good end and intention,

and with -i due sense &amp;lt;&amp;gt;1 subordination to the general
laws. To everv privilege Reason sets proper limits,

and the limits of privileges arising from a man s status

or profession are easily definable. In the main, then,

the natural duties of all men are the same. Of this

point a fuller explanation will be given in the next

chapter.
Occam and Puffendorfj ground all moral distinctions

on the free will of God. The good thev represent as

that which He has freely commanded us to do. Now,
this theorv is equally positivistic with the theory of

Hobbes and Carneades, even though it bases morality
on God, and, like the theory of Carneades, it is dis

proved by all that we have said on the existence of

natural moral distinctions. God, indeed, need not have

created any finite nature, but, granted that natures are

created, God cannot but wish for and command the

attainment of natural ends.

Though not belonging to the theories which we are at

present discussing theories, namely, that represent all

morality as arbitrary we may nevertheless, on account

of their connection with the views of Occam and Puffen-

dorff, be allowed to say something here on the two

theories of
&quot;

Extrinsic
&quot; and &quot;

Independent
&quot;

Morality.
A larger and more important question than that of the

freedom of God s command in relation to the natural
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law is the question of Extrinsic Morality the question,
viz., whether the moral distinctions, instead of being
intrinsic in things and inherent in their very nature,

are, on the contrary, wholly outside of acts, and spring
exclusively from God s command (whether necessary or

free) to do or to avoid them. This is the theory that we
find attributed to Scholastics generally by Herbert

Spencer. &quot;Religious creeds,&quot; he writes, &quot;established

and dissenting, all embody the belief that right and

wrong are right and wrong simply in virtue of divine

enactment.&quot;

If this means, as it seems to mean, that right and

wrong are not properties of human acts themselves, then
the statement is absolutely and demonstrably untrue.

There is no commoner axiom to be found in Scholastic

Ethics than the well-known &quot;

quasdam mala quia pro-
hibita quasdam prohibita quia mala.&quot; The Ethical

theory, therefore, of the Schoolmen was not a theory of
&quot;

Extrinsic Morality.&quot; Even the smallest acquaintance
with the works of Aquinas should convince us that

morality is on his theory a property of acts in their very
nature. He tells us that goodness means fulness of

being in an act, and nothing could be more intrinsic to

an act than its own being.
The Church, too, condemns the theory of extrinsic

Morality. The 48th and 49th propositions of those con

demned by Innocent XI in 1679 (see Denzinger.

pages 328, 329) are the following : f
&quot; Tarn clarum videtur fornicationem secumdum se

nullam involvere malitiam et solum esse malam quia

iiiterdictam, ut contrarium omnino rationi dissonum

videatur.&quot;

&quot;

Mollities jure naturae prohibita non est. Unde si

Deus earn non interdixisset saepe esset bona, et ali-

quando obligatoria sub mortali.&quot;

This doctrine of
&quot;

Extrinsic Morality
&quot;

is also con-

* &quot; Data of Ethics,&quot; page 50.

t These quotations are given in Ward s
&quot; Nature and Grace.&quot;
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demned by Suarez, Lessius, and practically all the

leading Catholic theologians.
Suarez writes :- Haec Dei Voluntas Prohibitio aut

Perceptio non est tota ratio bonitatis ct malitiae quae est

in observatione vel trangressione Legis Naturalis sed

supponit in ipsis actibus necessarian! quandam hones-

latem vel turpitudinem.&quot; And again
&quot;

(mala) non

possunt primnni malitiam habere a Prohibitione
&quot;

(&quot;
De Legibus &quot;).

And Lessius: &quot;Ante oninem Prohibitionem con-

siderare in illis (actibus) quandam malitiam objectivam
&quot;

(&quot;
De Pertectionibus Divinis Lib XIII.&quot;).

We may take it, then, that the theory of
&quot;

Extrinsic

Morality
&quot;

is not the teaching at least of the Catholic

Church.
But if Catholic Theologians and Philosophers ex

pressly oppose the theory of Extrinsic Morality they are

equally explicit in their opposition to the theory known
as

&quot;

Independent Morality.&quot;

Independent Moralitv is the theory that moral dis

tinctions have no dependence on (iod. It is formulated

by Grote in his
kk

1 )e jure belli el pacis
&quot;

; but Aquinas,
in his doctrine of morals, expresslv repudiates it.

Goodness, he teaches, has a manifold dependence on

God, because (a) without God there could be neither

good nor evil, nor any acts. He is the first cause of all

things, (b) because the
&quot;

good
&quot; and the

&quot;

natural
&quot;

are

one, and our natures are nothing more than a certain

participation in the Divine nature. Consequently, the

good in creatures is founded on, and is a reflection of,

the Divine nature, (c) because good means direction to

the final end,+ and God is the final natural end,

* There are many forms of this theorv. That which we now refer to

is the extremes! of these forms. Other forms of the theory will come up
for discussion later.

t This and the next argument show clearly that good and evil have
a closer dependence on God than other created things have. All created

things are from God. Hut God does not enter into their definition. As
the last end, however, He enters into the definition of the &quot;

good.&quot; From
argument

&quot;

c&quot; it is plain that every morally bad act is a sin that is, is a

theological crime. A had act is a turning away from our final end.
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{d) because the good has not its complete meaning in

this life.
&quot; Good &quot;

leads naturally to the actual posses
sion of the final end, evil to its being lost. These things
are of the essence of

&quot;

good
&quot; and &quot;

evil.&quot; We have,

however, seen already that the attainment of our final

end lies not in this life. Consequently good has not its

complete meaning in this life. But were moral dis

tinctions independent of God, &quot;good&quot;
and &quot;evil&quot;

would be fully realised and completed here below. We
cannot, therefore, assert that morality i-; independent of

God.



CHAPTER V

Till- MORAL C RTTKRIA

M KAN INC; OF C RITKRION

A c RITKRION is a standard or test of anything. There-

are criteria of speed, of weight, of mental ability. A
moral criterion is a criterion of moral good and evil.

Now, a test can be either a fact or a principle. The

plumb-line is a fact-criterion. By it we test whether a

wall be perpendicular or not. The axioms of Geometry
are tests in the sense of principles. Bv means of them

we test the truth of geometrical propositions. These two

classes of tests, however, are not exclusive of one

another. A test that is used as a fact can (and must

when we would reason on it) be alwavs formulated as a

principle also. \Ye can take a plumb-line into our

hands and test a wall bv it. \Ve then use it as a fact.

Or we can make the mental assertion &quot;the wall that is

plumb is perpendicular,&quot; and we have then formulated

a principle. Ontologicallv, it is plain, the fact is

primary. Logically, in the sense of helping to the for

mation of our judgments about things, the principle is

primary. But as a rule it is in the sense of
&quot;

facts
&quot;

that

we speak of
&quot;

tests,
1

and it is in this latter sense that

we shall speak of Criteria in the following pages. Our

enquiry, then, is By what fact or facts shall we, in

the last instance/ test the moral qualitv of actions?

* The primary criterion then does not mean that criterion which
is applied immediately to human acts in order to test their morality,
but that criterion on which we have ultimately to fall back in our

arguments in order to test the morality of acts and the validity of the

principles. Thus in treating
1 of questions of justice we rarely apply the

primary criterion directly. But when in defending- the laws of justice
we are driven finally back to the enquiry what is justice or what are
the simple natural relations of men in society? it is then that we must
make use of our primarv criterion.

120
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It may be well to state here that immediately and

directly an Ethical criterion is meant to tell us not

whether an individual is formally guilty or praise

worthy on account of his acts, but whether objectively
and in itself a particular act or course of conduct is

good whether, v.g., lying, killing, stealing are good
or bad. But though this is true, still the determination

of the formal morality of acts depends on the moral

criteria also, since the individual man is bound to con
form to the moral criterion, and if he does not do so it is

only ignorance that can excuse him from formal guilt.

DIVISION OF CRITERIA

Criteria may be divided into

(1) Primary and derivative.

(2) Proper or intrinsic, and accidental or extrinsic.

A primary criterion is a criterion which is original
and fundamental, and is not itself dependent on or re

ducible to any other criteria v.g., the bronze bar in

the office of the Exchequer as the standard of length.
A derivative criterion is one which is dependent on the

primary. It is used as representative of the primary,

generally in cases in which the primary criterion cannot
itself be conveniently applied. Such are the ordinary
weights and measures used in commercial houses.

These secondary tests are necessary, for to test in all

cases by means of the original weights and measures
would be out of the question. A derivative criterion,

however, is not always, as in the case of the weights and

measures, a repetition of the primary. Any effect of the

primary criterion could be used as a derivative criterion

as we shall see later on in the case of the criteria

of morals.

An intrinsic or proper criterion is one which belongs
to the same category of being as the object which the

criterion is meant to test v.g., a standard tape-rule as

measure of length, a plumb-line as test of perpendicu
larity.
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An extrinsic or accidental criterion is one which

belongs to quite a different category of Being from that

which the criterion is used to test, but is so connected

with the quality to be tested as to be a good sign of its

presence v*g., a man s dress as criterion of his position

in Society, weight as a test of quality.
These divisions are not exclusive of one another.

The weight tests might, as tests, be either proper or

accidental. They are a proper measure of weight, but

they could be an accidental measure of quality also, if

used e.g., as a test of gold. But, as primary, a criterion

is always proper, and hence we shall in these pages

always understand by a primarv criterion one that is at

the same time primarv and proper.

XKKD OF AN* ETHICAL CRITKRION

All sciences need criteria, for a science is always de

iiiotis-;\nd to make known that which is unknown

implies the use of criteria of truth. But in Ethics there

is a special need of Criteria, because, whereas light,

sound, heat, mathematical relations, &c., can be per
ceived by the senses or the intellect, that which forms

t he subject-matter of moral science viz., direction to

the final end -is not immediately perceivable by any

faculty, and becomes known to us bv inference only.

Now, ail inference requires criteria. \Ye need no

criterion bv which to tell whether certain roads lead to a

town which lies under our very eyes, because we can see

whether
the}&quot;

do so. But if we do not sec the town, if we

merely reason that it must be somewhere near, then we
have to use criteria like sign-posts or the state of the

roads, in order to know whether a certain road leads to it.

In Ethics we do not see the end which primarily concerns

us viz., the final end of man. We know intellectually

in what that final end consists, but we do not perceive
it directly, nor do we see always directly what acts lead

to it; and, therefore, to judge of morality or of direction

to the final end we need criteria of morality.
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We shall enquire, then, into

&amp;lt;a)
The Primary criterion.*

(b) The secondary criteria.

(c) Certain difficulties to our doctrine of natural

morals.

(a) THE PRIMARY ETHICAL CRITERION

CONDITIONS OF THE PRIMARY CRITERION

Before proceeding to discuss directly the primary
Ethical criterion we must prepare our ground by ex

plaining from the meaning and function of a primary
-moral criterion what conditions we should expect it to

fulfil.

(1) The primary moral criterion must be absolutely
true and reliable, because it is itself the final measure of

moral truth. Unless the primary criterion be above sus

picion there could be no ascertainable moral truth what
ever.

(2) The primary criterion must be stable and un-

-changeable ;
for the criterion is a measure, and if the

measure be not fixed there could be no measurement.

If, for instance, the original measure of length already

spoken of were capable of becoming longer or shorter,

or at least of changing without our knowing it, or being
able to allow for such change, then measurement would
become absolutely impossible. So, also, if there is to be

such a thing as testing mural truth, the final test of

morals must be unchangeable. How this quality of

stability in the criterion may be consistent with develop
ment in the moral code we shall enquire later. f

* We seem here to assume that the primary criterion must he one.
There is really no a priori reason why there should be one supreme
primary criterion. The primary criterion in the case of Geometry is the

axiom, and axioms are many and distinct. So we mig-ht expect a priori
that the primary criterion of morals will be not one but many. But

just as in Geometry there is in a certain sense only one criterion viz.,

self-evident geometrical truth (since all the axioms are self-evident), so
we shall find that the primary moral criteria all reduce to one viz.,
to something which is common to the various individual primary
criteria.

fSee chapter on Evolution.
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(3) The moral criterion must be universal -that is, it

must hold for all men. The reason is that, since all men
are of the same nature, the final end is the same for all r

and hence the final test of direction to that end must be
the same for all. This does not mean that the con

crete duty of one man will be the same as that of

another. Hut it means that the duties of two men
^ituated in exactly similar circumstances will be the

same.

But, besides being the same for all, the primary moral

criterion must be also uniyersal in the sense of accessible

/o all. By this we do not mean that all men must have

the same knowledge of it or be able to analyse it to the

full, but that, in the rough, all ordinary men should

know of it. The reason is that the ordinary man must

have been equipped by nature with some means of know

ing the general moral law, since it is found that the

rudest savages, even apart from their training, have

some knowledge of morality. Now, such knowledge is

possible for those only who have some access to a

criterion of morals, and hence the criterion must be in-

some way accessible to all.

(4) The primary criterion must be practicable i.e..

applicable to reality. If the criterion be not appli

cable to real human life, it cannot be a criterion of moral

goodness which means the direction of the living indi

vidual man to his last end.*

These are the four main conditions of the primary
moral criterion.

~&quot;f As instance of a criterion eminently unpractical \vr would cite

Cardinal Zigliara s criterion of morality- objective rrvVAv/rr. I am asked,

for instance , lunv one is to know whether suicide is had, and I answer
that it must he had since its badness is objectively evident. Now, this

criterion cannot he regarded as practicable because it does not give the

information required. It is exactly because the law is not evident that I

ask what is the law? If a chemist were to say we know a certain

gas is hydrogen because it is evident it is hydrogen, he could not be said

to announce a practicable criterion. A criterion is a test, whereas

evidence is not a test. What is evident needs no test. But when a.

ehemist tells me that he knows a gas is hydrogen by the colour with-

which it burns he has then indicated a practical test and a criterion. It

is the same in moral matters.
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\VHAT IS THE PRIMARY CRITERION OF MORAL GOODNESS
AND BADNESS ?

We go on now to enquire into the nature of the

primary criterion. An act is morally good when it is

directed by Reason to the ultimate end. Now, when
&amp;lt;does an act tend to the ultimate end ? Unless we can

find some link between &quot;

act
&quot; and &quot;

final end &quot; we
could not answer this question, for we have no direct

knowledge of the relation between act and final end

i.e., we do not see the end, and we cannot gather from
the mere conception of the act whether it is directed to

the final end. But there is one thing that we shall

have no difficulty in admitting in this connection viz.,

that a man tends to the ultimate natural end when he

lends to the immediate natural end of his own being as

man, for wre have no other way of tending to the final

end than this. What tends to any final end tends to it

through proximate ends. All motion is a motion from

proximate to final end. And when the final natural end
is not immediately observed we know that we tend to it

when we know that we move towards the more proximate
natural ends.*

How, then, shall we determine what is the immediate
end of man ? We answer, the immediate natural end
of man is determined in exactly the same way as we
would determine the immediate end of any other

natural thing such as a tree or a horse for the mode
of our knowledge of all is the same. Now, the imme
diate natural end of any being depends upon the ends of

its various faculties, due allowance being made for the

natural order of these faculties. For example, the

immediate natural end of a tree is determined by the ends
of its various vegetative functions. Its end is to grow
and blossom and bear fruit, and shed its seed. The
immediate natural end of man is determined by a con

sideration of the ends of all man s functions vegetative,

sensitive, and rational.
*
Besides, we should mention that in Ethics we determine the final

end by determining the immediate natural ends of the faculties. This
we saw in our chapter on the Ends of Action.
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The question arises, therefore How are we to deter

mine the natural ends of these various human faculties-

and appetites? There are two conceivable ways of

learning the ends or objects of faculties, capacities, or

appetites cither a posteriori, i.e., by experience, or

a priori, i.e., by reasoning from the nature of the living

thing (nature being the inner principle from which the

faculties or appetites of a thing spring). Now, t he-

second of these alternatives is excluded by the simple
reflection that we have no knowledge of this inner nature

apart from the operations to which it gives rise and the

ends and objects of these operations. \Ye must, then,

if we are to determine the ends of the faculties, deter

mine them experimentally that is, bv direct observation

of the operations of these faculties and the objects of

these operations. It would seem, (hen, that \\e deter

mine what is the final end and \\hether an act leads t&amp;lt;

it by determining the proper objects of the natural appe
tites. And since these objects are determined not a

priori bv reasoning from anv other truths, but empiric

ally and experimentally, these objects must be the final

criterion bv which we mav know whether an act leads to-

our ultimate end or is good.
In the foregoing argument, however, we are certainly

assuming a relation to exist between inner nature, on the

one hand, and the capacities and the natural ends on the

other, on which we think some remarks are necessary.
In general, end and nature define each other. Given

the nature of a thing we can predict its end. Given the

end we may infer the nature. This principle we shall

most easily understand by taking some concrete

examples. Once I have seen the materials, the form r

and the inner construction of a boat that is, once I

come to know its nature I can at once tell with tolerable

certainty the end it is meant to serve. And when I see

a knife, with its fine edge and its handle shaped to a

particular form, I know that its end is to cut. Given
then the nature of a thing, we can determine its end or

object. On the other hand, end determines nature.
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Nothing is commoner than to define a thing by the end

it is meant to serve. A boat is a vessel for carrying

people or merchandise over water. A watch is an in

strument for telling the time. And even where we do

not know the nature immediately, we can often tell, to a

large extent, what the nature and the inner structure

must be from the mere conception of the end. Did I

know, for instance, the end of a camera that a camera

was meant to reproduce the forms or surfaces of natural

objects then, provided I knew fully the laws of objects,

of light, and of perspective, I should be able to tell also

the form which the camera should take before it could re

produce these surfaces.

These examples concern artificial objects. But the

example of the living organism is even better. Had I an

a priori knowledge of the nature of a tree I could also

tell a priori what is the natural end of the tree. If I

could see its inner structure and the la\vs of the fibres I

could tell at once that the end of the tree was to send

forth leaves and to blossom, and I should see that these

ends must culminate in a further end, the shedding of

the seed, as a means to the growth of other trees. Also,

did I know the inner nature of a bird, I should be able

at once to predict its habits and the ends it would attain.

On the other hand, given the ends to be achieved, I

should know that the being must be endowed with such

and such faculties and instincts that is, I should be

able to tell its nature. We have no difficulty, then, in

accepting the general Aristotelian principle that the

formal and final principles of things define each

other.

Now, which of these two nature or end is, de facto,

first in the order of knowledge ? Do we first know the

nature of a thing, and from that determine the end of

its capacities, or do we know the ends of things by ordi

nary observation, and from the consideration of these

ends determine nature ? We speak here of organised

beings only, for in Ethics we are concerned only with

the end and nature of the human act. We answer as
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before first in the order of knowledge comes &quot; end &quot;

the nature of the agent is an inference. We know nature

only as the principle of certain capacities in the agent,
and capacities are known through acts, whilst acts in

their turn are specified by ends or objects. Human
nature is that principle within us from which spring all

our faculties vegetative, sensitive, and rational. And
we know that we are possessed of these capacities
because we know that we actually feel and think. And
these same acts of feeling and thinking make us con

scious of, and put us into relation with, their objects.
Hence our first and directest knowledge is that of the

objects or ends of action. These objects are known to

us bv direct examination and empirically, and these

being once determined we can safclv proceed to specify
man s faculties and nature.

Through the objects or ends of our various faculties,

therefore, as known bv observation, \\c determine the

nature of man not vice versa. But, as we have already

seen, it is from these same objects or ends that we deter

mine our final natural end, and whether an action leads

to it that is, whether an action is morallv good or

evil.

Our primary criterion, therefore, of moral goodness
is the natural objects of the appetites. Those objects
or acts to which we are directed by natural appetites arc-

good thev lead us to our final end, and what is neces-

sarv for the attainment of these objects is also good.
Actions that oppose our natural appetites and their

objects are bad. Whether an act accords or does not

accord with the natural ends of the faculties is not,

indeed, in all cases determinable with the same ease or

accuracy. Thus it is possible, from a single instance or

even without instances and judging by common sense

only, to know that certain actions will not promote the

end of matrimony which is the continuance of the race.

Rut sometimes we have to use many instances before we
can come to a definite decision, as in the case of marriage
between persons closely related by blood, the evil and
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unnatural character of which can only become certain

.after many instances have been examined. But in so

far as certitude is ever found these ends or objects of our
natural appetites are the primary criterion of our moral

judgments.*

THE PRIMARY MORAL CRITERION APPLIED

(i.) We must now give instances of the use of our

primary criterion. The first and most obvious instance

of the use of the primary criterion is the case known as

the natural and unnatural use of a jacuity.f A faculty
is used naturally when it is used in such a way as is con

ducive to the realisation of its own end. The unnatural

use of a faculty is its use in such a way as to oppose its

own end. For clearness sake we shall confine ourselves

to the case of the unnatural use of a faculty. In order

that a faculty be used unnaturally two conditions must
be fulfilled, viz. (i) the faculty itself must be used, and

(2) it must be used for an unnatural end. The misuse

of a faculty is not the same thing, then, as injuring it or

rendering it useless. Misuse means the perverse use of

the faculty its being made to perform its own function

specifically and directly, but in opposition to the purpose
which nature intended it to fulfil. Thus, to use the

sexual faculty in such a way as to frustrate its end, which

is the continuance of the race, is to act against the

natural purpose of the faculty and to violate one s own
nature and the law of nature.

:J

Again, there is the case of lying. The natural end of

the faculty of speech is the expression of inner convic

tion to another. But if speech be used to express what
* &quot;

Quia vero bonum habet rationem finis malum autem rationem

contrarii, inde est quod omnia ilia ad qua; homo habet naturalem
inclinationem ratio naturaliter apprehendit ut bona et per consequens
ut opere prosequenda, et Contraria eorum ut mala et vitanda

&quot;

(

&quot; S.

Theol.,&quot; I., II., Q. XCIV., Art. 2).

f This teaching- does not involve any theory as to the distinction of

the faculties from the soul itself. It merely implies that we have natural

-capacities.
The case of sterility is quite different from this. There the impos

sibility of realising nature s end is not due to the individual in question
but to certain conditions over which persons have no control.

This&quot;we shall prove in the second part of the present work.
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we believe to be false, the faculty is used unnaturally,,

and the act is morally bad. The end or object of the

faculty of speech, therefore, is the test of good and evil

in the use of speech.

Again, there is the case of suicide. In suicide the

whole appetent nature of man with all his faculties is

used unnaturally. For every appetite and capacity in

man tends mediately or immediatclv to the maintenance

and perfection of the
agent,&quot;*

whilst suicide is the use

of the will and other capacities to the destruction of the

agent. The natural end, then, of man s appetitive
nature is here, as in the other instances given, our test ot

good and evil.

These examples \\ill show what is meant by the un

natural use of a faculty. It means, not injury to the

faculty irom outside, as when one man hurts another so

that a faculty cannot be exercised, but
&quot;

violation from

within
&quot;

i.e., the use of the faculty for an unnatural

end.

This is the first and most obvious example of the use

of our primary criterion. The rule not to use a faculty
in such a way as to oppose the realisation of its natural

end is universally and absolutely valid. There is not a

single exception to it. To use a faculty in such a way
as to make its natural end impossible of realisation is

intrinsically unnatural and bad. There could be no more
direct and unequivocal violation of nature than this. It is

the complete perversion of nature s purposes and needs,

(n.) But the primary criterion of morality the natural

objects of the appetites is applied in other instances

also, and in many of these instances its use involves a

great deal of complicated and difficult reasoning. Thus
in determining our natural social relations, or what are

known as the relations of justice between man and man,
we have to consider a plurality of natural appetites and
their consequences. First, there is the appetite for

Society. In man there is a natural appetite for Society,
an appetite to live in communion with others and to work

* See back page 89 for proof of this proposition.
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with them. Now, Society implies unity of end, and

unity of end with plurality of agents implies a govern

ing head. Hence arise the social differences, the laws

of the relation of governing and governed, and the

rights of the governing power. Again, the subjects
themselves have their natural social relations, and these

determine how we stand to one another in matters of

human justice. Men are all possessed of rational \vills,

and, as we saw, the final end or object of the human
will is the Infinite Good. Since, therefore, all men
have the same final end, individual men should be

regarded not as means to one another but as independent
&quot;

persons
&quot;

(for a means is that whose end is only a

part of or is meant to lead to the end of another), and,,

therefore, as having a right to the use of that which
leads to the final end without interference from others

Hence arise the laws of justice and of equality of man
with man.
Without the social appetite, then, we should have

no natural social relations, for without such appetite

Society would not be a
&quot;

good,&quot; except, perhaps, as a

means to some other good. Again, if the final natural

end of our wills were not what it is namely, the same
for all men if different men had different ends, we could

not establish the relations of equality of man with man
in so far as Society allows of equality. But given these

appetites and their objects we can reason from these

objects and their relation in order to determine our social

relations and the laws of justice which govern our

relations.

We are here merely indicating in general the mode
of application of the primary criterion. We are not

attempting a scientific deduction of the requirements of

Society or of justice. But it will be plain that in deter

mining the natural social relations we take our stand

upon the objects of the various appetites the appetite
for Society, and that for our final end, and from these

we determine the place of the individual in Society.

(in.) But in applying our primary criterion of the
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good namely, the natural objects of our faculties and

appetites \ve must determine, not merely the end of each

of these faculties taken separately and independently,
but also the natural relations subsisting between the

object of one faculty and that of another, and many very

interesting moral problems turn upon the consideration

of these relations.

The natural order of the faculties is determined by the

natural order of their objects. Each faculty has its

natural object, and between the objects of the faculties

there is a certain natural order. This natural order is

one of the greater or less i.e., of greater or less breadth

of object subtended by the faculty.* Thus the object of

the vegetative faculty is a comparatively narrow one

it is, as Aquinas terms it, corpus proprium. The object
of the sensitive faculties is much wider; it embraces as

much of the sensitive&quot; world as is materially present to us

and knowable. Wider still is the object of intellect,

which embraces the whole world, present, past, and

future, material and immaterial.
*

Intellectus fit

omnia &quot;

is Aristotle s trite description of it. This differ

ence in breadth of object subtended by the faculties

establishes between these faculties certain relations of

supremacy and inferiority, and makes of them a

hierarchical order corresponding to the natural hierarchy
of ends they serve. Amongst appetites in particular

(for they are the faculties with which we are particularly
concerned in Ethics) the lowest appetite will be the vege
tative; the next is the sensitive appetite; the highest, or

the master appetite (that which depends on Reason, and
whose object embraces the objects of all the appetites) is

the
&quot;

will.&quot; It will easily be seen, too, that in man the

higher of these faculties is built upon the low?er the sen

sitive upon the vegetative and the rational upon the sen

sitive just as a house is built upon its foundations and

the higher storey upon the lower. And as the founda-

* &quot; Genera vero potontiarum anirnao distint^uuntur secundtim objecta :

i|uanto eniin potentia est altior tanto respicit universalius objectum
(

&quot; S. Thcol.,&quot; I., O. LXXVIII., Art. i).
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tions may be regarded as means and the house as end, so

the lower faculty may be regarded as means to the

higher.
But the original hierarchical order of supremacy

between the faculties the order with which we have to

deal in Ethics appertains to difference in the width of

object that they subtend, and depends upon this

difference.

Now, in determining the morality of actions in which

many faculties are concerned, we might proceed in each

case upon the consideration of the width of object sub

tended by the faculties in question, and declare that any
act in which the wider natural object is made subservient

to the narrower object, or, which is the same thing, any
act in which the whole is made subservient to the part, is

an unnatural act. But such a proceeding would be com

plicated and unnecessary. For instead of appealing

always to the object, we may determine once and for all

by means of this relation of width of object the natural

relations between the faculties themselves, and, that

being once determined, we may use as criterion of

morality the natural relation of higher and lower between

the faculties themselves, and declare it wrong to subject
a rational faculty to a sensitive or a sensitive to a vege
tative faculty, the lower part in any organism being

always subjected to the higher and made to minister to

it. To disturb this order of nature or to disregard it in

our actions is to offend against nature quite as directly
and as surely as if \ve used any single faculty perversely,

As, therefore, in any organism each part has its own
end distinct from that of other parts, yet serves certain

other parts, and as the end of each part is subordinated

to the end of the whole, so every faculty in us has its

own end or object, but is subordinate to the wider faculty
which contains it and to the whole organism, since the

end of the whole organism includes the end of each part.
From these relations we derive the laws of organisms.
And these laws give rise to moral precepts. For, just
as in a machine, it would be irrational to use a screw to
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the detriment of the shaft which the screw is meant to

maintain in its place, so also it would be unnatural to

use a vegetative or sensitive faculty to the destruction of

intellect, or to blot out the intellect for the sake of

administering to those lower faculties some momentary
enjoyment. So drunkenness is unlawful, since in it the

intellect is suspended or obscured *
for the sake of secur

ing an unnecessary momentary organic pleasure. But
it would be quite lawful to obscure or suspend the

intellect temporarily either for some permanent
good accruing to the sensitive or material parts, or

more especially for some good accruing to the whole

man, for each part has its own value, and the

&amp;lt; nd of the whole man includes the ends of the

parts. It would be natural and lawful, for in-

Mance, violently to be made unconscious, cither by
means of ether or alcohol, in order to get relief from

great physical pain or to get a limb cut off which

endangers life, for in such an act tin-re is no personal
disorder. Neither is there personal disorder in tem

porarily suspending Reason in order to remove a serious

bodily deformity, for, as we said, though the lower

part is subjected to a higher, yet the lower parts have

their own value, and a temporary suspension of a higher

faculty in order to secure a permanent good in a lower is

quite in accordance with the order and requirements of

nature. Briefly, part may be means to the whole, yet

part has its own value too, and its value must be taken

account of in estimating the order of our faculties and

their subjection to one another. But in all these cases

the criterion on which we build our moral judgment is

none other than the objects of the faculties concerned,

and their natural relations to one another.

In the second part of our work we shall consider this

* In sleep the suspension of our intellects is itself natural and neces

sary for life. The suspension of Reason spoken of in the text is the

violent and unnatural blotting- out of Reason effected by ether or alcohol.

Aquinas g-ives another explanation of the wrong-fulness of drunkenness.
&quot;

Drunkenness,&quot; he says,
&quot; in blotting- out Reason, thereby subjects us to

the risk of sin, Reason being- our guiding- faculty.&quot;
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subject of the primary criterion and its applications more

closely than is now possible for us.

(b) THE SECONDARY OR DERIVATIVE CRITERIA

As we have already explained, a derivative criterion

is dependent on the primary criterion, and is applied
in place of the primary when the primary criterion itself

cannot be used. For sometimes, on account of the com-
olicated reasoning involved, we are not able merely by
considering the ends or objects of our faculties to say
whether a particular act is natural or unnatural, good or

bad. In such cases we can often have recourse to other

criteria which tell us indirectly whether an act is

natural or unnatural, from a consideration, namely, of

some necessary consequence or concomitant of natural

or unnatural action something which a natural act either

involves or excludes. Some of those criteria are so

intimately connected with the primary criterion that the

certainty they afford is practically equal to that given by
the primarv criterion itself. Others are connected with

it less closely, and these either give us a low degree of

certainty or onlv a high degree of probability. But they
are genuine criteria if they yield us anything approach

ing certainty on the moral qualitv of actions.

&amp;lt;{l)

FIRST DERIVATIVE CRITERION-GENERAL INJl RY WITH

G EN ERAL ( )BSERVANCE

The first of these derivative criteria is that known as

the principle of
&quot;

General injury with general observ

ance,&quot; and its opposite
&quot; General utility with general

observance.&quot; That act is good, we say, which, if it

were raised to a general line of conduct, should neces

sarily work out happily for the race
;
that act is morally

evil which, if it were raised to a general line of conduct,

should necessarily prove injurious to the race.

The value of this criterion will be evident if we con

sider that it results from a far-reaching metaphysical
truth the truth, namely, that

&quot;

nature never tends to
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its own destruction.&quot; We may regard this principle as

almost a truism and as borne out both by Reason and by
common experience. Let the parts of a machine all

work together according to the manner of their original

design, let them not be worn out or displaced, and the

machine will work easily and smoothly and well. Let

all the conditions of nature be observed in eating, let no

organ be put to a work which is not naturally its own,
and let each organ perform its normal and natural

functions, and then only ore effect can follow viz.,

health and well-being. Under such conditions as these

injury or decay becomes impossible, But let any organ
be put to work under conditions that are not natural to

it, and the result is destruction. And as we thus reason

about a machine or the physical functions of the human

body, so we can reason similarlv about the exercise of

our other natural faculties. Let a man use his faculties

as nature intends thev should be used, and it is impos
sible that their exercise should not promote his welfare.

And the welfare of which we are now speaking is not the

welfare that will follow upon the attainment of the

ultimate end, but our physical and mental, as well as our

social, welfare here below. To work&quot; naturally, there

fore, is to work well; to work unnaturally is to work t&amp;lt;

destruction.

Any course of conduct, therefore, that works destruc-

tion generally, cannot be the course of nature. We say
&quot;

generally,&quot; for from a single act and its consequences
it would be impossible to say whether an act is natural

or unnatural. In individual acts there are always acci

dents and unessential circumstances, and the good and

evil in such cases may be the result not of the act itself

as such, but of the accidents or circumstances incident

to its performance. And, therefore, it would be wrong
to conclude that because a particular kind of action in a

particular case was attended by evil consequences, that

kind of action must be unnatural. But humanity at

large is subject to no accidents, and effects that follow

upon a certain kind of action at all times and in all cir-
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cumstances must follow not from the circumstances but

from the act considered in itself. And hence an act that

always works ill i.e., an act which, when made a

general line of conduct, must injure mankind must be

discordant with human nature and with the ends of

nature. We should remark, however, that
&quot;

injury
&quot;

is a surer criterion of evil than &quot;benefit&quot; is of good;

v
it is evident that nature reacts more surely and more

promptly on the unnatural than it responds to the

natural. A little poison will injure a man, whereas
much good food may not increase his health. And
hence we prefer to give as the formula of this present
criterion the negative formula that

&quot; what brings injury
to the race when raised to a general line of conduct is

bad.&quot;

In order, then, to make prominent the negative which,
as we have seen, is also the stronger side, we shall call

our criterion, for want of a better name, the principle of
&quot;

general injury with general observance.&quot;

This is the first of the derivative criteria, and as a

criterion it is absolutely incontrovertible, for it rests on
a fundamental truth of Metaphysics viz., that nature

tends to maintain itself, and that, consequently, what
ever tends to general destruction, and tends to it irre

spective of particular circumstances, is unnatural.

The question arises is this criterion intrinsic or

extrinsic? We reply sometimes the effects of an action

are coincident with its natural end or object, and then the

criterion is not only intrinsic, but is, properly speaking,
an application of the primary criterion. Thus marriages
between persons not related by blood are, other con

ditions being fulfilled, natural, because by them are

secured the maintenance and welfare of the race. On
the other hand, marriages between blood-relations are

unnatural because, instead of promoting the ends of

matrimony, they bring injury to the race. But here the

good and the bad effects are respectively coincident

with the natural end or object of matrimony and its

opposite, and hence in arguing from the effects we are
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arguing from the end itself that is, we are making use

of the primary criterion. But in the case of drunken

ness, whereas the intrinsic evil of the act consists in the

fact that Reason is temporarily suspended for no just

purpose, the evil effects of drunkenness on the race at

large are rather an evil of body than of mind, or, at

all events, they are different in character from the evil

which makes of drunkenness a specific sin
; and, there-

tore, though we might use these effects as a secondary
criterion in order to determine whether drunkenness

is a sin, they could never be more than an extrinsic

criterion.

In general, then, this secondary criterion, though most

reliable as a criterion, is extrinsic.

(\i(liti()iis of Application of this Criterion.

The general condition of .application of the present
criterion is that any evil consequences which serve as the

criterion of the inherent evil of an act must be such as

spring from the act itself specifically and necessarily,
and not as a result of some adjunct to or circumstance

of the act. This general condition includes the follow

ing three :

(i) The bad effects from which we judge must not

depend upon free will. They must follow as a necessary

consequence of the act itself. For instance, it might be

argued that mixed education is intrinsically unnatural

because social ruin would be sure to follow were the

sexes educated together generally. But this is not an

application of our present criterion, because the evils

that follow in the case result, not from the fact that the

sexes are educated together, but from the fact that people
would of their own free will and through weakness take

advantage of the relations thus established for perverse

purposes. The system, therefore, of mixed education,

though it may be condemned on other scores, cannot be

condemned on the ground that it is intrinsically un
natural. And not being intrinsically unnatural, it is not

intrinsically bad, and can be allowed in certain extreme

circumstances and with certain precautions. Other
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examples of this first condition will readily suggest
themselves.

(2) The evil effects must be the result of the act itself

.rind not of the absence of that which the act replaces.
The following is an interesting example of this dis

tinction : If all men were to become pawnbrokers
social life would necessarily decay. Is, therefore, pawn-
broking unnatural ? Certainly not, because in a society
in which all men have become pawnbrokers the decay
that ensues is explained, not by the fact that all men
have become pawnbrokers, but by the fact that there

are now no other trades in existence by the fact,

namely, that there are no grocers, no merchants, no
bakers. If, however, all men became pawnbrokers, and
at the same time carried on some other business, then

there is no reason why the evils suggested above should
arise. The evil effects when they do arise spring, not

from the pawnbroking, but from the absence of those

trades which universal pawnbroking would replace.

(3) The evil effect must not be the result of too much
or too little in the action, but of the act itself as such.

Thus, if all men were to drink whiskey at all hours and
in unlimited quantities, the race would soon disappear
from the earth. But the use of whiskey is not thereby
unnatural. For the effect is due to the intemperate use

not to the use of whiskey. If all men drank moderately

no evil effects need follow.

We have drawn out these conditions separately
because of their importance, though in reality they are

all contained in the one condition that the evils must
follow from the act itself specifically. Fully announced,

therefore, the principle takes some such form as this
*

Any act which when raised to a general line of conduct

will, owing to its specific character, injure humanity, is

intrinsically unnatural and bad.&quot;

The present criterion manifestative onlv, not constitu

tive of morality.

Now, as the one function of the criterion in question
is to help us to know whether a human act is natural or
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unnatural, it will be easilv seen that the criterion as such

is only manifestative of morality not constitutive of it

in other words, that an art is bad not because on being
raised to a general line of conduct it works destruction,

but // and in case tJiat on being raised to a general line

of conduct it works destruction that is, we know that

an act which brings about evil consequences must be

unnatural and intrinsically bad, but it is not intrinsically

bad because of these consequences. No doubt it is in

trinsically wrong to inflict injury on humanity, and om
of our special duties is to avoid such injury. But at

present we have nothing to do with any special duty.
We are asking what it is that reveals the moral badness

of acts in general? And we say that an act is bad

hecausc it is unnatural and because it does not lead the

will that performs it to the ultimate end; but we know
that an act is unnatural through its effects, and, there

fore, this criterion manifests to us the moral character of

action ; but it does not constitute the moral character-

/.(?., it does not malic an act good or bad.

From this a most important conclusion follows viz.,

that an act which, if raised to a general line of conduct,

ivon hi work evil jor the race is bad, not merely when it

is generally adopted and when it docs actually work evil,

but in each particular case in which it is performed, and

whether evil effects actually follow in the particular case

or do not. The importance of this conclusion cannot

be over-rated. And the reason of it is very plain. The
criterion is manifestative of, not constitutive of,

moralitv. The act is bad not because it works evil effects

on the race, but because it is unnatural, and leads away
from the ultimate end. Were it bad because it affects

the race prejudicially, then it would be evil when such

evil effects do actually follow, and in no other case.

Where, however, the injurious effect is only a sign of

moral badness, the act will still remain bad even in cases

in which for some reason or other the effect does not

happen to follow, for the badness does not depend upon
and is not constituted by the effect. We can find plenty
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of suggestive examples of such a distinction even in the

physical sciences. We know that a certain substance is

poisonous by the fact that if a sufficient dose of it be
taken it kills. But once we have established that fact

we may still maintain that this is a poisonous substance
i;ven though we should meet cases in which for some
reason or other (v.g., because the patient by careful

dosing has rendered his system poison-proof to this sub

stance) the bad effect does not actually follow. Again, to

alter the class of example, we know that the waves of the

sea must have a certain intrinsic energy because of the

ravages they effect on the coast. Should, however, we
see a coast that, on account of its position, is proof

against the waves, we still may attribute to the waves the

same intrinsic energy as before. In these two cases the

effects are only manifestative of a certain quality, and,

therefore, once by means of the effects we have estab

lished the certain existence of this quality or nature, we
must still assert this quality or nature even though the

effect does not happen to follow.

So also in the case of moral science, we know that

stealing is bad intrinsically and always, and one *

of our reasons for thinking so is that social life

would become absolutely impossible were stealing
made generally allowable. For a similar reason

we know that a lie is bad. But once it has been

made evident to us through these effects that stealing and

lying are intrinsically bad acts we need not afterwards

in individual cases set ourselves to consider the actual

effects in particular circumstances
;

for the bad effects

that we observed were merely an extrinsic test of the

intrinsic evil of these acts, they were not themselves part

of the intrinsic evil of these acts; had any other test pre

sented itself we need not have considered these effects at

all. Hence the lie remains bad always, even though in

a particular case no evil results ensue either for the race or

* The reader must not conclude, because we apply to a particular
class of conduct one of the secondary criteria that therefore we are

unable to use the primary. As a matter of fact, both stealing- and lying-

are most interesting illustrations of the primary ethical criterion.
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for the individual. So also we know that nature forbids

matrimony amongst people closely related by blood,
and we know this by the faet that marriages largely
entered into amongst blood relations are followed by
racial de-generation. Hut once we have established this

law ol the evil ot such marriages \ve know that they are

intrinsically unnatural, and that, therefore, they are for

bidden in every case.* Briefly, the present criterion

is manifestative of morality, not constitutive of it, and,

therefore, any moral truths that are derived from a con
sideration ol the evil consequences hold good even

when, through some accidental condition which may or

mav not he known to us, the effects happen not to

follow.

It occurs to us thai from the beginning of the present
.section readers mav possiblv have been exercised about

the question how this criterion of moralitv drawn from
the consequences of action stands related to another

theory which we shall have occasion to speak of later

namely, the theory of Utilitarianism. This question wtr

are now in a position to answer. Utilitarians like our

selves insist that the consequences of an act are a criterion

of right and wrong in human action. But the two theories

are nevertheless radically distinct and opposed, as

will be seen from the following brief comparison. In

the first place. Utilitarians insist that the happiness or

well-being of the race is the final natural end of good
action as well as its criterion. \Ve claim that the happi
ness of

^
the race is only a criterion. Secondly, in the

Utilitarian theory the consequences of an act constitute

its goodness, in ours they merely nianjfest the same.

Thirdly, in the Utilitarian theory the consequences are

the primary and fundamental criterion
;
we regard them

as affording a secondary and derivalii^e criterion only.

Fourthly, Utilitarians believe that if a particular act itself

brings unhappiness to the race, it is bad. We claim

* We do not here enter fully into the question of consanguinity and
the natural law. We are at present only illustrating- a principle, and
therefore we speak without any attempt at great scientific or evem

ethical precision on this question.
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merely that if an act should necessarily injure the race

on being raised to a general line of conduct it must be

bad. These points of difference are essential and render

the two theories not only distinct but radically opposed.

NOTE ON ETHICAL OPTIMISM

From what we have said it will be plain that there is

between morality and the general welfare a very intimate

connection that, therefore, St. Augustine had Reason upon
his side when he declared &quot; Necesse cst ut homo sit beatus

unde sit bonus,&quot; and that Kant was near the truth when he

declared that a good act was one that could be made a

universal law of action for men.

Although this question does not come within the scope of

Ethical Enquiry in its strictly limited sense, it will be well to say
a word here on the general theory of &quot; Ethical Optimism &quot;-

the theory, viz., that virtue alone is happiness below,&quot; or

that the good and happiness must be proportionate to one
another. This question would not arise at all except for,

first, a seemingly ineradicable conviction on the part of men
in general that virtue and happiness olight to be proportionate ;

and, secondly, a conviction born of experience, that to a very

large extent they are not proportionate. Plato attempts to

prove the theory of optimism by showing that such pleasures
as do not spring from virtue are unreal, and that, therefore,
the parallelism between virtue and real pleasure must be

complete. But this theory is very unsatisfying to the

practical man for whom felt pleasures and pains (whether real

or unreal) are everything. Not more satisfying is the theory
offered by some Aristotelians that, according to Aristotle,

contentment ensues on the attainment of good, and that good
and contentment must, therefore, correspond. This theory is

purely a priori, and takes no account of the fact that often

good men are unhappy. But to cope with the facts, whatever

may be our general theory of happiness, it will be necessary
to proceed not a priori but empirically. We must see how.
in the actual experience of men, happiness stands reiated to

goodness, whether they are proportionate or not, and what
are the causes of the disproportion if they be found to be

disproportionate. ^.The following propositions will, we think,

represent with tolerable accuracy the relation of happiness to

virtue in so far as this relation is known from experience :

(a) The virtues and happiness generally.
- We cannot claim

that there is an absolute proportion between the virtuous life

and happiness. The most virtuous man is often unhappy here

below. And even if this unhappiness is to be made up for
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hereafter, yet present suffering s remain as an element of dis

proportion and as disproving- the theory of an absolute

correspondence between virtue and happiness. Coming more
to particulars, we shall consider, first, the general happiness,

secondly, the individual happiness.

(b) On tJie universal ive/fare we would assert the following

general propositions:

(1) That it would be impossible for humanity at large to

last an} length of time with no leaven of good in it i.e.,

\vith every man a liar, a fornicator, a thief, &c. I niversal

vice, with no good, should soon bring its o\vn K-rrihle re

tribution, and make it clear that the wages of sin is death.

(2) Next to take the case of a world partlv good and

partly evil u e claim that a nation with absolutely no soad/
virtues like justice, the marriage virtues, truth, ecc., must
forthwith decay. These virtues are the natural fastenings to

\vhich a nation owes most of its strength. Without them it

could not exist anv length of time. Also, in the case in

which these virtues are not whollv wanting, a nation will

still, o.hcr things being equal, he weaker in proportion to the

deficiency.
( }) A nation in which the social \irlues (those, viz., which

affect not the personal good, but the relations of men with

one another) are cultivated may still be as a nation strong
.and prosperous, even though the prri d/c virtues be almost

wholly wanting. An utter or a grave absence of private
virtue must, indeed, soon react upon the public life and

prove detrimental to it, but formally and direct ly the private
virtues affect the private welfare only. Hetween, therefore,

the public morality and the public welfare there is undoubtedly
discoverable a law of correspondence They are, practically

speaking, proportionate to one another. Further correspond
ence it would not be rational for us to expect.

(c) The individual life:(i) Speaking generally, no act is

pain-producing by being natural and good, or pleasurable
so far as it is unnatural and bad. On the contrary, if a bad
act produces pleasure it is the good element which inheres

in everv evil act that is the source of the pleasure. Thus, if

a man steals money, the good effects that accrue to him arise

not from the fact that the money is stolen, but from the fact

that he has come by money- -a good thing viewed in itself.

(The sweetness of stolen fruits does not contradict this view.
Their pleasure is born not of the dishonour of them, but of the
excitement and the novelty in the mode of getting- them.) So
also a sin of unchastity brings pleasure to the individual not
from the fact that a faculty is exercised unnaturally, but from
the fact that it is exercised at all, and in part naturally.
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(2) The moral good, or what is called &quot;

virtue,&quot; does not

quite correspond to happiness, the reason being- that the

moral good or virtue is not the whole of &quot;

good.&quot; Happiness
.and the &quot;good

&quot;

are really proportional to one another. But
**
good

&quot; and &quot; evil
&quot;

are of two kinds physical and moral
.and happiness and misery depend upon the two kinds. We
suffer something from a morally bad act in so far as it is

\innatural (from some acts more, from some less), and we
suffer from physical evil also for instance, from a broken

leg. Hence for perfect individual happiness a man should be

subject to no evil whatsoever either physical or moral. A
perfectly virtuous man, therefore, is liable to unhappiness
from two distinct sources (a) a personal physical evil

; (d) evil,

physical or moral, in his surroundings. The importance of

this latter is sometimes overlooked, particularly in reference

to morally evil surroundings. The good is at ease only in

good surroundings. Thus justice as such brings happiness.
But a single injustice will upset the moral equilibrium of a
whole community, and then even justice may cause misery.
It is a pain to pay my debts when others do not pay me. To
sum up

&quot; virtue
&quot;

(or moral good) and happiness may not

fully correspond, but happiness fully corresponds with the

&quot;good&quot;
if we include in the

&quot;good&quot;
both physical and

-moral goodness.
(3) The

&quot;

g-ood,&quot; though proportional to happiness, is not

necessarily proportional to happiness here below. To a large
extent they must be proportional even here below, but there is

no absolute correspondence between them, and to expect such
.a correspondence would be to take a very narrow view of the

laws and resources of nature. Even in the physical world
the fruits of good are not always to be reaped immediately.
The reaping always follows the sowing in time. The good
management of a tree is rewarded, not now when we dig it

around and manure it, but later -viz.
,
in the fruiting season.

The moral good has also its natural and necessary reward,
but thefruits of our good acts cannot always mature here, but

only in another season and another place. We have already
seen that nature s final end must be attainable that it is

because a tree can bloom, and in order that it may bloom,
that the tree is provided by nature with certain capacities.
But the attainment of this end is not possible in every season,
but only at one particular season if not in winter, then in

summer. Fruition, or our final happiness, is possible also for

man, but we must await the occasions and the seasons. Full

fruition cannot be here below.

Putting all these propositions together we think the reader

-should have no difficulty in admitting Aristotle s and the

K

1
1
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Scholastics
1

general proposition that happiness follows upon
the good. Virtue is not the cnly determinant of happiness r

hut it is one of the two determinants, and we can say with

certainty that virtue as such tends to happiness, and that in a

great measure its happiness must be realised.

Happiness, then, is not to be sought in the avoidance of

action in the Nirvana, as Schopenhauer asserted, but in the

pursuit of good ;
nor in the labour ot&quot; an uncultivated life, as

Tolstoi said, but in nature at its best i.e.
,

in the fully

developed and good life.

Happiness, then, and virtue are harmonised in the concep
tion of the good end or the natural end. Many and curious are

the solutions of this problem of harmony which have been

proposed by writers on Ethics. \Ye will give a lew of them,
and leave them to the consideration of the reader, (i) It is

said that there is in nature a laiv of reciprocity which must

bring about even here below the restoration of an Ethical

order which we at present miss in the world. Also (2) that a

good conscience is its own reward, that the happiness it gives
neutralises the pain of good action (Hartmann). (3) Accord

ing to the Evolutionary school the laws of evolution make it

certain that some day, even here below, virtue, and happiness
must coincide, that the whole world is working out into

harmony, that the pain of virtue is nothing more than the

unresolved chord of our moral life. The evolutionary solution

lays particular stress upon the effect of Altruism in the bring

ing about of moral happiness.
&quot;

Altruism,&quot; writes Spencer,
&quot;of a social kind may be expected to attain a level at which
it will be like parental altruism in Spontaneity, a level such
that ministration to others happiness will become a daily
need.&quot; (4) Dr. Simmel

(&quot; Einleitung &quot;) suggests this method
of conciliation amongst others : Whether naturally virtue

and happiness would or would not tend to coincide, we can

by believing that they will harmonise actually bring about
their reconciliation, just as sick people, by believing they will

recover, often do recover in point of fact. (5) For theories

reconciling virtue (in sense of altruism) with Happiness see

Chapter on Utilitarianism (Appendix).
On the evolutionary theory of reconciliation in particular,

we would make three brief suggestions :

(i) Development, or the tendency upward to the good, if

such a tendency actually exists, must make for happiness.
And we are inclined to think that such a tendency does exist,

that man must develop with time, consequently his happiness
must increase with time. But can it on the Evolutionary
hypothesis so increase as to correspond absolutely with

virtue? Certainly not in this world there will still always
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remain the possibility of physical pain and its attendant

sorrow.

(2) Much of the fruit of virtue is, as we saw, to be looked
for in another world. Were there no other world, did the

&quot;far-off interest of tears&quot; belong to this world only, we
should have very little hope of any such &quot;interest&quot; ever

realising itself. All the essentials of Unhappiness seem
bound to remain in this world even for developed mankind,
and for our part we can only diminish and restrain them.
Were there no hereafter we should agree, not with Spencer s

theory as given above, but with Leslie Stephen s, who
writes: &quot;The attempt to establish an absolute coincidence
between virtue and happiness is, in Ethics, what the attempt
ing- to square the circle or to discover perpetual motion is in

geometry and Mechanics&quot;
(&quot;

Science of Ethics
&quot;).

We call

attention to the word absolute because even in this world,,

with all its evils, there must, as we have already seen, be a

larg-e correspondence between virtue and happiness.

(3) That inner &quot;postulate&quot;
of each man s Reason which

makes us hope for the coincidence of virtue and happiness, if

it has any existence as a postulate, will be found to concern
not merely their coincidence for future generations but for

each individual man, whereas on the Evolutionary hypothesis
only generations that are yet unborn g-enerations that will

be born after an infinite time will see and feel the perfect
reward of g-ood.
These three points should be attended to in criticising the

Evolutionary theory on happiness and virtue.

(2) THE SECOND DERIVATIVE CRITERION &quot; COMMON
HUMAN CONVICTIONS &quot;

We do not intend to discuss in the present chapter the
&quot; common consent

&quot;

theory connected with the name of

De Lamenais and others, the theory, namely, that the

common human convictions are the primary criterion of

morals. The theory is so absurd on the face of it that

it does not require discussion. If there be such a thing as

a real distinction between good and evil, and if men in

general believe that certain acts are good and others evil,

they must have some reason for their belief. That reason

will be our reason also and our criterion. We now

proceed to prove that although the common human con

victions cannot be accepted as the fundamental and
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primary criterion of morals they have real value as a

derivative criterion. And their value consists in the fact

that ancient and widely-spread human convictions on

good and evil are as a rule based upon a certain intimacy

with human nature and its needs, an intimacy which is as

deep and broad as it is long-continued. Humanity, like

individuals, must have its standard of good and evil, for

good and evil are not always known intuitively ;
and that

standard is nature. Mankind, with the collective

wisdom and knowledge of ages, matured and seasoned

as its wisdom is by experience, has seen very deeply

into human nature, and its convictions about human
nature have been built up through many turns and

vicissitudes of human history, and they express, there

fore, just what is broad and substantive in human
nature not what belongs to one time or one set of cir

cumstances, or is accidental. These convictions arc-

written deep down in the brain of the race. They ex

press what man ought to be, what becomes him and will

do him good; and, on the other hand, what is unsafe and

unsuitable for him, and what will certainly do him

harm what is lasting, as in accordance with the abiding

principles within us, and what is onlv caprice and

fashion and dependent upon mere circumstances. The

strength of this criterion, then, lies in the fulness of that

knowledge which the human race has gained from its

almost endless experience of human nature. And since

human nature or our natural ends are the primary
criterion of morals, this secondary criterion depends
upon the primary. We may or may not be able to apply
the primary criterion in a particular case

; but, if we can

find a conviction upon any point from which mankind
has never receded, we may trust to that conviction as a

criterion of what is natural to man and apply it as a

substitute for the primary criterion. A practical

example would be the ever-abiding conviction of the

human race of the necessity of marriage for mankind
as opposed to promiscuous relationship.

But, reliable as this criterion is, it has not the strength
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of the first of our derivative criteria, for between human
convictions and nature there is no deep-set mataphysical
relation such as exists between nature and the general

well-being of the race. This criterion like that depend
ing on the consequences does not belong to the same

sphere of being as the action whose morality we judge

by means of it. In other words, the present criterion is

extrinsic.* It is clearly also subjective.

(3) THE THIRD DERIVATIVE CRITERION &quot; THK MORAL
FEELINGS &quot;

The last of the derivative criteria of which we shall

take account is that of moral feeling, or the feeling of

Tightness. We shall see later on that these feelings
cannot be the ultimate criterion of Ethics. Still, the

moral feelings are sometimes a guide to right moral

action and a criterion of the same. There are large

departments of human conduct where the unsupported
conscience or intellectual judgment would be slow to

carry on the mass of men to action, even where action is

necessary for human life; and in such cases we are often

helped on by the approval of our moral feelings, which

are then to some extent a criterion of good and evil.

People do often experience these indefinable feelings,

particularly when their nature is not blunted by habitual

crime. Persistence in crime makes our conscience coarse

and irresponsive, whereas the very suggestion of certain

acts frightens good people and makes them suspicious.
Hence the judgments of children on moral matters are

often more reliable than those of older people, because

children have no prejudices and no selfish interests. And
the same is to be said of our own spontaneous feelings
or our instinctive judgments about good and evil. The
real objective character of an act seen in all its fulness

* If these convictions were accompanied by reasons, then these
reasons would be our criterion, and we should have no need to regard
the convictions of the race as themselves a criterion ; but since the
reasons are, as a rule, not formally given with the conviction, and since
the convictions are still there to be appealed to, we have every right to
call these convictions a criterion, though secondary.
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and reality creates in us a first impression, a spontaneous

feeling, an unreasoned judgment. The critical judg
ment may break up the objective whole, present it in a

distorted form perhaps, and consequently it may not be

half so true to nature as the direct impression. Hence
these spontaneous feelings may serve as trustworthy
criteria of good. As a rule such feelings are feelings of

recoil, of disgust, of suspicion. They precede judgment,
and they are quite different from the feelings that accom

pany or result from conviction and knowledge.

Still, we must be careful not to value these feelings
too highly as criteria. For, first, their want of definition

and their unstable character make their application as a

rule uncertain. Again, these feelings often relate not to

the lawfulness but rather to the indelicacy of acts. But
not all acts that are indelicate or coarse are unlawful.

For instance, the more delicate natures sometimes recoil

from vivisection and hunting, but on aesthetic grounds
only, or, at all events, on grounds other than moral.

Again, these feelings are often the result of judgments
already made judgments, viz., in which the other moral

criteria are applied roughly and qtiicklv, and, therefore,

these feelings, being themselves the result of moral

judgments, cannot serve as the criteria on which to form
our judgments. Again, where the issues are very com

plicated, as is often the case with questions of justice,

such feelings may be the result of a certain tenderness

of conscience which recoils from what approaches even

remotely to sin and tends general 1\ to be on the side

which is morally safest. In these eases a man should

rely as far as possible on the
&quot;

sicea lux intellectus,&quot;

without any reference to inner feelings of approbation
or blame.

We should, therefore, be careful not to exaggerate the

importance of these moral feelings as moral standards.

Yet they have some value, and are sometimes a real help
to us in forming our moral judgments. Men sometimes

say :

&quot;

I cannot see why such an act is unlawful, but I

don t like the look of it,&quot; and in many cases we may
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trust such natural feelings. With these limitations we
admit the feelings amongst our secondary criteria.

Manifestly they can only be secondary and extrinsic,
and the certainty they yield is not easily determinable
in general it is not above a high degree of probability.
This criterion, like the common convictions, is, we need
not say, purely subjective.

SOME GENERAL REMARKS ON THE CRITERIA

We have now shown that there is but one primary
and fundamental moral criterion, and that there are

many secondary criteria, and that the business of these

latter is to help us to know good and evil when the appli
cation of the primary criterion is impossible or incon

venient.

There may be other criteria of morals besides those we
have enumerated. But the certitude attaching to them,
if any such exist, cannot be of a high order, and, there

fore, we shall not deal with them.

It will be noticed that in our list of criteria we sub

scribe to a very large extent to systems that are usually

regarded as quite irreconcilable. We have found a

place for many points in such opposing theories, as those

of Aristotle, Mill,* De Lamenais, Cumberland,! Shaf-

tesbury,^ Adam Smith, Kant, Hand Martineau.H And
we have done so, not through any desire to reconcile these

theories, but simply because we are persuaded that there

is some truth in these systems. They are all partial

systems presenting to us one or more aspects of human
nature. What each one of the writers mentioned regards
as the fundamental criterion is, to a large extent, at

* Hedonistic Utilitarianism.

f Utilitarian Theory based on psychology of the faculties.

j ^Esthetic Ethics the good is the beautiful or the orderly. See
section &quot;

III.
&quot;

of primary criterion.

Theory of Feelings as moral criterion.

||
Act good, which is possible for all humanity. Compare first

derivative criterion.

H Theory of hierarchy of impulses. Compare section &quot;III.&quot; of

primary criterion.
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least a criterion. But it is not the fundamental criterion,,

because it does not represent what is essential in natural

goodness. Hut it is worthy of remark that it is because

there is some truth, and often a good deal of truth, in

these opposing systems that there is so much agreement

in the moral codes that they severally supply us with.

This practical agreement amongst Ethicians, in spite of

theoretical differences, is not to be explained as a result

of dishonest
&quot;

squaring.&quot; No doubt, there has been

some unconscious forcing done, so as to get these various

systems into harmony with the code that already obtains

in the world. But we believe that there is a good deal

of genuine truth in all of them, and our reason is that

many of these criteria are to a large extent valid as

standards of moralitv. \Ye cannot, therefore 1

, at all sub

scribe to that charge of wholesale dishonesty which we
find at least insinuated in Mr. Balfour s

&quot; Foundations

of Belief&quot;*: -&quot;This unanimity (in the moral code),

familiar though it be, is,&quot; he writes,
&quot;

surely very re

markable, and it is the more remarkable because the

unanimity prevails onlv as to conclusions and is

accompanied by the widest divergence of opinion with

regard to the premisses on which these conclusions arc-

supposed to be founded. Nothing but habit could blind

us to the strangeness of the fact that the man who
believed that morality is based on a priori principles and
the man who believes it to be based on the commands
of God, the transcendentalist, the theologian, the

mystic and the evolutionist, should be pretty well at

one both as to what moralitv leaches and as to the sen

timents with which its teaching should be regarded. It

is not my business in this place to examine the Philo

sophy of morals or to find an answer to the charge-
which this suspicious harmony of opinion among
various schools of moralists appears to suggest-
namely, that in their speculations they have taken

current morality for granted, and have squared their

*
Pag-e 14 (eighth edition). We have already referred briefly to this,

passage in Chapter I.
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proofs to their conclusions, and not their conclusions to

their proofs.&quot;

This, as we have said in the opening chapter, is a

serious charge, and one that ought not to be made

without serious consideration. We find it hard to

imagine the great leading intellects of the world lending
themselves to the unprincipled method of squaring

proofs and principles to conclusions conclusions that,

so far as these Ethicians are concerned, have nothing
else to recommend them, Mr. Balfour tells us, than that

they represent the moral code that now most widely
obtains in the world. No doubt, men may be deluded

into imagining here and there a connection between

principle and conclusion that really does not exist. But
delusion cannot be universal, and dishonest squaring is

not to be thought of. Nor is there any need for sus

pecting either one or the other. Criteria the most

divergent may be, and in fact are often, true together.

Amongst our secondary or derivative criteria we have
found room for widely divergent standards, for the

simple reason that human nature, which is our funda
mental standard of morals, is many-sided, and, there

fore, can be tested in many ways. The several criteria

offered by various writers as primary will be found to be

false in many details, but their principal defect lies in

this that they are represented by Ethicians as funda
mental criteria instead of as derivative and the systems
founded on them as adequate systems of morality instead

of as parts of one whole.*
x&quot;

At the conclusion of the chapter on the Moral Criteria we desire to

say a word regarding a supposed criterion of morality. Some have re

garded the golden mean as a criterion of morality. But it is not, we
claim, a distinct criterion, and we have, therefore, deferred the treat
ment of it to a later chapter that, viz., on the Virtues. The golden
mean is in one sense a quality of all moral action. For all virtue lies

between extremes. Justice is a mean between excess and defect in

giving each his own. Temperance is a mean between over-indulgence
in pleasure and a too rigid asceticism. But in these cases the mean is

not a criterion of morality, because it does not tell us what acts are
good or just or temperate. It supposes the moral judgment already
made, for, it being once determined that a certain act is good, we can
then go on to show that this act is a mean that is, that vice lies on
either side of it. It is when we have already found the right road to a
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(C) SOME DlFFICTLTIKS AGAINST THE THEORY OF

NATURAL MORALS CONSIDERED

(i) The theory that Nature, or natural end, is the

primary standard of Morals is reviewed by Sidgwick in

his
&quot; Methods of Ethics

&quot;

;
and we take it that the criti

cism that he there gives represents fairly well the mind of

English Ethicians generally on this subject of Natural

Morals, first, because of the weight which attaches in

England to any view of Sidgwick, and, secondly,

because in his attack on the theory of Natural Morals

he gives prominence to the very difficulty which we

should expect Englishmen to emphasise namely, the

practical difficulty in our theory of distinguishing

between the natural and non-natural in human action.

The theory of Natural Morals, he tHls us, presupposes

design in Nature, and by Nature in the present instance

he means the system of Natural human impulses. Erom
a consideration of these natural impulses the theory of

Natural Morals claims, he says, to be able to establish

the various duties imposed by the moral law on men, a

claim which Sidgwick regards as impossible and even

contradictory. In fact,&quot; he writes,&quot; &quot;those who use
*

natural as an Ethical notion do commonly suppose
that by contemplating the actual play of human impulses
or the physical constitution of man or his social relations

we may find principles for determining positively and

completely the kind of life he was designed to live. I

think, however, that every attempt thus to derive what

ought to be from what is palpably fails the moment
it is freed from fundamental confusions of thought.&quot;

town that we conclude that this road is the mean, or, in other words,
that to stray to either side will lead us wrong. In one sense, however,
we can look on the golden mean as a criterion, but as a criterion it falls

in with the primary criterion given in the present chapter viz., the
criterion of &quot; man an ordered hierarchy of impulses.&quot; In that sense
the golden mean signifies the maintenance of organic equilibrium in
man the not allowing one part of the organism to run away with all,
or unduly to obscure any other part. Not being a distinct criterion,
therefore, the golden mean cannot be specially considered in the present
chapter.

* &quot;

Methods,&quot; page 81.
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Sidgwick then proceeds to explain further why this

attempt to deduce
&quot; what ought to be

&quot; from the play
of human impulses palpably fails in the theory of Natural

Morals. The difficulty is twofold (a) first, that when

impulses are in conflict we cannot teJl which impulse is

natural and which is not. Some, he says, regard those

impulses as natural which are common to all men a

view which appears to Sidgwick absurd since there is no

evidence that
&quot; Nature abhors the exceptional.&quot;

Others regard those impulses as natural which are

original and underived a position which, according to

Sidgwick, seems equally irrational with the first, since

there is no evidence to show that Nature &quot;

prefers the

-earlier in time to the later.&quot; (b) Secondly, the attempt
to deduce &quot; what ought to be &quot; from the consideration

of natural impulses assumes what is false namely, that
&quot;

Nature eschews as unnatural and opposed to the

Divine design
&quot;

all such impulses as are produced in us

by the &quot;institutions of Society or our use of human

arrangements and contrivances or that result in any way
from the deliberate action of our fellow-men.&quot;

Our answer to Sidgwick s difficulty will consist in

showing (i.) that there is a genuine distinction between
&quot;natural&quot; and &quot;unnatural,&quot; a distinction which is

implicitly questioned in his argument, (n.) Secondly,

taking up the two express points of the difficulty given
above, we shall show (a] that there is no a priori diffi

culty such as is conceived by Sidgwick against our dis

tinguishing in practice between natural and unnatural

impulses; and (b) that the unwarrantable assumption of

which Sidgwick speaks, that
&quot; Nature eschews as

opposed to the Divine design
&quot;

all institutions of

Society, &c., is quite imaginary, and is no part of the

theory of Natural Morals.

(i.) Many Ethicians expressly deny what Sidgwick

implicitly calls in question namely, the existence

in the Universe of any such distinction as that

of &quot;

natural
&quot; and &quot;

unnatural.&quot; According to

these Ethicians everything is natural, since every-
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thing is both a part of Nature and brought into*

being by natural causes. Thus, a fallen tree is

quite as natural, they contend, as a living tree; a sick

animal as natural as a healthy one; an earth

quake and all its evil consequences as natural as

the motion of the earth on its axis; the decay
of winter as natural as the growth of spring.

How, then, they ask, can anything be called unnatural?

Our reply is, that in one sense it is true that every

thing is natural since everything (speaking according

to Reason) is both a part of Nature and is a result of

Natural Causes. But things may be natural as being

the effect of natural efficient causes, and yet be un

natural in another sense namely, as failing to reach

their final natural end or cause. For all living things
have natural functions to perform, and, therefore, a

natural end to which they progress, and if they fail to

reach this end they have fallen short of the standard ot

Nature, and are to that extent unnatural. Thus, a

diseased heart is unnatural, not in the sense that the

disease is not due to natural efficient causes, but in the

sense that a bad heart falls short of nature s standard t

inasmuch as it cannot perform the natural functions of

a heart. It is in this sense that we speak of
&quot; un

natural
&quot;

in Ethics, and in this sense some human acts

are unnatural namely, those that fall short of the

standard of Human Nature bv opposing our natural

end.

(n.) (a) Sidgwick s main difficulty, however, does

not lie in the admission of a real distinction between
natural and unnatural, but rather in determining which
of our impulses are natural and which are unnatural.

And the difficulty turns, in the first place, on the ques
tion how one is to distinguish

&quot;

natural
&quot; from &quot; un

natural,&quot; considering that even the most abnormal and
exceptional of impulses may be as natural as the
common and normal &quot;

Nature does not abhor excep
tions.&quot; Our answer to this first point is as follows:
We determine natural impulses in Ethics just as the
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Physialogjst determines natural bodily functions that

js, by jnductively examining
1

the impulses and functions

.and discovering what is permanent and necessary in

them. The Physiologist determines the functions of

the several organs by examining the organs when actu

ally at work, and discovering their necessary and in

separable activities, and the ends of these activities.

He knows, for instance, that all varieties of hearts have

-one action in common namely, to send blood through
veins, that all lungs inhale and exhale and from this he

concludes that such and such are the natural functions of

these organs. And even though he should come across

:some hearts and lungs that cannot perform their proper
functions he will yet have no difficulty in classing these

organs as exceptions and abnormal, and as failing of

their natural purpose. In the same way we determine

from an empirical examination of human desires what

.appetites are natural and what are the objects of these

appetites. And acts wrhich oppose these natural objects
-we call unnatural and bad, and what promotes these

-objects is natural and good. A rough outline of how
we may determine the natural appetites is given in the

preceding chapter.*
We submit, then, that there is no a priori difficulty

such as is contemplated by Sidgwick against singling
out the natural appetites and comparing with them out-

individual desires, and distinguishing between what is

natural and what is an exception to or in contradiction

with Nature s laws. If there is no such a priori diffi

culty in Physiology there is none in morals. Again,
*

though it is true that nature does not prefer the earlier

in time to the later, she does prefer the .original to the

artificial, and our claim that certain impulses are primary
and natural merely means that they are original in our

constitution, just as flowering and shedding seed,

though later activities in the plant, are original possi
bilities of the plant, and natural. The natural, even

though it should manifest itself later in history, is

*
Page 105.
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always original in this sense. Nature, then, may not

abhor the later, but she does abhor anything that

opposes the natural purpose of our original capacities.

(b) As to Sidgwick s second point, our claim is that

the theory of Natural Morals does not
&quot; eschew as un

natural and opposed to the Divine design
&quot;

all impulses

that have been produced by Society or by human

arrangement. For, according to the theory of Natural

Morals, not only the Natural but also the State law

has a moral value that is, its precepts are of moral

obligation; and, therefore, the theory of Natural Morals

recognises many things as good and in accordance with

the original design of things which yet are wholly the

result of human institution. Things are not necessarily

opposed to Nature because thev are not an institution of

Nature, and if they are not opposed to Nature they can-

be morally good. These arc the two main points in1

Sidgwick s difficulty.

Institutions of Societv, we have said, mav be natural

in the sense of according with the laws of nature. Still,

it should be remembered that even though a natural

appetite might be satisfied with a certain object or end r

yet it is only what is fi^nd^n^ntal in the appetite that is

given as natural. The fundamental object of hunger is

food, not bread or fruit, and consequently, in the

Science of Physiology, food is the only object that is

guaranteed to be a natural object without further ques-
ion. It is the same in Ethics. Just like particular
kinds of food, so also the institutions of Society must be
shown to be natural by rational proof, else we have no/
guarantee that they are good. It is through ignoring
this obvious distinction that Sidgwick fell into the
mistake of supposing that because in Ethics we do not
mention the Social institutions as evident instances of
Natural good that, therefore. Natural Morality eschews
as unnatural all that has been brought into being by
Society.

(2) A second objection to the theory of Natural Morals
is that human Nature is not permanent, but is subject
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to development, and, therefore, that it could not give

rise to those permanent laws which are inculcated by
Natural Morals.

To this objection we reply The theory of Natural

Morals does not claim that everything that belongs to

man by nature is unchangeable. The theory of Natural

Morals is consistent with the view that Nature may
change considerably under the influence of environ

ment for instance, that natural organs may change.
The only claim of the theory of Natural Morals in

respect of permanence is that just as certain chemical

elements have an unchangeable affinity for others, and

just as a plant has certain permanent and unchangeable
needs for instance, the need of moisture and animals

certain permanent conscious movements to certain

objects for instance, the desire for food so also in

man there are certain permanent appetites, some of

which are common to all substances, some to all animals,

whilst others are proper to man himself. This clairru

we think, it is scarcely possible seriously to dispute.
The theory of Natural Morals does, of course, allow

that many of our stable desires arise through the in

fluence of certain artificial conditions for instance, the

desire for cooked food or for alcohol. But, then, the

desire for cooked food presupposes a natural appetite for

/ food, and the thirst for alcohol presupposes a natural

, appetite for drink, and without such natural appetites
/such of our desires as are accidental could not arise.

Without them also, as Leslie Stephen testifies, the race

could not survive a generation. There are, then, in

I

man permanent natural appetites, and to that extent, at

^ least, we are justified in assuming the permanence of

v nature.

(3) Another common and obvious objection is that the

moral beliefs of man are variable, and that they differ

with different people, whereas if Morals be natural our
beliefs should be both invariable and maintained by all.

Now, this objection it is by no means easy to under

stand, for it does not say why, in a theory of natural
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morals, beliefs should be invariable and maintained by
all. If it means that on this theory beliefs are innate,

and, therefore, common to all and invariable, then it

assumes what is not true, for the theory of Natural

Morals does not mean that we have natural innate

moral beliefs, but that &quot;there exist certain natural moral

laws founded on natural appetites. On the other hand,

if the point of the objection is that on a question of

natural law there is no room for uncertainty or error or

difference of view, then the supposition is negatived by
the Physical Sciences. For these deal with natural laws,

and yet our knowledge of these laws is subject to varia

tion and difference of view. In the same way, there

may be differences concerning .Morals, even though the

Moral Law is natural. \Ye claim, however, that on the

primary Moral principles, opinions cannot and do not

vary, and this claim is borne out by Anthropology, as

will be shown in a later chapter.
One important modification of the present argument

that is, the argument which concerns the divergence of

human opinion on moral matters must be noticed

namely, M. Levy Bruhl s contention that that portion
of the Moral Law on which all are agreed consists

almost exclusively of empty formulas without content

or practical significance, whereas that in which they
differ embraces the whole practical content of the Moral
Law. Thus, the law or formula &quot; neminem laede, suurn

cuique
&quot; was the same, according to M. Levy Bruhl,

in the days of the most ancient civilisations Egyptian,
Assyrian, Babylonian as it is to-day. But the content
of that law is not the same, since the

&quot; suum &quot; and the
&quot; neminem &quot;

vary from age to age; for, first, the rights
of one time are not the rights of another, and, secondly,
there was a time when some men had no rights, whereas

to-day every man has rights.
Our reply is, first, that even if the content and appli

cation of the law were wholly changed, the law itself,
&quot; neminem laede suum

cuique,&quot; is not an empty
formula any more than the general laws of gravitation
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and of electricity are empty formulas. No law is empty
merely because it is general. If the general laws were
all empty formulas there could be no science, since in

the case of the deductive sciences general laws are the

principles, and in the case of the inductive sciences thev

are the end of the reasoning process. If, therefore, the

general laws are empty formulas all science is either

impossible or useless.
v

Secondly, to a large extent these

general moral laws are exactly the same now in their

content and application that they always were. Thus,
the

&quot; suum &quot;

of Justice has not wholly changed for

instance, from age to age and at all times the child has
a right to support and training. Also, it is not true

that at one time certain human beings had no rights.
The &quot; neminem &quot;

of the law of justice means now and

always that
&quot; no man s rights can be ignored.&quot;

Thirdly, it would be absurd to expect that the content

of the moral laws should continue always the same, con

sidering that the moral natural laws, and particularly
the law of Justice, are subject to many varying con

ditions; and if varying conditions can alter the effects

of the Natural laws of Physics, and, so, give these laws

a new and varying content at different ages, it is to be

expected that the content of the Moral laws will vary
also. Again, as in Physics, so also in Ethics, the par
ticular conclusions that flow from the general principles
are such that it is not impossible men should err in their

judgments about them. It is, therefore, no disproof of

the theory of natural Morals that the content of the

general moral laws varies to some extent with conditions

of time and place.

(4) Another objection which we take from M. Levy
Bruhl is that the theory of Natural Morals is only an

instance of that tendency of the human mind which has

been so fruitful of error in the domain of Physics, and
which we may suppose must also mislead us in the case

of Morals namely, the tendency to Anthropocentrism,
or the desire to regard man as the centre of the Universe
and everything else in the Universe as directed to man.

L
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&quot; Moral Anthropocentrism, M. Levy Bruhl defines*

as a
&quot;

spontaneous need (of the mind) whereby \ve tend

to arrange the facts and laws of the world around the

human conscience as their centre, and to explain these

facts and laws by means of conscience
&quot;

instead of

regarding the facts and laws of the world as the centre

and the rule of action and regulating our consciences

by means of them.

We reply that, as applied to the theory of Natural

Morals, the expression
&quot; moral anthropocentrism

&quot;

is

entirely without foundation.! Anthropocentrism in

Morals means that the facts and laws of life are made

dependent on man. In the theory of Natural Morals,

on the contrary, we claim that man is dependent on

objective laws and ends, that conscience is formed by
an investigation of our natural appetites and their

objects, and the laws they impose, that, therefore, these

laws are as independent of our consciences as the laws

of medicine are independent of the medical practitioner.

The natural appetites, then, are the rule of action, and

they are prior to our consciences and moral beliefs. The

appetites define our final end, and the final end, and not

man, is the centre to which man converges and on which

he depends.
&quot;

Put aside/ says M. Levy Bruhl,
&quot;

the

theory of Moral Anthropocentrism and you at once get
rid of the postulate of final causes.&quot; On the contrary, we

/claim Put aside the theory of Moral Anthropocen
trism and you in that verv act assume the existence of

final causes, for if man be not the centre of the world

of moral relations, the centre or point of convergence of

1 all human activity must be in some end beyond man to

I
w^hich his appetites direct him. The theory of Natural

\Morals, then, since it admits a final natural end outside

* &quot; La Morale et la Science cle Moeurs,&quot; page 204.
I M. Levy Bruhl makes the mistake of supposing- that in the theory

of Natural Morals and natural law our consciences and moral beliefs are

g-iven ready-made by nature, and that \ve do not require to investigate
in order to arrive at a knowledge of good and evil.

&quot; Ce mot (morale
naturelle) signifie pour nous que toute conscience humaine re^oit

par cela seul qu elle est humaine une lumiere speciale qui lui clecouvre
la distinction du bien et du mal

&quot;

(page 200).
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of and beyond man, is not a theory of
&quot; Moral Anthro-

v pocentrism.&quot;

(5) Another difficulty is that
&quot;

natural morality
&quot;

cannot account for differences in our individual duties.

For since nature is that portion of our constitution

which is common to all, pure natural morality must
necessitate a code of duty which is common to all. But,
it is contended, the duty of one man is not the duty of

another. Duty varies with circumstances of time, place,
and person ;

and consequently morality cannot be
founded ultimately on nature or natural appetites.

Reply Natural morality is, as we have already abun

dantly proved, common to all as regards a very large

portion of its precepts or duties, particularly the negative

precepts. But though this is true we still claim that

natural morality not only is compatible with, but even

necessitates differences of moral obligation depending
on circumstances of time, place, person, &c. The causes

of many of these differences are the following :

(a) Natural morality obliges to the fulfilment of certain

natural appetites which are common to all
;
but the con

ditions of the fulfilment of appetites are different witK

different persons, (b) Many natural relations on which
are founded natural duties are not realised in the case

of all men, but only in some, (c) The natural law itself

which, were the circumstances the same for all, would

impose the same duty on all, often makes express pro
vision for circumstances which, being contingent, are

not the same in all. (d) Natural laws are often applied
in circumstances which entail a conflict of duties, and in

these cases duty must vary with the circumstances.

Thus (a) all men must satisfy their appetite for eating,
but the necessary quantity and quality of food vary
with the individual. Again, all men are naturally bound
to avoid drunkenness, but what will intoxicate one man
will not intoxicate another.

(6) The relations of husband to wife, of father to child,
of ruler to subject, of buyer to seller, from all of which

spring certain natural relations with corresponding
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duties, are realised only in the case of some individuals,,

and hence duty is not the same in all.

(c) The natural law of justice
k

give everyone his

own &quot; makes the obvious condition
&quot;

provided you are

able
&quot;

a proviso which gives rise to great differences in

individual duty. The solvent man and the bankrupt
are very differently situated in regard to the require

ments of natural justice. Again, the natural law &quot;

be

loyal to authority
&quot;

supposes the condition as long as

authority can be maintained,&quot; an addition that may
have different moral effects in time of war and in time of

peace, in the case of a competent ruler and in the case

of a fool.

(d) The natural dutv of a subject to obey may often,

in the case of unjust or tyrannical government, come
into conflict with a man s natural right to property or

with his duty towards his family, and in these cases

there is room for wide differences in the resultant duty

of different individuals.

In general, then, the laws of nature, though common
to all, do not lead to the same duty in all. Eor our

natural appetites, though common to all, exist and work
in concrete circumstances, and the natural laws have
to be applied in concrete circumstances; and, therefore,

just as the requirements of the human body vary with

the circumstances, though in each man the natural

function of the several organs is the same, so also the

moral requirements of individuals and of society may
vary with individuals though our specific appetites and
nature be the same.

HISTORICAL NOTE

In his lectures on Kant,* Professor Simmel has some
interesting- historical remarks on the question raised by
this last difficulty namely, the place of the individual duty
in our Ethical systems. The deepest and most important
problem of modern Ethics is, he tells us, that of finding

^ Kant, &quot; Sechzehn Yorlesungen gehalten an der Berliner Uni-
versitat,&quot; von Georg- Simmel.
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an adequate formula, if formula it might be called, for the

rich and varied morality of the individual life. Of modern

philosophers, according- to Professor Simmel, the first to

lay stress on the dignity and value of individual morality
was Kant, who, in his theory of the Autonomy of Reason,

gave as the ultimate source of morality for each man not

a common law outside of individuals but the individual

conscience itself. However, he remarks that the individual

of which Kant spoke in his theory of Autonomy was not the

individual of the concrete world, with all its differentiating

marks and habits, but the &quot;man,&quot; the individual &quot;humanity,&quot;

&quot; das reine Ich,&quot; which, being the same in all, gave rise to a

similar law for all. Each man s good was, on the Kantian

theory, that which all men could desire, and each man s

right was that portion of the universal field of liberty which

was left to each when all liberties were equally provided for.

It was a theory of the absolute equality of men, a theory of

Liberalism in its purest and most unmodified form.

In the individualistic philosophies of the nineteenth century
which followed those, namely, of Goethe, Schleiermacher

and the Romanticists a new and still fuller conception was

given of individual law and individual ideals. To bring all

individuals, these philosophers explained, under a common
life-formula, to oblige them to the pursuit of a common ideal,

was to attempt the impossible. For, with their different

talents, needs, and opportunities, men could not in all things
follow a common law or fulfil the same ideal, and to expect
them to do so would mean the suppression in them of much
that was good anti great namely, their individual perfections.
The Romanticist principle, then, though historically an

outcome of Kant s individualism, led, according to Professor

Simmel, to a very different conception of the rig hts and
duties of individuals from that of Kant. For in the Roman
ticist principle provision was made for moral differences

depending on individual requirements and individual talents,

that is, provision was made for individual privileges, whereas

Kant s theory of the equal freedom of all men excluded

privilege. The one recognised the necessity of division of

labour according- to innate differences of talent and power,
the other was a system of free and open competition among
men of equal initial rights.
The individualising movement of the Romanticists reached

its culminating point in Nietzsche. For Nietzsche the indivi

dual was supreme, and Society was but a means to the indivi

dual. Its one function was to bring out the highest worth of

the individual personality, to make the highest exemplars
sovereign in the State. But, for Nietzsche the higher Nature
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consisted not in works and their effects but in the dignity of

position and of political power (Rang-distanz).
These two individualising&quot; systems -that of Kant in the

eighteenth century and of the Romanticists in the nineteenth

Professor Simmel distinguishes by the names k&amp;lt;

quantitative
&quot;

and k

qualitative
&quot;

individualism. &quot;Kach emphasises,&quot; he

says, &quot;a particular ideal, and it almost seems as it the

deepest life-work of this century will be the synthesis of

these two.&quot;

We maintain, however, in opposition to Professor Simmel,
that the synthesis of the common law of humanity with

individual requirements has already been effected in the

philosophv of Aristotle and Aquinas, and that the formulas

which Professor Simmel hopes to see soon synthesised that

of Kant and that of the Romanticists are both merely one
sided exaggerations of the view we have been following in

this volume, and which we have taken from Aristotle

namely, that the moral law, though grounded in nature, is

yet not the same for all, since the natural functions depend
largely upon individual circumstances. Still, it is as &quot; men &quot;

that we are moral, and, therefore, the radical requirements or

appetites on which morality depends, and the primary moral

principles that arise out of them, must be the same for all. _

(6) Finally, there is tbe difficulty which \ve can

scarcely do more than notice here, thai Modern Science

has so enlarged and enriched our views of Nature that

our theorv of Natural Morals, which, it must be con

fessed, has come down to us comparatively unchanged
from tbe Greek philosophers, must, like so many other

ancient conceptions, be discarded as naive and primitive
and as unsuited to our present complex view of Nature,

whether of tbe material world or of human relations.

This growing complexity of our view of Nature has

been described by Professor \V. II . Fairbrother in
&quot; Mind &quot; *

as follows :-
The conception of nature, however, in the mind of

the modern thinker has lost the simplicity which it

possessed in the early philosophy. Nature is still a

cosmos, an interrelated whole; perfection is still con

ceived as an equilibrium produced by proper perform
ance of function by each part, but the equilibrium is no

* N. S., Vol. 13, pag-e 38.
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longer a definite state which, once reached, is to last for

ever. . . . The equilibrium is a moving one.

Progress consists not only in the tendency towards a

state of harmonious balance of forces, but also towards

higher stages of these successive rhythmic wholes.

. . . We can now see the inadequacy of the Greek

conception of the Ethical problem. Man is dynamic
not static,&quot; &c.

Reply.- We insist that any progress that has been

made in our knowledge of the practical requirements of

the several natural appetites must certainly be taken

account of in the system of Natural Morals. We are not

aware, however, that the new and larger views of modern

philosophers on the extent and complexity of the natural

relations have added much to our knowledge of the

appetites and their objects, or given us ground for
1

change in our moral beliefs. For, in the first place,

most of our knowledge about nature has nothing what

soever to do with the Ethical problem. Our newly-

acquired knowledge of the chemistry of the stars has

nothing to do with our theory of the
&quot;

good
&quot; and of

duty. For the
&quot;

good
&quot; and duty have to do with

human nature only, not with nature in general, and con

sequently the only study that has power to alter or deter

mine an Ethical view is the study of human Nature.

And not everything in human Nature is of importance
to Ethics, but only the natural appetites. Our view,

for instance, of the good is not affected by our theory
of the relation of imagination to sense or of the place of

certain arteries and bones in the bodily system. And
even in regard to the natural appetites themselves much
of our knowledge has no bearing on Ethics. Ethics is

a practical science, and, therefore, a man might obtain

much speculative knowledge about the origin of the

appetites and their relation to knowledge, without in the

least adding to his store of Ethical knowledge, just as the

new Physiology has not added to our knowledge of how
to satisfy hunger, nor eradicated the old view of the

necessity of eating and drinking. For its first principles
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Ethics has to do with only the practical requirements of

the natural appetites and with the laws of their satis

faction. But science has added little to our knowledge
in these respects; the natural appetites are all strongly-
marked definite inclinations, which were as well known
to the ancient Greeks as they are to us, and that is \\hy
the fundamental laws of Ethics were the same in Greek

Philosophy as in ours.

But to contend that in order to be able to determine

morality we should first determine the totality of the

relations that hold between our art and the rest of human
nature, would be like maintaining that an athlete in order

to run well should possess a perfect knowledge of the

laws of Dynamics. Our growing knowledge of

Dynamics has not made us better runners than the

Greeks were. There is no a priori reason whv every
addition to our knowledge of human nature should give
us a more perfect knowledge of our rights and duties.



CHAPTER VI

FREEDOM AND MORALITY

114 Ibi indpit genus moris ubi primo dominium vohintatis inveiiitni .&quot;

AQUINAS 2, clist. 21, q. 3, a. 2.

IN the course of the present chapter we shall treat of the

following points: (a) What is freedom? (6) What is

the ground of freedom ? or how is the will free ? (c) Of
the extent of freedom, (d) The consequences of

freedom, (e) Other views of the nature of freedom.

(a) What is freedom, or, to make the question more

specific still, what do we mean when we say that the

will is free? The popular answer would be the will is

free when it is not determined to any one course of

.action, or when it is antecedently (i.e., prior to its act)

indifferent to many courses. And for the general pur

poses of Ethics such a definition might well suffice it

is certainly true so far as it goes. But the problems
raised by modern Ethicians make it incumbent on us to

look a little more deeply still into the meaning of

freedom. In the conception of freedom there are two

distinct moments or stages one negative, the other

positive. The negative moment is that of indeterminate-

ness antecedent indeterminateness of the will both from

within and from without. These terms we must explain.
Indeterminateness from within means that the will is

not determined by its nature to any act. Indeterminate-

ness from without means that no object outside the will

compels the will. The first of these really reduces to the

second, because, since the will must always wish for

ends or objects beyond itself, to be determined by its

own inner nature, means to be compelled by nature to

i6q
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desire some known object. If, therefore, the will be

determined by nature, it is the object, properly speak

ing, that overcomes the will, but it overcomes the will

from the very nature of the will. Indeterminateness of

will, therefore, means in general that it cannot be com

pelled bv anv object. This is negative freedom. The

positive moment is that of self-determination or a power
inherent in the will to direct itself to any end.

Let us take these two moments separately. Xegative
freedom means antecedent indetermination [of the will].

Anv object mav exert an attractive influence on the will,

but none can finallv overmaster the will. Between

exerting an attractive influence on the will and irresis

tibly moving it to action there is a very great difference.

Thus, I suggest to a friend to walk out into the sun

shine. The prospect pleases him, attracts him; yet his

will mav remain quite undetermined. And it may
remain undetermined as long as it itself wishes to be

undetermined. The motion or determination of a will

which is antecedently undetermined follows on the

issuing to itself of the final Hat, and that juit can be

withheld for any length of time and against any object.
The will must, of course, move to objects of some kind,

but in the case of freedom it is the will itself that deter

mines the object that is finallv to prevail. Now, besides

the human will there are other things also that can

resist the influence of outer forces. They have what we
call inertia, which is nothing else than the power to offer

resistance to any force that results, or tends to result, in

change. But there is all the difference in the world
between the inertia of material bodies and the indeter-

minateness of the will. For, in the first place, the force

that moves a body must reach a certain degree of

strength before motion becomes possible, whereas any

object can move the will (though not irresistibly), no
matter how insignificant, provided only it rise above
the threshold of our consciousness. Secondly, the force

that tends to move a body, but cannot succeed in doing
so, bears at least some proportion to that force which
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will finally succeed in effecting the required movement.
It is (and this could be said even antecedently to the

effect) a third or a fourth part or some other fraction of

the force that will finally be able to overcome the

inertia of and move the body. It is a part, therefore, of

the force that will of necessity result in action, and it

has consequently only to be increased sufficiently in

order to produce the required effect. In the case of the

will, on the other hand, though particular motives may
exert their influence, they neither move the will irresis

tibly to action, nor do they bear any proportion to the

force that must of necessity overcome the will. They
may be increased to any extent, and may still be resisted

by the will. A motive and an irresistible motive are

not the same. That which the will desires is always a

motive urging to action. But a particular motive cannot

prove irresistible to a free will. Indeterminateness,

then, means that no particular object, no matter how

great, can prove irresistible to the will.

The positive moment of freedom is that of self-deter

mination. At first sight it would seem as if the con

ception of self-determination were impossible and con

tradictory. How, it will be asked, can the same faculty

be both determiner and determined, mover and moved ?

Aquinas answers this difficulty by pointing out that as

determiner and as determined the will relates to different

objects. The will determines itself as desiring the

means. It is determined in relation to the end only.
The will moves itself to the attainment of a means
because of the end which these means subserve. That

end, again, is means to some other end. The series of

means and ends may thus extend until we reach the

final end on which, as we have seen, the will is fixed by
nature, not by its own free choice. Self-determination,

therefore, is not an impossible conception.
The question, therefore, arises in what manner does

the will determine itself ? What is the psychological
mechanism employed ? The will can determine itself

by determining the practical judgments of the intellect,
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which in turn act upon the will and move it to action.

We act, in the case of deliberate movement, only in

response to the practical judgment of our own intellect

telling us
&quot;

this is the thing to be done.
1 And as it is

the free will that determines the intellect to elicit this

judgment (how, we shall presently enquire) the free will,

in determining the practical judgment of the intellect, is

properly speaking, the cause also of its own act it is

self-caused,* and self-determined.
&quot;

Liberum,&quot; says

St. Thomas,
&quot;

est id quod est causa sui.&quot; The will is

free when it is the cause of its own action. This is the

positive moment in the conception ot freedom.

Xow, some philosophers have maintained that to be

antecedently determined to an action bv inner nature

to be necessitated bv our inner nature -is to be deter

mined by ourselves, and, therefore, to be free. Hut our

contention is that to be the cause ot our own act that

is, to be free- -and to be determined to an action by inner

nature are contradictory conceptions. For a natural

tendency, or a tendencv that arises out ot inner nature,

that follows of necessity from nature, must be present in

a subject from the moment that that subject begins to

exist, and consequently Mich a tendency cannot be set

up within the subject by the subject itself, or in the case

of the will by the will itself, but is placed there by what

ever agency produced the subject or the will, and gave to

it its nature. And as no finite thing can be the cause of

its own nature, so nothing can be the cause of its own
natural or necessary desires. The will, therefore, is not

a causa sui except in regard to an action which it is not

naturally necessitated to perform, to the performance of

which it is antecedently indifferent or zn?determined

an action, that is, which was not given in those con

ditions that immediately preceded its appearance.
To be free, then, it is not sufficient that a movement

comes from within our wills or that it be psychological.
To Toe free a movement must be placed within the will *

by the agency of the will itself, and not by causes other
* In the sense that the act of the will is caused bv the will itself.
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than the will. The work done by an exploding shell

proceeds, indeed, from within the shell. Still, the shell

is not a free agent, because the energy that it sends

forth was previously
&quot;

given
&quot;

in its chemicals, and

these chemicals were not placed there by the agency of

the shell itself, but by another who made it.

Freedom, therefore, or the causation of our own act,

supposes antecedent indeterminateness of_the will, which

excludes, first, previous determination by object,

secondly, previous determination by_ the very nature_ of_

the will or by
r any quality or_ disposition o.f nature not

controlled by will, both of which conditions may be ex

pressed by saying that the sum of the existing conditions

at any particular moment does not of necessity imply the

action of the next. Freedom also supposes positively
that the will can bring about its qwn_ states or desires

Independently of previous conditions.

CRITICISM OF SOME OTHER VIEWS

(a] Freedom is not the same as &quot;

psychologically determined

action, or the power to act in accordance with the considered
choice of ends &quot;

(Wundt). In the working out of this view
Wundt maintains that in order to establish the freedom of the
will (in his sense) it is enough to show7 that actions of the will

depend not upon physiological but upon psychological
conditions that is, upon knowledge and that consequently
every psychologically determined action is free. But there
can be acts psychologically conditioned which yet are not
free for instance, the desire for happiness. Freedom entails

more than mere knowledge or will. For freedom an act
must be antecedently undetermined whether from within or
from without

;
and the will must cause its own desire.

(b] Freedom is not the same as &quot;causal energy of the
will&quot; (Calderwood). For, freedom contains more than mere
causation. The will could be causal without being self-

caused in the sense of determining itself to its acts, just as the
stone thrown at the window is causal in reference to the

breaking of the glass, whilst at the same time it does not
determine itself to that effect. Freedom is ^^-causation, in

sense of self-determination to action.

(c] Neither is freedom &quot; motiveless volition
&quot;

(Hamilton), or,
as Kant defines it, the &quot; utter abnegation of every desire&quot;

i,e. t of every end outside the will. No act of the will is
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motiveless. Every act of the will is a desire for some end,

and freedom is the capacity of the will to follow from itself

alone any motive that may come before it rather than any
other. To will without following some motive or object

would be like walking&quot; without a direction.

((/)
Freedom is not &quot;the inactive influence of motives&quot;

(Reid). A motive, according to Reid, may influence the will

to act but does not itself act. But, that motives are them
selves active, even in cases in which we arc usually accounted

free, is evident from the fact that the will has often to resist

the motives of action in order to set them aside. Motives or

ends are the final causes of the free acts of the will. The will

itself is the efficient cause.

(c) Freedom is not &quot;causeless volition *&quot;

(Wundt). A
free act, in sense of self-determination is caused both finally

and efficiently finally, since the will must choose from

amongst the many ends or motives acting on it, and

efficiently because the will is itself the efficient cause of its

own act.

( /&quot;)
Freedom is not &quot; a purely negative contentless concept

&quot;

(Hartmann), for besides the negative moment of freedom the

moment, namely, of indeterminability by particular ends

there is also the positive moment of &quot;

self-determination,&quot; the

power of the will to control and rule itself, to direct itself

to the pursuit of any end.

(//)
Tin: (iRorxi) OF FREEDOM

The proof of freedom belongs, pmprrlv speaking&quot;, to

Psychology. f We shall hen- adduce but one argument
for freedom namely, that argument which, besides

being proof, gives also the psychological ground of

freedom.

First, as regards the negative side of freedom. The
f

Compare this with (a] above. Wundt argues that freedom, /;/ our
sense of antecedently indetermined action, is a causeless volition, and,
therefore, an impossible conception. The proper sense of freedom is,

he maintains, that of an act psychologically determined, in which sense
it is a genuine property of will. We show above that freedom of the will

is neither psychological determination nor causeless volition.

t The proof of freedom drawn from introspection can be got in any
modern scholastic work on Psychology c.&amp;lt;j.,

in Father M fiber s

&quot;Psychology.&quot; Certain arguments to prove the freedom of the will

{e.g., the argument from responsibility) have been drawn from Ethics.
But we shall see later that Ethics presupposes freedom of will, and it

would be illogical to build a system of Ethics on the theory of freedom
of the will and then deduce the freedom of the will from the Ethical

system.
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will is undetermined in respect of particular objects
because no particular good can be regarded as indis

pensable to the will. The natural end of the will is the

good-in-general, and that end is present to the will in

every particular desire. Hence, let any particular

object come up before the will as end, there are always
other rival objects there, contained under this general

conception of the good-in-general, and these rival objects
make the original object or objects dispensable and un

necessary. Thus, to take an example of a particular

object, a man may think of going into the country. He
is drawn on to do so by the attractive power of fresh air,

health, and amusement. Were going to the country
the only idea before the will, the will should, perhaps,
be overmastered arid determined by that idea. But this

is only one of the many goods contained under the more

general end &quot;

the good or the pleasant-in-general
&quot;

which is the proper and adequate object of the will, and
which is present to the will in every act, and the possi

bility of following out any one of these many rival ends

removes the indispensability of the original desire.

Except, therefore, the infinite good there is no single

object or desire which can completely overmaster the

human will, and this indeterminateness is what we mean

by negative freedom.

Again, the will must in every action desire the
&quot;

good.&quot;
It cannot wish evil or defect as such this is

its only natural limitation. Now, the only object that

presents to the will no element of defect is the Infinite

Good, or bonum in universali, and, therefore, the

Infinite cannot be resisted by our wills. But every finite

object embodies either what is or what the will may
regard as a defect the defect, namely, of excluding
some good and since the will can just fix the attention

of the intellect upon that defect, and regard the object

just in that aspect of excluding a good, it follows that

a finite object may always be rejected by the will as evil.

Hence no finite object can determine the will.

The positive moment of freedom has as its ground the
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control by the will of the practical judgments of the

intellect. The will is able to reverse or accept any of

the particular practical judgments, and to determine by
what judgment it itself is finally to be moved. This is

positive freedom. Now, the order obtaining between

intellect and will in reference to our action is, as we know
from experience, the following : -(i ) The formation bv

the intellect of a practical, which, as we have seen, is

also a contingent, judgment. (2) Reflection by intellect

on the contingency of this judgment and an intimation

given to the will that it is good or bad to sustain and

follow this judgment, or to upset it, and substitute a new

judgment for it. (3) Selection bv the will of one par
ticular practical judgment at its own choice.

Let us now examine these steps in greater detail and

see how tiiev stand in relation to intellect and will. \Ye

will take our previous example the judgment
&quot;

I must

go to the countrv.&quot; To faculties like intellect and will,O
that have as their constant objects being-in-general and

the good-in-general, this judgment
&quot;

I must go to the

countrv&quot; at once suggests the other [ must not go
to the country,&quot; or

&quot;

I must stay at home.&quot; Phis is

the first step in the human act. Now, neither of these

two judgments
k

1 must go
&quot;

or
&quot;

I must stav is a

necessarv judgment, because in the practical sphere the

only absolutely necessary judgment is
&quot;

that the good
is to be done,&quot; which judgment embodies as subject
the

&quot;

good
&quot;

or the good-in-general, which is the only
adequate object of the will. Since, therefore, neither of

the other particular judgments
&quot;

T must go
&quot;

or
&quot;

I

must stay is an adequate object for the will, the

intellect is not determined by them, and remains in

regard to them in a state of suspense or indifference.

Now, as we know from experience, an intellectual

faculty is capable of reflection, and in reflecting on
these judgments the intellect must of necessity realise

their contingent and unnecessary character. But to

realise their contingency is to find them reversible, and,
therefore, it is as reversible that these judgments are
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presented to the will. This is the second step in the

process of the human act. Now, the will is essentially
a moving faculty, one that moves the other powers to

their ends, and therefore it is that, finding the intellect

neutral, and therefore movable or determinable as

regards its two judgments, the will is able to move the

intellect to the adoption of either of them according to

the will s own choice. This is the third and final step
in the process of freedom, the determining of the judg
ments wr

hereby it is itself to be moved. And this power
of determining the practical judgments of the intellect

may be exercised by the human will not only in cases

in which the motives happen to be equal but also in

cases in which the motives are unequal. One object

may be more attractive than the other, either because of

more inherent goodness or because it better suits our

personal character and wants. Still, there stands the

will, master of the judgments of the intellect, and able to

reverse them according to its own choice and to move
the intellect to the acceptance of any one of them. It

is in its power to determine that judgment which it is

itself to follow that the will is spoken of as self-deter

mined and free. But, as we have said, it determines

itself not immediately and directly but through a

practical judgment of its own selection.

The ground of freedom, then, is the relation obtaining
between the universal and the particular judgments of

the intellect
;
but an essential requisite of freedom and

what \ve might call the hinge of freedom is our power
of reflection on our own judgments and of realising their

contingency, and it seems to us that it is upon this

power to return upon, to reflect upon our own judg
ments (de suo judicio judicare *) that Aquinas lays most

stress in his exposition and proof of freedom. f

* &quot; De Veritate,&quot; Q. XXIV,, Art. 2.

f The reader should remember that much of what we have above
written on the mutual inter-relation of will and intellect is matter of

ordinary experience. Experience tells us, for instance, that we are

finally moved to action by the practical judgments of the intellect, and
also that the will has power to influence these judgments. The further

M
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(c) THE EXTENT OF FREEDOM

Before proceeding to determine the extent of freedom

AVC must enquire Over what facilities docs the free will

exercise a mastery, and how far? Tin- question is most

important for our present enquiry, and we must give at

least a general answer to it. (i) The free will controls,

in the first place, all the judgments of the intellect except

such as are analytic or self-evident. It does not extend

to the judgment that
&quot;

the good is to be done,&quot; nor to

&amp;gt;uch axiomatic judgments of the speculative intellect as

that &quot;the whole is greater than the part,
1

that &quot;two

and two are four,&quot; or that
&quot;

nothing can be a thing and

its contradictory at. the same time.&quot; These and such

judgments control the intellect, and the will has no

power to suspend our acceptance of them or to reverse

them. (2) The free will to a large extent controls atten

tion. There are very few things on which a man cannot

at will bestow or refuse to bestow his attention, and it is

bv giving or refusing attention to objects that we arc?

able to increase or to counteract their effect upon our

appetites. (,^) The will can control the senses, but only

question how t he will has this power and how far the power extends
can only be known through a comparison of the natural and necessary

object of the will (the good-in-goneral ) with the objects of particular

judgments, as shown above.
It is interesting to compare Aquinas view on the ground of freedom

with that of recent transcendentalists. Aquinas bases the freedom of the

will on the relation that subsists between will and Reason, and on the fact

that Reason has as its object being-in-general and not any particular
kind of being. Modern transcendentalists base freedom on the relation

of the self to its desires on the existence in man of a permanent, universal

self distinct from and above particular desires (see Seth,
&quot; Ethical

Principles,&quot; p. 375). On the Scholastic view the ground is Reason
and will, having as objects Being and the good-in-general. On the

Transcendentalist view the ground is the universal self as director and
centre of all particular desires. The two most striking weaknesses in

the transcendentalist theory are, first, that to transcendentalists generally
the &quot;

self&quot; is not a substance. It must then be either a faculty or

simply a bundle of habits. If it is a faculty the transcendentalist theory
is only a weaker form of the &quot;Scholastic&quot; view. If it is a bundle of
habits merely or what is usually known as character, we cannot see how
it is related to the particular desires as universal is related to particular.

Secondly, if the ground of freedom is a self, distinct from our passing
desires, then animals are free as well as men, since they also are
selves distinct from their desires. However, a full discussion of this

subject belongs not to Ethics but to Psychology.
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indirectly. If the eye be open it cannot refrain from

seeing. But the free will can in normal cases close the

eye, and consequently control the sense. (4) The will

has no power over the vegetative faculty. Growth and

digestion are in no way dependent on a man s will,

granted a sufficient supply of food and health. (5) The
motor faculty is to a large extent under a man s control-

how far it is not easy to say. Physiology does, indeed,

distinguish between voluntary and involuntary muscles,
and even attempts a physiological explanation of why
some movements are subject to will and others are not

by marking out a structural difference in the two classes

of nerves connected with these muscles. But as yet we
have had no satisfactory explanation on the point, and

merely know that while some movements are capable of

being controlled by will others are independent of our

control. We walk, speak, and move the eyes at will.

On the other hand, the heart beats independently of our

wills. We can neither stop it directly nor set it on.

This is an indication in outline of the extent of the

control which the will exercises over our faculties, and

from it we may determine the extent of freedom. For,

having proved that the will is free, it follows that it is

free in its control of the faculties we have just men
tioned, and that the acts of these faculties are also free,

as coming under the control of the will. Freedom,

therefore, extends, in the first place, to every act of will

except the desire for our last end
; secondly, to the acts

of the other faculties in so far as they come under the

control of will.

Passing from the question which faculties are and
which are not under the control of a free will, and what
acts may or can be free, we further ask concerning the

ordinary daily exercises of our free faculties how many
such exercises are free ? When consciously and

deliberately performed they are, of course, all free.

But then we know by experience that most acts are done

without much thought and deliberation, and the ques

tion, therefore, arises Is it necessary, in order that an
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act be free, that a formal and protracted deliberation

precede it? We answer for freedom it is not neces

sary that a formal deliberation or choice of alternatives

precede our acts. It is not even necessary that the alter

natives should come distinctly before the mind. It is

enough if even the negative of the action presents itself

to consciousness and in the most confused manner and

momentarily. And this negative of the original judg

ment is suggested to us in nearly every case, and is

practically always within the border-line of our con

sciousness. Hence those philosophers are quite in

error who maintain that most of our daily actions are not

free, on the ground that they are not preceded by a

lengthy or a formal deliberation, and because, we do not

at each moment make conscious choice between one

course of action and another, and because most men

allow themselves to drift that is, to take the line of

least resistance, except when there are special reasons

for exercising special control. Our contention is that

the ordinarv acts of the day, even what are called the

unthinking acts, are practically all tree, because there

is sufficient thought and deliberation in them to make

them free. Confusion in our thought may lessen

freedom. It could scarcelv, except in very extreme

cases, remove it altogether.

THE CONSIDERATION OK OBJECTION S TO KKEEDOM properly

belongs to Metaphysics or Psychology, not to Kthics. Here,

however, on account of its importance in recent philosophy, we
wish to touch upon just one objection -that, namely, which
concerns the law of the Conservation of Energy. It is an

objection that \ve believe is based upon a misconception, for it

really tells not against freedom but against
&quot;

will,&quot; and,

therefore, is as much a difficulty for the Determinist as for

the Libertarian. It may be stated thus: If a man freely
moves a limb, he has to expend energy in doing so. Now,
just as when I strike the table with my hand, the energy that

appears in the table as heat must necessarily have come from
the cause of the action my hand, so also the energy that

moves the limb must come ultimately from that which causes
the motion namelv, our will. The cause of the act loses

-, Father Maher, &quot;

Psychology.&quot;
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energy, the recipient gains it. Hence, since in free acts

the will is the initial cause of all, the energy of all such
material acts as come under the control of free will must, in

this theory of freedom, have first proceeded from the will.

There is, then, a constant flow of energy from the will into the

material world which is quite incompatible with the Law of

Conservation that the sum of energy in the material world
is constant.

We reply (i) The law of the Conservation of Energy is an

unproved hypothesis. (2) Granted, however, that it represents
an established fact, it in no way conflicts with the theory of

free will. The reader will remember that we are here dealing
with the question of material energy only energy that can
be transformed into motion, for that is the only energy of

which the Law of Conservation can logically take cognisance.
Now, where, in the theory of freedom, does this material

energy come from, in the case of the moving limb? Our

point is that it does not come from the will. The muscular.

energy that movers our limbs^when acted, ugpn by the will

comes, not, as our opponents suppose, from the will, but

fron\the limb Itself, and from_the body generally. When we
run, it is the Body that grows tired, not the will, because the

body has been giving out energy, but the will has not. The

energy, then, that manifests itself is the moving limb, the

energy that is turned into motion must have existed pre

viously, not in the will, but in the body, and, therefore, on our

theory, the sum of material energy in the world is the same
after motion as before. Our point, then, is that the will

may affect the muscles without sending into them muscular

energy, and they are incapable of receiving any other kind
of energy than muscular Hence the theory of Freedom does
not suppose an inflow of energy from the will to the material

world.

Our opponents, however, may argue Your answer only
raises an additional difficulty, for even to turn the static

energy of limb or muscle into the kinetic energy of motion

plainly requires an expenditure of energy in the will, and since

this energy cannot be lost it must go to swell the sum of

energies in the material world. We answer to turn static

into kinetic energy requires certainly activity of some kind in

the will which initiates the change, but it does not require a

flow of energy out of our wills into that body, the static

energy of which is being turned into kinetic. If we might
adopt an illustration from Physics a stone supported above
the ground possesses static energy. Remove the support,
the static energy is transformed into kinetic, and the stone

falls to the ground. But no new energy has been added to
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the stone. So also in moving
1 a limb the will must exercise

activity of some kind some kind, perhaps, ot psychical or

mental energy. But whatever may be the active process
within the will, it need not in changing static into kinetic

energy send energy into the muscle. In all bodily movement,
therefore, the material energy of the material world is the

same after movement as before. What happens within the

will itself, or what this psychical energy is which enables the

will to move a muscle, or whether it bears an analogy to

that kind of energy which can be turned into motion, or what

&quot;expenditure&quot; means within the will, are points that do not

affect the present question, for the law of Conservation of

Energy can only have reference to that material energy which ,

can be transformed into motion, and can be measured in /

terms of work. The question also how the will can act on
the body and direct the energies of the body a question
to which, indeed, this problem of Conservation uHinuitcly leads

us back is beyond the scope of our present enquiry, and is a

question for the Psychologist not for the Kthician, since it is

nothing more than a particular application of the general

question how the body and the soul are related in the

individual. It is not proper to the narrower question ot

freedom. The difficult} , therefore, about Conservation comes

finally to this how soul moves body, how thought moves
to act, a question which requires to be answered by Deter-
minist as well as b Indeterminist.

The formal consequence of freedom is LMPITAHIMTY.

Imputabilitv means attributing something
1

to a person
or putting a thing down to a person in praise or blame.
It means, therefore, ownership, causation, production of

what we do, and it supposes, therefore, that man is the

cause not merely of the effect of the act but of the act

itself. But only the free will is the cause of its own act.

A stone may cause the breaking of a window considered
as an effect, but a stone cannot cattse its own act its

own motion. He who directs the stone is cause both of

act and (mediately also) of the effect. Anything, there

fore, that is determined by nature to an end, though it

may be the cause of effects produced, yet cannot be the

cause of its own determination to its own act.

Imputability, then, depends on freedom, and is the
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formal consequence of freedom.* Consequently, if a man
were determined to an action either by nature, or by
some physiological cause, or by the will and intellect

losing their power over the other faculties, he would

not be the cause of that action, but the subject only, and

the act would not be imputable to him. Hence

Hamlet s protest :

&quot; Was t Hamlet wronged Laertes? Never Hamlet
If Hamletfrom himself be ta en away ;

And when he s not himself does wrong Laertes,
Then Hamlet does it not, Hamlet denies it.&quot;

(e) OTHER THEORIES OF FREEDOM

We may now compare our theory of freedom with

two theories closely allied to and at the same time

wholly distinct from ours namely, the theories of

Kant and Hegel. These theories we select because of

their bearing on the Ethical question of the relation

between freedom and morality to be discussed later.

(i) KANT S THEORY OF FREEDOM

We may regard Kant s initial definition of freedom as

equivalent to that which is given in the Scholastic writ

ings.
&quot; The will,&quot; Kant writes, f

&quot;

is a kind of causality

belonging to living beings, in so far as they are rational;

and freedom would be this property of such causality that

it can be efficient independently of foreign causes deter

mining it.&quot; Here freedom is defined as self-determina

tion of the will, and it will be remembered that this is

precisely the notion of freedom which is given us by the

Scholastic Ethicians, and which we have adopted as our

definition of freedom in the present chapter the will is

free when it determines its own acts, its own wishes.

But when we come to ask the further question what is

meant by, or what are the conditions of, self-determina

tion we find that these two theories of freedom, which

* We shall see later on that a natural title of ownership is pro
duction.

t
&quot;

Metaphysic of Morals
&quot;

(Abbot), page 65.
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apparently include the same notions, are in reality very

different from each other. It will be evident to the

reader that in the theory of freedom which is advocated

in this work, there is nothing to prevent even a free and

self-determined will from wishing for ends or objects

beyond itself, from wishing for them for their own sake,

or for the pleasure of them. Self-determinatjon, in the

Scholastic sense, implies only this- -that jhe will is the_

efficient cause of its o\vn act, its own desire. But a will

miglU be the efticirnl cause of its own act ot willing, even

though that act of willing concerned some outer object,

since the will might itself have brought about its own

choice of, or its own determination towards that object,

and to bring about its own act is freedom. In other

words, the outer object desired, the outer end for the sake

of which we do a particular act, is not always the deter

mining factor in choice. In willing, the will is often the

determining cause of its own act, even though its act

may be nothing else than the willing &amp;lt;&amp;gt;1 some outer

object. The will, therefore, may still be free even whilst)

it desires outer objects.

Verv different is the Kantian view &amp;lt;&amp;gt;f freedom or self-

determination. Kant recognises but one determining
factor in human action that thing, namely, fur the sake,

of which we do our act. If this be some object or end out

side the will, the will is determined, not by itself, but by
an outer object, and, then-fore, heteronomouslv : if it be

some law or command within the will itself, some law

that springs from out the will or the Practical Reason

(in Kant s system these are regarded as one and the

same faculty), our act is both autonomous and self-deter

mined or free. Hence, to do an action for the sake of

inner law is freedom. To do it for any outer end, or for

the pleasure of any end, is phvsical necessity and

heteronomy.
Criticism. What, now, are we to think of this

Kantian conception of freedom ? To our mind it is

simply false Psychology to affirm that the determining
factor in action is always that thing or principle for the
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sake of which we do our act. AYe know from experience
that we often act for the sake of ends or objects which

have no power to determine us
; for, to determine the will

is to overmaster it, and no finite end or object may
overmaster a human will, unless, indeed, it be the only
end or object that comes before our will.* When, there

fore, a finite obj_ect draws on our wills to action, it does

s_p because we ourselves of set purpose cut off all rival

o_bjects from the horizon of_ desire, and determine that,

I his. one shall, remain, in which case it is the will^, and not

the object, that determines the course that is pursued.
That thing, therefore, for the sake of which we do our

act is not always the final determining cause of action,

and, hence, the will may still be self-determined and free,

even while we act from the motive of ends outside our

selves.

(2) THE HEGELIAN ACCOUNT OF FREEDOM

The Hegelian account of freedom is at once a develop
ment of, and a reaction against, the Kantian theory just

explained. Freedom, according to Hegel, is self-deter

mination
;
and by self-determination he means doing an

action for the sake of some principle which either exists

in or proceeds from the will or Practical Reason itself.

So far he is at one with Kant.f Now, according to

Hegel, it is an undeniable fact a fact to which Reason

and experience testify in the fullest way that a human

being must wish for ends or pleasures of some sort and

for their ow7n sake that he cannot always act for duty s

sake alone; and he insists, as a consequence of this fact,

that if human action is to be regarded as possessing
freedom on any large scale, it must be possible in the

* In all deliberate action, at least the negative of the object comes
into our consciousness.

f This view of freedom, as we have explained, is very different from
the Scholastic view. But we could point to passages in Hegel which
recall the Scholastic doctrine in the most unmistakable manner. Thus,
he writes

(&quot;
Phil, of Right

&quot;

(Dyde), p. 22)
&quot; Man is the completely

undetermined and stands above impulse
&quot;

(that is, the desire for external

objects or pleasures),
&quot; and may fix and set it up as his. Impulse is

in nature, but it depends on my will whether I establish it in the
ego~&quot;
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same act to art for duty s sake, and for the sake of

objects or pleasure to be determined by the self, and,

at the same time, to be determined by the object or

pleasure that is desired.* Accordingly, we find him &amp;lt;

maintaining bv a varietv of arguments that to be deter- v

mined bv the self and to be determined bv objects
i

bevond the self are one and the same thing, since the

self and its objects are one. He argues, for instance, at
y

one place, from the standpoint of Monism, that all

objects are developments of the Absolute \Y\\\ that

&quot;the indeterminate condition of the will as neutral but

infinite germ of all existence contains within itself its

definite character and ends, and brings them forth solely

out of itself *:
&quot;

and, in another place, arguing from

the point of view of ordinarv Idealism, that the willing

or knowing subject is one with its object, since object is

&quot;object

&quot;

onlv in so far as it is known or willed.
&quot; So

with the true will,&quot; he writes, t &quot;that which it wills

viz., its content is identical with it.&quot; And again,
&quot;

Conception is the penetration of the object, which is

then no longer opposed to me.&quot;

This latter point of view is, it seems to us, insisted on

bv Hegel, in his analvsis of freedom, more than anv

other; and it is the onlv one that gets prominence in the

works of the Xeo-IIegelian school. Thus, Professor

Caird writes :

&quot; The opposition between the self and its

objects is not real at all. Objects are such onlv by being

objects for a self. . . . To put it more directly, their

existence is not merelv an existence lor a self, but an

existence of a self an existence which is essentially

spiritual. . . . The consciousness of a self, there

fore, is necessarilv a consciousness of freedom, for, just
in so far as the self is presuppoed or presupposes itselt

* In Meg-el s system negative freedom is the freedom that belongs to

acts that are done for duty s sake only ; positive freedom is the freedom
that belongs to any self-determined action in which some value is given
to outer objects and to pleasure.

t
&quot; Phil, of Right,&quot; page 23.

I Ibid., page 30.

Ibid., page, 18.
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as a subject in all determination of the object and of

itself ... it cannot be conscious of the object as

externally determining it
;
and though the object-self, as

one object amongst others, might be regarded as so deter

mined, yet, in so far as it is identified with the subject

itself, the external relation of determination becomes

itself a vehicle for self-determination/ We shall devote

most of our criticism to this idealistic argument.
Criticism,. Our first point of criticism is that, in our

belief, no amount of metaphysical jugglery will ever be

able to efface the common judgment and experience of

men that the thing which T think and wish is often dis

tinct from me, and that mere thinking or willing could

not possibly make such an object one with me; that,

therefore, subject and object are not necessarily one.

Hence, if freedom is to be made consistent with the desire

for outer objects or for pleasure, their reconciliation must

depend upon some other view of freedom, and of the

relation of subject to object, than that advocated by

liegel. Secondly, it is absurd to regard the subject and

object as one on the mere ground that object is object in

relation to a subject, for then it would follow that the

right must be the left, merely because it is right in rela

tion to the left, and that an object which is heavier or

lighter than four pounds is four pounds, simply because

,
it is heavier or lighter in relation to four pounds pro

positions, indeed, which to Hegel s mind are not at all

impossible, but which, we think, could never recommend

:

themselves to the multitude of men, or, indeed, to any
-man in his rational moments. Thirdly, we should

remember that in Hegel s system freedom and morality

are one thing, and, therefore, if willing a thing makes it

one with the subject, it would follow that, since any

object may be willed, there is no object the willing of

,

which may not be free, and, consequently, the willing of

( which is not a moral act. Thus, in the Hegelian system
!no room is left for distinctions of good and evil a posi-

,

tion which is properly described as Ethical Nihilism, or

Vthe negation of all Ethics.
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We may at this point sum up our own theory in

opposition to that of Kant and Hegel. First, freedom

means self-determination i.e., it is a propertv of a will

which is the efficient cause of its own act, or of its own
movement to certain objects. Secondly, the will may
desire ends external to itself, and the pleasure of them,
but that fact in no way militates against the freedom of

the will, for the final cause of desire mav lie outside the

will, even though the will itself is the efficient cause, or

is free.

The question now arises, is freedom necessary to

morality i.e., to a moral system -and is it, therefore,

presupposed in Ethics? This question is of prime

importance and requires to be treated at some length.*

* In &quot;Studies in Humanism,&quot; page 403, Professor Sch HIT make s an

interesting
1 and curious attempt to reconcile Determin

regards as shnplv a methodological assumption, not ; s a principle
i if we assume
erv case that

capable of being proved) with free will, bv showing t hat , ev
that the will is free, the determinist mav vet maintain in

our act, whatever it may be, is the necessary result of the individual
lorces that moved us at the time of acting. This claim, hi savs, the
believer in free will can never disprove, because after the act it is never
demonstrable that anv other course was possible than that which
happened, and before the act the Determin ist need not venture to

predict. Professor Schiller s contention is not, we think, without its

touch of humour.



CHAPTER VII

FREEDOM AND MORALITY
(Continued)

COXCERXIXG the relation of freedom to morals, we pro

pose to discuss two questions (a) is freedom necessarv

to morality, and is it, therefore, presupposed in the

Science of Ethics? (6) Granted that freedom is neces

sary to morality, are these two conceptions identical, or

is freedom only a pre-requisite of moral goodness ?

(a) NECESSITY OF FREEDOM FOR MORALITY AND FOR THE
SCIENCE OF ETHICS

For the clear treatment of this complex and much-
debated question it will be well to set out our views in

a series of definite propositions. The following three

will, we believe, fully represent our view:

(1) Freedom, though not necessary to- distinctions of

good and evil, is necessary to the particular aspect these

distinctions bear in Ethics namely, as distinctions of

moral good and evil.

(2) Freedom is necessarv to moral obligation.

(3) Freedom is necessary to imputability, and is,

therefore, necessary to the attendant conceptions of

merit and retributive punishment.

(i) Relation of freedom to
&quot;

good
&quot; and &quot;

evil.&quot;

We do not think we could logically maintain the

necessity of freedom for mere good and evil. For there

are a good and an evil for animals as well as a good
and evil for men, and animals are not free. Besides, in

distinguishing human good from human evil we do not

necessarily take into account the freedom of our
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faculties, but simply determine that certain objects are

natural to our faculties and certain others are not. So

we sav that food is natural and good lor man just as it

is natural and good for a horse, and in neither case does

our judgment take account of freedom. In general the

good is the natural object of appetite, and in assigning
that object we do not ask whether the faculty in ques
tion be inn* or determined. When, indeed, we have

succeeded in assigning the natural object of will that

is, the Infinite Good we mav proceed then, as Aquinas
does, to show that the will is free. But the

&amp;gt;k

good
&quot;

ot the

facultv is the first thing settled upon, and hence, apart

from the character that it bears in morals, the determi

nation of the
&quot;

good
&quot;

does not presuppose the freedom

of the will. We know that drunkenness is bad because

in drunkenness the natural order of the faculties is set

at nought; that suicide is bad because the natural

tendency of ever v appetite is to maintain itselt in being;
and that, therefore, the opposites of these truth and

the proper maintenance of the bodilv life are good.
These arguments make no mention of freedom.

Freedom and Moral Distinctions.

Freedom, as we have seen, is not necessarv to the

conception of good and evil as such, nor to the con

struction of a table of good actions. But Ethics is more
than a mere tabulation of value-judgments or of judg
ments about good and evil. It is the science of moral

good and evil that is, of acts of the will as directed by
Reason to natural ends. In a previous section we proved
the freedom of the will, and, therefore, we may take it

for granted here that the free will must extend to a very
large portion of human conduct. But human conduct
is evidently subject to laws, even that portion of it

which comes under human control and is free. Conse

quently, some science must consider it, and the science
to which \ve hand over this department of human action
is Ethics. Those elements in human action that are not

free, or which do not come under the control of Reason,
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are subject to other laws than those of Ethics, and they
are part of another science namely, of Physics or of

Psychology. So freedom is a necessary presupposition
of Ethics or of Moral Science. To put tlie matter techni

cally Ethics in its material aspect as a simple tabula

tion of good acts does not, as such, presuppose freedom.

In its formal aspect, as a science of acts of the will con

trolled by Reason and directed by Reason to their last

end, it does presuppose freedom, and it is in its formal

aspect that it has a title to be considered a separate
science from Psychology.*

(2) Freedom and obligation.
Freedom is necessary to obligation. But it is not

easy to prove its necessity scientifically. To prove its

necessity scientifically would mean to prove that

freedom is part of the definition of obligation as &quot;a

categorical necessity of doing the good,&quot; and some

might not be disposed to accept this definition as

the full and adequate account of the concept of obli

gation. We can, however, bring out the two following

points (a) that if freedom be not presupposed, then

&quot;obligation&quot; ceases to have any distinctive meaning
such as mankind has always attached to it

; (b) (a con

sequence of this last point) that they who deny freedom

tend also to deny the reality of obligation, and to regard
it as a mere subjective feeling with no corresponding

objective value with no real validity.

(a) There are three kinds of necessity in nature :

Physical necessity, or the necessity of cause and effect

e.g., the necessity that a stone flung from the hand

* Freedom is equally necessary for moral good and for moral evil. In
&quot; Studies in Humanism,&quot; page 400, Prof. Schiller makes the peculiar
claim that freedom, though necessary for moral evil, is not necessarily

presupposed in moral good. The Moralist, he says, &quot;wants to be able

to say to the bad man, you need not have become the leper you are . . .

but he does not need or desire to say analogously to the good man, in

spite ofthe deeply-ingrained goodness ofyour habits you are still free to do
evil.&quot; This view is built upon the false assumption that Ethics is nothing
more than an art of good living, that its principles are counsels and not

laws, and that any consideration that does not help to make men morally
better is outside the scope of Ethics. Ethics, however, as we saw, is not
an art merely, but the science of human conduct.
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should go forward; metaphysical necessity, or the neces

sity of essence and property e.g., that a triangle should

contain two right angles ; and Ideological necessity, or

the necessitv of taking a definite means to an end. This

last is of two kinds hypothetical and categorical

i.e., the necessitv of taking the means to an end // we
desire the end, and the necessitv of taking the means to

an end which we do and must * desire. Moral obliga
tion, as will he shown in the following chapter (and this

is the common though in-defined conception of obliga

tion), is a ideological necessitv and categorical. This,

even our opponents on the question of freedom them
selves assume, For thev attempt to account for the

feeling of obligation bv showing ho\\ a teeling of

categorical necessitv could arise out of the mere remem
brance of hypothetical necessities, tlierebv conceding
that the essential element in our ordinary conception of

dutv is that ot a categorical and not a hypothetical

necessity.
Let us, then, take this ordinarv conception of dutv

as a categorical necessity and examine it in conjunction
with two other propositions, neither of which will be

readilv denied- -first, that if a man be under moral

obligation at all, he is under an obligation to do the

good (bonum est faciendum), that no man could be

obliged to do evil: and secondlv, that man is sometimes

guilt\&quot;
of evil. Arguing from these three admissions

we shall arrive at the desired conclusion. If the will be

not free, then whenever a man does evil it is impossible
that he should have done the good: yet, even deter-

minists will admit that, if a man is obliged to do any

thing, he is certainly obliged to do the good. In what

sense, then, we ask, can it be said that the man who does

eyil and cannot help doing it (that is the Deterministic

hypothesis) is yet obliged by nature to do the good?
Evidently, duty, if it exists at all in the case, must be

something very different from what men have always
* &quot; Must

&quot;

physically i.e., it is something which we cannot help
desiring-. N.B. By

&quot;

physical
&quot; we do not mean &quot;

material.&quot;
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understood by
&quot;

duty.&quot; The following might on the

Deterministic hypothesis be a possible meaning for

duty : just as a tree must have moisture if it is to reach

its acquired perfection, so a man ought do the good now
(even in the case in which he cannot do it) if he is to act

up to the ideal of humanity. But this, we contend in

reply, is not moral obligation as men have always under
stood it. Moral obligation in the common mind, as well

as in the scientific, is an obligation to do a thing simply
and unconditionally. The moral &quot;

Ought
&quot;

is nothing
if it is not categorical, whereas here we find the
&quot;

ought
&quot;

reduced to a mere hypothetical necessity, or

rather to something much lower to a sheer impossi

bility. Freedom, therefore, is necessary to the concep
tion of duty, for we have now proved the proposition
&quot;

deny the freedom of the will and the ought ceases

to have any distinctive meaning.&quot; If duty be not

categorical it is nothing. And if the will be not free,

duty cannot be categorical.

(b) Again, Deterministic Ethics opposes, and has

alwavs opposed, the conception of obligation as a con

ception with an objective value that is, as a conception
with a natural title to a place in our thoughts as repre

sentative of objective things or relations. For the deter-

minist, the notion of obligation is a purely subjective

growth, a kind of epiphenomenon or bye-product from

other thoughts and feelings namely, the feelings that

certain actions are to be avoided if we would escape

punishment. These feelings, the Determinist assures

us, have an objective value, for if we do not avoid the

forbidden acts we shall in truth be punished. But, then,

in course of time, this hypothesis
&quot;

if you would escape

punishment&quot; is either forgotten or drops out of our

consciousness in some way, and we are left with a feeling

quite different from the first namely, the feeling that

some acts are to be avoided without any &quot;if.&quot; This

is the feeling of duty, according to determinists. It is

purely subjective. It is a part or remnant of that which

was once genuinely real and true namely, the feeling

N
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of hypothetical necessity from which it is derived, but

it itself represents nothing, just as a mutilated photo

graph represents nothing in the objective world. This,

then, being the tendency of Deterministic Ethics, it is

plain that if obligation is to have any existence as an

authoritative factor in our Ethical life it must be built

on Freedom.

\Ve have no hesitation, therefore, in maintaining
that Freedom is necessarv to moral obligation, and that

if the conception of obligation be still retained, then,

upon the deterministic hypothesis, it must be a very
different thing from obligation as the world has always
understood it.

(3) Freedom and Imputability.

Freedom is also necessarv to [mputability. Imputa

bility implies, as we saw, ownership of act, and owner

ship means that the agent produces the act or is its

cause. Xow, if I be not free, then the act that is done

is not, properly speaking, my act, for lam not its cause.

The fire that burns is the cause of the ruin that it pro

duces; but the tire is not the cause of its own action, for

it does not determine itself to the act. So the man who
is not free, but is determined by nature or character to

an action, mav be the cause of the outer effect of his

action, but he (-an not be the cause of his own action, and
his act is not imputable to him.

And as merit and retributive punishment presuppose

imputability they also demand freedom. Merit includes

besides imputability the conception of a good done to

another person, and Retributive Punishment the con

ception of an injury. But both suppose imputability
or the mastery of the agent over his act and since

freedom is necessary to imputability it is necessarily

supposed in merit also. We must here, say a special
word on the question of

Freedom and Retributive Punishment.

The question of the nature of punishment will occupy
us in a future chapter that on Sanction but w^e
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mention it now because of its connection with the ques
tion of the relation of Free Will to Ethics. For purposes
of present discussion it will be enough to point out that

there are two theories o&amp;lt;n the nature and meaning of

punishment (a) the theory that all punishment is

emendatory and exemplary -that is, is meant merely for

the improvement of the person punished and also as an

example to deter others from crime; (b) that all punish
ment is primarily and essentially retributive that is, is

inflicted on account of the act that has been done, which
act must be atoned for in order to satisfy the require
ments of the moral order.

In the present work the view taken is that punishment
is essentially and primarily retributive, and the ques
tion therefore arises How is freedom related to retri

butive punishment? We answer Free will is necessary
to retributive punishment, and it is necessary for the

following reason : Punishment as retributive is inflicted

on some one as cause of the crime committed. But he

who is not free is not cause of his own act. To be cause

of one s own act and to be free are one and the same

thing, and they are part of the very meaning of imputa-

bility. Therefore, freedom is necessary to retributive

punishment.
A brief reference at this point to two other well-known

views of the relation of freedom to punishment will not

be out of place.

(i) Leslie Stephen s view. Punishment inflicted

upon something which is not the cause of evil action is

unjust punishment. Therefore, that an act be punish
able it should spring, not from something which passes
in a moment, from something that passes with the

action itself for instance*, a momentary desire, or the

will s passing choice but from something which is

7
permanent in a man and remains after the action has

,been performed. But, he adds, the free choice passes,

[

and consequently, if action be the result of free choice, it

f
would be illogical and unethical to punish on account

i
of it. Punishment, therefore, can only be inflicted if the
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act springs out of the permanent character, and an act

that springs (Hit of the permanent character is a deter-

mined, not a free, act. And Hume writes:
&quot;

Actions

are from their very nature temporary and perishing, and

where thev proceed not from some cause in the character

and disposition of the person who performed them, thev

can neither redound to his honour it good nor infamy
if evil .&quot;

( Enquiry.)
Our replv is as follows: \\V quite admit that if

retributive punishment is to be rational, that inner

element from which the evil act proceeds must not be

something which passes awav with the act, but some

thing that persists up to the time of punishment, some

thing that is at onee the cause ot the act and permanent.
Hut we submit that that permanent something is not

character, but rather the tree will. For the free will

realises the two conditions of punishment it is at

onee the cause ot the act and permanent. Hut the

character, though it mav be the cause ol action, is not

necessarilv permanent. \Vhal is more changeable than

human character? It changes under the influence of

punishment itself. It changes sometimes even with the

doing ot the deed which sprang from it. Character is

but the resultant of manv deep-set, vet not necessarily

permanent, tendencies; and that resultant keeps ever

changing as its components change, and sometimes it is

neutralised and blotted out altogether. Hut the free will

is a permanent facultv. It is permanent because every
natural appetite is permanent ; and it remains with us to

the end just like the facultv of feeling and knowing, or

just like the soul itself. The free Will, therefore, and not

character, is the right and proper recipient for punish- i

ment, and consequently determinism is not the only;

theory consistent with retributive punishment.
Again, as we shall see later, retributive punishment

is essentially the restoration of an order violated. Now,
no necessary agent could violate the order of nature,
because it is itself a natural force, and, therefore, its acts

are themselves part of the natural order. Hence, retri-
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butive punishment, if it be inflicted at all, must be

\

inflicted on something other than a force of nature that

i is, it must be inflicted upon a free will.

(2) Butler s theory, briefly expressed, is that punish
ment is the other half of crime;* that Punishment

follows as naturally upon an evil act as being hurt

follows a fall,f that as the hurt follows whether the fall

was free or not, so must punishment follow whether the

breaking of the law was free or not.

Criticism In one sense of the word, punishment
includes all those evil effects that follow on the violation

of any law. In this sense we might say that a plant is

punished which is neglected and dies in consequence of

its ne.Q-lect. But such punishment is natural or physical

in the sense of iion-mojaj. Moral punishment is

punishment inflicted for the violation of moral law, and

it is with moral punishment we are concerned in the

science of Ethics. As, therefore, a moral law is violated

/Ethically only by him who violates it freely and know-

ingly, so moral punishment implies the free violation of

! a moral law.

/ Again, Butler would not contend that an act is punish-

jable which is done under the impression that it is good
and moral. But to fall from a height will injure us

whether it be done knowingly or not. Therefore, there

can be no parity between such natural physical evils as

the hurt that comes from falling and the moral evil

which is at the root of retributive punishment. J

* This theory is also taught by Kant.

f Locke gives an express denial to the theory that punishment
follows as a natural consequence of the act. Speaking of the necessity
of punishment for law he writes &quot;It would be vain for one intelligent

being to set a rule to the actions of another if he had it not in his power
to reward the compliance with, and punish deviation from, his rule by
some good and evil that is not the natural product and consequence of the

action
itself&quot; (Essay, Book II., Chapter 28).

J Perhaps an unsympathetic critic of Butler would even go farther,
and say that in the cases adduced by Butler, punishment accepting the

word punishment in his sense instead of being the natural result of the

violation of law, is really inflicted for its observance. A stone cannot

disobey a la\v. The very definition of a determined Being is that it is

a creature of law. Its motion is the resultant of all the laws that affect

it put together. Now, if a rock rolls down into the valley, and crushes

the life out of the plants that stand in its course, they are there to meet
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ON THE BEARING OF THIS Oi FSTION OF ERFFDOM ON
HUMAN ACTION

\Ve must here say a word on the practical bearing of

tho question of freedom on human action or on the

practical defence of deterministic Ethics a defence of

which some determinists make prominent mention.

Briefly, this practical defence of Deterministic Ethics

may be reduced to two points (i)
&quot; Determinism will

not reasonably modifv a man s view ot what is right tor

him to do &quot;i.e., it does not hinder our distinguishing

truly between good and evil action. (2) Determinism

will not weaken a man s motives for doing good.

(i) It is quite true that Determinism will not modify
our view of what is good and evil. For, certain things
are good and certain others are evil for determined

beings as well as for free beings. Thus, lood is good

their doom in obedience to law, and they are punished (in Butler s sense)
for being- there : and the rock itself is slmered to pieces in the depths
below because it has unresistingly yielded itself up to law. If these

things then be punishment, punishment is inflicted not for violation, but

for observance.
Butler advances another argument in favour of the Deterministic

theorv of retributive punishment which ivquin-s some notice . Briefly

put it is this &quot; If necessity destroys the injustice of murder, it will also

destroy the injustice of sanction or punishment
&quot;

(&quot;Analogy,&quot; Chapter
VI.). This means that if we hold that a murderer who ninst murder is

not morally a sinner, and consequently is not guiltv of the injus/ i(\ of

murder, we must, on the very same ground, admit that the punishment
meted out to him is just- that is, that the proper ground of punishment
is not Liberty, but necessity. Now, what Butler ought to have said is

this &quot;

If necessity destroy the in/us/ i(c of murder, it will also destroy
the jus/ice of sanction.&quot; It should be remembered that the injustice of
murder is followed not by the injustice, but bv the justice-, of punishment,
and that a just murder is followed bv unjust punishment. Because
murder is unjust, therefore , the punishment that follows it is just. And
hence, if necessity destroy the injustice

1 of murder it destroys, as a matter
of course, the justice of punishment. And that is exactly what we1 are

contending for that since Determinism removes guilt it removes also
the occasion for punishment i.e., as it destroys the- injustice of murder
and of every other act, it destroys also the justice of punishment.

There is, however, another way of looking at Butler s argument.
He may mean that just as necessity makes a subject s crime not unjust,
since a man who is determined cannot help his crime, it will make
punishment also not unjust (in the Ruler or him who punishes), since&quot; the
kuler who punishes a criminal cannot on the deterministic hypothesis
help punishing-, and therefore cannot be unjust. On that reading-, how
ever, though the ruler would be subjectively excused from guilt, still

Punishment as an institution could have no meaning-, and would be

intrinsically unjust.
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for plants, for animals, and for men. But, on the other

hand, Determinism will modify our view of what is

morally good and evil, or morally right and wrong, since,

on the deterministic hypothesis, there can be no such

things as moral good and evil. But Ethics is not con

cerned with the good merely, but with the moral good,
with good action as controlled by Reason and directed

by Reason to the last end. Hence determinism is not

consistent with Ethical distinctions.*

(2) The second point of defence we also traverse.

Determinism, in the first place, cuts the ground from

under moral obligation, and the fact that we ought to

do the good is no small motive for doing it. Secondly,
if our actions are determined, we cannot see what rational

motive a man can have for trying to do the good, since

what a man does at any moment is, on this theory, simply

given in the conditions of the moment before, and there

is no use in his trying to do otherwise than what is

&quot;

given
&quot;

in these conditions. Deny it as best we may,
the logical result of Determinism, so far as human
endeavour is concerned, is fatalism. f The man who
wanted to lie lazily in bed in the morning, and consoled

himself that his angel guardian and Satan were fighting
it out, and that he must await the issue, was a logical

determinist, except that, for the Determinist, the angel

guardian and Satan are not without but are within a

man and part of his constitution that is, they represent
the opposing antecedent conditions within his mind.

*
Prof. Rashdall

(&quot;
Good and Evil,&quot; Vol. II., page 329) argues that

&quot;the difference between a crime and a disease is the same for the
determinist as for the indeterminist. The difference lies just in the fact
that a better will would have prevented the one, but not the other.&quot; We
answer, the difference lies in this not that a better will, but that any
will, could have prevented the one, but not the other i.e., the crime is

free, and is not dependent on antecedent conditions of will.

f The distinction sometimes drawn between fatalism and deter
minism that the former represents man s actions as determined from
without, the latter as determined largely from nature and character and
efforts within makes no practical difference in the present case. A
man may know that his acts are determined by the &quot; self within,&quot; but
if he believes that the &quot; self within

&quot;

is itself antecedently determined,
then he may logically say&quot; Whatever will be to-morrow was deter
mined yesterday, I cannot alter that necessity.&quot;
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These antecedent conditions, indeed, may be affected by
a man s own conduct. But since, according to Deter-

minists, a man s own conduct is itself antecedently

determined, it follows that
&quot; what will be &quot;

is altogether

in Nature s hands at each moment and not in ours, and

that it was in Nature s hands from the beginning.

Actions, then, on the determinist hypothesis are like a

person s stature we cannot,
&quot; bv taking thought, add

to our stature one cubit.
&quot; Of course, it may be said by

determinists that if we do not strive we shall not obtain

certain ends, and that, therefore, the determinist theorv

affords us a just and logical ground for striving. Thev

forget that on this theorv of Determinism even the fact

of ottr striving or not striving is
&quot;

given
&quot;

at each

moment in the conditions ot a moment before. \Yhv,

then, should we bother further about it? If these

conditions be such as to make a man strive, infalliblv he

will strive. If tliev be not, he will not strive. \\ e

cannot, on the deterministic hypothesis, break the causal

sequence. If this be not rank- fatalism, then fatalism

has no meaning.
It should be remembered, however, that our main

quarrel with determinism is not its practical effect on
human life, but the fact that it makes the moral good
impossible, and that it removes all ground of responsi

bility. \Ye can, therefore, see no logic in such

language as the following, which we quote from Mr.

Calderwood, who, we mav remark&quot;, is himself a professed
Libertarian :

* &quot;

If determinists am find their require
ments met in a lofty metaphysical determinism, in which
conscience is sovereign, the will absolutely good, and

activity is wholly rational, and can allow that the con
dition of social life is such as to require and render

possible individual struggle towards moral self-culture,
I do not know what controversy libertarians can have
with this view of Ethical life.&quot; This is, indeed, to

expect a great deal from Determinism, yet, granted

* Paee 20:,
&quot;

Ethics.&quot;
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these conditions, we cannot agree with Calderwood s

contention. For, on the deterministic theory, it is, as we

have shown, absurd to speak of individual struggle to

the social good. *The struggle towards the social good
can result only from a man s sense of the obligation to

struggle towards it. But on the Deterministic hypo
thesis obligation is, as we saw, impossible. Therefore,

between Determinism, on the one hand, and the main

Ethical Conceptions on the other, there is a cleavage

which nothing can overcome. These main Ethical Con

ceptions are moral good, obligation, imputability, merit,

and punishment.
&quot;

(6) WHETHER FREKDOM AND MORAL GOODNESS ARE

IDENTICAL ?

We now come to the second portion of this enquiry.
We have already enquired (a) Is Freedom necessary to

moral Science ? We now ask (b) What is the relation of

freedom to moral Goodness? Are they, as Kant asserts,

one thing? Is the free will the morally good will, and,

vice versa, is the morally good will the free will? * Our
answer is that they are not identical

;
that freedom is

only one of the pre-conditions of moral goodness, but

that it is not moral goodness itself; that, on the con

trary, a bad will is free just as a good will is free, and

that, therefore, freedom and goodness are far from being
convertible terms.

(i) We admit, of course, that only the good man is

fully free. For, vice is slavery the slavery of a man to

his passions the mastery of the flesh, and we have

*
Tliis question is important, since many modern Ethicians for

instance, Fichte and Hegel take the identification of the two concep
tions, freedom and moral goodness, as the starting points of their Ethical

systems. Eor this assumption they are indebted to Kant. The reasons
for this assumption will be more conveniently studied when treating of

the Kantian theory of the Autonomy of Human Reason, to which there

fore we refer our readers. Perhaps, however, it will not be out of place
to refer here to one possible reason for the Kantian assumption which
some authorities quote as the main reason namely, that, according to

Kant, the only freedom with which we are acquainted is freedom to do
that which we are obliged to do &quot;

I ought, therefore I can.&quot; And as
we are only obliged to the good, freedom and the good are one and
co-extensive in his theory.
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already shown that passion diminishes freedom, and in

certain cases may even destroy it altogether. The
drunkard, though sufficiently free to be responsible for

getting drunk, is not a perfectly free man. He is to a

large extent the slave of his passion. St. Paul speaks
of the

&quot;

servus peccati &quot;and there is no doubt what

soever that sin and the tendencv to it are a bondage.
On the other hand, the good man the man who cheer-

full v obeys the law is to a large extent saved from the

thraldom of the passions, and is so tar a treer man than

others.
&quot;Ah ! Christ, if there were no hereafter,

It still were best to follow Thee ;

Tears are a nobler i^ilt than laughter,
Who wears Thy yoke alone is free.&quot;

(2) Rut this holds mereiv for freedom in the sense of

its fullest possession, as implying not onlv the poivcr of

self-determination, but also the absence of strong

passions and a consequent increased power ot self-deter

mination to the &quot;good.&quot;
IJut freedom is. the power of

self-determination itself, and in that sense freedom is not &amp;lt;

the same as the morally good will. For, first, the content

of the two ideas is not the same. Freedom means

simplv self-determination or the power to cause one s

own act. Moral goodness means that a man s act is in

accordance with the ultimate end. Secondly, freedom

is necessarv not onlv to the morallv good but also to the

morally bad will. A morally bad man is not one that

wishes an evil end, but one that causes his own desire for

that end. The tree that fails to bloom is not morally bad,
since in the circumstances it could do nothing else than

fail to bloom its failure is not due to itself. The horse

that bites is not bad morally. It does not cause its own
vicious desire to injure another. But a morally bad
man is one who not onlv does evil, but does it of

himself who determines his own evil desire. Freedom,
then, is a necessary presupposition of moral badness as

well as of goodness, and hence it cannot be one with

goodness. /



CHAPTER VIII.

ON DUTY

(a) THE PROBLEM OF DTTY EXPLAINED

IN a former chapter we established an essential distinc

tion between good and evil acts. A man who does good
acts will be accounted a good man, and a man who does

evil acts is a bad man.
A further question remains to be answered. Is a man

bound in any way to be a good man and to choose a

good or virtuous line of conduct rather than the

opposite ? Is there any necessity laid on a man to be good
rather than bad ? To men who are not accustomed to

strict scientific enquiry such a question will seem almost

superfluous. They will say
&quot; Of course, an evil action

ought be avoided, and only good actions done. What
else is a good action but one that ought be done?&quot;

Hut Ethicians know that this is a question that they must

answer, and that the answer to it is neither obvious nor

easy. For it is clear that besides showing that there is

a natural distinction between good and evil, we must
also show that men are bound to observe the distinction

in their actions and to do only such acts as are good.
Thus, if I tell a lie I am a liar and a bad man

;
but I

can still ask Why may I not be a bad man if I choose ?

Can I show that men are under any necessity to do good
and avoid evil ? Such necessity is what we understand

by duty or obligation. And on our power of proving
that such necessity exists will depend our power of

proving the reality of duty or of obligation.

By duty, then, we understand a necessity laid on a

man to do certain acts and to avoid others. Now, it is

203
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evident that the necessity of duty cannot be a physical

necessity that is, a necessity which so coerces us into

the following of a certain course of action that the

opposite course ceases to be possible to us. A man, for

instance, may be able physically to tell a lie, though, at

the same time, he is tinder the necessity ot dutv not to

tell it. Thus the necessity of duty is a necessity which

is compatible with our physical freedom to do or not to

do that which dutv prescribes. In other words, the

necessity ot dutv is a moral necessity, a necessity which /

is compatible with freedom. And the proot ol duty will

consist in showing that we are under a moral necessity
to do certain acts which vet physically we are ab.e to do

or to avoid.

From all this it follows that dutv is a necessity laid on

the -a ///. For, in the first place, it is a necessity which

is compatible with freedom, 4 and freedom resides

exclusively in the will. Secondly, dutv is a necessity ol

doing certain acts and avoiding others, and hence the

necessity of dutv must be laid upon that faculty on which

all human action depends -namely, the will. Conse

quently, the moral necessity \\hich we shall have to

establish in this chapter must be a necessity that

primarily and essentially bmd&amp;gt; the \\i l, and through the

will the other facilities also and the whole man.
Moral Obligation or I)utv, as we have just said, is a

necessity to do certain actions. I&amp;gt;ut every necessity

depends on law of some kind. The necessity ot the

chemical affinities, the necessity of flowering in a plant,
the necessity of eating in the case of the animal, all

spring from law, proximatelv from some law of nature

through which these necessities manifest themselves to

* That duty is laid on a free will is not the point Of the present
chapter. We wish simply to show that there is laid on the will a

necessity of doing the good. But clearlv this necessitv, if we can suc
ceed in establishing it, is not a physical necessity, since men, as a
matter of fact, sometimes do evil, and if the} were under a physical
necessity of doing the good they could not do evil. In that way we
claim that duty is a moral necessity or a necessity that is compatible
with freedom. See also our argument in last chapter, page 192. How
ever, our argumentation in this chapter will not relate to freedom.
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us, and ultimately from that Eternal *
necessary law of

the Supreme Lawgiver on which the laws of Nature are

founded, and which is their ultimate ground. Now,
since duty is a necessity, it also ultimately rests on the

Eternal Law of the Supreme Lawgiver, and hence the

ultimate ground or reason why I must or am bound to

do this or that good action is because such is the Eternal

and necessary Law of the Supreme Being. But, as we
said, the necessities of finite things, though they depend
ultimately on the Supreme Lawgiver, are made manifest

to us by a law of Nature herself. The plant flowers

because of the nature within it. The animal must seek

food because of a natural appetite for food, and so we

may expect to find that the necessity of duty, if such a

necessity exists at all, though resting ultimately upon
God s law, without which it could not exist, will

manifest itself to us in the workings of some law of

nature some law of the natural appetites. It is this law

of nature which we are now about to investigate, f

(&amp;gt;)
PROOF THAT IT is OUR DUTY TO DO THE GOOD

Now, duty being a necessity laid on the will, we must,

before we can definitely establish the existence of moral

duty, consider in what sense and how far the human
will can be made subject to necessity- that is, we must
determine what are the various kinds of necessity, and

which, if any, of them can affect the will. Into this

question Aquinas enters most fully when treating of the

psychology of the will.

* A full discussion of the Eternal Law and its relation to the natural
law will be found in our chapter on Law.

t This law of nature whereby we prove moral obligation will be
shown later , to exhibit a three-fold dependence on the Divine or

Eternal law (a) being a natural law it could not exist except through
the Eternal law, which is its ultimate ground, (b] The law of nature,
which supplies us with our proof of duty, not only springs ultimately,
like all other natural laws, from the Eternal law, but, unlike other

necessities, it arises immediately out of the final causal activity of the
ultimate end of the will, which is the Perfect or Infinite Good, (c) This
law itself requires to be supplemented by other truths connected with
the Divine legislation for instance, the sanctions of law, in order to-

give us the.f.ull conception of moral obligation and what it involves.
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.\(|iiin, is distinguishes
* four kinds &amp;lt;&amp;gt;t necessity arising

fmm each of the four kinds of muse the formal, the

iu;i(eri;il, t he efficient , and thelinal cause. Two of these

kinds of necessity, however these arising from the

material and formal causes, (hat is, from the internal

constituent causes o! things he groups together, and

calls (hem natural necessities, that is, inner necessities

depending solelv on the inner essence or nature of

tilings. \\ e are then left with three distinct classes of

necessity namelv, (i) the necessitv ol nature, (2) the

necessity of efficient cause, (,}) the necessity of end.

(i) Absolute necessitv , or the necessitv oi nature, is, as

we said, the necessity which arises from the inner essence

of a thing. For, given a certain nature, certain proper
ties, relations, and acts must loll&amp;lt;\\, and with absolute

necessitv. Fxtimples are the necessitv that a triangle

should have its angles equal to two right angles, or that

a material object should be capable oi division, or that a

((impound substance be chemically alterable. The
former necessity that of the triangle arises out of the

formal cause of things; the latter from the material

cause. I liese are internal causes ol objects. Again,

necessity may arise from something extrinsic to the

object. (2) Thus, it mav arise from some c///c/&amp;lt; /// cause

or agent outside the object, as when a man is thrown to

the ground by another whom he cannot resist. This

Aquinas calls the necessitv of compulsion or of cmi-

slrainl. (j) Or the extrinsic principle of necessitv may
be the end or final cause. As when a man -tjnist take a

boat il it is his purpose to cross the ocean. To this

must &quot;

he gives the name ll

//;//// necessitv,&quot; or neces-

sitas finis, or necessitas ex fine or e.\ suppositione

finis which latter phrases are clearer and better than
&quot;

ncccssilds
ftnis,&quot; since they clearly indicate that the

necessity referred to affects, not the end itself, but the

means to it, and that these means become a necessity to

us only on condition of our desiring the end. They

*
&quot;S. Tlu-ol.,&quot; I., O. LXXXII., Art. i.
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are a necessity, on the supposition of our desiring the

end.

Now, of these three kinds of necessity, the second-
that is, the necessity of constraint is wholly foreign to

the will, for the will cannot he violently compelled to

an act by any agent outside itself. Acts of the will are

voluntary acts; and voluntary movement and violence

are diametrically opposed to one another. But the other

two kinds of necessity, Aquinas shows, may and do affect

the will, and hence the consideration of them is required
here. We shall for convenience sake consider, as

Aquinas also does, the third kind of necessity first.

In the first place, the will is subject to that species of

necessity which we have called necessitas ex jine or ex

suppositione finis. For it is plain that if a man wishes

^
an end, and if there be but one means to its attainment,
then that means becomes a necessity to the will, Thus,
if a man wants to cross the ocean, lie musi travel in a

ship. If he wants to be learned, he innsi study. This

kind of necessity holds good, however, provided only
that the will truly and seriously desires the end. For if

the wish of the will be only a vvlU ily--l\Mit is, if the will

merely would wish the end (under some supposition or

condition), but does not actually wish it because that

condition is not fulfilled, then no necessity arises as

regards the desire of the means, for in that case; the will

does not really wish the (Mid. Thus, a poor man mitflil

wish to see America if it were not so expensive. II is

wish is merely a
&quot;

velleity.&quot;
But such a wish involves

no necessity as to the means, since do facto he does not

will the end. But if the end be wished actually and

seriously, then the means to it become a necessity to the

will I must wish to take the means if I seriously wish

to gain the end. The will, then, is subject to that kind

of necessity which we called necessitas jinis or ex fine.

Secondly, the will is subject to the absolute and
natural necessity of wishing the last end -that is, it

\ wishes this last end in itself and cannot help wishing it.

It wishes the final end from its very nature. Our proofs
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of this proposition are : First, (i) man s last end is the

perfect good the object of perfect happiness.* This

the will must wish from its verv nature. The will, as we

said, cannot help desiring both happiness and the object

of happiness or the good, in which there is nothing which

it is possible for the will to resist. The will may, indeed,

refuse to desire this or that particular or finite object,

this or that Unite pleasure, because in every finite good
there is something which the will can regard as evil, and

Irom which it can turn awav. This &quot;something&quot; may
be a positive evil, or it mav be the mere absence of

good mere limitation in good; but because of this
41

something
&quot;

there is no finite good which the will must

of necessitv desire. But the perfect good it cannot help

desiring, for in the perfect good there- is nothing from

which the will can turn away. (2) Our second proof
that the will must wish the last end, and cannot help

wishing it, is that the will depends on and follows the

intellect we desire onlv that which is known, and after

the manner in which a thing is known. But the specu
lative intellect (t -.i,

1
&quot;., as tised in (ieuinrtrv) begins its

reasonings trom axioms which it must accept, which it

cannot help accepting, on which it is fixed bv nature;
no intellect can refuse to assent to these first principles,
and unless it were so fixed in them it could not even

begin to reason. So, also, no will can refuse its

adhesion to what we might call the first principle of the

will namely, its last end. Of its nature it has to desire

tha_t_ end. Finis se habet in operabilibus sicut prin-

cipium in speculabilibus.
1

(,^) Thirdlv, the act of the

will is essentially an act of movement, of direction

towards an end. But movement is impossible unless it

begins in something which is firmly fixed Omne
mobile procedit ab immobili. Consequently, our will-

movements must begin with the desire of some fixed

end some end, that is, on which the will is itself

naturally and permanently fixed. If there were no such
* See Chapter II. for proof that the desire for the object of hap

piness is prior to the appetite for happiness as a subjective state.
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object or end the will could not even begin to 1 move.
There is, then, an end which the will desires, not by

| choice, but because it is fixed on such an end by nature.

The necessity of this end is what is described by Aquinas
as absolute or natural necessity. Subjectively this end
is happiness ; objectively it is the object of perfect

.happiness.

Now, just as from the desire for any end, there arises

the necessity of taking the means which lead to it, so

from the natural desire for the last end there springs the

necessity (necessitas ex fine) of taking at least some of

the means that lead to it namely, those that are neces

sary for it, and of avoiding all those things that lead

away from it. But good acts, we assume, are those

that lead to the final end, bad acts lead us away from

it. Therefore, just as from the desire to ride there arises

the necessity for a horse, and from the desire to cross the

ocean there arises the necessity of travelling in a ship,

and from the desire for health there arises the necessity
of avoiding certain foods so also, from the desire for

the final end, there arises the necessity of doing good
and avoiding evil.

Thus far we are brought by Aquinas in his

Psychology. Of moral obligation he makes no

express mention in this part of his work. But it is

evident that this necessity which we have just estab-

lished the necessity of wishing those things that are

required for the final end is none other than the neces-
v

sity of moral obligation. For, in the first place, it is a

necessity of doing the good and of avoiding evil. It is

a necessity, that is, of taking the means to the final end,

and, therefore, it is just precisely what St. Thomas, in

his expose, calls necessitas ex fine. Secondly, in his

treatise on
&quot;Justice,&quot; Aquinas expressly identifies these

conceptions of moral obligation and final necessity.

Writing on the question whether Justice is a virtue,* he

offers this difficulty.
&quot; That which is done from neces

sity is not a cause of merit. But to render to each man
* &quot;

S. Theol.,&quot; II., II.
&quot;e

., O. LVIII., Art. 3. Second objection.

O
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his clue, which is the end of justice, is necessary.

Therefore, it is not a cause of merit. 13 u I acts of virtue

are meritorious. Therefore, justice is not a virtue.&quot;

This difficulty he answers as follows : To the second

objection our reply is There 1 are two kinds of neces

sity one the necessity of constraint (coactionis), and

this because opposed to
ki

will&quot; does not admit of

merit. But there is another necrssitv which is &quot;ex

obligatione p niece. pti sivc necessitate finis&quot; namely,

when the end of virtue cannot be gained without a

certain act, &c., &amp;lt;Xjc.

But, as we said, apart from this express ([notation, it

is evident that what we have proved to be a moral

necessity laid on the will to do good, is precise! v what

Aquinas means bv necessilas ex //;/&amp;lt; as expounded in the

Psychology.

TI1K ABSOLl ii; ( 1 1 \R\CTKR ( )1 MURAL 1H TY *

As yet we have not emphasised an essential character

istic of the necessity of duly- a characteristic which is

all-important in connection with our present enquiry-

namely, that on Aquinas own showing the necessity of

taking the means which lead to our final end is not a

hypothetical or conditional, but an absolute, necessity,

or, as moderns call it, a categorical necessity -in other

words, that duty is categorical. The reader will already
have been familiar with these terms from his studies in

Logic. A hypothetical proposition is a proposition of

the form if a is b, c is d. A categorical proposition is

one of the form c is d. So also a hypothetical necessity
is one that depends on an //--if I want u I must do b.

A categorical necessity is one that depends on no if, no

condition I must do b. Tt is now our purpose to show
that duty is an absolute or categorical necessity, that it

depends on no if that we must do the Ood, not if we
wish to gain some end which we are able to wish or not

* The reader must be careful to distinguish between this absolute

(or categorical) necessity of which Aquinas speaks and the absolute or

categorical Imperative of Kant. The categorical Imperative of Kant is

discussed and disproved in our chapter on Law.
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to wish, but absolutely, and always, and in every act,

without any if, or any qualification or condition.

Let us, in order to bring out this distinction, take a

particular case of hypothetical necessity and see how it

arises and how it differs from the necessity of duty. The

necessity of taking a boat or a carriage can never be more
than a hypothetical necessity, for it always depends upon
an //. These things are a necessity to me if I desire to

travel. If I do not desire to travel they are not a neces

sity. The necessity of the ship or carriage, then, is

always hypothetical, always dependent on that if. Why
is this ? The reason is because the end travelling is

not itself a necessary end that is, it is not absolutely

necessary to the will. It is not something which we

have to desire by an inner necessity of our nature. Of

travelling we can never say simply and universally
&quot;

the will has to wish it,&quot; since it is in my power at any
moment either to desire it or not to desire it. But,

suppose that there be an end which is itself absolutely

necessary to our wills, an end which we cannot help

wishing, an end on which Nature herself has per

manently fixed our wills, then undoubtedly the necessity

of willing the means to that end will depend on no if

they will be necessary to us unconditionally, absolutely,

categorically.

Now, it is exactly in this way that we establish the

categorical character of the moral on girt or duty. On
our final end the object of perfect happiness the_\vill,

as we have shown, is absolutely and permanently^ fixed

by an irresistible jaw ..of nature herself,. Consequently,

the means&quot; to &quot;&quot;our final, natural end are categorically

necessary&quot;
to us. I ought wish the means if I wish the

eiidT But I do wish the end. Therefore, I ought wish

the means (without any if or condition). The

categorical necessity of duty, then, is established as we

establish any other categorical conclusion namely, by

affirming the antecedent* of a conditional proposition.

* The other method denying- the consequent is not applicable

here.
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Thus I ought wish a if I wish b to which it leads; I

ought wish b if I wish c to which it leads. ... I

ought wish y if I wish z to which it leads. Hut I do

wish z. Therefore, I ought (without any if) wish y

and x and . . . c and b and a. It will be said that

following this method a man might establish other

categorical necessities besides those of duty. For

instance, that
&quot;

I ought take a boat if I wish to

cross to America. But I do wish to cross to America.

Therefore I ought take a boat.&quot; But, as we have already

pointed out, such arguments as these arc onlv categorical
in form, because the minor proposition of the inference is

in reality conditional and dependent. It is not abso

lute I v true, It is true onlv as long as my present
humour lasts, and, therefore, it is true conditionally.

But the desire of the ultimate end is an absolute neces

sity which depends on no if or condition, and it is the

only truly unconditional desire of our will. Therefore,

duty is the only necessity which is absolutely and in the

fullest sense of the word categorical.
A point, too, of interest and importance in connection

with the categorical necessity of duty is, that in the case

of duty, the hypothetical series, out of which, as we said,

we obtain our categorical conclusion, is closed (in logical j

terms, the minor is established) by nature and not by \

the individual will or intellect, for it is nature that fixes

our wills on the final end, and thus by establishing the

minor proposition
&quot;

I do wish the end,&quot; nature has also

established the categorical conclusion that I ought wish
the means to it. In the fullest sense of the word, then,
moral duty is natural. For not only are certain objects
natural means to man s final end, but our desire of that

end is natural also, and, therefore, the necessity of the

means is natural.

HISTORICAL NOTE

The foregoing line of argument is followed explicitly by
Taparelli and other Scholastic writers. &quot; In order,

1

writes

Taparelli,*
il to form the Judgment the good ought to be

*
&quot;

Sag-g-io Theoretico di dritto naturale,&quot; page 55.
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done we require to realise mentally a final necessity i.e., a

necessary connection of means with end, such that without
the means the end cannot be obtained. But is this con
nection enough ? What if the end be not itself necessary ?

Shall we then be compelled to admit an t

ought. Study is

necessary to science but is science necessary ? If it is not,
in what sense can you say that study is necessary ? Its

necessity is merely hypothetical. But moral necessity is an
absolute necessity ;

a thesis, not a hypothesis (that is, a

categorical necessity, not a hypothetical). It arises from an
end to which every will tends with real necessity. What end is

that, but the object of perfect human happiness ? . . . Moral

obligation may therefore be defined as an oiight resulting from
the necessary connexion of. means w\tli^a.jiecessar% end.&quot;

This, the reader will have no difficulty in seeing, corresponds
exactly with the line of thought developed by ourselves above.

Father Rickaby follows the same system of proof, though,
to our thinking, he does not bring it to the successful issue to

which it is brought by Taparelli.
u The word

ought,&quot; he writes,
denotes a necessary bearing of means on end. To every

ought there is a pendent if. The means ought be taken //&quot;the

end is to be secured. Thus we say -You ought to study
harder if you want to pass your examination. The person
spoken to might reply but what if I do . . . fail in my
examination? He might be met with another ought You
ought not fail if you are to get your profession. Thus the

train of oughts and ifs extends until we come finally to a con
catenation like the following You ought not break your
word, &c., if you don t want to do violence to that nature
which is yours as a reasonable being.&quot;

&quot;

If,&quot;
Father Rickaby

continues, &quot;a person goes on to ask well what if I do
contradict my rational self? We can only answer that he is

a fool for his question.&quot;

Father Rickaby s line of proof corresponds exactly with
that developed by us except for its conclusion, to the abrupt
ness of which we venture to take exception. The question
why a man may not contradict his rational self is not, it

seems to us, a foolish question. The man who asks &quot; what if

I do contradict my rational self&quot; may be a fool indeed, not for

his question, but for wishing to violate his nature. He may
be a bad man also, but the question still remains, why may I

not be bad ? Why may I not violate my nature and be a

fool ? Until Father Rickaby has shown a why, he has not
established the ought of moral obligation. But once it is

shown that the final end is absolutely necessary to my will,
it becomes evident that the means are necessary also.*

* See also &quot; Du Bien,&quot; by De Lantsheere (Louvain), page 76.
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Many modern philosophers, some of them far from the Scho
lastic tradition, have given clear expression to the vie\v that

the proof of duty (if duty exists at all, which many of them

den} )
lies obviously in the line of argument followed by us.

But without the guiding principles of the Scholastic philo

sophy, it is not remarkable that thev have tailed to bring the

argument to a successful conclusion. In this connection

nobody has written more clearly or more rationally than Dr.
Simmcl of the l/niversity of Berlin.

&quot;

It onlv,
&quot; he writes,*

&quot;

you can discover a final end tor the

will, you will have discovered that which gives to the end

less teleological series meaning and content. I nlil you can

discover that end, you can always still ask why we ought
wish this or that other end. Hut it you can discover the

supreme end of the will, then that question has no longer

any meaning.&quot; Simmel fails, however, to discover any such

single final end.

.Again Sidgwick writes 4k
It can hardly be denied that the

recognition of an end as ultinui/cly reasonable involves the

recognition of an obligation to do such acts as most conduce
to this end.&quot; Hut it an end ultimately reasonable involves

the recognition of obligation, a tort ion, an end on which
nature has so fixed the will that we cannot help wishing it,

involves an obligation of doing what leads to that end.

And Kd. von Ilartmann &quot;All such ends&quot; (namely goods
of the individual, the family, and the Stale;

&quot; are but means to

the absolute final end of the l/niverse (Weltzweck) ;
and their

relative ~ca/m\ and the value-judgment that they give rise to,

must be determined from their teleological relation to the

final end.&quot;

And M. Fouilkv, writing from the point of view of the

idee-force philosophy, says t
&quot;

If life is an object of desire

for men, all that tends to maintain and promote life becomes

hypothetically necessary . . . These hypothetical impera
tives become assertory the moment one adds de facto man
wishes to live and be happy. . . . But as for judging
whether such an end is the supreme end, the supreme obliga
tion, whether it is imposed on each man categorically, whether
there is or is not a supreme principle of conduct, &c. , these
are the problems of first philosophy since they deal with

ultimates, and they ought be reserved for philosophy pro
perly so called.&quot; t

* &quot;

Einleitung,&quot; page 341. Many of the views here given are re

tracted bv Prof. Sim met in his later works.
&quot; Les elements sociologiques de la Morale,&quot; pages 21 and 22.

+ Some philosophers regard all final necessity as of its nature

hypothetical, and these are naturally debarred from following out any
such line of proof as that given in the text.
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(c) A DIFFICULTY

Our theory of obligation raises the difficulty whether

what we have said on the absolute necessity with which

our wills are made to tend to the final end can be recon

ciled with the freedom of the will as regards the means,

which, as we saw, is an indispensable condition of moral

obligation. If, it may be objected, the will is fixed

absolutely on the final end that is, if it must wish this

end, and cannot help wishing it, and if the intellect

knows that certain acts viz., bad acts lead away from

this end, how is it possible for the will to desire these

acts, in other words, how can the will be free ?

To this difficultv Aquinas offers an answer which has

been described as the &quot;one thoroughgoing refutation,

perhaps, ever given of the determinism of Socrates and

Plato, who reduced moral to intellectual error, and put
it beyond the control of the will.&quot; Aquinas writes *

:

&quot; Whenever the will tends to act under the motive of an

apprehension of reason representing to it its own proper

good, a due action ensues. But when the will bursts

out into action upon the apprehension of the sensible

apprehensive faculty, or even upon the apprehension of

reason itself, y representing some other good than the

v proper good of the will, there ensues in the action of the

will a moral fault. Therefore, any faulty action in

the will is preceded by a lack of due regard to reason and

to the proper end of willing. I say a lack of due

regard to reason in such cases, as when upon some

sudden apprehension of sense the will tends to some good
that is pleasant, according to sense

;
I say a lack of due

regard to the proper end of willing in cases when the

reason arrives by reasoning at some good which is not

either now or in this way good, and still the will tends

to it as though it were its proper good. Now, this lack

of due regard is voluntary : for it is in the power of the

* &quot; Summa Contra Gentiles,&quot; Book III., Chapter X. (Rickaby s

transl.).

f Here Aquinas is in direct opposition to the Kantian theory that

all evil is due to sense-desire.
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will to will and not to will : it is likewise in its power to

direct reason actually to consider or to cease from con

sidering, or to consider this or that. Still, this failure

of due consideration is not a moral evil : for, considera

tion or no consideration, or whatever the consideration

be on reason s part, there is no sin until the will comes

to tend to some undue (Mid, which then is an act of

evil.&quot;

1 In other words, the will cannot wish evil for its own
I sake. But even in every evil net there is some good;

\ and the will can make the reason consider this element

, of good, and can turn the reason away from what is evil

Mn the act; and so it becomes possible for us to desire the

evil act through not artuallv considering the evil which

it contains. But inasmuch as this turning away of the

reason from the evil of the net is itself free and volun

tary, and inasmuch as we do not cease to be a-icare of the

evil of our act, even when we have refused actually to

consider the evil of it, the whole aet that we do evil and

good is free and imputable lo us. Xow, this turning

away of the mind from a particular element in our act

in order to make an act possible, which otherwise would
be impossible, is not a difficult thing, and it is often

resorted to in the case of actions that have a double
effect one agreeable to us and one disagreeable, par

ticularly when the attractive power of the one effect and
the repelling power of the other are in or about equal.
Thus the man who could not possiblv kill his father

as long as he realises that he is killing a parent, will

consciously and freely turn his mind from the actual

consideration of this fact, and fix his attention on some

wrong done him by his parent or the good to be gained
by his act, in order to make the murder possible. The
criminal s unwillingness to face a premeditated crime
when it appears before him revealed in its full wicked

ness, is neither uncommon nor unnatural. This voice

of nature speaks eloquently in the soul of Lady Macbeth,
when she prays the night to hide from her the full evil

of her terrible deed; for she fears that even when &quot;

top
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full of direst cruelty
&quot;

she still needs something to

conceal from her the character of her own act.

Come, thick night,
And pall thee in the dunnest smoke of hell

That my keen knife see not the wound it makes
Nor heaven peep through the blanket of the dark
To cry hold, hold !

I
From these illustrations we can understand how,

(

though the will must wish the
&quot;good,&quot;

it can yet do
evil deeds, and be responsible for the evil of them. It

can do evil deeds, because &quot;it is in the power of the will

I to direct the reason actually to consider or cease from

(

considering,&quot; and it is responsible for its evil deeds

(

because
&quot;

this lack of due regard is voluntary.&quot;

(d) COROLLARIES

(i) There is no force in the suggestion of Sidgwick
that, unless a man finds in his consciousness this

categorical imperative, it is impossible to bring home
this idea, either by proving the existence of duty or in

any other way.
&quot;

I am aware,&quot; he writes (Book I.,

Chap. 3),
&quot;

that some persons will be disposed to answer
all the preceding argument by a simple denial that they
can find in their consciousness any such unconditional

or categorical imperative as I have been trying to

exhibit. If this is really the final result of self-exami

nation in any case, there is no more to be said. I, at

least, do not know how to impart the notion of moral

obligation to anyone who is entirely devoid of it.&quot;

*

Sidgwick s admission
&quot;

I, at least,&quot; &c. we regard
as equivalent to the suggestion that no argument could

possibly bring home the idea of moral obligation to one

who has not already that idea in his mind a position
which practically amounts to contending that: the idea

of moral obligation, if it exists at all, must be innate.

*
Prof. Paulsen also maintains that we cannot disprove Ethical

Nihilism that is, that if a man declares that he cannot find in his

consciousness any such sentiment as that of duty or moral wrong&quot;,
it

would be impossible to prove to him that these things are existent
realities

(&quot; System of Ethics,&quot; page 374)-
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Now, this position is untenable. For no argument is

vitiated merely because its conclusion tells us something
which we do not already find in our consciousness.

The principle would be absurd. For instance, could we
hold thai, unless a man finds in his mind the idea of the

dark&quot; ravs of the spectrum, he is free to reject the proof

by which the existence of these rays is established?

That a proof of their existence should be necessarv is

itself a proof that at some time men must have been

1 without the idea of them, and we have alreadv shown
that a proof of Dtitv is also necessary.

(2) Our second corollarv is that moral duly is essen

tially dependent upon (loo
1

,
and coiilil not exist without

Him. For (a) Dulv, as we. saw, depends on two

necessities, both relating to the last end namelv, the

necessity which directs the will absolutely and irresis-

tiblv to the last end, and the necessitv of certain means
to this last end. Bui God is our last end, as has been

proved alreadv. Therefore, dutv is essentiallv depen
dent on God. We must, therefore, reject the theory of

Independent Dutv, which holds that dutv has no

ultimate relation to and dependence on (iod. (b) Again,
the natural law cannot be sell-sustaining, since, like the

finite things in which it is, and \\hieh il directs, it is itsell

finite and dependent. Hence the natural law ot doing
4 moral good depends intrinsically on that higher law ot

God from which all other law proceeds namely, the

Eternal law, the law existing within the Divine Intellect.

This Eternal law is, as we shall show in a later

chapter, the necessarv law of God s own nature, and is,

in fact, one with His nature, (c) (iod cannot but bind

His creatures to the following of His law, and hence, in

violating the natural law of doing the Good, we are

violating His precept and offending against His Majesty.
It is this personal reference to the Divine Majesty
(which, it should be remembered, attaches to the con

ception of duty not accidentally but necessarily and

essentially) that lends to duty that sense of personal

compelling power and of Sanctity which are so insepar-
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able from it. But the conception of Duty has a wider

and a fuller content still than that of Majesty offended, as

we shall now see. (d) The question
&quot;

why ought I do the

good
&quot;

may be understood in a two-fold way. First,

there is the Ethician s question What are your

proofs of duty ? How am I necessitated in any way to

do the good and avoid evil when I know that it is in my
power to do either at my own will ? This question has

been answered in what precedes. Secondly, there is

the plain man s question What if I do violate duty?
What then ? For the plain man the question of con

sequences is all in all. For the Fthician, if he is

sensible, it is a great deal. This second question we
can only answer bv pointing out, as before, that if we

transgress the natural law of doing the good, we violate

the Divine Eternal law, and that the Divine Majesty
must punish us for its violation. For it cannot be the

same to the Divine Majesty whether we regard or dis

regard the Divine Law, and, therefore, it cannot be the

same with us whether we have observed or violated it.

Every legislator must vindicate his law, and none the

less so when the interests which it involves are eternal.

We should also remark that it would not be right to

regard these consequences as accidental merely, or

extrinsic to duty. They are essential and spring from

its very nature. From this aspect of the consequences,
of duty, or of the pain that attends upon its conscious

violation, spring both the fear of evil and the mind to

do good, and we should be wanting in our duty as

Ethicians, as well as misleading in our teaching, were

we to fail to take account of it. The conception, there

fore, of
&quot;

independent duty
&quot; cannot be accepted either

as true or as an adequate account of duty.

(e) SOME OTHER THEORIES OF DUTY

We will no-w consider other theories on duty its

meaning and its ground. We will take up these

theories not in the order of their popularity, but in the

more logical order of the degree in which they depart
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from that objective character of the ground and proof of

duty which we have established in the foregoing pages
that is to say, we shall rake them in a descending scale

of objectivity.

(T) Theorv thai Diitv is a
&quot;

-idlling the totality of

cuds.&quot;

This theory is widely taught amongst certain schools

of modern Ethicians, vet in forms that varv so much
that a common expression for them is not easv to find.

We shall, therefore, take one form that of Dr. Lipps
in &quot;Die Ethischen (irundfragen.&quot; &quot;The conscious

ness of moral duty is nothing else/ he writes,
&quot;

than

the consciousness of the pure, all-sided, objec

tively-conditioned will.&quot; This &quot;

all-sided, objec

tively-conditioned will&quot; he explains as a will to which

nothing is wanting which has a significance for human

valuing and willing. In other words, it is a will that

possesses all that any man can set a value on a will

that possesses the lotalitv of human ends, so that the

man of duty can truly say
&quot;

alle moglichen menschlichen

Zwecke sind in mir&quot; &quot;all possible (human ends are

mine.&quot;

Criticism-- -In the first place, it might be thought that

this theorv is rather a theorv of the content of duty than

a theory of duty itself, that it tells us rather i^hat we

ought desire than what is meant by ought and in what

the ought is grounded. Hut this, though part of Dr.

Lipps teaching, is not his whole theory, for the view-

just quoted, that the content of duty includes the totality

of ends, implies another and more fundamental theory
\vhich has gained a wide acceptance amongst modern
Ethicians the theory, namely, that the ground of duty
or moral necessity is to be found in the necessity which

compels the will to choose out its objects from amongst
the totality of ends, which, therefore, is to be regarded
as the adequate and all-inclusive object of the will. The
will must choose amongst the totalitv of ends. This
&quot;

must,&quot; we are told, is duty.
* &quot; Die Ethischen Grundfras^en,&quot; pa^e 129.
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But this theory of Dr. Lipps is false in both con

ceptions (a) that of the content of duty, and (b) that of

its grounds, (a) The content of duty cannot be the

totality of ends, since there are some ends which not only
are not a part of our duty but which it is our duty to

avoid. These are bad ends which no man may seek.

Again, some ends are possible to some men and are their

duty, whilst they are impossible to others, and therefore

cannot be their duty. Thus the ends of a subject are

not those of a ruler. The ends of a father and husband
are not those of the son. The father must seek the

means of sustenance for his family. Young children

cannot do so. Some ends, again, are possible to all,

but they are not the duty of any. Thus, though every
man is bound to eat, no man is bound to eat this food

or that. Our duty extends to necessities merely. Hence
the content of duty is not the totality of ends.

(b) Neither is the totality of ends the ground of duty.
For duty is the necessity of seeking good ends only

f and of avoiding evil ends. But the necessity of choos-

I ing our objects from out of the totality of ends is not a

necessity of doing the good, but of seeking out any object

good or bad, provided only it be included in the totality

1 of ends. The necessity, therefore, which the totality of

N ends imposes on the will cannot be the ground of duty.

Again, the totality of ends cannot be the ground of

duty, because the necessity which it imposes is a

physical necessity. The will cannot help making
choice of some part of the totality of ends. But duty is

a moral necessity the necessity, namely, of choosing

something which, yet, we are physically able either to

desire or not to desire.

To some extent, however, Dr. Lipps theory presents
an analogy to that which we have adopted from

Aquinas that the end of man is the perfect good. For

since duty is grounded in our wish for the perfect good,
and since in the perfect good is contained all possible

good, therefore, duty might be described as the necessity
of doing that which will lead to the totality of all ends.
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But still our theorv could not be confounded with the

theory defended bv Dr. Lipps.* For duty in our theory
is the_ necessjty_ of desiring^ not the_ final JMIC] but the

ineuns that lead to it, whereas the analogv referred to

fies Between fhe totality of ends and the final end itself.

Attain, dutv in Aquinas theorv extends onlv to such

means as are necessary to our final end. It does not

extend to the total it v of ends. In Dr. Lipps theory it

extends to the totalitv of ends. Agaim dutv in _our_

theory is grojnuled on the_ iieressity ^vitl^ which Jthe wilj

desires not all ends, but only the final end, in which end

is contained virlitaliter et e^ijiienter^ all
jjiaj _anv J}eni_

can Desire. In Dr. Lipps thcorv dutv is grounded in

the totality of actual ends.

To our argument that in Dr. Lipps theory every action

should be accounted good, and that hence his theorv

cannot be regarded as a proper Ethical account of duty,
there is one possible replv. In the chapter of the
&quot; Ethischen Grundfragen \\hich precedes that on

Duty, Dr. Lipps speaks of tin- good desire as that which

belongs not to man as an individual but to man as man.

Therefore, it mav be said that bv &quot;

willing the totalitv of

all men s desires
&quot;

is onlv meant the willing of those

filings which all men desire not as individuals but as

men; in other words, those things which all men desire

in common. But this interpretation onlv widens the

breach between Dr. Lipps theorv and ours. Eor it

excludes from the content of dutv manv ends which are

proper to certain men and which it is their bounden duty
to attain. If, then, by

&quot;

alle moglichen Menschlichen
/wecke &quot; we are to understand all human desires, we
put upon the individual duties which certainly do not

belong to him. If by it is meant the ends which all men
seek in common, we exclude duties which certainly are

The reader can also trace analogies between the theory of M.
Guyau, to be described later, and that of Aquinas on the nature of
obligation. We do not know of any theorv of duty (except the positi-
vistie theory, ^vhich is simply a denial of duty) &quot;which might not be
described as in some way a reflection of one point or another in

Aquinas exposition.
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binding on individual men. The theory, therefore, of

duty as the totality of human ends is untrue in any case.

(2) The disjunctive theory.

We have seen that duty is the categorical necessity of

taking such means as are necessary for the attaining of

the final end. Professor Meyer, on the contrary, in his
&quot;

Grundsatze,&quot; gives expression to the peculiar theory
that duty is a disjunctive, not a categorical necessity, that

its formula is either or (entweder-oder), meaning that a

man must cither do certain actions or bear the conse

quences in the way of punishment either do the right
or suffer the punishment of wrong-doing,

Criticism Now, this theory contradicts the most

essential element in moral duty namely, its absolute or

categorical nature. My duty towards the truth is not

expressed in the formula Either tell it or suffer.&quot;

My duty is simply and solely to tell the truth, for this is

the only alternative that fulfils the law. The other

alternative that is, the undergoing of punishment not

only does not fulfil the law but actually presupposes that

the law has been already broken. But that which pre

supposes duty violated cannot be regarded as a fulfil

ment of duty.
x Hence duty is not the fulfilment of either

alternative, but of one only. I fulfil the law only when
I observe it, not when 1 undergo punishment for not

observing it. Duty, therefore, is not a disjunctive

necessity.

(3) Theory of Psychological Intuitionism.

Psychological Intuitionism means that we believe

duty to be a reality because, on examining our own
selves, we find that there is within us something which

corresponds to our notion of duty, or is an indication of

its presence namely, a natural submission to law, a

shrinking before law, a natural hurrying away from

certain deeds as from things that a man should avoid,

and a natural going out to others as to things a man

ought to do; with feelings in the one case of aversion,
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and in the other of approbation. Now, these pheno
mena, we are told, are nothing more than the effects and

signs of duty, things inexplicable save 1 as the natural

accompaniments of duty, and through them we have an

immediate knowledge of ourselves as subject to duty.
Intuitionism is the theory of Butler, Kant, Fichte,

and Schelling. \Ve should, however, explain that

Ivant, Fichte, and Schelling, besides professing to

possess an immediate introspective intuition of dutv and

law, claim in addition that for purposes of science it is

necessarv to deduce the existence ot dutv from some

deeper metaphysical ground, like the i\^o or the will-

otherwise it could not be regarded as a scientific tact or

a fact of philosophy. Thev nevertheless admit that the

introspective act comes first, that even before a man

attempts the deduction of dutv lie has but to turn his

mind in on himself in order to find dutv asserting itself

\\ithin his mind, and claiming from him notice and
assent. ^Psychologically, according to these philo

sophers, dutv is self-evident; but as scientific men they
claim that we must seek to ground dutv upon a deeper

metaphvsical basis than mere intuition. &quot;The only

question, however, that now concerns us is whether mere

psychological intuition is a sufficient ground for our

believing in the existence of dutv.

One or two expressions of this theorv will help to make
it clear. Hut before quoting them we should remark

that to the Psychological Intuitionists the problem of

the existence of duty is not a different problem from that

of the existence of a conscience or a moral nature in man.
Their claim is that if they can discover that man is

naturally directed by a moral conscience, they shall have

proved that man is also subject to duty, which is sub

mission to conscience. Hence, in these passages that

follow, any reference to conscience or a moral nature

may always be regarded as including a reference to duty.
&quot;

Every man,&quot; writes Kant,
&quot;

has a conscience and
finds himself observed by an inward judge, which
threatens and keeps him in awe; and this power . . .
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follows him like a shadow when he thinks to escape.
He may, indeed, stupify himself with pleasures and

distractions, but cannot avoid now and then coming to

himself or awaking, and then he at once perceives its

awful voice. . . . This original intellectual and (as
a conception of duty) moral capacity called conscience

has this peculiarity in it that although its business is a

business of man with himself, yet he finds himself com

pelled by his reason to transact it as if at the command
of another person.&quot;

Fichte writes : When that impulsion (namely, our

moral nature impelling us to certain acts) is discovered

by him (i.e., any man) in his self-observation as a fact,

and it certainly is assumed that each rational being will

thus discover it, if he but closely observe himself, man

may simply accept it as such fact . . . without

enquiring from what grounds it becomes thus. Perhaps
he may fully resolve to place unconditioned faith in the

requirements of that compulsion.&quot;

The following brief and clear statement of the theory
taken from a French writer f will be useful :

&quot;

II y a

d abord 1 evidence interieure, 1 oracle de la Conscience,

qui n admet pas de replique ni d hesitation
;

nous

sentons le devoir parler en nous comme avec une voix

nous croyons au devoir comme a quelque chose qui vit,

qui palpite en nous, comme a une partie de nousmemes
bien plus comme a ce qu il y a en nous de meilleur.&quot;

Criticism We shall discuss two questions:

(1) Are there such moral impulses or such voices in

man as those referred to by the Psychological Intui-

tionists ?

(2) Even if there are, what is their binding force ?

(i) I cannot find in my own mind any trace of these

impulses or of a voice commanding me to do certain

actions such as that of which those Intuitionists speak.

I find within myself a reasoned judgment that I ought

* &quot; Science of Ethics,&quot; page 17.

tGuyau s
&quot;

Esquisse d une Morale,&quot; &c., page 66. Guyau s own

theory on morals will be given presently.
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to clo certain acts, and that reasoned judgment naturally

impels me to those actions just as the judgment that I

ought to save up money if I want to be secure in my old

age impels me to save money. But this is very far

indeed from the impulses and the voice spoken of by the

Psychological Intuitionists. For (a) the voice of Con

science is described by many of these Philosophers as

a voice naturally superior to me and commanding me

through a part of me and within me. But the reasoned

judgment which I find within my own mind and which
^

is the oiilv trace I can find of a voice of duty is my o-icn^

judgment, elicited by myself, and, therefore, nob

superior to me. (b) Also the impulse of duty spoken
of by the Psychological Intuitionists is an impulse
which is born with us and arises out of the verv nature of

man, whereas the impulse of duty which I am conscious

of is nothing more than an acquired rational conviction,
^

not innate in any sense-, but the product partly of in-^

struction and partly of our own personal reasoning.
1

(c) Again, these impulses and voices described by the

Psychological Intuitionists are un .ikc anvthing else in

our mental life, they are sui generis, different from our

reason itself, whereas the conviction of duty that we
are conscious of is a common judgment, and as a mental

act it is similar to a thousand other judgments, and
different only from them in the subject-matter to which

they severally refer.
(&amp;lt;/) Again, according to the Psycho

logical Intuitionists, to violate duty is to offend against
an inner tribunal, to which I am responsible and of

which I am at raid. But my consciousness reveals to me
no such Inner tribunal and no sense of responsibility to

it or of fear of its judgments. When I violate duty T
know that I have violated the law of a legislator who is^

outside me and to whom I shall have to render an account x

of my action. We cannot, therefore, accept this theory
that our intuitive consciousness makes duty known to us

immediately and directly and without reasoning of any \

sort in the same way that we become aware of our

ordinary acts of thinking, feeling, speaking.
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We should, however, warn the reader that when we
call in question the existence of any such inner voice of

duty as that spoken of by the Intuitionists, it is no part
of our theory to deny Conscience itself or the fact that

Conscience is the Voice of God in the sense of truly

representing His Law and Will in our regard. What
we deny is the existence of an inner voice distinct from

our own judgments and superior to ourselves, yet part of

us and claiming submission from us on its own account,
and not as merely representing the law of a Personal

. Divinity outside of and above us. With this under

standing we go on to our second point, which is as

follows :

(2) Even if there were in man a voice, a feeling, an

impulsion such as the Intuitionists describe, urging him
to shrink, to bend before an inner tribunal, would man
be bound to shrink before such a voice or feeling? Is

he bound to acknowledge in any way the binding force

of those inner feelings? In other words, are those

feelings a legitimate and valid authority ? Why should

we submit to their guidance ? Our reply is that even if

we admit their existence there is nothing either fact of

sense or analytic truth to inform us of the authority of

these voices and feelings. Feelings, inner voices, and
such things can rarely if ever be accepted as guides to

truth, and the voice that announces itself as the Voice
of God within us is not likely to be a better guide than

/any other inner voice or feeling. We have, therefore, as

N.already explained, a right to ask WT
hence is this voice ?

^

What guarantee has it that it is what it declares itself to

JDG ? How does it justify its claims ?

These questions some Psychological Ethicians regard
as unholy.

&quot;

I would not,&quot; writes Herbart,*
&quot;

profane
the sacred Temple of the Practical Reason by asking
authorisation from the Sittliche Ideen (the Moral

Ideas) dwelling therein.&quot; And Beneke f claims that we
cannot call in question the

&quot;

note of necessity
&quot;

that

* &quot;

Allgemeine Practische Philosophic&quot; (chap. I.)-

&quot;j&quot;

*

Grundlinien.&quot;
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accompanies the good art it belongs to the
&quot;

deepest

ground-nature of the human soul.
1

Such fears and such exaggerated reverence \vill not

provide this inner tribunal with the credentials or proofs
of its aulhoritv which no tribunal can afford to dispense
with. For if the inner tribunal of law and dutv of

which these philosophers speak has real authority over

us it ought be able to justifv its authoritv. If it refuses

to do so it is plain that it has no authoritv that it is

nothing more than mere subjective iancv. It is then

a fair target lor the jest ol P. l\ee, who, in atiacking
Conscience theories in general, has chieilv before his

mind s eve a sort of Conscience like that of the Psycho

logical I ntuitionists. lie amusingly compares Con
science to Lohengrin, and describes it as remaining only

as long as we ask not \\hence it is, but living when we
ask that question.

\Ye cannot, then, accept the theory that duty is

revealed to us in our inner consciousness intuitively.

We know it as we know other intellectual truths bv

reasoning and instruction. f

(4) Positivistic thcorv o/ ditlv

Moral Positivitism has many forms, all of which have

this common element, that they regard Duty as nothing
more than a subjective feeling, which corresponds to

* &quot;

Entstehunif des Gewissens,&quot; pa^v jjc&amp;gt;.

I \\ e have not .spa i i
1 in these passes to notice at anv length a recent

modification of the Psychological Intnitionist Theory known as &quot; Morale
Oiticiste&quot; or&quot; Phenomenal Criticism

&quot;

or &quot; .MoraU- de la f oi,&quot; which has

been developed by certain members of the Neo-Kantian school, notably
M. Renouvier and M. Seoretan, and which tends more even than the

theorv wi&amp;gt; have just criticised to exclude the- possibilitv of a Science of

Ethics.

The principal points in these- Neo-Kantian theories, which differ a

i^ood deal from one another (an account of some of them is to be found
in M. Guyau s

&quot;

F.sc|uisse d une Morale sans obligation,&quot; pas^e 62, and
in M. Fouillee s

&quot;

Critique tics Systemes dc- Morale Contemporains,&quot;

page 75), is that dutv is tt,-&quot; be regarded as belong ing
1

solely to the pheno
menal world ; that duty is a simple and irreducible phenomenon ;

that

we believe in it because it is our dutv to believe in it, and that, so, duty
does not need to be established by proofs; that we believe on faith;

that, in fact, the Speculative Reason is not prior to nor the test of our

beliefs; on the contrary, that &quot;belief&quot; is prior to
&quot;proof&quot;

and morals

prior to Speculative Science. This theory is an evident development
of the Kantian Ethic.
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nothing in the objective world. Our sense of duty, this

theory explains, is merely an illusion, which has been

brought about in our minds by those most fruitful

sources of error and illusion the laws of Association.

How the feeling o f duty arises under the influence of

these laws is explained by the Positivists as follows :

Duty is simply a feeling that something is necessary or

ought be done. This feeling of duty originated in the

feeling of external constraint connected with certain

acts those acts, namely, which were once enforced by
tribal laws or laws of State, and the violation of which
was accompanied by punishment, and therefore by pain.
The necessity of doing such acts was a hypothetical
or disjunctive necessity the necessity, namely, either of

obeying or of undergoing punishment, which, according
to the Positivists, is the only original kind of necessity

attaching to action.

Gradually, however, they explain, this hypothetical

necessity became changed into categorical necessity.

The &quot;or undergo punishment&quot; disappeared from

memory ;
and from the feeling that acts should be done

in order to avoid punishment men s minds passed, under

the influence of the laws of association, to neglect the

condition or the disjunction, and to regard these same

acts as necessary in themselves as things that should

be done on their own account. This feeling that acts

are necessary categorically and on their own account is,

it is explained, our feeling of mora 1

duty.

Thus, Spencer writes *
:

&quot;

Thinking of the extrinsic

effects of a forbidden act (that is, the punishment

imposed by positive laws) excites a dread which con

tinues present while the intrinsic effects of the act (that

is, the natural effects of the act. itself) are thought of, and

being thus linked with the intrinsic effects causes a

vague sense of moral compulsion.&quot;

* &quot; Data of Ethics,&quot; page 127. Spencer also claims that the

consciousness of the superiority of some feeling s over others the

consciousness, namely, that some feeling s are meant as guides for

others has a good deal to do with the formation of the abstract con

ception of duty.
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And Bain* writes :---&quot; By a familiar effect of con

tiguous association the dread of punishment clothes the

forbidden act with a feeling of aversion which in the end

persists of its own accord, and without relereiice to

punishment. Actions that have long been connected

in the mind with pains and penalties come to be con

templated with a disinterested repugnance. They seem

to give pain i,n their own account. . . . Now, when
bv .such transference a self-subsisting .sentiment of

aversion lias been created, the conscience seems to be

detached from all external sanctions and to possess an

isolated fooling in the mind. It has passed through the

stage of reference to authority and lias become a law to

itself. . . . There is no act, however trivial, that

cannot be raised to the position ol a moral act bv (he-

imperative of Socielv.&quot;

THE TWO FORMS OF Til K POSIT1 VISTK T11KOKV

AVe must no\\ distinguish between two prominent
forms of this Positivislic theorv of dulv, which differ

greatlv in regard to the forces to which they make appeal
in order to explain the origin of our conception or

feeling of duly. These two forms are distinguished as

(a) the simple Association, and (h] the Evolutionist

theorv of duty.

(a) The simple Association theorv, represented bv

Mill, explains the transformation of the feeling of hypo
thetical necessity into the feeling of categorical necessity
or of duty by laws of Association only. As children,
it informs us, w&amp;lt;j feel that certain actions are necessary
in order io avoid punishment. The feeling of necessity
is one of fear of external authority. Later on, this end
or condition, the avoiding of punishment, drops out of

sight, and then we believe that these actions are neces

sary on their own account.

(b] Evolutionists (Spencer, Darwin, Professor Simmel,
Professor Wurtdt), whilst acknowledging the influence

*
&quot;Moral Science,&quot; pa.^e 457.
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of the laws of Association, still regard these laws as

inadequate of themselves to explain the Conception of

duty, and they, therefore, supplement the Associationist

theory by considerations of Evolution.

The supplementary factors invoked by the Evolu
tionists in explanation of

&quot;duty&quot;
are principally two

fold :-

First, they make appeal to the law of heredity, and
claim that the process which has resulted in our present

feeling- o f Duty began, not in the childhood of each

individual, but in distant ages long ago when man first

began to rule his fellowmen by means of laws and
commands, and the dread of punishments. It is the

feelings of external compulsion and of fear thus

generated, and accumulated and consolidated during that

long period, and transmitted by heredity from one age
to another, and moulded within the consciousness of the

race under the laws of Association into newer and newer
forms at each period, that have, according to the Evolu

tionist Ethicians, become transformed into our present

conception of moral necessity or obligation.
Evolutionists also claim to show how the mere fear

*

of external authority (which, according to Mill, suffi

ciently explains our feeling of duty, but which, accord

ing to the Evolutionists is not sufficient, since duty is

felt to be not only a categorical necessity, but also a

categorical necessity laid upon us from within ourselves)

became transformed into an internal imitation of autho-

* Evolutionists are not all agreed as to the manner in which the

transmitted feelings become associated so as to form the feeling- of duty,
nor do they agree as to what feelings are involved in its formation.

We may take the views defended by Prof. Taylor in his &quot; Problem of

Conduct&quot; and by Prof. Paulsen in his &quot;

System of Ethics
&quot;

as examples
of this diverg-ency. The evolutionary process, Prof. Taylor tells us,

begins with the feeling of dissatisfaction with our own act for instance,
the discontented feeling- of the Australian whose boomerang has failed

to bring- down a duck. This feeling, however, is not itself a feeling of

duty. Duty first appears when personal dissatisfaction becomes trans

formed into, or is supplemented by, tribal dissatisfaction. Then conies

the religious period, in which our imaginations represent the Deity as

punishing for offences against the tribal will, and then as punishing- our

secret actions on their own account. It is religion, he says, that

has &quot; substituted an inward morality of character and intention for a
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rity, and thus produced in ourselves what is known as

the feeling of the autonomy of duty or of law. This

feeling some explain by our sense of the superiority of

the more highly evolved impulses over the less evolved,

others by the more radical evolutionary assumption that

under the influence of heredity the feelings of the whole

race come to be transmitted to and consolidated in each

individual man, so that the individual becomes a

microcosm of humanity or of the State, and the law and

authority of the State are thus felt within himself as if

belonging to himself, as ruling and resisting himself, as

autonomous.
In all these theories, however, the original factor out

of which the feeling of duty is said to be evolved is that

of external compulsion. Dread and Compulsion are

thus the working factors Time and Inheritance the

conditions under which, in the Evolutionary theory, oiir^

feelings of coereiveness grow into that of moral dutv.

It would be impossible for us to* criticise the various

forms of this Positivistic theory in detail, and we shall

confine ourselves to a consideration of the one funda

mental principle of all these theories- -the principle,

namely, that our conception of moral obligation is a

growth out of former fvdings of compulsion by
Public authority, whether that authority be felt as with

out or within the mind, and whether it be due to Evolu

tionary factors or to mere association.

Criticism (a] The positivist theory of duty is onlv a

legalistic morality of o

purely ethical stage is

giver and outward sane
inward sanction a tr&amp;lt;

soon as the tribal relig
Universal religion. Fo

itward performance&quot; (page 142). The
cached when this conception of exteri

tion gives place to that of internal law-giver and
nsformation which easilv becomes possible as
on comes to be regarded as a part only of the
then we see that there are bad acts which yet

are not forbidden by our tribal religion, and in that way the conception
of a personal law-giver gives way gradually to the conception of imper
sonal prohibition, which ultimately takes the form of a prohibition arising
out of the nature of the act itself.

Prof. Paulsen asserts that the feeling of duty arises from the reaction
that we feel when custom is violated -a reaction that reveals itself as the
authoritative command of, or as punishment inflicted by, parents, people,
and gods, whom we regard as the custodians of the world s customs.
The feeling of duty, however, is an evolutionary growth, and is present
in an imperfect form in animals as well as in men (page 343).
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necessary appendage to the positivist theory of
&quot;

good
&quot;

or of Moral distinctions, and stands or falls with that

theory. But by showing that there are in man natural

appetites we have already disproved the positivist theory
of

&quot;

good.&quot; Therefore, their theory of duty is also

disproved, at least indirectly.

(b) Having once proved, as we claim to have done in

this chapter, the reality of duty, the question of the

origin of our idea of duty can be answered in one way
only namely, that our idea of duty arose from our

perception of the reality of duty itself. To imagine

intangible and unverifiable hypotheses such as those

formulated by the Positivists concerning the origin of

the idea of duty, when duty has been, proved to be a

reality, would be like forming deep metaphysical hypo
theses to explain the existence of a photograph of which

we know the original, and neglecting the simplest

explanation of all namely, that it is a copy of and

represents the original.

(c) Mere association, even when helped on by heredity,

cannot force our intellects into believing or assenting to

any proposition. &quot;Association may, indeed, create

certain subjective bonds between our ideas, but it can

never give rise to judgment / A colour and a perfume

may always occur together, but the subjective associa

tion that thereby arises between them can never make
us believe that one is the other. Consequently, mere

associations, however long-continued, cannot explain
our belief in duty. And this argument is strengthened

by the consideration that whereas, on the one hand, if

the Association hypothesis is to be invoked to explain
our belief in duty, we should be satisfied that the hypo
thesis is not itself the merest imagination that is, we
should be satisfied that mere Association has actually

given rise to intellectual beliefs in very many cases on

the other hand, it is plain that Associationists are not able

to point to a single indisputable instance in which Asso

ciation has ever given rise to an intellectual belief. An
hypothesis of this kind should not be purely imaginary.
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Again, even if an association could become a judgment,
the mind retains always the power of returning

1

upon its

judgments, of examining them, and, if they be not

capable
1 of some kind of rational justification, of reject

ing them.&quot; Yet under no circumstances will men everv

conic to reject the ordinary principles of natural duty x

such as that it is a dutv of parents to educate their oftV

spring. Hence the necessity of these judgments is not

dm* to association. Neither is the conception of duty in

general due to association.

(&amp;lt;/) Supposing that men- external compulsion by the

State could generate the judgment that certain acts are

intrinsically necessary, then if any customs like the

wearing of pig-tails by the Chinese were to become a

Universal law, we should gradually come to believe that

such things were intrinsically a duty, and that non

conformity to them was intrinsically a violation of duty,
and we should still belieye it was a violation of dutv

even though the law forbidding it were to be repealed.
Yet this, we claim, no sensible man could possibly
believe. For, manv such customs have prevailed

x

amongst men fora very long time, and then have fallen x

into disuse. Yet no truce survived of a feeling, or even y

of the beginning of a feeling, that they were obligatory .
N

(c) Even if the State were to command such acts as N

lying, stealing, and blasphemy, we could never come-

to regard these things as intrinsically our duty. Hence v

extrinsic compulsion could not of itself give rise to the
v

idea of intrinsic obligation.

(/) If the idea of obligation be wholly due to State^

and to social compulsion, the State must once have ^

formally commanded such acts as the care of offspring, v

marital fidelity, and the like. Now, if the State did

prescribe such courses of conduct it must have recog-
v

nised the necessity of these courses. For the State

cannot have acted at random in the past any more than

in the present. But the duty of conduct is nothing more&quot;

than the necessity of it. Hence State compulsion must

have been itself built upon conceptions of duty. Con-&quot;
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sequentlv, duty does not originate in mere external

compulsion. Also, the Legislator makes laws because

he is persuaded that it is his duty to secure the common

good, and that it is the duty of the people to obey them.

Legislation then supposes duty.

(g) If we must suppose that the intellectual conception
of duty has grown out of some formerly experienced

necessity it is much easier to imagine that the concep-
tion of duty arose out of our experience of the necessity

\ of objects for our inner appetites than from the neces-
1

sity of outer compulsion. For the feeling of duty, like

our appetites, is intrinsic not extrinsic to man, whereas

compulsion is extrinsic. Besides, these appetites are

older than the laws of Society they are as old as the

individual himself, and hence the feeling of duty is more

likely to have originated with appetite than in the feel

ing of external compulsion by Society. But if the con

ception of duty arose from the feeling of the necessities

of certain appetites its origin accords with the theory of

duty which we have sought to establish in the present

chapter.

(h) The positivist theory of duty is built on the sup

position that there is no final end of our wills. As we
showed in the present chapter, many positivists have

admitted that if there were a final end to the will, the

series of hypothetical necessities would become a

categorical series, and would be our duty. But we
claim to have established the existence of this final

end.

, (i) Lastly, we might argue against Positivistic

Morality on the ground of Expediency. If at any time

men should come generally to believe that obligation is

I
mere imagination, that there is nothing in the nature

,

of things that corresponds to the conception of obliga

tion, then morals must decline, and the race must

quickly come to ruin. Taking man as he is, even at his

best, we cannot, as Spencer does, look forward to a time

when man will not need the conception of obligation in

order to do good deeds. This being the case, we should
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not lightly and without sufficient reason accept the

theory of Positivism.

But there is no sufficient reason for accepting
1

the

theory of Positivism. Positivism is grounded on no

reasons, no proofs. It is an historical theory without

historical support (the conception of dutv is certainly as

old as history); an Ethical theorv without Ethical

grounds (its one aim is to disprove morality, to render

it meaningless, to show that it is sprung out of error);

an anthropological theorv, which vet contradicts all that

we know of man (the parent must alwavs have recog
nised that he has a natural dutv to his children, the

\

citizen that it is his natural duty to supnort the State) ; v

a Sociological theorv which cuts at the verv root of

Society (Soeietv could not now subsist a dav, nor could

it have subsisted in the past had no one believed he had
a natural duty to help to maintain it). For these reasons

we reject the positivistic conception of Dutv.

(5) Theorv of complete &amp;lt;/;/&amp;lt;/ formal rejection of ilnty.

M. (iiivau has formulated a thenrv which frankly and

completely discards
&quot; Dutv &quot;

\\ithout retaining even the

shadow of it which lingers in some of the positivist

theories. The title of his book in \\hich the subject is

discussed will leave the reader in no doubt. It is

Esquisse d une Morale sans Obligation ni Sanction.&quot;

The theory of the future, he sav.s in his preface, is not

the theory of
&quot; autonomous &quot;

reason but of
&quot; anomous &quot;

reason.

According to M. (iuvau there is no obligation, no

duty, and no sanction. Hut he admits there is in the

life of man a certain force or influence which acts on

man s mental faculties, and which moves his will, his

intellect, and his senses, soliciting or persuading them,

saying II taut Set.&quot; But this force is not duty, for

there is no such thing as duty.

What, then, are these various things which can move
us as duty would that play the part of duty, or, as M .

Guyau says, are a
&quot;

substitute for or an equivalent of

duty&quot;? The fundamental principle in these moving
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forces is
&quot;

life,&quot; for life is the cause of all action. It

is the efficient cause of all unconscious action in man
and the final cause or end of conscious action. Life is

the necessary object of every desire, and it is that which

moves us to every act. We must see now how the

movements of life supply us with equivalents of duty.
&quot;Let us place ourselves successively,&quot; he writes, &quot;at

the three points of view that of the will, that of the

intellect, that of sense.

i st. For the will this equivalent of duty is superabun
dance of life, the po-iver of life to overflow in action, the

power to act. (Existence d un certain devoir imper-
sonnel cree par la pouvoir meme d agir. Premier equiv
alent du devoir.)

&quot;

Life cannot maintain itself except
on condition of expanding itself,&quot; and in expanding it

produces a feeling of
&quot;

pression interne,&quot; which is a

feeling of inner compulsion. We can make comparison
with the plant to illustrate life s impulse to expand.
The plant cannot help bursting into flower, for the

general tendency of life is
&quot; Ever onward, ever higher

still.&quot; The same impulse of life has given to the will

the tendency ever to expand, which is our capacity for

action. This is the first equivalent of duty. As regards
the necessity of acting and the feeling of necessity the
&quot;

pression interne
&quot;

explains all that duty explains.
2nd. How does the intellect tend to move one lo

action, and what, therefore, is its equivalent for duty?
M. Guyau answers: Thought and act are really one

in principle. No bridge is needed to pass from one to

the other. All ideas are force-ideas (idees-forces). That

is to say, the idea of action tends to pass into action

and supplies the intellect with the needful motor power.
The Conception itself, therefore, supplies the second

equivalent of duty (Existence d un certain devoir imper-
sonnel cree par la conception meme de 1 action.

Deuxieme Equivalent du devoir).

3rd. What equivalent for duty is possessed by
sense? According to M. Guyau, sense (sensibilite)

acquires this equivalent by evolution that is, by its tend-
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ing ever to evolve to a higher and more complex con

dition. M. Guyau tolls us that
&quot;

les plaisirs egoistes
&quot;

are on a lower plane than altruistic pleasure that as

pleasures become higher thev become less egoistic and
more altruistic that as pleasure becomes more complex
it becomes more sociable and turther removed from the

pleasure of the isolated individual. In the higher degree
of evolution, therefore, the sociability of pleasure
becomes an essential part of pleasure. This feeling of

lendencv towards altruism imposes on us a
&quot; bond &quot;

(lien) which is the third equivalent of duty. It is created

bv 4

la fusion croissante des sensibilites.&quot;

In a brief resumptive paragraph M. Guvau explains
these three equivalents of dutv.

&quot; Prendre la conscience

de devoirs rnoraux, cVst prendre la conscience de

pouvoirs interieurs et superieurs qui se developpent en

nous, et nous pousseni a agir, d ideo qui tendent a se

realise -, par leur force propre, de sentiments qui par leur

evolulion nieme tendent a se socialiser a s empregner de

toute la sensibilite presente dans rhumanite et dans

1 univers.&quot;

Now, all these forces or tendencies to action beget in

us instincts, the highest of which is the altruistic

instinct.

But the question arises Suppose that some day men
should ask why should thev follow these instincts, or

why may they not do what they wish, what, then, will

become of moralitv ? Moral duty, on M. Guyau s

teaching, does not exist, consequently we cannot

answer that they ought to follow these instincts. In that

case is there anything in man that can act as an equiva
lent of duty and save morality? According to M.

Guyau there are two tendencies in man which can
u

lutter contre la dissolution morale et suppleer ainsi

1 obligation absolue des anciens moralistes.&quot; They are

the following, and they supply the fourth and fifth

equivalents of duty in performing the function usually
attributed to duty of keeping men moral

; namely :

4th. Equivalent of duty the pleasure of risk and
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struggle in action. Alan finds pleasure in risk, in

danger, in struggle. And this pleasure is grounded in

man s
&quot;

besoin de se sentir grand, d avoir par instants

conscience de la sublimite de sa volonte. Cette con

science il 1 acquiert dans la lutte, lutte contre soi et

contre ses passions.&quot;

This equivalent for Duty, therefore, will maintain

morality even when men begin to ask for a reason why
they should be moral, for it will tend to lessen the force

of passion and to maintain self-control.

5th Equivalent for duty in maintaining morality le

risque metaphysique 1 hypothese,
&quot;

risk in thought.&quot;

This is man s tendency (a) to form for himself an

ideal of action, an ideal which is purely hypothetical and

unreal, and (b) then in the sphere of action to produce
this ideal, and to act as if it were his end, when, as a

matter of fact, we don t know that it is our end. This

risk which we tend to run in producing an ideal which

may never be, tends to maintain the higher life.
&quot; La

vie de toutes parts est enveloppee d inconnu. Pourtant

j agis, je travaille, j entreprends ;
et clans toutes mes actes

dans toutes mes pensees, je presuppose cet avenir sur

lequel rien ne m autorise a compter, je depense mon

energie sans craindre que cette depense soit une perte

seche. Je m impose des privations en comptant que
1 avenir les rachetera, je vais mon chemin.&quot;

These five equivalents supply the place of duty. The

first three explain everything in what is called man s

moral nature everything that is explained by duty.

The last two supply the place of duty in securing for

man control over the passions and in the maintaining of

,a moral ideal.

Criticism (a) Our first point of criticism is that if the

word &quot;moral&quot; has a definite meaning, then a moral

\system without duty (Une Morale sans obligation) is an

impossible conception. For a moral system, if it means

anything, means a system of laws binding on human

beings who yet are free to obey or not to obey these laws.

A system of laws which binds in any other way than
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this, a system of laws which must be obeved, which

cannot be resisted, is a physical not a moral system.
Hence the necessity that obtains in a moral system must
be a necessity of obligation, not of physical compulsion.

(6) If the onlv necessity that moves to action is the

inner force of expansion belonging to all living things,
and if morals be only the necessity resulting from this .

expansion, then the movements of plants and animals

are subject to the very same kind of necessity that

men are subject to, a conclusion, indeed, which M.

Guyau accepts, but which we believe the world at large
will not accept. For it is absurd to speak of the law that

impels the plant to grow as the same in kind which

impels a man to help the poor. The- laws ot plants are

unconscious necessities, those that we include under
&quot;

JHitv
&quot;

are conscious necessities. The laws of plants,

and likewise those of animals, are necessities to which

thev are impelled independentlv of themselves the law

which impels a man to help the poor is a necessity to the

fulfilment of which he determines himself.

(c) \Ye have already shown that man is ordained bv

nature to a definite end, and also that duty is the con

sequent necessity laid on the will of taking the means

necessary to the attainment of this end. There is, then,

no necessity for imagining equivalents lor duty. Duty
is itself a demonstrable fact and law, and admits of no

equivalent.

(d) \Ve now go on to show that in no sense can we
admit these live equivalents of M. Guyau as substitutes

for duty.

(i) Life, its overflow and expansion, are not a substi

tute for duty. \Ye admit a fundamental expansion of

the will to good. But this is irresistible, and it is not

duty but the basis of duty. For besides the physical
irresistible necessity which moves the will to desire good
we have proved the existence of another necessity which

physically is not irresistible, and it is for this moral

necessity that M. Guyau must supply a substitute if he

would provide equivalents for duty.
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Besides the expansion of the will to good we admit
also the existence of other natural expansions those,

namely, of the other appetites, sensuous and rational ;

but these are not an equivalent for duty, for they are

neither physically irresistible themselves nor are they
capable of giving rise to a moral necessity such as

depends on the rational appetite of will. But duty is

certainly a necessity of some kind laid on the will. Life

and its expansion, therefore, are not a substitute for

duty.

(2) The second supposed equivalent that of the idee-

force is also outside our conception of duty. The man
who stands upon a giddy height and feels inclined to

throw himself down, is moved to do so by an ide&quot;e-force.

but we do not regard such motor power as the same in

jkind as what is spoken of as the necessity of duty. In

fact it opposes duty, for a man is bound to avoid com-

mitting suicide, however strong the idee-force impelling
/ him to it. Besides, it is absurd to claim that all ideas

are idees-forces. The idea
&quot; two &quot;

or
&quot; house

&quot;

is not

an idee-force, because it has no tendency to produce
action.

(3) The third equivalent the tendency of sensibility

to develop into altruism is neither an equivalent of duty
nor an actual fact. Altruism, in so far as it is a duty at

all, is only one of our duties, and, therefore, should not

be described as an equivalent of duty. Again, in sensi

bility as such there is no germ of altruism. Intellect

tends to be altruistic, as we shall see later in our chapter

on Utilitarianism, for intellect is able to grasp the com-
r

munity of nature between one s self and others. But

sense as such is incapable of any such conception, and

it cannot develop into altruism. Creatures of sense may,

indeed, become possessed by nature of certain special

appetites or kind affections like that of parental affection.

But sense itself cannot become altruistic,

(4) The fourth equivalent of Guyau falls very far short

of supplying the place of Duty in the maintenance of

Q
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Morality. No man has a natural tendency to struggle

against passion except in so far as he conceives it to be

his dutv to do so that is, in so far as he sees that

passion unchecked is necessarilv an evil, and, there-tore,

to be avoided. It is sheer nonsense to speak of men in

general as resisting passion for the sake of the risk and

struggle of it, or even in order to appear to themselves

master of their appetites. The mere desire to master

oneself could not long maintain a high level of morality

in this world.

(5) The fifth e(]uivalent--vi/., that of the
&quot;

Ideal
&quot;

which we form for ourselves, but which has no existence

in reality is no substitute for our sense of Duty. Were
men persuaded that there was no law binding them to

be good, and no end which they were really meant to

attain, they would not have the same incentive to be good
as that which comes of the sense of duty and the firm

conviction of an Hereafter.

In conclusion we mav remark that these five supposed

equivalents are not really equivalents or substitutes for

duty, because, whereas duty when understood is recog
nised as imperative, the more a man understands these 1

equivalents the more he is likely to despise and to refuse,1

to regulate his conduct according to them.

APPENDIX KANT S DKIHTTION OK LIBERTY FROM MORAL

OBLIGATION.

We saw in a previous chapter that liberty is a necessary

pre-condition of moral obligation. Xow, inasmuch as a

necessary pre-condition must always exist before that to

which it is a pre-condition can become real it follows that

the will must be free before it could be subject to moral

obligation. Xow, directly and fundamentally, this pro

position that1 the will must be free if it be subject to moral

obligation concerns the ontological order only, not the

psychological order or the order of our ideas. But an

interesting question arises concerning the relation of
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freedom and moral obligation in the psychological order
or the order of knowledge namely, could we, even

though there were no other proof of freedom, infer the

freedom of the will from the fact that it is subject to

moral obligation ? Our answer to this question will

depend on the way in which moral obligation is made
known to our Reason. If obligation were made known

1

to us by intuition so that we could see it with our Intel -

1 lects as we see colours with our eyes, then, since freedom
1

is a necessary pre-requisite of obligation, we should be

\ justified in making the inference that since obligation is

* a reality freedom also must be real. We might then
1

adopt the simple formula in which Kant epitomises his
v whole theory of the relation of freedom to moral obli

gation
&quot;

I ought, therefore I can/
1 On the other

hand, if obligation be not known to us by intuition, if

its existence must be established by reasoning from

premiss to conclusion, and if, in addition, freedom be in

any way contained in the notion of obligation, then it

would be illogical to make the deduction that since the

will is subject to moral obligation, it must be free, just
.as it would be illogical to make the inference that since

the prisoner is guilty he must be real, on the ground that

no man could be guilty except he were real.

Now, we proved in the present chapter against the

express teaching of Kant that Moral obligation is not

known to us by introspection or by any kind of intuition,

and, therefore, we may conclude that the Kantian

formula which deduces the freedom of the will from

obligation
:

I ought, therefore I can
&quot;

is founded on

a false psychological assumption, and that it cannot be

accepted as a genuine proof of freedom. As it would
be absurd to deduce the axioms of Euclid from the forty-

seventh proposition, they being pre-suppositions of it,

and contained in the very notion of its terms, so it would
be illogical to conclude the existence of freedom from

moral obligation. Freedom is a pre-supposition of

moral obligation, an intrinsic pre-supposition that is,
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it enters into the conception of obligation, and, therefore,

we must assume the freedom of the will before we can

establish obligation.*

A theory approaching Kant s is that of the pra^matists that

though freedom is not provable bv speculative reason, it is yet necessary,
since without it there can be no morality, and morality is a need of life

(see Prof. James &quot;The &quot;Will to Believe&quot;). On purely intellectual

grounds, Prof. James contends, freedom is not only improvable, but

wholly unacceptable, to reason. Hut on moral grounds it is a necessary
postulate of the practical reason. &quot;While I freely admit,&quot; he writes,

sin and restlessness are repugnant and irrational in a
d that the alternative to them is irrational in a deeper

&quot; that the plural
certain way, I ti

way. The indi

intellect an ab&amp;lt;

and kept in die
realitv through ;

erminism offends only tin- native absolutism of my
&amp;gt;lutism which, after all, perhaps deserves to be snubbed
k. Rut determinism . . . violates mv sense of moral
id through.&quot;



CHAPTER IX

ON STOIC FORMALISM

&quot; THE Grecian-Roman philosophy was not a genuine
moral system, but only an Egoistic Pseudo-Ethic

;
the

Philosophy of the Middle Ages was not an autonomous

Morality, but only a heteronomous Pseudo-Morality
&quot;

Hartmann (Pessimism).
We have, outlined in this passage, the two supposed

defects of the ancient and Mediaeval Ethic respectively

viz., that in the ancient Grecian Ethic the good was that

which pleased and made one happy, and that in the

Mediaeval Ethic the law of good was represented not as

a law of our inner Reason, but either as the law of the

Supreme Being or as that of some other authority

external to and above us, such as Church, State, or

Master. To this twofold &quot;error&quot; Modern Ethics

opposed the twofold theory of
&quot;

Stoic Formalism,&quot; and

the
&quot;

Autonomy of the Reason.&quot; Let us here see what

is to be said on the theory of Stoic Formalism. We
shall in a later chapter

* discuss the question of

Autonomy.
&quot;

Stoic formalism
&quot;

is the theory that no action is

moral which is done for pj_easure. or from any other

motive but that of duty or law.f We connect this

*
Chapter on Law.

t Besides the theory of pure formalism advocated by Kant there

are other partly formalistic theories that approach Kant s theory with

varying- degrees of closeness. Almost identical with Kant s theory is

the well-known view of the Stoics in ancient times and of Whewell in

modern times, that to be morally g-ood an act should be done for the

sake of virtue, and that virtue is its own reward. Less purely formal

is the theory of Sidgwick, that though
&quot;

duty for duty s sake
&quot;

is

necessary as a general spring of action, it is not an indispensable moral

criterion for our individual acts. Less formal still is the view of

Shaftesbury, that though we may use our selfish feelings for selfish ends
we should use our benevolent feelings for benevolent ends.

245
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theory with Kant s name rather than with that of any
other Ethician because it seems to us that, perhaps, with

the single exception of Hutcheson, he is the onlv
&quot;

formalist
&quot; who works out the theory of the exclusion

of pleasure from moral action to its full logical con

clusion. That action, according- to Kant, is unmoral

which is done from the motive of pleasure, or, indeed,

from any other motive but law or dutv. Morality,

according
1

to Kant, excludes even the thought of the law

giver as motive of action, and also the thought of this

or that law, or of what Kant calls the material of law, the
,

sole motive of a moral actjon_being la\v itself or the prin

ciple of law. Also, to be moral an act should, on this

theorv, be done not out of the love of law but out of

respect (Achtung) -respect for the abstract principle of

law or dutv. He alone, therefore, is moral, according
to Kant, who acts out of respect for the principle of law

or dutv. According to Hutcheson, also, even regard to

the approbation of our own conscience taints the virtue

of our act.

Our examination of this theory will consist of two

parts :

(a) Consideration of arguments against the theorv of

formalism.

(b) Consideration of the principal, arguments in its

favour.

(a) DISPROOF OF TIII: TIIFOKV OF STOIC FORMALISM

(i) \Ye first of all maintain that this very rigorous
demand upon our moral nature is not a thing that we
are prepared to accept without some rational proof. For

(a) it is not a principle that appeals all at once to our

acceptance; and (b) the task that it imposes is a very
arduous one. (a) We have, for instance, been accus

tomed to call the cheerful giver i.e., the man who gives
because he loves the poor the moral man par excel

lence, and not the man who gives out of respect for law.

Also (b} to exclude pleasure wholly as motive of human
action is to demand something which is quite above
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human nature. This view of morals, therefore, is both

startling and rigorous. Whether the proofs of this

theory are rational or sufficient to force it upon our

acceptance in spite of its novelty and the difficulty of its

observance, we shall enquire later.

(2) We contend that the idea of
&quot;

duty for duty s sake
&quot;

is not necessarily implied in the scientific or technical

conception of a moral Iv good act.

This will be evident from the conception of goodness
as developed in the preceding pages. A morally good act,

we _saw, js one which is directed by_Jleason J:o our last

\ end. ProvidedT tlienT that all the ends that we seek in

any particular act are such as lead us to our final end, our
act is morally good. The final end, then, is the proper
motive of a moral act, and any action may be brought
under that motive and be morally good if the ends

involved in it be such as really promote our final end.

We saw also that anvr act will promote our final end
which accords with the natural objects of our faculties.

Hence duty or law is not a necessary motive of every
moral action.

(3) It is obvious that if such acts alone are morally

good as are done for the sake of duty, then only such

acts are good as. are^ actually obHgaton^. Hence works
of* supererogation could not possibly be morally good
from their very definition as supererogatory, since works
of supererogation are not our duty, and, therefore, they
could not be done out of the motive of duty. We believe,

however, that to exclude works of supererogation from

the sphere of moral action would be to
go&amp;gt;

dead against
the common sense of mankind. For common sense

affirms that he who is bound to give five pounds to the
*

poor, and yet gives two hundred pounds, is morally a

better man, ceteris paribus, than he who barely fulfils

his obligation.
It has been said, however, by some followers of Kant

that woTks of supererogation are at least allowed *
by

* We cannot verify this view, nor can we remember where we have
seen it stated.
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law, and that a man who does an act because it is allowed /I

bv law really does it for the sake of the law or of duty, *.

and that, consequently, works of supererogation can,

even on the Kantian theory, be brought under the motive

of dutv. We maintain, however, that mere lawfulness is

not a motive of action that is, that we could not

possibly do an act merelv hecausc it was lawful, that the

man who thinks of the lawfulness of an act may do it,

indeed, with deference to law, but that he dees not do it

on accounl ot its lawfulness. Lawfulness, or
&quot;

allow-

ability
&quot;

is dc sc a mere negation, signifying nothing
more than that the law does not oppose a particular

action, and no man could possibly act from such a

motive. A man could not, for instance, be drawn to eat

his dinner merely because it was lawful. A man may
eat lor eating s sake or to please others, but an end he

must have, to act at all, and mere &amp;lt;illo\\ ability is not a

sufficient end. Neither could a man give money merely
because it \\as lawful, lie might give it to relieve the

poor, or because he had too much ot it, or tor some
ulterior motive or ambition, but he could not give it from
the sole idea that it is lawful. Mere lawfulness, there

fore, can never constitute the purpose nf, though it may
constitute a condition of action. That is. I mav first

ascertain that an act is lawful, and then do it for some
other reason. But I could not do it simply because it

was lawful.

Y\ orks, therefore, ot supererogation must, on the Stoic

theory, stand completely outside the category of

morality. They are not a duty, and hence could not be
done for duty s sake.

(4) On the theory of Formalism all moral acts must be)

equally moral, since on this theory the sole ground of the

morality of an act is the motive which inspires it, and
there is on this theory only one possible moral motive

)

namely, the fulfilling of duty. He who pays a greater
sum because he has to pay it is no better on this theory /
than the man who pays less, for all just do what

they)have to do, and because they have to do it.
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(5) On the Kantian theory there is no room for merit f

with our fellowmen since no man merits .with .another

by the mere doing of jvvhat fiejs obhgec^tQ ok).. I do not

merit &quot;with &quot;other men by paying what I owe them,
because to pay what I owe is a strict duty, and no thanks

is due for its fulfilment.

(6) If to do an act because it subserves a useful purpose
will not make an action morally good, then to do it ,

because it is injurious will not render an action morally
bad. Eadem est ratio opposite rum. If to do a good
act I must do it not merely with respect for, but out of

respect for, and on account of, law i.e., if goodness
depends on my attitude of will to law, then to do_an evil

-action Ijmist actjiot merely with disrespect but /row__very

pllsrespect^of andjiatred to Jaw. This, we need hardly

say, is altogether at variance with our moral conceptions

generally, and the consequence of it must be to render

the whole moral law and system nugatory. For no
J &quot;

- -
i

criminal acts for the^simple purpose of violating a^lajv,

bujt, rather to please or tq^enrich himself in_spjte of law,

and such a will would not on this theory be morally bad.

This argument, too, tells equally well against Shaftrs-

bury s as against the Kantian formula. If in order that

the human will be good, it must desire a virtuous act

because it is virtuous, or for the sake of virtue, then in

order that a man be morally bad, one must desire evil

for the sake of vice, and because it is malicious. On
such a theory there is no act that might not be morally

condoned, since any act, however evil, may be done for

the pleasure which it affords, or for its usefulness, or for

some other end besides mere viciousness, whereas if

Formalism be true only such acts are bad as are done out

of the very motive of viciousness. Nay, since no man
could desire an evil action merely because of the evil of

it, there could be, on this theory, no such thing as moral

evil in the world, even though there might be moral

good. This, again, is a view of morals to which the

world in general will not readily subscribe.

(7) We have seen already that the exclusion of pleasure
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from the motives of human action is quite as hopeless^
a task as the exclusion of object. The will, we have

alreadv seen, must desire happiness and cannot help

desiring it, and the moralitv or immorality of the happi- )

ness we get depends on the nature of the object to which
it attaches. Happiness is the one constant of human v

action, even though it is not ahvavs our principal end. \

And Kant himself writes that &quot;to be happy is neces

sarily the wish of every finite rational being.&quot; And
again, in the

&quot;

Metaphysical Elements,&quot;
lk one s own

happiness is, no doubt, an end that all men have by
virtue of the impulse of their nature.&quot; The necessity of

v

pleasure to action, therefore, is, on Kant s own con- \

fession, a law of nature which it is vain to seek to ignore
or to attempt to change. Yet, even in the verv teeth

of this confession \ve find him still maintaining that A

to do moral action we must do it not /row pleasure but

out ot respect for law. This is the paradox of the moral

reason, the antinomy which Kant accepts as a necessary
implication of his svstem. No doubt, he attempts solu-,
lions ot it in various parts of his work. For instance,

he writes that the cud of action mav be happiness,
but the principle of it must be respect for law ; that

although the principle of action may not be happiness,
nevertheless a man s trliickwiirdigkeit, or that worthiness

to be happv that certain actions bestow, mav be a proper

principle of moralitv ; that my own perfection may be a

principle of action, and as happiness forms part of that,

or is a necessary condition to it, happiness may become
a moral motive in so far as it is a means to perfection ;

that I can wish the happiness of other men, which end

not being sensitive may be both end and principle of

moral action. f In any of these four ways room may be

made, according to Kant, for admitting happiness into
*

Abbot, page 296.
I Hartmann maintains that the happiness of other men is not a moral

end with Kant, for, first, happiness is, according to Kant, rather an
accidental additional result (beilaufiges ergebnitz) of moral action than
its end ; and, secondly, it is not the happiness of the people of which
Kant speaks, so much as their perfection, the salus civitatis, not the-

salus civium. \Ve believe, however, that Hartmann is here reading into

Kant, and that our own interpretation given above is correct.
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the motive of moral action. Yet happiness itself as-

such Kant will not recognise as a possible motive of

.morality. Now this rigid asceticism is not consistent

;
with Kant s admissions that happiness is a necessary and /

natural impulse, that happiness we must and do desire,

whatever other end we be in pursuit of. For even

;
if a man were to pursue his own perfection, his own

gluckivurdigkeit, or the happiness of other men, vet on

Kant s confession these are all ends only in so far as they
subserve our own pleasure

&quot; To be happv is necessarily

the wish of every finite rational creature.&quot; And he calls

it a
&quot;

natural end of the will,&quot; thereby indicating that,

unlike anv other end, it is present and must be present
in every act of the human will.

/ This argument Kant attempts to answer saying that

happiness, though a necessary end of action, need not be

the principle or motive of action. We rejoin, if happi-
f ness be the end of action it is also its principle. The will

f
has no other motive power, no other principle, but ends.

The will requires, no doubt, that intellect intervene, to

place before it the ends to be chosen ; but ends are its

natural and its only motive power. Hence if happiness
be the necessary wish of every finite creature, it is also

the necessary principle of .every moral act.* We also

maintain that if happiness may be an end, but cannot be

the motive of a moral act, we should in practice be able

to observe this distinction, and, whilst admitting happi
ness as our end, exclude it as our motive or principle of

action.

Now, we confess that we at least feel quite unable to

distinguish in consciousness between those two concep
tions the end of action and the motive or principle of

action. To our consciousness the end of action is also

the principle and motive of action it is that on account
of which we do the act. And, therefore, we should find

it impossible, while admitting anything as end, to

* The reader will remember that in our theory it is the object of
happiness and not happiness itself which is present in most acts. We
are here only arguing- on Kant s admissions that happiness itself is a
nepessary end.
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prevent it from becoming a motive also. \Ye think, also,

this inability is general and not proper to ourselves.

Kant, however, adduces one ground of distinction

between
k end &quot; and &quot;

principle
M which must be

examined. We love ends, he tells us, but \ve may
respect principles, and it is as respected and not as loved

that law as principle has moral worth.

Rut what, we ask, is respect without the element of

love, the element which is so strictlv forbidden a place
in our moral motives? Kant himself has spoken very
clearlv on the point. Respect,&quot; he tells us, &quot;is so

far from being a feeling; of pleasure, that we onlv reluct

antly give v\av to it as regards a man ;

&quot;

and, again, the

distinguishing mark of respect is
* &quot; an inward reluctance

ot the will towards law.&quot;

Are we to believe, then, that the sole m&amp;lt; ttive of morality
is inner reluctance to law, that the morallv good man is,

to use Schiller s wittv description, he who &quot;despises

the law and with horror fulfils it?
(&quot;

Da ist kein

anderer Rath, du musst .siichen sie /u verachten und mit

Abscheu alsdann thun.&quot;) This on moral grounds we
cannot believe. Psychologically, also, this supposition^
is impossible. For though a man could at the same time v

fulfil the law and hate it, he could not fulfil it because v

yof hatred or out of the motive of reluctance.

Without the element of love, then, &quot;respect is

neither a moral motive nor a psychologically possible

Aground of action.-1- Hence Stoicism is also impossible.
It is not necessarv to refer to Kant s four solutions

at any length. Whv, for instance, should &quot;worthi

ness to be happy
&quot; be a moral principle if

&quot;

happiness
&quot;

itself cannot be? The man who works in order to be

&quot;worthy of a reward works really and ultimately for the

reward. Consequently if it be moral to act because of

gluckwiirdigkeit it is moral to act because of gluck-

seligkeit also. Xor is the Wollfian conception of
&quot;

per-
~*

Abbot, paiLfe i 77.

t It is curious that whilst Kant would not allow us to act out ot

respect for the lawgiver but only for the law, he yet (Abbot, pa^e 162)
informs us that &quot;

Respect applies always to persons only, not to things.&quot; ;
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lection
&quot;

as motive of action any better as a solution of

the problem. Perfection, says Kant, is not a factor of

the senses, but of reason, and so may form a principle
of moral action. Still, perfection is an end, and as end
it is sought, on Kant s own showing, as a means to

happiness, and, therefore, it should not be recognised
as a moral motive. The same is to be said of the

happiness of others as motive.

(8) According to Kant the only moral principle of

action is law or respect for lav/
;
law in the case being

a command of Reason. His proofs we shall examine
later on, but at present we wish it to be understood that

the law of Reason is a command. Command, however,

is, according to Kant, a genuine moral principle, nqt
on account of the legislator who issues it, and not

on account of the matter of the command, but simply as

command, as law, as legislation. For we must do the

act, he tells us, not out of respect for the lawgiver or

what the law ordains, but out of respect for law as such.

But in law7 when we abstract from &quot;

lawgiver
&quot; and

from the matter of the laws there is nothing left but the

act or command of the legislator that is, there is

nothing left but legislation itself. Legislation or com-v

mand, therefore, as principle of action is, on the present^

theory, the primary source of the morality of our action.^

But how, we ask, can legislation as such be a determi

nant of morality ? Is not legislation itself subject to

moral criticism ? May not legislation be good or bad ?

May not the commands even of any rightful legislator^

bad, and how, then, can legislation be the ultimate &amp;gt;

source of moral good. This or that command coming v

from this or that legislator may be good ;
but legislation x

as such is not necessarily good. It cannot, therefore,

be the final principle of moral action.

It may be answered that legislation which is bad is

really not legislation at all, and that, consequently, law

or legislation, in the true sense of the word, is neces

sarily a good motive. We reply bad legislation is not

egislation at all, just in so far as it cannot bind us in
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.conscience that is, just in so far as its matter is bad,

but it is legislation in the sense that it is the command
of an authoritative and rightful legislator, and in this

sense it i.s, according to Kant, the rightful principle of

/action. But, we repeat, as command it may be either

/good or bad. Legislation, then, as such, in sense of

.command as such, is not the ultimate principle of

,
morality.

(9) Law itself should be subordinated to the end which*

it is naturally intended to promote viz., the common
^

good. The end of law is the advancement of the

common good, and, therefore, to make moral good
consist in acting out ol respect tor law, and not in acting
from the motive of the good which the law is originally

meant to secure, is to invert the natural order of

things- --to make the means principal, and such a pro- v

ceeding would, if the illustration will be allowed, be

about as absurd as to say that a dancer ought to aim at
\

acting out of respect to the word of his master rather than

with a view to executing a graceful movement.*
We m;iv here be allowed to notice an argument which has been

made much of bv manv of Kant s opponents, but which to our mind
involves a mis-statement of the principles of Stoicism, and therefore
cannot be regarded as a logical answer to it. Tin- argument rests on
what is known as the paradox of Stoicism, and we give it prominence
here simplv because of its historical importance . Briefly put, this argu
ment is as follows :

&quot; Before you can have regard to the virtue of an

act, the act itself must be virtuous&quot; (Hume, &quot;Enquiry,&quot; pagv 479)-

Again, Green writes :

&quot; No act can be virtuous or morally g-ood unless
there be in human nature some motive to produce it, distinct from the
sense of its morality.&quot; The argument is this the doing of an act for

the sake of virtue cannot itself be the principle on which the moral
virtuousness of an act depends, since it already supposes the act to be
virtuous. The Stoic position is, therefore, a usteron Proteron and a

paradox.
But this reallv is not an answer to Kant. Kant and \Vhewell both

grant that before we can desire a virtuous act on account of its virtue the
act must first be materially good. But they claim that if, over and above
the materially good act, you are also to have a formally good act or a
virtuous or moral will, then the will must wish the act in question
simply because it is virtuous or good, and for no other reason. There
is here no paradox and no usteron proteron. The formally virtuous
will and the materially good object or end are two distinct things.
The formally g-ood act presupposes an act materially good, but it does
not presuppose formal goodness, and, therefore, it is no paradox to

assert that in order that an act should be formally g-ood or virtuous we
should do it on account of the virtuousness or goodness that it contains
considered materially.
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(b) ARGUMENTS OF THE FORMALISTS

We shall now examine the principal arguments of the

formalists. It is not, indeed, easy to get Kant s argu
ments together, or to put them succinctly, since he

himself seems to have written them just as they
occurred to him without order and often with much

seeming inconsistency. The following two arguments,
however, must be considered :

First. Stoicism, or &quot;duty for duty s sake,&quot; is the

creed of the crowd. It is the common or the vulgar
idea of morality, the idea which receives

&quot;

the thorough
assent of even common reason.&quot;

Secondly. The desire for external ends can never

give us more than a hypothetical good, since external

objects are always mere means to pleasure. Hence the

principle of morality cannot lie in external goods or

objects. Again, pleasure is that in which all disagree,

and hence the motive of morality cannot be pleasure.

The only determinant of moral action, therefore, is

within the will itself. And the only principle which we
can follow in the will as principle is the command or

law of reason.* Therefore, the only moral principle is

this command or law of reason. But the law of reason

as such is without content. It is not a command to do

this or that act, but to do our duty. Therefore, the only

principle of good action is the pure idea of law or duty,

of
&quot;

duty for duty s sake.&quot; f

Let us examine these arguments separately.

(i) Stoicism has the &quot;thorough assent of even

common reason.&quot; This, we believe, is the main

ground of Stoicism and the ground which once secured

* In Kant s theory, reason and will are one and the same faculty.

t We take no notice here of the manifestly fallacious argument
developed by Kant in the &quot;

Metaphysic of Morals&quot; (page 65, Abbot)

namely, that the will is free in so far as it causes its own act ; that

causality entails law ; that, therefore, freedom entails law ; that law is,

therefore, a necessity of the free act ;
and that, therefore, we must act

for law. The fallacy is quite obvious. Causality implies law just in the

sense that an effect must have a cause, and that the same cause in same
circumstances produces the same effect. But to pass from that to the

conception that, therefore, the will must act for the sake of law in the

sense of the command of a legislator is really preposterous.
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to Kant s doctrine a more or less general acceptance.

A.s proof that pleasure or Utility or outward effects

are not a true motive of morality Kant writes :

&quot; A good will is good not because of what it

performs or effects, not by its aptness for the attain

ment of some proposed end, but simply by virtue of the

volition--thai is, it is good in itself; and considered by
itself is to be esteemed much higher than all that can

be brought about by it in favour of any inclination,

nav, even of the sum total of inclinations.&quot; I his, Kant

maintains, is the common and the vulgar conception of

morals. Let us see whether this is true. \Ye have our

selves italicised the words 44
that is

&quot;

in the quotation,
for it is to the transition which Kant attempts to effect

ai this point that we wish to draw the reader s attention.

\Ve grant most willingly that the
ik common reason

&quot;

will regard that will as good which has wished well and

morally independently altogether of its being able to

reduce its volition to realitv, and independently also of

that which it actually &quot;effects/ lie, for instance, who
would wish to come to the aid ol the distressed but

cannot do so is quite as moral as he who actually aids

them. And, on the other hand, he who has the will to

do good, but really does evil, either by accident or by
mistake, is morally quite as good as he who does the

good in fact. In that sense, indeed,
4k
a good will is

good, not bv virtue of what it effects, but simply by
virtue of the volition.&quot; Hut in admitting this we have

admitted no more than that it is the internal act of the

will which is good primarily and essentially, and that

external actions are morallv good only in so far as they
are connected with the inner intention or motive, and
make with it a complete human act. So far we are

quite at one with Kant. The will is good (and, we

may also add, is bad) independently
&quot;

of what it per
forms or effects,&quot; independently also of its

&quot;

aptness for

the attainment of some proposed end&quot; its aptness

namely, to actually do that which it desires to do; and

independently finally
&quot;

of ivliat can be brought about
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(i.e., effected) in favour of (or in correspondence with)
its inclinations or even the sum total of its inclinations.&quot;

All this is true. But Kant had no right to argue on the

ground of these commonplace propositions that the will

is therefore good in itself, independently of its wish,
or of what it wishes, or of its inclination, or of the sum
total of its inclinations. The world, according to Kant,
does not judge a man good or bad by what he effects

outwardly, and that is quite true. But the world cer

tainly judges a man to be good or bad according to his

inner wishes and desires and by what he desires. A
[man is not necessarily either good or bad who never

iTobs. But we call him bad if we know that he harbours

the desire to rob. We do not call a man good or bad
who has never killed another. But we call him bad if

1

it was his intention to do so. We neither call a man
selfish nor benevolent who does not give money, since

he may have none to give. But we call him selfish if

he does not desire to give it, and benevolent if he would

give it were it in his power to do so. The world, there

fore, judges of the morality of our acts by the ends that

we desire. It does not account the will good
&quot;

in

itself
&quot;

apart from its ends and desires.

In the common Reason, therefore, there is nothing
that makes for Stoicism. On the contrary, the

common Reason is dead against it, since the common
Reason judges of morality according to the objects of

our desires.

Again, in treating of Benevolence, we are told by
Kant that no act of benevolence can be accounted moral
unless

&quot;

all sympathy be extinguished with the lot of

others.&quot; While still maintaining the power to help we

must, he tells us, if our act is to be moral &quot;be not

troubled by their trouble,&quot; but be insensible to it, he

being alone moral who succeeds in helping them,
&quot;

having torn himself out of this dead insensibility to

perform an action without any inclination to it but

simply from
duty.&quot; He should, indeed, if he would

*
Abbot, pas*v 14.

R
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be consistent with his own principle, have said instead

&quot; When, having failed to tear himself out of this dead

insensibility, and, therefore, whilst still insensible to

(heir misery, he nevertheless performs an action without

;mv inclination to it, but simply from
duty.&quot;

I his

view &amp;lt;&amp;gt;f sympathy is not, we submit, the view taken of

il b\ men at large, it is not the
&quot;

vulgar morality
&quot;

or

what &quot;the common Reason beli&amp;lt; Vi S.&quot;

Indeed, the more we examine into the matter the more

we shall be convinced that the settled conviction ol the

world is not Stoicism on the conlrarv, that Stoicism

offends against our commonest moral sensibilities. I he

plain man s view of morality mav be contrasted with

Stoicism as follows: According&quot; to Stoicism morality

belongs to our wills independently ol objects or ends,

and our wills are moral when the act springs Irom the

motive ol law or dutv. I he plain man s view is

(a) that il is, indeed, the ^ood will to do, and not the

deed, which is the principal determinant ol moral

worth; but (h) that the will is morally good \\hen all its

ends, proximate and remote, are good, and, then-lore,

that, goodness and badness in the human will are deter

mined bv the objects which we desire; (Y) that a bad

end vitiates everything; (&amp;lt;/)
that a purely selhsh end,

though it does not vitiate action, will still rob it ol its

benevolent character and will rob it, as a consequence,
of merit ; (c) that the desire for happiness in every
human breast vitiates no action, that pleasure is good or

bad according to the object in which \\e INK! it ; (f) that

duly itself is just one of those ends or objects in which
a man may place his happiness; (g) that dutv is not (lie

only moral end or motive, that, in every act, as there is

a positive love of happiness, so there must be also just
such a love of duty as keeps us from violating duty, but

that duty is not the only moral end or moral principle.
These are simple conceptions, and they are easily put
into practice. Under the law of Stoicism, on the con

trary, the world must simply come to a stand still, since

men could not act in every case out of the pure respect
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for law. I or happiness is an ordinary spring of human

action, and it is a spring only in so far as it is a motive

of action.

(2) In his second proof Kant contends thai all objects

are only a means to pleasure. This principle we have

already examined and rejected, for we showed that outer

object is not a means merely to inner pleasure.

Now, however, let us grant lor the moment thai this

contention is true, and that to be moral the will must be

determined not by something outside but by something
within the will, by something also which is not a means
to anything else and is constant in human action and

hence necessary. What then? Docs it not at once

follow that the will is only then morally good when it

wishes its own happiness? Is not this, first of all, an

inner state, a slate of (he will itself? and, secondly, is

not a will which is determined by its own final happiness
determined by something which is not a. means to

.any I hing else ?

Kant: answers Happiness resides not in the rational

will but in the senses in feeling, and feeling varies

with different, people. We reply again The happiness
that springs from an intellectual object resides in the

(rational will, and so the happiness of our highest end

I

is a happiness of will and not of sense. Such happiness

I

also does not varv with the feelings and character of the

individual, for, as \vc saw before, the perfect good is a

good for every man, and brings happiness to every man ;

and hence such happiness should be a moral motive

according to the conditions laid down by Kant.*
L

Law, on the other hand, as motive of action, could

1 not, if Kant s conditions are to stand, be a moral motive,
I for the law of the human Reason is always a maans

.merely to good action, and besides, human Reason and

Jaw vary much in their character and in their dictates

\with different people.

The fact that happiness is an inner motive is expressly admitted

by Fichte, and hence he speaks of&quot; a will that is determined by happiness
.as at least materially free.
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Even, therefore , if the pre-suppositions of Kant

second argument be true that is, even if the moral

principle must be within us, and be not a means to

something bevond itself, if also it must be common to

all men Kant lias no ri^ ht to claim that acts must all

be clone for dtttv s sake onlv, and not from the motive of

pleasure. l
; or Pleasure lies within us, and is not.

ahvavs a means to something else, and in so iar as it

arises from the ends of the natural appetites, it is

common to all.

XOTI-: ox KANT S ARC.I MKXT

ll has been sometimes claimed that Kant attempted to

establish his principle of Stoicism (that we ought to do
dulv for dutv s sake) in a third uav namelv, through the

concept of freedom his argument, it is said, being that,

since the will is free and since freedom excludes all moti

vation of the \\ill Irom sense, and therefore excludes all

motivation bv pleasure, the moral motive must be that of

dutv. But this is not a true statement ot the Kantian posi
tion. Mis position on the point is, it seems to us, after a.

full examination of it, as lollo\\s : lie does not first establish

tlie freedom 01 the \\ill and trom that deduce morahtv as

a conclusion, but he first postulates morahtv in the sense

of dul} tor dntv s .sake, as something given, something
we know through intuition, and then lie postulates free

dom as a necessarv condition ot that. And so he avoids

what he himself tells us &quot; looks like a vicious circle &quot;from

which we find it (at first sight ) impossible to escape, &quot;the

apparent circle being that in the order of efficient causes

we assume ourselves free in order that in the order of ends
we may conceive ourselves as subject to moral lau s, and
then conceive ourselves as subjected to these laws, because
we have attributed to ourselves freedom of the will.&quot; \Ye
must admit that Kant successfully avoids this circle, for his

argument is that we start out from the obligation to do our

duty for dutv s sake, as something revealed in our inner

consciousness, and then having postulated freedom in the

noumenal world as a necessarv condition of such obligation,
Kant simply returns to see how through noumenal freedom
that same moral obligation which was previously given us as

real and existent in our consciousness is possible. In this

there is no vicious circle.
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OTHER ARGUMENTS FOR STOICISM

In Hartmann and Whewell * we find two distinct

arguments for Stoicism. ACCORDING TO HARTMAXX
there is in man an innate respect for law, and an innate

impulse to fulfil the lawT

apart altogether from the con

sideration of pleasurable ends, so that it would seem
natural and right that this instinctive respect should be

made supreme in every human action.

Reply Now, we do not admit that nature has

supplied mankind with an innate respect for anything,
but we do admit that we have an innate love of the good,
in the sense that the will cannot help wishing the good.
But let us suppose that we are endowed by nature with

this innate respect for law of which Hartmann speaks,
and even with an innate impulse to fulfil the law apart
/from the consideration of ends what follows? It

follows merely that we are bound in all things first and

before all to observe the law, and to do nothing in con-

(

travention of it, to do all according to law. It does not

follow that we should clo all for the sake of law.
^ WiiEYYELi/s ARGUMENT is the following: &quot;Moral

&quot;goodness is that quality of an act which puts it in con

formity with the supreme rule of virtue, which belongs,
therefore, to man as man that is, to the whole man

;
and

which must have, therefore, for its principle the supreme
rule itself that is, be done out of the love of virtue.&quot;

Reply Again our answer is that we cannot from the

fact that moral virtue belongs to man as man deduce the

&quot;

Hegel s argument for Stoicism runs (page 127,
&quot;

Phil, of Right&quot;):
&quot; Since the good is the essence of the will of the particular subject it is

his obligation. As the good is distinct from particularity, and par
ticularity occurs in the subjective will, the good has at the outset only
the character of universal abstract essence. This abstract universal is

duty. Hence, duty as is required by its character must be done for

duty s sake.&quot;

Fichte s argument is briefly the following: There is in man a

natural impulse to perfect independence of himself. Hence, the impulse
of the ego is towards self-determination, towards independence of
external ends, ends that I do not give myself, but which are given inc.

In its formal and full perfection, however, this independence to which
the soul is impelled is the complete realisation of duty for duty s sake.
As Fichte puts it, the ego must pursue freedom (from objects) simply
because it is ego.
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conclusion that, therefore, we must do all things for the

sake of virtue, but only that all that \ve do ought to be

virtuous i.e., that what we do ought to accord with

virtue. One might as well say that because eating

belongs to us as animal we should on that account

v always eat in order lo satisfy our animal nature. We
f mav eat for any purpose we like, provided we do not

^injure our animal na

\Ye believe that we have now adduced all the proofs
worth noting in defence of Stoic Formalism. Tn general
this theorv of dutv for duty s sake is not defended by
argument, but is assumed as a postulate, which does not

need to be proved, since it represents the noblest and

purest of all moral systems. But we have shown that

Stoicism is anything but a pure svstem either in itself

or iii its c* &amp;gt;nsr&amp;lt; jucnces, since to do a thing lor the sake ot

law is to do a thing for tin- sake of that which may be

either bad or good. Stoicism has often been extolled as

a noble and a generous theorv because of its exclusion

of the selfish element from human action. Hut the

&quot;self&quot; is necessarv in every act. For the &quot;self&quot; is
t

the principle of the human act, and action is possible to

us onlv on the condition of its bringing us happiness.
Selfishness in this sense we can never exclude from

human action.

To sum up this long and complex argument, we reject

the theory of Stoic Formalism the theory, namely,
that an act to be moral Iv good should be done lor the

sake of duty, firsi, because of the arguments adducible

in disproof of it- it demands too much of human nature,

x,it is not contained in the idea of the moral good, it does

not allow for the morality of works of supererogation,

y it reduces all individual acts to a dead level of morality,
5&quot; it excludes merit with our fellow-men, it makes moral evil

impossible, it conflicts with the natural desire of the will
7

for happiness, it takes no account of the possibility of^

bad legislation. Secondly, we reject it because the

arguments used in support of it are fallacious. Stoicism
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is not the creed of the crowd. On the contrary, it

violates our commonest moral susceptibilities. Also it

is built on the false assumptions that all objects are a

means to pleasure, and that there is no common law of

happiness for different men, no object which will give

happiness to all.



CHAPTER X

ox HEDONISM

&quot; HEDONISM &quot;

is the theory that pleasure* is the final

end of man. Recent writers on Ethics distinguish two

systems of Hedonism that of Egoistic; and that of

Universalistic Hedonism. The first is the doctrine that

the end of each man is his own personal pleasure. The
second is that the end of the individual is the pleasure
of the whole race. But manv Ethical writers use the

word ; Hedonism &quot;

to signifv the first theory only,
and Utilitarianism to signify the second. It is in this

latter Egoistic sense that we shall use the term Hedonism
in this chapter. The theorv, therefore, which we are now
about to examine is the theorv that the end of each man
is his own pleasure, and that every act is good which

promotes that pleasure. Tn the next chapter we shall

d i sc 1 1 ss U t i 1 i i a r i a n i sm .

There are many forms of the Hedonistic theorv, for
&quot;

pleasure
&quot;

or
&quot;

happiness
&quot; has main- meanings. It

may range in its varieties of signification from the grati

fication of man s merely animal instincts to the happi
ness which the sotil enjoys in contemplating its Creator.

We might thus form an ascending scale of theories of

&quot;In ordinary speech tin- words &quot;

pleasure
&quot;

and &quot;

happiness
&quot;

are

generally confused, but
&quot;pleasure.-&quot; sometimes refers to sense, &quot;happi

ness&quot; to intellect. The Hedonists identify pleasure whether of sense or
of intellect with man s final end, and the refutation of this theory is the sub

ject of our chapter. In Aquinas system (see
&quot; S. Theol.,&quot; I., II., O. III.,

Art. 4) the expression
&quot;

beatitudo&quot; has a technical meaning. Heatitudo
is the &quot;attainment of an end&quot; or the &quot;act of attainment.&quot; What is

here spoken of as happiness or pleasure is called in Aquinas system
&quot; delectatio

&quot;

that is, that pleasant state of the will which follows on
the attainment of an end. In this chapter our enquiry is whether
happiness, in the sense of the pleasure or rest of will and the other

appetites, is our end.

264
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Hedonism, each degree being further removed than its

predecessor from material self-indulgence, and nearer to

the highest and most purely intellectual happiness of

which a rational creature is capable. A few examples
will suggest how such a scale might be constructed.*

(1) There is the crude Hedonism of Hobbes &quot;

State

of Nature&quot; as described by him in the Leviathan.
*

Whatsoever,&quot; f he says,
&quot;

is the object of any man s

desire that is it which he for his part calleth good.&quot;
In

the State of Nature, therefore, every end was good.
And in this State of Nature not only was such object
called good, but it was really good, and there was no
other good. There could be no cruder form of

Hedonism than this. It recognised no controlling law

whatsoever in pleasure pr_ desire.

(2) The Hedonism of ArTstippus (leader of the

Cyrenaic School of Philosophy in the ancient Greek

world) at least recognised some law of preference in

pleasure. It denied that purely bodily pleasure was
man s end, and gave the preference to mental pleasure.
But Aristippus insisted that pleasure is the end of man.
This is a higher type of theory than Hobbes

,
but it does

not make a qualitative distinction between pleasures as

our next example (Mill) does, for Aristippus held that

the difference between bodily and mental pleasure was
one of quantity only.

(3) Mill goes farther than Hobbes or Aristippus, since

he asserts a qualitative distinction between pleasures as

man s end an Ethically preferential scale of pleasures,
*
Egoistic theories have not grown more refined with time. Per

haps the most offensive of all Egoistic theories was that put forward
as late as 1844 by Max Stirner in his work &quot; Der Ein/ig e und sein

Eigenthum
&quot;

a work in which the individual is regarded as not only the

end of his own action, but as the only thing in the world. To the

individual, according to Stirner, the world is only a dream it exists for

him alone. It is his property. He has no duties towards it.

fin Aristotle s theory also, &quot;good&quot;
is the &quot;object of appetite.&quot;

But Aristotle recognises a hierarchy of appetites and of ends, and, just
as in the case of any particular project we regard a means as good
only in so far as it leads us to our end, and count any course, however

pleasurable in itself, a wrong and evil means which leads us from our

end, so, also, though the good is the object of appetite, we count any
object, however pleasurable, as bad if it leads us from our final end.
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the higher pleasure counting more than a lower of even

greater strength and duration. Such a system is more
refined necessarily than one that recognises as the

criterion of the good mere strength and duration, &c.,

in pleasure.

(4) A still higher form of Hedonism is that adopted

by thosr philosophers who claim special consideration

for a special high kind of pleasure, a pleasure which it

is asserted outweighs all other kinds the pleasure of a

_g&amp;lt;K)d
conscience.

(5) Aliigher form still is that which Butler advocates

the Hedonism which includes in its calculus of pleasures
those which \\e are to receive in heaven as a reward of

good action. His theorv has been called a theorv of
L&amp;gt;

long-sighted selfishness.&quot;

An att(Mii|)t lo make an exhaustive classification of

Ethicians according to the scheme which we have drawn

ii]) here will present manv difficulties. For instance,

s&amp;lt;&amp;gt;me of the most famous Ethical theories are not worked
out consistently bv their authors, and at some points
will appear to belong to one grade, at some points to

another grade. Thus, Spinoza starts with Hedonism

pure and simple , and ends as a Stoic, for, according to

Spinoza, though pleasure is the end, our pleasure must

be to realise the soul i.e., to desire virtue for virtue s

sake. Butler is a Hedonist, and vet he tells us that if

we seek pleasure it will flv from us. But the scheme
will be useful as showing the variety of views included

under Hedonism.

It may be well to give the reader, at this point, a brief

historical account of some views of Hedonists. A fuller know
ledge of the views of Hedonists can he got by the student in

Sidg-wick s little
&quot;

History of Ethics,&quot; from which we have
taken nearly all the contents of this note.

(i) The SOCRATIC Schools. (a) Aristippus taught that

virtue is the pleasure-producing. There are no qualitative
differences in pleasures. Yet mental pleasures are better

than bodily because intenser. () Antisthenes taught that

pleasure is evil. Virtue is spiritual independence of body or

of pleasure.
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(2) PLATO. In the Protagoras he insists that pleasure is the

good. In the Phcedo he goes to the opposite extreme, say

ing&quot;
it cannot be good, since all pleasure has pain mixed

with it. In the Republic and the Laws he takes a middle

view, maintaining that pleasure is not the &quot;Good,&quot; but that

pleasure and the good harmonise. The best, he tells us, is

also the &quot;

pleasantest.&quot;

(3) ARISTOTLE. Pleasure is an accident, but an inseparable
accident, of all natural well-being, but it is not the end. The
end is function.

(4) STOICS. Pleasure is not the end, because it is only a

result of a natural impulse to an end. To the wise man
pleasure is not even a good. But though positive pleasure
is not a good or worth striving for, negative pleasure i. t .,

the serenity of virtue is worth striving for.

(5) EPICUREANS. -The pleasure of the individual is the

only good. Body is the source of all pleasure. But mental

pleasures though not specifically distinct from bodily are

greater than any others, because mind, besides present

pleasures, has also the pleasures of memory and of antici

pation. The pleasure of our whole life is our end.

(6) HOBBES. The theoretical ends of action are pleasure
and self-preservation. The practical rule of action for the

gaining of these ends is the Sovereign s will.

(7) CUDWORTH. True happiness is the &quot;pleasure which
the soul derives from the sense of virtue.&quot;

(8) CUMBERLAND was the first to substitute for the

individual the common good (consisting of happiness and

perfection) as end of all. From his time Hedonism in Eng
land was more Universalistic than Egoistic.

(9) LOCKE. Our own pleasure is the end, but as subject to

law.

(10) SHAFTESBURV was the first philosopher to build an
Ethics on the distinction of two impulses in man one of

self-love, the other of benevolence. The
&quot;good&quot;

is their

harmony. He could only be called a Hedonist in so far as

he claimed an equal prominence for the selfish and benevolent

impulses.
(i i) BUTLER. There are two regulative principles in man

self-love and conscience. If they conflict, conscience must
yield. Yet self-love is not so reliable as conscience, and on
that score conscience may sometimes not yield to self-love.

(12) HUTCHESON. A purely self-regarding act is never

morally good. It is at best indifferent. Yet private happi
ness and benevolence must harmonise. To this extent he is

a Hedonist. Unlike Shaftesbury, he denies that there is in

the purely benevolent impulses any touch of self-love.
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(13) llr.MK, in his later works, admits that there are purely
disinterested impulses in men, but denies that they can become
active except through sell-love. Moral Consciousness is only

pleasurable emotion.

(14) 1\ Kin. -There are two regulative principles in mar.

self-love and conscience. Sell-love can never be subordinate
to conscience. Yet it they conflict we are in the dilemma
whether it is better to be a fool or a knave.

Other writers often mentioned in connection with

Hedonism t .^
r

. , Palcv, Hentham, Mill are Utilitarians,
not Hedonists. 1 heir L tilitarianism, however, is built on
1 leclonism.

Besides the differences of Hedonists on the nature of

the pleasure that constitutes our end. there are other

differences amongst them, one of which differences will

l)e prominent in this present ch. iptcr, when we come to

make a formal criticism of Hedonism. It has been held

!)v some (Psychological Hedonists) that pleasure is the

onlv end which man is capable of desiring; by others

(Kthical lledonisis) that pleasure is the onlv end whirh
man oit^ljt to desire, although it is possible for him to

desire other things.

\Ye propose in this &amp;gt;eclion to prove that pleasure is

not even that which ougJit be man s sole end, and from

this it will follow manifestlv that pleasure is not man s

onlv possible end.

Our proof that pleasure is not the only end which we
&quot;

ought
&quot;

to desire will consist in showing that pleasure
is not our sole natural end. If we have other natural

ends beside pleasure it is impossible that pleasure is the

only end which ought be sought.

(a) PLEASt RK XOT THE SOLE NATTRAL END OF DESIRE

This proposition directly contradicts the fundamental

assumption of all forms of Hedonism. A remarkable

defence of this proposition one of the subtlest passages
in Scholastic Philosophy is to be found in

&quot; Summa
Contra Gentiles&quot; (Book III., Chap. 26). The defence

forms part of the series of arguments by which Aquinas
proves the thesis that the attainment of happiness (and
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by happiness he means the attainment of our final

natural end) consists in an act of intellect not of will.

Now, since pleasure resides in the will, and is the prin

cipal act of will, some of the arguments by which

Aquinas establishes his thesis consist in proving that

the final natural end of man is not pleasure. It is these

latter arguments that we shall here reproduce, and we
shall take them in the following order :

(1) Argument^ derived from the fact that the will s

object or end is gripr to the will s pleasure.

(2) Argument derived from the fact that the will s

object or _end is a thing distinct from the
&quot;

rest
&quot;

or

quiescence that follows on the attainment of the object.

(3) Argument derived from the distinction between
true and false pleasure.

(4) Argument derived from the equal or indifferent

Ethical value of the means employed if pleasure were the

final end.

(5) Argument from analogy of Nature s general use

of pleasure as a means only.

AQUINAS ARGUMENTS

I. Argument derived from the fact that the will s

object or end is prior to the will s pleasure.
In this argument Aquinas proves that not only is

pleasure not our sole natural end, but that it cannot be

our primary end.

Every power that is moved to its act by objects is

subject to the law that object precedes act as mover pre
cedes movement, not necessarily in the order of time,

but psychologically in the order of willing. To make
our meaning plain we shall give some examples. The

object of vision precedes the act of vision, not in time

necessarily, but in the meaning given above that is,

we see the object before we know that we see it. Simi

larly we know the object of intellect before we under

stand the act of intellect.* Now, the will, like vision and

*
&quot;S. Theol.,&quot; I., O. LXXXVIL, Art. 3.
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intellect, is moved to its act bv objects. Therefore, the

object of will precedes the act of the will, in the sense

that the wiJJ must desjje the object bejpre it_
can desire

hs own act in is Inch pleasure is contained. But the

primary object of will is also its last end, since the

primarv object is sought for its own sake, which is our

verv definition of the final end.

Therefore, far from pleasure being our sole natural

end, we have shown that an object distinct from pleasure
must be desired, before the desire for pleasure becomes

possible, and this object ijs
a natural object of desire_.

We may also infer that the final natural end of man
cannot be pleasure, but something distinct from pleasure,
since the final end must be the primarv object of our

desire.

This theorv mav be objected to bv reasoning- as

follows: A man may reflect on his own act and take

the ends or objects ot nature in anv order he likes.

Therefore, though in the order of nature we must first

know or desire the object of a factiltv before we can know
or desire the pleasure attaching to the act of the faculty,

we may, nevertheless, bv this power of reflection which

belongs to all knowing subjects, reverse the order ot

nature and make the act of desire or the pleasure of the

act our principal and primarv end. Hence pleasure can

become &amp;lt; uir primarv end.

The ans\\er to this difficulty is to be found in argu
ment 3 of the

&quot; Summa Contra Gentiles.&quot; It is as

follows: Such a reversal of the order of nature is,

indeed, possible to man. But tills fact in no way inter

feres wkh ojjr thesis that the primarv and natural o_bject

of tlie will is some good distinct from the wjll
or any

quality of the act of the wilt. The intellect, Aquinas
tells us, in order to act that is, in order to understand

must understand some object. And to know its act

that is, to know that it understands would be quite

impossible did it not first understand some object distinct

&quot;&quot;&quot;Means are sought not for their own sake but as leading to the

end, and they are sought always in a secondary and later act.
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from its own act. And as the desire of the will from

which our first pleasure is to result must be the desire of

some object, therefore, the will, like the intellect, could

not in its first actj; desire its. own act, or any condition

or quality of its own act. Therefore, as pleasure is a

quality of the will s act, pleasure cannot be our primary
end. The first desire, then, must regard some object

which is outside the will. This object will be the natural

end of will. If later by reflexion we make pleasure our

principal end, the object outside the will will still remain

principal and final in the order of nature.

A fewr words on the limits of this power of reflection of

which Aquinas speaks will not be out of place. An
intellectual being is gifted with the full power of reflec

tion on his own acts, and hence an intellectual being,

having once had his first desire determined by some outer

object, may, afterwards, completely break up the order

of nature, make pleasure his principal end, and seek

objects as means to pleasure. A man may, for instance,

determine that to-morrow he will have a pleasant day,
and then think out the objects that will best promote his

pleasure. Still, the order that obtains in his first act

will for the most part obtain in those subsequent acts

which may be described as spontaneous, natural, and

unreflecting. In such acts man s desire is mostly for

objects, not for pleasure. The desire for pleasure comes
from reflection. But sense does not enjoy this full power
of reflection. Some senses, indeed, have no power of

reflection whatsoever. The eye, for instance, cannot
know that it sees. Nevertheless, even a pure sense-

being like the dog or the horse can in some measure
reflect upon itself, and so an animal may desire its

* And not only our first act of will but also all subsequent un

reflecting- acts have, as their object, something other than pleasure.
This theory of Aquinas concerning the primary and natural object of the
will is supported by many recent Ethicians, notably by Ed. von Hartmann
in &quot; Ethische Studien.&quot;

&quot; If we consider the will,&quot; he writes, page 136,
&quot;with its concrete and varied content, we shall find that the more
instinctive, naive and unreflecting- the will is, the less do pleasure and
pain enter into our conscious ends If pleasure and pain do
result from action, they are only accidental bye-phenomena of the in

stinctive will, not essential factors in the content of conscious desire.&quot;
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own pleasure. But the act of sense, like that of

intellect, must primarily and fundamentally regard an

outer object, and its first act in time must regard an

outer object alone. The animal, as we have already

pointed out, is first drawn to its food- not to the pleasure
which lood allords In the first movement of appetite
the animal has not as vet experienced pleasure, and,

therefore it could not desire pleasure. \_a\v, the object
of its first act is the fundamental iiatural object oj the

appetite. And hence the primarv natural end of the

&quot;sensuous appetites cannot be pleasure. But when

experience has taught the animal that allied to lood and
other objects is pleasure, it mav in all it&amp;gt; future acts be

drawn, not, indeed, to pleasure purelv and simplv (for

sense is not, like intellect, analvtic, and, therefore, it

cannot separate in thought pleasure irom the object),

but to the whole experienced psvchosis object and

imagined pleasure in one. What prominence the

pleasure mav assume in that whole complex object it is

not easv to say; but all observation would lead us to the

opinion that to the animal the object remains always

principal, that the iniagijKiiujn of jhe_ hungry dog_is__
fixed more on the food than on tlie j3leasiire_ which^ is^to

be got bv eating, no matter how vivid its imagination ol

jTTeaslire niav be. Even in man when animal passion is

at its strongest, and man is under the swav of sense,

when, for instance, in his anger he seeks to revenge
himself on an opponent, it is not the pleasure to come

that most occupies his mind but the object or end which

he wishes to attain. Hut intellect can analyse the sense

psvchosis and pursue the sense pleasure for its own
sake.

l
It is not true, then, as some have slated, that

pleasures cannot be imagined or pursued for their own
sake. Pleasures may be sought both by animal and by

man, but the seeking of pleasure is not the primary

v

natural object of appetite whether sensuous or

(
intellectual.

II. Argument derived from the will s object as dis-
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tinct from the
&quot;

rest
&quot;

or quiescence that follows on the

.attainment of the end.

There are three possible acts of an appetitive faculty

love, desire, and pleasure. None of these can be either

the primary end of the faculty or the final end

(summum bonum) of man. Love and desire could not be

the end because they are natural tendencies towards, and

naturally progress into, pleasure. They are essentially

relative. Pleasure, on the other hand, is the
&quot;

rest
&quot;

which follows on the attainment of the end. It is the
&quot;

quies appetitus in bono possesso
&quot;

in bono possesso

(whether this possession be present actual possession, or

only the recollection of possession in the past, or the

imagination of a possession in the future). This rest

that follows on attainment presupposes the. attainment

of the encodes] red.

&quot;The proposition that the primary end of the will is

not the
&quot;

rest&quot; that results from the action of the will is

only a particular case of the more universal statement

that the &quot;end&quot; of. movement is not the &quot;rest&quot; that

supervenes o_n mpvejrient. The &quot;end&quot; of Physical
movement is Place not merelv rest; Phjsicaljnovement,
could not begin if_ me re rest were its en_d, for a_ body
rests as much before staLrting_as_at_the_end_. This is true

also of the will s movement. Aquinas tells us that
&quot;

if

the principal aim of nature were to secure (the subjective-

state of) pleasure for the will (pleasure being the
&quot;

rest
&quot;

of the appetite in the attainment of a good desired;

nature would never have given the inclination to the

will
&quot;

(that is, the inclination towards its end). This

brings us once more to the conclusion that pleasure is

not man s primary natural end.

III. The third argument is derived from the distinc

tion between true and false pleasures.
&quot;

Everything,&quot;

writes Aquinas,
&quot;

has the truth of its nature by having
the constituents of its substance. For a real man difiVrs

*
It must be remembered that by quies or msY Aquinas does not

mean mere cessation from movement or action, but rest in an end
.attained, and still possessed, and clung- to (adhsesio).
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from a painted man by the constituents of the substance

of man.&quot; Xo\v, pleasure is defined as the
&quot;

rest of an

appetite in the possession of a good,&quot; and, therefore, a

true pleasure implies not onlv the
&quot;

rest &quot;of an appetite,

but
&quot;

rest
&quot;

in a true good- -these being the constituents

of pleasure. Xo\v, as mere states of the appetite that
^

is, as
&quot;

mere: rest &quot;all pleasures are equally true. All

pleasures imply the repose of an appetite in something.

Alertly as a state of the appetite, as quiescence, the

pleasure of drunkenness is as true as the pleasure of

wisdom. But pleasures are distinguished as true or/

false according as the appetite rests in a true or a false

good that is, according as it rests in a good which leads

to our final end, and, therefore, truly perfects our

nature, or leads a\vay from the final end, and, therefore,

destroys our nature. The pleasure of drunkenness is a 1

false pleasure, because the good of it is only apparent

i.e., it leads to the loss of our final end, and consequently
leads to our destruction. That of wisdom is a true

pleasure because it leads to our final end and perfects-

us in relation to the final end. And as the final natural

end of man is always and necessarily the true good, and
excludes evil, it follows that pleasure, which may be-

either true or false, cannot be man s final end.*

The following analogvf mav help us to understand

Aquinas distinction between true and false pleasures.
All movement is, as movement, a real progress towards

something. Still there is a distinction of real and .

apparent, or right and wrong progress according as it

is or is not progress towards the particular end which

we wish to attain. The man who while intending to go
East by mistake goes West is not progressing truly.

Hence, mere &quot; movement &quot;

as such could not be the end V

of one who washes to reach an end, since movement

*
Aquinas goes on to show that the distinguishing of true from false

pleasures belongs not to will but to intellect, from which he concludes
not only that pleasure is not our final end, but that our final end consists
in the good of the intellect. With this aspect of Aquinas argument we
have here nothing to do.

t The analogy is our own, not Aquinas .
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Tnay not be true progress for such a person. So, also,

I&quot; pleasure,&quot; or any other state or act of the appetite,

\cannot be the natural end or object of desire.

IV. The fourth argument is derived from the equal or

indifferent Ethical value of the means employed if
1

.pleasure were the final end. Let us suppose for a

moment that pleasure is the sole natural end, and that,

therefore, the first law of nature is to seek for pleasure,

making all other ends a means to pleasure. Under these

circumstances a man would, in the exercise of a faculty,

fully satisfy the claims of nature if he could succeed in

sustaining the pleasure apart from the realisation of the

object or objective end of the faculty. If, for instance,

pleasure were the end of man, then a man would fully

satisfy the intentions of nature by sustaining (were it

possible) the pleasures of the stomach apart from eating ;

or sustaining the pleasure of the sexual faculty apart
from the end of that faculty the good of the race.* But

the result wrould necessarily be starvation and death of

the individual in the one case, and the disappearance
of the race in the other results that cannot be in accord

ance with the intentions of nature, since the clear purpose
of nature is that we may live. Aquinas puts the argu-
Wnt very briefly: &quot;If delight were the last end, it

would be desirable of itself. But that is false, for it

1 makes a difference what delight is desired, considering-

[the object from which the delight ensues
;
for the delight

Iwhich follows upon good and desirable activities is good

&quot; We sometimes find Hedonism described as a low and brutal system
of morals, because of the code to which it leads. It would lead, it is

stated, to
lying&quot;, fornication, &c., because in many cases these acts

bring&quot; only pleasure, and they would, therefore, on the theory of

,Hedonism, be justifiable. To our mind there is always this difficulty in

such arguments as these that they take it for granted that our present
code is the only right code, that lying- or fornication cannot be g-ood ;

a

thing- which the ethician really cannot take for granted, but ought to

prove. But the true inner brutality of Hedonism is here broug-ht out by
Aquinas without any such illogical presuppositions. The only presup
position in the case (it can scarcely be called a presupposition) is that

nature s end or intention cannot be the destruction of the race and of
the individual. But to represent as justifiable the sustaining- of tho

pleasures of our faculties apart from the realisation of their ends, must

inevitably lead to the degradation and ruin of the race.
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and desirable, but that which follows upon evil activities

is evil and to be shunned. Delight, therefore, has its

goodness and desirability from something beyond itself

Therefore, it is not the final end happiness.&quot;
*

V. Argument from Xature s general use of pleasure as

n means only.
&quot; The right order -L of things coincides with the order

ol nature, tor natural tiling are ordained to their end

without mistakes. But in natural things delight is for

ictivilv, and not the other \vav about: for we see that

nature has attached delight to those activities ol animals

which are manifestly ordained to necessary ends, as in

the use of food, which is ordained to the preservation of

The individual, and in the intercourse of tin- sexes, which

is ordained to the preservation of the species: for if

delight were not in attendance, animals would abstain

from th.e aforesaid acts. It is impossible, therefore, for

delight to be the final end/ Briefly,, if in the natural

physical order pleasure is but a means, it cannot be more
than means in the natural moral order. But it is plain
ihat in the order of animal life pleasure is only a means
to function. Hence pleasure cannot be man s final end.

\Ye have said that pleasure is, in the order of nature, a

means to function. But it is only in the case of sensitive

and rational beings that function is promoted by

oleasure, and even in their case the law holds only in

regard to some functions. There are organic functions,

uch as those of plant life, the acts of growth of animals

and men, and some of the acts of nutrition that are

carried out entirely without the use of pleasure even as

one of nature s means. Hence pleasure is not even an

indispensable means to functioning. Much less could it

be our end. And even when pleasure attaches as means to

a function it does not always attach to what is principal,
but often only to something which is itself a means to

the principal function. Thus the pleasure of food

attaches as a means not to the function of growth and
* &quot;

Happiness
&quot;

here means object of happiness summum bonum.
I&quot; From Father Riekabv s translation of &quot; Summa Contra Gentiles.&quot;
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nutrition, but to that which is only a means to growth
and nutrition namely, eating. It is, therefore, in the

order of nature merely a means to a means.

The animal does not know that pleasure is but a

means. But man knows that pleasure secured in this

world is, in the order of nature, only a means, and that

if we take the whole series of ends into account, it is a

means to the final end
;
and his knowledge of this fact

imposes on him an obligation of using pleasure in sub

ordination to his final end as a rational being.

By these five arguments Aquinas establishes our thesis

that pleasure cannot be man s sole natural end. On the

contrary, that an object distinct from pleasure is also a

natural end, that this object is prior to pleasure, and that

an object and not a pleasure is the natural final end of

man.
Some arguments of moderns in support of this doctrine

will be noticed later.

(6) SOME ARCJTMENTS IN PAVOTR OF HEDONISM

EXAMINED

PSYCHOLOGICAL HEDONISM AND ETHICAL HEDONISM
In the preceding section we gave the substance ot

Aquinas refutation of the general theory that pleasure
is man s final end. We will now discuss the case in

favour of the Hedonistic theory, and we will consider

this case chiefly as advocated in its two forms of Psycho
logical and Ethical Hedonism.

Psychological Hedonism is the theory that pleasure is

not only the natural end of man, but that it is the sole

object of desire the only thing that we are capable of

desiring. It is, Mill tells us, because pleasure is the sole

object of desire that \ve believe it to be a desirable end,

and the only desirable end.
&quot; The only proof,&quot;

writes

Mill,*
&quot;

capable of being given that an object is visibh-

is that people actually see it. ... In like manner,

* &quot;

Utilitarianism,&quot; Chapter IV.
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I apprehend, the sole evidence it is possible to produce
that anything is desirable is that people actually do

desire it. . . . No reason can be given why the

general happiness is desirable except that each person,
so far as he believes it to be attainable, desires his own

happiness.&quot; Later in the same chapter Mill

emphasises the fact that pleasure is the sole object of

desire, and that if we desire other things it is because

they are associated with pleasure or are part of pleasure.
The principle of

Utility,&quot; he writes,
&quot;

does not mean
that any given pleasure, as music, for instance, or any
given exemption from pain, as, for example, health, are

to be looked upon as means to a collective something
termed happiness, and to be desired on that account.

They are desired and desirable in and for themselves;
besides being means they are a part of the end. Virtue,

according to the Utilitarian doctrine, is not naturally
and originally part of the end, but it is capable of

becoming so.&quot; Professor Rashdall also writes f :

&quot;

In

the writings of Bentham and his followers the ethical

doctrine that actions are right or wrong according as

they do or do not tend to produce maximum pleasure is

founded upon the psychological theory that as a matter

of fact nothing is or can be desired except pleasure.&quot;

We now propose to criticise this theory by establish

ing three propositions which treat the question in its

widest comprehension :

(1) It is possible to desire pleasure.

(2) Pleasure is not the only possible object of desire.

(3) Pleasure is, however, a necessary condition of all

desire.

(I.) It is possible to desire pleasure.
We have seen that by reflection upon our actions we

can break up, in our thoughts, the order of nature and

seek for the ends of nature in any order that we like.

*
.Mill hei\- makes the transition from Psychological Hedonism to

Utilitarianism. With this transition \ve have, here no concern, but only
with the theory that each man desires his own happiness.

1

&quot;Theory of Good and Kvil,&quot; pas^e 7.
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Hence, though in the order of nature, object as distinct

from will and pleasure, is our primary end, and happi
ness only a secondary end, we can by reflection and the

power of analysis that belongs to intellect make happi-
-ness or pleasure a primary, though not the primary

^natural end of an act of the will. This is evident from

-consciousness. It is possible for any man to do a thing

.merely for the sake of the pleasure it affords him. A
Iman may, for instance, determine to have a day s

&amp;lt;

pleasure and then consider what objects will best promote

i
his pleasure. Hence pleasure is a possible object of

^desire.
But the general principle that it is possible to desire

pleasure although evidently true is not accepted without

reservation by some Ethicians. Two exceptions are

made to it by some writers who profess to prove that the

desire for pleasure is absolutely impossible in the great

majority of our acts a theory which is extremely anti-

Hedonistic, for if pleasure be an impossible object of

desire in the great majority of our acts, then pleasure is

not the only possible nor the only lawful object of desire.

These two exceptions are based, one (a) on the nature of

the will s deliberate choice between different pleasures,

the other (b) on the self-defeating character of the desire

for pleasure.

(a) The first of these exceptions is the theory of Pro

fessor Rashdall and others that where desire results from

deliberation or choice (and most acts are acts of choice)

it is impossible that pleasure should be the end of

desire. For to choose amongst pleasures is to be deter-

I mined by something other than pleasure, just as

i to choose between two men is to be determined by

\something other than humanity, (b) The second is the

theory of Butler, who insists that pleasure cannot be a

prominent end of desire, and that in most cases it cannot

^be an end at all, for to make pleasure the end would be

^to defeat the purpose of the desire. To desire pleasure
would be to lose it. To attain pleasure there must be

some other object of desire distinct from pleasure. This
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inner self-contradiction of
&quot;

desire for pleasure
&quot;

is

known as the Hedonistic Paradox. We will examine

these two arguments.

(a) Professor Rashdall contends that that in which

pleasures differ cannot be pleasure. We answer that

this proposition can only be accepted with a distinction.

That in which pleasures differ is not pleasure (in

general), for all pleasures are contained in the genus

pleasure. As pleasure, pleasures do not differ. Bur&quot;

pleasures differ as pleasures
* as this and Unit pleasure,

and that in which thev differ is a pleasure-difference.
Colours do not diller as colour, since all colours are con

tained under the genus
&quot;

colour,&quot; but they differ as this

colour and that colour, or as colours. And the difference

between them is a colour-difference/ that is, it is not

something distinct from colour. So also pleasures differ

by a pleasure-element, by a greater or less in pleasure,

or by some other pleasure-element. Hence, though in

choosing between pleasures, our wills do not make the

preference on the ground of pleasure (in general), they

may still be moved bv pleasures. And this is all that

Mill as a Hedonist contends for. The will is not neces

sarily determined bv &quot;

a collective? something called

pleasure,&quot; but it is determined by this or that pleasure
or by pleasures.

(b) Pleasure, Butler tells us, so far from being the

natural object of the will, disappears from us the moment
we make it an object. Let a man, savs Butler, in hunt

ing, fix his mind on the pleasure which the race affords

him, and, as if by magic, the pleasure vanishes. To feel

pleasure in hunting we must pursue the quarry and fix

our mind upon it and upon the scene around us, the

horses, the race, the hallooing, upon anything in fact

but that inner feeling of the mind called pleasure. To
seek for pleasure is to lose it. This opposition between

making pleasure our end and success in obtaining

* When we speak of pleasures (in the plural) we still refer to the

subjective state of pleasure. Some writers when they speak of pleasures
(in the plural) refer not to subjective states, but to pleasurable objects.
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pleasure is known as the Hedonistic paradox. The
obvious conclusion from it in reference to the question
we are at present treating is that since it is certain that

we do not in most of our acts defeat our own desire for

pleasure, pleasure is not and cannot be the object of most
of our acts.

This is an interesting theory, and deserves examina
tion. Our view is that the desire for pleasure does not

defeat itself, that it is quite possible for a man to intend

pleasure that is, make pleasure the end of his act, and
still gain pleasure. A man may, to use Butler s own

example, successfully make the hunt a means to

pleasure- that is, he may determine upon having a day s

pleasure, and select hunting as the best and most oppor
tune way of securing it, and still derive pleasure from

the hunt. But though we may in any act intend

pleasure and attain it, still in some acts to attend to the

pleasure we receive might make pleasure impossible, /or

it might make the act impossible which gives us pleasure.
When the act which gives us pleasure is a complex one

and requires all our attention for its proper performance
it would be impossible for us to do the act as it ought
be done, and attend to the pleasure it gives us. Simpler

acts, like the beholding of a beautiful scene, the percep
tion of a sweet perfume, c., do not exclude attention to

the pleasure they afford. Now, we believe that Butler, in

his example of the hunt, confounded these two things
/the intending of pleasure and attention to it at the

^moment of receiving it. The hunt is a complex act, and

it requires the fullest attention of the individual. To
attend to the pleasure of the hunt would of necessity

prevent our hunting properly, for to hunt properly we

|
must give all our attention to the objects around us. But,

I as we have said, a man may gain great pleasure from

! hunting even though he intended the pleasure princi-

.pally and used the hunt as a means to pleasure.*

* We would direct the reader s attention to Spencer s strange
criticism of the Hedonistic paradox. Butler s contention is that naturally
we seek, not pleasure within us, but object outside us. The pleasure
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It is not true, therefore, that in most acts to seek for

pleasure would defeat its own end.

(II.) Pleasure is not the sole possible object of desire.

In the earlier pages of this chapter we gave Aquinas

proofs that pleasure is not our sole natural end. From
this it follows that the will is capable of desiring other

ends, other objects. Therefore, pleasure is not the sole

object of desire.

We have also shown that pleasure is not the primary
natural object of the will. The primary natural object of

the will is, therefore, something other than pleasure,
which is, therefore, not the sole object of desire.

Besides these arguments, derived a priori from the

nature of the will and its object, an interesting a pos
teriori argument from experience has been used by
Sidgwick, Rashdall, and other moderns to prove the pro

position that pleasure is not the sole object of desire.

These writers affirm that it is the clear teaching of

experience that there are innumerable other objects of

desire besides pleasure.
within arises from tin- pursuit of object without. Spencer maintains that

the pleasure within arises not from something
1

without, but from some
thing wit hin i.e., our own action. It is not the fox or the stag, he
tells us, that gives us pleasure, but the pursuing of them. He writes

Recognising, then, the truth that the pleasures of pursuit are much
more those derived from the efficient use of means than those derived
from the end itself, we see that the fundamental paradox of Hedonism
disappears.&quot;

Ills criticism is, we maintain, irrelevant. To Hutler it makes no
difference whatsoever whether the pleasure arises from the fox or from
the hunting of it. lie- merelv contends that if vou fix your mind upon
the pleasure instead of upon the quarrvor the hunting of it, the pleasure
vanishes.

In the text we quote onlv one form of the Hedonistic paradox ;
but

there are many other forms of it. For instance (a) Green maintains
that pleasure arises in us from our attaining something that we desire.

That, therefore, which is desired must be attained before pleasure ensues.
Hence pleasure cannot be the object of desire . This argument is valid

against Hedonism. It is the same as one of Aquinas arguments.
(b) Muirhead insists that though pleasure can move, it cannot be the

object aimed at.
&quot; Let us admit,&quot; he writes, &quot;for argument s sake that

the idea of the course of action chosen 7 .^., by the martyr gives him

greater pleasure than the idea of any other course. But to make this

.admission is one thing, to contend that in choosing that course he chooses
his own pleasure is quite another. Indeed, the one contention is exclu
sive of the other. If the pleasure that moves us be excited by the idea
of an act, it cannot, at one and the same moment, be excited by the idea
of pleasure. The idea of a pleasure may of course move us, but then
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According to Professor Rashdall,*
&quot; no pleasures

. . . are explicable on the hypothesis of psychological
Hedonism except those of a purely sensual character

.and . . . aesthetic pleasures.&quot; As examples of desires

which are not for pleasure he instances the aveng

ing of a wrong and the relief of the sick.
&quot;

It is not the

representation of my being pleased in the future which
-makes the idea of the sick man relieved or of the wrong
avenged pleasant to me and so moves my will

; my desire

is that the actual objective result shall be achieved.&quot;

Also &quot;

hunger is neither a desire for the pleasure of

-eating, nor (in its less acute forms) a desire to avoid the

pains of inanition
;
but it is not quite the same thing as

a disinterested desire of food for food s sake. It is

simply an impulse to eat.&quot; f He also claims that many
of the desires of animals and of human infants are desires

for objects other than pleasure.

Sidgwick also instances desires for other objects than

pleasure. Thus, such acts as have for their end the mere
Pursuit as opposed to the Attainment of something are

the pleasure becomes an object of desire, and must in turn excite a

.present pleasure. It follows then that the pleasure which moves (if it

be pleasure which moves) cannot be the pleasure aimed at.&quot; This recalls

Leslie Stephen s remark, that &quot;

it is more accurate to say that my conduct
is determined by the pleasantest judgment than to say it is determined
bv my judgment of what is pleasantest.&quot;

To answer Professor Muirhead we may, for clearness sake, formu-
.late his argument thus Action x produces pleasure y. I form an idea a
of action x, and this idea produces in my mind pleasure b. This pleasure
b is quite distinct from pleasure _y. The former attaches to idea a, the

.latter to action or end x. That which determines my will is not y but b,

and b acts, not as final cause, but as efficient. Answer. Plainly Pro
fessor Muirhead fails to see that the pleasure b which attaches to the

.idea a is only pleasure y anticipated, and represented in consciousness.
An idea apart from the object it represents has no pleasure in it. The
pleasure of an idea is only the mental representation of the pleasure
which is to flow later on from the object realised. The will, therefore,

.may be drawn by a future pleasure now consciously represented. The
fact that that pleasure has now to be represented in consciousness
before it can become an end to the will does not mean that the future

pleasure is not that which draws the will. Every end that draws

us, through our minds, must first be represented in consciousness no
matter how directly it draws us. Hence, though future pleasure must
now be represented in idea, it is the future pleasure that is our end
whenever we are moved by pleasure, and not the present idea or any
quality or condition of it.

*
&quot;Theory of Good and Evil,&quot; Vol. I., page 18.

t Ibid., page 24.
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not as a rule directed to pleasure.
k

In such cases,&quot; he-

writes,
&quot;

it is peculiarly easy to distinguish the desire of

the object pursued from the desire of the pleasure of

attaining it.&quot; Again, whilst allowing for the possi
bility of benevolent actions being grounded in a desire

for pleasure or of tin* averting of sympathetic pain, he

yet insists that
&quot;

the impulse to beneficent action pro
duced in us bv sympathy is often so much out of propor
tion to anv actual consciousness of sympathetic pleasure
and pain in ourselves that it would be paradoxical to

regard this latter as the object.&quot; lie also quotes with

approval Leckv s .statement that reflection on our moral

consciousness seems to show that the &quot;pleasure of

virtue is one which can only be obtained on the express
condition of its not being the object sought.&quot; The
desire for posthumous fame lie also regards as a desire-

tor something other than pleasure.
Our own view is that taking, first, the case of adults,

whilst it is ahvavs possible that pleasure may play a

more important part in their desires than mere introspec
tion is able to reveal, it seems, nevertheless, undoubtedly

^

true that in some acts, like that of the angry man seek-,

ing to avenge himself, the dominant, if not the only, ^

desire present seems to be a desire not for personal ,

pleasure, but for the achievement of some object in this
,

case, the infliction of pain on an enemy. Acts of bj?neyo-

[ejice, too, seem to involve a desire for something other ,

than our own pleasure.
But whatever may be said of adults it is certain that ^

the first desires of animals and human infants are always ,

for some object other than pleasure, for it is only after

repeated action that the animal and the young infant

are able to associate pleasure with certain actions, ancP

to do these acts for the sake of pleasure. But these^
facts are not known to us by introspection or experience,
but by a priori reasoning on the impossibility of these,

first desires being for pleasure.

* &quot; Methods of Ethics,&quot; page 48.
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The complete and satisfactory proof, then, that

Pleasure is not the sole object of desire is a priori as

we showed at the beginning of this chapter, but it is

confirmed by the arguments from experience given
above.

III. Pleasure is a necessary condition of all desire.

Pleasure is a condition of desire because we have

shown that pleasure is the rest or quiescence which
follows on the attainment of the object that is, on the

^fulfilment of the desire. Every object of desire will,

Avhen attained, give rest to the appetite which desires it,

,and rest in the possession of a desired object is pleasure.

Therefore, pleasure is a necessary consequence of the

fulfilment of desire and a necessary condition of desire

itself, so that it would be impossible for a man to desire

a thing if he knew that it could not give him rest or

pleasure. But though pleasure is a condition it is not

(as we have shown) necessarily the object of all desires.

But it is well to remember that there is no object

which we are absolutely unable to desire, lor there is one

appetite the object of which is any good or good in

general viz., the human will. Any object can in some

sense or under some aspect respond to that appetite.

And, therefore, we can seek any object for its own sake

and without thought of the pleasure derived from it.

Yet, even when we do not think of the pleasure, the

element of pleasure will always remain an attendant

4
condition of the object, because that object responds to

the appetite, and is, therefore, capable of giving the

appetite rest or quiescence.
The Hedonistic hystcron protcron. Bearing in mind

what we have just proved, that all ends presuppose the

capacity to please, we find it hard to agree with Pro

fessor Rashdall s argument against Psychological

Hedonism, that instead of pleasure being always the

cause of desire, desire is often the cause of pleasure.*

&quot;The Hedonistic Psychology,&quot; he writes, &quot;involves

&quot;

&quot;Thocrv of Good and ICvil,&quot; paj^o 15.
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a hysteron proteron ;
it puts the cart before the horse. In

reality tlie imagined pleasantness is created by the desire,

not the desire by the imagined pleasantness.&quot; Pro
fessor Rashdall instances cases of the pleasures of

knowledge and of benevolence. It is, he tells us,

because I desire knowledge that I find it pleasant, and
it is because f desire to see people happy that the dis

bursement of money becomes pleasant to me. I find

knowledge and benevolence pleasant because I desire

them. Now, with this statement we cannot agree. If

an object is pleasant, it is pleasant to me not because I i

desire it, but because it either answers to a disposition i

in me or because it is a means to something that will
,

answer to a disposition. \Ve have in knowledge an

instance of the first of these two kinds of objects.

Knowledge answers a disposition or appetite in some-

men, and, therefore, do they desire it.* Benevolence is

an example of the second. Disbursement of money is

not desirable of itself. It is desirable only_as ji me^ns
to that which answers to the _ innej _disposi.tian~ of

Benevolence viz., the hap^irieTss^pf^oihens. Biitjt_i,s_

&quot;noil the&quot; desire of disbursement which cajjses^the^plea^sure

of disbursement. The desire of disbursement itself arisen

TrofhJiKe Tact jthat disbursement is a^ meajis to an _endL

which end suits the disposition of the benevolent mair.

And The pleasure of disbursement arises from the attain

ing of or moving towards that end. The desire to

disburse money, therefore, is itself a result and not a

cause. It is not the cause of the pleasure of benevolence-

And hence these cases do not disprove the theory of

Psychological Hedonism that desire is caused by the

hope of pleasure. That theory, however, we claim to-

have disproved on other grounds.
In concluding our review of Psychological Hedonism

we repeat that it is untrue
;
for pleasure is not the natural

* We speak now of the actual desire of knowledge. When the
Hedonist speaks of desire being- always for pleasure he means the-

actual desire, and not mere general liking. It is in this sense Prof.
Rashdall must use the word if his argument is to be pertinent to hi&amp;gt;-

subject.
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and original much less the sole object of desire. In the

order of nature pleasure is never the primary end of an

appetite. And if we consider the acts of an appetitive

faculty in the order of time the first act in this order can

never have pleasure for its direct object, because the

desire for the pleasure-giving object must come before the

desire for pleasure itself. But though pleasure is not the

natural or first object of desire it may, to a being capable
of reflecting on his own acts and conditions intellectually,

become an object of desire, and similarly to a sensible

being by associations of feeling. But no_objeet can_
become an object of desire unless

it^be pleasure-giving _
in the sense of suiting &quot;some disposition or appelTfe,
which convenientia is the_objectiye conHitiorTbiL desire ..

But it is not that which we desire. To adopt an illus

tration from Aquinas to be known, an object must
first be knowable

;
but it is not its knowability that is

known. So, also, to be desired, an object must answer
to some disposition or appetite in a man, and be, there

fore, pleasant, but the suitability and the pleasajitaeasj.

arejnot_what we naturally desire?

ETHICAL HEDONISM

This theory is thus formulated by Professor James
Seth *

:

&quot;

Pleasure is the only thing desirable, though
it is not the only object of desire; it is the only thing
worth choosing, though it is not the only thing chosen.&quot;

The theory of Ethical Hedonism, though formulated so

simply, we have very great difficulty in understanding.
For the question suggests itself Do the

&quot;

desirability
&quot;

and the
&quot; worth &quot;

or
&quot;

value
&quot;

spoken of by Professor

Seth really signify an Ethical desirability a moral

value, or is the value spoken of a psychological value

i.e., a value which consists in the capability of an object
to satisfy actual desire, as good foods, for instance, or

health are things that are capable of satisfying appetite?
*

&quot;Ethical Principles,&quot; page 117. Professor Seth does not adopt
the theory. On the contrary, he subjects it to a most searching- criticism..
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Perhaps the distinction might be better brought out

thus Do &quot;

desirable
&quot; and &quot; worth choosing

&quot;

signify,

first, \vhat one ought to desire, or secondly,
&quot; what a

sensible or normal man, or what in their sensible

moments all men ;/// desire?&quot; If the first (and the

name &quot;

Ethical Hedonism &quot;

\votild lend us to believe the

first is the true supposition), then the
&amp;gt;ystemjs disproved

by alMhaJ: we have written Jo slutwjjiat pleasure is not
,

our najurdl (Mid, for surel\- if we ought desire anything
we ought desire our n:itural end. It the second, tlien it

has been disproved b\ \\hai we ha\ e said on Psycho
logical Hedonism, lor we have shown that not only will

sire other things than pleasure, Irut .

that nature itself has_ madti_us -desi-re -something J-ber__

than pleasure. \\V \\ill take this second meaning and

discuss it. it seems i&amp;lt;
&amp;gt; l.)e the meaning in which

Sidgwick understood the theorv, and he .slates it for us

as follows: lie -ays that though we mav desire other

tilings than pleasure, &amp;gt;till, when we &quot;

&amp;gt;it down in a calm

mom: . v thing that .^eems to have an absolute

value fora, man
(1

ins the onlv thing about which

we feel we need not ask wha( is it for?) is pleasure.&quot;

; Sidgv. ick s as tluis

tormulated \\ill not b i-ar examination an\&quot; more than the

fheorv tliat pleasure is tin- onl\- thing one can desire.

It is quite true that we can aluavs ask&quot; What is an

object iDr? What i&amp;gt; id-id fi r?&quot;
&quot;

\\ hat is eating
for?

&quot;

\\~hv I siiuiild bother about friends?
&quot; and that

coiise(iuently tlu- value of the.se things is relative to some

thing else. But we contend that their value is not their

( onduciveness and pleasure, and consequently that

pleasure is not what in a calm moment we always desire.

For the very .same questions which we ask concerning

objects can be asked also about pleasures. The man
who enjoyed his drink last night may ask to-day

*
&quot;Methods,&quot; Rook III., Chapter XIV.

Followers ot Sidgwick may object to our calling his sense of value
&quot;

a psychological sense, but we believe that this is his meaning&quot;. At all

events, we explain what we mean by &quot;psychological.&quot;
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&quot;What good was that pleasure?&quot; Pleasures, then,

have not an absolute value any more than objects. There
is just one pleasure about which we cannot rationally
ask the question

&quot; What is it for ?
&quot;

or
&quot; What good is

it?&quot; viz., our final happiness. But neither can we

rationally ask that question about the final objective

good in the attainment and possession of which we shall

attain to perfect happiness. These two ends, then, have
an absolute value, and in a calm moment we must recog
nise this. Hence Aquinas brief but weighty argument
(in the article from which we have borrowed so much in

the present chapter)
&quot;

It is a foolish thing to ask what

pleasure is for, not because pleasure is our end (it is not

our end), but because it is a concomitant of our final

tmd &quot;

(and, therefore, is not to be regarded as mere

means to something else). Here Aquinas is speaking of

the final happiness of man.
W^e admit, however, that even when there is no ques

tion of the final end it would often be a meaningless

thing to enquire what pleasures are for. Thus, if on

being asked why we spend our time at Mathematics we
answer for our own pleasure, nobody insists on the

further enquiry and what is the pleasure of solving
mathematical problems for ? The pleasure in this case

is simply the result of an end attained. But from the

fact that pleasure in this case is not a means to anything
it does not follow that it has an absolute value or that it

is the end of our action. The waste steam of a locomotive

is not a means to anything, yet it has no value and is

not the end desired. Pleasure in this case is a necessary
result of an end attained, but pleasure is not necessarily
the end which we desire to attain.

And even if we grant that in such cases pleasure has

an absolute value, if it is desirable on its own account,

we contend that there are other objects also which are

desirable on their own account, and are felt to have an

absolute value even in our calmer moments. As we have

already seen, before pleasure could become an object of

desire, other objects distinct from pleasure must have

T
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been objects of our desires, and they are desired for their

n\vn sake and not as means.*

To conclude our remarks on Ethical Hedonism
Ethical Hedonism, if it means the theory that pleasure

ought to be desired in all our actions, has been disproved
bv all those arguments which show that pleasure is not

our natural md. If, however, it means that pleasure is

the only tiling that a rational man ilocs value, the theory
is only another form of Psychological Hedonism, and it-

is disproved bv all that we have said in the contravention

of that theory.

(c) Tin-: HEDONISTIC CRITERION 01- (ioon EXAMINED

PLEASl RK NOT THE I ETIMATE CRITERION OE THE GOOD

In the Hedonistic system pleasure fulfils two functions

in regard to morality. Eirst, it is represented as man s

linal end, and, therefore, as that through which acts are

made good. Secondly, it is made the criterion of the

good that bv which we know that an act is good. Of
these functions the second is dependent on the first in

the Hedonistic svstem. It is because pleasure is repre
sented as our end as that which makes actions good
that a resulting surplusage of pleasure over pain is made
the test of goodness.
We have already criticised pleasure as the final end,

and have shown that it is not the final end, from which
it follows that acts are not good or bad merely through
their pleasurable or painful consequences. \Ye now go
on to show that pleasure, or a surplusage of pleasure over

pain, is not the criterion of the good. Our first argu
ment in this connection should naturally be that since

pleasure is not the sole natural object of desire it cannot

be the primary criterion of the good. This point, how
ever, we shall not develop further here since we have

* When a man answers the question,
&quot; Why do you do so-and-so?&quot;

with the reply, &quot;I do it for the pleasure of it,&quot; he does not always
mean that pleasure was an object of conscious desire, but only that he
seeks the object for its own sake and not as a means to something

1

else,
or that such an object suits his dispositions and corresponds to arr

appetite within him.
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already said so much on pleasure as our end. The poirit

on which we shall most_ insist in favour of our thesisjiow^

i^that,
if pleasure were the_ultimate_criteripn of the good,

jt \vould_be__necessary to predict pleasure as the conse

quence _pf an act in ojdei to
jucigejthat

the act might be

inojaJ. We should, therefore^ be&quot; able to tell, at least

in regard to most acts, whether the consequences will be

pleasurable or painful that is, whether their final ^

resultant will be a surplusage of pleasure or of pain. But
,

this, we contend, cannot be known except in very few
&amp;lt;

cases. We conclude, therefore, that pleasure or a
f

surplusage of pleasure over pain is not the ultimate
j

criterion of the good.
This argument of ours demands fuller explanation and

proof. We have said it would be necessary to predict
the pleasure-result; it would be necessary to do this with

certainty. Otherwise pleasure could not be the ultimate

criterion
;
for the ultimate criterion is the ultimate test,

and should be practicable and capable of being applied
with certainty. But if the pleasure were uncertain, our

test could not be applied with certainty.

Moreover, we say that it would be necessary not only
to tell the surplusage of pleasure or pain in the case of

a class of acts considered in general, but also to predict

the consequences of each individual act, in individuo cl

in concrete considered in relation to the individualising

circumstances. To illustrate this distinction we may
take the example of murder or lying. The problem of

telling the resultant pleasure or pain of murders or lies in

general is quite a different problem from that of predict

ing the surplusage of pleasure or pain that will ulti

mately result from a particular murder or a particular

lie.

Now, our statement that on Hedonistic principles it

would be necessary to be able to predict the conse

quences of the individual act requires proof because it

is in direct conflict with the teaching of certain

Hedonists who say it is enough if they are able to tell

the consequences of a line of action in general, for
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example, of lying in general, or, which is practically the

same thing, to tell what would happen if lying were

generally allowed; and that they should not be expected
to tell the consequences of the individual act, for

example, of a particular individual lie. They hold that

the individual man will be quite safe in following such

general moral axioms (axiomata media they are called)

as that lying and murder and stealing tend to bring

pain rather than pleasure, and leaving the effects of the

individual circumstances completely out of account.

Our case against this reading of Hedonism is as

follows: To the Hedonist pleasure is not merely the

criterion of good it is also the cause of good that is,

it is that through which acts are constituted good. An
act is good according to the Hedonists because of the

pleasure it yields. Now, just as no individual can be

a man unless the nature humanity be in him individu

ally (humanitv being that which constitutes us men), and

just as an individual object cannot be a tree unless

fibres, sap, trunk be present in the individual (these

being the things that constitute anything a tree), so if

pleasure and pain be the constitutive element of

morality, if what makes an act good is the pleasure it

causes, then no individual act can be regarded as good
unless individually it produces a surplusage of pleasure,
and no individual act as bad unless individually it pro
duces a surplusage of pain. Were pleasure and pain
on the Hedonistic theory mere Criteria of morality we
would allow that, since the tendency to pain which is

characteristic of stealing in general or of most acts of

stealing is a good general test of the morality even of

this particular act of stealing, then this act is most

probably bad, since it will probably bring pain. But
since Hedonists regard pleasure and pain as more than a

criterion, since they regard pleasure as the final end,
and pleasure and pain as the very things that make an

act good or bad, then if we are to determine truly the

morality of a particular act we must determine the con

sequences of this act in particular, otherwise wye should
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not succeed in determining the morality of this act. And
if it be found that a particular act of stealing or of lying

produces pleasure only, or a surplusage of pleasure over \

pain, then no matter what may be the general tendency
of stealing or lying, we do not know how a consistent \

Hedonist can say that this particular act of stealing is

anything but good. To apply, therefore, to this case

the principle that stealing in general leads to pain, and
to neglect the fact that this particular act is certain (I

suppose a case in which it is certain) to yield a sur-
v

plusage of pleasure is inconsistent and illogical. It is

illogical because it is inconsistent inconsistent, that is,

with the Hedonistic principle that pleasures and pains \

are what make acts good or bad.

We repeat, therefore, that if the Hedonist is to deter

mine truly the morality of acts he is bound to determine

the pleasurable or painful consequences of individual

acts.

Having established our position that on the

Hedonist theory it would be necessary to predict with

certainty the pain or pleasure resulting from individual

acts, we now return to the proof of the minor premiss
of our argument namely, that the pleasure results

cannot be known except in a very few cases. Now,
there are two methods of determining surplusage in

order to fit pleasure to be a workable test, and it will be

necessary to show that in both systems we fail to deter

mine the resultant effect of action in terms of pleasure

or of pain. First, there is the method of SIMPLE EXPERI

ENCE; secondly, there is the SCIENTIFIC method of dis

covering the cause of pleasure and deducing from this

cause the pleasurable and painful results of action.

We shall first prove that SIMPLE EXPERIENCE or SIMPLE

INTROSPECTION cannot yield us certainty on the pleasur

able and painful effects of individual acts. Of this

proposition the following are the proofs : (i) Most

feelings defy measurement altogether. The pleasure

we get from telling the truth, for instance, is not a thing

we can pick out in our consciousness in such a way as to
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be able to determine and measure it. We can separate
off heat and electric currents from the movements to

which they are attached, and by which they are caused;
we can examine these phenomena separately, and devise

means for measuring them, but no similar separation
and comparison for purposes of measurement can be

made by our consciousness in the case of pleasures and

pains. With most of our actions, whether good or bad,

much of the pleasure may never rise into conscious

notice at all, or at least to a degree which is calculable.

On the other hand, where an action does produce intense

pleasure or pain, the effect is as a rule so complicated
and lawless that to trace it through all its ramifications

and discover the resultant pleasure or pain is a sheer

impossibility. (2) And if alter much trouble the

pleasures of an action could be traced there would still

remain the difficulty of balancing the pleasures against
the pains and saving on which side the advantage lay.

The pleasures of some actions can, no doubt, be com

pared with the pains. I might know, for instance, that

the pleasure of eating sweets would be more than

counterbalanced by the pains of toothache, but if I tell

a lie to save expense, and thereby lose the friendship of

my neighbour, how am 1 to compare the pain of losing

my friend with the pleasure of saving money. (3) There

is no known standard by whch 1 am to know the

quantitatively relative value of pleasures even amongst
themselves. Thus, intensity and duration are often in

inverse ratio, and how shall we compare the one

element with the other in making our calculus of

pleasures? (4) Most pleasures resist examination except
in memory, and in memorv it is difficult to recall

intensity or, indeed, anything else that will afford much

ground for calculation or comparison. Present pleasures
are equally elusive. To examine them may even

involve their disappearance, for enjoyment and present

investigation of our feelings seem unable to go well

together. (5) It is quite impossible to say where the

line of pleasures connected wT ith an act has its ending.
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Who can say whether the pleasures and pains we

-experience as old men are or are not connected with our

actions when young? The pleasures particularly that

we may have lost by having followed out certain lines of

action as opposed to others are never even roughly
determinable. (6) Pleasures depend so much, not only
on the act we do, and for which we can account, but also

on our own humours for which we cannot account (that
which pleases us to-day bringing us nothing but dis

pleasure to-morrow), that anything like a fixed table of

the pleasures of action would seem to be of its very
nature impossible. (7) And pleasure depends not on

our humours only, but also on the thousand and one

accidents of life, a single incident often turning a

pleasure into pain, a gain into a loss, and vice versa.

If a chance barrier will turn aside the river from its

course, how much more will slight things alter that

which is far more sensitive than the river the course of

inner feelings of pleasure and of pain. The pleasure
and pain resultant, therefore, of individual acts is not

determinable by the method of simple introspection or

simple experience.
We now go on to show that the more scientific

method * of determining pleasures by discovering the

law or cause of pleasure is not more successful than the

method just discussed under the name of simple experi

ence. But before doing so it will be necessary to give

a fuller description of this scientific method. The
method is that of first determining the law or cause (in

this case, the physiological cause) of pleasure, and then

deducing from that cause or law the pleasurable or

painful effects of an act. This is the method followed

by Spencer f and the Evolutionary school generally.
* The use of this method has given to the particular kind of

Hedonism now under discussion the name of Scientific Hedonism.

t
&quot;

I conceive it to be the business of Moral Science,&quot; he writes.

&quot;to deduce from the laws of life and the conditions of existence what
kinds of action necessarily tend to produce happiness and what kinds

to produce unhappiness. Having- done this its deductions are to be

recognised as laws of conduct, and are to be conformed to, irrespective
-of a direct estimation of happiness or misery&quot; (&quot; Principles of Ethics,&quot;

Vol. I., page 57).
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These Kthicians differ amongst themselves on the ques
tion of what is the general law or cause of pleasure, but

they agree that unless we can discover the cause of

pleasure it is impossible to predict the effects of action

with anything like scientific accuracy. Now, the law or

cause of pleasure most commonly assigned by these

philosophers is the promotion of life. Acts are pleasur

able, they say, in proportion as they tend to promote

vitality, painful in proportion as they tend to suppress

vitality, and they add, in consequence, that we have

but to determine the relation of an act to the vital prin

ciples within us in order to know whether it will produce
a surplusage of pleasure over pain. It is to this form

of the scientific method that we shall here direct our

criticisms.

In criticism we say

(i) The general
&quot;

law
&quot;

or cause of pleasure
1 does not

seem to promise very practical results in the determining
of the pleasure effects a point which will probably have

suggested itself already to the reader. It seems to promise
even less than the simple method of Hedonism ex

plained above the system, namely, of those Hedonists

who rely on experience and common sense for guidance in

the question of the calculus of pleasures. For it seems

quite as difficult to sav whether such an act as lying or

stealing affects vitality well or ill, as to say whether it will

produce pleasure or pain. Indeed, it seems to us that when
Scientific Hedonists proceed to show that certain acts

like lying and stealing suppress vitality, they make no

small use, in coming to their conclusion, of the pleasur
able or painful effects of these actions that act will

suppress vitality, they argue, which brings pain so that

it would seem that to determine the pleasurable and

painful effects immediately from experience is even an

easier thing than to determine whether an act promotes
or suppresses vitality, and that the pleasurable effects

are better known than the vital effects.

Of course there are some acts, like suicide, starvation,

murder, neglect of one s children, which so evidently
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concern life and health, that no rational man could have

any doubt about their effect on vitality. But these cases

are very few they form a very small portion of the

whole range of moral acts. Moreover, such examples
as murder or the neglect of one s children cannot apply
in the present instance, for the obvious decrease of

vitality in these instances occurs in the persons acted

on the person murdered or the child neglected rather

than in the murderer or the negligent parent, whereas

Hedonism judges of the morality of action not by its

effect on others, but by the painful and pleasurable
effects of an action on the person who performs the act.

(2) It is not easy to say how far, in the use of this

scientific method, Hedonists pretend to be able to

predict by means of their peculiar
&quot; law

&quot;

or cause the

pleasurable effects of individual acts. Leslie Stephen

certainly confesses that a moralist is bound to take

account of individual circumstances in determining

morality, and to neglect to do so he calls
&quot; moral

pedantry.&quot; Still we think that no Scientific Hedonist

could ever hope to be able to tell the effect of an indi

vidual lie on the vitality of the liar, or of an act of steal

ing on the vitality of the robber. His bodily vitality is

certainly not in the least affected by it, and his acuteness

and strength of mind that is, his mental vitality are

not impaired by the act in any way, and consequently it

would seem that even the Scientific Hedonists are open
to the same criticism that we have already applied to the

direct method of simple Hedonism namely, that it can

only predict the general tendency of a line of action to

produce certain effects, whereas a consistent Hedonist

should, if his theory is to have any value, be able to

predict the effect of the individual act, the morality of

which he intends to explain and determine. But even

when the Scientific Hedonist succeeds in predicting the

general tendencies of a particular class of acts he does

so, as we have already said, largely by the light of ordi

nary experience, and not by his a priori &quot;cause&quot; or

&quot;law.&quot;
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(3) Even if we could determine what acts promote and
what impair vitality, the question still remains how far

increase of vitality brings pleasure. A low bodily
vitality certainly brings with it liability to pain, but-

intense bodily vitality the vitality of a high nervous

sensibility renders one also liable to pain. A low
mental vitality precludes the possibility of the higher
interests and their pleasures. But very great mental

vitality, in the sense of great mental acuteness and alert

ness is often a source of pain more than of pleasure.
In one sense only can we admit the general statement

that increase of vitality brings pleasure the sense, viz.,

that the natural development of the faculties according
to the laws and requirements of organism must on the

whole bring pleasure. But in this sense we make the
&quot;

good
&quot;

(the
&quot;

good
&quot;

being the development of our

faculties towards the natural ends) the criterion of

pleasure, not vice versa, whereas the aim of Hedonism,
whether Empirical or Scientific, is to make pleasure the

criterion of the good.*
We think, therefore, that

&quot;

Scientific Hedonism &quot;

is

not more promising either in its principles or its results

than the theory of Empirical Hedonism which we have

alreadv rejected.

MILL S DLFI:N( i: OF IM-:D&amp;lt;&amp;gt;NISM. ins TIIKORY OF QUALI
TATIVE DISTINCTIONS BKTWEEN PLEASURES

One of the principal charges usually directed against
the Hedonistic criterion is that, carried to its logical con

clusions, it sanctions a low and brutal code of morality.
To save it from this charge Mill introduced into his

Hedonistic system the theory of a qualitative distinction

between pleasures.

Pleasures, he contends, do not differ merely quanti

tatively they differ also qualitatively. We may get as

much pleasure (quantitatively regarded) from murder as

from philanthropy, but the pleasures of philanthropy
* A fuller account of Scientific Hedonism and its defects can be

found in Sidgwick s
&quot;

Methods,&quot; pai*v 177.
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are of a far higher order than those of murder, and, there

fore, they should be rated much higher in the calculus.

A man pays more for one suit of clothes than for

another,* though the two have the same weight; for one

painting than another, though they represent the same

labour; to hear one song rather than another, though the

better singer may not have so loud a voice. So with

pleasures one may be quantitatively greater than

another, and yet that other may be of a higher quality,

so much higher as even to outbalance the quantitative
difference. Hedonism, therefore, does not mean a
41 low &quot;

or a savage morality, since when qualitative
differences are allowed for, the balance of pleasure will

always be on the side of the higher act.

We must carefully examine Mill s contention, and for

that purpose we shall ask two questions :

(a) Are there such things in pleasures as distinctions

of quality ?

(b) If there are such distinctions can they be made the

basis of a distinction of acts into Ethically higher and
lower ?

(a) Arc there distinctions of quality bet-ween pleasures?

Opponents of Hedonism, and of Mill in particular,
have denied the existence of any such distinctions. But
we must, in fairness to Mill, admit that such distinctions

exist. It should be perfectly plain to any man who

gives this subject his honest attention that our pleasures
differ very widely in quality. The pleasures of hearing,

e.g., are not the same as those of taste. The pleasures
of smell are of various qualities, as various, indeed, as

the odours themselves. In fact, the pleasure got from

I he scent of the rose need differ from that given by the

scent of roast meat in one way only- -that is, quali

tatively ;
in intensity they may be both the same.

Again, we often compare pleasures in respect of quality,

and call one finer or more delicate than another, and,

therefore, we have the clear testimony of our conscious

ness that pleasures differ in quality.
* The illustrations are our own.
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Some maintain that differences which are spoken ot as

qualitative differences in pleasure are differences not in

the pleasures themselves, properly speaking, but in the

objects which give the pleasure that it is impossible

pleasures could differ as pleasure, since pleasure is the

common element in all. Now, this theorv seems to us,

1o be founded on an ambiguity. There can be no doubt
that pleasures differ not only as regards their objects,
but also as subjective slates. But these subjective
states differ not as pleasure, since pleasure is the common
element in them, but as pleasures, just as colours differ

not as colour (since &quot;colour&quot; is the common under

iving conception in all of them), but as colours. But
the difference between pleasures is a

&quot;

pleasure
difference,&quot; not a difference of something other than

pleasure.

Hence, besides differences in objects of pleasure,
there are also qualitative (pleasure) differences between

pleasures themselves.*

(b) Our second question is Arc qualitatii dv distinct

pleasures to be divided off into higher and lower? By
higher and lower we mean ethically, not aesthetically,

higher and lower. There is no difficulty in thinking
of one pleasure as aesthetically more delicate and
beautiful than another. But are pleasures capable of

being formed into a regular ethical series, beginning ar

the lowest level of moral evil and rising up to the

highest line of moral excellence? We will give an

example of this Ethical gradation of pleasures. If

murder is bad, and if the pleasure I get from it be

intense, then it is plain that, on Hedonistic lines, in

order to make up for this excess in quantity, the pleasure
of murder must be low down qualitatively in the scale ot

pleasures, else murder would be, not bad, but good. If

there be no such series it will be useless to speak of

*
Prof. Seth maintains that qualitative differences can be resolved

into quantitative if we take into account the nature of the person who
experiences the pleasure. &quot;For the higher nature,&quot; he says, &quot;the

hig-her pleasure is also the more intense pleasure
&quot;

(&quot;
Ethical Principles,&quot;

pag~e 125,).
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qualitative distinctions in pleasures as a means to

distinguishing the moral qualities of actions.

The first dfficulty that we meet if we try to construct

.an Ethical series of pleasures is that pleasures as

pleasures cannot be divided off into good and bad.

Pleasures as pleasures considered out of relation to

^anything else have no Ethical or moral character. No

^pleasure is bad in itself i.e., no pleasure is bad as

^pleasure. Some pleasures are bad because the acts of

the will to which they are attached are bad, and the

reason why it is wrong to seek certain pleasures is not

because the pleasurable feeling is bad in itself, but

because the pleasurable feeling is attendant on an act

which is bad. There would, therefore, be no difficulty

whatsoever in constructing a scale of pleasures arranged
in order of Ethically higher and lower, in a system of

Ethics which is not Hedonistic, for, having in such a

system arranged the actions in an Ethical series, we

might then arrange the pleasures of these acts in a

corresponding series. But how is the Hedonist to

arrange his scale of pleasures? It is by the scale of

/pleasures that he must determine the morality of acts,

.and, therefore, it is not open to him to arrange his
1

pleasures in a scale which itself depends upon the

morality of acts. There is, therefore, nothing left for

,

him but to arrange the scale of pleasures by something
1 in the pleasures themselves. But since pleasures as

| pleasures are morally neutral this is impossible.

Now, this proposition that pleasures as such, and

without reference to anything else, are morally

indifferent will not be accepted by Hedonists who hold

that all pleasure is morally good, and, therefore, we

proceed to a second difficulty which we think the

Hedonists must recognise namely, that even if all

pleasures are morally good, Hedonists cannot point to

.anything which those pleasures contain in themselves

that is, apart from the acts to which they are attached-

sufficient to grade the pleasures in an Ethical scries of

high and low.
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Two kinds of tests seem possible. One is to regard
those pleasures as higher that belong to the higher
facultv, intellectual pleasures being higher than those
of sense, the pleasures of the so-called aesthetic senses,

like those of sight and hearing, being higher than those

of touch, (S:c. The other is the criterion of human

testimony.
The first is suggested to us by Mill s contention that a

man had rather be a man dissatisfied than a pig satisfied,

the reason being that a small intellectual satisfaction is

much greater than a great sense satisfaction. But this

method of gradation we cannot accept, because pleasures)
&amp;lt;&amp;gt;t intellect are often much worse morally than those of \

sense, and those of sense worse than those of the

vegetative faculties.*

To rejoice at the downfall of one s neighbour is a^

purely intellectual pleasure, whilst to feel the warmth of

a summer breeze is sensuous. But surely this latter

pleasure is better than the pleasure of hatred. On the

other hand, to look upon obscenity is an act of the 1

senses; whilst to eat is an act of the vegetative faculty,
;

and surely the latter is the better of the two. An acU

therefore, is not better because it proceeds from the

higher faculty, and consequently the pleasures of the
i

higher faculty are not necessarily better than those of -

the lower.

The second test is explicitly proposed by Mill himself,

\Vhen men, he says, prefer certain pleasures to certain

others as a rule, that is a sign that these latter pleasures
are Ethically lower. This seems to be the ultimate test

according to Mill the testimony of
&quot;

those that know.&quot;

On this test of gradation in pleasure we would make
three remarks. First, Mill maintains that it is only
those that have experience of differences in quantity and

quality of pleasure that are capable of judging in this

* We mig-ht for Ethical purposes, as we have already shown, regard
intellect as of more importance in the organism than sense, and sense
than the vegetative faculty, and we might make use of this comparison
in determining- morality ; but they are not in themselves morally better

or worse the one than the other.
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matter. But, granting for the moment that experience
can tell a man which of two acts will bring him the

greater pleasure, still we maintain that experience
cannot tell him which of these two pleasures, the greater
or the lesser, is the higher. There is only one way by
which even the initiated and experienced can tell what

pleasures are higher, and that way is by having a fixed

standard of higher and lower with which to compare the

pleasures as they come. But that is the very standard

for which we are looking, and until it can be provided
Hedonism must fail as an Ethical criterion. Secondly, if

those who are capable of judging do actually distinguish
between the higher and the lower, it is not directly in

reference to pleasures that such distinctions are made,
but rather in reference to the acts to which those

pleasures are attached. Men know the pleasures of

benevolence to be higher than those of drinking beer,

because they know that acts of benevolence are higher
than the act of drinking beer. If, then, men do prefer
some courses to others it is because they are persuaded
that certain acts are bad and others good, and the

pleasures of the first class of acts they regard as bad and
the pleasures of the other as good, and in the same

degree as the acts to which the pleasures are attached

are bad and good. Thirdly, who, o-n Mill s theory, are

the experienced and they that know? for it is important
that we should be informed who are the appointed judges
of what is good or bad for us. Mill himself tells us that

as men grow older they become more selfish, and that

consequently it is to youth we must look for these moral

preferences on which to frame the moral law. But why
should the practice of the old and selfish be put aside,

and that of the young and spirited be made the moral
standard except that already the selfish has been made
the lower pleasure and the spirited and generous the

higher? But spirited generosity is not the Hedonistic

basis of morals. On the other hand, if the old are

included amongst the judges, their principal qualifi

cation as judges will be their experience, and if experi-
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ence is a qualification in the construction of the pleasure

scale, the best judges must be the gourmands and the

gouty who have tried and compared all pleasures in

quantity and in quality and found some wanting and
others commendable. The best judge of a road is,

ceteris panbus, the man who has walked over it; and in

the same way the best judge of what is pleasant should

be the man who, in the matter of pleasure, has taken

nothing on faith, but conscientiously tried all pleasures
in turn. This means making the opinion of bad men the

proper standard of
&quot;

good
&quot; and &quot;

evil,&quot; which would
be most objectionable in practice. Again, in this matter

we must, as Ethicians, be prepared to reckon with those

who like to judge for themselves about right and wrong;
and it would be a hard thing if \ve should say to them
&quot; Thus have your fathers judged. It was for them to

taste pleasures and examine them. It is for you to

submit to their decision.&quot; Indeed, if pleasure be the

moral criterion, then it is certain that most people will

like to taste and judge for themselves; and we do not

know on what principle of Hedonism one could rationally

prevent them. But if we do allow them to taste and

judge for themselves we are certainly making crime a

necessary condition of virtue.

In conclusion, therefore, we summarise our position

by saying that pleasures may differ qualitatively, but

that to divide them into Ethically higher and lower we
need a theory of Ethics other than the Hedonistic.*

* To the arguments stated above we mav add a consideration of
some importance, that the law that would hind us always to follow the

higher pleasure in preference to the lower is a superhuman law. Most
men are bound to no more than the

gr&amp;gt;od ethically ; that is, no man is

bound to the highest or the best. On Mill s theory every man would be
bound to follow the higher pleasure in the presence of a lower. He
would, consequently, be always bound to the best.



CHAPTER XI

ON UTILITARIANISM

&quot;We live in the midst of a multitude of being s like ourselves upon
whose happiness most of our actions exert some obvious and decisive
influence. The regulation of this influence is the object of moral
science.

&quot;

Shettev.

(a) DEFINITION

UTILITARIANISM or Universalistic Hedonism may be

defined as the theory that the happiness of mankind at

large constitutes the ultimate end of the individual man,

and that consequently those actions are to be regarded
as right and good which promote that happiness, and

those actions as wrong and bad which tend to produce
the reverse of that happiness. We adopt this definition

because it represents the commonest form of the theory
of Utilitarianism.

We are not unaware that some modern Utilitarians

make the ^ell-being of Society, not its happiness, the

end of the individual. In other words, there are Utili

tarians who are not Hedonists. Although these are

technically outside our definition we draw the reader s

attention to them here,* first, for completeness ; secondly,

because their system is confuted by the argument which

we draw in the present chapter from the fact that the

individual is not wholly subordinate to society, which

*
Many of these non-Hedonistic Utilitarians belong- to the Evolutionist

school of Ethicians, and their theories are criticised in our chapter on
Evolutionist Ethics. Green s is, perhaps, the most prominent example in

recent times of non-Hedonistic Utilitarian systems.
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is one of our two main objections to Utilitarianism in

general, whether Hedonistic or otherwise. Our other

chief objection to Utilitarianism that it makes happi

ness our sole natural end can, of course, reier to

Hedonistic Utilitarianism alone.

Moreover, we have grouped together in the present

chapter all theories of Hedonistic Utilitarianism,

although they are manv and of great diversity for

instance, Bentham s and Mill s theory that that act is

good which gives the greatest pleasure to the greatest

number of sentient beings; Cumberland s theory that

the pleasure of human Societv is the &amp;lt;mlv end; Comte s

and Eichte s theorv of pure altruism that the end ol the

individual is the happiness of all other men exclusive of

his own, regard to one s self being considered in this

system, if not bad, at least un-moral. \Ye even include

in our account that verv modified form of altruism

advocated bv Shaftesburv that
&quot;

the natural predomi
nance of benevolence is good and the subjection of

selfishness is virtue.&quot; Of these different forms of

Utilitarianism it would be impossible for us to take

separate account. Xor is it necessary that we should do

so; for, if we shall succeed in showing that the end of

man is not the happiness or well-being of Society, we
shall have removed what is fundamental in every form

of Utilitarianism, and then these separate systems fall

of themselves.

(b) UTILITARIANISM How FAR TRUE

Like most false ethical theories, Utilitarianism is not

all wrong. It is wrong in so far as it makes the general

happiness the sole end of man, thereby completely sub

ordinating the individual to society. Now, that the

sole end of man is not his own happiness we have shown
in the preceding chapter; and almost all the arguments
there used might be applied equally well here to prove
that our end as individuals cannot be the happiness of

the race. But, in the present chapter, we must supple-
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ment those arguments by others that are proper to the

theory of Utilitarianism. That man is not wholly sub
ordinated to society it will be our business also to

establish.

But Utilitarianism asserts many things that are true,

and amongst these are two salient doctrines that are of

paramount importance in Ethics. One is that man has

a very special duty of Benevolence towards his fellow-

men, a duty which is certainly as important as many of

his special duties towards himself. Another is that the

general welfare is in some sense a genuine criterion of

moral good. A word on each of these.
&quot;

Man,&quot; says Aquinas,
&quot;

is not wholly political
&quot;

or

social. But neither is man wholly individual. We are

by nature a part of society. Without society we could

not develop, and development is a natural need of man.

Hence, Society is a natural necessity, and we have a

natural duty to promote its welfare. What that duty is,

and how far it extends, we shall see in the second portion
of this work. At present we may say that our duty to

our fellow-man occupies a very large portion of our

moral life, but it is not the whole of that life.

The second truth of Utilitarianism is also of im

portance in a Science of Ethics namely, that the

general good is a genuine criterion of the morality of

human acts. It will be remembered that amongst our

secondary criteria of morality, that on which we laid the

greatest stress, had reference, like the Utilitarian theory,
to the happiness or misery of Society. We showed that

an act is good if, on being raised to a general rule of

conduct, it benefitsbad, if it injures the human race
;

and though these racial effects are not the primary
criterion of morals, they afford us a genuine secondary
criterion, and one much used in practical life.

These are the principal elements of truth in Utili

tarianism. But Utilitarianism does not stop at these.

It represents the common good not merely as one end
for the individual, but as the sole and all-embracing
end. It makes man wholly subject to Society. Also, it
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represents the general happiness, not as a secondary
criterion of morality, but as the onlv or the fundamental
criterion.

In the two following sections we hope to disprove
these two assumptions bv showing, first, that the general

happiness of Society is not the final end of the indi

vidual; secondly, that the general happiness cannot be

(he sole or even the primary criterion ot good action.

(C) I )lSI K( ( )|- OF TIIK TlIKORY OF I

&quot;

I 1 1, 1 ! &quot;AK IA.M SM TFIAT

Tin; Gi-:x R\I. I IAIMMXKSS is MAX S FIXAL Exn

(i; ()ur first argument is thai happiness is not our

final end neither the happiness of the individual nor the

happiness of the race. This has been abundantly

proved alreadv in our chapter on Hedonism; lor ot those

arguments \\hich we (|iioted from
.\&amp;lt;|uinas

to disprove
Hedonism manv are proofs that happiness (not the

happiness ot the individual, but lutppiness siinplv) is not

our final end, which arguments, therefore, tell equally
well against Utilitarianism as against Hedonism. They
need not be repeated here.

(2) Our second argument in proof ot the proposition
thai neither tin; happiness nor the well-being of Societv

can be the final end of the individual is that which we
have alreadv proved that all men are ordained to a

common end other than mere Societv,* an end which is

above us all and above Societv namelv, the Infinite

Good. It mav not be out of place to repeat here our

proof of this proposition. The final natural end
o_f any

thing is the highest end which is attainable bv_its highest

This argument is s^iven bv Aquinas in answer to an objection :

&quot; Ultimas finis cujuslibet ivi,&quot; he objects,
&quot;

est in suo opere perfecto,
undo pars est propter tot urn sicut propter finem. Sed tota universitas
creaturarum . . . comparatur ad hominem . . . sicut perfect um
ad imperfectum : er^o beat Undo (in sense of final end) hominis consistit
in tota universitate creaturarum.&quot; To which he replies: &quot;Si totum
aliquod non sit ultimus finis sed ordinetur ad finem ulteriorem, ultimus
finis partis non est ipsum totum sed aliquid aliud : universitas autem
creaturarum, ad quam comparatur homo ut pars ad totum, non est finis

ultimus, sed ordinatur in Deum sicut in ultimum finem ; unde bonum
universi non est ultimus finis hominis, sed ipse Deus

&quot;

C S. Theol.,&quot; I.,

II., O. II., Art. 8).
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^ capacity_j or the adequate object of its highest capacity.

&quot;Thus, the final natural end of a tree cannot be mere

growth, because the tree has other higher capacities than

growth for instance, the capacities of bearing- fruit and

flower and seed. The highest act of a tree will be its

final end. Now, applying this principle to man (the

principle, namelv, that the final end of anything is that

end which answers to its highest capacity), we find that

I. no finite thing can be our final end, for no finite thing
can satisfy our highest__appet[le that is, our will, which

^
is capable of desiring the perfect or Infinite Good. The
Infinite Good, therefore, is the final end of all men, and

of the Societv of men. Society and the happiness of

Society are finite things, and, therefore, the happiness
of Societv or its welfare cannot be our final end.

But though Society and its happiness or welfare 1 are

not man s final end, still we may repeat that man is to

some extent subordinate to Society, and that he has

important duties towards Society, duties of promoting
the happiness of Society. In other words, the happiness
of Society, though it is not man s final end, is yet an

end, and a necessary end, which each individual man is

under an obligation to promote according to his oppor
tunities and his position in Society.

(3) That which is naturally destined to attain or

promote any end is means to that end. But a_ Irce

person could noj_bejpe_re me_ans to that_end m reference^

to_\vhich_he is_ freej ancl_jis man Js free in
jTfe.re.nce to.

Society lie_ cannot be^regarded as mere rr^arisjto^SqcJety,

and lie nce_ Society is not jiisjinaj ench

(4) The natural wejl-beni^ of anything; depends upon

the_attaming^ of its_ ultimate end_. But_ the individual

well-being is to a
kirge^extent Jndepenclent ofjjie race_j_

for even if the rest of the race were perfectly happy, still

the individual, even though he were to devote himself

to promoting the social well-being, might, from a variety
of natural causes, be very miserable and imperfect, and
therefore his end must be something other than the mere

good of the race.
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(5) Another argument which, like that just given,

depends upon a former argument,* but which vet

emphasises a distinct qualitv in natural morality, is the
\

following . The natural end
&amp;lt;&amp;gt;t

a man s actions consists .

in something thai must of necessity he actually attained /

if the proper vieans he taken. A tree, for instance, will

reach its final end viz., it will come to leal and flower

if all the natural means be taken to that effect, and all

the natural and necessarv conditions be fulfilled &amp;lt; .A
r

., if

it get air enough, light enough, moisture enough, t^c.

But no action of men towards one another, or towards

Societv at large, \\ill ever make Societv perfectlv happy, V

since there will alwavs be something to be desired by
Societv other than the good will or good services of

men. If no Unite good can satisfv the individual,
^

a torlior; no Imite good can satisfv Societv. No means,

therefore, that individuals can lake will secure the final)

happiness o| Societv. therefore, the happiness of

Societv cannot be our natural end.

(6) If the happiness of Societv be our (Mid, then our

final end is to be attained here belo\\ .-* AYe have shown
that this is impossible^ that everv condition or dis

tinguishing mark of the final end is wanting here below.

First, the goods of this life cannot fill up the capacity
of our will (quietare appetitum). Secondlv, they cannot

be enjoyed without much accompanying evil. Thirdly,
once possessed we are not sure of retaining them. They
may go from us at any moment. For these reasons no

good of this world can be our final end, for no good of

this world can fill up the measure of our natural

* \Ye think it only fair to call the attention of the reader to the fact

that, if thoroughly examined, arguments 3, 4, and 5 will be found to

throw us logically back on the argument that all men and all Society are
ordained to a common end bevond Societv namely, the infinite g-ood.
(This is given in 2 above. )

t Hedonists sometimes claim that a man s end lies in the &quot; here

after,&quot; but Utilitarians make no such claim. According&quot; to Utilitarians,
our end is to be attained on earth. Society, of course, may continue to
be a human necessity in heaven, but Utilitarians g-enerally do not con

template such a thing-. For the Utilitarian, Society means the society
of men here below.

J Chapter 3.
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capacities, and give that absolute rest (quies) to our

appetites which is essential to the last end. But the v

happiness of Society is an earthly thing ;
it is finite, and

,

leaves much still to be desired by our wills that is,

leaves our capacities unfilled
;

it is subject to evil, for
i

on this earth there will always be evil
; also, it is un- /

certain and unstable. It cannot, therefore, be our final /

end.

(7) There seems to be a strong belief even amongst
Utilitarians that it would be illogical to accept the view

that our end is the general happiness unless there be

some proof that this is our end.
;

It is important to

t
observe,

&quot;

writes Sidgwick,* &quot;that the principle of

aiming at Universal happiness is more genuinely felt to

require some proof, or at least (as Mill puts it) some
considerations determining the mind to accept it, than

the Principle of aiming at one s own happiness.&quot; If the

individual man is free, if he is to a large extent indepen
dent of Society, if he is capable of desiring much more,

and can only be satisfied with much more than Society
is ever capable of giving him, if the happiness of

Society cannot satisfy him, if, finally, Society, whilst

it accepts his services, will not bear any of the responsi
bilities of his wrong-doing, then it seems quite rational

that the individual man should have a right to ask what

proof there is that the good of Society is his sole final

end, and what proof that he is bound to make such

personal sacrifices for Society as this doctrine of Utili

tarianism entails. Now, we submit that this theory has

not been proved. And in support of our contention we

shall, in the second portion of this chapter,! set forth

and examine the chief arguments advanced by Utili

tarians in defence of their theories. Meanwhile, we
shall examine the Utilitarian theory from a second

point of view that, namely, of its criterion and its

practicability as a science of right living.

* &quot;

Methods,&quot; pa.^e 418.
t Section (e}.
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((/) UTILITARIANISM AN IMPRACTICABLK AND IMPOSSIBLE

CRITKRION OF MORALITY

Having seen that the happiness or welfare of Society
i.s not our final end, we now go on to show that, even it

the happiness of Society were our end, we could not

determine with any degree of accuracy what acts would

lead thereto, and that, therefore, Utilitarianism is not a

practical or possible criterion of right and wrong. This

argument need not be drawn out to any length, since we
have already prepared the way for it in our chapter on

I ledonism.

The difficulty &amp;lt;&amp;gt;t applying the I tilitarian criterion to

actual practice turns principally on the fact that on the

Utilitarian theory we have to determine
&amp;lt;|iiantitv

of

pleasure or ot welfare before we can judge of the morality

of actions; and this proposition that the Utilitarian must

determine quantity of pain or pleasure is inferred from

another proposition viz., that an Ethical theory that

judges by effects merely must determine such quantity.*
Now, in a theory that determines morality by conse

quences the necessity of quantitatively determining
effects must always arise, becau.se our acts haye often

most opposed consequences, some pleasant, SOUK*

painful, which it is necessary to compare and reduce to

a resultant in order to know on which side the balance

is on that of pleasure or that of pain, of welfare or of

injury. The great difficulty of the Utilitarian theory is

the difficulty of determining these consequences.

Concerning this difficulty of determining the conse

quences of action we haye already spoken in our chapter
on Hedonism. \Ye there showed the impossibility of

calculating the pleasures and the pains which actions

bring to the doer of the action, or of comparing these

pleasures and pains with one another, so as to obtain

the resultant feeling in case we did succeed in summing
them separately. The difficulties arising are many. If

* That Utilitarianism judges morality by effects merely is evident

from the verv definition of Utilitarianism.
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the method followed be the a posteriori method of

experience and common sense then there is (i) the diffi

culty of measuring any feeling except the most intense,

(2) the difficulty of knowing all the feelings which result

from actions, (3) of balancing pleasures against pains,

(4) of comparing pleasures with one another so as to

obtain a sum of pleasures, (5) of examining present

pleasures or fully recalling remembered ones, (6) of

saying how far into our lives the influence of our early
acts extend and consequently of determining all the

pleasures and pains these acts produce, (7) of determin

ing how far our pleasures and our pains depend on our
humours and character, and (8) on the accidents of life.

On the other hand, if the method followed be a priori,

or what we have called the scientific method the

method, that is, of deducing the pleasure and pain-
results from some theory of the cause or law of

pleasure, then we have the insuperable difficulty already
referred to of determining the cause of pleasure, and of

knowing, even if we should succeed in determining the

cause of pleasure, when and in what cases this cause is

realised.

Now, if all these are difficulties against the possibility

of calculating the pleasures and pains experienced by
the individual man, the difficulties of determining the

pleasures and pains which actions produce in Society at

large must be very much greater. To examine our own

feelings is difficult, but to examine the feelings of other

people is more difficult still. Equally difficult is the task

of comparing the pleasures which an act produces in

some with the pains which it brings to others, and of

determining the resultant of these pleasures and pains.

If, then, Hedonism fails as a criterion of conduct, Utili

tarianism fails still more signally. Indeed, it is only
when we take up for consideration some particular action,

and try to determine practically its consequences on

Society, that we really come to understand the utter im

possibility of using the Utilitarian criterion in the draw

ing up of a moral code.
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But, as in the case of Hedonism so also in the case of

Utilitarianism, there are some who claim that the diffi

cult} ot determining the consequences of action is

imaginary, since it depends on the false supposition that

it is necessary to predict the effect of an action taken in

individuo &amp;lt;/ in coiicrcto, whereas it is &amp;lt;mlv necessarv to

determine the tendency ol a line of action in general, and

apart lr&amp;lt;-m individual circumstances, or, which is the

same thing, to determine \\hat would actually happen if

such a line ot action were allowed in general. This
theorv is defended l)v \\ hewell, Palev, and man\ other

I lilitariaiis.

\ow, we showed in &amp;lt;&amp;gt;ur chapter on Hedonism that a

theorv that regards the goodness and badness ot acts as

constituted bv the consequences of these acts cannot

logicallv ignore the effects of the particular act. And
since, according to I tilitarianism, moral good and evil

are constituted ^\ the consequences til acts, I tili

tarianism must take account ot the particular as well as

the general consequences that is, of the actual effect of

this individual act on Societv in a particular case, as well

as ot the general tendencv ot such acts to altect Societv

well or ill, or of the effects that would follow if an act

were generally allo\\ed. Consequently, the difficulty of

predicting the effects of individual acts applies in the

case of I tilitarianism, and hence we cannot regard the

criterion of I &quot;tilitarianism as a practical or reliable

criterion of the nioralitv of acts.*

Bui, now, let us for the moment suppose that the diiTi-

Some curious ivsulls will be obtained bv tin&quot; consistent Utilitarian

who logically works out particular cases by (ictunl results to Society, not

bv general rules. For instance, granted, as proved above, that a con
sistent Utilitarian must judge in particular cases by actual results, not

by general rules or tendencies, what, following the Utilitarian theory,
is a man to do who feels that he can steal from another without doing
injury to Societv? The owner will, of course, suffer some unhappiness
in the loss of his monev, but the robber gains equally in happiness by
acquiring the money, and if he be a poor man his gain in happiness will

more than counterbalance the actual pain experienced by the rightful
owner. Is the act of stealing lawful in this case ? If an act be lawful

or unlawful because of the pleasure or pain it brings to Society, then
since in this case the happiness that is lost in one part of society is

gained in another, it would seem that the effect on Society as a whole is.
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culty of determining the consequences, whether par
ticular or general, has been overcome, and that we can

predict these consequences with absolute precision.
There will still remain one (to our mind) insuperable

difficulty in regard to the use of the Utilitarian

criterion namely, the difficulty of its consistent appli
cation to moral cases, where the particular and the

general consequences are opposed. We shall explain
this difficulty by an example. Let us suppose a case of

murder, which, on account of the individual circum

stances, is certain to bring a surplusage of happiness to

the race at large (the supposition is quite possible in the

case of persons suffering from certain contagious
diseases, whose death, therefore, would relieve Society
of much apprehension and much evil of every kind).

Now, we take it that no Utilitarian would regard such

an act as lawful or good, and his plea for not allowing it

is that, in judging the morality of an act, we should

take account not of the particular but of the general
effects that is, not the effects of this particular net in

these particular circumstances, but the general tendency
of such acts in regard to Society. And we shall allow

this argumentation to stand for the moment. But if this

be the law of procedure with regard to the case of con-

ntl, and that, so, the act is neither good nor bad but indifferent, and
therefore morally allowable.

This consideration (we do not call it an argument, for, as we said

before, we do not regard it as either a proof or a disproof of any theory
of morals to show that it is consistent or inconsistent with our code)

may be answered by the Utilitarian saying that the general good could
not possibly be promoted unless there were a law of distribution of

happiness, and the first requisite of proper distribution is that each man
be given and allowed to enjoy

&quot; his own &quot;

(Cuique suum), and that

therefore, though the case of Moral jugglery we have just given raises

difficulties for a Utilitarianism of our own making, it raises none for a

genuine theory of Utilitarianism which postulates such a law. Still we
submit that this Utilitarian reply is not altogether satisfactory. For we
grant that on the Utilitarian theory there should be a general law of
Distribution a law to give each his own, if the general good is to be
forwarded. But, nevertheless, we conceive a case of some individual

coming to the Utilitarian in the quiet of his study and claiming to be
allowed in this particular case to increase the sum of general happiness
by stealing from his rich master, and on Utilitarian principles we do
not know how such a man can be prevented from stealing.

On this same problem the reader might refer to our account of

Spencer s theory, page 397.
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tagious diseases, the Utilitarian must adopt the very same
law &amp;lt;&amp;gt;i procedure with regard to every other kind of evil.

Now, lying, all would admit, tends in general to bring
evil consequences to the race. But let us suppose that a

Statesman bv
telling&quot;

a lie could save the world from all

the horrors of an international war, is he on the Utili

tarian theorv free morallv to tell a lie and save the

world trom certain universal unhappiness? A consistent

Utilitarian should answer &quot;No,&quot; since in the case of

leprosy and murder it was the general and not the par
ticular consequences that determined the moralitv of the

act, and, as in these cases, so also in the case of lying,
the general consequences are hurtful to Societv. We
believe, however, that t tilitarians generally would in

this case ot lying judge bv the particular consequences
only, and would not onlv allow the lie. but even regard
it as morally necessary. Hut what, then, about the

general tendency of King? Is not the &quot;general ten

dency
1

in this case thrown to the winds, and are not

the actual ettects of the act in the circumstances made
the binding rule of conduct? But this act is an excep
tion, it will be said. So, we answer, was the other act

an exception, and so is every act an exception in which

the general tendency is negatived bv the actual circum

stances of the case. And if we are bound to judge by
the actual effects in this case, s () must we judge in every
case if we would be consistent I tilitarians.

This difficulty of consistency in the application ot the

criterion of Utilitarianism seems to us to be inseparable
from the theory of Utilitarianism, and is by itself alone

convincing proof of the ail-round unworkability of

Utilitarianism as an Ethical system.

(c) CONSIDERATION OF Tin: AROI.MENTS FOR TIM-: UTILI

TARIAN THKORV THAT mi-: FINAL END OF THE

INDIVIIHAL is TIIF HAPPINESS OR WELFARE OF

SOCIETY

In a previous section we showed that the happiness or

well-being of Society is not man s final natural end;
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and we promised, towards the close of that section, to

take up for consideration, later on in the present chapter,
the opposing arguments of the Utilitarians. This

promise we nowr

propose to fulfil.

The arguments of the Utilitarians may be divided as

follows : First, that derived from Psychology, that in

man there are original benevolent impulses; secondly,

argument drawn from Hedonism, that the law of seeking
our own good includes the law of seeking the good of

all
; thirdly, argument drawn from the fact that the moral

law is
&quot;

categorical and objective,&quot; and, therefore, that

it concerns the good of the whole race, not a mere part ;

fourthly, argument drawn from the common conception
of Morals, which, it is contended, identifies

&quot;

good
&quot;

with &quot;universal happiness&quot;; fifthly, argument drawn
from Pragmatism, that Utilitarianism as a moral theory
is found to work; sixthly, argument drawn from the

theory of the &quot;solidarity of Society,&quot; the theory, viz.,

that the individual is nothing apart from Society, and is

indebted to Society for all that he is and has
; seventhly,

argument drawn from the necessity of Utilitarianism to

account for many of our moral intuitions.

(i) Argument drawn from Psychology that in man
there are natural benevolent impulses.

This argument is essentially a theory that there are

in us original impulses w^hich have for their object the

good of others, not the good of determined persons

merely, but of all men. Being original, or given to man

by nature, the claims which these benevolent impulses
make upon us, it is asserted, should be observed in all

our acts, and, therefore, they make it our duty in every
act to seek the general good. It is not, indeed, asserted

that these impulses comprise our whole appetitive nature

as men, for it is agreed that we have in us selfish

impulses as well. Shaftesbury, for instance, considered

that the benevolent impulses should even be tempered

by the selfish, and an equilibrium of impulse be secured

thereby. But Utilitarians generally infer from the
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presence of these benevolent impulses a duty in all our

actions to seek the good of all the individual himself

counting as onlv one amongst the total number of

men.

AY/i/y- \\ e have to consider two points---(a) (iranted

these impulses, what is the Fthical conclusion thev

necessitate? (/M Are our benevolent impulses original,
or are thev derivatives I ruin the impulse for o_ui&quot; o^vn

hcippijipss__?
for if thev are offshoots or derivatives from

the impulse lor our own happiness, then the impulse to

our own hanpiness will be more fundamental than the

impulse of Benevolence, and the linal end oi man will

b&quot; not the i^ ood &amp;lt;&amp;gt;} Societv but a man s own good.

(a) \\ e maintain that even if we have in us original
benevolent impulses, ihe largest duiv that ihese impulses
could give rise to would be a particular dutv of benevo

lence. Thev could not determine the \\hole moral law

tor us. ll \\ e have sellish impulses as \\ell, then these

should also determine part of our dutv. Hence, even if

we have benevolent impulses, our sole final end \\ould

not be necessarilv the general happiness or welfare.

But, it will be said, the benevolent impulses relate to the

good of all and the sellish to the good of one man only,
and two such impulses would not be properly balanced

unless we sought our own good as a part merelv of the

general happiness. Our reply is that this contention

might be allowed did not the impulse for our own good
outweigh all the other impulses. And that it does out

weigh all others is evident from the fact that in every
act we must wish our own good, whereas it is rarely that

the benevolent impulses assert themselves within us.

Our benevolent impulses have no part, for instance, in

inducing us to eat or drink or study mathematics.

Hence, the impulse for our own good is of more import
ance in the constitution of man than that of benevo-

* We must keep before the reader that we still admit a lar^e and
important duty of Benevolence.
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lence,* and, therefore, the presence of Benevolent im

pulses in us does not prove that the general happiness
is our final end.

(b) But now we shall show by another argument that

our benevolent impulses are naturally far outweighed by
that for our own good. Our argument is that our
benevolent impulses are not original and underived, but

are merely a natural offshoot from our desire for our own

good. There is in the will but one original natural

impulse viz., the impulse of the will to the attainment

of its natural object our own good. On this love of

our own good is based every other impulse of our will.

We may, if we like, call this desire selfish in the sense

that it is always a desire for our o\vn good. But

whether we regard it as selfish or not, on it is based

every other desire of the will. Now, this law that we
must desire our own good is by no means to be inter

preted as meaning that we cannot desire the good of

others. On the contrary,
&quot; our own good

&quot;

may be
N

sought in another person. Our own good may consist
j

in seeking the good of another, not in the sense that we

may make another s happiness a means to our own, but

in the sense that we can come to regard another s

happiness as our own, and this power of regarding the
/

happiness of another person as our own is the root and

principle of Benevolence. How the love of one s own

good comes to take the form of benevolence is one of the

most interesting problems in philosophy. It has been
&amp;lt;

fully treated by Aquinas, following Aristotle.

A man, according to Aquinas, may love others with

either of two kinds of love either the amor concupi-

scentiae
-j-

or the amor amicitiae. In amor concupiscen-
tiae we love a thing or a person on account of some

advantage accruing to ourselves; for instance, we may
* The importance of this desire for our own good is brought out by

Aquinas in &quot;

SummaTheol.,&quot; II. II ae ., Q. 26, A. 6, where he says, speaking
of the love of other men, that we should love more intensely those who
are near to us than those who are near to God a remarkable admission

from St. Thomas Aquinas.
t The expression is technical. It must not be supposed to imply

necessarily a sensuous element in desire.
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love a ruler because he is kind to us. In amor amiciliae

we love a person for his own sake alone. Plainly,
benevolence is the love of the second kind, and it is with

this amor amicitiae and benevolence that \ve are now
concerned in this present section. On what is this love

of benevolence based? &quot; A man,&quot; writes Aquinas,
&quot;

is

never said to be friendlv towards himself. He is related

to himself b\- something deeper than friendship. II v

friendship ice effect a union \eilh olhcr people. But a

man s relation to himself is something deeper than

union it is a relation ol unitv itself, and unitv is deeper
than union -// is even the principle of union. And as

unitv is the principle of union,
&quot; so is the love ol one s

self the Principle and root of friendship. A man is said

to be Iriendlv to others, just in so tar forth as his attitude

towards them is the same as his attitude to himself. As
Aristotle says in o Kthic., things appertaining to

others- -that is, to friendship are grounded on that

which appertains to the love of one s self
(&quot;

S. Th.,&quot;

H a
., ll ! e

., XX\ .). The love, therefore, of one s own

good is, according to Aquinas and Aristotle, the root of

benevolence, as it is of every other human impulse.
But we certainlv cannot stop at this. \Ve must go

farther and explain how benevolence can be grounded
in the love of one s own good, how from self-love as root

we mav obtain the flower Benevolence. The question
can be put in the form of a difficulty thus : In every act

we must seek our own good; how, then, can we seek the

good of others for their own sakes alone, and in par
ticular how can this second desire be grounded on the

first? Xow, there would be no difficulty in explaining
this if, instead of benevolence, we had to deal with the

*
Sidgwick writes :

&quot; Love is not merely a desire to do good to

the object beloved, although it always involves such a desire. It is

primarily a pleasurable emotion, which seems to depend on a certain

sense of union with another person
&quot;

(&quot; Methods,&quot; 244). Sidg-wick finds

gTeat difficulty in saying- whether intense love for an individual is a
moral excellence in sense of a benevolent motive, but he inclines to

the negative view. Whether he is right in this we shall not now inquire,
but the fact is, these very intense loves are very often not examples of

amor amicitiae but of amor concupiscentiae, and that is why they are

often not benevolent.
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amor concupiscentiae merely that is, loving a man
because he is good to us, for in the love of self is con
tained the love of others as they minister to one s self.

But it seems hard to get from the love of one s own
good to benevolence, which is the love of some one for

his own sake (or, which is the same thing, the wishing
of good to another for his own sake) alone. Still, the

transition is possible, and as effected by Aquinas,

following Aristotle, it is highly interesting and worthy
of Aquinas.* It is made to depend upon the funda
mental natural principle of union between one man and
another viz., our common human nature. We are all,

according to Aquinas, like one another in our human
nature -we are one iti human nature, and we differ only
in individual characteristics. On that account we are

able mentally to put another man in our own place and
wish him good as we would wish it to ourselves. This is

the root of Benevolence. In Benevolence I do not love

another as another, because for that it would be necessary
to keep my neighbour apart mentally from me, to regard
his good as quite a distinct thing from mine. Rather I

put him in my own place on account of his likeness to me,
make of him an alter ego, regard him as one with myself,
and wish him well accordingly. Again, we quote
from Aquinas (K, II a

., XXVII., 3) &quot;&quot;All benevolence

is grounded in likeness. f Two men that have the same
form are one in that form, and all men are one in their

humanity. A man s love, therefore, goes out to another,

in so far as that other is one with himself, and he will

consequently wish to that other good, in the same way
as he wishes it to himself.&quot;

Likeness to ourselves, therefore, is the root of friend

ship (&quot;
omne amans amat sibi simile

&quot;)
of friendship in

its best sense that is, as benevolence. Benevolence is

&quot;&quot;&quot;

It is not u doctrine for shallow minds. The} will be sure to

misunderstand it.

t It should be remembered that that which benevolence loves in

another must be something which a man esteems. Else the benevolent

lazy man could love only la/.y men, and benevolent bad men only bad
people.
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the wishing of good to another for his own sake, not for

mine, and this wish I can entertain in spite of the fact

that benevolence begins in the love of my own good.
For, as \ve have said, in benevolence I put another in my
place for the moment, who then becomes my alter ego;
and consequently I can wish him good in the same way
as I wish it to myself. In benevolence, therefore, the

love of self is not extinguished- it is rather made to

expand, so as to embrace all persons, whom, therefore,

we treat as we would treat ourselves. This is the

highest love possible to treat another as we would treat

ourselves. It is not egoistic, for through it we desire

another s pleasure, not our own personal pleasure. It is

not the amor concupiscentiae, for bv it we wish another

well, not for our own sake, but tor his. It is pure
benevolence. In amor concupiscentiae I wish another

good as means to mvself, and, therefore, as distinct

from mvself. In benevolence I put another man in my
own place and make his

&quot;

good
&quot;

mine. In the first

the
&quot;

thine
&quot;

is distinct from the
&quot;

mine,&quot; in the second

the
&quot;

thine
&quot;

/.s&quot; the
4k

mine.&quot;

From all this we draw an important conclusion the
* Of minimi Kthicians none comes closer to Aquinas in his analysis

of Bene\ olcnce than Leslie Stephen, lie gives us as u i&quot; 11 ^ of Benevo
lence to another &quot; Put yourself in his place

&quot;

(&quot;Science of Kthics,&quot; page
-\}o). Again he writes, &quot;So far as 1 sympathise with you I annex your
consciousness. 1 act as though mv nerves could somehow be made
continuous with vours

&quot;

(page -\V&amp;gt;).
And lest this statement should he

taken to mean that 1 sympathise with your pain because your pain
brings as a consequence pain to me (as distinct from you), he expressly
repudiates this interpretation (page 240). The theory which identifies

benevolence with regarding another as an alter ego is also making head

way amongst French Fthicians. Thus Fouillee, in his account of the

Evolutionist Kthics (in
&quot; La Morale Contemporaine &quot;), regards sympathy

as arising out of the common consciousness of different individuals who are
&quot;freres siamois par la tete et par le coeur,&quot; and he mentions the

Darwinian interpretation of self-sacrifice as resulting from the fact that
&quot;

les deux poles, moi et toi, sont intervertis.&quot;

Th ereader in considering special cases of love or kindness should be
careful to distinguish where the love is amor concupiscentiae and where
it is amor aiiciiiae or benevolence, for it is not always easy to distin

guish between them. They often exist in the same mind and towards
the same person. Thus, to take some special cases, a person with

qualities that are attractive to a man may be loved by that man. Such
love based on such qualities is generally the amor concupiscentiae. Now,
amor concupiscentiae is a good and a useful thing ; but it is not benevolence.
A man loves such a person as he loves a beautiful scene or food i.e., he
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only one, indeed, that has any bearing on our present

enquiry viz., that Benevolence is not an original

impulse in man. On the contrary, Benevolence is a

derivative from self-love in the sense of the love of one s

own good. It is, indeed, different from self-love, but

it could no more exist without self-love than the fruit

could grow without the tree. Consequently, the impulse
to our own good is, in the order of nature, more funda

mental than that to the good of the race, and, therefore,

the good of the race cannot be our final natural end.

And what we say of Benevolence we say also of Pity

Pity is also based on self-love. Pity is benevolence

towards those in sorrow, and, again, its root is likeness

to ourselves.
:

Pity,&quot;
writes Aquinas,

&quot;

is compassion
for the misery of another, and arises from the fact that

we are pained or sorrowful at another s pain. But
inasmuch as sorrow relates (properly) only to (the loss

of) our own good, so a man can be sorrowful at another s

misery only in so far as he regards that other s misery
.as his own &quot;

(II&quot;., 1I&amp;lt;\, XXX., 2).

A superficial view of these doctrines of Aquinas about

benevolence and pity might induce one to think that in

-grounding them on self-love he had lowered the standard

both of friendship and of pity. Maturer thought, how-

loves it as his object. But the same person may be loved amor amicititte

i.e., a man may desire good to him for his own sake. Such amor
amicitiac or benevolence is based, not on some special attractive qualities
in the person, but upon a likeness to him who loves. Thus a father who
loves his two children benevolently, loves them equally, though one be
handsomer and more attractive than the other. But if he prefers the
more attractive child this preference is based, not on benevolence, but on
the amor concupiscentiae ;

for it is a preference based on the pleasure
given to himself, and it is the same kind of preference that is given by
men to certain kinds of food or wine, in which cases there is always
some reference to the pleasure which the presence or possession of the

object gives to the individual who loves. Granted then an equal degree
of likeness between the objects loved and him who loves, pure benevolence

begets equal love. Where a father s love is one of pure benevolence he
loves all his children equally, because their likeness to him that is, their

family connection with him is equal. Where patriotism is purely bene
volent one loves all his countrymen with an equal love, for the bond is

the same with all. Where the love of humanity is benevolent all men are
loved to the same extent, for the only bond is that of human nature.

The clearest example of benevolence is that which makes us love a
poor man who has no attractions for us a kind of love which is very
different from our love for attractive people or for beautiful objects.
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ever, will reveal the opposite. Then- is no higher
friendship than that which makes me regard my friend

as an alter ego; there is no deeper pitv than that which
makes me regard another s sorrow as my own/

Pitv, then, like Benevolence, is not original; it is a

derivative (but a natural derivative) from the love of

one s own good. Hence, we see if we mav he allowed

to carrv this question a little outside the region of

Fthics ho\\ wrong Martineau is when he tells us that

sympathy with suffering is so grounded in our nature

i.e., is so original and mule rived in our constitution that

in it we find an impressive proof that pain and sorrow

are not mere uncontemplated anomalies, arising by way
of disorder outside the idea and scheme of things, but

are embraced within a plan of human life and distinctly

provided for in human nature.&quot; That our constitu

tion,&quot; he adds,
&quot;

is furnished with this medicine of ill

indicates a s\ stem constructed, so to speak, on a theory
of sorro\\ , and assigning la il a deliberate place as a

perpetual dement of discipline, as natural and not

unnatural&quot;
(&quot;Types,&quot;

Vol. II.). In this passage
Martineau takes it for granted that nature furnishes

everv man originallv with a special impulse of pity or

A few words on some modern \iews on pitv will bo useful here.

I nlike Spino/a ;uul Niet/che, who regard pit\ as evil, most modern

philosophers regard pit\ as a natural good. !&amp;gt;ut those who regard it as

good differ much in their views as to the nature of pitv. According to

Schopenhauer it is a purely altruistic virtue, and has nothing whatever to

do with tin- love of one s own good. 1 itv, he maintains, is sympathy
with a man for his own sake 1

, and therefore in pitv 1 do not imagine niysclj
as burdened with another s sorrow, rather I imagine ////;/ as burdened
with his own sorrow, and I imagine mvself as happv, anil 1 contrast my
happiness with his grief. My pit\- for him is, Schopenhauer contends,
all tin 1 greater -the greater, b\ \\a\~ of eont i~ast , nn&quot; personal )O\&quot;.

\Vundt
also holds the same extreme altruistic view. In pitv

&quot; we do not take on

the sorrow of another,&quot; he savs, &quot;and make it our own, because there-

could be no greater difference between an\ two states than that which
we know to subsist between the hunger ol the hungry man and the pity
of one who wishes to relievo him

&quot;

(Kthik).
In contrast with this \ii w of Schopenhauer and \\ undt, there are

some modern theories which are wholly Egoistic which, therefore,

thoug-h they are in some respects akin to the theory of Aristotle and

Aquinas, vet must be carefully distinguished from this latter theory.
They are to be distinguished from Aristotle s and Aquinas theory be
cause according to these latter pity is wholly benevolent ; it rests on the
amor amicitiae it is whoilva movement towards another s good (and for
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sympathy, from which he draws the conclusion that

sorrow, and therefore evil, are a necessary part of the

original scheme of nature. But we have shown that
there is in us originally and fundamentally no such
medicine of ill. Pity, like benevolence, is a derived

impulse, naturally derived, but yet derived. In the will

there is but one original underived impulse namely,
our love for our own good.

(2) Argument drawn from Hedonism.

Utilitarians argue from Ethical Hedonism that is,

from happiness as the supposed end of man. They
extend this theory from the happiness of the individual

.to the happiness of all men, which latter happiness then

becomes the natural end of the individual. They offer

two proofs drawn from Hedonism for their theory of the

happiness of all men as the Ethical end of the Indi

vidual. The first proof is Mill s rather obsolete argu
ment, that if each man s happiness is the end of each,

then all men s happiness is the end of all, and, therefore,

all men s happiness is the end of each. His words are
&quot;

each person s happiness is a good to that person; and
the general happiness, therefore (is), a good to the

that other s sake) whose interest I yet regard as my own (as said above
I make of that other an alter ego}. On the other hand, the Egoistic
theories, to which we refer now, make pity end in one s self alone. Accord

ing&quot;
to them, pity springs from the amor concupiscentiae, or the love of

another as means merely to our own happiness. On this theory, could
we ourselves get the same happiness that we now get, without the

happiness of the other, both that other and his interest would be dis

regarded by us. He is loved, therefore, not for his own sake, but for

ours &quot;as distinct from him.
Bain enumerates four such Egoistic theories : ( i ) The theory that

we love or pity because we expect and obtain an immediate reward

fully equivalent to the sacrifice made. This reward may be in kind or
not (vide Mandeville, who regards flattery as the principal reward
looked to). (2) In pity we are pained at the sight ofan object in distress,
and give assistance in order to relieve ourselves of the pain (Hobbes).
(3) We are moved to benevolence by an intrinsic pleasure -i.e., by the

pleasure it causes in us - and we are moved in order to experience that

pleasure (Bentham). (4) Benevolent impulses are at first purely selfish

(we love and pity at first in order to get pleasure for ourselves), but they
become purely benevolent later on &quot;

by associations and habits
&quot;

(James
Mill and Mackintosh). These theories are evidently distinct from the

view expressed by Aquinas. They are in no sense theories of pun-
benevolence.
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aggregate of all persons,&quot; which latter proposition Mill

henceforth treats as equal to the general happiness is a

good to each person. The second is the argument used

by Sidgwick, Rashdnll, and others, that if
&quot;

his own &quot;

pleasure be not only an end to every man but the right
end tor everv man, an end that he ought pursue, then

pleasure gets a value on its own account objectively, and
would be approved of by an Impartial Reason that,

therefore, the words &quot;

his own &quot;

could no longer be con
sidered necessarv in the statement that pleasure is the

nd. that we are thus led to the conclusion that

pleasure (not his own pleasure) is the end&quot; and
ihat having in this way got rid of the limitation implied
in the words &quot;his own,&quot; the law of morals naturally
announces itself thus seek pleasure, and as much of it

as can be had, or, seek&quot; all men s pleasure.
\Ve shall now examine these two arguments.
Mill s Argument.- -The argument used bv Mill is a

plain sophism which it will not be necessary to consider

at any length here. It simply uses the collective sense

of (he word
&quot;every

1

(that is, &quot;all together&quot;) as

equivalent to, and, therefore, interchangeable with, the

distributive sense (i.e., each one separately). Mill s

first proposition is that each man s happiness is the end
of each, which means that

&quot;

his own &quot;

happiness is the

end of each. His second proposition (which he regards
as a consequence of the first) is that

&quot;

all men s

happiness is the end of all.&quot; This means that the whole

boclv of men in their collective capacity (i.e.. Society)

ought seek the general happiness. The third proposi

tion, which is supposed to result from the second, or to

be the equivalent of the second, is that each member of

society ought to seek the general good or the good of all

collectively. Now, to infer this third proposition from

the second, or to regard them as identical, is plainly an

example of the fallacy of Composition, of which we

could give many instances exactly similar in form to

* This first inference ini^ht very well be questioned, but for our

present purpose it is not necessary to do so.
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Mill s argument. Such a similar instance is the argu
ment that if a hundred men have a hundred heads, there

fore each man of the hundred has a hundred heads, an

inference the validity of which it will not be necessary
to disprove.

The second (Sidgwick s) argument requires a some
what closer examination, not because it is less sophistic

than Mill s, but because it has been so strangely stated

that it is hard to find the sequence of it and to show
wherein its fallaciousness consists. We shall first quote
the argument as given by Sidgwick and Professor

Rashdall, and then attempt to set it forth clearly in our

own words.

Sidgwick writes *
:

&quot; When, however, the Egoist puts forward implicitly or ex

plicitly the proposition that his happiness or pleasure is good
not only for him, but, from the point of view of the Universe

as, e.o;
, by saying that nature designed him to seek his own

happiness it then becomes relevant to point out to him that

his happiness cannot be a more important part of Good taken

universally than the equal happiness of any other person. And
thus starting with his own principle he may be brought to

accept Universal happiness or pleasure as that which is

absolutely and without qualification Good or Desirable : as

an end therefore to which the action of a reasonable agent as

such ought to be directed.&quot;

And Professor Rashdall writes f :

&quot; He (the Egoist) declares not merely that pleasure is his \

object, but that pleasure is the only reasonable object of desire,

that every reasonable man must agree with him in thinking
that his own pleasure is to each the only proper object of pur
suit, that anyone who pursues any other aim is unreasonable
and makes a mistake. And when that attitude is adopted it

*&quot;

Methods,&quot; page 420. In the last chapter of his &quot;Methods&quot;

Sidgwick himself seems to us to express a want of confidence in the

above line of argument, for he insinuates that it does not amount to

what is properly a
&quot;proof&quot;

of Utilitarianism. Yet, in an earlier

chapter he seems confident enough about its validity.

t &quot;Theory of Good and Evil,&quot; Vol. I., page 44.

j All the italics in the above quotation are ours, except the first,

which is Prof. Rashdall s own. We have italicised those phrases which
seem to us to be the turning points in the argument i.e., the points of
transition from Egoism to Univcrsalism.
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becomes possible to urge that lie is implicitly appealing- to a

universal standard which itius/ be the same for all men.* The

pursuit of pleasure^ is approved, not merely because it

chances to be the end that he prefers, but because it is in some
sense the true end, the end that ought to be pursued. The

champion of pleasure may indeed contend that the Universal
Rule which Reason approves is not that pleasure in general
ought to be pursued, but that each man should pursue his own
pleasure. Hut an Kgoistic Hedonist of this type is liable to

be asked on -~sJiat ground (in inipurlnil or impersonal J\eiison

should fake up /his position.^ He may be asked whether when
he condemns the pursuit of ends other than pleasure ||

he docs
not imply that the claims ot this end* are dependent not upon
the individual s chance likings but upon something in pleasure
itself,

&quot; &quot;

something&quot; which Reason discerns in it, and which
everv Reason that really is Reason must likewise discern in it.

And if that is so, he may further be asked why Reason should
attach more importance to one man s pleasure than /n another s.^ *

* This sentence has no connection with what i^ocs before (it is inranl
to be a conclusion Iron) what goes before), unless it means- all men
agree that &quot;his own&quot; pleasure is the proper end lor each man, ami to

that universal opinion \\v appeal for our theorv that each man must seek
his own happiness onlv and to pui sue an\ other aim, as is saul above,
is unri vasona ble.

j-
Here Trot. Rashdall has let drop the words &quot;his own&quot; before

&quot;pleasure.&quot; lie should not have done so it the sequence of the argu-
nuMil is to be kept up. Of eourse Prof. Rashdall must mean &quot;his own
pleasure

1

&quot;

at this point, but it would be better to sav so on aeeount of
tlu 1 nature ofthe matter in dispuU .

* Tin- logician, \\ het her a champion of pleasure or not , does not sav
so ; he merelv savs that if there is to be sequenee in the- argument then
&quot;

pleasure eannot be used as equivalent exaetlv to &quot; his own pleasure,&quot;

and that we should not let drop &quot;his own&quot; without saving \\hv. I p
to this the- onlv &quot;pleasure

&quot;

that preserves the logical sequence is &quot;his

own pleasure.&quot; If Prof. Kaslulall k-ts drop tlu- words &quot;his own&quot; with

out x ivint;- reasons, he has abandoned his line of argument, and has

be^ un inereh let make diseonneeted assertions.

&amp;gt;j

Heeausi this was the point reached in tin* argument above, and
bevond this we did not i;vt &quot;every reasonable man must a^ree with
him in thinking that ///\ &amp;lt;wn pleasure- is to each,&quot; &amp;lt;S:c.

|i
The Egoistic IK-Llonist admits einl\ one pleasure, i.e., &quot;his own&quot;

pleasun\ This must be understood in the text above if the sequence- of

the argument is to be maintained.
*

I.e., &quot;his own pleasure.&quot;
* The Kj^oist did not assert that &quot;pleasure&quot;

was the end, but that

&quot;his own&quot; pleasure was the end; and on Prof. Rashdall s own con
fession, all men are agreed, or the Universal Reason is agreed, that that

is the only and proper end. The Hedonist, therefore, is only logically
bound to admit that it is &quot;something- in ones own pleasure&quot; itself, &e.

ff For the purposes of valid reasoning, that is all. Prof. Rashdall has
undertaken to prove Utilitarianism. It is of importance, therefore, that

he should .irive the full term each time a term occurs. The question is
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If it is pleasure that is the end it cannot matter, it may be

urged, whose pleasure it is that is promoted.* The greatest

pleasure t must always be preferable to the less pleasure, even

though the promotion of the greatest pleasure on the whole
should demand that this or that individual should sacrifice

some of his private pleasure. From this point of view it will

seem impossible that Reason should approve the universal

rule that each should pursue his private pleasure with the re

sult of losing pleasure on the whole. The rational rule of

conduct will appear to be that each individual should aim at

the greatest pleasure on the whole,::: and that when a greater

pleasure for the whole can be procured by the sacrifice of an

individual s private pleasure, the sacrifice should be made.
The Egoists appeal to Reason^ the setting up of Egoism ||

as an objectively rational rule of conduct, the condemnation
as irrational of those who pursue any other end H seems
therefore to react against his own position.** The logic of

the egoistic Hedonist s position carries him away from

egoistic Hedonism and forces him into the adoption of a

LJniversalistic Hedonism.&quot; ft

not whether one man s happiness is more important than another s, hut

whether, in the course of the argument, we have as yet got away
logically from that annoying particle &quot;his own.&quot; If the present argu
ment is not to be regarded as a logical proof of Utilitarianism, if the

Hedonist is simply being asked to prove something himself namely, to

prove his theory, or to give reasons why one man s happiness is more

important than another s, it would be better to say so
;
but Prof. Rash-

dall has evidently undertaken to prove the Universalistic Theory, granted
the Eg-oistic, and we expect him to keep up the logical sequence of his

argument.
* This may be quite true, but, if the above argument has any weight,

it matters much that when &quot;his own pleasure&quot; is stated to be the only
reasonable end for the individual,

- his own&quot; should not be let fall out

without our being told why.
^ I.e.

,
the greatest amount of &quot;his own&quot; pleasure, if &quot;his own&quot;

pleasure be the only reasonable end.

J /.t\ , &quot;his own&quot; greatest pleasure on the whole, if, we repeat,
&quot;

his own &quot;

pleasure be the only reasonable end.

As above, an appeal to Reason to declare &quot;one s own pleasure&quot;

the only reasonable end, a declaration which, as Prof. Rashdall himself

admits, Reason makes.
i! Egoism in sense of &quot; one s own pleasure.&quot;

II
&quot; Than their own pleasure

&quot;

i.e., to each &quot; his own &quot;

pleasure.
** How ?

ft Not as long as the Hedonist emphasises that annoying particle
&quot;&quot;his own.&quot; The reader must not consider that in following the argu
ment almost word by word we have taken a narrow view of it, or have
sacrificed the spirit of the argument to the letter. We have called

attention to the details of the argument because it was necessary to do
so in order to guard against a subtle fallacy which could only creep in

under cover of words.
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\O\v, both these writers are here attempting to build

a bridge between Egoistic and Universalistic Hedonism.
The points of transition from the Individual Happiness
to the Happiness of all are clearly shown in the words of

Professor Sidgwick, italicised by us
(&quot;

but from the point
of view of the Universe

&quot;),
and also in the italicised

passages in Professor Rashdall s statement. The aim
of the transition in both cases is to get rid of the element

&quot;his own&quot; in that principle of the Egoist &quot;to each

his ov. n happiness is an end,&quot; and, as a means to this

elimination of &quot;his own,&quot; each writer appeals to the

fact that
&quot;

his own pleasure
&quot;

being a good and

right end to the individual, an end that he ought pursue,
it is as a consequence an end which would be approved

by
&quot;

the whole world
&quot;

or the
&quot; Universal Reason &quot;

or

an &quot;impartial Reason,&quot; and in that way pleasure
becomes an end with a purelv objective value i.e., it

gains a value apart from its relation to the individual

altogether; and, therefore, having a value distinct from

the individual, it ought be pursued without reference to&amp;gt;

its being owned by any person in particular. On this

theory, as long as an end is approved of by the indi

vidual alone (for example, sweets or fruits or other such

ends), as long as the goodness of these things consists

in the fact that it is only I who wish them, so long the

Universal or Impartial Reason has nothing to say to

these ends, and so long thev have merely a subjective
value (a value for me) not an objective value. But when
the Impartial Reason approves of an end (and the

Impartial Reason will approve of an end whenever the

value of that end consists in something other than the

mere fact of its being desired by me for instance, when
it consists in the fact that a certain end is necessary to

me, or that nature has given me an impulse to it) then

that end comes to be of value on its own account, as

disassociated from &quot;me,&quot; and then the element &quot;his

own &quot;

can be allowed to drop out. Eor Utilitarians of

this school, therefore,
&quot;

pleasure
&quot; and not

&quot; one s own
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pleasure
&quot; becomes the end, and our highest end must,

accordingly, be the greatest quantity of pleasure, or the

pleasure of all men.
We think this as fair a statement of the argument as

can be given. But with a plain statement of it the

sophism it contains stands out as plainly as in Mill s

argument. In the present argument the transition from
the happiness of the individual to the happiness of all

is effected either (I.) through the assertion that the

universal or Impartial Reason approves of the end,
or (II.) through the proposition that the end has a value

in and \or itself. (I.) The inconsequence of the first of

these assertions may be illustrated by an analogy the

analogy of a sick man and his medicine. The doctor

orders medicine for the sick man
(&quot;

his own &quot;

medicine

i.e., a medicine specially compounded for this patient).
This medicine is prescribed not because the patient has

taken a liking to it our point is that it is prescribed
because it is necessary for him, and that, therefore, it is

an end which an Impartial or Universal Reason would

quite approve of. Yet, this medicine does not thereby

acquire a value which is purely objective, a value in and
for itself without reference to the individual. The
element &quot;

his own &quot;

does not cease to have its proper
value in consequence of this Universal approval, nor does
the law henceforth become for the patient seek, not
&quot;

your own &quot;

medicine, but all men s medicines and

your own as just one amongst the number. The
expression

&quot;

his own &quot;

can never become detached from
that prescription. It is as his own that the medicine is

prescribed for him, and it is as &quot;his own&quot; that the

Impartial Reason approves of it, and only as
&quot;

his own &quot;

is it desirable and to be given to him. This analogy
may not be perfect omnis comparatio claudicat but it

will help to bring out our meaning. If the law of

Egoistic Hedonism be &quot;seek your own pleasure&quot;;
or &quot;

your own pleasure is a good,&quot; and if Reason
approves of what is an end to me by a law of nature
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viz.,
&quot;

my own pleasure
&quot;

then
nothing&quot;

can remove
these qualifications indicated in the expression

&quot;

my
own,&quot; whether the approving Reason be partial or

Impartial, particular or Universal. The Utilitarian

might, indeed, find other arguments to show that the

Impartial Reason approves of the general happiness.
Hut he cannot establish it from Egoism. Beginning
with Egoism, then, there is simply no wav open to

&quot;

the

general happiness as end of the individual,&quot; for, from

the verv start, the qualification
&quot;

hi.s uwn &quot;

attaches to

the pleasure, and makes impossible the transition to

I &quot;niver.sali.sm. (II.) Again, if we take as the point of

transition the words &quot;of value in and for itself,&quot; we
have once more the same evident fallacv. It

&quot;

my own

pleasure&quot; is a natural end of action, if it is the end

which we on^lil pursue (and to this both writers confess),

then it is
&quot; mv own pleasure.&quot; and &quot;

not pleasure in the

abstract,&quot; thai gets a &quot;value in and lor itsell,&quot; and no

amount ot shuttling ot the cards can get rid ot this con

dition \\hich Egoistic Hedonism affixes from the very
start, and which reappears at everv turn the condition

of
&quot;

persona! reference
&quot;

expressed in the words &quot;one s

own &quot;

pleasure. If \ve do not begin with that \\ e are not

beginning with Egoistic Hedonism, and then Professor

Rashdall s words are meaningless. If we do begin with

that, the condition
&quot; mv &amp;lt;&amp;gt;\\n

&quot;

remains to the end, and

then I niversalistic Hedonism is in very terms

excluded.*

Having thus shown the weakness of the Utilitarian

inference from Egoism to Universalism, it remains to

&quot; Prof. Kashdall puts the argument from Kgoistic Hedonism in many
other wavs without, to our mind, increasing its force. He writes, for

instance (page 46) &quot;The very principle upon which (men s) own pre
ference of pleasure to all other objects of desire rests seems to put them
under the necessity of approving&quot; a similar end for other people. How,
then, can they condemn in themselves an impulse which tends towards
the realisation of that end for others?&quot; \Ve answer, we don t

condemn such an impulse, hut we deny that the natural desire which
each man has for his own pleasure leads of necessity to his making

1

other people s pleasure an end to be striven for by himself. It does lead
to our recognising- that other people s pleasure is an end to them and to be
striven for b\&amp;gt; f/ian, as mine is an end to n\ and to be striven for bv me.
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point out that our criticism of this argument does not

affect Aristotle s argument, which builds not Utili

tarianism, indeed, but, at least, benevolence on the fact

that every man desires his own good. For Aristotle s

argument differs toto coclo from that of Sidgwick and
Professor Rashdall, and the difference lies not in the

result of the arguments merely, the one leading to a duty
of Benevolence, the other to Utilitarianism, but in the

logical value of the respectve arguments. For, whereas
Aristotle and Aquinas recognise that any end that I may
wish is

&quot;

my
&quot;

good both before and after the transition

to benevolence (the
&quot; my &quot;

never disappearing, but

simply expanding so as to embrace all men through
their union with me), the other two writers seek to get

away from this reference to the individual s pleasure

altogether, or to represent it as only one amongst a

million pleasures, other people s pleasures being
distinct from mine, and equal to mine. That, we have

shown to be impossible. From Kgoism to Benevolence

there is, we believe, but one way open that indicated

in Aquinas argument, which bases benevolence on the

likeness men bear to one another in their nature, and
their being one in that nature.

Before concluding this section it may be well to point
out that the same fallacy that we have just exposed in

Sidgwick s argument is found also in other forms of the

Utilitarian argument for instance, in the argument
that as pleasure is our natural end, our highest end must
be the sum of all pleasures i.e., the maximum pleasure
of all. Our reply is If

&quot;

his own &quot;

pleasure be the

natural and constant end of the individual (and there is

no other constant pleasure-end) his highest end will be

the maximum of
&quot;

his own &quot;

pleasure, not that of other

men just as, if my aim be my own bodily exercise, my
highest aim will be the best bodily exercise that I can

get, not the best or greatest exercise of other people.
We have drawn this argument out at length because

of the importance it has assumed in recent Utilitarian

literature.
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(3) Argument drawn from the moral good as

categorical and objective.

Many modern writers (particularly the German
Kthicinns) seek to prove that the good of Humanity is

the only moral end, and is, therefore, the final end of the

individual, bv reasoning from (a) the categorical and
absolute nature of the moral law, the only absolute value

in nature being, according to these writers, the good of

humanity as a whole, the good of the individual being
conditional onlv that is, referrible to the good of the

whole: or, on the other hand, bv reasoning from

(h) the
&quot;

objective
&quot;

value of the moral good the mere
individual good is, in this theorv, of value onlv for the

individual man, and therefore (as we shall presently

explain) it is not objective because not Universal.

Reply (a) This theorv is met bv principles estab

lished bv us in our second chapter the principles,

namelv (I.) that the Infinite C.ood is the natural final end

of the Individual man, and (II.) that this end is of value-

on its own account (absolutely), and not merely as a

means to something else (conditionally). The end of

the Individual man is, therefore, a categorical good.

Consequently, it is not true that the onlv absolute and

categorical good is the good of Humanity as a whole.

Again, this theorv is built on the supposition that the

individual is a mere part of Societv. Now, we admit

that if the individual man were nothing more than a

portion of Societv, and if he had no end apart from

Societv, then Societv would be the only thing of absolute

value to him. \Ye might, then, like these Ethicians

whom we are now considering, compare the individual

to the human arm, the value of which is conditional

that is, its value depends upon its being part of the

whole body. But the individual man is not a mere part

of Society, and independently of Society he has his own

ends, and particularly his own final end.* Society is

* As Aquinas writes :

&quot;

If the whole of which anything- is a part, is

not (its own) final end, but is referred to some still further end, then

the ultimate end of the part will be that other thing- (to which the

whole system is referred), and not the whole of which it is a part
&quot;

(&quot;S. Theol.,&quot; I., II., Q. II., Art. 8).
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not his final end. And, therefore, the final good of the

individual, though an individual good, can be yet a good
of absolute value.

(b) Our principles regarding the ends of our natural

faculties dispose of the second argument above that the

objectivity of the moral good lies in its being the good
of all men. For we have shown that the natural ends
of all natural faculties are real and objective. We
showed especially that the end of our wills the Perfect

or Infinite Good is real; and on this Infinite Good as

our final end, and on the other natural objects of our

faculties, is based the reality or objectivity of the moral

law. It is not true, then, that the only objective Good
is the good of all men.

Moreover, there is nothing (either moral good or

anything else) whose
&quot;reality&quot;

or
&quot;objectivity&quot; con

sists in being
&quot;

valued
&quot;

by all men. The theory that

places the reality or objectivity of moral good, in its

being valued by all men, is based on the Kantian
doctrine that

&quot;

Objectivity
&quot; and &quot;

Universality
&quot;

(or

the fact that a thing is an object for all men) are one.

This doctrine we cannot accept. A thing might be

objectively real even though I alone perceived it, and a

thing might be of objective value even though I alone

desired it. Universality, then, and objectivity are not

one either in the theoretical or in the practical sphere.
An object might, w7e say, exist, though I alone perceived
it. An end may be objective even though I alone desire

it; and, therefore, the individual good may be objective
and a moral good. The good of the individual, there

fore, may be as categorically necessary and as objective
as the good of the race, and hence the moral law is not

grounded necessarily upon the idea of the racial good.

(4) Argument drawn from the common conception of

morals.

This argument is two-fold in form.

(I.) Bain writes
&quot;

By far the greater part of the

morality
&quot;

(he means moral laws and institutions and
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opinions)
&quot;

oi every age and rountrv lias reference to

the welfare of Society. Even in the most superstitious,
sentimental, and capricious despotisms a very large
share of the enactments, political and moral, consist in

securing justice between man and man.
Of the ten commandments four pertain to Religious
worship, six are Utilitarian that is, have no end except
to ward off evils and to further the good of mankind.&quot;

*

The drilt ol ihis argument is thai since most ol men s

thought about morals is taken up with the good of

Societv, the good ot Socielv must be the essential

element in morals.

(11.) (li/vcki-j- adopt.s the same argument, but he

modifies it bv adding to it the idea of evolution in moral

ideas. The following is a short statement of his theory
en this point: Moral ideas have developed, and

development brings with it greater truth. But develop
ment in human action has been whollv in the direction

of a greater and greater sympathy with the world at

large. Ilence the truth lies in the direction of I ni-

versalism. In the beginning an art was considered

morallv valuable which promoted the happiness of the

family or tin- tribe. To-day we tend to include all

men in our sympathies, and regard that alone as

good which promotes the sum of human happiness
in general.

Reply We shall deal with the second (Gi/.ycki s)

form of the argument only, as it is the more modern

form, and includes Bain s. 1 irst, we deny that men
now tend to identifv the moral good with that which

brings happiness to the race. The only people who do

so are the Utilitarian Kthicians, and ihev do so only in

their books. In common life, everv man, even the

Ethician, will assert his rights as against Society, and

he will assert certain of these rights, and regard himself

* &quot; Moral Science,&quot; page 44-.
I

&quot; Introduction to the Study of Ethics,&quot; page 5. We have already
said that the &quot;end,&quot; according- to Gizycki, consists in holiness of will or

peace of conscience, hut this end, he declares, is promoted by action for

the g-ood of others.
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as justified in so doing, no matter what be the amount of

general joy that he feels he spoils by clinging to his

rights. Secondly, even granted that we are becoming
(as perhaps we are) more benevolent, this does not mean
that the content of our moral ideas is changing, that wre

tend to identify all goodness with benevolence, but only
that, on the one hand, we now exercise greater careful

ness in discharging this very important duty of Benevo
lence than hitherto, and, on the other, that whereas we
were formerlv brought into contact with but a few men
whom it was possible for us to benefit, our modern

system has brought all the nations under each other s

influence, and made it possible for and incumbent upon
us to widen our sympathies more. We are, in other

words, now more one family than we were. But that

does not mean that the good of others has become our

sole end. A father knows that he has a duty of benevo
lence towards his own family, and as the family grows
the demands upon his benevolence may become corre

spondingly greater. These increasing demands thus

made on his liberality, and his correspondence with

these increasing demands, do not implv that he has

altered his ideas of benevolence or that he has tended

more to identifv all morality with Benevolence. It is so

with the race at large. Our sympathies may widen-
still our idea of the final end remains the same. Thirdly,

when we admit that men s sympathies may have widened

with time, we mean, not so much that the individual

mind has grown more benevolent (though it has,

perhaps, grown to some extent), as that the public mind

or interest in the general affairs of State has grown has

developed and that it expresses itself more than was

formerly the case. The political education of the masses

as a result of modern political conditions is a subject of

which we have heard much, and it needs no discussion

here beyond indicating that it has had some influence in

helping the ordinary citizen to understand the nature of

the public interests such as interests of the State. But

we must not forget that however appreciation of public
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interests is developed, private interest will not, therefore,

urge its claims on the individual with diminished force,

although the pursuit of it must naturally be always less

prominent and receive less notice than matters of State

in public records. It is not easy, therefore, to see how
t lie growth of interest in the public good strengthens
the case for that development in moral ideas spoken of

bv Utilitarians Growth of interest in the public good
is explained not bv development of our ideas as to the

natural end of man but bv the
&quot;

political education of

the masses,&quot; who now share in framing the laws of the

State and in the procuring of the public
1

good. Fourthly,
(ii/vcki has argued as if men were becoming more
social i.e., as if from the beginning the social interest

were developing and the individual interest gradually

disappearing. But we would ask the reader to compare
witli Gizycki s account the following quotation from M .

Levy Bruhl s work on &quot;.Moral Science&quot; (M. Lew
Bruhl is no opponent of Utilitarianism) a work in which
this distinguished writer teaches exactlv the opposite of

Gizvcki s view, and regards the history of the human
race as a historv of the gradual emancipation of the

individual from the social bodv of which, according to

Lew Bruhl s theorv, he was at first a mere part without

any end of his own : Nous pouvons admettre avec

une vraisemblance proche de la certitude quo dans les

groupes humaines (i.e., pre-Australian groups) qui
differaient autant des Societes Australiennes que nous

clifTerons d elles, 1 individu n existait guere mentalement

pour lui-meme, n avait guere conscience, si Ton ose dire,

de sa conscience individuelle, et que sa vie psychique
etait de nature presque purement collective.&quot; Here,

then, it is the individual that is represented as coming
forward Society as falling back. In such a variety of

conflicting views among the Utilitarians it is hard to

regard the argument drawn from history as a decisive

proof either of Utilitarianism or of any other Ethical

theory.
In summing up our criticism of the arguments in
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favour of Utilitarianism drawn from the &quot;common

conception of Morals &quot; we say, first, that men have

indicated no tendency so to change their moral ideas as

to identify the moral good with the general happiness.

Secondly, if wre assume, what is reallv very doubtful,

that there has been a considerable growth in charity in

modern times, we cannot thence infer that men are

developing a belief in the
&quot;

General Happiness
&quot;

as the

natural Ethical end of the individual. It proves at most
that men do now7 more frequently and extensively w7hat

they always knew to be one of their principal duties.

(5) The Argument from Pragmatism.

Pragmatism is the theory that that is true which

works. Applied to the question of Moral theory it

means that a theory of conduct is true which yields the

most acceptable and workable code of human morals.

Utilitarianism, we are told by its advocates, is found to

work. It does not, according to the Utilitarians, like

Hedonism, debase mankind. Its moral code is a high
one. The world has been working on it for centuries

(&quot; by far the greater part of the morality of every age
and country has reference to the welfare of Society,&quot;

writes Bain *). Utilitarianism, it is asserted, is the

expression of a law the observance of which holds

Society together, of a law which would, if adopted

generally by mankind, prevent war and injustice and

cruelty and the antagonisms of classes, and everything
else which brings misery to men. Utilitarianism, then,

works in the best sense of the word. Consequently it

must be true.

Reply On the general principle of Pragmatism, or

the principle that what works is true, we cannot speak

now, for in this book we are concerned with Ethical

theory only. We shall, therefore, confine our attention

to the Pragmatist argument as applied to Morals.

* &quot; Moral Science,&quot; pag-e 442.
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Both the major and the minor premiss of this argu
ment need to be examined viz., that

&quot;

a theory of con

duct which works is true,&quot; and that
&quot;

Utilitarianism is a

workable theory of conduct.&quot;

The major proposition could not be accepted without

vorv great restrictions. Before workability could be

regarded as a test of the truth of a moral theory, the

theory should be workable in the sense and under the

conditions that follow
(&amp;lt;/)

it should possess a workable
criterion that is, a criterion which is certain and can be

applied with certaintv to conduct ; (/ ) it should lead to a

workable moral code, a code which it is possible to

accept; (c) it should be the onlv workable moral theory,
tor a moral theorv is supposed to assign the ultimate

ground of morals, and there can be onlv one ultimate

ground of morals. Hence, there can be onlv one true

complete moral theory. \Vith these restrictions \\e shall

tor the sake of argument accept the major proposition
of our opponents without further question, and in the

light of these restrictions we go on to the principal

portion ot our argument , which is the examination ot the

minor proposition that Utilitarianism works. \\ e find

that this minor portion fails to fulfil anv of the three

conditions under which alone \\e accepted the major

proposition. Utilitarianism has no workable criterion;

it does not vield a workable code; it excludes other

theories which are workable.

(a) \Ye have alreadv seen that the Utilitarian criterion

is quite unworkable in practice. Its application to

conduct is most difficult and uncertain, if not absolutely

impossible.

(6) We also saw that the code of morals to which this

Utilitarian criterion leads when rigidly and consistently

applied is not such as mankind could possibly accept or

* We should explain to the reader that even with these conditions

realised \ve would not feel compelled to accept this theory that 4&amp;lt; a moral

theory that is workable is true.&quot; The above conditions are the least

that we should require before even considering
1 the question whether &quot; a

moral theory that works is necessarily true.&quot;
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has ever accepted. For the essential feature of Utili

tarianism is that it subordinates the individual wholly to

Society, a condition of things which the individual will

never allow and could not allow. Every man claims the

right to pursue his own end, due regard being had to the
claims of Society. There is no man who will not con
sider that he has rights independently of Society, and
that he can exercise these rights in spite of the fact that

Society may be deprived of much pleasure thereby of

more pleasure than he gains in using his right. Thus,
Society has no right to make a man profess a faith in

which he does not believe, even though the profession of

such faith promoted the material interests of Society.
We claim, then, that the individual will always regard
himself as independent, to a large extent, of Society, and
that if Society should at any time treat the individual

merely as a thing without rights on his own account, the

individual will resolutely resent any such action on the

part of Society. But Society will not and cannot do this.

It cannot afford to ignore the individual right and
individual independence. Therefore, the principle of

Utilitarianism is unworkable.

(c) Utilitarianism, even if it were a workable theory, is

not the only workable theory. Everything that is true

in this theory is contained in the Aristotelian and
Scholastic moral system, and they are not Utilitarian.

All the virtues Temperance, Justice, Fortitude, I3enevo-

lence, Prudence, Truth were formulated before the

introduction of the Utilitarian theory, and without the

aid of the Utilitarian principle.

Utilitarianism, therefore, as a system is neither

necessary nor workable, nor the only workable theory ;

and, therefore, we cannot, on the ground of its supposed

workability, postulate its truth. There are, however,
in the Utilitarian theory some principles which are both

workable and true, as we pointed out in the beginning of

this chapter; but these principles do not justify us in

accepting the Utilitarian system as a whole.
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(6) Argument from the theorv of the
&quot;

Solidarity
r

of Sodel v.

It is not easy to give a definition that will adequately
describe all the forms of this theorv.* Most of them,

however, are, \ve think&quot;, contained in the following rather

lenglhv definition, which mav he described as a mean

reading ot the
&quot;

Solidarity
&quot;

theories. The theor\ ot

&quot;Solidaritv
&quot;

implies that Societv is an Organic I nity
made up of individual men and related to those indi

viduals much as the bodv i.s related to its members
that just as the bodv and the members act on one another

reciprocal! v, so Socictv and individuals have a reciprocal
influence on one another; that as the members derive

their existence, their functions, and their meaning from

the whole bodv of which thev are the parts, so the indi

vidual man is indebted to Socielv tor his existence, his

faculties,&quot;)&quot; the development ot his faculties, his character

and (in a verv special wax) for his moral nature; that

apart tmm Societv the individual is unintelligible (some
oi the expressions ot this are curious t nus homo,
nulhis homo&quot; &quot;we are what we are through the

rest ^ &quot;a man not dependent on a race is as meaning
less a phrase as an apple that does not grow upon a

tree
&quot;

II) I that (this is their principal Kthic il conclusion)
as the bodv is the end (it the members, so Societv is the

end of the individual, and that on this account, as also

on account of the indebtedness of the individual to

* A good account of the various forms of this theory is given in M.
Fouillee s

&quot; Elements Sociologiquesde la Morale,&quot; and also some account
of the name &quot;

Solidarite,&quot; as applied to Morals.

I
This theorv that the individual is formed bv the organism of Society

is pad of the theory of Social Evolution that is, the theory that the

feeling s ot the individual (the mind or ego being&quot; only, according to these

writers, a bundle of feelings) are inherited from the race at large, and
that they have been evolved bv the pressure of all parts of Society upon
each part, so that the individual may be regarded as a microcosm of all

Society, past and present. &quot;We are not,&quot; writes Carneri (&quot;Grundle-

gung,&quot; page 331),
&quot; as individuals, any longer a part we are the whole

of Society, and carry it in our breast.&quot;

J Tredelenberg.
&amp;gt;5 Guyau.
;

Leslie Stephen.
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Society for all that he is and has, he should direct his

actions to the good of Society.
Criticism In this theory we find two points for

criticism- (I.) The proposition that Society is the end of

the individual as the body is the end of the members.

(II.) That the individual is formed by his social environ

ment, and consequently is indebted to Society for all that

lie is and has, and that he should in all his actions seek

the good of Society.

(I.) On the first proposition it is not necessary to say
much at this point. We have already seen that Society
is not the end of the individual man, that the individual

man and Society have the same end, which is beyond
them both namely, the Infinite Good and that, conse

quently, the individual man is not a mere part of Society.
The analogy of the members and the body, and its

applicability to Society, will be further considered when
we come to treat of Society. But it will have already

suggested itself to the reader that the analogy is of its

nature misleading, since the cells and members of a body
are not free beings, whereas the individual man is a free

being. Also, the cells and members have no end of their

own beyond the body, because their capacities do not

exceed that of promoting the good of the body, whereas

the individual has capacities that exceed the promotion of

Social happiness, and, therefore, his final end cannot be

the promotion of this happiness. The relation of the

cells and members to the body we describe as organic,

that of individuals to Society as
&quot;

hyperorganic.&quot;

(II.) The question of the indebtedness of the indi

vidual to Society, of which so much is made in the

theory of
&quot;

Solidarity,&quot; must be considered here more

closely. This indebtedness is described at great length

and in an interesting way by Leslie Stephen. The

following passage, though not quite so thoroughgoing

* We must repeat here that we have no wish to limit the extent of

the duty of Benevolence. We think, in fact, that there is no duty which
Utilitarians would in practice demand from us that we could not as.

Scholastics accept and recognise.
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in matter and aim as other expositions with which we are

acquainted, will, nevertheless, give the reader a good
idea of the style of argument generally adopted in the

exposition of this theory :

&quot; Almost everv action of my lite,&quot; he writes,
&quot;

is dependent
more or less directly upon the co-operation of others, and the

more so as 1 become more civilised. I cannot think without

assuming the knowledge attained by others. I see that my
lire is low, 1 feel that I am too cold. I infer that 1 should put
on coals. Kven in so simple a case I use inherited results of

the experience of others, and especially of the great discovery
of lire and its properties. But I am also dependent on the

continued co-operation of others. . . . Ill can devote

myself to write an Kthical treatise, it is because thousands of

people all over the world are working to provide me with

food and clothes and a variety ol intellectual and material

products. ... It is again obvious that as evcrv man is

born and brought up a member of this vast organisation (of

Society) his character is throughout moulded and determined

by its peculiarities. It is the medium in which he lives as much
as the air which he breathes or the water which he drinks.

And this implies not merely . . . that his intellectual

furniture, his whole system of beliefs, prejudices, and so forth,

are in a great degree acquired bv direcJ. transference, and that

consciously or unconsciously he imbibes the current beliefs

and logical methods of his fellows, but also that he is educated
from infancy by the necessity of conforming his activities to

those of the surrounding mass. If his feelings or beliefs

bring him into conflict with his neighbours he is constantly
battered and hammered into comparative uniformity,&quot; &amp;lt;S:c.

Other advocates of this theorv claim, as we have said,

a much greater degree of indebtedness and dependence
than Leslie Stephen.

Now, in order to answer this theor\ , it is important that

we should set forth brieflv and in outline our own view

on the indebtedness of individuals to Society, saying
how much comes to us generally from our Social

environment, and how much we have, not from Society,
but from Nature directly, or from the Author of nature;

for we claim that, besides the benefits which we derive

from Society, there are others that we derive not from

Societv but from nature.
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(1) In the first place, there are those things which are

common to all men that is to say, our human Nature

itself and its essential properties. These come to us

directly from God. Our parents are only the instru

mental causes of our existence and of our human
nature they are the transmitters of human nature, not

its causes. And this common human nature includes a

body and a soul, the parts of the body and the functions

of the soul. Society has not given us heart, stomach, or

eyes; neither has it given us our powers of growing,

feeling, and thinking. These things are given directly

by the Author of Nature, and merely transmitted to us

by our parents. Society, and more particularly our non

living environment, may make some accidental changes
in some of these things. A limb may develop or become

atrophied in response to environment, but our body
and soul and our faculties are all from nature. So far

Society can make no claim upon us.

(2) In the second place, there are those things in which

men differ from one another, and here Society has some
claim upon us. Of those things in which men differ

some are innate and some are acquired. The innate

element includes, broadly speaking, three things

(a) bodily properties like health, (b) mental ability, (c) our

innate will-tendency or character. Now, (a) individual

bodily properties like health depend very much on social

environment, but not so much on Society in general as

on the special influence of parents and immediate

ancestors, (b) Innate Mental abilities depend but little

(much less than bodily health) on Society. From

decrepit ancestors it is scarcely possible to inherit a

strong and active body but out of a stupid race we may
get a sharp intelligence. Therefore, mental ability is

more independent of environment than bodily health.

Still, here again, there must be some degree of depen
dence not, indeed, on any efforts, conscious or uncon

scious, of Society at large, but on influences from par
ticular individuals in our line of ancestors, (c) The
character with which we are born exhibits much depen-
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dence not only on particular individuals in Society, but

on Society at large. As the father is, so, to a large
extent, is the son. As the race is, so, to a large extent,

is the individual. Fverv man is affected bv the family

disposition and bv the racial disposition (the disposition,
for instance, of the Frenchman, the Englishman, and the

(ierman), and in both of these respects \ve are dependent
on our social environment. So lar, \ve have spoken of

innate individual possessions milv.

Another class of human attributes in which men differ

(a class which is ol the greatest importance to the theory
of Solidaritv) is that portion of our being which consists

of ticijuiri il habits. Acquirements are in the main

acquirements ol
(&amp;lt;/) growth (bodv), (/&amp;gt;&amp;gt;

ot knowledge
(intellect/, (c) ot character (will).

(&amp;lt;/)
The first of these (-lasses ot acquirements it is not

necessary to dwell on, since it cannot be of much conse

quence to the theorv we are criticising. For their tood

and other things necessarv to growth children are

indebted to their parents onlv, not to Society at large.

\o doubt, manv articles of food \\oiild be impossible
without Society, but food in general could be obtained

even though men never entered Society. II animals

can obtain their food without Society there is no

reason whv men could not do the same. For bodily

growth, therefore, we are not essentially dependent on

Society.

Hut it is in relation to the other two classes of acquire
ments (/?) our information and (c) our character that

we are most indebted to our social environment, and it is

on these two factors that the advocates of the
&quot;

Soli

daritv
&quot;

theorv lav most stress. \o\v, as we shall show
in a moment, our debt to Society in respect of informa

tion and character is a very large one. Vet it is not so

large as to lend countenance to the theorv that we owe
all to Society. For, not to speak of such knowledge as

could be gained by us even though Society did not exist,

and confining our attention to that portion which

depends to some extent on Social aids, we still claim that
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much of our knowledge and our character depends upon
the individual himself and not on Social Environment.
For (i) there is no such thing as a pure or unmixed
mental acquirement. As the Scholastics say Id quod
rccipitur recipitur secundum inodum recipientis. The
information we are capable of acquiring- depends not

merely upon our teachers, but also upon our natural

abilities and industry,* and for these we are not in the

main, indebted to Society. So also the character, views,

opinions, tendencies, which our surroundings beget in

us, depend largely on what we are by nature, upon our

general complexion of soul and body, and not on
environment. Mere environment could never make a

great man. We are, it is said, what our age makes us;

but, then, the age must find us in order to make us. To
some extent Shakespeare was the product of his age, but

it needed a Shakespeare to take hold of and utilise, and

by his own personal industry to perfect, what the age
had to give him else we should not have had the author

of
&quot; Hamlet &quot; and &quot;

Macbeth.&quot; What we are and do,

then, depends largely on ourselves, our ability, and our

industry; and even what we do receive from outside is so

largely modified within us that our information and
character cannot be said to be due wholly or even chiefly
to external sources. (2) For our acquirements, intellec

tual and moral, we are largely indebted to the mere
material world and not exclusively to social environment.

Much of our information comes to us direct from the

physical world. Also, our faculty of knowledge is to

some extent sharper or duller according to our surround

ings. The brighter fancy, for instance, depends upon
the more sunny climate. Moral character, too, is

largely formed in response to the visible world around
us. The vicinity of lofty mountains influences us to

generous feeling and to detachment from trifles a

&quot;&quot;If we might borrow an analogy from Economics: &quot;Without

industry capital would be of very little value to commerce, and without

industry the acquirements of the race, which are our mental capital,
would do little for the individual.&quot; We are not, therefore, what our age
makes us.
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gloomy and forbidding environment inclines us to the

opposite of this. Our debt, therefore, cannot be wholly
to humcui society.

(,&amp;gt;)

Both in the matter of information

and in the matter of character \ve depend not as a rule

upon societv (it large but upon definite individuals,

proximatelv upon our parents and teachers, and remotely

upon other individuals. For actual teaching we are

indebted to our parents, for the principles on which their

instruction proceeds we are indebted to the individuals

who discovered or proved these principles. It is absurd,

therefore, to speak of the Individual mind being formed

in response to &quot;social pressure
1

Irom all parts of the

social organism, when we can actually point out the

individuals to whom we are indebted for what we have.

Our debt, then, is not wholly to societv but is due

mostly to individuals. (4) That \\hich we have received

we have received mainly from the generations that are

dead, and oiilv to some extent from our contemporaries
to whom we owe comparatively little; and it would be

absurd to base on the individual s debt to the past a

theorv that he is bound to regard the Happiness of the

present and future generations as his sole natural end.

For our information, therefore, and for what is acquired
in our character, we are to a verv large extent indepen
dent of social environment.

And yet we must admit that to Society we are indebted

for something that we are and something that we possess.
And our debt is not a small one. It is through Society
that we become &quot;

the heir of all the
ages.&quot;

It is Society
that receives and transmits to the human race the know

ledge attained by each succeeding generation. Without

Society there could be no human development, no

language, for instance, and, therefore, no efficient

thought. In a word, without Society the possibilities of

human nature woidd to a large extent remain possibili

ties, and man s development and higher perfection
would remain unaccomplished. This means that our

debt to society is very large, but it means no more
;
and

\ve cannot legitimately infer from it that our debt to
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Society makes the happiness of Society man s sole

natural end.*

We conclude our account of the Solidarist s view of the

action of Society on the individual and the dependence
of the individual on Society with a quotation from M.
Fouillee :

&quot; Les solidaristes,
&quot;

he writes, f &quot;en defini

tive, n ont point pousse jusqu au bout 1 analyse de

1 idee de dependance. L homme ne depend pas seule-

ment cles autres hommes, de la nature, de la famille, de

la nature exterieure
;

il depend aussi de sa propre consti

tution individuelle
;

il depend de lui-meme et de toutes

les relations internes qui le constituent tel ou tel.

L interdependance suppose I intradependance. . . .

* The theory that \ve owe all, even the existence of our minds, to

Society, has been maintained and defended by the most varied arguments.
Besides the reasons given in the text, some adduce an argument from
the supposed discovery of Prof. Baldwin that the child s mind or Ego is

formed by -imitation of the actions of those around it. Others, like

Prof. Royce, find a proof for this theory that the Ego or mind is formed

by Society, in the fact that our thoughts and dispositions are a reflex of
the attitude of other men towards us. If the world opposes us, Prof.

Royce says, the Ego of which we are self-conscious (our own Ego) is fell

as a fighting Ego. If the world admires us, our Ego is felt as a heroic

Ego, and so on. (These arguments are given in Baldwin s
&quot; Mental

Development in the Child and the Race,&quot; and in Royce s works,
&amp;lt;l Studies

in Good and Evil&quot; and &quot;The World and the Individual.&quot;) Others

argue from the supposed absence of Reason in the wild solitaries who have
never been under the influence of Society.

Fully to consider these and the other arguments used in support of

the theory of &quot;Solidarity&quot; would require more space than it is possible
to give them here. Prof. Baldwin s and Rovce s theories the reader will

have no difficulty in answering for himself. Before the child could imitate

the world around him, he must be possessed of a mind he must be an

Ego ; and before a man could reflect his surroundings in the way described

by Prof. Royce, he must have a mind by which to reflect them. Hence
the individual Ego could not be formed by imitation of or by reflection of

Society. Besides, both of these theories are built on the false supposition
that the soul is only a bundle of qualities or dispositions or thoughts, and
not a substance a theory the refutation of which belongs to Psychology.
As regards the argument derived from the supposed lack of Reason in

the wild solitaries, our reply is that so far as we are acquainted with the

history of these wild solitaries (our knowledge of their history is mainly
confined to that given in a remarkable work entitled

&quot; Homo Sapiens
Ferus,&quot; by a certain Prof. Rauber), wre are persuaded that the actions

and habits of these solitaries give no ground for thinking that they were
not possessed of Reason. On the contrary, the ease with which they
were in practically all cases taught to speak and read (the few exceptions
being mainly cases in which these wild men were taken when old, and in

whom, therefore, the organs of speech had practically become atrophied
for want of use) shows conclusively that they had Reason, and could

think just like other men.
t &quot; Les Elements Sociologiques de la Morale,&quot; page 395.
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On pent done dire cjue les solidaristes voient seulement la

moitie tic la verite; ils constatent la loi tie solidarite rela

tive qui nous emporte hors de nous, ils oublient la loi de
non-solidarite relative (|iii nous concentre en nous.&quot;

*

(7) Argument from the necessity &amp;lt;&amp;gt;i
I lilitariaiiisju to

ticconnt for our moral intuitions.

A seventh argument in favour of Utilitarianism, an

argument which we do not think it neccssarv to consider

at anv length here, is derived from the fact thai t/tili-

tarianism (a] explains man\ of our supposed moral

intuitions, which (b) on anv other theorv of morals

would not he explainable. Thus, it is claimed that our

intuition of the goodness of justice, truth, and other such

virtues is explainable onlv on the supposition that the

&quot;good

&quot;

i&amp;gt; that which promotes the welfare and happi
ness of the race.

I\eply This argument we regard as false in its pre
misses and in its supposition. In its premisses it is false

because it does not explain our moral intuitions. It does

not, as we have already shown, explain the law of justice,

and it opposes otir view of the unlawfulness oi homicide

and of Iving. Again, it is false in its supposition that

the truth of a moral theorv is to be judged bv its conlor-

mitv with a particular moral code. It is not allowable

to accept a moral theory for the simple reason that it

explains or harmonises with our moral beliefs, since if

Ethics is a Science, our beliefs must be themselves

grounded upon and reasoned out on the basis of our

theory of the end of man and the nature of the good.
Hence, our beliefs depend upon our theory of Ethics, not

vice versa. Xor does it make a difference that these

moral beliefs referred to are intuitions. The truth of our

intuitions as well as of all other beliefs must be tested by
that which we regard as the true theory of moral good
ness and of man s final end that is, our beliefs must all

* We think it fair to mention, before quitting- the consideration of this

theory, that much of the civilisation and refinement of the world to-day
depends upon religion and the church, and not on civil society. We
mention this, however, not as an argument but as a fact.
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be tested by our Ethical theory. Hence our Moral

Intuitions afford no sufficient reason for our accepting
the theory of Utilitarianism.

These, we believe, are the main arguments adduced by
the Utilitarian Ethicians, and from the consideration of

them we are persuaded that they do not, to use Mill s

words,
&quot; determine the mind to accept

&quot;

the Utilitarian

theory.

APPENDIX I

THE THEORY OF MORAL VALUES

THE theory of &quot; moral values
&quot;

(Werttheorie) has come to

occupy such a prominent place in recent Ethical literature

that we cannot pass from the present chapter without saying
a few words about it. It will not be necessary to consider

this theory at any length, because we have already said a

great deal in the present chapter about its principles, though,
indeed, we have not spoken of them under the name of the

&quot;moral value&quot; theory. Only the general principles of the

theory will be here described the details, and the various

forms of the theory, are to be found in such works as

Ehrenfel s &quot;System cler Werttheorie,&quot; Meinong s
&quot;

Pyscho-
logical Ethical Enquiries on Theories of Values,&quot; and other
such works.
A thing in this theory is said to have &quot; value

&quot; when it

answers to that is, is the object of desire or appetite. It is

said to have a moral value when the race desires it, or when
it leads to something which the race desires. The value of

a thing, then, depends upon our desires. &quot; We do not,&quot; says
Ehrenfels,

&quot; desire things because they have a value they
have a value because we desire them.&quot; Desire is the criterion

of value. But though this principle is common to all
&quot; Value

philosophies,&quot; it is not always understood in the same way by
the Valuists. For some accept the principle in the sense
that an object has value when it is indispensable for our

needs, whilst others claim that only such objects have value as
are worthy of being desired.

Valuists also differ as to the (a) cause, (b) the conditions of

intensity, and (c) the object of desire. The most prominent
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view on the first two of these is that of Khrenfels, who teaches

(d) that desire arises when the state of happiness which is

conditioned by our desires lies higher in the scale of feeling
than the state of happiness which is possible without the

gratification of those desires, and
(/&amp;gt;)

that the intensity of

desire depends upon the difference in these two levels of

feeling. (&amp;lt; }
A prominent theory on the object of desire is that

what is desired is not an object or a
feeling&quot;,

but existence

the existence of sonic object or action of feeling. A curious

development of this theory is that of Meinong, who teaches

that all feelings of worth or value are feelings that arise from
affirmative or negative existential judgments. Thus, accord

ing to this author, the &quot; value
&quot;

of any end .v is proportioned
to the sum of the pleasures and pains got from the two
existential judgments together

%

.v exists&quot; and &quot; \ does not

exist.
1

In all these theories the value of an object necessarily

depends upon a calculus of pleasures and pains ; and in order

to facilitate this calculus they distinguish values into positive
and negative positive, when an increase in the object makes
tor the fulfilment of desire ; negative, when a decrease in it

makes for the fulfilment of desire.

Kthical values have in this thcorv two prominent character

istics they promote the general good, and they are absolute,

AC., they are independent of change in desire. Xow on the

nature of this latter characteristic valuists are very much
divided. Some maintain that this absolute value is real, some
that it is only apparent. Hrentano, for instance, compares
Kthical values to true (we take it that he means

&quot;necessary&quot;)

judgments, and claims that Kthical values are always
true values, just as true necessary judgments are always true.

Khrenfels, on the other hand, defends the imaginative char

acter of absolute values. lie contends that no values are

absolute, but that, in the popular judgment, Ethical values

assume an absolute form, or appear absolute, and for two
reasons -first, because of the constant tendency of the human
mind to turn the relative into the absolute ; secondly, because

de facto there does actually obtain in action an absolutely

necessary relation a relation of necessary truth which we

illegitimately regard as attaching to the moral character of

acts. This absolutely necessary relation obtains between
means and ends, for in every moral value a certain means is

absolutely and truly necessary to some end. This absolute

necessity, he says, the popular mind easily but illogically

transfers from the means to the end itself, and in this way
we come to regard our moral Judgments, which concern ends

only, as absolute or categorical judgments that is, as judg-
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merits that certain thing s are categorically necessary. The

popular judgment being then once formed, it is easy to see,
Ehrenfels contends, how even the philosopher, misled by the

popular fallacy, may proceed to build upon these spurious

judgments a system of absolute or categ-orical morals. Ethics,
concludes Ehrenfels, is therefore a spurious science, as long
as it claims absoluteness for moral law. A genuine Ethics,
he tells us, is not an absolute but a relative science, and it

differs from the other parts of the &quot;

theory of values&quot; only
in the width of the desires to wrhich it assigns values, for the

characteristic of the Ethical desire is that it is a desire for

the good of all men.
The question &quot;in what the general good consists&quot; again

gives rise to differences of opinion among the valuists
;
some

say it consists in the greatest pleasure of the greatest number,
others in the satisfaction of the general common desire, others

in the health bodily and mental of society, others in the corn-

plexus of all of these under the common title &quot;the satis

faction of our common needs.&quot;

There being, according to Ehrentels, no true absolute

value in objects, the value of objects may change. The

principal factors in these value-changes will be those that

follow on (d) changes of attributes in man himself, (b} pro

gress in human knowledge, (c) change of social relations, e.g. ,,

change from an aristocratic to a democratic form of Society,

(d) changes in inter-social or inter-national relations.

One important part of the theory of Ehrenfels is the claim

that man is given by nature only a certain amount of energy,
that this energy must feed the moral as well as the non-moral

dispositions, that these non-moral dispositions are powers
which need to be developed as well as the moral, and that

consequently we ougJit not develop the moral dispositions too

highly, lest we fail in other respects. A perfectly good
humanity woiild necessarily, say some valuists, mean a weak
and a poor humanity.

This rough outline of the theory of Values will make it

clear to the reader that ethically there is very little that is

new in the theory of Values over and above what belongs to

Utilitarianism.

APPENDIX II

HEDONISM AND UTILITARIANISM THEIR RECONCILIATION

To Hedonists and Utilitarians the question whether and
in what manner Hedonism and Utilitarianism may be recon-
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ciled with one another is not only an interesting
1

,
it is a

vital problem. For it seems to us from our reading of the

works of Ttilitarian philosophers, to take their ease first,

that when Utilitarians sit down in a cool moment to consider
the question which of the two ends his own good or the

good of Society is of more importance to the individual,
which of the two (if there he such a tiling as a final end) is the

final end of the individual, it must seem plain that the end of

paramount importance to the individual man is his own good.
Of course a man may he so interested in a certain part of

Society that the happiness of that part is of more importance
to him than his own. For instance, a lather may think more
of the happiness of his children than of his own happiness.
Hut we are not speaking ot such special cases here. \Ye are

speaking here ot a general comparison ot the good of the in

dividual man with that of Society at large as the end, and we
say that a Utilitarian ought to recognise that the end of most

importance to the individual is his own good, or (which is the

same thing lor Utilitarians) his own happiness. To the Utili

tarian therefore it becomes a vital problem whether or not it

can be shown that the individual in seeking the good of other
men is also promoting his own.
On the other hand, the Hedonist would seem to feel that

unless his system can be extricated from the narrow rut of

selfishness unless it can be shown that the theory that our
own happiness is the final end leads on in some way to the

obviously more refined theory that in all our acts we should
seek the good of the race his system of Hedonism will be

considered, and /\, an ignoble philosophy, narrow, demeaning,
and brutalising. Hence the endeavours of both Hedonists
and Utilitarians to bridge over the gap separating the two

systems.
Of the various methods proposed for reconciling the two

systems of Hedonism and Utilitarianism, we can mention

only a few

(i) Some, like Mill, attempt to reconcile them on grounds
of pure Logic by deducing the second theory from the first.

Mill s attempted deduction of the duty of seeking- all men s

happiness from our duty to seek 4 each his own we have

already noticed in this chapter. A similar attempted deduc
tion is the argument that since each man s happiness is to

count for one and nobody s for more than one, therefore no
man s happiness is of more account to himself than the happi
ness of any other man. In other words, that because A. s

happiness is no more to A. than B. s is to B., therefore A. s

happiness is no more to A. than B. s is to A. This argument
it is not necessarv to refute.
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(2) Others attempt to reconcile them on grounds of Ethics.

Thus (a) we have Rashdall s and Sidgwick s argument that

since each man maintains not only that his own happiness is

an end, but is the right end or the end which he ought pursue,
his duty is to seek the general happiness. This argument we
have examined. (b} Some contend that by seeking the

happiness of others we secure for ourselves the greatest of all

pleasures namely, the peace and happiness of a good con

science, and consequently that the law to seek the general

happiness is the same in effect as the law to seek our own.
This is the idea of Gizycki s principle

&quot; Strive after peace of

Conscience, by seeking in all things the good of Humanity.&quot;
*

(3) Others attempt a psychological reconciliation either

{a} through the passion of sympathy which, they say, at once
induces us to do good to others and at the same time brings
us pleasure when we do such good ;

or (b) through the

supposed law of feeling that in order to get the maximum of

personal pleasure we must indulge alternately the selfish and
benevolent feelings, else the power of feeling would become

fatigued.
&quot;

Egoism,&quot; writes Spencer,
&quot; must be checked by

intervals of altruism if our faculties are to recover the energy
lost by pleasure.&quot;

(4) In some systems they are reconciled through a

metaphysical theory of (a} the relation of the individual to the

race or (b) of the reciprocal effect on one another of the

individual and the social happiness. Thus (a) many recent

Ethicians argue that in seeking the happiness of the race we
are seeking the happiness of the true &quot;

ego
&quot;

since the race is

the true substance of the individual, (b} Others claim that to

seek for the general good to the neglect of the individual good
would be to render one s self unfit for benevolence

;
whilst un

less we seek the general good we are sure to bring upon our
selves ultimate misery. The first theory is to be found in

Seth. The latter principle is defended by Spencer, the second

portion of it being adopted by Shaftesbury also. &quot;It is cer

tain,&quot; writes Shaftesbury, &quot;that if a man were destitute of

all wish for the Social good that is, opposed it on all occa
sions he would be thoroughly miserable. So if a man does

anything against the social good he is doing a part of that

which will ultimately cause him great misery.&quot;

(5) Butler, Locke, and Paley maintain that the reconcilia

tion of Hedonism and Utilitarianism lies in Theology that a

benign Legislator, God, must ultimately secure the harmony
of the two interests, the individual and the social.

&quot;Moral Philosophic,
&quot;

pag-e 121.
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As we said, this question is of a good deal of importance
to Hedonists and Utilitarians. But to the Scholastic philo

sopher it is not of very threat importance ;
and hence,

though in itself it gives rise to much interesting speculation,
we shall not quote our own view here beyond saying, first,

that we do not think that Utilitarianism is a necessary growth
out of Hedonism

; and, secondly, that \ve believe that in the

lace ot the tacts ot ordinary experience it would be impossible
to show anything approaching- a perfect identification of the

private and the public good.



CHAPTER XII

&quot; EVOLUTION AND ETHICS A DISCUSSION
OF THE ETHICAL THEORIES OF THE
EVOLUTION PHILOSOPHERS&quot;

EVOLUTION means growth by the Evolutionist Ethics

is meant the theory that morals are a growth, a growth
from non-Ethical elements.

There are three principal theories of Evolutionary
Morals the Biological, the Psychological, and the

Transcendental theory.
The theory of BIOLOGICAL EVOLUTION is a theory of the

evolution of the objective laws of morals, such as the laws

of temperance and justice. It is the theory that right
and wrong and their laws, objectively taken, are only

stages or conditions in the evolution of Life, the right

being that which promotes Life, and the wrong that

which impairs it.

The theory of PSYCHOLOGICAL EVOLUTION concerns not

the objective laws of morals, but our subjective moral

opinions and sentiments, and it explains these opinions
and sentiments as evolved from certain mere non-moral

feelings like those of pleasure and pain. This theory of

Psychological evolution reduces all moral principles to

mere subjective conditions of mind, and so its chief aim

is to explain the origin of our moral beliefs.

The theory of TRANSCENDENTAL EVOLUTION explains the

objective moral law, and our subjective moral opinions
as two sides of one fundamental Evolutionary process
the evolution, namely, of the Absolute. Of this Abso
lute we shall give an explanation in the next chapter
before discussing its relations to Ethics.

357
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It will be seen that though these three theories are

distinct they are nut whollv contradictory, for the subject-
matter oi each is distinct. One treats onlv of objective
moral laws, another of subjective moral convictions, the

third ot both objective and subjective, but under an

aspect (juite different from that considered in the other

t\vo svMeins. I here is, then, nothing to prevent the

same Ethician from advocating all three theories or any
two ot them. Indeed, most professed adherents of the

Biological school belong to the School of Psychological
Evolution as well, and some ot those who protess the lirst

two theories are followers of the Transcendentalist

theorv also.

Now, these three Evolutionarv svstems re(|iiire

separate treatment, and we \\ill take them in the order in

which we have given them above.

ETHICS OE IUOEOC.ICAE EVOLUTION

(&amp;lt;/)

.\rrorxT or si KNVKk s TIIKOUY

The nio&amp;gt;t representative exponent of the theorv of

Biological Evolution is Herbert Spencer. To the dis

cussion of his work, therefore, \\ e shall devote ourselves

in the present section.

The tasl&amp;lt; which Spencer sets himself in his
&quot; Data of

Ethics&quot;
;

is that of explaining moralitv through the

ordinarv laws of evolution. That the world in general
is subject to evolution he takes for granted, and he finds

himself forced to bring morals under this general law of

evolution bv- &quot;finding that they&quot; (the moral laws)
&quot; form part of the aggregate of phenomena which

evolution has wrought out. If the entire visible

Universe has been evolved, if the solar system as a

whole, the earth as part of it, the life in general which

the earth bears, as well as that of the individual

organism if the mental phenomena displayed by all

*
Spencer s Ethical opinions are also given expression to in his work

on &quot;Sociology.&quot;
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creatures, up to the highest in common with the pheno
mena presented by aggregates of these highest if one
and all conform to the laws of evolution, then the neces

sary implication is that those phenomena of conduct in

these highest creatures with which Morality is concerned
also conform.&quot;

* In the light, therefore, of the law of

Evolution, Spencer goes on to show that morally good
conduct and highly evolved conduct are one. In the

establishment of this proposition there are two steps.

First, he shows that the conduct of man is not different

in kind from that of the higher animals, and that the

conduct of the higher animals is not different in

kind from that of the lower. By
&quot;

higher
&quot;

in

conduct is only meant the inclusion in conduct

of more and more numerous ends. And this

inclusion of more and more numerous ends is found,
he assures us, always to accompany development in

structure and function, the animal of more complex
structure and function being capable of taking in more
ends that of less complex structure and function, fewer

ends. Secondly, he compares highly evolved conduct

as just explained with what he conceives to be the

general content of our moral beliefs, and he finds that

that which men call morally good conduct is exactly the

same thing as what, on his first enquiry, he found to be

highly evolved conduct. His conclusion, therefore, is

that the laws of morality are only the laws of highly
evolved conduct, and that these laws are not proper to

man, but are the laws by which nature rules the conduct

of animals as well, the difference of higher and lower

being, as already explained, one of degree merely, not

of kind. Let us now fill in some of the details of this

remarkable system, f

(i) Spencer s definition of Ethics

Ethics, Spencer tells us, is the science of conduct. By
* &quot; Data of Ethics,&quot; pag-e 63.
t We are conscious of a certain want of proportion between the

space here given to the consideration of Spencer s theory and the rest

of our work. The nature and importance of the theory under review is

our only justification for this defect, if it be a defect.
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conduct he means purposeful external action. As
external, conduct differs from function function being

purely internal.
&quot; We are concerned with functions

in the true sense when we think of them as processes
carried on within the body.&quot; But &quot; we enter

on the study of conduct when \ve begin to studv such

combinations amongst the actions of sensory and motor

organs as are externally manifested.&quot; Xot all external

action, however, is conduct, butonlv purposeful external

action. Purposeful action means co-ordinated action,

action that is adjusted in some degree to an end outside

the individual. The subject-matter, therefore, of Ethics

is
&quot;

the aggregate of all external co-ordinations (or pur
poseful actions); and this aggregate includes not onlv

the simplest as well as the most complex performed bv
human beings, but also those performed bv all inferior

beings considered as more or less evolved.&quot; Thus, on

Spencer s theorv, man s action is not specilicallv distinct

from that of the animals below him. Man is only the

more highlv evolved animal. And Ethics, though it has

to do more CDiplnilicallv with the more highlv evolved

animals (including men) and their acts, has not to do

exclusively with human acts-- its subject-matter is

conduct or purposeful activity, whether of man or of

animal.

(2) Aim of the Evolutionary process.

Spencer now proceeds to show that conduct, just like

everything else, is subject to the laws of evolution.

Throughout the world there obtains a law of evolution.

One grade of being is obviously more evolved and, in

that sense, stands higher than another, that again than

another the stages extending from the protozoa at the

lowest to man at the highest point of the evolutionary
series. This law of evolution extends, first of all, to

structure the lower stages being characterised by a com

paratively simple, the higher by a more differentiated,

structure; and, secondly, to function, the lower beings

possessing but few, the higher very many and intricate,

functions. But evolution of structure and function is,
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he tells us, always accompanied by a third kind of

evolution viz., greater purposefulness of action, greater

adjustment of acts to ends or to environment; in other

words, more developed conduct.

This is verv evident in the case of the lower animals.

Bees, ants, horses, or elephants are evidently more

evolved, in the sense of showing a greater capacity for

securing far-away ends, than the snail and the fish. But

the very same difference in purposefulness will be found

to characterise the higher or more civilised man in com

parison with the lower or less civilised. Thus he

writes :

&quot; Between the shelter of boughs and grass which the

lowest savage builds and the mansion of the civilised

man the contrast in aspect is not more extreme than is

the contrast in number and efficiency of adjustment of

acts to ends betrayed in their respective constructions.&quot;

This difference in human purposefulness must, as in the

case of the animals, be an accompaniment of difference in

structure and function. But the same three-fold varia

tion of structure, function, and adaptation is more evident

in the case of the lower animals than in the case of men.

The more evolved the animal in structure and function

the better adjusted are its acts in relation to its environ

ment. It is, in fact, as a means to this finer adjustment
of acts to ends and to environment that the animal is

possessed of finer and more complicated structures and

functions.

Now, what is the final aim of these powers of finer

adjustment, or (the question is the same) what is the

natural end and aim of this whole evolutionary process?
The end is Life greater duration and greater quantity of

Life.

&quot; The fish roaming- about at hazard in search of something-
to eat, able to detect it by smell or sight only within short

distances, and now and again rushing- away in alarm on the

approach of a bigger fish, makes adjustments of acts to ends

that are relatively few and simple in their kinds
;
and shows

us, as a consequence, how small is the average duration of life.
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So few survive to maturity that, to make up for the destruction

of unhatched young and small fry and half-grown individuals,
a million ova have to he spawned hy a codfish that two may
reach the spawning age. Conversely, hy a highly evolved

mammal, such as an elephant, those general actions per
formed in common with the iish are far hetter adjusted to their

ends.
l&amp;gt;y sight, as well probably as hy odour, it detects food

at relatively great distances. . . . Rut the chief difference

arises trom the addition of new sets of adjustments. \Ve
have combined actions which facilitate nutrition, the breaking
olf of succulent and fruit-bearing branches, the selecting of

edible gro\\ ths throughout a comparatively u ide reach ; and,
in case of danger, safety can be achieved not by flight only
but, i! necessary, by defence or attack, bringing into combined
use tusks, trunks, and ponderous feet. . . . Evidently
the effect of this more highlv evolved conduct is to secure the

balance ot the organic actions throughout far longer periods
&quot;

(&quot;
Data of Ethics,&quot; page 13).

The end, then, of this whole evolutionarv process is the

attainment of complete life.*

(^) Furtherance of complete life- -its meaning.
Furtherance of life, Speneer continues, dries not mean

its prolongation merelv. It means increase of life, both

in point of duration and of quantity. Duration&quot;

needs no explanation.
&quot;

(Juantitv
&quot;

of life means the
11 sum of the vital activities during any given interval.

*

Manv of the lower animals live longer than man, but

thev have not the same quantitv of life- -that is, tliev do

not exercise the same amount of activity in a given
time. The highest end of conduct, then, is fulness of

life in duration and in quantity, or, as Spencer puts it,

&quot;

in length and in breadth.&quot;

It must not be thought, however, that by life as

natural end of conduct is meant the life of the individual

merely. The evolutionary process tends to the further

ance of all life, and, therefore, of the social life as well as

of the individual. The lower animals are of compara

tively simple structure and function, and are capable of

comparatively little adjustment of acts to the preservation
of the life of the species. Sometimes the young are left

*
Spencer tells us that the promotion of life itself would not be good

unless life generally brought us a preponderance of pleasure over pain.
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to the care of nature altogether, as in the case of the

Protozoa which preserve the species by breaking up into

a number of individuals. Higher up in the line of

evolution germ and sperm cells are just ripened and sent

out into water, and left to their fate. But the higher
animals go through a most complicated process of

adjustment in order to preserve their young man s

efforts naturally being finest and most complicated of all.

With evolution of structure, then, and function there

goes ever a finer and finer adjustment of acts to the pre

servation and furtherance of the life of the individual

and of offspring. These two form the two first and prin

cipal kinds of conduct conduct, viz., directed to the

preservation of the life of the individual and of the race.

But with these two the evolution of conduct is not

complete. It is not enough for the complete furtheram e

of life that the individual be preserved and the race be

propagated. We must (thirdly) not interfere with the

lives of others. And (fourthly) we must positively help

others even with some cost to ourselves. These 1 last two

kinds of conduct are not only the highest they are also

the only decidedly moral kind, or, as Spencer calls them,

(he &quot;emphatically moral&quot; kind, because, as Spencer

explains, they are the only kind to the exercise of which

we need compulsion. When these four are realised the

individual perfectly maintaining his own life, offspring

perfectly looked after and trained as a means to a pro

longed and full adult life, absolute non-interference with

our neighbour s life (implying, therefore, a perfectly

peaceful society), and the positive extension of aid to

others as a means to 1 their better living then is conduct

completely evolved.

Of these four kinds of conduct, however, the latter two

stand in a very different relation to the law of evolution

from the first two. For the relation of the first two to the

process of evolution is, according to Spencer, most

evident, whereas that of the latter two is not evident. It

is not difficult to see that the first two kinds of conduct

evolve pari passu with evolution of structure and
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function. The higher animals attain to greater quantity
of life and maintain their offspring more efficiently than

the lower. But that cannot he said for the third and
fourth kinds of conduct. Amongst the higher animals
that is, those ol more developed structure and function-

there is no apparent desire for the peace of society any
more than amongst the lower. Their mutual antago
nisms are just as many as amongst the lower, if thev are

in t more numerous. Yet these are the verv kinds of

conduct that are, according to Spencer, most &quot;

emphatic
ally moral.&quot; How, then, are they to he got into the

evolutionary series? Bv a method which most readers

\\ill find not a little surprising. \\ e are, he tells us,

\\hen we think of the higher animals and their antago
nisms, led

&quot; by association
&quot;

to think&quot; of the opposite of

these antagonisms viz., the friendly support ol one race

ol animals by the other and hence we are led to think

that mutual support, and not antagonisms, must be the

characteristic of the highest animals. Experience, he

admits, does not tell us that that is the characteristic of

the higher animals, still in the higher animals &quot;

there

remains room for modifications \\hich will bring con

duct
&quot;

up to this level, and hence these modifications

musl be regarded as present when \\ e reach the highest

stage.

(4)
&quot; Evolution

&quot;

a nd
&quot;

mitral beliefs.&quot;

I laving, as he claims, succeeded in showing that it is

the end of the evolutionary process to procure a

maximum of life, and that this maximum is to be attained

bv the four kinds of conduct mentioned self-preserva

tion, preservation of offspring, non-interference with the

lives of others, and positive care for the lives of others

Spencer goes on to show that the current notions of
&quot; mo rail v better and worse,&quot; as conceived, first, by
Ethicians, and, second, by men in general, correspond
exactly with the notion we have just gained of

&quot;

the more

and the less highlv evolved
&quot;

in human conduct.

In the first place, he claims that practically all existing

theories of morality accept the principle that the
k4

good
&quot;
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and the
&quot;

pleasant
&quot;

are one; similarly, the bad and the

painful are one. But, on the other hand, the pleasant is

also the life-maintaining, and the painful is the life-

destroying-.
&quot;

Actions that are injurious to life are

accompanied by disagreeable feelings and the beneficial

ones by agreeable.&quot; Hence, the morally good and the

life-maintaining are one, and the bad and the life-

destroying are one. In his own words,
&quot;

that which in

the last chapter we found to be highly evolved conduct &quot;

(viz., the four kinds of conduct already mentioned, all

tending to maintain life or health)
&quot;

is that which in this

chapter
&quot;

(on
&quot;

Theories of Good and Evil
&quot;)

&quot; we find

to be what is called good conduct that is, they are

pleasurable, and the ideal goal of the natural evolution of

conduct there recognised, we here recognise as the ideal

standard of conduct Ethically considered.&quot;

In the second place, he maintains that not only
Ethicians but even ordinary men take the same view of

morality that the Evolutionist takes of the gradation of

conduct. But in order to establish this second proposi

tion Spencer, instead of speaking of conduct in the

abstract, proceeds to consider the various sides or aspects

of conduct, and analyses our moral ideas in regard to

each aspect.

Conduct, he says, has four aspects first, a Physical

aspect; second, a Biological aspect; third, a Psycho

logical aspect; fourth, a Sociological aspect. Conduct

on its physical or outward side is external movement.

Now, the movements of the more highly developed

animals are characterised by two things complexity and

co-ordination. The movements of the fish are few and

comparatively aimless. Those of the bird (in building-

time, for instance) are many but unified.* So also (here

we meet the first point of comparison with our moral

ideas) in the common conception of morals the good life

*
Spencer is wrong here the movements on their mere physical or

external side may be many, but of themselves, that is, as physical, they

are not co-ordinated. It is the inner impulse or end that co-ordinates

them.
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is nlwavs regarded as a coherent lite, a lite ot moving

equilibrium a life perfectly adjusted to the whole world.

There is in it neither excess nor defect. It forms -one

consistent whole. In this, therefore, according to

Spencer, we have an undoubted parallelism between

Involution and Kthical convictions.

Secondly, there is the Biological aspect. All move
ments proceed from inner t unctions,&quot;&quot; and the conduct of

the higher animals is characterised bv &quot; balance of

function that is, one function is not exercised at the

expense of anv other. So, too (comparing again), tor

the common mind the good life is that in which everv

function i.s dulv exercised. ^ Again, in Biologv, the

mark of the inner balance ot functions is pleasure, that ot

their discordant exercise pain. And in the same wav,

turning to Kthical opinion, we find that to the common
mind the j^ood is that which brin.^ a surplusage of

pleasure, the bad that which brings pain. The

parallelism, therefore, of evolved conduct and morals is

borne out bv Biologv.

Thirdly, conduct has its psychological side i.e., it

proceeds from the feelings as deliberate motives of

action.* The higher the animal the more complex the

feeling, and, therefore, the further awav are the ends

aimed at, and, consequently, the greater is the adjust
ment attained in reference to the whole environing world.

Comparing this with our Kthical views, the good for the

common mind isalwavs regarded as a lust end. Present

pleasures are not usuallv accounted good. (Departing
somewhat here from the purpose of the argument in order

to explain the conception of obligation, he adds that the

faculty of
&quot;

will,&quot; in so far as it is the faculty by which

* Why does S pot icor hero introduce the inner function? Did he not
define conduct as external co-ordinated action ?

t The value of this statement of Spencer s must depend on the inter

pretation of the word &quot;dulv,&quot; which is highly ambiguous.
J In describing- the second aspect Spencer also spoke of feeling,

but in a different connection. He there spoke of it first, not as a
motive of conduct, but as springing from inner function ;

and second, as
indeliberate. Under the psychological aspect he speaks of feeling, not

as related to function, but as related to outer action, and as deliberate.
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we pursue far-off ends and restrain the desire for present
ones, comes easily to be personified into the conception
of an authoritative society or even of God. Will, as a

restraining- faculty, gives us also the idea of control,

which in its most abstract form becomes the idea of moral

obligation.) On the Psychological side of conduct,

therefore, the parallelism is still further illustrated.

Fourthly, conduct has its Sociological aspect, and in

this the parallelism is most pronounced of all. For

Sociological Evolution explains not only the basis of the

laws of conduct, but also the variation in our moral
beliefs. Higher conduct is at once a striving- after our
our own pleasure and that of Society.

&quot; At the outset

these ends are not harmonious.&quot; Their perfect

harmony will be the last step in the evolutionary process.
The degree of adjustment to environment already
attained determines at each stage the laws by which

further harmony is to be secured, for, at different places
and at different times the individual stands variously
related to Society. Comparing this with our ordinary
views of morality we find that men s ideas of right and

wrong vary very much with times and places. For

one set of people the law7

is,
4 Love even your enemies &quot;

;

for another,
&quot;

Kill every one that is not of your tribe.&quot;

Between these are innumerable compromises. Actual or

empirical Ethics that is, the Ethics of any particular

age is always a compromise.
Absolute Ethics will rule the world only at the end

i.e., when the individual shall have become perfectly

adjusted to Society. Such adjustment is to be attained

by the development of the passion of sympathv, for

development of sympathy must tend to make conduct

altruistic. But sympathy is two-fold sympathy with

joy and sympathy with sorrow. Sympathy with sorrow

pains, and therefore impairs life. Sympathy with joy

*
Again we notice the weakness referred to before. Spencer cannot

show that the more highly evolved animals have more care than the

lower evolved for the life or happiness of the whole race of living- thing s,

or even of their own tribe. He simply takes the altruism of the higher
.animals for granted.
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pleases, and therefore increases life. Hence, it is only
when all sorrow shall have ceased that sympathy will

have reached its full efficiency as a world-force. Then we
shall have no difficulty in doing good to others. At

present the difficulties of the moral life are many. The

good to-day is always mixed with evil. It is never

perfect good. At its best the good can at present be only
&quot;

the least wrong.&quot;

Thus Spencer claims to have shown that morality as

expressed in our moral opinions depends on evolution,

that it is only part of the universal process of evolution,

and develops concomitantly with the rest of the living
world.

XOTI-: o\ LKSUK STKIMIKN S BIOLOGICO-SOCIOLOGICAL THEORY.

Before proceeding to the criticism of Biological Evolution

\ve have something to say on the subject of Leslie Stephen s

theories, for any account of Biological Evolution which did not

contain a reference to him would he incomplete. He has de

veloped the theory of Spencer on its Sociological side. Like

Spencer, he starts out from the Evolutionary standpoint, and
his task is to explain from that standpoint not the laws that

or/&amp;lt;j-/i/
to exist, but the moral laws that do exist, or, which is

the same thing, the laws that are actually enforced amongst us.

He begins by taking it for granted that the law of Evolution

prevails universally, and that therefore it governs morality as

well as everything else.
&quot; The exposition and establishment

of the theory of evolution lies beyond the Ethical problem,
and is one of the data which we must be content either to re

pudiate, or (as I do) take for granted&quot; (&quot;Science of Ethics,&quot;

page 80). The task which he sets before himself is that of

explaining morality, or, which is the same thing for Leslie

Stephen, our moral sentiments and beliefs from the Evolu

tionary point of view. Besides taking the law of evolution

for granted he also takes for granted twro other things first,

the proposition that to the common mind the Moral good and
that which brings happiness to Society are one. &quot;Goodness&quot;

is, he admits, a very crude conception ;
but in showing how

the law of evolution affects conduct he will also fill in this

crude conception, and thereby give us what he calls the
&quot;

scientific form
&quot;

of Morality. Second, he takes it for granted
that all moral beliefs reduce to sentiments or feelings, that

reason is &quot;a vast complexity of feelings,&quot; and that reason-
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able conduct is a &quot;

process of forming- a certain hierarchy in

which the separate special instincts&quot; (or feelings) &quot;are sub
ordinated to the more central and massive.&quot; By this last

assumption he hopes the more easily to bring moral beliefs

under the law of evolution. These three propositions are the

most essential in Leslie Stephen s Ethical system. But we
caution the student that he will not find them thus brought
together in Leslie Stephen s book, nor laid down in the same
form, nor always in the same words as those in which we have
summarised them here for convenience.

Leslie Stephen asks the question is such a thing as a

scientific idea of morality possible? In support of the negative
view there is the argument that a scientific idea connotes
at least some general agreement amongst men, whereas
moral opinions vary at every age and in every new set of

circumstances. But Leslie Stephen adopts the affirmative

view, and argues that though beliefs vary, they are not

opposed, and they are all partial views of the whole truth.

Every moral belief, he asserts, corresponds to and is true for

a particular stage in the evolution of man, and it is the

business of Ethics to pick out the underlying permanent
element in all these beliefs. This underlying element will

give us the essential notion of goodness in the abstract. It

will be the definition of the
&quot;good.&quot;

Now the good, according to Leslie Stephen, being that

which promotes the welfare of Society, he proceeds to enquire
what is the relation of the Individual to Society. In the

first place, he holds that Society is not a mere aggregate of

individuals it is an organism. It is not, to use the language
of Biology, a mere collection of cells it is tissue. But,

secondly, Society exists previously to individuals fully made.
Individuals are formed by the social tissue and in response to

the mutual pressure of part on part of the whole organism.
How can this be? How can mere pressure from environment
form a man ? It can form him in Leslie Stephen s theory,
because man is a mere bundle of feelings, and feelings are

aroused, altered, created, and extinguished in an individual by
influences from without. The whole process of evolution,

then, is, on this theory, a process of shaping or adjusting the

individual to Society. Some conduct will help to that adjust

ment, other conduct will impede it.

We are now, according to Leslie Stephen, at the point where
conduct divides itself off into g-ood and bad, or rather where
our feelings divide themselves off into feelings of approval for

certain kinds of conduct as morally g&quot;ood,
of disapproval for

others as morally bad. As we saw before, goodness and bad
ness are respectively the pleasure-producing- and the pain-

2A
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producing&quot;
in reference to Society. How then can we connect

these l\vo with the law of evolution or of adjustment to social

environment ? Very simply. When the parts of a watch are

adjusted to the whole watch, then we have an efficient watch.
When the organs of the body are adjusted in relation to one
another and to the whole bodv, then have we an efficient

body a health} bodv, and the result is pleasurable activity.

Non-adjustment brings inefficiency, want of health, and pain.
So also acts that further the adjustment of the individual to

Society are health-producing&quot; acts. Those that prevent adjust
ment

bring&quot; inefficiency. Hence those acts that promote the

health of Society we regard as good. Those that have the

opposite effect we regard as bad. Involution is the process of

greater and greater adjustment of the individual to Society.
Now, the acts that promote adjustment at one period anil in

one set of circumstances will not promote it in another, just
as the same medicine that helps digestion at one period will

not help it at another ; anil ]ust as the effect of me ih cine on
the body depends largely on the previous state of the bodv,
so also the effect of an action on Societv depends upon the

degree of adjustment of individuals to social environment
alreadv attained. Hence our moral sentiments change with

times anil circumstances. But thev are all true for their own
period anil their own circumstances. The moral code of one

age and country is not that of another but all codes are

right.
The whole moral law then arises from the fact that in

dividuals are a part of the social organism, that we are born,
not into a merely disorderly aggregate or chaotic crowd,
where any place and any act or movement would be as good
as any other, but into an organised army where, if we would
not suffer pain or even be crushed out of existence, we must
14 learn to keep step and rank anil to obey orders.&quot;

The moral law is therefore, according to Leslie Stephen,
4 a

statement of the conditions or part of the conditions that are

essential to the vitality of the social tissue,&quot;* and the

criterion by which we shall know what acts make for vitality
is their capability for advancing&quot; health. By health Leslie

Stephen means health bodily and mental.

This, Leslie Stephen asserts, is the permanent law of morals
which is present in all our changing moral sentiments. But,

according to our author, there is another point of importance.
Our sentiments not only vary naturally from age to age, but

even from one period in the life of the individual to another.

Even the introduction of a new circumstance may completely

*
&quot;Science of Ethics,&quot; page 148.
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.alter our belief about the moral law. We see this even in

the case of good men, who to-day assert that lying- is bad, and
who to-morrow will tell a lie, let us say, to save their country,
and think that they are right in doing so. This would seem
to destroy the invariability of the moral law altogether,
whereas surely a moral law must have some stability. But,

according to Leslie Stephen, the case just mentioned does not
affect the stability of the law. For the moral law refers not
so much to acts as to character, and character does not change
even where action changes. The moral law is not &quot; Do
this,&quot; but &quot; Be this.&quot; The content of the &quot; do &quot;

may
change, while that of the &quot;be&quot; remains the same. Thus a
man must always be trustworthy, but there are times when
he may and even must tell lies. Untrustworthiness can never

help Society, but it may be necessary for the good of the State
that a man should tell a lie, and in that case he &quot; will lie and
lie like a man.&quot; The man, according to Leslie Stephen, wTho
tells a lie to save his country is still trustworthy, and conse-

quently observes the law of trustworthiness.
Such are the central points of Leslie Stephen s theory.

Our statement of them may be found useful by a student who
is about to read Leslie Stephen s book a book which he will

not find it easy to comprehend.*

(b) CRITICISM OF THE ETHICS OF BIO
LOGICAL EVOLUTION

(i) Is the moral law subject to evolution ?

We must now answer the question whether the moral

law evolves ? And first, does it evolve subjectively
that is, do our conceptions of right and wrong evolve ?

Secondly, does it evolve objectively that is, can what is

right at one age be wrong at another, and vice versa ?

As regards the first question we reply that some of our

moral conceptions evolve, since it is possible for man to

* There are many other forms of Biolog-ical Ethics besides those of

Spencer and Leslie Stephen. For instance, there is the naturalistic

*heory of Littre\ which grounds all morals in certain purely physiolog-ical
tendencies. The moral sentiments, according- to this author, all reduce
to two things eg-oism and altruism ; and those sentiments are respec
tively based on the two physiological needs of self-preservation and the

preservation of the race. To these sentiments Littre adds a third,
that of justice, which, strange to say, thoug-h treated as a sentiment, is

purely intellectual in character. Such theories as these it would, we
lielieve, be waste of time either to develop or criticise.
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advance in knowledge; and we advance in our knowledge
of morals in somewhat the same wav as we advance in

our knowledge of geometrv vi/., bv the acquiring of

new truths. But advance in our knowledge of morals is

confined to conclusions or secondarv principles. For,

just as in the case of Geometry we do not advance in our

knowledge of the axioms, so neither do we advance in

our knowledge of the primary moral truths (which, as
we saw, are certain self-evident moral principles and
known to all men), except in the verv limited sense that

we can acquire a more complete recognition of the place
and meaning oi these principles in our moral svstem, and
can attain to a more exact formulation of them and of

their distinction from other mental assets.*

1 he possibility, however, of subjective variation in our

beliefs is not the question ol most interest to the

Biological Evolutionist, but rather the question of the

possibility of objective variation- -whether, namelv, what
is objectively right at one age can be objectively wrong
at another, or whether the laws of moralitv objectively
taken varv and evolve.

(a) To answer this question we must distinguish
between the applications of the primarv principles and

the primarv principles themselves. The applications of

the primarv moral principles to individual acts must vary
to a verv large extent, since the circumstances of the indi

vidual act mav varv. Eor instance, the mode of support

ing the State in one age is not that which suits another.

But the primary principles of the moral law themselves

are not subject to variation or development, since these

primary principles are founded on the nature of man-
on the essential properties of human nature; and the

essential properties of human nature are not subject to

change any more than the properties of the triangle or the

fundamental laws of mechanics are subject to change.

* This question of subjective variation is treated more fully in our

chapters on Intuitionism and on Syndesesis. The kindred question of the

evolution of moral beliefs from non-Ethical elements is treated in our

section on Psychological Evolution.
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We have already seen what some of these primary laws

are. They are laws that depend on the existence in man
of natural appetites appetites that no man is without or

has ever been without, appetites that are essential to him
in his various capacities, as substance, as animal, and as

rational being. Other things in man may change. He
may lose a foot or a hand, or he may change his appear
ance and shape according to his employment and
environment. But these fundamental appetites, the

appetite for self-preservation, for food, for racial continu

ance, for Society, cannot change. They are natural

appetites. Of some of them even Leslie Stephen says
that without them the race could not survive a generation.
The primary natural laws, then, do not vary or evolve

because nature itself cannot evolve. The nature of an

animal or of man is the same to-day as it always was,

just as the nature of a triangle or of a circle is always the

same.

(ft) In the foregoing answer it will be noticed that we
have based our view of the permanent character of morals

on the permanence of human nature. But the question
arises granted, for the sake of argument, that the nature
&quot;

humanity
&quot;

is invariable, still mav not the possessor of

human nature be evolved? And supposing that man is

evolved from animal, or supposing that now he is pro

gressing towards some other nature for instance, that

one day lie will be an angel and not a human being is

not the moral law in either of these cases subject to

evolution, and is it not, as a consequence, variable?

We reply that even if man be evolved * from the brute,

and even if men should some day cease to be men, and

should become angels, still the primary principles of the

natural law holds always for rnen, smce it is founded on

our nature as man, and, therefore, we are subject to our

present moral law as long as we are men. The human
* We claim, and shall show in the next section, that though some thing s

may decay or evolve in man for instance, a limb or the shape of the body
generally still man does not evolve. He neither was a brute nor shall

be an angel. The present argument then deals merely with a hypo
thetical case what if man be evolved ?
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moral code, therefore , would still hind men, even though
tliev were evolved from lower beings. Thus, even if

man he evolved, truth and justice and temperance would
still he human goods, and their opposites human evil; in

other words, the law of good and evil would not he

altered. A man s dutv is determined hv his human
nature, bv his natural appetites and their natural objects,

just as what is good for an animal is determined hv the

animal nature. Hut man s human nature is what it is,

and his appetites are what tliev are, whatever be man s

historv. In determining the moral code, therefore, a

Scholastic philosopher does not ask about man s

origin; whether, for instance, he came from the brute,

whether Reason is developed from sense, or speech from

mere animal expression of feeling, lie merelv considers

man as he is, asks what his human nature is, and what
are his natural needs; and on the consideration of these

essential needs and their objects he constructs his moral

code. The code, therefore, ot human morals does not

\ arv or evolve.

Now, to the above line of argument we think&quot; that the

reader mav raise two different objections. First, it mav
be objected that in the foregoing line of reasoning we
assume that our human nature is esseiitiallv distinct from

everv other, whereas if man be evolved (an hypothesis
which we are here 1

granting just for the sake of argu
ment) that is, if the human and the brute natures melt

into one another gradually and imperceptibly, there could

be no such thing as a distinct human nature (distinct,

that is, from that of the brute) that, on the evolutionary

hypothesis, human nature would be only a better brute

nature, and the laws of human conduct only the brute

laws, but elevated and refined ; and that hence the moral

law may be subject to evolutionary changes. As well,

we answer, might we say that because the colours of the

spectrum melt into one another imperceptibly, therefore

green is only another kind of yellow, and purple another

kind of green, as to say that human nature cannot he

essentially distinct from other natures on the hypothesis
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that it evolves out of them and is continuous with them.

The fact is that colours are absolutely distinct from one

another, no matter how they melt into each other. So
also man s nature is distinct from that of the brute, no

matter how man may be related to the brute in origin,

and the only difficulty in the case is the difficulty of ex

plaining, not how our human nature can be distinct from

that of brutes, but how of things so radically and so

obviously distinct one could have sprung out of or be

continuous with the other. But that is a difficulty for the

Evolutionists, not for us. Our contention is, therefore,

that even if man were sprung from brutes, he would still

be subject to the moral laws, because these laws bind him

in virtue of his human nature.

Secondly, there is the difficulty that on the Evolution

hypothesis, even though developed man is bound by
human law, it is impossible that primitive man should

have been bound by it, since primitive man was man in a

very imperfect sense only. And to bring out the point
of the difficulty we would illustrate it by the analogy we
have used already thus, if the line where green meets

yellow is neither green nor yellow, how could the moral

code of those beings which formed the link between

animal and man (granting for the moment that such a

process as that here supposed took place) be a human

code, or a code of human morals ?

We reply At no time was there a possibility of a

special moral law (we speak here of the primary laws

only) intermediate between the laws that govern the brute

species and the moral laws of developed man. Eor the

primary natural laws bind every man, and primitive man
was man from the very first moment that he became

possessed of Reason that is, from the first moment that

he became capable of apprehending a universal but not

a moment before. From the moment he came into the

possession of Reason, therefore, he was bound by human

law, and until that moment there existed no human law,

since until that moment man did not exist. The first

man, therefore, was bound by all the primary precepts
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of the natural human code; and before him there was no

such tiling as a human rode. And in the same way, if

man should later develop into an angel, lie will still be

bound bv the human code as long as he is man that is,

until he ceases to be a Being composed of bodv and soul.

Hence, the moral law does not varv in its primarv prin

ciples, and even if man has been evolved from some

lower creation, a supposition which we grant tor argu
ment s sake onlv, still the moral law is not evolved and

is not subject to variation. The primary principles are

the same for the first man as for the last.

(7) \\Y have now seen that the primarv precepts ot the

human moral code do not varv or evolve even though
man himself be evolved. But we must here meet the

argnm n t adduced bv Spencer that the moral law must

evolve, because moralitv is a part ot a I niverse which

is in its entiretv subject to evolution. It the entire

visible I niverse,&quot; writes Spencer,
&quot;

has been evolved

the necessarv implication is that those pheno
mena of conduct with which Moralitv is concerned also

conform
&quot;

(to laws of Evolution).
In this argument there are two assumptions first,

that the whole I niverse lias been evolved, and, second,

that if the I niverse is evolved then the moral laws and

moral conduct must as part of the I &quot;niverse be subject to

evolution. The second assumption we shall for the

present, and for the sake of argument, allow to pass,

although it is quite open to us to assert, first, that even

if the whole visible world were subject to evolution a

rational nature might not be subject to evolution ; and,

second, we have shown that even if our rational nature

were evolved the moral law need not evolve. But we
shall here consider the first assumption only, that the

whole world, phvsical and mental, has been evolved, and

our only duty in relation to it is to show that the

assumption is unproved.

(2) Universal evolution an unproved assumption.

On Spencer s theory the necessity of the evolution of

moralitv is, as we have said, based entirely upon the
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assumption that the whole world is subject to evolution.

Now, this assumption, in order to be made the basis of

the whole theory of morals, should itself be absolutely
certain. If it be not certain no trustworthy theory could

be built upon it. We are, therefore, justified in asking is

the assumption certain does it represent an incontro

vertible fact? We claim that it is not certain, that it

does not represent an incontrovertible fact, and that

hence the system of Ethics that is built upon it is vitiated

and unreliable from the very start.

No scientific assumption could be regarded as certain

on which scientists are not universally, or almost univer

sally, agreed. But the theory of Universal Evolution is

not universally agreed upon. On the contrary, it is the

theory of Extremists merely, and recent investigation is,

on the admission of the most trustworthy scientists, dead

against it. And even the extremists who still profess it

do so, it seems to us, not because investigation leads

them to do so, but in spite of investigation, and merely
as an hypothesis that may some day be brought into

harmony with the known facts.

In support of this contention it will be enough to show,

on the testimony of evolutionists themselves, that there

are gaps in nature which Evolutionary science is quite

unable to bridge over that is, that there are cases of

species which, so far as Science can ascertain, are not

evolved from any other species, but are simply, so far as

can be seen, original parts of the universe. This having
been established, it will follow that the assumption of

Universal Evolution is an unproved hypothesis.
Let .us quote the testimonies of some scientists on the

question before us.

Herr Du Bois-Reymond, of Berlin University, an

avowed Evolutionist and Materialist, so far from

admitting that Science has shown that the law of con

tinuity or of Evolution is universal, declares that the

Universe confronts us with seven problems or Enigmas
for which science can offer no solution. These are :

(i) The nature of Matter and of Eorce, (2) the origin of
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Motion, (3) the origin of Life, (4) the apparently designed
order of the Universe, (5) the origin of sensation and of

consciousness, (6) the origin of rational thought and

speech, (7) Free-will. The first, second, and fifth of these

enigmas lie regards as transcendental and beyond the

possibility of solution. The others in his judgment may
/&amp;gt;c //?.//&amp;gt;&amp;lt;{

be solved some day.*
( )f these enigmas, however, we shall here consider

onlv two namelv, the third and the sixth.

(3; I^-vohitionarv thcorv of the origin of life not certain.

riieie was a time when lift
1 did not exist on the earth.

&quot;There has been,&quot; says Viivhow, &quot;a beginning of life,

since geology points to epochs in the formation of the earth

when lite was impossible, ami when no xesti^e of it is to

be found.&quot;

&quot; There was a time,&quot; says Tyndall,
&quot; \\hen the earth was

a red-hot molten i^lobe on which no life could exist. &quot;t

llow, then, did life arise on the earth? Professor

Iluxlev asserts that it must have come into existence by
spontaneous generation that is, it must have proceeded
out ot dead matter; and he makes this supposition
because it is, he believes, the only one which is agreeable
to Science. Now, lor manv vears, and in everv de

partment of enquiry, in ( uemistrv, in Hiologv, and in

Geology, scientists have been labouring to establish this

assumption which Tluxlev would scarcelv regard as a

mere assumption, so agreeable is it to Science 1 and the

scientific mind; but, on their own testimony, it is not

yet nearly established, nor likelv ever to be established.
&quot; Of the causes which have led to the origination of living

matter,&quot; writes Huxley himself,
&quot;

it may be said that we
know absolutely nothing. . . . Seienee has no means to

form an opinion on the commencement of life we can only
make conjectures without scientific value.&quot;

*
Quoted from Father Gerard s &quot;The Old Riddle and the Newest

Answer.&quot; We wish to state from the outset that we are not an authority
on the general subject of Evolution. Nor is it necessary that we should
be so for the purposes of our present question. Our task is to show that

the Evolutionary philosophers themselves are not agreed about, and are
not likely to agree about, the Universality of Evolution.

t Quoted from Gerard, pag-e 46.
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And Tyndall :

&quot;Here, as in all&quot; other cases, the evidence in favour of

spontaneous generation crumbles in the grasp of the compe
tent enquirer.&quot;

And Darwin :

&quot;No evidence worth anything&quot; hasjas yet, injmy opinion,,
been advanced in favour of a living^ being being developed
from inorganic matter.&quot;

Again, INT. de Ouatrefages sums up tine results of his

own minute studies on the lowest forms of life, thus :

&quot;

I make bold to affirm that the deeper Science penetrates
into the secrets of organisation and phenomena, the more
does she demonstrate how wide and how profound is the

abyss which separates brute matter from living things.&quot;

And Professor Virchow (the eminent Evolutionist),

speaking at the Munich Congress of 1877, said :

&quot; Whoever recalls to mind the lamentable failure of ail the

attempts to discover a decided support lor the generatio

acquvvoca in the lower forms of transition from the inorganic
to the organic world will feel it doubly serious to demand that

this theory, so utterly discredited, should be in any way
accepted as the basis of all our views of life.&quot; t

Nor are the scientists of more recent date any nearer to

the solution of the problem than Huxley and Tyndall
were.

&quot; The more closely,&quot; writes G. V. Bunge,| . . . &quot;and

the more deeply we examine the phenomena of life the more
we come to see that processes which we had thought to

explain as results of physical or chemical laws . . . simply
deride every attempt at a mechanical explanation.&quot;

And Dr. Hertwig \vrites :

&quot; The development of the eye and ear . . . cannot

be regarded as a mechanical process. And the same can

be said of every process of development, for everywhere we
meet with a factor which is absolutely distinct from any form
of mechanism a factor, too, \vhich has the principal part to

play in the cell-organism.&quot;

* From Gerard, page 55.
t From Gerard, page 66.

}
&quot; Lehrbuch der Physiologic des Menschen &quot;

(1905). Quoted from
Wasmann s &quot;Die moderne Biologic und die Entwicklungstheorie,&quot;

page 245.
&quot; Universal Biology

&quot;

(1906). Quoted from Wasmann.
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To the same effect we have the recent declarations of

the Evolutionary physiologist, Hans Driesch,* who now

rejects as groundless the
&quot;

Maschinentheorie
&quot; which

once he defended.
&quot;

In the course of the individual development,&quot; he writes,
44

all eggs h;ive originated in the breaking up of one cell.

How can a complicated piece of machinery continue to divide

itself up in this way and yet always continue to exist ? It is

impossible, and consequently we may regard the machine-
thcorv as overthrown.&quot; t

\Ve close this series of testimonies bv a ((notation from
I)r. \Vilson, the eminent Professor of Xoologv in the

\ niversity of Columbia. Summing up the results of

recent science in regard t&amp;lt;&amp;gt; this &amp;lt;

|iiesti&amp;lt;
m of the develop-

ment of life from non-living matter, he writes;!; :

&quot;

It is true that we may trace in organic nature long and

finely graduated series leading upward from I he lower to the

higher forms, and we must believe that the wonderful adaptive
m mifestat ions of the more complex forms have been derived
from simpler conditions through the progressive operations ot

natural causes. Init when all these admissions are made and
when the conserving action of natural selection is in the fullest

degree recognised, we cannot close our eyes to two tacts,

first, that we are utterly ignorant of the manner in which the

idioplasm of the germ cell can so respond to the influence ot

the environment as to call forth an adaptive variation ; and,
second, that the study of the cell has on the whole seemed to

widen rather than to narrow the enormous gap that separates
even the lowest forms oi lite from the inorganic world.&quot;

(4) The evolution of ]\eds&amp;lt;&amp;gt;n not proved.

Evcrvthing that can be said of the relation ot the

inorganic to the organic world that historv has left no

trace of any transition between them, that experiment,

wide-extending and long-continued as it has been, has

failed utterly to bridge over the chasm between them,

that the more science advances the less seems to be the

chance of finding the link that is to bind one species to

the other, all this holds with equal force in the case of the

relation of animal to man. History has left us no trace

* From YVasmann, pas^e 348.

fWasmann, pa^e 249.

j &quot;The Cell in Development and Inheritance&quot; (1906), pag-e 434.
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of any link between them. Experiment has failed utterly
to produce out of the animal consciousness anything
approaching even to Reason, and the most recent dis

coveries in palaeontology have only helped to destroy the

hopes of the Darwinists that sooner or later the earth
would yield up out of its hiding-places the long-looked-
for link between animal and man.
The attempted proofs of evolutionists in this matter

are not of a very high order. Some Darwinists have
been wont to point out certain likenesses between the

sense powers of the animals and Reason as proof of the

possible origin of the latter from the former, and of the

possible future development of present brute-powers into

a power of Reason. Now, between animal and man
some likenesses are to be expected, both as regards action

and as regards knowledge. It would be a strange thing,
indeed, if sense, which is a genuine source of knowledge,
did not evince in its effects some likeness to Reason.*

But, judging by the analogy of the Comparative Sciences

generally, we should think that the relation between sense

and Reason is to be discovered, not by emphasising
certain very trifling points either of likeness or of differ

ence in the effects of these two powers respectively, but

by considering these effects in the broadest possible
manner by considering, for instance, the general
character of the works of men upon the earth and the

progressiveness of which these works are the certain

witness, and comparing them with the general unpro-

gressiveness of animals. And comparing sense and
Reason in this way, we find that whereas there are

innumerable races of animals in the world to-day, yet in

not one of these races is there the slightest sign of a

possibility that it will one day develop into a race of

rational beings. Man is a creature of development, the

brute beast is incapable of development. The animals of

the forest, the cattle in our fields, reach their full per

fection before they are a couple of years old
;
and that

degree of perfection which is marked out for them, not,.

*The &quot;ratio participata
&quot;

of Aquinas.
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indeed, by their own exertion, but by nature itself, they
never seem capable ot exceeding. The most intelligent
animal of our acquaintance is no nearer to producing the

simplest work of man than were the animals of thousands
of years ago. Animals have no history, and are capable
of none. They simply live and die, and of their labour

no result appears. In this inability to develop bevond a

certain point we- have a most striking proof of the im

passable gull that separates sense from Reason, animal

from man. And of this inability it is easy to assign the

reason. Sense cannot rise above the passing individual

impression. Man can think of the most universal rela

tions. The animal lives only from moment to moment,
from feeling to feeling, whereas for development we have

to think beyond the present, and, indeed, beyond all indi

vidual conditions We have to gauge the future from

the past, to consider invisible and immaterial relations

beyond the reach of sense we have to fashion and to

follow ideals. Hence, development is not possible for

the animal species.
Some claim, indeed, that if animals had language they

would develop just as men. But is not this an utter sub

version of the evident order in which language stands to

Reason? Language is not the ground of Reason, but

is itself made by Reason. Language supposes a power
of thinking, of using symbols that is, a power of

abstracting from the individual thing and thinking many
individual things under the one symbol. This only a

rational being can do. Only Reason can abstract and

universalise. No animal has ever used a symbol. It

has never known, and could never know, the meaning of
&quot; x

&quot;

or of
&quot;

y
&quot;

as a symbol of quantity. But language
is nothing else than the expression of thoughts and

things in symbols; and, therefore, Reason is the ground
of language, not language of Reason, and to claim that if

animals had language they would become like to rational

beings is to put the effect in the place of the cause.

But our principal aim in this section is to show, not

that Universal evolution is not and could not be true, but
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that it is not proved or certain. And, therefore, we go
on to quote some testimonies of scientists to the effect that

the supposed evolution of man from animal has not been
established by Science, but is still a mere hypothesis.
On this point we have the decisive testimony of

Wallace, who, &quot;while he agrees with Darwin that man
must be a descendant of apes as to his bodily frame,
maintains that his higher mental and moral faculties

must have had another origin.&quot;

Also of Mivart, a convinced evolutionist, whose
&quot; Reason abundantly sufficed to convince him that there

was a wider break in nature between man and the highest

ape than between the highest ape and an oyster.&quot; f
And Spencer himself, though he does not believe that

the transition from animal to man is impossible (on the

contrary, he regards it as necessary), still seems to recog
nise an essential difference between animal and man when
he says, speaking of certain correspondences found to be

present in movements executed by thought, that he finds

this

&quot;higher order of correspondence in time scarcely more
than foreshadowed among&quot; the higher animals and definitely
exhibited only when we come to the human race.&quot;]

And again :

&quot;The animal s nervous system is played on by external

objects ... it cannot evolve a consciousness that is

independent of the immediate environment.&quot; Yet we know
that it is the privilege of reason to think beyond the widest
bounds of environment.

These testimonies go to show that there is something
in human Reason that could not possibly be developed
out of the animal faculties.

Lewes, also, in his
&quot; Problems of Life and Mind,&quot;

says that
&quot; brutes have no conceptions, no general ideas, no symbols
of logical operations.&quot;

*
Quoted from Dawson s &quot; Modern Ideas of Evolution.&quot;

t Gerard, page 73.

% From Mivart s &quot; Lessons from Nature,&quot; page 203.
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And he regards the absurdity of thinking that brutes

could be rational as so glaring that

&quot;

\ve need not wonder at profoundly meditative minds having
been led to reject with scorn the hypothesis which seeks for

an explanation of human intelligence in the functions of the

bodily organism common to man and animals.&quot;*

Miiller, also, in his work on
&quot;Physiology,&quot; clearly

lavs il down that

&quot;the cause of this difference between man and beasts does
not lie in the comparative lucidity or obscurity of the impres
sions made on their minds respectively ;

for in this respect
there is no superiority in the human mind. ... I am there-

tore ol opinion that the human mind also would ne\er derive

from the mere experience afforded by the senses and from
habit, the general abstract idea of causality unless it had
a certain power of abstraction, eve.&quot; !

I besc testimonies are confirmed bv recent writers on

palaeontology, who claim that so far at all events as that

science goes, the possibility of man having developed
from the brute is remote in the extreme. The missing
link , in spite of much energv spent in the search for him,

is still missing. And the search for him hasonlv helped
to confirm the alreadv well-grounded judgment of many
of the soberer school of Evolutionists, who believed not

onlv that mind was not an evolution from sense, but that
v the human bodv ^ also was not an evolution; that it

appeared on the earth suddenly and without an}- pre
cursor. Skeletons and skulls have, indeed, on various

occasions been discovered which, it was thought, supplied
the link, or something like the link, between animal and

man. But the results of the investigations to which these

facts gave rise were thus summed up by Professor W.
Branco (Director of the Geological-Pakeontological
Institute of the University of Berlin) in KJOI :

&quot; Maif confronts us in the bowels of the earth a true

novus homo . . . He appears to us quite suddenly in the

post-tertian period, without any forerunners. Tertiary human

* From Mivart s &quot; Lessons from Nature,&quot; page 220.

f From Mivart, page 220.

J Even ifman s body were evolved from that of the brute, we could not

speak of man as evolved, except mind also was evolved from sense.
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remains are wanting- utterly, and the traces of human acti

vity which it was believed the tertiary period preserved to us

are of the most doubtful character. But post-tertiary human
remains we have in plenty ;

and post-tertiary man confronts

us a fully developed Ho?no Sapiens. Most of those primitive
men had skulls of which any man might be proud. They had
neither long ape-like arms nor ape-like teeth. No, post-

tertiary man was in every way a genuine human
being.&quot;

These testimonies will suffice to show that Spencer was

not justified in his assumption an assumption on which

he attempted to base the whole science of Ethics that

the whole Universe is subject to Evolution, and that the

Moral law, as part of the Universe, must be subject to

the same.

(5) Spencer s argument from parallelism between de

velopment of structure and function, on the one

hand, and conduct on the other an unsound argu

ment.^

Spencer attempts to show that human or moral conduct

is nothing more than highly-developed animal conduct

not only indirectly, by his assumption that Evolution

obtains universally in the world, but also directly, by-

showing that conduct evolves pari passu with develop
ment of structure and function. This argument we have

already drawn out at considerable length in our account

of Spencer s theory, and it only remains for us now to

show that the argument is unsound and inconclusive.

* Wasmann, page 488.
On the general question whether an}- one species develops out of

another it is not within our province to speak in this work. It is well,

however, to remember that the possibility of transformation of one

species into another is by no means an established fact, as the following-

testimony from Y. Delage (&quot; Heredite,&quot; page 184) makes abundantly
evident: &quot;

Je reconnais sans peine que Ton n a jamais vu une espece
en engenclrer une autre, ni se transformer en une autre, et que Ton n a
aucune observation absolument formelle demontrant que cela ait jamais
eu lieu.&quot;

M. Y. Delage, it should be remembered, is an Evolutionist.

This assumption, however, that no species has ever been known
with certainty to have developed from another, though mentioned here,

is, as we have shown above, no necessary part of our argument against

Evolutionary Ethics.

f Some excellent remarks on this part of Spencer s theory are to be

found in a series of articles in the Revue Ndo-Scolastique of 1900, by M.

J. Halleux. This chapter was fully written before we had seen these

articles.

2 B
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Leaving aside all minor points, we shall here call the

attention of the reader to that portion of Spencer s argu
ment in which he deals with what he calls emphatically
moral conduct (we should add,

&quot; and emphatically
human conduct

&quot;)
that is, conduct which is, in the

admission of all men, moral, as opposed to the lower

kinds of conduct which not all would admit to be moral.

In treating of kinds of conduct at all Spencer s aim was
to show that development in structure and function is

always accompanied by development of conduct, and,

therefore, by a nearer and nearer approach in animal

conduct to that which we call moral conduct in man.
This parallelism, he claims, is clearly seen to hold for the

two lowest kinds of conduct; for animals of more

developed structure and function are evidently better able

to maintain their own lives and the lives ol their race or

tribe than other animals are. But now he comes to deal

with conduct that is &quot;emphatically moral
&quot;

namely,
with altruistic conduct and here he is confronted with

a gap in tin? supposed evolutionary series, which is all

the more unfortunate tor Spencer that it occurs just at

the point which marks the beginning of the only

admittedly moral stage. \nimals of more highly-

developed structures and function do not (end to the more
altruistic life they do not show more regard for the peace
and welfare of their own and other tribes than do those

of less developed structure and function.

This is the fatal gap in the Evolutionary series, a gap
which there is no deriving. It is a vital defect, and we
are quite unable to see how anv defence can be made for

it in the Ethics of the Evolutionist. And we would

impress on the reader that no matter what else Spencer

may now achieve in his work, it would be wrong to forget
that he has failed to establish this thesis which he set out

to prove namely, that with the development of structure

and function we witness a nearer and nearer approach

amongst the animals to that kind of conduct which we
call moral in men. To fail in this is to fail in the only
vital part of his whole Evolutionary system.
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But more remarkable than his failure to establish this

parallelism is Spencer s attempt to bolster up the rheorv

by getting moral conduct into line with the evolutionary
series through the law of &quot;association&quot; a point to

which we have already called the reader s attention in the

present chapter, (i) He tells us that the actual charac
teristics of the higher animals are not, any more than in

the lower, those of regard for life generally, for peace,
and for the helping of other tribes to live. From this he

infers (2) that
&quot;

there is room for modifications
&quot; which

would make for this same desire for peace and for altru

istic action. Again, he tells us (3) that since regard for

the life of others is not the characteristic of the higher
animals, we are led

&quot;

by association
&quot;

to think of regard
for life as their characteristics. From these three state

ments as premisses he deduces the following conclu

sion : That the highest form of conduct must be so

distinguished (distinguished, viz., by regard for life) is

an inevitable implication.
* No such extraordinary

argument, we believe, is to be found in the history of

Ethical Science. His words are
&quot; This imperfectly

evolved conduct &quot;

(that is, the mutually antagonistic
conduct of the higher animals)

&quot;

introduces us by asso

ciation to conduct that is perfectly evolved. Contem

plating these adjustments of acts to ends which miss

completeness, because they cannot be made by one
creature without other creatures being prevented from

making them, raises the thought of adjustments such that

each creature may make them without preventing them
from being made by other creatures. That the highest
form of conduct must be so distinguished is an inevitable

implication, for while the form &quot;

(i.e., the actual form of

conduct of the animals referred to)
&quot;

of conduct is such
that adjustment of acts to ends by some necessitates non-

adjustment by others, there remains room for modifica
tions which bring conduct into a form avoiding this and
so making the totality of life greater

&quot;

(&quot;
Data of

Ethics,&quot; page 18). We must remember that Spencer is

here attempting to show that the end of the whole evolu-
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tionary process and ot moral conduct is
4k

life.&quot; To do
this ho undertakes to show that development of structure

and function runs parallel with development in the power
of maintaining lite. But here we find the higher animals

not characterised by any particular desire to maintain life

in the two ways which, according to Spencer, are most
&quot;

emphatically moral,&quot; and lie contends that these two

ways of maintaining life must therefore be characteristic

ot the highest animals. Alight wo not as well argue that

because the higher animals do evince a greater care in

the maintenance of the life of their voung, and since

greater care suggests /;v association less care, therefore

the highest animals neglect their voung? Had Spencer
alreadv proved that life \\as the end, we might then take

it tor granted, without having recourse to this very

extraordinary argument, that the highest animals must
have a regard lor life generally in all its forms. But he

has not proved that life is the end. That is the very

point which he has here set out lo prove; and the argu
ment drawn from association is nocossarv to the chain of

proof. I I is argument is, therefore, not onlv illogical and

unconvincing, it is contradictory in its very terms.*

Kvervthing, therefore, in Spencer s Kthical svstem that

follows this extraordinary argument (it occurs early in

the book, and is, as we said, essential to the chain of

reasoning bv which he attempts to connect Involution

with Morals) is vitiated by his failure at this point; and

without proceeding further with our argument against
the theory of Biological Involution, we might on this

account alone regard his Kvolutionary system as a failure

in its argument and its conclusions. Later we shall

examine some of these conclusions in greater detail

namely, those that concern the end of human action and
the moral criterion.

*
Spencer several times returns to this point, which seems to have

troubled him exceedingly. He tells us (page 133) that &quot; there are in

ferior species displaying&quot; considerable degrees of
sociality.&quot; Rut this,

of course, would not prove that along with development of structure and
function there goes increased care for the lives of others. He also
maintains that sociality accompanies increased civilisation, a theory
which manv Evolutionists denv.
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Meanwhile, the reader will be interested in one or two

expressions of opinion by recent philosophers concerning
the general principle and method of the Ethics of

Biological Evolution.

(a) Some excellent remarks on the relation between evolu

tion of structure and the Moral Instincts are to be found in

Martineau s &quot;Types of Ethical Theory.&quot; On the time re

quirements of Evolution he says: &quot;By spinning- out your
process indefinitely you gain time enough for anything to

take place, but too much for anything to be seen : in the very
act of creating the evidence, you hide it all away : and the real

result is that you make the story what you please, and no one

can put it to the test
&quot;

(page 365).

Again, on the argument from the development of organism,
he writes: &quot;The evolution theory rests mainly on the

evidence from organisms ; and when they have been duly dis

posed in the probable order of their development, their

animating instincts and functional activities are obliged, it is

supposed, to follow suit
;
and it is therefore taken for granted

rather than shown that, by parallel internal history, the most

rudimentary animal tendencies have transmuted themselves

into the attributes of a moral and spiritual nature. But the

essential difference between the t\vo cases must not be over

looked. The crust of,fthe earth preserves in its strata the

memorials of a living structure in an order which cannot be

mistaken . . . but . . . the fossil organ is silent

.about the passion that stirred it, the instinct that directed it,

the precise range and kind of consciousness which belonged
to its possessor. . . . To a certain extent there is no

doubt a definite and known relation between structure and

function in animals enabling you from the presence ot one to

infer the other. . . . The jaw, the teeth, the condyles for

the connected muscles disclose his food appetite, and his

modes both of pursuit and of self-defence. Hut long before

we reach the problem which engages us we come to an end ot

this line of inference. There are no bones, or muscles, or

feathers appropriated to the exclusive use of self-love
;
no

additional eye or limb set apart for the service ot benevo

lence, &c.&quot;

(b) It will probably have already suggested itself to the

reader that Spencer, like many other evolutionists, mistakingly

regards the serial order of the Universe as proof that the

higher has been developed from the lower. On this point we
have the following interesting criticism from M. Henri

Bergson (&quot;
L Evolution Creatrice,&quot; page 393) :

&quot; Nous n avons pas a entrer dans un examen approfondi de
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cette philosophic. Disons simplement quo 1 artifice ordinaire

do la methode de Spencer consiste a reconstituer 1 evolution
avec dcs 1 raiments de 1 evolue. Si je colle line image sur nn
canon et qne je decoupe ensuite le carton en morceaux je

pourrai, en groupant comme il taut les petits cartons repro-
duire Fima.g e. Kt 1 enfant qui travaille ainsi snr les pieces
d un jeu de patience . . . s imagine sans clonte avoir pro-
({ni/ du dessin et de la coulenr. . . . Telle est pourtant
Tillusion de Spencer. II prend la roalite sons sa forme
actnelle, il la brise, il 1 eparpille en fragments qu il jette an
vent ; pnis il inlegre ces fragments et il en dissipe le

monvement. Ayant imite le Tout par nn travail de mosaiqne,
il s imagine en avoir retrace le dessin et fait la genesc.&quot;

(o Is ///c man s ultimate tml ?

\Ve shall in (his section consider Herbert Spencer s

principle that the end of man is the attainment of the

maximum
&amp;lt;&amp;gt;]

lite. This principle he attempts to prove
from a supposed law of nature the law, namelv, that the

higher we mount up in the scale of animal existence the

greater the (juantitv of life attained. &quot;Alon^ ,&quot; lu^

writes, &quot;with greater elaboration of life produced by
pursuit of more numerous ends, there ^oes that increased

duration of life which constitutes the supreme end

(pain e 14
&quot;

I)ata&quot;). Let us see whether Spencer s prin

ciple on this point is true. Can Spencer really maintain

that along- with the pursuit of more numerous ends (the

pursuit of more numerous ends being the mark of the

higher animals) there goes alwav.s either increased

duration or increased (juantitv of life? As regards

length of life, it is certain that no such law obtains. The

elephant, for instance, lives longer than the man, though
lower in the line of organism. Some insects more highly

organised than many of the larger animals live but a

moment.
Then, again, as to quantity of life, Herbert Spencer

maintains that the higher the animal the more the life

that is lived each moment &quot;

the sum of vital activities

during any given interval is greater in the case of man.&quot;-

This we cannot grant. Man exerts a greater number of

kinds of activities than the animals, but he does not put
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forth more vital energy. For instance, the dog or the

eagle puts forth more vital activity during one of its

ordinary waking hours than do most men. Nor can it be

said that the intellectual activity of the man counts for

more than the sense activity of the dog or the eagle 1

Intellectual activity may be qualitatively higher, but it

certainly is not quantitatively greater than the activity

of any lower faculty. Intellect, therefore, does not con

tribute more to the sum of vital energy expended. I&amp;gt;ut

in Spencer s theory quantity is the only characteristic

taken account of.
k Maximum &quot; means that which is

&quot;

quantitatively greatest.&quot; We claim, therefore, that it

is neither evident nor true that the sum of the vital

activities is greater in the case of the higher animals.

The distinction, however, which we have just drawn

between quality and quantity of vital activity suggests
to us the true theorv of the end of man and the conclu

sion to which Spencer s premisses should really lead in

so far as thev may be supposed to lead anywhere.

Development of structure and function is certainly

accompanied by advance, not in the amount of vital

activity that is put forth, but in the quality of the activity.

And because development in structure and function is so

accompanied, therefore we maintain that the end of man

must be to attain to the highest exercise of his highest

faculty i.e., the faculty of Reason, or to the exercise of

Reason in regard to its highest object in the most perfect

.life. Not quantity of life, therefore, but the qualitatively

highest act of life will, if Spencer s premisses are true, be

our highest end. And this is the Aristotelian definition

of man s last end the highest act of intelligence in a

perfect life. In this sense life may be held to be man s

end.* Aquinas is interesting on the point : Life,

he tells us,
&quot;

may be understood in a two-fold sense-

first, as the living being itself (ipsum rsse viventis,

including, therefore, the principle of life), and in that

sense life is not the end, for no man is his own end. . . .

Secondly, the vital operation by which the principle of

* That is, our final subjective end.
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life is reduced to act, and in that sense life ... is

our end.* He adds on that our highest vital operation
is to kno\v God.

Spencer was, therefore, wrong in regarding the

maximum of life as our final end. Of course it is

possible to understand the
&quot; maximum of life&quot; in such

a sense as to make it identical with that of the highest
act of life. It is possible, for instance, that Spencer
would regard the lower operations as of practically no

account in comparison with the higher. lUit we do not

think that this is Spencer s meaning, since he is all

through insisting on the quantity of life attainable. If,

however, &quot;maximum of life&quot; means &quot;highest vital

operation,&quot; then we can onlv sav that Evolution has led

us to
n&amp;lt;&amp;gt; new conclusion. It is onlv Aristotelianism in

a new garb.

(7) On adjustment 1o euviwuwent us criterion of the

good.

It is not always easv to sav from a perusal of Spencer s

work what precisely is the part played by
&quot;

adaptation
to environment &quot;

in his system. Passages could be pro
duced from his works in which adaptation to environment
seems to be regarded as the end of all. l&amp;gt;ut in other

passages he seems to regard it rather as the essential

means to the attainment of the final end. And, indeed,
in the

&quot; Data of Ethics
&quot;

so strongly does he insist that

the end is Life that we believe that this second is the

proper interpretation that
&quot;

adaptation to environ

ment &quot;

is regarded as the one essential means for the

attainment of fulness of life in length and in breadth,

and that it is in order to secure better adaptation, and,

through this, greater life, that the higher animals are

endowed with greater complexity in structure and
function. This, also, is the view taken of Spencer s

work by Sorley.f In Spencer s system, he tells us,

adaptation to environment is connected with the end,

which is self-preservation, as
&quot;

essential means. &quot; And
*

I&quot;.,
II ae

., Q. III., Art. 2.

t
&quot; Ethics of Naturalism.&quot;
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again (speaking of Spencer s system), he describes the

end as
&quot;

self-preservation as interpreted by adaptation.&quot;

But in biological Ethics adaptation to environment is

not the only criterion of what acts are life-maintaining.
&quot;

Pleasure
&quot; and &quot;

health
&quot;

are also used as criteria, and
Leslie Stephen states explicitly that the difference between
the Utilitarian and the Evolutionist criterion is that

&quot;

the

one lays down as a criterion the happiness, the other the

health, of Society.*

Now, these three factors of the Evolutionary process,

though very different in idea, are all closely related in

the Evolutionist system adjustment to environment,

health, and life and, therefore, it is not surprising to

find that the precise relation they severally bear to Ethics

is not always clearly indicated. But we are safe at all

events in declaring that in the Ethics of Biological
Evolution &quot;adaptation to environment&quot; is at least a

prominent criterion of good, since it is at least a neces

sary means to the final end, and, therefore, we shall in

the present section say what is to be thought of adjust
ment to environment as a criterion of good conduct.

In the next we shall say something on &quot;

health
&quot;

as

criterion.

(I.) We must, in the first place, admit that adaptation

&quot;* &quot; Science of Ethics,&quot; page 366. We have some difficulty in recon

ciling- this statement of Leslie Stephen s, that the Evolutionist does not

make happiness the criterion of good action, with some expressions of

Spencer, who, like Leslie Stephen himself, is certainly to be regarded as
an Evolutionist. In his letter to Mill, Spencer speaks of happiness not

merely as criterion, but even as the end of all action. In the &quot; Data ot

Ethics&quot; he represents Life as the end, and pleasure as, at least, a
criterion. Leslie Stephen s assertion, therefore, is scarcely true. But.

it contains some truth. For in the Evolutionary system happiness may
be regarded as a remoter criterion, health as a more proximate. In the

Utilitarian theory, on the other hand, happiness is the more proximate.
But how shall we reconcile those passages in Spencer which represent
at one time happiness as the end and at another time as means only to

life? One mode of reconciliation would be to say that Life in Spencer s

theory is valuable because it is essentially pleasurable. Another (and
perhaps better) possible mode of reconciliation may be found in the dis

tinction drawn by Leslie Stephen between the cause of morality and
its reason. The cause would correspond to the natural end of action,
the end which nature intends. This is Life. The reason of morality
would correspond to the constant individual motive or end of action,
which on both theories (that of Spencer and of Leslie Stephen) is happi
ness.
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to the world around us is in sonic sense a criterion of

good. It is certainly a negative criterion in the sense

that conduct that puts the whole world at sixes and sevens
can scarce! y be good or natural conduct. The natural

is always harmonious and in the main happiness-produc
ing, and, therefore, its essential effect is not disturbance,
but rather rest, adjustment, and equilibrium. Again,
adjustment to our environment is in some sense a positive
criterion of good, for man has a dutv to strive to accom
modate lumsell t&amp;lt;) his surroundings, to respect the rights
and views ol other men and to seek their good. For every
man has much to learn and a great deal to gain from his

social environment he owes much to it, and should

strive to make it some return. And even if we had

nothing to gain from the world it is necessarv that wr

adapt ourselves to the tone, and in a certain sense to the

ideals, ol the age we live in, and in manv cases these

ideals mav even give rise to important moral la\\s and

duties.

(II.) lut \\hen we have said all this, there still remains

the important consideration that adaptation to environ

ment is not a man s whole good, nor a criterion of all

human good, and that sometimes it is even positively
evil, ft is not the universal criterion of good, for many
acts are good and main are bad independently of their

relation to environment. Studv is a good act, and

private immorality is bad, even though these acts may
have no relation to social environment. Often, too, it is

positivelv evil to adapt one s self to environment, for

though to adapt one s self to a good environment may be

good, to adapt one s self to a bad environment is bad. In

fact, universal adaptation to environment, whether good
or bad, always includes some evil; because our social

environment is made up of individuals, and since every
individual has in him some downward tendencies it

follows that environment (which is simply the sum of a

number of co-existent individuals) must also have down
ward tendencies, and, therefore, unless some refuse to

accommodate themselves to environment the whole
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environment must gradually become debased in tone. It

is obvious, both from experience and from common
sense, that mere adaptation as a principle of conduct must

necessarily mean &quot;

drift
&quot; and inactivity, and perhaps

even all-round degeneracy.

Again, the final standard of morals cannot lie in our

environment, since our final end the perfect good lies

altogether outside of our environment. Were our

environment to disappear, our final end would still

remain, and the moral standard should consequently still

be a reality.

Finally, the theory of adaptation as criterion of good is

simply an analogy built upon the biological laws of the

relation of cell to tissue, in the living body, and like all

other analogies it may easily be, and often is, carried

beyond the legitimate limits. A cell must adjust itself

to its surroundings because it lias no end of its own

beyond the good of the whole body. But the individual

man is not like a cell in the social organism. He is to a

large extent an independent unit, and, as we have said,

his final end is not the good of Society. Hence, the

analogy of the cell in this connection is misleading and

unjustifiable. It may, indeed, be used for purposes of

illustration, in which case it should not be forgotten that

if a cell must adapt itself to its environment it must do

so only when its environment is a good one, adjustment
to a decaying environment being rather a cause of

degeneration than of good. We should remember, also,

that, even in Biology, adaptation is not the sole

criterion of well-being. The eye has a certain individu

ality of its own, and its perfection or imperfection is not

determined solely or principally by the degree of adjust
ment to its environment which it attains, but rather by
its own intrinsic structure and health. So-, also, adap
tation is not the supreme or the sole criterion of the indi

vidual good.

(8) Health as criterion of morality.

(i.) As we have seen, many Biological Evolutionists

regard health as the only sure criterion of moral good.
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Now, if health means the health of the body only, it cer

tainly is not the criterion of morality, since so much of

our life transcends the body, and common sense would
describe the healthy condition of the individual as mens
snna in

c&amp;lt;&amp;gt;rporc
sano. But if this be the criterion, we

meet at once the difficulty of determining what is meant
bv mental health. If it means a mind which tends to

truthfulness, to justice, and in general to goodness, then

the theory that health is a criterion of goodness is little

better than a tautology. If, on the other hand, it means
a clever mind, sharp, intellectual, resolute, &c., then we
can hardlv see limy one can speak of good conduct as

necessarily promoting health, for we are quite sure that

individual good conduct does not necessarily tend to make
the mce more intellectual or sharper, and that evil con

duct will not necessarily make it duller or less receptive.
Kut health of mind may be understood in another

sense . A health v mind may mean a mind that can best

lullil its highest functions, just as a healthy body is that

body which can best fulfil its proper functions. If health

in this sense 1 be the criterion, then we are back again to

Aristotelianism, with just this difference that what is in

the Aristotelian philosophy represented as the subjective
end of man is here made the criterion of good. Kut,

then, the question arises How are we to know whether
any course of conduct is health} or unhealthy in the

sense explained, and, therefore, good or bad ? Aristotle s

way is simple enough. lie determines empirically what
acts are natural, and these he declares wust lead to the

last end, to the highest function. Spencer may adopt
the same criterion, and then the criterion of right and

wrong is nature not health. Or he may determine

what acts are healthy (that is, will lead to proper function

ing) by the beneficial or injurious effects of actions on the

race, and then his criterion is simply Utilitarian, whereas

Spencer s philosophy was meant to supersede Utili

tarianism.

However, we will suppose that in some way or other

Spencer is able to determine the conditions of the Health
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of the Social Organism that is, that he is able to deter

mine from the laws or the conditions of life what acts are

healthy and what are not, and the question then arises,

how far are we going to apply this criterion in the deter

mining of moral conduct? Now, an Ethical theory or

an Ethical criterion must stand the test of being applied
as a universal rule. And when we apply universally the

criterion of the Health of Society we arrive at a conclu

sion that clearly follows from it, but which places our

argument in a position which is the negation of all Ethics.

For if the health of the Social organism be our primary
criterion we must apply it in every case, and consequently
we must not spare and maintain in life the old and infirm,

the stupid and the ill-conditioned, whose only effect upon
Society is to weaken its fibre, to destroy, as Leslie

Stephen would say,
&quot;

the social tissue.&quot; If health be

the criterion, then the proper directing of the struggle for

existence would involve the weeding out of all that takes

the place of good, healthy growth ;
and as, in a limited

world, the old and weak and the stupid are often in the

way of healthy growth or of progress, their only fate

must be extermination. However, we believe that the

common sense of the world would revolt against the

evident injustice of such procedure, and it would revolt

also if logical against the Ethical system which
authorises such procedure. Hence Huxley s remark
&quot;

Since law and morals are restrainers upon the struggle
for existence between man and Society, the Ethical

process is in opposition to the principle of the Cosmic

process
&quot;

(that is, the evolutionary process, based on the

law of the
&quot;

Survival of the Fittest *). And again

* We should, in fairness to Spencer, remark that he has expressly
repudiated the interpretation which some Ethicians have put upon the

expression &quot;survival of the fittest
&quot;

namsly, that it means &quot;survival of
the strongest.

&quot;

By
&quot;

fittest,&quot; he explains (&quot;
Collected Essays,&quot; Vol. I.,

page 379), is meant those who are constitutionally fittest to thrive

under the conditions in W7hich they are placed, and very often that which,

humanly speaking&quot;, is inferiority, causes the survival.&quot; We need not say,
ho\vever, that the criticism given in the text still holds in spite of this

explanation. If the health of the Social organism is the criterion, why
should dangerous individuals survive?
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&quot;It (Kthics) repudiates the gladiatorial theorv of exist

ence.&quot; \\ e repeat it the health of Society he the only
end, then the gladiatorial theorv of existence- that is,

the theory of the struggle for existence becomes a neces-

sitv, and since the struggle for existence is mainly a

struggle in \vhich the weak are worsted, then it becomes
our dulv forcibly and unhesitatingly to send &quot;

life s

disinherited and condemned ones&quot; (as Xiet/che * terms

them) to destruction, set-ing that they only stand in the

way of healthy progress. \\Y may, then, consider the

application of such a test as the Health of the Social

organism to morality as a rcduclio ad (thxurdum of th j

Kthics of Biological Evolution.

N o ii;. - &quot;

It may be well at this point to consider what is the

best answer which, in our view, might be made to the above
line of reasoning consistently with the Spencerian doctrine of

Kthics. Our argument is that if the Health of the Social

Organism is either the fundamental criterion or the end of

i^ood human action, then it would be impossible to defend our

maintaining or allowing to be maintained in life those in-
y

dividuals whose phvsical condition is necessarily a cause of

danger and even of actual evil to the Social Organism.
To this wo can conceive a philosopher of the Spcnccrian

school replying in either of the three following ways:--He
mii^ ht say with Spencer that

&quot; the character of the aggregate
is determined bv the characters of the units&quot; (&quot;Studies in

Sociology&quot;) ; and trom tin s he mii^ht draw the conclusion that

in order to secure the welfare ol the social organism it is neces

sary to secure the welfare of the units that make it up, and
that consequently it would not be lawful to kill off units simply
for the sake of the organism. \ow, tin s reply, we maintain, at

once gets rid ot the difficulty and the system of which it is a.

difficulty ; for we suppose a case in which the Social Welfare
is actually and certainly impaired by the maintaining in life of

a particular individual, and if the welfare of such an individual

is to be considered before the welfare of the Social organism,
then the health of the Social Organism is not the end of good
conduct, nor the criterion of good.

*
Huxley s view of the opposition of the Ethical process and the

Cosmic process is also set out by Nietzche. &quot;Sympathy,&quot;
he writes,

&quot; thwarts on the whole, in general, the law of development, which is tin-

law of selection. It preserves what is ripe for extinction ;
it resists in

favour of life s disinherited and condemned ones. It j^fives to life a

s^loomy and questionable aspect by the abundance of the ill-conditioned

whom it maintains in life.&quot;
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. Secondly, we may be told that though the health of the

Social Organism is the criterion of good, still there are

certain laws and beliefs which are ultimate, and a priori
&quot;

having (their) origin in the experiences of the race,&quot; that

these a priori laws simply must be accepted as a starting point
in all Ethical reasoning, that Justice (as Spencer insists) is

one of these a priori laws and that the law of Justice is the

law of the &quot;equal freedom of all men&quot; (see Spencer s

&quot;Justice,&quot; page 61). Now, this reply we should have no

difficulty in accepting, provided it be also admitted that

between this Spencerian theory of the ground of Justice and
the theory that the health of the Social organism is the

primary Ethical criterion there is an irreconcilable antago
nism, which like the lirst reply is tantamount to a denial of

the Evolutionary system altogether.
We are, as we said, quite willing to accept Spencer s a

priori view of Justice and his theory of the rights of indi

viduals for the sake of argument, but our question is how is

this view to be reconciled with the theory that the health of

the Social Organism is the criterion of &quot;

good
&quot;

? *

A third possible reply is that unless in general there was an

understanding that men when they become old and infirm will

be protected, the Social Organism could not develop, since a

feeling of security is a necessary condition of all true system
atic progress. To this argument our reply is as follows :

We quite admit that the welfare of society could not be main
tained unless there was a general understanding that the units

would be secure against aggression when infirmity had come

upon them. But in Ethics we have to do with individual

actions, and our present question is granted the g eneral

understanding of security, still if in an individual case the

Ethician were asked in the seclusion of his study whether it

was not his duty, let us say as a legislator, to obviate danger
by removing a certain individual he would not be bound to

answer in the affirmative, and remove the individual. It will

be said that the proper answer in this case would be that a

man should stick to his public assurances and save the life ot

him to whom protection was guaranteed : and with that con-

* A follower of Spencer might answer the above, saying that, though
at present justice to the individual is not always best for the Social

Organism, in the state of &quot;absolute good&quot; it shall be best &quot;The

requirements of Absolute Ethics,&quot; says Sp., &quot;can be wholly conformed
to only in a state of permanent peace.&quot; But really it is absurd to expect
us to content ourselves every time that we point out a weakness in this

.and the other Evolutionary systems by considering that the criterion in

question does not work well at the present moment but that some day it

will be found to work. After all Ethics is of very little value as a science
if it cannot deal satisfactorily with present conditions.
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tention we fully sympathise. Still this view of the case is not
without its strange and awkward possibilities. For it is

possible that bv keeping a certain diseased individual in life

the whole community should catch the contagion and disappear,
and our point is should we still protect the unit and let the

rest of the community go, remembering
1

all the time that the

good ot the community is the criterion of right conduct and
the end and purpose of the individual life? If we answer in

the affirmative, then the present criterion is to our mind

utterly and hopelessly negatived by our answer. If in the

negative, what about the individual right ? We have of
course selected an extreme case. Rut a fundamental moral

theory should apply to every case.

This third answer introduces us to the last of our arguments
against this thcorx of Biological Evolutionist Kthics.

(n.) Concerning the criterion afforded bv tin; health of

Society just one point remains the eternal difficulty of

the individual act. If health be the criterion of morality
and the promotion of life the end, then the act that makes
now for the life of the social organism is good and that

which impairs the vitality oi the social organism is bad.

No\\, some acts must alwavs have the same effect on the

health of societv no matter what be the circumstances

undi r which they are performed, like the murder of people
who arc- innocent. Such an act must impair the health

of the body politic and lower its vitality. But of other

acts the effects are very variable, and these acts must

present a great difficulty to the Evolutionist Ethician.

For instance, lies and injustice often do more good than

harm, if good and harm are to be judged by effects only,

and still we speak of lies and injustice as always bad.

This difficulty is, indeed, so obvious that no tbeorv can

afford to overlook it or to treat it lightly, and the reader

may be interested in the following solution of it a solu

tion which is given by Herbert Spencer, and which is

regarded by some as one of the most important points of

his Ethical theory. He maintains that in a perfect state,

and under the rule of an &quot;absolute Ethics,&quot; Truth and

Justice \vould bring as effects pleasure and health only;
* On this question of the relation of the individual to Society in

Spencer s theory \ve would recommend the reading
1 of Cairnes articles

in the Fortnightly Rci iers( 1875) &quot;Mr. Spencer on Social Evolution.&quot;
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but that in our present state these normal and natural

effects are prevented by circumstances from realising

themselves, and that so we often find bad actions leading
to pleasure and good acts to pain. He tells us, however,
that though in our present life it is not easy to know
whether the particular act impairs health or promotes it,

we ought at the same time to be guided by what follows

normally from these acts, and that in following these

rules we shall be following
&quot;

courses which tend most

in the direction of the normal &quot;

(&quot;
Data,&quot; page 277).

But is not all this very unsatisfactory? Nobody could

rationally expect that a fundamental moral criterion

should be easy of application in every case. But it is

not too much to ask that a moral criterion, and in

particular the fundamental moral criterion, should

be capable of affording plain and certain infor

mation on most individual acts. Yet, according to

Spencer, the best information which this criterion is

capable of affording is that in our present state certain

acts will probably injure or further life, and that under

other conditions in the ideal state they would cer

tainly injure or further it. Now, in reference to this last

statement of Spencer s, we have no hesitation in saying,

first, that a criterion that can in most individual cases

afford no more than a high degree of probability is not

and cannot be the fundamental criterion. And secondly,

though it may be that in the ideal state bad acts will

injure, still as a rational being with present responsi

bilities I am interested not in an ideal future state but in

the present actual state, and it is no use telling me what

the moral quality of an act would be in such a future

state
* when an action is to be clone here and now.

* We know of 110 Evolutionist who has approached this question of

individual action with more candour than Leslie Stephen. He insists, as

we do, that it is idle for the Utilitarian or the Evolutionist to ignore the

accidental and concrete circumstances and effects. If any act is good
by its promoting- the general vitality then, even though as a rule a certain

act impairs vitality, yet let it only in this case promote the general

vitality, and he &quot;cannot see in what sense it is morally blameworthy.
To adhere to the (general) rule when the rule clearly does not apply is

not to be moral but a moral pendant&quot; (page 392). He admits that this

is an awkward consequence for the Evolutionary Ethician, and that it

2 C
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Hence, we must regard this theory as useless and imprac
ticable, since it affords us no hope of certainty about that

which most interests us namely, the good or evil of our

present individual acts.

To sum up our criticism of this theory Biological
Evolution is untenable because, first, morals objectively

regarded do not evolve, thev are as constant as human
nature itself; second, it is based on the false assumption
that everything in the 1/niverse evolves, and on a

supposed but unreal parallelism between structure and
function on the one hand, and fulness of life on the

other; thirdly, because it falsely represents life as the end
of human action, and health and adjustment to environ

ment as the criterion of good.

KTIIICS OF PSYCHOLOGICAL EVOLUTION

(d] STATKMKNT OF TIIK TIIKORY

The theory of Psychological evolution has been put
lorv\ard in a variety of ways, only two of which can be

noticed here -that, viz., connected with the names of

Mill,* on the one hand, and that, on the other hand, con

nected with the names of Spencer and M. Lew Bruhl.

As we have already remarked in our chapter on

Duty,&quot; these two theories of morality are markedly

looks like expediency. Hut lu- claims that the Kthician will simply have
to be&quot; satisfied with the situation. No general laws that we can make
will, he admits, cover the morality of particular cases. What, then, are
we Ethicians to do in the ease of concrete action -we, whose business
it is to direct other people s conduct ? We must, Leslie Stephen tells us,

by means of our general rules, create a &quot;fine moral taste&quot; amongst
men, and then, as the soldier on the battlefield will, if he have genius
enough, know when to disobey with profit to his country, so will the
man of &quot; fine moral taste

&quot; know when to deviate from the general law.
But surelv this is a very unsatisfactory conclusion to a supposed practical

&quot;

Theory of Ethics.&quot;
* We do not know whether we are justified in calling- John Stuart

Mill s theory (which is generally spoken of as &quot; Associationist
&quot;)

an

evolutionary theory. If it is evolutionary at all, it is evolutionary without
the element of heredity. This the reader can bear in mind in the pages
that follow. But we have called it evolutionary because the theory
represents our moral ideas as a growth or a development (brought to

completion within the lifetime of an individual) out of non-moral elements.
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distinct. For, first, the Evolutionary process, according
to Mill, is completed during the life of each individual,

whereas according to Spencer and Levy Bruhl it will end

only with the complete evolution of the race. Secondly,

according to Mill, the process of psychological develop
ment begins in childhood, with the child s first ideas of

pleasure, pain, or fear. On Spencer s theory, on the

other hand, our moral beliefs have their beginnings in

far-off ages long ago, when as yet there were no ideas,

but only life in its lower and cruder forms. Nay, they
had begun to form, according to Spencer, even before

life had appeared, when as yet there existed only dead
matter and its movements. Thus did the physical fissure

of rocks image forth the future law of self-sacrifice and

sympathy, the dividing up of one s self and one s

interests through self-abnegation. Our present beliefs

are, according to Spencer, the result of the accumulated

experiences of all the ages experiences that have solidi

fied with time and become organised into moral con

sciousness, which moral consciousness is easily awakened
into action, as Mr. Royce (another upholder of the

theory) says, by the renewed presence of any one of the

.activities or experiences that went to form it in bygone

.ages.*

The general principle of Psychological Evolution has

many bearings in Ethics. It is supposed to account not

-only for our ideas of good and evil, but for our ideas

of obligation, sanction, merit, and responsibility. At

present we are concerned only with ideas of moral good
and evil, with our beliefs that certain actions are good
and certain others evil, and in the present chapter we
shall consider Psychological Evolution in its relation to

these ideas and beliefs exclusively.
Three preliminary remarks must be made. First, to

some the present enquiry might seem somewhat out of

* Some French Evolutionists e.g., M. Fouillee consider that
besides the factor of Evolution, we must also introduce into our explana
tion of the orig-in of Moral ideas another factor that, namely, of the ide&quot;e-

Jorce, a term which we have already explained in our chapter on Duty,
page 237.
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place, concerning as it does the origin of moral ideas,

whereas in these chapters we are dealing exclusively with

theories of the reality, the nature, and criterion of

good. But we believe the enquiry is quite relevant to

our present purpose; for, if the theorv of Psychological
Evolution be (rue, then, we maintain, there could be no
Mich thing as natural law or morals. This we shall show
inter in the present chapter.
Our second remark (we are sure it \\ili be readilv

admitted) is that if we can succeed in disposing of the

theorv of psychological evolution as advocated bv

Spencer, then Mill s theorv also will be disproved

thereby, since, il our moral ideas cannot result from the

accumulated pleasure and pain oi all the ages, including
(tin&quot; own experience, thev certainlv could not originate in

the- experience of the individual alone. \\Y shall, there-

fort-, treat onlv of the larger theorv adopted bv Spencer
that, nanielv, of the racial evolution of moral ideas.

Thirdly, the reader must carefullv distinguish between

the theorv ot Psychological Evolution and the Aristo

telian and Scholastic doctrine on &quot;

the effects oi action

a criterion of moralitv.&quot; It \\ill be remembered that the

verv first of our secondarv criteria concerned the ellects

of actions. That act, we said, is unnatural, and there

fore bad, Vkhich, when raised to a general line of conduct,

necessarilv injures the race- its opposite is good. Now,

every Scholastic will admit that it was largely by using

the criterion of the &quot;effects of action
&quot;

that our remote-

ancestors would, revelation apart, have judged of the

moralitv of action. But between the growth (it moral

ideas due to the use of this criterion and the growth which

is described by the Psychological Evolutionist there are

very large differences. In the first place, our ancestors,

according to the Scholastic conception, performed an act

of reasoning in judging of the general effect and deter

mining bv means of it the morality of actions; and, in

the second place, the act was a conscious process, not sub

conscious or unconscious. This conscious act of reason

ing may have been formal and explicit, or it may have-
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been informal and implicit, but its logical character as a

reasoning process may be shown by casting it into the

form of a syllogism thus : such and such acts work out

harmfully for the race
; acts that work out harmfully

cannot be good ;
therefore such and such acts cannot be

morally good. This reasoning, it will be observed, pre

supposes the idea of moral good and evil already

possessed. On the other hand, the Psychological
Evolutionists represent our moral beliefs as resulting,
not from reasoning, but from mere inherited associations

of certain feelings with the conception of certain acts.

And, secondly, this process of association is represented
as for the most part a sub-conscious process.

In justice, however, to the Psychological Evolutionists

we should acid that they do not claim that mere experi
ences of pleasure and pain could, unaided, form into

Ethical beliefs. These experiences, they contend, must

be driven into the brain of the race by means of sanctions,

public and private, and by parental instruction forces

which have the power of creating many associations of

pleasure and pain for the acts of men, and of transmitting
such associations of feeling to posterity.

(b) CRITICISM OF THE THEORY OF PSYCHOLOGICAL

EVOLUTION

We shall now attempt to prove that this theory of

Psychological Evolution is untrue the theory, namely,
that moral beliefs are derived from associations of feel

ing, and that these same associations are created partly

by our own experience and partly by the experience of

our ancestors.

And in order to establish the falsity of this theory we
shall show, first, that our moral beliefs are, some of

them, self-evident truths of intellect; others, felt to be

equally necessary with the first, are derived from reason

ing, that therefore our present moral beliefs could not

have been derived by association. Secondly, we shall

show that they could not be derived from feelings of

pleasure and pain.
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(i) Our moral beliefs arc derived from reasoning.
In proof of this proposition we appeal (i.) to our con

sciousness, (n.) to Ilistorv, (in.) to the Science of Ethics

itself.

(i.) Our consciousness tells us that at present we accept
moral propositions because our intellect understands the

reasons for accepting them reasons which the intellect

(at least in the case of an educated man; is capable of

explaining. These reasons are either that the proposi
tion is self-evident and can be shown to be so, or because

the proposition is provable intellectually, on grounds
that are perfectly definite and intelligible. And the

individual man knows that this knowledge and the

reasons for accepting it are not peculiar to himself, for

he knows that many other persons accept such beliefs for

reasons similar to his. For instance, we know why we
believe murder to be bad, or Iving, or disobedience, or

stealing, and we know that manv other men believe these

things to be bad also, and that if sufficiently educated

they would be able to state the intellectual grounds for

their belief. We admit, indeed, that many men receive

their moral code merely on the authority of others. But

the belief of the disciple in his master and the conse

quent acceptance by the disciple of the Master s teaching
are sometimes found even in the pursuit of the other

sciences, and are no proof that the science in question is

not ultimately grounded on reasoning; for this assent in

Moral or other Science is given on the understanding
that somebody has been able by valid reasoning to estab

lish the truths so believed. Could a child suspect that

nobody had ever proved the truths of Mathematics he

would not accept them. And in the same way did he-

suspect that nobody had ever proved the truths of morals

he would not accept them. The existence, then, of

Authority in the teaching of Morals is no proof that our

moral beliefs are not grounded on reasoning.
The argument from consciousness becomes stronger

when we consider that a man is able to reflect upon his

own moral beliefs beliefs that he has accepted from
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childhood, and that he can and often does subject these

beliefs to examination, and sometimes questions their

validity, and sometimes even rejects them as invalid

because the grounds which once he believed to exist in

support of them he now finds not to exist. Now, the

fact that we are able to examine and criticise our own
beliefs, and that when we realise that they are not

capable of being supported by logical reasons we reject

them, is strong evidence that moral beliefs generally do
not arise by association but on the grounds of reason,

which we either apprehend ourselves, or believe to be

apprehended by others.

Sometimes, perhaps, we do not question these moral

beliefs of our youth; but the reason why we do not

question them is that our intellect is satisfied with them
and with the evidence for them. Our unquestioning

acquiescence in them is not due to heredity, as the

Psychological Evolutionist would have us believe. The

Psychological Evolutionist says that the man who
inherits beliefs sees no reason for questioning their

validity, because inherited beliefs seem always, and must

seem always, to be intuitive or self-evident truths. To
this we reply that no truth could seem self-evident to the

human intellect simply because it is inherited. Even it

we could inherit beliefs still there is no proposition which

we are not able to examine later and put to the test and

reject if its credentials cannot be shown. The human
intellect regards no proposition as self-evident unless it

sees that the predicate of the proposition is contained

in the subject. If the predicate is not seen to be contained

in the subject then the intellect has power to reject the

proposition until such time as it is proved by reasoning.

It is not true, therefore, that the intellect is forced to

regard any proposition as self-evident merely because

that proposition is inherited.*

(II.) We appeal, secondly, to History, which supports

our theory that moral beliefs are derived by reasoning.

We can infer from history that men have always formed

* A fuller proof of this proposition will be given in the next section.
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iheir moral judgments, or at least adhered to their judg
ments in their maturer years, on the basis of intrinsic

reasons. Any records of the past that have a bearing on
these subjects show that men do reason and accept their

beliefs on Reason. And even with regard to prehistoric
man we have no reason to think that man ever acted

otherwise. At no age in the historv of the human race

\vas the spirit of inquiry whollv absent, and at no age

consequently were moral beliefs accepted by a kind of

blind instinct. There certainlv is no evidence of such

beliefs. We must suppose that in all ages man must have

engaged sometimes in active thought, and that he must

have tried seriously to interpret the common facts of

human nature and to deduce from them the laws that

obviouslv befitted human conduct.

(in.) Thirdly, we appeal to the Science of Ethics itself,

in which are given the fundamental scientific reasons for

our moral beliefs. Some of these reasons we have stated

in the earlier chapters of this work, and some will be

.jfiven later, when we come to treat of special Ethics.

And our argument is that if the trained scientist is able

to give the reasons of his beliefs we should assume in

Ethics, as in every other science, that the world at large

also accepts these beliefs for assignable reasons, and not

blindly or as a result of heredity only.
\Ve now go on to our second proposition :

(2) Our present moral beliefs could not have been derived

by inherited associations from feelings of pleasure

and pain .

(i.) Our first argument is that no mere association of

feelings, whether of pleasure or pain or of any other

thing, could ever develop into a belief. I may, for

instance, on seeing a certain house, perceive at the

same time a certain perfume, and this combination

may be repeated so often that the very thought of the

house awakens in me the feeling or thought of the per

fume. Yet we are not aware that this association will

ever of itself and without further reasoning develop into

ihe belief that the house is either the perfume itself or is
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the cause of the perfume. Mere associations may,
indeed, make the thinking of a certain object necessary,
and the fact that two things occur together may make
us suspect they are causally connected. But mere asso

ciation cannot of itsel] become a belief that one thing is

another or is its cause. For the intellect in forming a

judgment follows a natural law just as the eye follows a

natural law in seeing. And the law of intellect is that it

assents only to self-evident propositions in the sense

given above, or to propositions that are proved by pre
misses which the intellect sees to be true. Mere Asso

ciation, then, could never be the ground of an intellectual

assent.

(n.) Secondly, beliefs cannot be transmitted. A child

never seems to be possessed of ready-made
1 moral beliefs,

No doubt, even without instruction, people must at some

*time come to a knowledge of certain self-evident prin

ciples. But of these principles there is at first no trace

in the child s thought or expression. And even later,

when these self-evident principles come to be understood,

there still appears no trace of other beliefs (beliefs as

necessary as the former, but conclusions of Reason),

which yet our ancestors have understood from the most

distant ages. The appearance of these beliefs in the

mind either of child or man is undoubtedly due either

to the exercise of the reasoning power or to instruc

tion. On the theory of Psychological Evolution these

beliefs should be all inherited, and children, instead

of being without beliefs of any kind, should all be

born with a consciousness not only of the principles

of morals but of many of the universally admitted

conclusions.

(in.) Again, is it possible that the present moral

beliefs of the fully-developed consciousness of the adult

are only the accumulated and consolidated feelings of

past pleasures and pains? Could the influence

and the sanctions of parents and of Society cause

the accumulation of remembered pleasure and pain

to develop into a consciousness of our present
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moral code ? These questions must be answered

in the negative. Such vices as sexual immorality
have not in past ages gathered around them a sur-

pl usage of pain so great as to cause a hereditary belief

that they are intrinsically bad. In fact, it is doubtful

whether such acts would not have created an associated

feeling of pleasure. Again, truthfulness is the virtue of

a courageous man, because it needs a courageous man to

beahvavs truthful. From this it is evident that the con

sequences of truthfulness are not exclusivelv pleasurable

consequences. How, then, could mere associations o

feeling, however they may accumulate, and however
much they mav have been enforced by the sanctions of

Society and ol parents, develop into a moral belief that

truthfulness is morally good and not morally bad? If

our moral beliefs be derived from associations of pleasure
and pain, then, since the effects of actions like sexual

immorality and truthfulness arc mixed, our convictions

should be that such acts are morallv good in part and

morally bad in part. It is possible, indeed, that societv

earlv in the historv of the race mav have condemned or

approved of these acts for purposes of the general good,
and thus by its sanctions given to sexual immorality and

truthfulness the associations of pain and pleasure which

have caused men to regard one as a vice and the 1 other as

a virtue. lUit to suppose such positive legislation takes

us quite outside the theorv that our moral beliefs are due

to inherited feelings. Such primitive legislation would

need, and would be prompted by an intellectual apprecia
tion of the consequences of those acts, and any such

intellectual appreciation is incompatible with the Psycho

logical Evolutionist theory of feelings and associations

as the essential element in the building up of moral

beliefs. It would also need an intellectual appreciation

of the moral character of those acts based on the con

sideration of consequences. If, then, past legislators

forbade certain acts they must have done so because they

perceived that these acts were bad. And whatever may
have been their grounds for condemning these acts the
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same grounds exist to-day, and are, partly at all events,

the ground of our intellectual moral judgments.

Again, even though legislators and parents forbade

such acts as stealing and immorality, they could not

wholly blot out the associations of pleasure attaching to

those acts.

It is important that we should emphasise this difficulty

which, as we have seen, confronts the Psychological
Evolutionist, whatever be the particular form of his

theory the difficulty, namely, of the mixed character of

the associations which attend upon the acts of men.
Each act has many and varied associations, some agree

able, some painful ; whilst, on the other hand, the theory
that our moral beliefs arose solely from these associations

requires that the associations of what we now recognise
as a good act should be altogether on the side of pleasure,

and the associations of what wre now recognise as a bad

act should be altogether on the side of pain, or at least,

that the former should be so much on the side of pleasure
and the latter so much on the side of pain that the

opposite feelings in each case may be regarded as of no

account. This latter, we should say, is the more usual

contention of the Psychological evolutionists namely,
that in the case of what we now recognise as bad acts the

associations of pain have become enormously developed,

and have excluded the agreeable associations from the

consciousness of men, and that in the case of good acts

the opposite has taken place.

But our reply is that in stealing and lying the pleasure-

giving element (the element of profit) is quite as persis

tent as the evil-bringing element, which latter the

Psychological Evolutionists suppose to have evolved

into man s concept of dishonesty. Nay, more, in steal

ing and lying the pleasure or profit element is intrinsic

that is, it is a natural effect, whereas the pain and the loss

are extrinsic to the act that is, the pain is that of social

punishment only. It is the pleasure element, therefore,

and not the pain element that should the more easily

have become associated in consciousness with the idett
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of these actions. The difficulty remains, therefore, of

explaining as the resultant of these two opposing
forces namely, those of pleasure and of pain -such a

definite and universal belief amongst men as the idea

that we arc bound not to steal and lie. We cannot, in

the light of our dailv experience, suppose that resultant

to be on the side of painful associations with such a huge
preponderance as to cause men in their moral ideas to

disregard completely the associations ol an opposite
kind.

(.0 Theory &amp;lt;&amp;gt;t
natural selection a\ applied lo Ihc psycho

logical question ot the origin of moral beliefs.

The theory \\hich we have just criticised supposes that

association is the principal factor in the evolution of

moral ideas. \Ve now pass to another theory of Psycho

logical Eve )l uti( &amp;gt;n , having as motive iorce ihe law of

&quot;natural selection&quot; and of &quot;survival.&quot; The origin
of our moral beliefs is explained bv some as a special
case (il the law of

&quot;

natural selection
&quot; and the

&quot;

survival

&amp;lt;&amp;gt;f the fittest.&quot; Certain mural beliels, it is explained,
tend to survive more than others because they are more

suitable to their human environment, and those beliefs

that survive we naturally regard as certain, and as the

only true beliefs, since none others are left in human
consciousness to compete with them.

Now, before going on to estimate the truth or falsity

of this particular form of the theory of Psychological
Evolution, we may be allowed to remark that in one very
modified sense it is possible to explain our moral beliefs

as a result of this law of survival in the struggle for

existence; for, as \ve have already pointed out, it is

quite possible for men to ground their moral judgments
on experience that is, upon the pleasurable or painful

consequence of actions in a sense already explained.
Pleasure and pain are, as we formerly showed, a

criterion, though they are not the primary criterion, of

good conduct. It is quite possible, therefore, that our

present moral judgments may be to a large extent the

result of such experiences, that, many courses of con-
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duct having been tried, it was found that some could not

be made to work on account of the consequences that

they necessarily entailed, that these courses were then

regarded as bad, and that thus our present moral beliefs

are to be explained as a survival a survival, namely,
from many rival theories, some of which have been

discarded as impracticable and untrue, and others

retained as workable, and, therefore, as natural and
true.*

But this is not the view defended bv the psychological
evolutionists now under consideration. For in the

theory just explained, and which we do not altogether

oppose, our moral views are regarded as rational deduc

tions from &quot;

experience,&quot; and as replacing one another,

not in the sense contemplated by the Darwinian

Ethicians, whose claim is that ideas may crush one

another out of existence, just as plants or animals

crush one another out of life, some of them being

stronger in their fibre and more suited to their environ

ment, others weaker and less suited, but in the sense

that in the sphere of morals a ripened and well-founded

view may replace a crude and hasty one, or a true view

may replace a false one, just as they replace one another

in Physiology or Botany or any other science. The

following, which we take from Professor Sorley s
&quot;

Ethics of Naturalism,&quot; will, we believe, be found to

represent the survival theory of Psychological Evolution

in its most recent form and in a way that cannot be

misunderstood : f

Having explained that Natural Selection may have

reference to three things competition between indivi

duals, between groups of individuals, and bet-ween

ideas he then goes on to say Now, when the phrase
natural selection of Morals is used, the reference is

commonly to a conflict of this last kind. The supposition

* This is to be understood in the sense already given. Conduct that

leads to evil consequences necessarily and in all sets of circumstances is

unnatural, and the belief that such a course of conduct is the g-ood or the

rig-ht course is an untrue belief.

f This theory is merely explained by, it is not defended by, Sorley.
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is that different ideas and also different standards of

action are manifested at the same time in the same com

munity, that they compete with one another for exist

ence, and that those- which are better adapted to the life

of the community survive while; the others grow weaker
and in the end disappear. In this way the law of natural

selection is supposed to applv to moral ideas and moral

standards.&quot; In this theory, therefore, certain ideas

and beliefs are regarded as surviving in the same way
as plants or animals survive namelv, as a result of a

certain struggle for existence, a simple in which some

principles and beliefs are gradually discarded bv the

human mind, whilst others that are more suitable to

their environment gain prominence and live.

Now, though this explanation seems simple enough,
we think that, as stated by Professor Sorley, the theory-

is somewhat ambiguous because it does not explain
whether particular ideas survive or disappear because

the individual or the race who maintains them survives

or disappears; or whether the battle is a purely psycho

logical one, a struggle between the Ideas themselves,

a struggle which would take place even if the mind that

harboured these ideas were one and permanent, and even

though individual persons remained always in life.

These two possible forms of the present theory are really

distinct in principle, and we think that they should be

kept separate in our minds, even though the results to

which thev lead be the same in each. \Ve repeat, there

fore, this distinction as follows: In the first theory

beliefs are represented as surviving and disappearing

because some beliefs and principles are so adapted to

their environment as to aid the individuals who main

tain them to live and be strong, whilst others tend to the

extermination of the individuals who maintain them.

Thus, races that believe in the rights of parents to rule

and direct their children have a better chance of survival

than those who maintain the opposite view, and, there

fore, the views of the former have naturally a better

chance of surviving than those of the latter. In other
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words, the content of men s minds will naturally survive

or disappear according as the mind or the person that

contains or maintains that content survives or dis

appears. In the second form of the theory ideas are

represented as contending with one another, as crush

ing one another out of existence in the psychological

sphere, in the same way that plants and animals contend

with and kill one another in the physical universe. In

both forms of the theory, we admit, it is the idea or the

belief that is to be regarded as the principal factor, as the

instigator in the struggle, and as the cause of survival

or of decay, since, even in the first form, it is the idea or

the belief that determines the staying-power of the indi

vidual in the struggle, and therefore it is they that decide

on what side the victory shall be. Still, as we have said,

for clearness sake it will be well to keep the systems

apart, and also to criticise them separately.

Now, it will have already suggested itself to the reader

that in the first form of the theory the form, namely,
which represents moral ideas and beliefs as surviving or

vanishing according as the individuals who possess them
survive or vanish there is involved an assumption that

has already been examined and rejected by us in various

parts of the present work the assumption, namely, that

moral ideas and beliefs are transmitted by inheritance,

that the beliefs of a father are, even apart from instruc

tion, a determining factor in the beliefs of his children,

if they are not the whole determining cause of their

beliefs. This assumption we have denied outright, and
it will not be necessary now to repeat our arguments

against it.

Another point on which we would insist in connection

with the first form of the theory a point which has

already been explained and established in our present

chapter is the following : Our moral beliefs, even if

they have been transmitted to us by inheritance, are

always revisable by our intellects that is, it is always

possible to reconsider them and to retain or reject them

according as they admit or do not admit of rational
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explanation or proof. Hence, it is absurd to contend
that our sole reason tor retaining our present moral
beliefs is that the} have come down to us, the rest having
been lost with their owners in their struggle for exist

ence. Is it not evident from experience, and especially
from introspection, that it is in our power at anv moment
to question our present moral beliefs, to conceive their

opposites, and to reject or to accept cither of these accord

ing as the proofs available for one side or the other are

stronger or weaker? If moral beliefs could appear and

disappear witli their possessors as languages and racial

features disappear with certain peoples, then it would be

impossible lor us to revise our present beliefs in this

way, to ask&quot; whether they are more true than their

opposites, and more opeeialh to alter a moral belief

on revision, a thing which often happens in matter of

fact.

And this same argument max, we believe, be reasoii-

ablv urged against the second form of the theory as

against the first. It moral beliefs could struggle with

and destroy one another in the psychological arena, say,
if possible, in the racial or tribal mind, as trees destroy

one another in the forest, then it would not be in man s

po\\er to question or to revise, to seek proofs tor or to

alter his moral beliefs at any moment. And the fact

that we are possessed of such a power is proof unques
tionable that the full and iinal explanation of the

presence in man &amp;lt;ji moral ideas is not to be found in the

theory of struggle and survival, nor, indeed, in any
other theorv of Psvchological Evolution.

Beliefs, then, we repeal, are not formed and discarded

mechanically -that is, as a result of mechanical or quasi-

mechanical laws of reaction between mind and environ

ment, as plants and animals crush one another out of life

in the struggle for existence. Our moral beliefs are

built tip by a slow process of reasoning, helped on by
instruction and tradition. But, let it at any moment be

understood that a particular belief has not been proved,

that it is merelv a tradition, or that it rests on premisses
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which there is good reason for regarding as untrue,

then, no matter how long the tradition and how suitable

the judgment for success and survival in the given
environment, such a judgment or belief will be discarded

with the same ease, and perhaps also with the same

necessity, as any other judgment which our Reason
shows us to be false and unfounded.

We would also, before taking leave of our present

subject, point out that both of these forms of the theory
rest on the impossible assumption that in the beginning
there were no definite moral beliefs, that at some period
of our History, while some men believed that wholesale

murder and lying and cruelty and the neglect of children

were bad, others regarded them as good, others, again,

as at least as good as their opposites that is, as in

different and that, finally, one set of ideas crushed the

others out of existence. Now, to entertain such beliefs

as these is opposed to all that we know of human nature.

We cannot believe that any rational being ever believed

that lying, and pitilessness, and wholesale murder were

either good or indifferent. They are too evidently

opposed to human life and progress to be considered

anything but bad.

Lastly, we might be allowed to point out that in both

forms of the theory it is supposed that the true concep
tion of morals is always the surviving conception, a sup

position which we cannot grant, since, as Professor

Sorley points out, it happens that
&quot;

in the majority of

instances the holding of false or inadequate conceptions

does not tend to weaken vitality.&quot; Hence, a belief need

not be regarded as true simply because it makes for

survival, for there are a great many false ideas which if

accepted would not tend in the least to weaken vitality,

and consequently they might survive for generations.

Vitality and survival, therefore, are not the sole deter

minants of our moral beliefs.

For these reasons we reject the theory of Natural

Selection and of Survival as an explanation of the

origin of our present moral ideas.

2 D
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QUESTION OF ORIGIN IN ITS RELATION TO QUESTION OF
VALIDITY

In concluding this treatment of Psychological Evolu

tion we must consider Professor Sidgwick s view that

the question of the validity of our moral beliefs is quite

independent of the question of their origin. According
to Sidgwick, questions concerning the origin of our idea

of space cannot possibly affect the question of the

validity of our mathematical beliefs. A pari, he con

tends, there is no reason why the origin of our moral

beliefs should determine the validity of these moral

beliefs.

Now, if Professor Sidgwick were right in making this

inference; he would show that the theory of Psycho

logical Evolution is irrelevant to the Science of Ethics,

and it would be unnecessary to discuss it in this book.

But we differ from Professor Sidgwick on this point.

\\Y do not deny the importance of investigating origins

for the purpose of understanding validity. We contend

that if the moral beliefs of men- in general be the result

of association only, if it be understood that no man can

prove the truth of these beliefs, then we have no guar
antee that there is anything in the objective world that

corresponds to these beliefs that is, we have no guar
antee of their validity- -they may be purely subjective.
In Ethics, therefore, as in other Sciences, we regard our

beliefs as valid, either because we ourselves or somebody
else has proved them true. Else we should not accept
them.

Professor Sidgwick s argument from our beliefs in

Geometry we regard as fallacious. Questions in regard
to the origin of our idea of space may not, indeed, affect

our beliefs in Geometrical propositions, but questions
as regards the origin of our belief in the principles of

Geometry may and do affect the question of validity.

If, as Mill asserted, our belief in the axioms of Euclid is

merely due to association of ideas, if these axioms are

not self-evident in the sense of the predicate being con

tained in the subject, then we have no guarantee that
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these axioms are true, or that the propositions that

depend on these axioms are true. Again, if our beliefs

in the Propositions of Euclid be due to association

merely, if it be understood that no man had established

their truth by reasoning, then, again, our beliefs in these

propositions might not be valid they might be purely

subjective. In the same way, if our moral beliefs be due
to association merely, if we cannot prove them to be

true or show them to be self-evident, then their validity

at once becomes doubtful they may be purely sub

jective. Hence, the question of the validity of our moral

beliefs is not independent of the question of their origin.



CHAPTER XIII

ETHICS OF TRANSCENDENTAL EVOLUTION

(&amp;lt;/)

STATEMENT OK THEORY

To describe the various tonns of the theories known as

theorio of Transcendental Involution would be out of

the question in a work like the present. On the other

hand, to give a combined account of them, an account
that would embrace the features common to them all,

would be a very difficult, if not an impossible, task,

Still we feel that it would be a great help to the student

if, before attempting the study of these theories, he had
some general conception ol their character and purpose,
even though this general conception were inadequate
and required to be modified afterwards in order to fit in

with any one particular theory. It is with this end in

view that we offer the reader the following brief account

of the Ethics of Transcendental Evolution, an account,,

we confess, which is meant to correspond more with the

Hegelian than with any other system, since it is in this

system that all transcendental theories are supposed to

culminate.

A definition will be more easily framed when we have

compared the theory of Transcendental Evolution with

the theory of Biological Evolution. The theory of Bio

logical Evolution is an Empirical or a posteriori theory.
It is built upon a supposed phenomenon of the world of

sense, a phenomenon which is discovered by sense

namely, that of the Physical Universe, as evolving, as

420
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passing from a less perfect to a more perfect state. The
whole orderly system of the firmament is, we are told,
an evolution. The stars and planets, the sun and the

earth are all evolutions from the one original primal
substance. On earth higher species evolve from lower.
Conduct also evolves according to certain laws, as is

evident from comparing the structure and habits of one
animal species with another, and also the habits of one

grade of human civilisation with another. And the

laws which we thus find to govern the evolution of

conduct can, according to Spencer, be made to serve as

a ground of morals, since morally perfect conduct is

nothing more than highly evolved conduct. The
method, therefore, of the Ethics of Biological Evolution
is in the main empirical and inductive or a posteriori it

is founded on sense.

The theory of Transcendental Evolution is the very
reverse of all this. In the working out of this theory
Reason may be guided to some extent by analogies from

the senses ; it may even depend to a very large extent on

history and on the use of the historical method; but the

method of the theory of Transcendental Evolution is

primarily a priori. It is based not on an examination of

particular objects, but on the highest and most Universal

of Conceptions that, namely, of the Absolute.* The
Absolute (whether regarded as subjective or objective
or the ground of both) is that ultimate Being, from which

all things are derived, in which all things subsist, and

of which they are merely parts or phases it is the

ground reality of the whole Universe, and comprises the

whole Universe.

This Absolute is described as first unfolding itself,

differentiating itself (according to laws which our Reason

discovers a priori in the very conception of the Abso-
*

Philosophers vary in the account they give of this grouncl-Being
of the Universe. With Fichte it is purely subjective. It is the Ego.
With Schelling it is absolute indifference of subjective and objective.
With Hegel it is more fundamental than either subjective or objective,
and the ground of both. The method of Hegel s system is usually known
as &quot;

dialectic,&quot; but as dialectic this method is a priori or deductive, not

ft posteriori.
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lute) into the various particular objects of the Universe,
both mental and physical, and then, secondly, moving-
on towards its own fuller and fuller realisation through
the re-identification of these same particulars with itself,

until in the end they become absolutely one with it.

This whole process may be described, following some
defenders of this theory, as first a movement from nega
tive (or abstract) to positive infinity that is, from un-

differentiated or potential infinity to differentiated or

actual infinity, and then a movement back into the real

infinitv which embraces the undifferentiated and differ

entiated Absolute in one complete realitv.

Now, morals, we are told, form one portion of this.

process one phase in the development of the Absolute

and under &quot;morals&quot; we are to understand not merely
the laws of conduct but our views of those laws, also the

moral customs and institutions in which those views are

enshrined, and which are themselves the objective ex

pression of the moral law. The Ethics, therefore, of

Transcendental Evolution we may define as the theory
that moral laws and moral opinions and customs are a

gradual development out of the Absolute, that the good
is any act (or rather any state) which realises or repro
duces the Absolute in things which fits in with the

process whereby the Absolute principle of the Universe

brings into closer and closer identity with itself the par
ticular objects and ends of the Universe, into which it

has differentiated itself.

But, besides the theories of pure transcendentalism,
theories which deduce the moral law a priori from the

mere conception of the Absolute (for instance, the theory
of Hegel and Bradley), there are other modified theories,

which, though based on metaphysical conceptions
similar to those of Hegel s, still make positive and

express use of experience in the formulation of the laws

of morals, and even follow the historical method not as a

secondary method, as is the case with Hegel and

Bradley, but as the primary and essential method of

Ethics. Such a modified form of Transcendentalism is
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that of Green.* Like Hegel, Green regards the Abso
lute as slowly unfolding or differentiating itself into the

manifold of particular objects, and through this process
of differentiation approaching gradually the final end,
which is Complete Self-Realisation or the state of Com
plete positive unity of the Absolute consciousness with

finite things. What that self-realisation consists in, or

how we may directly promote it in ourselves, Green does

not claim to know. But he believes that we can know
the direction in which this supreme end lies by examin

ing the line along which humanity has been developing

up to the present moment, since, according to Green, in

continuing to follow that line of development which has

brought man to his present elevated condition we must

necessarily approach to the true and final ideal of human

conduct, and thus we shall indirectly, if not directly and

consciously, be promoting our final end. Green s

theory, therefore, is in great measure, if not principally,

an empirical theory.

NoTE.f- This brief description of the Transcendental

theories we must now fill in by describing
1

in some detail one

or two of the best known of these theories. We select for

special mention the theories of Hegel and Green, of whose

systems we shall give a very brief account.

HEGEL S ETHICAL SYSTEM.

Like most Ethical systems Hegel s begins with an analysis
of will. Will is the faculty in which morality resides. It is

not a distinct faculty from thought. Will and thought are

but two functions, the one conative, the other cognitive, of

mind. Will is&quot;&quot; thought translating itself into reality
&quot;

(that

is, tending to an end outside thought). Now, Ethics is the

* Prolegomena to Ethics. In his admirable little work on &quot; The

Philosophy of Green,&quot; Professor Fair-brother expresses the same view of

the method of Green which we give in the text above namely, that it is

essentially a historical method. From Self-Reflection we get the idea of

the good we fill in the content of this idea by an examination of

History.
f Since the text-note above is not necessary for the understanding- of

the argument that is to follow, and since the matter of the note is from

the nature of the theories described in it obscure and difficult, we should

advise the reader who has not previously gained some knowledge of the

Transcendentalist Systems from works on the History of Philosophy to

pass over the note and proceed to the argument page 428.
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science of the freedom of the will, for goodness is freedom,*
and therefore the &quot;account&quot; of moral goodness is the
&quot; account &quot;

of freedom. What, therefore, is freedom ? Free
dom means self-determination. &quot;It is will which through
thinking gives itself direction and end, whose object is itself,

which therefore is independent of everything and every person
outside itself. Will is free intelligence.&quot; t But the self is, in

Hegel s philosophy, not what Kant represented it to be mere
Reason or pure will the self is made up ot Reason and sense,
will and desire. And since pure Will is the universal will,

and desire
(/.&amp;lt;

. , the wish for pleasure or for sense-objects)
the particular will, or the will of the individual, so self-

determination means the identification through conduct of

the individual desire and the Universal Will. The individual

can realise his full self, Hegel maintains, and therebv fulfil

his duty bv furthering this identification, bv realising the

Universal in his own particular will. \ot indeed that nature is

waiting on individual caprice for it s realisation of particular and
Universal. Kor already particular and universal are identified

in Society or the State, and all that the individual does in

fulfilling the moral law in his own case is to participate in

this process of identification of particular and universal, the

identification of particular and Universal being not only the

end ol all but the underlying principle and the verv Being of

all reality. In the moral sphere the State is itself this process
of identification not the result ol the process but the process
itself for in the State is realised the identification of the

main and the one, and the form of their Unity is Universal
Law. The State is the realisation of the whole self of man,
particular and Universal Will (that is, pure or Universal Will)
and Desire, : Reason and Sense. &quot; The State,&quot; writes Ilegel,^
44 which is the realised substantive will having its reality in

the particular sell-consciousness raised to the plane of the

Universal, is absolutely rational. This substantive unity is its

own motive and absolute end. . . . This end has the

highest right over the individual whose highest duty in turn

is to be a member of the State.&quot;

* This doctrine, it will he remembered, Hegel borrowed from Kant.
See chapter on Freedom, page 201.

f Jodl,
&quot; Geschichte der Ethik,&quot; II., page loS. This unification of

Reason and will which is so opposed to the philosophy of Schopenhauer
is also to be found in other philosophers for instance, in Herbart.

According to this latter philosopher, the law of the will the moral law
is grounded not in will itself, but in the judgment.

J The particular will with Heg-el means &quot;particular wish for

particular object,&quot;
and as object and subject are one in his system, it

.also means particular subject.
&quot;

Philosophy of Right
&quot;

(translated by Dyde), page 240.
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Following- then these three heading s of the Universal Will or
Universal self, the particular Will or particular Self, and the
Absolute Self* or the State, Hegel, in the &quot;

Philosophy of

Rig-ht,&quot; divides his Ethical system into three parts. In the first

he treats of Universal Will or abstract Will, &quot;Will without
individual interests or responsibilities.&quot; This is the sphere of
abstract right, for theory of right or justice is that domain
of Ethics in which no account is taken of individual conscience
or individual responsibility. The man who discharg-es his

debt, discharges it whether he intended to discharge it or did

not
;
and he who has not paid what he owes is still a debtor

even though he may not be blamed for not discharging his

debt. In the second part Hegel treats of Responsibility, Sin,

Conscience, moral good and evil, and everything in the sphere
of Ethics that characterises the individual will as opposed to

mere abstract Right. The Good Ilcgc/ here defines as the &quot; idea

of the unity of the conception ofthe \\~ill (i.e., the universal -wi/l)

ivith tlie particular will&quot; It is therefore the realisation in

man of the Absolute Self. In the third part he treats of

Absolute Will,&quot; of that, namely, in which the identification

of particular wills with the Universal Will, of nature with free

dom is actualised. This Absolute will he calls &quot;Ethical

.system,&quot; &quot;Ethical observance,&quot; Ethical Custom i.e., thai

outer system observance or custom which at once enshrines

the moral beliefs and principles of the human race, and has

actually become a law7 to the world. In the common system
of law and custom, particular and universal are made one.

This Ethical system is the Absolute. Ethical observance or

system has three forms into which it develops in order viz.,

the family, the civic community, and the State. The perfect
form is the State

;
it is the end of all and the beginning and

ground of all. The State is even the underlying&quot; principle of

matter and movement, for it includes all things ;
but asunder-

lying- principle of the evolutionary process of all thing s,

including- matter and movement, the State does not manifest

itself to us as a State. As the underlying- principle of all we
should call it not &quot; State

&quot; but the &quot;

Absolute&quot; simply. As
&quot; conscious of itself&quot; as &quot; will which thinks and knows itself,

.and carries out what it knows in so far as it knows,&quot; it is

called State. Yet these two the State and the Absolute are

one. The State is Absolute Spirit. &quot;The State,&quot; writes

Hegel,
&quot;

is the spirit which abides in the world, and there

realises itself consciously ;
while in nature it is realised only

*
Hegel calls the State the Ethical Idea. &quot;Idea&quot; with Hegvl

signifies the concept made real, or the universal made real by its

identification with particulars.
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as the other self or the sleeping spirit. Only when it is

present in consciousness knowing&quot; itself as an existing object,
is it Stale.&quot; The rule of conduct, therefore, is to obey the

State, not this or that particular State, but State in the

abstract, or that which Hegel calls the essential moments of
the State.

t.RKKX s THKOKY

Of Green s theory we can only give the barest outline:-

Xature, according to Green, is unity in plurality. It is

primarily and essentially plurality, because its elements are

distinct. It is secondarily Unity, because Xature implies

Unity. All plurality implies relation ot some sort, and all re

lation implies Unity of related elements. Xature itself being
primarily plurality, and there being nothing in plurality itself

to make it one, so the principle of unit} cannot lie in nature.

That which unites two things in one must be distinct from
the two. It must, therefore, lie in Mind. Xow, feeling cannot
be the unifying principle, tor feelings are many, and they exist

themselves in relation to one another, and therefore the}
themselves require to be unified by something higher. Neither
can states of consciousness be the unifying principle, for the}
too stand in relation to feeling being distinguished from it,

and besides the} are changeable and are man} themselves.
Consciousness itself, therefore, is the principle of unity, not

the passing consciousness that exists and thinks in lime, but

the Internal Unchanging Consciousness, the timeless Self,,

which is one and whole in all things. States of consciousness

may change, but consciousness itself does not. Pure con
sciousness then is the only unconditioned thing in nature.

It exists before all things else, and constitutes them all. It

is the root principle of the world, and, being the only thing&quot;

unconditioned by anything extrinsic to itself, is the only

originally free thing and the principle of all derived freedom.

Just so far then as the Kternal Consciousness exists in any
object, so far is that thing free and good.* As phenomenon
man can never be tree, because as phenomenon he is merely
part of the world, and is therefore conditioned. But he is free

in so far as this Kternal principle is in him working- throughout
his empirically conditioned knowledge, and yet itself not

empirical but intelligible. Such realisation of the Eternal

Consciousness is plainly possible in thinking subjects ;
but in

bodies it is realisable only in so far as they approach the state

of thinking subject /. c.
,
in so far as they are organised. Man,

is so far as he is thinking- subject, can participate internally

*
Again, the Kantian principle that freedom is goodness.
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in the Eternal Consciousness, but as phenomenon he exists,
like everything&quot; else, only as object of self-consciousness. As

phenomenon he is not one with absolute self-consciousness,

yet exists by it. Man, therefore, can be free in so far as he is

one with the Eternal Consciousness as noumenon and sub

ject. But how, it may be asked, can man be free even as

subject or noumenon ? Does not the will determine itself by
objects outside, and is not determination from without the

very opposite of self-determination or freedom ? Green
answers this question in the negative. The will, no doubt,
must in every act present to itself an object outside itself to be

desired. But the will is nevertheless not determined or

moved by such object but by the idea of the object within the

mind and will. Even then, in his desires for outward things,
the free being is self-determined.

Now, in this Eternal Consciousness and its extension to man,
there are three grades or stages viz., knowledge, will, and
desire. Knowledge requires no explanation.

&quot; Desire &quot;

is

mere solicitation to an object known as distinct from the

&quot;ego.&quot;
&quot;Will&quot; is the actual choice of such object. The

&quot;good&quot;
in general is that which satisfies desire

;
the moral

&quot;

good
&quot;

in particular is that which satisfies the moral ag ent as

such, and the moral needs are satisfied and the good realised so

far as the agent approaches the state of the thinking subject-
that is, so far as he participates in the Eternal Self-conscious

ness. And as this Eternal Self-consciousness is the constitutive

principle of all things, Moral good is the same thing as self-

realisation, the self-unfolding of the Eternal consciousness in

our empirical finite consciousness, and the consequent
identification of our own personal consciousness with the

Absolute.

From &quot; the good
&quot; Green passes to the idea of duty. The

reflecting subject is conscious of wants, and from this it easily

proceeds to the consciousness of its intended objects. Travers

ing therefore the series of wants which the self distinguishes
from itself,

&quot; there arises the idea of satisfaction on the whole,&quot;

an idea never realisable, but ever striving to realise itself in

the attainment of a greater command over means to the final

end, or to the full satisfaction of particular wants. This idea

of satisfaction is equivalent to &quot; our good on the whole,&quot; and
as it represents nothing real but only an ever unrealisable

ideal, it presents us with the idea of what &quot; should be
&quot;

as dis

tinguished from &quot;what is.&quot; This idea of &quot;should be&quot; is

&quot;obligation.&quot;
The moral good then being that which will

satisfy the iv/wle of desire, and not any mere particular desire,

is that which will satisfy the Eternal principle of Conscious

ness within us, that principle through which all finite things
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are parts of the one timeless unity ;
and as this Eternal principle

of Consciousness is alone capable of representing to itself

the totality of all desire, the good must finally consist in

our identifying ourselves with the Eternal Consciousness, and
the consequent promotion of its final end. What the final

good is \ve can never know in itself; yet we know that it is

the end of all motion, all desire, and all progress. We can
therefore come to know it practically, if not theoretically- that

is, we can know the direction in which it lies and the means
by which it is to be attained by discovering the direction in

which the Eternal consciousness has already been progressing,
just as we should discover the whole structure of a thing by
examining a cross-section of it. Following out the line of

progress that has brought mankind to his present elevated

position in the finite world we are sure to be travelling
towards the final end of all, and of promoting that end, even

though we do not ourselves personally reach it.

The final end is the Unconditioned Ciood. What the
I nconditioned dood isCireen cannot sax . ll vou ask me, savs

(liven, \\hat this unconditioned good is, 1 can onlv tell you it is

what the goodwill seeks, and if vou ask me what the goodwill
seeks, 1 can onlv tell you it is the Unconditioned good. This

argument is a vicious circle, as (liven admits, but it is one
that arises necessarily out ol the case. It is a fallacv, he
maintains, but a justifiable fallacv, since in the system which
he inculcates, the same thing is both means and end and we
can only define the end in terms of its imperfect realisation in

the means.
The end, therefore, though unknown, may still be furthered

bv the adoption of the means that lead to it. These means
are our existing laws and institutions and the line of develop
ment that has led to them. Following this line of development
\ve shall keep ever approaching to the end more and more

nearly but we can never reach it.

(/)) CRITICISM OF TIIK KTIIICS OF TRAXSCKNDENTAL
EVOLUTION

(i) Our first point of criticism will concern the general

theory of Transcendental Evolution that all things are

an evolution from a single Unity, named by the Trans-

cendentalists the Absolute. (2) Our second point con

cerns the theory that morality is only a phase in this

supposed universal process of Evolution. (3) Thirdly,
we shall briefly refer to some of the main points in the

two systems described in our text note.
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(i) Evolution, if it exists, and so far as it exists, is a

fact of nature, a movement of things from a lower con

dition to a higher, and, like anv other movement, it,

and the laws which direct it, if such laws exist, should

be capable of being seen or discovered by our ordinary
faculties of apprehension and of Reason. We have no

more right to postulate the existence of an evolutionary
law in nature which we have not seen or proved than we
have to postulate the existence of fruit or leaves in the

trunks of trees, or a faculty of thought in stones, or any
other such unexperienced phenomenon. Also the extent

of Evolution, if a law of Evolution should be shown to

exist, is to be determined not by a priori reasoning nor by

arbitrary imagination, but bv actual empirical investi

gation and reasoning upon observed phenomena. We
must not extend the law of Evolution to stones since we
do not see them evolving, nor assume that a dead plant
still grows and evolves when it is too plain that it cannot

now do so. Evolution, if it be true, is a fact, and facts

must be either seen or proved before we can assume their

existence or build our reasonings upon them or explain

anything by means of them. These are only the plain

requirements of Reason and Common Sense, and they
are necessary presuppositions of any Science, whether

Physical or Moral.

Now, these presuppositions are flatly contradicted by
the system of Philosophy which we are at present con

sidering. Eor, in the first place, the Absolute itself,

which is supposed to be the ground Unity of all exist

ence, in which all things subsist as parts or moments or

phases whatever be the name we give to the individual

things within it is a gratuitous hypothesis. It is

neither seen, nor felt, nor proved by reasoning upon
observed phenomena. It is not necessary as an explana
tion of any admitted facts. It is itself not only a con

tradiction, but a sum of contradictions. For instance, it

issues particular judgments and the opposite of these

judgments at one and the same moment in different

people. It not merely exists in one man and in another,
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but it -is one and the other.* It is also the unity of both
and at the same time their diversity, for unless it is

everything that /x&amp;gt; it is not the Absolute. It is one and

simple, for through it all things are reduced to Unity,
and yet all things are parts of it and subsist through it-

subsist through it and compose it even in their diversity.
It is, therefore, One and Many scciintlum idem. On this

impossible conception is grounded the theory of Trans
cendental Evolution.

Again, if the Absolute itself is something merely
imagined, the Evolutionary- process by which it

develops into the manifold objects of the Universe is

also merely imagined. But imagination is not the

proper instrument of Empirical Science, nor, indeed, of

any science, and \ve have no right to postulate the exist

ence of an Evolutionary process in the world unless we
can see it definitely at work or can prove its presence by
our Reason. Everything in this world is either a

development from some perfectly definable thing nut the

.\hsohtie, or it has not developed at all. The plant

grows from the seed, the seed is shed bv the living

plant. There the process of evolution is complete and

circumscribed. There is no doubt about where it begins
and ends. The plant can only develop out of the seed,

the seed is a development of the plant alone. Neither

develops out of anv other thing. If the process of

development began at all it began with the making of

one of these two things, not with something which is

neither plant nor seed. Nature presents many such

circumscribed evolutionary processes in living things.

We may even, for the sake of argument, allow that one

species develops out of another. But every such

evolved thing develops out of some definable thing upon
this earth, and not out of anv other thing, it develops
from something which we can see or knows and to sup

pose anything else would be to contradict all that we

know of Science and of Nature. But thousands of

*
&quot;A separation between the Absolute and finite Beings is meaning

less
&quot;

(Bradley, &quot;Appearance and Reality,&quot; page 418).
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things never develop, and could not have developed out

of any other thing. There is nothing in the Universe,

then, that offers the slightest ground for believing either

that all things evolve or that all things have come from

one thing, particularly from one absolute thing which

we do not know, and which is full of contradictions, a

thing which still maintains its Unity whilst it is the

ground and inner Being of the manifold things into

which it has evolved.

We should remark, however, that the Transcendental

Evolutionists not only suppose the existence of such a

Universal process of Evolution as is here described, but

actually describe the laws according to which it takes

place, which laws they deduce not from observation, but

from the conception of the unknown and unintelligible
Absolute itself, such as the law formulated by Hegel
that each thing passes into its opposite, only to return

upon itself again, in its higher form of the Unity of its

former self and the opposite of its former self. These
laws do not require further discussion. An imagined
Absolute evolving according to imagined laws cannot,
we venture to suggest, be accepted as the ground and

principle of any Science, much less the natural Science

of Ethics.

(2) This brings us to our second point. Morality, we

claim, is not a phase in the supposed evolutionary

process of the Absolute unfolding itself into the manifold

objects of the Universe. This proposition we might
establish according to a variety of considerations. The

following two will suffice : (I.) Morality is an attribute

of the individual Person. It is the individual Person

that is under obligation to do certain things. The acts

of the Individual are good or bad. The Individual alone

is morally responsible for his acts. There is no common

receptacle for the moral responsibilities of the acts of

different men. Our responsibilities are not interchange

able nor continuous with one another. My responsi

bilities are my own, as my wishes and actions are my
own. Now, if the ground reality of all men be one, and
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if the
&amp;lt;(

good
&quot; means identification with this ground

reality, then my responsibilities are not my own, for, a

common substance can originate only common responsi
bilities. (II.) Again, a moral being directs and controls

his individual acts, lint if all men and all actions are

but necessarily evolved phases of one original object or

condition, then I no more control my individual actions

than I control mv own existence or my entry into this

world, and hence I am not more moral than animal or

tree or stone.

Morality, then, is not a phase in the Evolution of the

Absolute into the manifold objects of the Universe.

(3) ^Ve shall now brieflv criticise the chief point of

the two Transcendental svstems given above, as to the

nature of the good namelv, Hegel s view that the good
is the identification of the particular with the Universal

will or the State; and (liven s viev, that the good means
the reproduction of the Eternal Self-Consciousness in

us through approach to the final end of the Eternal Self-

Consciousness, or to that end which will supply the

totality of wants. Our criticism of (ireen will also

include other references to his theory of man s final end.

Hegel s r/c-i*. (I.) \Ye have already clearly shown
that the good is not and cannot be identitv of or relation

of an\ kind between the particular and the Universal

will or the State. The good individual will is the will

that tends to the final natural end of Ihc individual, not

tin; will that identities itself with anv other will, even

though that other includes the individual will. Even

then, if it were certain that what is called the Universal

will was good in itself, an individual will would still be

&amp;lt;2&quot;ood onlv in so far as it sought the natural ends of itsO O
own individual natural capacities. Hence, goodness
cannot consist in fulfilment of the end of the Universal

will.

(II.) The good will of an individual man must always
remain particular. For it is the same will which is

responsible for evil and which merits by the doing of

* See previous chapter, pagv 308.
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the good. But the evil will is, on the theory of the

Transcendentalists, essentially particular, essentially
unidentified with the Universal (the State cannot be

evil), therefore, the good will is particular also, and is

not identified with the Universal will.

(III.) There is no such thing as a Universal will.

There is no abstract State comprising in itself all

individual States and the ground of all. All existing
States and all existing wills are particular. This we
have had occasion to remark more than once before in

this work. To prove this proposition would, of course,,

be quite oustide the scope of a work like the present.
But the reader will, we think, not need proof to under
stand this at least, that the existence of a Universal will

such as is supposed by Hegel is a pure hypothesis, that

it could not be established by reasoning, and that con

sequently an Ethics built upon such a theory can never

have more than a suppositional value.

(IV.) But whether a Universal will exists or not, an
identification of particular and Universal wills, of my
own with the Eternal will by individual effort, is a sheer

impossibility. Identity of end might, indeed, be theo

retically possible that is, their ends might be made con

formable to one another, but identity of being would not

be possible even theoretically. For the Absolute Will

and the Will of the Individual are not only different

entities, they are the very contrary of each other. One

particular will could not become identical with another

particular will, a fortiori it could not become identical

with the Universal will. There is a sense, indeed,

in which a universal is recognised in the singular
even according to the teaching of Aristotle namely, by

participation. In this sense a Universal is realised in

all the singulars that participate in it, as whiteness is

realised to some extent in each white object. But it

never does and never could become identical with the

particular. Nothing can be identical with its contrary.
This latter principle, that

&quot;

nothing can be its contrary,&quot;

Hegel would, of course, deny ;
but we think we are safe

2JE
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in assuming it, and if we are not allowed to do so then

argument becomes impossible, since otherwise no term,
and no proposition, could have any meaning.

Hegel s theory, then, of identification of Universal

and particular is quite different from Aristotle s theory
of participation, and whereas the latter represents a truth

of common sense, the former is a contradiction and

impossible. There is no conceivable sense, then, in

which Hegel s theory of the individual effort to make the

individual will identical with the Universal could repre
sent anything even theoretically possible. Much less

rould it be made a practical rule of Morals.

Green s I /Vic . Green s theorv contains the following

assumptions: (I.) That the
&quot;good&quot;

consists in the

reproduction of the Absolute or Divine Consciousness
in ourselves, (II.) that we can reproduce this conscious

ness, and therefore be morally good, by the realisation, so

far as lies in us, of the end of the Absolute, (III.) that

the final good is not actually attainable, that we may
always continue to move towards it, but never reach it,

(IV.) that the iinal end is not itself knowable, but

(V.) that it is possible to move towards this end by con

tinuing to follow the same line of development which
human law and human institutions have followed until

now, those laws and institutions which have brought
man and Society to their present perfection.

(I.) To the first of these assumptions we reply If the

Absolute or timeless Self
*

is the principle of all that is,

if everything is but a phase of the Absolute, then the

Absolute is present in or is reproduced in every desire

and in every object; and since, according to Green, the

* The metaphysical question of the existence of an Eternal Self

immanent in the world cannot be fully discussed here. Some salient re

marks concerning- it are given in Prof. Taylor s
&quot; Problems of Conduct,&quot;

page 70.
&quot; What evidence then,&quot; he writes, &quot;does Green supply which

leads us to affirm the underived character, not merely of consciousness,
but of the self ? As far as I comprehend his reasoning s all the evidence
for this important transition is afforded by the consideration that a
series of related events cannot possibly become aware of itself as a
related series.&quot; Taylor s criticism of this argument is, taking Green s

premisses, that the series could not know itself as a related series, for

granted, the following : &quot;All that has really been proved about the re-
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&quot;

good
&quot;

is the reproduction of the Absolute it follows

that every object is a good object and the desire of every

object is a good desire. On Green s theory, therefore,

a distinction between good and evil acts is quite im

possible.

On this point that is, on the relation of the Absolute

to evil (the evil under consideration being certain selfish

tendencies in man) Sorley writes* :

ik Green does not

even ask the question whether these&quot; (tendencies to

exalt selfish interest over common welfare, tendencies

which, as we say, Sorley considers evil)
&quot;

are not to be

considered manifestations or reproductions of the

Eternal Self-Consciousness. But his metaphysical view

does not exclude them, and, if they are included,

morality disappears for lack of a criterion between good
and evil. If good is to be discriminated from evil it

must be by some other means than by describing the

whole conscious activity of man as a reproduction of the

divine.&quot;

Professor Sorley points out also that Bradley is more

consistent on this point than Green, since Bradley, who,

like Green, regards the good as in a certain sense the

realisation of the absolute,
&quot;

brings out the consequences
which in Green is more or less concealed that the evil

equally with the good in man and the world are appear
ances of the absolute.&quot; f

Evil, therefore, is, if Green s theory be consistent,

quite as much a part or as much a development of the

Absolute as the &quot;good&quot; is, and hence the good as

opposed to evil cannot consist in the reproduction of the

Absolute. We can also urge, in opposition to Green s

theory of the good, the same arguments by which we

lation of the knowing- self to the time series is that it is not one of the

presentations which succeed one another in the course of our ex

perience in fact, that the centre of our personal identity is relatively

to the changing presentations which make up the series of our percep
tions and thoughts permanent in time, not that it is eternal or independent
of duration.&quot; As it stands no argument could more faithfully reproduce
the Scholastic view of the soul or knowing- subject than Prof. Taylor s

argument.
* &quot; Recent Tendencies in Ethics,&quot; page 99.

t Ibid., page 101.
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have already disproved Hegel s theory that the good
consists in the identification of the Individual and
Universal or Absolute Will.

(II.) To Green s second assumption we reply. A
man s good must consist in the attainment of his own
end, not in the end of something other than himself
that is, \ve determine the good of the individual by a
consideration ot his own individual capacities. Now,
whether or not the capacities of the individual man
would enable him to promote the I )i vine end, Green does
not determine, and consequently it is not lawful for him
to assume that the good of the individual consists in the

promotion oi the End of the I niversal consciousness,
even though the individual be included in that conscious-

no s.

(III.) lo the third we replv.- The good or the end is

the fulfilment of a natural capacitv and since nature*

dot s nut give a capacity for an object that cannot be

attained, it follows that the end of man is attainable.

Again, the ends of all inferior beings for instance,

of trees and animals are attainable. But if the end of

a tree or animal is attainable can we hold that the end of

man is unattainable- that the highest thing in nature is

the only unfinished thing? If, therefore, on Green s

theory, man s good is unattainable, then the
&quot;good,&quot;

as Green conceives it, cannot be man s good.

(IV.) The final end of anything is the final end of its

highest capacity. Thus the final end of a tree is not

growth but flowering and seeding. So also the highest
end of an animal is the end of its sensitive powers, since

sense is the highest capacity of an animal. In the same

way the final end of man must be the end of his rational

will, since will is our highest appetite. But the end of

the rational will must be something which the intellect

is capable of conceiving, for the will can desire and tend

to that only which the intellect can conceive. Hence,

the final end of man is conceivable by man.

(V.) We move, according to Green, towards our final

* For explanation of this principle see pagv 72.
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end (even though we can never reach it) when in our
conduct we follow the line of development which marks
the history of conduct in the past.

Now, the difficulties here are many (a) Has there

been development? We claim that it is impossible, so
far as the primary

* laws of nature are concerned, to find

any line of development in the history of past human
conduct or human laws. Even M. Levy Bruhl (an
ardent evolutionist) admits that the essential laws were
the same in the days of Egyptian greatness that they
are to-day. We have, however, already said that the

secondary precepts of the moral law may change. We
know, for instance, that monogamy is more universally

practised now than it was in the days of Aristotle. But
are changes in the secondary laws of morals due to

evolution ? We believe not. It seems evident from

history that these changes have been effected in the main
not by evolution but from the two following principal
causes : First, because with time and experience we
have learnt to think more truly about human needs, and
how they are to be satisfied, than we formerly did

; and,

secondly, because of Ch ristfs positive teaching. Of
these two reasons the latter is perhaps the principal.

But Christ s teaching was not a result of evolution.

There was nothing in previous history that could logi

cally be said to have led up to it; nothing, for instance,

that led up to Christ s Sermon on the Mount, or to His

teaching on marriage.
Whatever advancement, therefore, has taken place in

morals and moral ideas as regards the secondary laws

or the laws of greater human perfection is not to be

explained by evolution. The change that has taken

place in our moral ideals is, in the first place, a change
from false to true thinking on good and evil, and

second, a change consequent on the introduction of

Christ s positive teaching.

*
Primary precepts, as we have already explained, are those which

are absolutely necessary for man and society. Secondary precepts are

those that are necessary for our better existence.
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(6) The necessity for a moral criterion is not a neces

sity of to-day only. It was a necessity for Aristotle and
for Ethicians and legislators before Aristotle. Yet
Aristotle did not follow Green s criterion. He deter

mines what is good for man, as we do, bv an analysis of

human nature and its needs, not bv an appeal to pre
vious hislorv. Xor does he refer to anyone before him
who appealed to history for the determination of the

moral law. Rules of conduct, therefore, have been

determined not from previous conduct, but from Reason.

In other words, in the formulation of the moral law,

Reason does not follow historv, but makes it.

(c) All that has been said in proof of our view already

given, that in framing the moral law we must follow

certain rational criteria, is itself proof that the method
of Ethics is primarilv a method of rational deduction,

and not the historical method that is, that the moral

law cannot be determined by any reference to past human
conduct as such or to past development. But Green s

theorv is essentially grounded upon the historical

method.

These are onlv a few of our reasons for rejecting

Green s evolutionary theorv.*

NOTF. UN TIII: TKANMT:NI&amp;gt;ENTAI.-KVOI.ITIONIST VIEW OF

SELF-REALISATION

&quot;

Self-Realisation,&quot; in the works of transcendental

Evolutionists, is used to signify the realisation or

development of the &quot;Total Self&quot; of the individual

that is, the attainment of the ends of the
&quot;

Total Self,&quot;

and (in this theory) the Total Self includes, besides the

individual selves, the
&quot;

Universal Self,&quot; which, we are

told, is the true Being of the individual.

Our view of this theory, as we have already said, is

* At the conclusion of this long argument on Evolutionary Ethics

\ve may be permitted to point out that it was impossible for us to notice

every argument for and against the Evolutionary theory, but we have

tried to bring- out the main points on each side, and we hope that our

argument will be suggestive to students in their further readings on this

subject.
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that common sense refuses to recognise the individual

man as being one with the
&quot;

Universal Consciousness
&quot;

or
&quot; Universal Humanity.&quot; The Universal Conscious

ness is not the man s
&quot;

self.&quot; The self is simply the

rational individual. Destroy the rational individual a

thing which is neither inconceivable nor metaphysically

impossible and you destroy a complete Self. The Self

is the principle of thought and action. It is that which
thinks and acts. But only the individual can think and
act. It is not tree-in-general but this tree that grows
and decays. It is not Self-in-general or a universal Self

but this particular Self that thinks, desires, and moves.
The Self, then, and the individual man are one; and

self-realisation, if such a thing be possible, will be the

realisation, in some way, of the individual rational

man.*
If by self-realisation is meant the attainment of a

natural end outside of ourselves, then self-realisation is

not only a possible end to man but is also his bounden

duty. But to transcendentalists self-realisation seems to

mean something more. It seems to include the realisa

tion of our constitutive substance. But this is evidently
not our end, as we saw in our second chapter. Our
bodies may, indeed, grow in substance, but the body is

not our highest end. Our soul does not grow in sub

stance. Its onlv realisation is the fulfilment of its

* Other Ethicians also besides the Transcendentalists insist that

the individual as such is never a self, that the only self is the Person.

They draw two distinctions between individual and Person. First, that

the individual is as such purely Egoistic, whereas the Person or rational

being- is altruistic also. Secondly, that the individual is, as such, simply
a number of unrelated impulses, whereas the Person is in himself an

organised body of impulses, and, in relation to others, is a part of the

larger organisation of Society. With these writers self-realisation

means realisation of the person, and, therefore, of the person as

altruistic. (Prof. Seth is one of this school. See his &quot;Ethical

Principles,&quot; page 205.) These writers also claim that, as individual,

man wishes for pleasure only, but that as person or rational he is

determined by the conception of duty.
Now we have no hesitation in saying that the contrast here drawn

between the individual and the person is wholly groundless. The

person is simply a rational individual ; but Reason is an individual

faculty in each man, and every act of reason is individual. The rational

self, then, is essentially individual.
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natural capacities, and the end of our highest mental

capacities lies, as we saw, beyond the Self. Apart,

then, from the realisation of that is, the attainment of

ends beyond ourselves it is absurd to speak of the reali

sation of the Self as our final end.

There are senses, then, other than that of the Trans
cendental Evolutionists in which self-realisation is

sometimes possible, and then- arc senses in which it may
be said that self-realisation is a duty. This leads us out

side the discussion of Transcendental Evolution, but it

will be useful to explain what precisely is implied in

Self-Realisation
&quot;

in so far as it is reallv our end.

Self-realisation is our end in so far as it implies the

attainment bv man of his end as a rational being.
Whenever we attain an object or end it may be said that

we &quot;

realise ourselves,&quot; inasmuch as we realise the fulfil

ment of a capacitv of ourselves. Perfect self-realisation

means the perfect fulfilment of our natural capacities
bv the attainment of the ends of those natural

capacities. Xow, what preciselv is implied in the reali

sation oi our natural capacities? It includes two things.

(1) The use of our faculties for their natural ends onlv.

(2) The use of them not as separate and unrelated

faculties, but as the parts of an organism. In this sense

to realise the self means simply to act up to the natural

laws of the self. This sense of
&quot;

self-realisation
&quot;

has

been very well brought out in a note on Aquinas
&quot; Summa Contra Gentiles

&quot;

by Father Rickaby. Writing
of the actuality of the Infinite, he says:

&quot;

It does not

follow from this&quot; (the actualitv of all God s powers) &quot;that

human perfection is perfect self-realisation in the sense

of every power being realised to the utmost. The powers
of man are many, not all of equally high quality. The
utmost realisation of one might and would interfere with

the realisation of another : the baser might be brought
out to the loss of a nobler and better; the perfection of

man is a harmony of powers, which implies both use

and restraint of them severally according to the excel

lence of their several functions. In man, much must be
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left in potentiality if the best actuality that he is capable
of is to be realised. In an orchestra, where every instru

ment is played (or brayed) continuously at its loudest,

the result would be din indescribable, a maximum of

noise with a minimum of music. Perfection is actuality

up to standard. In a finite nature the standard imposes
limitations according to the Aristotelian canon of the

golden mean, a canon not framed for the infinite.&quot;

As Rickaby says, in realising the capacities of any
organism,

&quot; much must be left in potentiality.
1

It is plain
that in any one man each and all his capacities cannot be

exercised in their fulness. A man could not exercise his

capacity for knowledge in all departments of knowledge.
No man could be physicist, mathematician, meta

physician, historian, c., though most men have capaci
ties for all or many of these things. But, is a man
bound to, at least, a partial exercise of every natural

capacity ? This question is answered by Aquinas, who

distinguishes between capacities that appertain to the

good of the individual and those that appertain to the

good of the race. Not every individual is bound to the

exercise of the latter kind of capacity, except in the case

of danger to the race. For instance, ordinarily, no indi

vidual man is bound to marry; the good of the race,

indeed, requires marriage, but the attainment of this end
is imposed as an obligation on the human race as a

whole, not on each individual. But every individual is

bound to make some use of those capacities which apper
tain to his own good.

J* The law of self-realisation thus

outlined by the Scholastic philosophy is fotinded not on

*
Rickaby

&quot; God and His Creatures,&quot; page 22, note.

t Many of our capacities are only a means to other capacities, and

provided these latter capacities are duly exercised we cannot see that

the capacity which is only means must necessarily be exercised.

Hearing- is only a means to knowledge, and if a man could exercise
his faculty of knowledg-e without hearing- we cannot believe that he is

strictly bound to &quot;hear.&quot; In one sense all our faculties are only a
means to our highest end, and provided that a man can develop per
sonally and can also fulfil his duties to the race without exercising- a

particular faculty, we do not see how we can constrain a man to exer
cise it, particularly if by its non-exercise he has a better chance of doing-
some other greater good and a consequent better chance of attaining&quot;

his final end.
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any mere metaphysical hypothesis like that of the

Universal Self in man, but on the organic nature of man
as empirically known to us. Also, unlike the theory of

the Universal Self, the Scholastic theory affords us a

practical criterion of good.

CONCLUSION

\\ e have now passed in review some of the principal

Evolutionary theories of Morals. We have examined

Spencer s svstem and shown that moral conduct is not

highly evolved animal conduct, that the final end is not

increase of life, and that the
&quot;

good
&quot;

is not the same as
&quot;

adaptation to environment.&quot; In our examination of

Psychological Evolution we showed that our moral

opinions arc not evolved from associated feelings of

pleasure and pain, and that whatever change may have

taken place in our moral opinions that change is not to

be regarded as an Evolutionary change from mere
sensible association between feelings to intellectual

appreciation of principles, but simply as a change from

false to true thinking. In our account of Transcendental

E volution we showed that moral goodness is something
that belongs to man as individual, and not to man as a

mere phase of a consciousness underlying the whole

world. We showed also that self-realisation in the

Transcendentalist sense is not the end of man.

One remark we may make in addition. All Evolu

tionists suppose that we are gradually approaching the

final end of man, an end to be realised (in so far as it ever

will be realised) on this earth, and that when we shall

have reached it, evil shall be no more. That any such

end shall ever be attained in this world, or that it shall

be attained here or elsewhere by any system of natural

Evolutionary forces, is, we claim, neither proved nor

probable. Our final end lies in another world, as was

proved in the second chapter of this work, and it can

only be attained by individual moral effort.

Man is, indeed, a Being of development and of pro

gress, but his progress is not to be secured by blind and
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irresistible laws of Evolution pressing him on whether
he wishes it or not to some unknown end. Alan is a

self-directed Being, and development consists in our

freely doing the good, or in our freely moving to our

final end. Our final natural end is known to us. It is

the Infinite Good, and this end can onlv be obtained

by our freely observing the natural law both in the

individual and in the public life.

APPENDIX ON THE ETHICS OF SPINOZA AND OF FICHTE.

Though not themselves evolutionary systems, still it may
not be out of place at this point to give a brief sketch of two

very different yet cognate theories, the Spinozistic Ethics and
the Ethics of Fichte, so closely are these theories related

to the systems we have just criticised under the name of

&quot;Transcendental Evolution.&quot; Our account will be merely
historical and not accompanied by anything in the nature of

philosophical criticism.

APPENDIX A. SPINOZA S* SYSTEM.

Spinoza s theory of &quot;

geometrical Ethics
&quot;

is an attempt to

deduce the laws of morality from the single conception of
&quot; substance

&quot;

according to the strictest laws of reasoning. It

is called &quot;

geometrical
&quot;

because of its analogy with the

science of Geometry, which out of the single conception of

space derives the whole complexus of Geometrical laws accord

ing to the strictest reasoning. What Space is to Geometry,
Substance is to Ethics. Substance is the original ground of

all existence, that through which all things exist and of which

they are the manifestation. Human acts and the human
character are but &quot; modes &quot;

into which the original substance
differentiates itself according to the inner necessary laws of

Nature. The Ethical laws therefore the laws of the perfect
human character are necessary laws, and the human act and
character themselves are necessary and not indifferent.

What &quot;

ought to be
&quot; means &quot; what is.&quot; The &quot; moral power

of right
&quot; means &quot;actual physical power.&quot; There are no

ideals other than the actual facts which make up the actual

world.

Passing by his purely metaphysical theory of Substance,

Attributes, and Modes, and their relation to one another, also

his account of knowledge and its degrees, wre come to his

* This account of Spinoza s Ethics is mainly taken from Martineau s-
&quot;

Types of Ethical Theory.&quot;
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first Ethical conception, which is the transition from knowing
to doing.

&quot;

Doing
&quot;

or action is an effect of that inner law of
conntns in things whereby every tiling tends to persist or main
tain itself in being. This coHdlns or tendency to self-main
tenance belongs to the inner essence of things. It is the
&quot;

will
&quot;

of things, and since will and intellect are not really
distinct, so coim/us is not really distinct from logical affirmation
and negation. Will or conn/us is the dvnamic causalilv of

thought. It is no other than the life of things, and since it

springs from the being itself and presupposes no &quot;other

ness no causalitv from without it is, in so far as it is put
forth by our adequate ideas, our freedom freedom, that is,

not in the Aristotelian sense of power to do or not to do, but
in the Kantian sense of self-determination. In so tar, however,
as this co)i(itns is put lorth bv inadequate ideas or imagination
it is feeling.

&quot;

Freedom,
&quot;

&quot;pure understanding or Reason,&quot;

&quot;self-conservation,&quot; these, in Spino/a s svstem, are all one

thing.
&quot; Pleasure is the feeling in which the mind passes to greater

perfection, pain that in which it passes to less.&quot;
&quot; Pleasure

heightens while pain lowers the self-conserving COIHI/HS.&quot;

&quot; Ciood
&quot;

and &quot; bad
&quot;

mean respectively helps and hindrances
to self-conservation, and their marks or tests are respectively
pleasure and pain. In feeling that a thing is pleasurable, we
know it is good. Pleasure is the satisfaction of desire, and
desire is the &quot; cona/us of our essence to assert

&quot;

and maintain
itself. And since the central element of our essence is

&quot;understanding&quot; the perfect life will consist in bringing &quot;all

the proper functions of our nature, as active, to one vi/.,

to understand or know.&quot; Love of knowledge is the &quot;sole

autonomous affection and the sole virtue.&quot; And, therefore,
the special virtues which this includes mav all be reduced to

one namely, to
&quot;

act from the inward essence of mind alone&quot;

or &quot;

to stand free from the sway of the passive affections,&quot;

which is the same thing as &quot;firmness and steadfastness of

character
&quot;

or fortitude. Hut the highest grade of perfection is

gained when the understanding removes itself completely from
outer things, and thus having&quot; rid itself of the element of
&quot;

inadequacy
&quot;

in idea which comes of this outerness, it contem

plates itself as inner essence, and also that which is its inner

cause, the underlying basis of all differentiation that is, God.
In this exercise of discovery the mind is aware of its own
intelligent power, and feels glad in the successful action of its

nature. And this gladness is referred to its cause viz., to

the reality or truth which is discovered i.e., God, who is all

reality and truth. Now, pleasure referred to its cause is love.

Therefore, this self-knowledge is the love of God. Intellectual
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love of God is, in Spinoza s view, the culminating&quot; point of
human excellence, into which Fortitude &quot;becomes sublimed r

and where it reaches its repose.&quot;* But, for this &quot; love of

God,&quot; which is our highest activity, we are not to expect any
return, since God, having no affections, neither loves nor
hates.

APPENDIX B. FICHTE S SYSTEM, f

Fichte s system is not Evolutionary. But since in the
science of Ethics he attempts to deduce the whole moral law,
without the mediation of any presuppositions whatever, from
the mere conception of an &quot;

Ego
&quot;

or self-consciousness, it will

be convenient to give some account of his system here, since

there is so much that is common to it and the transcendentalist
theories just considered. The moral law is, in Fichte s

account, the law that arises essentially from Eg
-

o. The start

ing point of Ethics is, according to Fichte, that the Ego itself

is given to itself i.e.
,
is perceived directly by itself. But if an

Ego is to know itself, it must know itself as object, and since

as knowing Ego it is only subject, therefore it is not in its

capacity as subject that is, as perceiving that it becomes an

object, or is known to itself, but only in its other function of

willing. As knowing it is subject. As willing it is object.

This, Fichte expresses in the phrase
&quot;

I find myself as will

ing.&quot;
But the Ego as known to itself directly and immedi

ately as willing is not known necessarily as willing anything
beyond itsetfbut only as

&quot;drilling ; but as it must will something,
so it is given immediately and necessarily in consciousness as

willing itself and as willing from itself, as self-determined
as free. The idea of freedom, therefore, is contained neces

sarily in the very idea of a self-conscious ego. And this

conceptual necessity the necessity, namely, with which the idea
of freedom is contained in that of the conscious eg~o is the

ground of the necessity of the law to be free. Freedom is

our first essential act, the first natural impulse of the Ego
the impulse, namely, to will itself as object.

But whatever exists, exists for thought ; or, as Fichte puts
it, the ground for everything is thinking . Therefore the Ego

* Intellect and will are ascribed by Spinoza to God not as Natura
Naturans, or, substance as eternal, but as Xatura Naturala, or, what
follows from the Eternal Necessity of the Divine Nature.

t Fichte s system is known as the system of personal ethics, be
cause in his theory the moral law is founded on the conception that each
man is a person. Still it would scarcely be right to call his system
individualistic. It is from the conception of Ego in general and not
from this or that Ego that he derives his whole philosophy.
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as willing- exists only as a thought object. The Ego as think

ing or perceiving knows the Ego as willing ; and since the

Ego as object or willing has no existence except through the

thinking of it (nothing has existence except for the thinking

ego) the ego as object or as willing would seem to have a ground,
a dependence on something distinct from itself that is, it

would seem to depend on the ego as thinking. It would seem,
therefore, according to Fichte, that the Fgo as willing is

necessarily a conditioned and dependent thing, and that so

it cannot be altogether self-directed or tree freedom being
absolute independence absolute unconditionedness. The
concept of freedom therefore must go, on account of this

dependence, unless we insist that the ego as thinking and the

ego as willing are one and this we must insist on. For
freedom, since it is given in or is contained in the very

concept of thinking, as we saw at the beginning, must be

maintained at any cost ; and since a necessary condition of

freedom is the units we have just referred to of object and

subject, so we postulate tor Hthics that Fgo as thinking or as

subject, and Kgo as willing i.e., as object are one principle,
and that freedom is an act of the whole unit. But subject
and object can never be completely identified there must be,
in Fichte s words, always disruption ot subject and object.
Hence the inner contradiction of Freedom, as something
absolute and unanalysable in thought, something which is

never realisable, but to which we must ever keep approach
ing, something we must keep ever tending to without ever

reaching, like those curves called asymptotes, which, as

Mathematicians tell us, approach ever another line, yet never

reach it. Freedom then = x, which means something that is

unanalysable.
But now, merely to will is to will nothing. To will we

must will something definite, some object distinct from the

will, some object of pleasure. Hence there can be no willing

except through sense feeling and desire, for it is through feel

ing and desire that we become related to particular objects.

This, too, is given in the very idea of the Ego. Hence in the

will there is a second natural impulse, that of desire for the

feeling of pleasure. This impulse is empirical, but as all

objects that exist exist for thought only, so these objects of

desire exist only for the thought i.e., exist for the ego, and
have all their existence in the Ego. The consciousness of

the necessity of freedom, together with that of the eternal

opposition between it and the natural impulses, gives rise to

t\\Q feeling of obligation.
There are, therefore, in the will two impulses one to will

itself alone, which is the impulse of freedom, the other to
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desire some finite object outside of the will. Both these

impulses spring- out of the tendency of the Ego to activity.

They cannot be identified, and yet if the self is to be realised

they must be both realised as impulses of the one self. Both
of these conditions are to a certain extent fulfilled in the

harmonising- of the two impulses, since in harmony are con
tained the two conceptions of difference and identity. The
harmony of these two impulses is the moral

g&quot;ood, and con
science is the feeling- of this harmony. Still freedom, which
is absence of determination from outside, keeps ever shrinking-
from desire, always standing- aloof from it, and their complete
harmony can only be an asymptotical existence, like freedom
itself. Morality, therefore, belong-s not to individual act so
much as to the unchangeable character. Hence, two moral

principles arise one from the impulse to pure freedom
&quot; Ens liberum maneat liberum

&quot;

the other from the impulse
of conscience to harmonise the two impulses- the impulses of
self-determination and of pleasure &quot;act absolutely in con

formity with your conception of duty,&quot; or &quot;whatever end you
desire let it harmonise writh the principle of the will itself,

which is duty.&quot;
It is not, therefore, from the concept of duty

that we must act but from the concept of harmony with it.

This is the moral law to harmonise the impulses, not to

annihilate either
;
and we know that these two impulses are

harmonised by the feeling of harmony or Conscience, which
therefore is for us the supreme moral criterion.

But thoug-h the
feeling&quot;

of Conscience is, according to

Fichte, sufficient as empirical proof of the truth of moral con

victions, still a Rational science of Morals requires that our
duties be deduced from the conception of the impulse to

freedom, which is the ground conception of the Eg-o itself.

That is, the Science of Morals requires that the code of duties

be rationally deduced from the conception of Personality,
which is nothing- more than the freedom of the

Eg&quot;o.
Hence

the first law of morals is given by Fichte I must be an inde

pendent Person, and whatever forwards my personality shall

be used by me to that end. But in the conception of my own
personality are contained the three conceptions of causality

(throug-h the body) substantiality (i.e. , intelligent Being-) and
interaction (of one Person on another Person). From these

three conceptions we obtain the three laws (i) to use the

body for the sake of morality, and so to avoid insensibility on
the one hand, and pleasure for pleasure s sake on the other

;

(2) to develop our intelligence, since between intelligence and

morality there can be no opposition ; (3) to use other persons
not as means but as ends in themselves.



CHAPTER XIV

Till-: MORAL FACULTY

I)Y the Moral I&quot; acuity is meant that taruhv bv which we
know the moral character of human acts, The expres
sion

&quot;

Moral Faculty is sometimes, though not

commonly, used to indicate the faculty in which good
and evil reside, or that faculty which elicits good and
evil acts namelv, the will. But at present we are deal

ing with tin- faculty which elicits judgments about good
and evil or, as it is called, the facultv of moral judg
ment. It we have not headed the present chapter with

the title
&quot;

the- faculty of moral judgment,&quot; and thereby

prevented all possibility o! ambiguity, the reason is

that bv such an expression we might seem to anticipate
a conclusion which we shall have to establish in the

present chapter viz., that the moral faculty is one of

judgment and not a sense or instinct. This, we think,

is sufficient reason for speaking of the present chapter
as an enquiry into the

&quot;

moral facultv
&quot;

simply.
Xow, from what has been already said on the meaning

of the moral ll

good
&quot; and the nature of the moral

criterion, the reader will have no difficulty in surmising
what the moral facultv is. \Ye have said that by moral

goodness is meant conformity between the human act

and man s ultimate end, or between our acts and the

law that is imposed upon us by our final end. And as

the ultimate end of man and the law which that end

imposes are known only through Intellect, so Intellect

or Reason is the faculty by which the human mind

judges of morality. Laws are not presented to the

448
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human mind as facts are, immediately and intuitively.

Neither is the human mind directed to the fulfilment of

taw as animals are by the compulsion of inner instinct.

In the case of man, the knowledge of a law and direction

of conduct by means of law always imply reasoning,

and, therefore, the Moral Faculty will be that faculty by
.which we are enabled to elicit reasoned judgments about

good and evil.

And the truth of this proposition should be abundantly
evident to us even from experience. For in ordinary
life determination of morality involves, as we know, the

reasoned application of one or many general laws to an

individual case, and these laws are even quoted in justifi

cation of our action whenever we are questioned about

it. The same laws which we give in justification of our

action are the premisses by which we reason that we are

right in performing them. Reason, then, is the faculty

by which the human mind determines what is right and

wrong in human action.

Now, we need not say that in regarding Reason as

the moral faculty we are far from claiming infallibility

for this faculty. For Reason may go wrong in the

sphere of morals just as it ma} in the sphere of

Physical Science. But Reason in the sphere of morals

is as reliable as in any other sphere, and can lead

the mind to certitude in simple as well as in complex
cases, unless, indeed, the case be exceedingly complex,
in which case the fault lies not with Reason, but either

with the way in which the materials of our moral judg
ments are presented to us, or with the will, since often

the will forces the Reason to issue judgments on only a

slender examination of the case, judgments which of

itself the Reason wrould not have issued.

The moral faculty is, therefore, the faculty of Reason
or intellect. It is fundamentally that very faculty by
which we carry on our deductions in Mathematics or in

any other science outside the sphere of morals. And
what is called Conscience is merely the act which is

elicited when we use this faculty on moral matters the

2 F
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act, namely, by which we judge whether an act is good
or bad. Moral judgments, therefore, are nothing but

the judgments of our ordinary Reason and intellect.

But Conscience is a particular function of our intellect,

for in morals we have to do not with speculative truth

but with human actions. Hence, Conscience is called

an act not of the speculative but of the practical intellect.

But that practical intellect of which Conscience is a

function is the ordinary practical intellect the very
same intellect which tells a man what to do or to

avoid in ordinary extra-moral questions of the business

of life how, for instance, he ought to invest his money,
or carry on a business, or preserve his health. Some
Ethirians, indeed, speak of the act of Conscience as if it

were a different thing subjectively from all other acts of

the practical intellect, as if Conscience possessed a

certain sacredness and authority based on the nature of

the faculty itself which are present in no other intellec

tual act. The fact is that the sacredness which attaches

to the act of conscience comes to it not from the faculty
which elicits the act but from the object to which the act

refers viz., the
&quot;

good
&quot; and duty. From the object

of the moral faculty, indeed, there comes an element of

sacredness which is not to be found in the object of any
other faculty. But the act of conscience, as an act, or

the faculty in which that act resides, and from which it

springs, is not more sacred taken in itself than the

common practical or the speculative Reason which we
use in Mathematics and the other Sciences. Conscience

is an act of the
&quot;

sicca lux intellectus
&quot; and no more.

The moral faculty, then, we repeat, is the faculty of

Reason or the practical intellect the same faculty as

that which guides us in business matters in matters of

ordinary human prudence.
We now go on to consider some of the more promi

nent of those theories on the nature of the moral faculty

which are in direct opposition to the ethical theory of

Aristotle and Aquinas. But before doing so we wish

to say that if, as is customary with modern Ethicians,
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;and even with some Scholastic writers, we should in the

following pages speak of Conscience as a faculty instead

of as an act we are speaking of Conscience only in a

loose sense, for, strictly speaking, conscience is an act,

an act of the Practical Reason whereby a man recognises
that certain things are good and to be done, others evil

&amp;lt;md to be avoided.

(a) Theory of a distinct in oral faculty.
That there is a special faculty for the perception of

Ethical distinctions amongst acts, and for that end

alone, has been the assumption underlying many
Ethical theories both ancient and modern. What that

faculty is, whether it is a perceptive sense, a feeling
* or

sentiment, a spiritual power, or even a Divine power
transcending, yet dwelling in, human nature, are ques
tions in which schools have been much divided.

Jouffroi claimed that it was a sense akin to the ordinary

five; Fichte and Bradley that it was a rational sentiment

or feeling; Reid and Hutcheson that it was a sense of a

decidedly spiritual nature, more affective than percep

tive, but distinct from every other faculty within us
;

More, that it was a purely spiritual faculty, worthy of a

separate name, the
&quot; boniform faculty to distinguish

it off from the ordinary Reason to which it is allied.

But on one matter these theories are all in agreement

viz., on the originality of the moral faculty that is, on

its separateness from every other faculty and on the

limited character of the function assigned to it that of

-cognising moral distinctions, or rather the moral

qualities of acts.

We shall now adduce some of the arguments on which

this theory of a distinct moral faculty is based. f

Argument (i) The Moral faculty has a certain influ-

&quot;

If we speak of feeling s as a faculty, we use the word faculty
&quot;

in a very wide sense indeed.

t The first three arguments here g-iven are taken from Hume s

&quot;&quot; Treatise on Human Nature,&quot; the fourth from Macintosh, the fifth from

Butler. Hume has other arguments also, but they are too trifling to

merit serious attention. All the arguments here given are meant to serve

a double purpose first, to show that Reason is not the Moral faculty ;

secondly, to prove that the function of the Moral faculty is distinct.
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cnce over conduct that is, is itself a spring of moral
action, whilst Reason is not a spring of action. Reason,
therefore, and the moral faculty cannot be one and the

same. Hutcheson goes even farther than I fume in this

matter, and declares that not only is Conscience an

impulse- that is, a spring of action but that it is

supreme amongst all impulses commanding and over

ruling all the rest, so that we have but to follow this

impulse to be sure we arc doing the right. Wundt also

insists that no intellectual facultv could be a motive of

action, and that consequently Conscience could not be
the ordinarv intellectual facultv.

We reply that if the Moral faeultv were the specula
tive intellect it could not possiblv be a spring of action.

But then- is a practical as well as a speculative Reason;
and the 1 unction of the practical Reason is to tell a man
the means that will lead him to, and are necessary to,

any particular end. Conscience is an act of the practical
Reason. Tt tells us our dutv or what will lead us to our

ultimate end. It tells us what acts are good, and good
being naturallv appetible to the will, it is therebv in-

directlv a spring ot action. Conscience is, therefore, a

spring ot action. But it is a spring of action in a very

particular sense. First, it is a spring of action not as

Reason simply, but as practical Reason; and secondly,
it moves to action not subjectively as the passions move
one, but objectively i.e., by putting before the will

objects to be desired. The spring of action, then, in the

case of Conscience lies rather in the object than in the

Reason, for Conscience merely determines what objects

ought be pursued that is, what objects should be

allowed to move the will.

Argument (2) The second argument for the existence

of a distinct moral faculty is that if virtues and vices (in

the sense of good and bad acts) mean respectively agree
ment and disagreement with Reason, then, since agree
ment or disagreement with Reason does not admit of

* As Cudworth regarded it.
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degrees, virtues and vices could admit of no degrees,
and sins should be all equal. But sins are not all equal.

Therefore, virtue does not mean agreement with Reason,
and Reason is not the Moral Faculty.
We reply (i) The question of greater and less in sins

and virtues is not a very easy one, and we shall deal with

it in its proper place. Clearly, however, merely positing
a new faculty for the perception of morality does not

remove that difficulty. (2) Virtue * does not, strictly

speaking, mean agreement with Reason, but direction to

die Ultimate end, and Vice, movement awav from it.

And as divergence from an end admits of degrees,
so there can be degrees of vice, and, therefore,

inequality between sins. But even in the sense of agree
ment and disagreement with Reason, virtue and vice

may admit of degrees. For since in ordinary commer
cial and political affairs

&quot;

rational
&quot; and &quot;

irrational
&quot;

admit of degrees, one action being wiser or more

prudent than another, there is no reason why the same
should not be the case in the sphere of moral action.

The only difference between the two spheres is that,

whereas morals relate primarily to the ultimate end of

life, commerce and politics refer more directly to

intermediate ends.

Argument (3) If morality is a relation f cognised by
Reason, then wherever that relation is discovered it

should be recognised as moral. If, for instance, the sin

of ingratitude is a relation cognised by Reason, then

wherever that same relation is recognised, even in

inanimate nature, it should be called sinful. So we
should call the acorn morally vicious for growing up
and destroying the parent oak, just as sons are morally
vicious who prove ungrateful to their parents. But the

*
&quot;Virtue&quot; is spoken of by Hume in the sense of the &quot;

i^
ood,&quot;

&quot;which meaning
1 we adopt here and in other places in this work for the

sake of argument. The strict meaning&quot; of Virtue as a habit of the

appetite will be found in our chapter on the Virtues.

f Hume takes it for granted here that if the moral faculty be

Jv^ason, morals must consist in a relation, and vice versa, if morality is

-a relation, the moral faculty must be the faculty of Reason.
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action of the acorn is not recognised as morally vicious.

Therefore, morality is not cognised by Reason.

Reply It is not true that Reason must judge of the

ungrateful son as it judges of the acorn. For (i) Reason
is aware that without freedom there can be no morality.

Killing, even in the case of man, is not regarded as

immoral unless it be free; and since the action of the

acorn is determined it cannot be regarded as immoral.

(2) Even were the killing of the parent oak tree a free

and imptitable action, it need not necessarily be morally
evil. Acts that are natural to one agent may not be
natural to another, and nature is the standard of moral

good and evil.

Argument (4) Objects that are formally different re

quire distinct faculties for their perception. Thus
colour requires one faculty for its perception, sound
another. But the good is distinct from the useful, the

beautiful, and all other relations that are perceived by
intellect. Therefore, the ordinary intellect cannot

cognise moral good and evil.

Reply Pushed to its logical extreme, this means that

the beautiful should be perceived by one faculty, the

useful by another, mathematical relations by another,

political relations by another, and so on a special
facultv for each distinct relation. \av, each distinct

moral virtue should have its own special faculty, and

consequently there could, on this theory, be no one

faculty of moralitv, but an infinite number of faculties.

Such a view is evidently extreme. We may also remark
that not every distinction in object requires a distinction

in faculty. One faculty suffices for the perception of

red, and green, and yellow. And so, one faculty suffices

for the perception of all relations, including the moral

relation of
&quot;

act to ultimate end.&quot;

Argument (5) Butler s argument is one which we
have already referred to, and we shall have occasion to

speak of it later on in the present chapter. We shall,

* For distinctions in the faculties dependent upon distinction of

formal object, see Father Maher s &quot;

Psychology.&quot;
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therefore, deal with it only very briefly here. The moral

faculty, he tells us
(&quot; Analogy,&quot; page 378), is

&quot;

a faculty
in kind and nature supreme over all others, and one

which bears its own authority for being so.&quot; That is,

Conscience transcends every other natural faculty in man
from the special function of direction and superinten
dence which it has from nature. Conscience is the

source of the categorical imperative, and in commanding
us it proclaims its own authority not only over every
other faculty in man, but over man as a whole. It

cannot, therefore, be identified with intellect. It is sui

generis and independent.

Reply Butler is not always quite consistent on the

question of the function of Conscience, for he tells us

also that the three functions of Conscience are judgment,

direction, and superintendence and judgment is cer

tainly a function of intellect. Again, he calls Con

science the faculty of cool self-love. That is, it is a

deliberating faculty. But deliberation appertains to

Intellect. As to the particular argument before us let it

suffice to say that Conscience is not a dictatorial (in

Butler s sense of the term) but a judging faculty. Con

science points out to me what I ought to do and what

acts are good or bad. It tells me that I must do certain

things just in the same way as my Reason tells me I

must take a certain road to a town with the difference

that in the former case the judgment is categorical, in

the other case it is hypothetical. Conscience, therefore,

is not supreme over the other faculties. It is simply the

faculty of Practical Reason, or, to speak more precisely,

it is the act of that faculty.

These are the main arguments in favour of a distinct

moral faculty. They are used to show that the faculty

must be something distinct from Reason, but they do

not determine what in particular the faculty is. We now

proceed to discuss some of the several theories that have

been offered on the particular nature of the distinct

Moral faculty of Conscience.
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(b) Conscience a moral feeling or group of feelings.
&quot;

Conscience/ says Mill,
&quot;

is when the PAIN attendant

on the violation of duty is disinterested, and confined to

the pure idea of duty and not to any particular form of

it.&quot;

&quot;

Conscience,&quot; writes Leslie Stephen,
&quot;

is the

group of feelings that makes conformity to the moral

law pleasant and non-conformity painful.&quot; It is, says

Eichte, the feeling of harmony between the pure and the

natural impulses in man. &quot;

Conscience,&quot; says Hume,
is not the work of judgment, but of the heart.&quot;

Hume also calls Conscience &quot;humanity,&quot; meaning not

the 1 niversal man or the l
T

niversal Reason, but
&quot; humaneness &quot;

or the
&quot;

Altruistic feelings/ Brown
tells us that Conscience is not a sense proper but the

&quot;susceptibility of moral emotion.&quot; And even those

Ethicians who have claimed for Conscience a double

character namelv, that it is a facultv of judgment or of

Reason, and also a feeling vet make it (juile clear that

ieeling is the primarv Junction, Reason a secondary.
This certainlv is the view adopted bv Butler and
Warburton. In their theories Reason is regarded as

something that merely
&quot;

improves upon the dictates of

the moral sense,&quot; either, as Burlamaqui contends,
&quot;

to

enable us the better to discern and comprehend the true

rule oi conduct,&quot; or, as Warburton puts it, &quot;to show that

the love and hatred excited bv the moral sense were not

capricious in their operations, but that in the essential

properties of their objects there was a specific differ

ence.&quot; f All these theories agree in maintaining that

Conscience is a feeling of some sort or other. And in

support of this view we often find adduced certain factors

of man s moral life which, it is said, each of us can

discover in his own inner experience.
*

I.e., principally.
tWe would also class under the present theory such explanations

of Conscience as make of it an undefined habit or series of habits,
which become conscious on the presence of certain stimuli. Thus
Professor Royce defines Conscience as &quot;a well-knit system of socially
acquired habits of estimating: acts, a system so constituted as to
be easily aroused into conscious presence by the coming- of the idea
of a certain act.&quot;
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GROUNDS FOR THIS THEORY.* These facts are (i) that the

.
most prominent element in our moral consciousness is the

feeling of disgust or of
liking&quot;

with which we contemplate
acts usually designated bad or good, and the feelings of

sorrow and joy experienced when we ourselves are the

authors of those acts. (2) A certain vagueness in the attesta

tion of Conscience, notwithstanding the fact that people
have the full use of Reason and have a full conviction of the

moral character of an act
; thus, men say that they know

not why an act is bad, but the} firmly believe it to be so.

But vagueness, we are told, is a characteristic of feeling not
of Reason. (3) The fact that Conscience often seems to

oppose Reason and all the cognitive faculties. By Reason
men come to the conclusion that such and such an act is lawful

For them
;

still some power deeper than their Reason, some
feeling&quot;

which refuses to be quelled within them by Reason,
will often proclaim that it is not lawful. This is the kk

still

small voice
&quot;

of Conscience which often speaks uncompro
misingly and clearly even against our o\vn well-reasoned

judgments. (4) The fact that whereas Conscience grows and
declines with feeling, it seems not to grow with Reason, but

rather to lose in sharpness and delicacy as Reason grows
more acute. Thus, Conscience is much keener in childhood
than in later years, and, as a rule, is not at all so sensitive in

the enlightened as in the uninstructed. Reason and Con
science, therefore, do not seem to gTow and decline together.
But feeling, like Conscience, is strongest in childhood, and
both feeling- and conscience decline together, one in the

sense of becoming&quot; more controllable, the other in the sense
of becoming less responsive as Reason develops. Later on

again, as Reason begins to decline, the feeling s (of old people)
become stronger (for old people are g-enerally more sensitive),
whilst Conscience also seems to grow more sensitive, tending
even to the side of timidity and scrupulosity. Thus Con
science and feeling grow and decline together. (5) Moral
value in acts is unintelligible except in reference to

teeling&quot;

i.e., to Feelings of pleasure and pain. Consequent!} the

perception of value must be a
feeling&quot;.

For these reasons it is held that Conscience is an inner

feeling implanted in man originally by nature and

purely independent and self-assertive.

* It is not easy to find formal written defences of the theory of

Conscience now under discussion, nor indeed of any of the theories of

Conscience criticised in the present chapter. Many writers of this school

{for instance, M. Levy Bruhl and Leslie Stephen) simply assume that

Conscience is a feeling. The above reasons have been g-iven to us for

Ihe most part in controversies on the subject.
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Disproof of the theory thai Conscience is a feeling.

Against this view we urge the following arguments :

(i) Feelings, as opposed to the attestations of a sense,
and the cognitions of intellect, are wholly unperceptive.
Pain is a feeling, and pain is not perceptive of anything;
it is only itself a perceived state of the organism. So the

feelings of approbation and of blame that accompany
certain actions are not perceptive. They are merely the

tendency of the appetite to some actions as to suitable -

from otliers as from unsuitable -ends. Now, if Con
science be anything it is perceptive or cognitive. In no
other way than through a cognitive faculty can we come
lo know the moral qualities of acts. Cognition is the

primary and essential function of the Moral Faculty.

(2) When ignorant of or in doubt about the moral law
we do not seek&quot; to remove our ignorance and our doubt

by stirring up the moral feelings within us, or bv seek

ing to sharpen up our faculty of feeling for its work, but

rather bv using our reasoning lacultv -bv arguing
trom premiss to conclusion. Moreover, it is worthy of

remark- that when, alter such reasoning AV do at length
discover the moral qualitv of the act, we sometimes

experience those very same feelings of approbation and

disapproval which our opponents describe as the funda

mental factor in the perception of good and evil. It is

scarcely possible, we maintain, that these feelings should

in one case be the source of our moral judgment and in

another case the result of it. (3) \Yhere feelings dwell

in distinct faculties they are easily distinguishable from

one another. But when 1 different feelings belong to the

same faculty, then it is not easy to distinguish them in

consciousness from one another. Thus, in the organic

feelings, it is very hard to say what is the painful and
what the pleasant element, though pleasure and pain are

often present together, making up one confused mass of

organic feelings. Now, in the case of the moral act,

there must be innumerable counter-feelings of pleasure
and pain arising out of the various parts of the act

for instance, in the case of stealing pleasure that we
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are grown richer sympathy for him that is robbed,

&c. But out from all these stands the moral judgment,
which condemns the act in its totality even the pleasur

able parts of it, and the force of this moral disapproval
within me I know to a nicety that is, I know it to

be absolute, that it outweighs in value everything else

in the way of feeling which the act excites within me.

If, then, the perception of morality is a feeling, how am
T able to pick that element out from the whole mass of

feelings which the act excites in me ? If moral percep

tion be a feeling it should follow the laws of feeling. But

it certainly is not according to the laws of feeling that one

element in it should stand out, in all cases, quite distinct

from the rest in the way in which the moral perception

stands out. To answer that morality is a feeling sui

generis, and that consequently it need not follow the

ordinary laws of feeling, is merely to stick blindly to an

hypothesis and to refuse to submit it to any known
scientific test. (4) Often our most important moral per

ceptions are not accompanied by any feeling whatsoever.

This is the clear testimony of experience, and it proves
that feeling is not the essential factor in moral percep
tion. (5) History shows that men have been known to

persist in doing good heroically even when on their own

testimony their feelings were neutral or even opposing.

However, though Conscience is fundamentally an

intellectual act, based chiefly on intellectual considera

tions, it is, as we have already shown, guided in a

secondary way by feelings.
Let us now briefly answer the arguments of our

opponents.

(i) Disgust and liking the most prominent clement in

moral consciousness. The feeling of disgust and liking,

we reply, are not the most prominent element in moral

disapproval and approval, but rather the judgment of

disapprobation and of approval. Often, as we have just

pointed out, in approving an act we have very little feel

ing either of disgust or of liking, and, as a rule, such

feeling becomes prominent only when some person is a
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beneficiary under our act.&quot;*&quot; Even, however, were this

feeling uniformly prominent, that would not necessarily
establish the priority of feeling in our moral perceptions.
For ieeling arouses a consciousness of itself more easily
than judgment, because to creatures of flesh and blood

ihe sensuous is nearer and more exciting than the coldly
rational. Hut the more prominent dement is not always
the mi &amp;gt;re essential.

(2) Moral consciousness vague.- -Vagueness, we reply,
can affect a man s rational convictions and judgments
just as well as it affects his feelings. Vagueness attaches

to many acts that are undoubtedly intellectual, such as

our views of business methods and relations. Vague
ness is, in lact, nothing mure, generally speaking, than

uncertain or badl\ -digested knowledge.

(.}) Mural conviction often opposes Keuson.We
reply Reason has power to oppo.se and criticise its own
work, and, therefore, our moral coin-id ions, though
opposed to some ads ot Reason, mav still be themselves

convictions of our Reason. It is not feeling, for

instance, that revolts against dishonest or plainly insuffi

cient reasoning in science, but rather one s better judg
ment, which plainlv belongs to Reason. Reasoning, it

should be remembered, is often dishonest, because the

will and passions can exercise a certain control over the

reasoning power and extort judgments from it which the

premisses are far from warranting. As a rule, however,
we are not without consciousness of the unfairness done
to the reasoning facultv in such cases, and it is this

consciousness which enables the reasoning faculty or the

conscience still to accuse us of wrongdoing, even when
we have already judged that a certain course of action is

lawful for us. Even, therefore, though conscience

opposes our Reasoning, it may still itself be an act of the

reasoning faculty.

(4) Reason and Conscience do not grow together.

* The question on which some modern Kthieians seem to lay so much
stress whether the moral judgment is always accompanicd\)\ feeling&quot;

is in our view not a question of any Ethical importance.
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Conscience and the feelings do. We reply (a) Even if

it were true that as Reason develops Conscience becomes
less tender, Conscience might still be an act of the

Reasoning faculty, since it is possible
1 for Reason to

develop in one department and at the same time to

decline in another. And morals, it should be remem

bered, are only one department of Reason. (6) Also the

parallelism between the growth of feeling and Con
science is purely imaginary. The least conscientious

man may have the very deepest feelings. Children are

in general much less conscientious than grown people,

though they are more sensitive, and on some points of

Morals even more scrupulous than grown people. Also,

it is untrue that educated people, whose Reasons it is

supposed are more highly developed, are less conscien

tious than others. In matters of Conscience it is difficult

to draw conclusions about large classes of people every

thing depends on the individual. If educated people
seem as a body less conscientious than others, this

apparent want in moral discernment is to be explained

by the fact that, accustomed as they are to deal in the

larger affairs of Society where often it is not easy to deter

mine a man s obligation, and where custom has come to

recognise and even to legalise a certain broadness of

spirit that has somewhat of the appearance of laxity, they
often seem to border closely upon the unscrupulous when
in reality they are well within the moral boundary.

Conscience, therefore, though not always developed in

proportion to the General Reason, is not a feeling. It is

one special function of the practical intellect.

(5) Moral value is determined by pleasure and pain.

This argument we have fully considered in our chapter

on Hedonism. Pleasure is not our sole end. And even

if pleasure were our only object of desire all
&quot;

value
&quot;

would still not depend on feeling. Some pleasures are

intellectual, not feelings of the senses.*

* An argument which is sometimes adduced is that conscience is a

spring- of action and consequently must be a feeling-. We have, however,

already shown that Reason as well as feeling- can be a spring- of action.
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(c] Conscience a sense facility.
&quot;

Sensistic morals&quot; and the theory of a &quot;moral

sense
&quot;

are not one and the same. As a rule the expres
sion

&quot;

sensistic morals &quot;

is applied to the theory that

moral goodness is sensuous pleasure and moral badness
sensuous pain. But the theory of a moral sense, which
we are now considering, is the theory that in man there

is a special sense faculty tor (he perception of good and
evil. This moral sense theorv is loftier and purer than

the Hedonistic svstem, since whereas in (he Hedonistic

system morality is subjective, selfish, relative, and

alterable, morality on the moral sense theorv is regarded
as something objective and inherent in our acts, some

thing that transcends everv consideration of advantage
or utilitv whether of the individual or of the race, some

thing, then-lore, worth pursuing in and for itself. But

what we have to discuss now is not the nobility or purity
of the moral sense theorv, but its truth.

The &quot;moral sense
1

theory of Conscience is not

alwavs easilv distinguishable from the theorv just

criticised of &quot;Conscience a moral feeling.&quot; Speaking

broadly, the moral sense, as described bv those Ethicians

whom we are now considering, is as distinct from moral

feeling as the material senses are distinct from material

feelings. Thus the senses are primarily perceptive
faculties; the feelings are primarily affective. Whilst,

however, the upholders of this present theory make a

perception through sense the more original element in

Conscience, some of them hold that it also includes feel

ings arising out of this sense perception. In so far as

this theory includes a feeling-element in Conscience it is

identical with the Moral feeling theory of Conscience,

and stands or falls with that theory. We now limit our

selves to the theory that Conscience is a sense faculty.

The theorv of
&quot; Conscience a moral sense

&quot;

has

many forms. With Hutcheson the moral sense is

described as a faculty which not only reveals to us the

general laws of good and evil, but also
&quot;

diffuses itself

through all the conditions of life and every part of
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it&quot;* that is, it recognises the morality of every par
ticular act. Brown and Reid, on the other hand, con

sider that the moral sense is capable of perceiving only

general rules of morality. f Then, too, to emphasise
another point of distinction, with Robinet, the moral

sense is regarded as purely material a sixth sense on a

par with the five external senses
; whilst with Reid and

Hutcheson it is a spiritual sense and quite different from
what are known as the material senses. Putting aside

now all minor questions about the particular nature and

qualities of the moral sense, we shall confine our atten

tion to this one question Is the moral faculty a sense

faculty i.e., a non-intellectual faculty? Can we

cognise morality by a sense as we cognise colour by sight
and perfumes by smell ? We reply that we cannot

;
that

the moral faculty is not a sense. For
i. Every sense has its own particular object, which

object is always some corporeal or material quality. By
vision we see colour, by hearing sound. No sense has

relation as its formal object. Now, moral goodness is in

its essence a relation the relation of an act to man s last

end, and this can be the proper object of an intellectual

faculty alone. It may, indeed, be said that sight per
ceives the spatial relations of position between one
coloured body and another, and hearing a relation of

pitch between different notes. It does not follow, how
ever, that moral relations are also cognisable by a sense,

for local relations are relations between material objects,
and if sight perceives relations of space it is because,

primarily and directly, it perceives the bodies as

coloured, space being an attribute of material bodies.

But morality is a relation subsisting not between body
and body, but between act and end, or, more precisely

still, between the internal act or act of the will (which
sense cannot perceive), and an end which is also unper-

* &quot; On Human Nature,&quot; Chapter I.

f On the question of the object of the Moral Sense, these moral sense
Ethicians are as undecided as they are divided from one another.

J Curiously enough the Moral sense, according- to Reid, gives the

general principles of Morality, Reason gives the particular conclusions.
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ceivable by sense. All that the eye, for instance, can
see is the clatter plunged into a body, but murder itself,

in so far as it is immoral, lies primarily in an act of the

will directing us to kill something which ought not be

killed. This inner relation the senses cannot perceive.
That, therefore 1

, which is primarily and essentially the

seat ot morality in human action is out of the reach of the

senses altogether. Consequently, morality cannot be

cognised bv sense.

2. Alanv acts arc bad merelv because tliev are for

bidden-/^ ., they become bad through a positive law

directed against them. Now, the act of will involved in

such acts is as trulv bad as are offences against tin: laws

ol nature. But recanted in it sell the act that is done is

exactlv what it would be were there no law forbidding it.

The facultv, therefore, that distinguishes between the

moral qualitv of these acts before and after legislation
directed against them must be capable not onlv of per

ceiving the act done but also of appreciating the binding

power of legislation. And since this is impossible to

sense, the moral facultv cannot be a sense.

3. It is a.s directed against the mural sense theorv now
under discussion, and not against the theorv of a rational

moral faculty, that Hume s celebrated difficulty assumes

importance, if, Hume argues, immorality be a definite

relation cognised bv Reason, then wherever that par
ticular relation happens to be realised, whether in a free

or a determined subject, a conscious or an unconscious

one, the Reason should instantly recognise its immo

rality. Now, we have seen that this argument does not

hold in the case of Reason, since Reason is able to dis

tinguish between conscious and deliberate violations of a

law and mere unconscious action, and, therefore, though
we condemn ingratitude in men we do not condemn
the acorn which kills the parent oak. But, on the other

hand, if sense were the faculty by which morality is per

ceived, it should be affected in the same way towards the

ingratitude of a son who ill-treats his father and the

ingratitude of an acorn which rises up to destroy the
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parent oak. For a sense could not realise, as Reason
can, that in one case the act was conscious and free and
in the other unconscious and determined. Its judgment,
therefore, should be the same in regard to both cases.
But we know from experience that the moral faculty is

able to distinguish clearly the merits of the two cases.&quot; It

is able to recognise that, whereas the action of the acorn
is not a crime, ingratitude is a crime. Hence, the moral

faculty is not a sense.

4. The senses perceive by direct intuition. All, there

fore, that we shall have to say later against intuitive

morals tells equally well against this theory of a moral
sense as against the intuitive theory generally. Thus, if

man be endowed with a special sense faculty for the per

ception of morality, there is no reason why the morality
of certain acts should remain completely hidden from
him whilst the morality of others is knowable. Yet
there are acts the morality of which is not known. The
other arguments against the Intuitionist theory we need
not anticipate here.

We see, therefore, that sense is wholly inadequate to

the fulfilling of the most essential functions of the moral

faculty. Of course it might be argued that the moral

sense is sui generis and not in anything like the other

senses, and that consequently we should not, as in the

foregoing arguments, expect it to follow the laws of the

other senses e.g., that a sense perceives only what is

material, that it perceives only the external element of

acts, not the internal, &c. We answer, as before, that

such a style of argument is quite illogical, and that it

springs from an unwillingness to submit a theory to any
kind of serious scientific test. There are, if we might

adopt an analogy from Physical Science, arguments that

go to prove that electricity is not a fluid, which argu

ments, of course, presuppose certain essential character

istics in fluids which are not to be found in electricity.

What would be thought of the scientist who would

answer these arguments by claiming that though elec

tricity is a fluid, it is a fluid sui generis, and has none of

2 G
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the characteristics of other fluids? The plain answer
is If it has none of the characteristics of other fluids it

is not a fluid. So if the moral faculty be a sense it will

exhibit at least those essential qualities that characterise

all the other senses. If it has none of these it is not a

sense.

(d) Conscience the universal or impersonal Reason.
The tendency of certain schools of modern Ethics is to

regard the individual Conscience as merely a phase or

moment in the Universal Reason, which latter, it is

asserted, is the only true and genuine Conscience -the

only Conscience to be followed and believed. This

universalisation of Conscience is not always expressed
in the same way by Ethicians, and consequently it is

often not easy to find anything like common ground
amongst theories which are usually classed as Univer
sal istic. Thus Hegel describes conscience as

&quot;

the

objective Universal Spirit&quot;; Clifford,* as &quot;the voice

of the tribal self
&quot;

; Leslie Stephen, as
&quot;

the utterance of

the public spirit of the race.&quot; These latter two expres
sions represent, indeed, modified forms of the Univer
sal istic theory of Conscience which at present we shall

not further consider. Our examination will be confined

to the theory expressly stated by some Transcendentalists

and Monists and implicitly held by all, that Conscience
is the Universal Reason, the absolute Reason in which
all things subsist and through which they come into

Being.
Criticism We shall here set forth just one of the

arguments adducible against this theory of the

Universal Conscience.&quot; f If men be ruled by a single
universal conscience it is impossible that they should con-

* Quoted by Mackenzie.
t As we are here dealing- with moral questions only, it is not in our

province at present to disprove the general Metaphysical theory (advo
cated by Green and others) that there exists a Universal Eg-o or Self in

which all individual seh cs subsist. This theory has been severely
handled by many modern Ethicians, notably by Professor Taylor in his
4 Problems of Conduct.&quot; Here we can only examine the question on its

moral side. See, however, note, page 434, also chapter on Evolutionist

Ethics, pag-e 429.
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sciously entertain opposed moral beliefs, Now that there

are such differences in our moral beliefs will not readily
be denied. The question then is How could these

differences be reconciled with the theory that there is but

one single conscience existing amongst men, since if

there be but one Universal Moral Conscience it is in that

one conscience that such opposed beliefs must consciously
reside? Opposition between judgments consciously
entertained are possible only in some one of the three

following ways (i) same principle of judgment i.e.,

same mind judging, same time condition, but distinction

in the objects about which one judges.* Thus a man
could judge that one object is white and that another is

not white. That two and two are four, and that two and
three are not four.f (2) Same principle or mind judg
ing, same object of judgment, but difference in time con

ditions. Thus, about a particular object the same
intellect can elicit one judgment to-day and its exact con

tradictory to-morrow. (3) Identity of object and time,

but difference in the judging principle, as when many
minds hold various opinions simultaneously about the

same subject-matter. We can, of course, have dis

tinctions under all three heads together distinction of

knowing mind, of time, and of object, and correspond

ingly different acts of judgment. But where the

judging intellect is one, the time one, and the object one,

a qualitative opposition in the conscious moral judgment
becomes absolutely impossible. Indeed, in any mind
there can be but one conscious act of judgment at any
particular moment, and it could no more be positive and

negative than an object could at the same time be black

and white. Hence, if the conscience of all men be one,

it is quite impossible that at one and the same time there

could be opposing conscious moral convictions about any

* NOTE. If the subject be out of all-time conditions, as is supposed
in the theory of the &quot;Timeless Self,&quot; then the laws stated above in

(i) and (3) hold good. For such a being any contradiction once effected

or asserted is eternal.

fThis is &quot;opposition&quot; only in a very loose sense of the term

opposition of quality in judgments.
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particular subject-matter. Hut contradictory judgments
do exist in the consciousness of different men. There
fore, the theory of the Universal Conscience is untrue.

To this argument there are three replies which \ve must
consider :

I. There is, in the first place, the obvious reply that the
&quot;

Absolute,&quot; as the Monists or Transcendentalists teach, eon-

tains many indrcidudh. Now, individuals are opposed to

one another, consequently it is possible that an Absolute

Consciousness should contain many different and opposed
moral judgments also.

/[
&amp;lt; rejoin. ((/} The Monistic theory that all individuals

are contained as parts in the one all-embracing
1 Absolute is

untrue and impossible. The disproof of this theory, however,
belongs to Metaphysics not to Fthics. (/;) Kven it it were
true that many individuals could subsist in the one Absolute

it does not follow that manv contradictor} judgments
could subsist in the one consciousness, for individuals are not

opposed in the same sense in which contradictor} judg
ments are opposed. Individuals are opposed in the sense

that one is not and could not be the other. Contradictory

judgments are opposed in the sense that it one is true the

other is false. Individuals, therefore, can exist together in

the one \\orld. But contradictories cannot subsist consciously

together in the one mind.

II. A sccont/ reply to our argument that there cannot be a

single Universal Conscience, since such a Conscience should

consciously harbour .opposed moral judgments, is given by
Fichte as follows : Conscience is not a judging faculty at all,

and consequently a universal conscience could not contradict

itself* even though all consciences were contained in it.

&quot;Conscience,&quot; Fichte writes, &quot;is no power of judgment,&quot;

its office is legislative not judicial. It does not tell us what
is right, but it commands us to do the right and tor the sake

of the right. In Kantian language (Fichte only develops
Rant s own view) Conscience is not a judgment proper, but

the &quot;pure
form of the moral judgment.&quot; Its act is not a

judgment that something is good, but an imperative to do the

good for the sake of duty. It is what Laas calls the &quot;

pure

empty form of scrupulosity.&quot; To know what is the good or

our duty in any particular case is, according&quot; to Fichte, the

work not of conscience but of a man s individual Reason ^

and it is in that work alone that error and variation appear.

* &quot; Science of Kthic^,&quot; av iS.
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The^commancl to do the good is a necessary dictate of every
man s conscience. Hence, it is possible that all individual
consciences should be contained as parts in the one Universal
or Absolute Conscience, nor need the diversity of men s

judgments on moral matters render the Universal Conscience
a repository of contradictory moral decisions. To this second

argument we rejoin as follows : We take it for granted
that since a man docs sometimes reason on moral matters,
and since in these cases his conclusions are expressions of

some particular duty assertions, namely, that something is to

be done two premisses at least are required from which to

reason one, that the good is to be done, another, that this

act is good. Two things follow (a) that our two premisses
must both be judgments ; (b) that they must both reside in

the same faculty as that which draws the conclusion. For

(a] if the two premisses be one a judgment and another a

mere command, they could not yield a conclusion. Hence,
Conscience, in giving the premiss &quot;the good is to be done,&quot;

is a judicial and not a dictatorial faculty that is, its act is an act

of judgment, not a command, (b) The samefaculty thai draws
the conclusion, &quot;this ought be clone,&quot; must be the faculty
which issues the two judgments, &quot;the good ought be done&quot;

and &quot;

this is good.
&quot;

If not, no conclusion could be drawn.
And since the drawing of the conclusion is the work of the

individual Reason, so the law &quot;the good is to be clone

cannot come from the Universal Reason.
III. A third reply is given by Hegel, and is as follows : In

man, there is a double conscience one, the &quot; true conscience,&quot;

in which all men agree ;
the other, the &quot; moral conscience,&quot;

which is proper to each individual, and by which they may
differ. The first is the pure

&quot; Universal Conscience,&quot; the

second is the Universal Conscience working along with the

individual intellect in an individual mind. The first is always
true and cannot go wrong ;

the second may err,* but the

ground of the error is the individual element or individual

intellect the element which the Universal Conscience has

not wholly
&quot; taken up into itself&quot; or with which it is not

wholly identified.

Reply to Jfev el. Now, the question is are there in each

* &quot;

Philosophy of Right,&quot; page 131 (Dycle). The True or Universal

Conscience is none other than the State or the Ethical objective Spirit

(the absolute Universal) or a phase of it. Subjective or formal conscience

belongs to the individual. The first cannot err. It is
&quot; the disposition

to desire what is absolutely good.&quot; Subjective conscience should be
made to conform to the true conscience.

A full and interesting account of Hegel s theory is to be found in

Elsenhans &quot;

Entstehung des Gewissens.&quot;
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man two consciences, one the individual and one the Universal ?

No doubt, according to Hegel, the true Conscience is the State.

Hut this true conscience is supposed to be a formative principle
of the Individual Reason. Kor State and individual are,

according to Hegel, onlv phases of the Absolute. If, then, this

Universal Conscience exist at all it must exist in individuals.

It not \ve have nothing
1 to do with it, lor our present question

relates to errors in individual moral judgments, and Hegel s

theory is meant to sohe the difficulties of the individual error.

If, then, in the individual there arc two consciences, how is

it that when we do actually err in conscience we are never
conscious ol two judgments, one that ot the Universal Con
science (a true judgment), and one a judgment of the

individual and false? It the Universal Intellect be part of

ourselves or in ourselves, its judgment, it there be any, ought
be recognisable within us, and then there is no reason why
\\ e should not be conscious ot it in cases in which the indi

vidual Conscience falls into error. But when in error we are

conscious of one judgment only
- viz. , the faNe judgment and

hence we conclude that it (the false judgment) is the only one
which is issued in case ot error. Someone mav say that the

Universal Conscience is as yet not able to assert itself, so

buried is it in the Individual elements from which it is

struggling to free itself, and that hence its judgment may not

be able to rise above the threshold o! our Consciousness even

though it exists within us. Our reply is that it alter so many
years of development it has not vet sufficiently freed itself

within us, or sufficiently gained possession of us to make
itself felt or heard at least faintly and, as it were, from alar, it

is idle to hope that it is ever going to free itself or manifest

itself to us in any way. But in realitv there is no trace of

any such second judgment within us. It is the purest

imagination. There is present in our consciousness but one
moral judgment in the case ot each moral decision. What
then, if it exists, is the Universal Conscience doing? Its

judgment, it is maintained, is true
;
but where is its judgment

to be found ?
* And if it is not to be found, how is this

Universal Conscience known, or how is it part of us or

we part of it ? At all events, the individual Conscience being
the onlv one of which we have any knowledge, the individual

* The pure Universal Conscience, according to Hegel, finds its objec
tive expression in the State, not indeed in this or that State or anv State
that \ve know, but in the Universal State. To look, therefore, for attes

tations of the Universal Conscience in the laws of the State would bo

quite as irrational as searching- for them in our self-consciousness, for the

only States which we know are the individual States, just as the only
Conscience that we know is our individual conscience.
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conscience is the only one that does the work we have
attributed to conscience, and hence the judgments of the

Universal Conscience are of very little consequence to Moral
Science.

Again, there are such thing s as controversies upon moral
matters. Controversy means that two men, A. and B., have

opposite convictions, that these convictions are pitted one

against another, until finally one conviction namely, the false

one vanishes. Now, it is quite certain that he in whom a

particular conviction has vanished is conscious that the sub
stitution of another conviction for the one that is gone is the

work of the very same faculty as that which formerly was
convinced of the opposite view. That individual faculty there

fore which has now created in him the true view of the case is

the same that once was false. The true judgment and the

false belong to one and the same faculty. Further, as one of

these two opposing convictions grows stronger and stronger
the other of necessity grows weaker and weaker, until finally
it disappears. But the law of inverse proportion in opposing
characteristics holds only where the subject is a single unit.

If a thing be one, then increase of black on its surface means
diminution of white. But if the objects are two, no such law
of inverse proportion holds

;
one can be black and the other

white, and increase of white in one does not mean decrease

of black in the other. So neither could the law of inverse

proportion hold in the case in which a true moral judgment
replaces the false unless that very same faculty or thing
which was subject of the false judgment (on Hegel s own
confession the individual Reason) is subject also of the true.

It will be said, however, that our representation of this

theory of the Universal conscience is crude and inadequate,
that an individual man need not be conscious of this universal

intellect or its judgments, whilst yet it may so transform

individuals as gradually to harmonise all differences of moral

opinion and bring out the true scientific conviction of the

race. We can only say that, whether our account of it is

adequate or inadequate, the existence of a Universal Con
science is a pure hypothesis ;

that its existence has not been

proved ; also, that it is not necessary for moral science ;

that, on the contrary, it runs counter to the very root

elements of the science. Also, we may repeat, if this

Universal Conscience exists in me and if 1 subsist in it, if it

be the &quot; true conscience,&quot; it must influence me in every act in

which conscience has a part ;
and since it must have, in all the

years gone by, to some extent at all events, shaken itself free

of the individual fetters i.e., have overcome the individual

instead of being overcome by the individual it must by this
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time have so asserted itself in me as to make me at least

faintly conscious of it when it speaks. But I am not con
scious of it. I know from experience that in many acts it

exerts no influence whatsoever oxer me, so that I can and
often do err without the faintest suspicion that I am in error.*

There is, therefore, in each man hut one Conscience
\\hirh is his own individual Reason. But it is right to

add that ahove us &amp;lt;n?&amp;lt;/ distinct horn us there is one

Universal Reason which is the ultimate type and
criterion of the truth for everv man namely, God s

Reason to which all our judgments must conform if

knowledge is to he true.

(c) Theorv of
&quot;

Conscience I he voice f (jod.&quot;

Briefly stated, this theory is as follous: Conscience

has bv nature certain functions to perform within us.

These functions are mainly three (i) Conscience con

fronts us with our deeds in order to pass sentence on

them (testiticcin). (2) It declares ih&amp;lt;- act winch it has so

imputed to us either blameworthy or innocent dicciisure

and excitSitre). (^) It gives us a law tor our iuture con

duct commanding us to d&amp;lt;&amp;gt; certain actions and to avoid

others (instigare and H^ure).-*- Conscience exercises all

these three functions, and it exercises them \\ithout

regard to our wills or our desires. It brings our faults

before us and chides us with them and passes sentence

upon us coldly and impartially, \\ithoiit fear or favour,

as if it were not part of us or had any dependence on tis

whatsoever. Conscience, then, hears upon it every mark
of supremacy. It, in Butler s words,

&quot;

carries its own
authority with it,&quot; and is its own guarantee that it has

the right to try and condemn us, and legislate for tis, and
* This difficulty of the &quot;

erring i &amp;gt;nscience
&quot;

is, indeed, the night
mare of Universalism. Sehleiermaeh
he can only repeat 1 level s reply. C

self. How, then, can conscience err

Infinite God only in so far as it is

identified with the individual. God
In the false conscience the Universal

nscience, he tells us, is God Him-
Conscience, he answers, is the

ne. In so far as it is false it is

s the Universal fullv developed.
s not fullv developed.

Such childish reasoning can reall onlv brin^f the Science of Ethics
into disrepute.

f On these three functions of Conscience all Scholastic Ethicians
are agreed. It is to the inference from them i^iven in the text that we
take exception.
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direct us in all that we do. We feel that it is a power,
that we cannot evade it, that if we try to escape it will

pursue and run us down, that it is always with us, and

always superior to us. It fears nothing from us, and
delivers its judgments quite unsympathetically, but

always in such a wa}* as to gain our instant submission.

\\^e may disobey it, but we feel that we ought not do
so.

&quot; Our mortal nature,&quot; writes Professor Caird,
&quot;

trembles like a guilty thing before this awful legis

lation of Reason.&quot; It uses no material forces to bring
its laws to good effect. It merely proclaims its right to

legislate.
k Had it might as it has right it would rule

the world,&quot; says Butler. We have, then, within us a

voice that is ever calling us to account, ever proving to

us its own supremacy and its sanctity. It is not part of

ourselves because it is often against us. It is above us

because it subdues us, not externally, but in the heart.

Each man feels that it is supreme over him, and that

as it is supreme over him personally so it is supreme over

every man and over the race. What, therefore, is it?

j

It is not a creature, for no creature could exact from us

such absolute homage, such unconditional reverence, nor

create in us the confusion which this Invisible Power
creates. Putting together all the attributes that are

exhibited in its least word Power*, Majesty, Beauty,

Holiness, &c. we can only say that it bears all the

marks of the Supreme Being, the One all-pervading

Spirit who is above all things. Conscience, therefore,

is the voice of God. It is not a facility in the ordinary

I sense of the word. It is not merely a Statute Book,
I enshrining the Divine law. It is the voice of the

I Creator Himself, and when I hear it I am listening to

God Himself, am in His presence, just as I am present
to any friend that I hear and do not see. Had we no

knowledge of God aliunde, and no proof of His existence

as First Cause of the Universe, we should in these inti

mations of conscience find proof of His existence, or

rather we should find in them something more convinc

ing than proof viz., we should have actual experience of
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Him in the hearing; of His voice and the receiving; of His

personal commands.
Criticism To this line- of argument we reply as

follows :- (i) Conscience is God s voice, in the sense that

from the attestations &amp;lt;&amp;gt;i Conscience we mav learn (iod s

law. (2) Conscience is not the immediate personal Voice
of God. (.})

In Coiiseienee we lind no prooi of (iod s

existence.

(i) Conscience is (rod s I e/cv /;/ the sense that from
the attestations of Conscience -iiv m&amp;lt;/v learn (i oil s law.

Conscience is that function of the practical Reason by
which we establish moral conclusions. Asa faculty it is

not in anv wav ditT-rent from that which directs a man
in the other practical concerns ot lite, political,

economical, and commercial. Now, if the practical

Reason be used aright it must b- true. If it is not used

aright il will g o wrong. l&amp;gt;ut just as the speculative
Reason, when true, is in perlect harmony with the

objective order which it represents, whether mathe

matical, metaphysical, or physical, so when the con

science is true it expresses and accords with the facts of

the moral world. Now, (iod s intellect is always true;

nay, from Him all truth proceeds. Hence, the true Con
science, the Conscience which harmonises with objective

truth, is an exact replica of (iod s mind on Morality.
In this sense, therefore, Conscience is the voice of God
vi/., as truly representing (iod s mind on human good
and duty. Thus, Conscience claims from us reverence

and submission, not from what it is in itself, but because

through it we can come to know God s law in our regard.

Directly and immediately, therefore, Conscience only
tells us what is good and what is our duty. Hut indi-

rectlv it tells us also what is God s mind in our regard.

(2) Conscience not the immediate personal voice of

God.

(I.) Our first proof of this proposition is that if Con
science were the personal Voice of God that is, if the

personal Voice of God were the source of our knowledge
of moral distinctions then we should not be able to dis-
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tinguish between natural and positive law. That is, we
should not know what was naturally and necessarily for

bidden by God, and what freely. If a ruler says to his

subject
&quot; Do this,&quot; and if this be the only way in which

the subject can know that such and such an act is com
manded, he could not possibly say whether that act was

necessarily or freely commanded. But now I do dis

tinguish between the natural and the positive law. I

know there are some acts that God must forbid. There
fore, I am able without the aid of the Voice of God to

know that some acts are bad intrinsically. And, there

fore, since Conscience is the faculty of the knowledge of

moral distinctions Conscience is not the personal Voice
of God.

(II.) If Conscience be the voice of God, how can there

be differences in men s moral judgments? The Voice of

God must speak truly if it speaks at all. Yet the con

sciences of some do not speak truly. Therefore, Con
science is not God s personal Voice. And in this con

nection it is worthy of remark that in the true judgments
of Conscience there is not a single psychological experi
ence which might in any sense be regarded as indicating
the presence of God personally in Conscience, which is

not to be found also when our judgment is false. This

second portion of our argument we recommend to the

reader s earnest consideration not only in relation to our

present question but also in regard to our criticism of

Hegel s view of Conscience.

(III.) If Conscience is the immediate personal Voice of

God, why am I left in ignorance about a great part of the

law concerning which we even wish for information ? It

is worthy of remark, too, that those cases in which I am
left in ignorance are, for the most part, the more com

plicated moral problems, not the easier ones; and it is

not likely that God would make such choice in his

instructions and intimations.

These arguments some might answer by saying that

God s Voice gives utterance only to the judgment that

we ought to do the good, and that then the individual
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Reason determines what is good in any particular case.

Hut this form of the theorv is practically the same as

Fichle s, and needs no further examination.

(3) Conscience offers no proof of (toil s existence.

In a former chapter \ve showed where in the science of

morals we might look for an Klhical prtx)f of God s

existence not in the attestation of Conscience, but in

the fact that the natural end of the human will is the

Infinite (iood. And since the natural end of anv natural

lacullv must be real, therefore the Infinite Good is real.

Hut this real Inlmitv is God.*

Verv different is the prool ln&amp;gt;m Conscience as

developed bv Cardinal .\e\\man and others.-
1-

&quot;As

from a multitude ol intuitive perceptions,&quot; \\ rites

Cardinal Newman, &quot;acting in particular instances of

something bevond the senses, we generalise the notion

of an external world and then picture that world in and

according to the particular phenomena from which we

started, so from the perceptive power, which identifies

the intimations ol coii.science with the reverberations or

echoes (so to sav) of an external admonition, we proceed
on to the notion of a Supreme Ruler and Judge, and

then again we image Him and His attributes in those

recurring intimations, out of which cis mental pheno
mena our recognition of His existence was originally

gained.&quot;

We reply It is because we know aliunde the existence

of God, and know also aliunde that the intuitions of Con

science represent the Divine will that therefore we con

clude that the objective moral relations revealed by Con

science are commands of God commands, that is, of a

Ruler who is all-perfect, wise, just, and powerful, of

One who is not indifferent towards His own laws, but

who as Creator of that very order which Conscience

reveals to us is offended and pained at its violation by

* This argument, as \ve said before, is a rational proof. It has no

dependence on mere subjective feelings. It therefore falls in with the

other rational proofs for God s existence like that from the necessity of a

First Cause.
(

&quot;Grammar of Assent,&quot; paijv 104.
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those who owe Him all the love that He may claim from
them. But could we per impossible imagine a state of

civilisation in which men had not as yet thought about
the existence of God, and, consequently, had as yet no
idea of Him, then, indeed, would all this sacredness of

which Newman speaks be gone from Conscience the

sense, that is, of a loving Father offended, of personal

Majesty outraged, of a trust betrayed. We cannot

agree, therefore, with Cardinal Newman when he
writes :

&quot;

Though I lost my sense of the moral defor

mity of my acts, I should not, therefore, lose my sense

that they were forbidden to me&quot; meaning that Con
science reveals to me, first and before all things, not that

an act is bad, but that an act is forbidden to us the

badness being only an inference from the prohibition.

This, indeed, is the plain summing up of the theory of
&quot;

Conscience the voice of God,&quot; and it is disproved by
ordinary experience. For apart from Revelation it is

not possible to know what acts God forbids unless our

reasoning first shows them to be bad. Again, the con

sequences to which this theory leads have already been

pointed out. For instance, if prohibition be the sole

source of my knowledge of evil it is impossible that I

should be able to distinguish between acts which God

prohibits because He must and acts that he prohibits
because He freely wills to do so. But we can and do

make such distinctions. Therefore, that acts are bad is

known on other grounds than those of Divine prohi
bition.

In conscience, therefore, we find no proof of God s

Existence.

NOTE. That Conscience is the Voice of God or some
other direct expression or Manifestation of Him has been
held by very various schools of Ethicians, whom we do not

think it necessary to consider in any special or formal manner
here. This theory is naturally adopted by nearly all pan
theists and monists, especially by those who make Reason
the Universal principle. Thus Krause [author of many
Ethical works, principally the &quot;

System der Sittenlehre
&quot;

(1.810), &quot;Das Urbild der Menscheit
&quot;

(1812)] represents
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Morality as felt within us, as a result of the impulse of the

Divinity to realise itself in the world. Duty is the constrain

ing force of this impulse. Krause s theory is briefly described

by Jodl,
&quot; Geschichte der Kthik,&quot; page &amp;lt;/&amp;gt;,

from whom we
take the following :

&quot; The one all-embracing Reason (which
Krause regards as an Internal sphere within the Divine

l&amp;gt;eing
and co-ordinate with nature, somewhat after the

manner of Spinoza s attributes) passes over into the indivi

dual and into the time-series (of nature), in order to manifest
(iod (to men) through the realisation ot Reason in nature,
whilst (at the same time) it works in the individual as the

fundamental impulse of things (I rtrieb). This impulse is the

eternal God-directed causality of the (absolute) Reason itself.

It carries with its^lt its own authority as the leeling of the

unconditioned original ought of unconditioned obliga
tion, of the unchanging command that the I rtrieb alone
should regulate the construction of the time-series because it

(the LI rtrieb) tends to the one highest good. The activity of

this impulse mav be regarded either as necessary or as

tree. . . . It is necessarv m so tar as it is the universal

essential form of all rational activilv as well as its eternal

life-form. It is free in so far as it is present in and is

formative of this time sphere.&quot;

Whether this account of Conscience is ol real value to

Philosophy we leave to the reader to determine.

APPENDIX

ON PkOKAlUUS.M

IT would be impossible for us to give a full account of the

theory of Probabilism in the present work, but we may
mention its essential features. Its first principle is that it is

unlawful for a man to act except with a certain Conscience of

/he lawfulness of his act, since the same law that forbids any
man from doing evil forbids him also from running the risk

of evil or of doing what mtiy he evil. Now, when we say that

a man should have a certain conscience that his act is lawful

we do not mean that he should be certain that the act that is

done, considered abstractedly or in itself, is a good act, but he

should be certain that his doing of this act is lawful. Different

Ethicians often hold different views as to the lawfulness or

unlawfulness of certain courses taken in themselves. Some
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say these courses are good, some that they are evil
; but,

provided that these views are solidly grounded that is, are

supported by prudent and well-grounded reasons then it is

certainly lawful for us to follow either view, even though the

other view which we do not follow is more probable than the

view which we follow. We say &quot;it is certainly lawful,&quot;

because it is certain that no law can bind in conscience in

such a way that to violate it is a sin, unless the law be fully
and certainly promulgated to our reason ; but a law which is

only probable, or which only probably forbids a certain course

of conduct, is not fully promulgated to us, and hence it is

certainly lawful for us to ignore such a law and to do those

things which it is supposed to forbid. Hence it is certainly
lawful to do an act which is only probably forbidden, or, as

Ethicians say, it is lawful to use a probable opinion against
a law.

This is what is meant by IVobabilism in Morality. Our
account of it is indeed crude and wanting in detail, and there

are many exceptions to our proposition that:
&quot;

it is lawful to

use a probable opinion against a law.&quot; The principle of

Probabilism given here applies to the lawfulness and unlaw

fulness of acts only, not to questions of validity which some
times arise in connection with our acts. A contract, for

instance, may be invalid when it opposes law, even though
at the time of making it we were not certain of the force of

the law in regard to it and used a probable opinion. Also,
cases in which certain acts so appertain to the attaining of

our final end that to omit them involves the risk of the loss

of that end whether their necessity be now and in tJiis case

certain or not, do not come under our rule. These cases,

however, appertain principally to Moral Theology rather than

to Ethics. For instance, for those who regard baptism (if we

might be allowed to use an illustration drawn from Revealed

Theology) as necessary for Eternal Life, it would not be

lawful to rely upon a baptism doubtfully given on the ground
that it is probably all right, for even though it is probable
that the baptism has been given, still if de facto it has not, we
cannot gain eternal life. This instance we give merely for

the sake of illustrating a possible class of exception to the

general principle that in morality it is lawful to use a pro
bable opinion against a law.

Other exceptions will be found in books on Casuistry.



CHAPTER XV

ON INTriTIONISM : OR, IS MORALITY SKLF-
KYIDKXT ?

II.\vi\&amp;lt;; seen (hat the Moral Facultv is none other than

the Practical Intellect, the question naturally arises how
the Intellect attains to the knowledge of moral truth

whether the knowledge of moral distinctions is intuitive

and immediate or whether it results from reasoning.
The importance of the question whether morality is

self-evident that is, is known immediately or intui-

tivelv- will not, we think , be called in question by any
one who knows the requirements of a science of morals.

In anv science it is important to know what truths are

self-evident that is, what truths may be accepted with

out proof. In everv science, and even in every art,

something mav alwavs be accepted without proof.
&quot; There are some people,&quot; \\rites Aquinas, &quot;who want

to have (even) the Principle of Contradiction proved to

them (a state of mind), which is the result of apae-
deusia/ or want of education and discipline. It is from

want of education that some men never know what pro

positions need proof and what do not, for not everything
1

can be proved.&quot; \\ e must, then, in each science

accept certain principles as self-evident.

On the other hand, to regard everything as self-

evident or intuitively known would mean the complete
abolition of Science, because for things intuitively

known there is no need of a Science, whose function is to

proceed from the known to the unknown.

Now, some authorities seem disinclined to allow that

* &quot;Commentaries on Aristotle.&quot; Metaphysicorum, Liber IV.,

Lectio VI.

480
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anything in morals is intuitively known, whilst others

regard everything as intuitive, and hence we have under

taken to discuss this question of how far we may regard
the morality of actions as intuitively known or self-

evident, and how far it requires reasoning.
The question whether morality is self-evident will be

treated by us under the following headings :

(a) Exposition of our own view, which is based on the

Ethics of Aquinas, that some of the more fundamental

moral truths are self-evident.

(b) The theory of Perceptional or Unphilosophic

Intuitionism, that not only all moral principles, but even

the morality of all individual acts, are self-evident or are

known intuitively.

(c) The theory of Common Sense or Philosophic

Intuitionism, that all general moral truths are known

intuitively (with, however, a vague use of the word
&quot;

general &quot;).

(d) Some special theories of Intuitive Morality.

(a) EXPOSITION OF OUR OWN DOCTRINE

(i) Meaning of
&quot;

Self-evident truth.&quot;

Before making a critical examination of theories of

self-evident morality we must explain precisely what is

meant by a self-evident truth. A self-evident truth (or,

as Aquinas calls it, per se nota) is a truth which is evident

to anybody who knows the meaning of the terms that is

to say, the truth in question is apprehended without

reasoning, and on the mere enunciation of the propo

sition it is seen that the predicate is contained in the

subject.
There are some self-evident truths the terms ot wnic

are understood by all men for example, the truth that

the whole is greater than the part. These self-evident

truths are self-evident to all men. There are other self

evident truths the terms of which are understood only by

the wise. These truths are self-evident only to the wise.

* A self-evident truth considered in itself and without reference to

its being- presented to or understood by a human intellect is called by

2 H
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It is hardly necessary to point out that it does not
follow from what we have just said that whatever propo
sitions are known to all are also, in the strict sense of the

word, self-evident. For there are some truths that can
be known by a verv simple process of reasoning, so

simple, indeed, that the mind cannot help performing it

if it thinks at all, and these truths mav be known to all.

Now, since they involve reasoning, these truths are

technically and strictly not self-evident or intuitive. Yet

they may be almost intuitive, and we think that Fthicians

generally would be willing in practice to regard such
truths as self-evident or intuitive.

In our discussion on Intuitive moralitv our position (in

agreement with Aquinas) is that some fundamental moral
truths are self-evident, and bv this we mean that they

are sell -evident to (ill men because the terms of a moral

proposition are simple and understood by all men. We
will now in this sense take up the question

(2) Arc auv moral principles self-evident?
That some fundamental moral truths are self-evident

is manifestly Aquinas teaching, for he makes frequent
reference to the primary precepts of the natural law in

the human Reason as holding the same 1

place in morals

that self-evident principles hold in the speculative
sciences. Thus, regarding the question whether the

precepts of the natural law are one or many he writes :

&quot; The precepts of the natural law in man in regard to

action are like the primary principles in the demonstra

tive (sciences). But the primary indemonstrable &quot;

(i.e.,

self-evident) &quot;principles are many; therefore the pre

cepts of the law of nature are many.&quot;

Aquinas per se nota in se. A self-evident truth actually presented to

our intellect, and consequently understood by us if \ve understand its

terms, is called per se no/a quoad nos.
*

&quot;S. Theol.,&quot; I., II., Q. XCIY., Art. 2. Again Aquinas writes
&quot;

S. Theol.,&quot; I., O. LXXl, Art. \z
&quot; Sicut ratio speculative ratio-

cinatur de speculativis, ita ratio practica ratiocinatur de operabilibus ;

oportet ig-itur naturaliter nobis esse indita sicut principia speculabilium
ita et principia operabilium Principia operabilium nobis

naturaliter indita non pertinent ad specialem potentiam sed ad specialem
habitum naturalem quem dicimus syndcresim, unde et synderesis dicitur

instigare ad bonum,&quot; &c.
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Now, it is clear that some moral propositions must be

self-evident, for many of our moral beliefs are deduced
from other beliefs, and all deductions must ultimately

begin with principles that are self-evident. If any
deductive science were without such principles it is im

possible that we should ever reason in that science. For

all reasoning, like all movement, must begin from a fixed

point, and in the case of reasoning the fixed point is the

principle, or group of principles, which the human
intellect accepts without the need of reasoning and on

the ground ot their own intrinsic evidence. Hence,

there must be some self-evident moral principles.

Some might urge against this view that the first prin

ciples of morals though first and indemonstrable in the

science of Morals may yet be capable of and require

proof in some other science more fundamental than that

of Morals, and that consequently they are not self-

evident. Our reply is that the principles of Morals are

principles about goodness and duty, and such principles

could not be proved except by other premisses that con

cern goodness and duty- which latter premisses are,

therefore, themselves moral propositions (&quot;
the first prin

ciples of Ethics must themselves be Ethical
&quot;)

; and since

reasoning must begin with what is self-evident these

fundamenal moral propositions, on which all others are

grounded and by which they are proved, must be self-

evident principles. There are, then, some self-evident

moral propositions.
But now we come to the much more difficult ques

tion Which are these self-evident moral principles ?

The reader must not expect, nor would it be possible

to give, a full enumeration of all those propositions which

we regard as self-evident. But the following will repre

sent which, in our view, are the main classes of self-

evident truths, and what the principle under which we
class them as self-evident.

In the first place, it is a self-evident proposition that

&quot;the good must be done and evil must be avoided,&quot;

for every man s will is necessarily fixed upon the good
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in general and necessarily repelled by evil as such. We
cannot help desiring the good.*

But not only is it self-evident that the good must be

done, but it is also self-evident that certain ends or

objects or acts are good. For, since goodness means
the object of appetite (bonitm est appetibile being our

definition of good) it follows that that will be self-

evidently good which we naturally desire, that when a

man is moved bv a natural appetite to the pursuit of any
particular kind of object, the Practical Reason must,
without reasoning of any kind, represent that object as

a good. Thus, no man could fail to recognise the good
ness of food or of Societv, for every man is moved by
natural appetite or inclination to food and to Society,
and the definition of goodness is

&quot;

that to which we are

moved by appetite.&quot; Hence, their goodness is self-

evident. This does not mean that the pursuit of these

objects under all circumstanre&amp;gt; is good. 1 or even when
we have recognised that certain things are good in them

selves, we must still recogni.se that even such goods must

be pursued in a due manner that is, under laws and

conditions that regulate the natural relations of one

appetite to another. Thus, everv man knows that

though eating is good, eating in such a wav as to injure

oneself is not good. The determination of these laws

and conditions mav require much reasoning. But,

taken in itself, every object to which our appetites

naturally incline us must appear to us as good.
These self-evident Iv good ends may be divided into

different classes according to the class of appetite that

incline s us towards them. Thus, since in common with

every substance man possesses a natural appetite for his

own continued existence, and since goodness is defined

as the object of appetite, it follows that to each man his

existence is a self-evident good. In common, too, with

all animals, man has certain natural appetites, like those

* A proximate and easy deduction from this self-evident truth is that

the necessary means to our final end ou^lit to be taken, which, as we

saw, is the principle of moral duty.
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for food, for racial intercourse, and for the care of off

spring,* and, therefore, the goodness of these ends is

manifest and self-evident. Other natural appetites are

proper to man as a rational being, like the appetite for

Society and for knowledge; and hence it is a self-evident
truth that Society and advance in knowledge are human
goods. We should explain, however, that by Society as
end of a natural appetite we do not mean mere living
together (for animals also live together), but the amicable
intercourse of one person with another, and general in

terchange of services according to our needs. And since

Society, in this sense, is a self-evident good, the law to

treat amicably those with whom we live (as Aquinas
says,

&quot;

quod alios non offenda t cum quibus debet con-

versari
&quot;)

and not to injure them, is a self-evident law.f
These are all examples of self-evident moral truths.

And being self-evident we do not think it possible that

any nation could be without a knowledge of them
;
for

what is self-evident must be known to all. Thus, it is

impossible that any nation should fail to recognise that

it is a good thing in general to preserve one s own being
and that to injure it is evil. (The goodness of preserv

ing our own being in all particular cases and circum

stances is not self-evident, but is a conclusion of our

reasoning.) Also, no nation could regard the care of

offspring as bad or indifferent (and if it thinks at all it

could not fail to recognise the necessity of marriage,
which is a proximate and obvious conclusion from the

necessity of the care of offspring). Again, no nation

could be ignorant of the goodness of Society and of the

necessity of a law of justice for its maintenance. This

* The necessity of marriage in the sense of a stable (not necessarily
an indissoluble) union of the sexes is an obvious conclusion from the

necessity of the care of offspring. For a fuller treatment of these
natural appetites, see chapter on The Good.

t As we explained elsewhere, there are certain ends for which we
have natural appetites, and which are therefore self-evidently good,
which would also appear to us as good and necessary, even though we
had no special appetite for them, since they are necessary means to

other ends which are objects of appetite. Thus, even if we had no

special appetite for food, we should regard food as good and eating as a

duty since it is necessary for life, which naturally we desire.
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law of justice arises from the fart that to injure others is

wrong, and self-evidently wrong; for, as \ve have said,

the Social life to which \ve are impelled by natural

appetite is not mere living together, but a life of amicable
intercourse ol manv persons in one community. And as

amicable intercourse and injnrv are direct opposites it is

self-evident that injurv within our own communion is

evil.*

Our view, then, ot the (juestion whether morality is

self-evident is that certain fundamental truths are self-

evident and intuitive, and known to all, that other proxi
mate and obvious deductions from these, though not

technically self-evident, are almost so, for thev become
evident to anvone \\lio exercises his Reason. These
truths are also l\no\\n to all. The remote ( (inclusions

are obtained onlv after much reasoning, and sometimes
onlv after some experience, and these truths, though
perhaps mvessarv truths, are neither self-evident nor

known to all.

This view of the question
&quot; which are the self-evident

principles ol morals
1

recommends itsell t&amp;lt;&amp;gt;
us tor many

reasons. First, \\ e believe that it is in accordance with

sound psychological principles namelv,
(&amp;lt;/)

that there

* \\V sjn-. ik IK* iv of tlii- general law onlv. I IK- moral it v of particular
cases, especiallv those in which lliriv is a conflict of appct ites, is not
necessarilv self-e\ ident.

Tlir law against stealing is not a self-evident law hut a deduct ion

from tin. law forbidding injurv. Hence SOUK. nations have been ignorant
of tlif wrong-fulness ol stealing, as Aquinas himself testifies.

As^ain, though thi killing of others of the --ame Soviet v with ourselves
is self-evidentlv wrong, the killing- of men of other Societies is not self-

evidentlv wrong, but is a conclusion of our Reason based on the con
sideration of man s natural end. The neoessitv of maintaining that

Societv in which we live is also self-evident. Hut the question of the
extent of Sociel \ and of our relations to the members of other social bodies

requires reasoning
1

. Hence some savage tribes did not know that it

was wrong&quot; to kill the members of other tribes. Of this, however, we
shall speak later.

The reader should understand th.it though we claim that certain
ends are self-evident Iv good, and give rise to self-evident laws, still the

proper formulation of these laws so as to bring them into harmonv with
the whole organic system of human appvtites is by no means an easy
thing, and is a result often of the most advanced reasoning. Thus,
though injurv is an evident evil considered in itself, the law against
homicide is by no means an easy law to formulate. Its formulation
is the work of the Scientific Ethician onlv.
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are certain natural objects of appetite, (b) that the object
of a natural appetite is necessarily known to us. Second,
it harmonises with experience and with the conclusions
of Anthropology concerning the moral beliefs of

various nations. There are certain broad general prin
ciples that are known to all. This will be proved in the

following chapter. Thirdly, it is grounded on the
Ethical teachings of Aquinas. For, though Aquinas
does not expressly state that the laws which we have

given as self-evident, and which we have taken from
him, are self-evident in the strict sense of the word, he
nevertheless speaks of them as being known to the

intellect naturaliter,* and also as being known to all

men and as incapable of being blotted out of the human,
heart.

OTHER VIEWS ox INTTITIOXISM

Having now stated our own theory we will take up
the modern theories of Intuitionism. To these we will

prefix, by way of prefatory note, a short statement of the

different senses in which the expression
&quot;

Intuitive

knowledge of Morality
&quot;

is used by modern writers.

The distinction between 4

Intuitive knowledge
&quot; and

other knowledge is based by some on the character of

the object of the Intuition, bv others on the origin of

this Intuitive Knowledge. Thus the phrase
&quot;

Intuition

of Morality
&quot;

has been used to signify (i) Knowledge
of the Morality of an act through the intrinsic nature of

the act without reference to the act s consequences.

*
&quot;S. Theol.,&quot; I., II., Q. XCIV., Art. 2.

&quot;

Quia vero bomim habet
rationem finis, maluni autem rationem contrarii, incle est quod omnia
ilia ad qua- homo habet naturalem inclinationem, ratio naturaliter

apprehendit ut bona et per consequens ut opere prosequenda, et con-

traria eorum ut mala et vitanda.
&quot;

The general meaning of this word naturaliter is given in Aquinas
&quot; Commentaries on Aristotle

&quot;

Liber IV. Metaphysicorum, Lectio VI.,
where writing on the conditions of a first speculative principle, he

says :
&quot; Tertia conditio est ut non acquiratur per demonstrationem vel

alio simili modo sed adveniat quasi per naturam habenti ipsum, quasi
ut naturaliter cognoscatur et non per acquisition em. Ex ipso enini

lumine naturali intellectus agentis prima principa fiunt cognita ;
nee

acquiruntur per ratiocinationem sed solum per hoc quod suorum termini

innotescunt.
&quot;
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Here the intuitive character depends on the object.

(2) Innate knowledge of morality. (3) -1 priori know

ledge of morality. (4) Knowledge of morality obtained

without reasoning that is, without a discursive act of

the intellect. This knowledge is called immediate

knowledge, and is contrasted with mediate knowledge,
which is knowledge obtained bv reasoning.
The word 4k

Intuition
&quot;

is used in the first sense (the

knowing of the morality of an act independently of the

consequences) bv Sidgwick and Rashdall.* Intui

tion
&quot;

is used in the second sense bv Palev and Bain,

with whom intuitive knowledge means &quot;

Innate Know
ledge,&quot; and the expression

&quot;

Intuitive Morals&quot; means
&quot;

Innate Moral Judgments.&quot; Intuition
&quot;

is used in

the third sense bv Professor Seth, who applies the term

to all a priori knowledge- that is, to all knowledge not

gained bv experience.
&quot;

Intuition
&quot;

is used in the

fourth sense bv Reid and Cumberland, in whose writ

ings
&quot;

Intuition
&quot;

is
&quot; immediate knowledge

&quot;

(in which

thev include knowledge both of sense 1 and intellect).

This meaning of
&quot;

intuition
&quot;

in the sense of immediate
* Tin- meaning of Intuitionisni which we IHMV give as tni&amp;gt; sense in

which the word is used bv Sidgwick, is that which it has in the opening
1

passes of his chapter on Intuitionism. l&amp;gt;ut it is not his fundamental
definition of &quot;Intuition.&quot; This fundamental definition is found in

Sidgwick s &quot;Methods,&quot; page JM, where, writing on u&amp;gt; question
whether &quot; Intuition

&quot;

is alwa\ s supposed to In- true, he savs :
- &quot;

I wish

therefore to say expressly that by calling any affirmation as to the right-
ness or wrongness of acts intuitive I only mean that its

truth is apparently known immediately and not as a result of reasoning.&quot;

The first definition of &quot;

Intuition&quot; (that given as Sidgwick s in the text

above) is really, though not professedly, deduced from the second or

fundamental definition; but in making the deduction he assumes a

proposition which is false namelv, that if reasoning were required in

determining morality, it could onlv be required for the determining
1 of

consequences.
Rashdall is guiltv of precisely the same inconsistency and assump

tion of what is false. Rashdall s first definition is that given in our text.

His second and more fundamental definition is gathered from a passage
in the first volume of his work on &quot;Theory of Good and Evil&quot; (page
93), where, writing of certain goods like pleasure, he says :

&quot; The value

of these elements in human life is determined by the Practical Reason

intuitively, immediately, or (if we like to say so) a priori.&quot;
And in

the note to this passage he explains that by a priori he means that
&quot; the judgment is immediate not obtained by inference or deduction
from something else, in the way in which the Utilitarian supposes his

judgments to be deductions from rules got by generalisation from

experience.&quot;
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knowledge forms, as the reader has already seen, the
chief subject of our present chapter. Most schools
mean by intuitive Morals&quot; the theory that we have
an immediate, as opposed to a mediate knowledge of

morality that we know morality without the need of

reasoning. We shall, therefore, in the following pages
use the word Intuitionism in this sense namely, to

signify the system which professes an immediate know
ledge of moral truths (whether these truths be particular
or general, and whether the knowledge of them be

gained through the senses or the intellect) as opposed
to mediate knowledge or knowledge by logical inference

from premiss to conclusion.

Of &quot;

Intuitionism
&quot;

in this last sense two forms are

distinguished by recent writers on Ethics the theories

of Perceptional Intuition and of Common Sense Intui

tion. The first is the theory that all men can, by means
of direct perception and without reasoning of any kind,

pronounce ordinarily on the morality of particular acts

at the moment of action. According to this theory there

is no necessity for the use of general moral principles of

any kind in the making of judgments, since Conscience,
it is claimed, is able to perceive whether an act is good
or bad in the very same manner as vision perceives that

a body is white.

The second theory holds that all men have an

intuitive knowledge, not of the morality of particular

acts, but of general principles at least of the simplest

general moral principles, such as that the good is to be

done, and that, in general, murder, stealing, and lying
are bad and ought to be avoided. These two theories

we shall have to consider separately.

THE THEORY OF PERCEPTIVE INTI ITION is held by Mansell and

McCosh, and apparently also by Martineau and Hutcheson.

&quot;Whatever,&quot; writes McCosh (&quot;Intuitions of the Mind,&quot;

pages 31-32), &quot;be their distinctive nature, they always, as

Intuitions, primarily contemplate objects as individual. . . .

The child has not formed to itself a refined idea of moral

good, but contemplating- a given action it proclaims it to be

g-ood or bad.&quot; Again, &quot;the Conscience is of the nature of a
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cognitive power. It is analogous ... to ...
sense. ... It reveals to us certain qualities of objects

it lets us know of certain voluntary states of our
selves or others that they are good or evil

&quot;

(page 2Sf&amp;gt;).

.And Mansell writes k That this particular act of my own
at the moment of being committed is wrong is a fact pre
sented immediately by the judgment of Conscience. That
all acts of the same kind, whensoever or by whomsoever
committed, are necessarily wrong is a judgment formed by
the Reason. . . . The former as the presentative
condition of moral thought must be allowed to possess that

chronological priority which in other cases is admitted to

exist in individual facts&quot;
(&quot; Metaphysics,&quot; page 1^4). Man-

sell also claims that the immediate intuition of moral quality
is confined to our own acts, that it does not extend to the

acts of others. &quot;The intuitive perception of moral qualities
cannot extend bevond our o\\n actions, in which alone we
are directly conscious of the law of obligation, and of a

voluntary obedience or disobedience to it

&quot;

(page ihS).

Amongst the doubtful upholders of this theory are Martineau
and Hutcheson. Martineau seems to maintain it in many
passages of his &quot;Types of Kthical Thcorv for instance,
where he writes (page -jV) -&quot;~&quot; Here

&quot;

(that is in the Moral

Sphere) &quot;the development of&quot; our knowledge is not down
wards from the ideal essences to the individuals taken one by
one, but upwards from simple cases of alternative to the lull

content of Right, inverting Cudworth s rule that knowledge
doth not begin in individuals but ends in them.&quot; And
Martineau himself seems to class Hutcheson with the

Perceptional 1 nt nil ionists when he describes Hutcheson s

idea of goodness as a &quot;

perceptible quality read off at sight in

the conduct of others&quot;
(&quot;Types&quot; 11., page 541.

Of lierman writers the most pronounced upholder of Per

ceptional I nt uit ionism is Herbart. See Jodl,
&quot; Geschichte der

Kthik,&quot; II., _&amp;gt;o5 .

Most in t uit ionists, however, are to be classed as Common
Sense fii/iii/i(iis/s. They maintain that we know immedi

ately not the morality of the particular act, as, for instance,
that this murder in these particular circumstances is bad, but

that murder in general is bad. Kven the upholders of the

Moral Sense theory whom we should naturally expect to up
hold Perceptional Intuitionism are, perhaps, with the doubtful

exception of Hutcheson and very few others, all Common
Sense Intuitionists. Thus, Reid expressly declares that we
have an intuitive knowledge of the general principles, and
that our knowledge of the morality of individual acts is a

result of reasoning. Locke seems also to hold the theory
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of Common Sense Intuitionism as far as Morality depends on
Divine Law. The Divine rules, he tells us, whereby we
measure sin and duty, are known either by revelation or by
the light of nature, and we take it that in the latter case he

means &quot;by
Intuition.&quot; The civil laws and public sanctions

he also regards as laws of morality, but the Divine Law he

calls the &quot;

only true touchstone of moral rectitude
&quot;

(&quot; Essay,&quot;

Book II., c. 28, sec. 8). But though Locke acknowledges
Divine laws of morality, he still regards the good and evil of

acts as consisting in the pleasure and pain that follow7 in

actions as a result of laws prescribing or forbidding them.

Unlike Locke, most intuitionists regard good and evil as an

inherent and original quality of acts independent of the

pleasurable and painful consequences of acts. Naturally,
we should say, if morality depends on pleasurable or painful

consequences, the knowledge of morality can only be given
in reasoning.

(b) PERCEPTIONAL INTUITIONISM CRITICISM

(1) In many of our individual acts there are many
moral circumstances, and each of these circumstances

considered morally bears a special relation to the

ultimate end, and these relations need to be compared
and examined before we can know the true morality of

the individual act. This comparison and examination

requires reasoning, and hence the morality of all par
ticular actions cannot be known immediately and

intuitively.

(2) Our knowledge of the morality of all particular

acts cannot be intuitive because we know from experi

ence that in determining the morality of many of our

acts we must use our Reason. In doubt or ignorance
men look to others for instruction, and ask for reasons

as a necessary means to making up their minds as to

their duty in a particular case. Indeed, in most of our

actions it would seem that some reasoning is necessary,

and hence we conclude that normally our knowledge of

morality is due not to intuition but to inference.

(3) Things known by intuition are easily knowable.

The axioms of Euclid are known without difficulty.

Colour is also easily knowable. There is no axiom that

cannot be seen to be true if it is properly stated, and no
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colour that cannot be perceived if the conditions are

suitable. So, also, if the morality of all particular acts

be known bv intuition, the morals of all acts must, if the

circumstances of the art are fully stated, be easily
accessible to knowledge. But that this is not the case

will readily be conceded. There are acts of which, how
ever closely they be examined, we are incapable of

deciding the moral quality; and our inability to deter

mine the moral quality of these acts remains even though

every part and circumstance of the act is known to us,

and even though the conditions of observation are

perfect. Let a colour be suitably observed and we must
discover its quality. But there are moral cases which

still remain unsolved although there is no difficulty in

observing the individual facts of the case.

Hence, the morality of particular acts is not easily

knowable, and, therefore, we conclude that our know

ledge of their morality is not intuitive.

(^)ll here intuitions depend on cognitive faculties, like

sense or intellect, there can he no difference of opinion

concerning these intuitions.* The evident truth of this

statement will appear from examples. To take the

instances of colour and the axioms of Euclid (our know

ledge of both of which is admittedly intuitive), all men
under suitable conditions and with normal faculties of

MMise (in the case of colour) and intellect (in the case

of Kuclid) will be in agreement about a colour or an

axiom which is presented to them. The same should

hold for the morality of all particular acts if their

morality be always known by intuition. Now, it is

obvious that men are not in agreement about all moral

questions. Men hold the most widely divergent views

on the morality of certain acts even though they under

stand the full circumstances of these acts. Hence, we
conclude again, the morality of all particular acts is not

known by intuition.

To this last argument of ours Intuitionists may offer

* We suppose a case in which the object is presented in equal clear

ness and detail to all men.
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two replies, neither of which we can regard as satis

factory.*

(i.) The first reply is that differences of opinion on
moral matters may be due to a certain moral colour

blindness analogous to that which occurs in the sphere
of vision

;
for we know that there is such a thing as

colour-blindness, that what one man sees green another
man sees red, and nevertheless vision is intuitive; and
if vision is intuitive in spite of differences of opinion
about certain colours moral judgments may also be
intuitive in spite of differences of opinion.
Of this reply our criticism is as follows : If a man is

colour-blind, say, to red, he can never see red in any
thing. If he sees it in even one object he cannot be
colour-blind to that colour. But there is no man blind

to morality in such a manner that he is always unable to

perceive morality at least the morality of some acts.

Therefore, no man is colour-blind to good and evil.f

If, therefore, there are moral cases on which Ethicians

hold different opinions this cannot be due to anything
analogous to colour-blindness 1 in the world of vision.

Our argument, therefore, still holds good the morality
of all particular acts cannot be known by intuition since

men differ in their judgments about certain moral cases.

(n.) The second reply of the Intuition ists to our argu
ment regarding differences of opinion on moral questions
is that the perception of beauty is intuitive, and yet men
differ in their opinions about beauty.
Our reply is that, however intuitive the perception of

beauty may be, the differences of men s views regarding

beauty are not analogous to differences on moral

questions.
For the differences regarding beauty are due either

to

(a) Temperament, on which aesthetic pleasure largely
* Martineau s reply to this difficulty we hold over to the last section

of this chapter.
f Goodness and badness being- the only two &quot;colours (the reader

will understand the analogy) in the world of morality.

j We admit, however, that concerning- the remote conclusions, sin

may induce an incapacity for seeing- morality.
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depends (this aesthetic pleasure being the criterion of

beaut} ), and not to a purely cognitive act like that of
sense or intellect ; or

(fi) To the varying degree in which a beautiful object
is understood by the beholder.* A fine picture may con
tain manv tilings discernible onlv to the skilful judge.
But our claim is that where an object is presented in

equal clearness and detail to all, intuitions must be all

in agreement concerning that object.
Variation of opinion regarding bcautv is, therefore,

consistent with Intuition.

But the perception of moralitv is (a) not due to

temperament but to a cognitive f faculty. The morality
of an act is its relation to the final end, and this relation

is understood bv the cognitive faculty ot intellect only.

Again, (/:?) differences regarding the moralitv of indi

vidual acts remain in some cases even amongst those

persons before \\hom the facts ot the case have been laid

in the fullest manner and who understand these facts

completely.
Differences ot view, then-hire, in the case of intuitive

perception of beautv are not parallel \\ith those about

moralitv, and afford no argument to prove that the per

ception of moralitv is self-evident or intuitive.

But we make 1 a false assumption it we suppose, as some

Intuitionists do, that aesthetic perception is always a

question of Intuition merely. Eor the perception of

beauty sometimes follows as a result of reasoning
* from

premisses, and in holding these premisses there may be

considerable latitude for differences of opinion. In

every art there are different aesthetic schools with different

principles, and even the premisses from which these

*
Perhaps, also, to the want ot a definition of what beauty is in

itself. \Ve can only define beauty in its effect, quod vision placet. The

good, on the other hand, can be defined exactly in itself,

f And our thesis is that &quot;where intuition depends on cognitive
faculties,&quot; &c.

J We say here &quot;follows
as a result of reasoning-.&quot; We do not say

that the perception of beauty is itself an act of reasoning
1

. The per

ception of beauty always takes place in the act of beholding- the object
that is, in the &quot;

contemplation&quot; of it but it may follow in that act as a
result of previous reasoning-.
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I schools argue may not be themselves intuitions, but may
be the conclusions drawn from previous reasoning. The
views of a cultured man on aesthetics are generally the

Bproduct of much thought and study and reasoning
: things which strongly influence both temperament and
I knowledge, and are, therefore, the cause of many of the

I differences which exist among persons who perceive

(beauty. Differences, then, in our aesthetic perceptions
land in the feelings of pleasure with which we contem

plate objects of art may be due to reasoning, and so far

they rather strengthen than weaken our argument that,

I
where there are differences of view, these views must be

I
the result of reasoning and not of intuition.

These four arguments contain the substance of our

||
case against Perceptional Intuitionism.

(c) COMMON SENSE INTUITIONISM

A more widely accepted doctrine than that of Percep
tional Intuitionism is the system of Common Sense

Intuitionism which we have defined as the theory that at

least the broad general principles of morals (for instance,

such principles as that
&quot;

taking other people s property,&quot;

homicide, and lying are bad, and their opposites good)
are known to us immediately without the necessity of

reasoning.

Now, we have already shown that certain principles

known as primary principles are self-evident or intui

tively known
;
and hence it would seem at first sight as if

there could be no essential difference between our theory

and that which we are now about to criticise under the

name of Common Sense Intuitionism. But there is this

difference between the Common Sense Intuitionists

theory and ours, that whereas, according to the Common
Sense Intuitionists, all general moral principles are self-

evident, we maintain, on the other hand, that some

general moral principles are not self-evident, but are

obtained through reasoning, and that even of those prin

ciples which are necessarily known to all some are not
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intuitions in the strict sense of the word that is, they
are not technically self-evident since they require some
reasoning.
The school of Common Sense Intuitionists, \ve say,

holds that all general moral principles are self-evident.

Hut we must admit that in the writings of this school
the expression

&quot;

general moral principle
&quot;

is ill-defined.

In a certain sense any moral proposition may be

regarded as a general principle for instance, the pro

position that
&quot;

it is unlawful for anv man to give his

monev to the poor when his own children require it is

a general proposition; vet it is very special and limited

in its application, and we do not find Intuitionists claim

ing that such concrete propositions as these are intuitive.

Hv general propositions, therefore, thev seem rather to

mean -rcrv general propositions, principles of very broad

application and simple in their character and in the

meaning of their terms.

Hut, then, what are these verv general principles?
Here, again, the Common Sense Intuitionists fail us.*

Thev do not tell us \\ hat tin ise principles are, nor do they

give us anv principle bv which to determine them for

ourselves.

The least, however, that we think&quot; could be claimed in

any theorv of pure and unmodified Common Sense

Intuitionism is that all those very general moral prin

ciples are self-evident which are known to the ordinary

man and are accepted by him as manifestly true for

instance, that Iving, stealing, homicide, immorality,
want of benevolence are bad and to be avoided and it is

* \\V find very sprout difficulty in deciding&quot; whether Sidgfwick and

Prof. Rashdall should he- counted amongst Common Sense Intuitionists.

Sidgwick and Prof. Rashdall seem to accept only three axioms as

intuitive namely, those of Prudence (I ought promote my own g-ood oi

the whole) ; of Benevolence (I ought to regard the
gx&amp;gt;od

of Society a*

of more value than that of the individual), or, as Sidgwick puts it, (I

ought to aim at good generally, and not at any particular part of it):

of Equity (one man s good is, other things being equal, as good as

another man s). If this system is one of Common Sense IntuitionisB

it is a very modified form of that theory, and we do not think that 8

minute examination of its merits is necessary after the criticisms w
have given of other forms of Intuitionism.
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in this sense that we propose to criticise the theory of
Common Sense Intuitionism.

Of this theory our criticism is :

(1) A principle may be general and known to all and
yet not be self-evident in the strict sense. Tntuitionists

should at least make the distinction which we have made
between truths that are strictly self-evident and those
that are self-evident in a loose sense only.

(2) Some of the ordinarily admitted moral principles
are not only not self-evident, but they do not even belong
to the strict natural law, and they ( yen require experi
ence for their perception. Thus the ordinary man
believes that there is a right of stable private property,
and on this right his conception of the wrongness of

stealing mainly depends. Xow, such a right really
exists. But it depends not on the strict natural law, but

on the jus gentium a class of law which is made up
of a strict necessary law of nature and a contingent but

universal fact, which only experience can make known
to us. Hence, this right is not self-evident, and the

laws of justice that depend upon it arc not self-evident.

(3) Some of those principles which are ordinarily

accepted by men are not only not self-evident in the strict-

sense of the term, as we have already pointed out, but are

not to be regarded as self-evident in any sense since they
were quite unknown to certain degraded races, and con

sequently they must require reasoning for their percep
tion. Thus, Aquinas testifies that

&quot; some peoples did

not know it was wrong to steal and even to commit

(certain) unnatural crimes,&quot;
* a state of things which he

regards as due to the corrupt lives of these people. Yet

Common Sense Intuitionists will generally be found to

regard the wrongfulness of stealing as self-evident.

(4) Many of these ordinarily accepted principles admit

of proof, as the Ethician knows, and, therefore, the pre

sumption is that though at present they are apparently

accepted without proof, they were originally made known

*
&quot;S. Theol.,&quot; I., II., C&amp;gt;. XCIV., Art. 6.

2 I
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through reasoning, without which it is possible that they
would never have come into human consciousness.

For these reasons \ve claim that whilst some of the

ordinarily accepted moral principles are intuitive others
are not, but are the result of reasoning, and consequently
ihe theory of pure Common Sense Intuitionism, of which
the least claim must consistently be that the ordinarily
accepted moral beliefs are intuitive, is false and un
founded.

Further examination of this theorv is unnecessary.
As we said, there arc some principles which must be

regarded as self-evident, and hence the fundamental
delect of Common Sense Intuitionism is that it has not

determined the principles that are to be regarded as self-

evident in a scientific manner, for it simplv regards as

self-evident any principles \\hicli it sees to be admitted

by the ordinary man, and hence it has erred in its

enumeration of these principles.
\\ e now proceed to discuss some special forms of

Intuitionism- namelv, the theories of
4i

.Esthetic

Morals&quot; and of the Moral Impulses.&quot;

The name &quot;Esthetic Morals&quot; has been given to many and
widely different theories. The simple definition giyen below
from ourselves vi/., the theory which identifies beauty with

goodness represents the only form of the theory that

interests us here.

Martineau defines .Ksthetic Kthies as the theory which
blends in thought two separate aspects of the good, &quot;one

identifying right with benevolent affection, the other with

Charien and Kalon with what is charming and lovely in

temper and affection.&quot; This definition will be noticed by us

only in so far as it coincides with our own definition.

Amongst German aesthetic theories of Morals the most

prominent are those of Schiller and Herbart.

Schiller s Ethical views are the direct opposite of those of

Kant. According to Kant, that act alone is morally good
which is prompted by Reason alone which excludes sense-

motivation. Schiller s view of moral goodness, instead of

excluding &quot;sense&quot; and &quot;nature,&quot; rather emphasises their

importance. The moral good consists, according to Schiller,
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rather in the reconciliation of Reason with sense than in the

suppression ot sense. Now, sense and Reason stand very far

apart, and would, according to Schiller, be incapable of recon-
ciliation unless through some mediating condition of soul,
which is at once a sensuous and a rational condition, which
allows to the senses a real but yet a temperate influence in

human action, and this condition of soul is given in aesthetic

feeling. This condition of &quot; the beautiful soul&quot; (die sc/wnc

Secle) is also the condition of moral excellence since in it are

harmonised the claims of sense and Reason.
Herbart s theory is known as .-Esthetic Formalism, and is

as follows : The judgment of moral approbation and blame,
which some acts excite, is an intuitive judgment. The
existence of such judgments is a matter of fact and of

experience which there is no denying, and on this fact is built

our whole moral existence. These judgments are all judg
ments of taste, analogous to the judgments of taste which we
pass on Music. The} concern certain will-relations, which, in

consequence of the taste-judgments which these relations

excite, we call &quot;Morally good and evil.&quot; Taste is an

irreducible fact of our psychical constitution. &quot;Taste in

Herbart s sense,&quot; writes Jocll (&quot;
Geschichte der Ethik,&quot; Vol.

II., page 203),
&quot;

is an important original fact of our soul-life
;

the psychical mechanism requires that wherever there is a

complete apprehension of relations containing a number of

homogeneous elements mutually modifying and interfusing with

one another (a judgment of) praise or blame necessarily
.arises in the apprehending subject.&quot;

Such judgments are,

as we have said, excited in the case of certain \vill-relations,

and it is the purpose of Ethics to discover the particular will-

relations which give us aesthetic satisfaction and those that

excite the opposite. But since the sensibility of our aesthetic

nature is a subjective matter and not objective, it follows

that Ethics deals not with objective reality but with value-

judgments, and consequently that Ethics is not a branch of

Metaphysics. The &quot; Good &quot;

also is not a positive reality. It

is a property of our aesthetic appreciation ( Werthschatzung).
It is also quite distinct from pleasure as moral evil is from

pain.
The simple relations which excite in us aesthetic pleasures

Herbart calls
&quot;

ideas.&quot; These we need not enumerate here.

Now, these aesthetic theories of Schiller and Herbart

lie for the most part outside the discussion which we are

about to raise, and we mention them here simply because

they represent forms of Esthetic Morals. The par-

.ticular theory which we are about to examine is rather
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that which is to be found in the writings of British

Moralists, particular! v Shaftesburv and I lutcheson- -the

tlieorv, namel\-, that moral good is a particular species
of beatitv and moral evil a particular form of ugliness,
and that as beatitv and ugliness are perceived intuitively
so also Morals are perceived intuitively that is, without

reasoning.
Whether this theorv is consistently adhered to in the

writings ol Shaftesburv and I lutcheson is a debated

question \\itli Commentators. We believe, however,
that their \\orks siipplv us with suflicient ground for

classifying them as .Esthetic Moralists.

1 here is no real good,&quot; writes Shattesbury,* &quot;besides

the enjoyment of beauty.&quot;
Ami again &quot;What is beaut iful is

harmonious ami proportionable, what is harmonious and pro
portionable is true, ami what is at once beautiful ami true is

ot consequence agreeable ami ^ooJ.&quot;v

[lutcheson, also, is usually regarded _

L

as belonging to

1 1 1 1
-- school, since he speaks indifferently ol beauty and

&quot;

Hut,&quot; he writes, &quot;to regulate the highest powers of our
nature our affections ami deliberate designs of action in

important affairs there is implanted in us by nature the noblest

ami most divine of all senses that conscience by which we
discern what is graceful, becoming, beautiful and honourable,
in the affections of the soul, in our conduct of life, our words,

* &quot;

Moralists,&quot; II.. P;.-v 4--- .

!

&quot; Miscellaneous Reflections,&quot; III., pa^v i S^. .Martnu Hu con
siders that though there ace sentences in Shaftesbnry that arc open to

the construction oi .Moral . Kst het ieisin, the more exact statements of

his doctrine do not admit of this construction. lie even savs that,

&quot;taking the writings of our Author as a whole \ve cannot jnstlv affirm

that he merges the n^ iillnni in the kalmi, but the increasing tendencv in

his later essays to accentuate the . esthetic aspect of morals is very
obsei-vable.

&quot;

The presence of those contradictory statements to which
.Martineau calls attention, and which seem to be characteristic of all

Intnitionist writings, is sufficient reason for warning the reader that in

criticising the Intuit ionist theories we- criticise
tvf&amp;gt;cs

of Intuitionism

rather than forms actu. dlv and persistently maintained by Intnitionist

writers.

1 I or instance, bv Martineau, \\ lu&amp;gt; sa\ s
(&quot;

1 vpes of Ethical

Theory,&quot; II., 543)
&quot;

I im afraid that, in spite- of some contrary
appearances, we must treat Hntcheson s doctrine on this side as one
of moral aesthetics onh , which essentially reduces perfect character
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our actions. . . . What is approved by this sense we
count right and beautiful, and call it virtue

; what is condemned
we call base and deformed and vicious

&quot;

(&quot;
On Human Nature,&quot;

L, pag-e 1 8).

Now, this theory that goodness is onlv a species of

beauty is evidently a theory of Intuitionism. For
I beauty, as we shall see later, is perceived not by reason

ing, but immediately and direct! v by intuition, and hence
it will be necessary to show that beauty is not identical

with goodness.
Criticism In a certain sense the moral good is always

beautiful, and we often speak of the. moral good and the

beautiful as if they were the same thing. Thus, we

speak of a man s action as abominable or horrible when
we mean that it is bad, and of a life as beautiful when we
mean that it is good. How far these tilings mav be said

with truth we shall see later when we have compared the

two conceptions beautv and moral goodness.
But now, however close mav be the connection between

these two conceptions beauty and goodness they arc

not the same. For

(i) In the first place, they appertain to wholly distinct

faculties in man. Beauty, as Aquinas points out, apper
tains to the knowing faculty (vis coguoscitha),* good
ness to the appetitive faculty. A thing is called beautiful

simply to a work of high art.&quot; And again, in assigning reasons for

counting Hutcheson s theory one of Moral Esthetics&quot; He (Hutcheson)

speaks of the moral beauty or deformity of actions as synonymous with

their Tightness or wrongness as in the propositions
k we have a sense

of goodness and moral beauty in actions distinct from advantage.
&quot;

He quotes other passages in which Hutcheson seems to distinguish the

Moral Sense and the Sense of Beauty, but it is Martineau s view that

the differences drawn by Hutcheson here are not so much differences in

the faculties themselves as in the pleasures attached to them.

It should be noticed, however, that British aesthetic moralists, be

sides identifying beauty with goodness, also give to_
their theory

-

Utilitarian colour, inasmuch as they also identify what is beautiful and

good with benevolent action. In Hutcheson s writings, indeed, this

second element is the more prominent and the principal element.

Benevolence is, according to Hutcheson, the object of the Moral Sense,

the only thing appreciated by the Moral Sense.

* &quot; S. Theol.&quot; I., Q. V., Art. 4, ad primani. Aquinas theory here

needs supplementing. &quot;Beauty appertains to the knowing faculties to

the intellectual and the sensuous knowing faculty. Its perception is
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because the contemplation
*

of it pleases us (quac vis$\
placent) a thing is called good because it is an end the!

attainment or possession of which pleases and satisfies]
an appetite (quac appctitum quictant); and it is morally
good when it leads to the satisfaction of our appetite for]

our last end. Hence, beautv and moral goodness, since

thev appertain to different faculties, are not the same.

(2) Beautv and moral goodness both depend on, and
are founded on, something within the object, but

whereas beautv is a qtialitv of the object regarded in

itself, moral goodness is a relation to a certain extrinsic

end the ul.imus linis. I n the words of Aquinas
1

Ptilchrtim et bonum in subject! &amp;gt; sum idem quia supra I

eandem rein 1 undanl ur, scil, supra formam (i.e.,\

naturam). . . . Seel . . . dum bonum habet

rationem linis, pulchrum pertmet ad rationem causae

tormalis
&quot;

(&quot;
Sumnia Theologica/ I.. (J. V.. Art, 4,

ail
f&amp;gt;

n nnim
).

Pherefore, \\e repeat here what \\ e have alreadv said

when discussing the general theories ol Perceptional and

Common Sense [ntuitionism- we cannot know that an

act is morallv good b\ merelv considering the acl in itself

without relation to anything else. \\ e must determine

the moral goodness of an act bv considering its relation

to the ultimate end (Sum mum Bonum}. ( )n the contrary,
we perceive the beautv &amp;lt;&amp;gt;1 an object bv considering the*

possible to intellectual being s onlv, but, granted the presence of intellect,
then sense and imagination can share in that perception, and share also in

the aesthetic pleasure. A truly beautiful object must please everv faculty
engaged in the contemplation of it. Thus in the case of music the
tone must satisfy the ear, whilst the melodv must satisfv the ear, the

imagination, and the intellect. In a picture the colouring must please
the eve, tin- imagination must be satisfied with tin- form or outline of

figures, and the intellect with the unitv of the whole presentation]
In so far as anv one of these faculties is offended, the object loses in

beauty. As perceivable both bv sense and by intellect, beauty thus

appeals to our whole cognitive nature. Any theorv that would confine
the knowledge of beauty to sense on the one hand or to intellect oil

the- other is one-sided and erroneous.
* With this doctrine stated in our text it may be interesting to

compare Kant s definition of beauty, which, with some qualifications, if

the same as that of Aquinas beautv is the object of a satisfaction that

is wholly disinterested. A disinterested satisfaction is the same thing-
as the satisfaction of contemplation.
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object in itself, in its form, and without relation to any
thing else. And for this reason it is possible to perceive
the moral goodness of an act in reasoning, whereas the
perception of beauty is, as we know also from experi
ence, an act not of reasoning but of contemplation,
although it may sometimes require reasoning as a neces
sary antecedent. Hence, also, it is possible to prove that
a certain action is good or evil to one who does not

already know its moral character. But we could not
prove that any object is beautiful, any more than we
could prove that a thing is red or sweet. This, also, is

evident to each man from experience.

Beauty and goodness are, therefore, not the same.
But, as we said in the beginning of this section, there is

a sense in which the morally good is always beautiful

namely, that all harmony is beautiful
;
and a good act

harmonises, first, with the nature of the agent, and.

secondly, with the scheme of the universe, since all

things are meant to tend to the ultimate end, whereas a

bad act at once violates the nature of the agent, and
contradicts the plan of the Universe in not tending to the

ultimate end. :;

MORAL IMPULSE THEORY.

Martineau s theory of Moral Impulses is to he reckoned

among- the most prominent of recent Intuitionist Ethical

theories. It is the theory that in man there is a scale of

inner principles, or springs, or impulses towards certain forms
of activity ;

that these impulses can be arranged into a scale

of morally hig her and lower, and that according&quot; to its place
in this scale each impulse possesses a &quot; moral worth,

1

not in

itself, but in its relation to other impulses above or below it ;

that the moral judgment pronounces exclusively on the moral

* In discussing the theory of ^Esthetic Morals we have avoided all

erence to certain highly metaphysical theories of modern writers on
the relation of the &quot;

g-ood
&quot;

to the &quot;beautiful:&quot; for instance, the theory
developed by some modern disciples of Schelling- that the &quot;beautiful&quot;

and the &quot;

good
&quot;

are identified in the conception of the &quot;absolute,&quot;

which, according- to these writers, is not only an object of intellect,

but is also known to us by imag-inative and sensuous apprehension. We
do not think that the dis&quot;cussion of such theories is calculated to throw
much lig-ht on the problem of the relation of the &quot;g-ood

&quot;

to the &quot; beauti

ful.&quot; An excellent account of these theories can be found in M. Fouillee s
&quot;

Critique des Systemes de Morale Contemporaine.&quot;
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gradations of this scale (&quot;our moral judgments are all pre
ferential

&quot;),
the rule of morals being that &quot;every action is right

which in the presence of a lower principle follows a higher, and

every action is wrong which in the presence of a higher
principle follows a lower,&quot; that these differences of higher
and lower are made known to us intuitively by Conscience,
which is defined &quot; the sensibility of our mind to the grada
tions of the scale

&quot;

or the &quot;

critical perception we have of the

relative authority of our several principles of action.&quot; This

power ol Conscience is, according to Martineau, not developed
to the same extent in all men, tor the &quot;extending range of

intuitive perception of relative worth
&quot;

is not the same in all.

One man is alive to only a certain portion of the scale of

impulses, another to a more extended portion, a fact which,

according to Martineau, fully explains the apparent differences

in men s moral judgments. Kor the moral judgments of

different men arc never really opposed to one another, since

when one man says that a particular act is right and another
that it is wrong, they are speaking of very different things
that is, thev are estimating the value of a certain spring of

action relatively to different portions of the Moral scale. If

goodness consists in choosing the higher in preference to the

lower, and badness in the opposite course, then the following
1

of a particular impulse mav be good it our comparison of that

impulse be with others lower still, bad if our comparison be

with higher impulses. Hence the apparent differences ot

judgments. Our moral judgments, according to Martineau,
never rcallv contradict one another. &quot;However limited the

range ot our moral consciousness it would lead us all to the

same verdicts, had we all the same segment of the series under
our cognisance.&quot; Only he who is alive to all the impulses is

capable ot a perfect moral judgment.
&quot; The whole scale ot inner

impulses is open to survey only to the ripest mind, and to be

perfect in its appreciation is to have exhausted the permuta
tions of human experience.&quot;

This rough sketch of Martineau s theorv mav, for our

present purposes, be reduced to the single proposition
that the relative moral value of the inner impulses, the

gradation of which constitutes the subject-matter of all

moral Judgments, is known intuitively to our con

sciences.*

*
According to Martineau, although Conscience judges only of the

moral value of the springs of action without reference to the conse

quences of action, still there is room for the computation of pleasures
and pains in two ways.

&quot;

First, the computation is already more or
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Criticism (i) The first point of our criticism is that

this theory is open to all the objections we have brought

against the extreme forms of Intuition. Thus, if all

moral judgment is an estimate of the relative value of our

inner impulses, and if this relative value is known to us

intuitively, it is difficult to see how we could ever feel the

necessity (a necessity which \ve know from experience
that we do feel) of reasoning and argument in coming to

our moral decisions, or why we should sometimes fail to

come to any decision in regard to some particular moral

questions. Again, if our moral judgments concerning
the springs of action are intuitive, why should men s

judgments differ? Martineau s reply that our judg
ments never really differ is, to our mind, sheer nonsense.

Take the case of the judgments of two men one that it

is lawful to tell a lie to save one s own life, the other that

it is not lawful to tell a lie
1 even to save one s own lite.

Betw&amp;lt;een these Judgments there is a genuine difference ol

view, and they reallv contradict each other. Yet, may
not that difference of view remain even though the two

men be conscious of equal portions of or even of the

whole of the scale of impulses? Or may not two men,

each of whom has a perfect idea of the relative value of

Selfishness and Benevolence and the other impulses, still

differ in their views as to whether a person is bound to

restitution for the burning of one man s house by mis

take when the burning of another man s house was

actually intended a question which is actually debated

amongst moralists and on which opinions are divided.

We think that Martineau has no ground for his view a

view which he states, but does not attempt to prove, that

if all men took cognisance of the same portion of the scale

less involved in the preference of this or that spring- of action, for in

proportion as the spring s of action are self-conscious they contemplate
their own effects, and judgment upon them is included in our judgment
of the disposition. Second!}-, when the principle of action has been

selected to the exclusion of all competitors ; because, under the given

external conditions the very same principle may express and satisfy

itself in various methods. .&quot; . . . The choice of means by which to

carry out the workings of a spring of conduct can be made only by

consideration of consequences.&quot;
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of impulses there would be no room for differences in our
moral opinions.

(2) Ibis theory ol Moral Impulses does not explain the
moral character of all our acts, for, according to this

theory, badness and goodness could not attach to the
exercise ot a single impulse without reference to others,
but arise only when one impulse is preferred to another
which lies higher or lower in the seal,- than itself. Xow,
\ve maintain that, whether the impulse involved in the

speaking of the truth to take this Dingle example be

higher or lower than other impulses, the idling O f a lj e
is a bad act, and its badness is not constituted by any
relation to other impulses, it is bad because a lie vio

lates the natural end of the faculty of speech. Many
other unnatural crimes consist, as we saw in our chapter
on the Moral Criterion, like Iving, in the use of a single

faculty or impulse in such a wav as to avoid the realisa

tion &amp;lt; &amp;gt;i its natural end. These cases are not covered bv
the theory that badness and goodness depend upon an
urdcr ( f impulses.

(.&quot;&amp;gt;) Again, the difficult v might be raised how the theory
oi Impulses is to decide where, in the scale of Impulses,

any particular impulse stands; where, for instance, tin-

impulses of justice and Benevolence stand in relation to

one another; whether Benevolence is higher, and
whether, as a consequence, it is lawful to steal from a

rich man in order to help the poor the motive in the case

being that of Iienevolence and the comparison being one
of Benevolence and justice. AYe submit that no rule of

preference between these impulses could be given on

Martineatfs theory; f and even if it could be given the

question of the preferabilitv of certain impulses to certain

* Of the impulses concerned with Veracity, Martineau speaks very
hesitatingly. He does not seem to contemplate an impulse to veracity
itself.

f In our own theorv of the good, as the reader will remember, we
make comparison of some faculties reckoning

1 one higher than another.

Intellect, for instance, we regard as higher than sense. This question
of the relative order of the faculties is necessary in our system for the

solution of a few questions only, like that of the immorality of drunken
ness. In Martineau s system the order of the impulses is made the

universal test. As such it fails.
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others could not enter into our decision. For injustice is

bad whether it be done from a motive of benevolence or

not, or whether the impulse of justice stands lower or

higher in the scale than that of benevolence. This

theory, therefore, cannot account for the morality of all

our acts. And hence it is not the ultimate account of

moral good and evil.

(4) We submit that this theorv makes unreasonable

demands on human nature in expecting every man
always to choose a higher impulse in presence of a lower.

If it is wrong to follow a lower impulse in presence of a

higher, we do not know on what principle a man could

lawfully smoke cigars and drink brandv after dinner

when by refraining from these things he could afford to

give more money to the poor. Yet we believe that

Common Sense and Reason would recognise no obliga

tion, generally speaking, to give up these luxuries.

(5) Finally, there is the difficulty of discerning not, as

in a former difficulty, the order of the impulses, but what

are the impulses concerned in any particular act, and of

deducing from these the moral value of conduct. This

difficulty Marti neau makes light of, saying that though
it will be fatal to his doctrine if the difficulty cannot be

answered, yet it really can be answered, or rather the

difficulty does not really exist for the Ethician. The
main point of the difficulty, according to Martineau, is

that, in some cases, the impulse to action is complex
and it is difficult to analyse the complex motive into its

several components. But, then, according to Martineau,

it is not necessary to analyse the complex motive into its

components, for we can know the value of a complex

impulse relatively to other impulses without analysing it

into its components. Hence, the difficulty of analysing
the components does not exist for the Fthician. All the

difficulties charged upon the composition of Motives

appear to him (Martineau) as a mere &quot;

nightmare of

unreal psychology.&quot;

Now, we do not agree with Martineau that this diffi-

cultv is fanciful and unreal, or that it all turns on the
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(jucstion whether it is necessary to analyse our complex
motives in forming a moral judgment. \Ye belieye that

even the trained psychologist and, n fortiori, the ordi

nary man would find it exceedingly difficult to know
\\hat impulse, complex or simple, urges him to the

doing ol any particular act . A man can easily know the

IK! that he wishes to gain in any act, and conse

quently, it lie knows that all his ends are good, lie k nows
also that his act is good. Hut the inner impulses that

urge us to a particular end are generally unknown to us,

and tor the most part they do not enter into our con

sciousness in any way. Consequently, if the morality
&amp;lt;&amp;gt;f the end sought or of the act of seeking those ends is

to l)e determined bv our judgment as to the relative

value oi inner impulses, the moral judgment would be

lor the m&amp;lt; ist |)art i

mp&amp;lt;
&amp;gt;ssible.

lull it may be said that it is not necessary for us to

brine these impulses directly into consciousness, that

we can judge of the value ol the impulses prompting us

to an act from the value of the acts which these impulses

give rise to. Hut such an admission would mean the

giving up of the Moral Impulse theory (which supposes
that our preferential judgment ot the value ot the

impulses is first, and that this judgment is the criterion

whereby we value acts), and it would mean substituting

for the Moral Impulse theory the crudest ot all Intui-

tionist systems- namely, the theory of Perceptional

Intuitionism that the human mind reads off the moral

goodness of each particular act as it comes before us,

and from that determines the value of the impulses in

volved in the act.

For these reasons we reject the Intuitive theory oi the

Moral Impulses.
* \\V speak here as if our impulses were different from our mere

natural desires for certain ends. If in Martineau s theory these two are

the same, then there is nothing distinctive about his theory. It is pure
Aristotelianism, which makes all morality depend on &quot;

ends.&quot; If the

two are distinct, the above criticism holds.



CHAPTER XVI

ON SYNDERESIS

SYNDERESIS is the name given to the group of primary
moral principles which belong naturally to the human
mind. The Scholastics define it

&quot;

habitus primorum
principiorum.&quot; St. Damascene rails it a

&quot;

naturale

judicatorium.&quot;

Now, when we say that certain principles are natural

we do not mean that thev are innate, but only that

without reasoning the mind comes quickly and easily
to acquire them, and cannot help doing so. What these

principles are we have already seen in our chapter on

Intuitionism. Of these principles some \ve saw are

intuitions in the strict sense that is, the mind assents

to them at once without reasoning. Certain other prin

ciples are, practically speaking, intuitions. For,

though technically they are inferences and not

intuitions, still so easily are thev acquired and so neces

sarily, that thev mav be and are general! v regarded as

self-evident truths. The number of these primary self-

evident principles it would be difficult to state, and the

exact formula of each it would not be easy to determine.

But we can say with certainty that all grown people
who are capable of thinking at all believe in the good
ness of honesty, and bravery, and kindness, and filial

pity, and the care for offspring, and marriage, and in

the evil of indiscriminate murder, 8cc. It is true,

indeed, that many peoples did not regard virtues like

honesty and piety as so strictly binding that the* could

not be set aside under certain exceptional circumstances.
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But Reason must recognise the general necessity of

cultivating these virtues, and it is for moralists and
those who are capable of judging of such things to say
whether to any particular law there may in reality be

an exception. In other words, it is for the moralist to

determine scientifically the formula that will express the

law truly and exactly. These self-evident moral prin

ciples constitute what Moralists speak of as Synderesis,*
about which many interesting questions arise, some of

which will be considered in the present chapter.
From the self-evident principles, taken in their

strictest sense, it is possible, as \\ e said, to derive certain

proximate simple conclusions \\hich all men must know.
( )ther conclusions are not so evident, and to bring home
their truth with unmistakable clearness to the ordinary
mind we have to reason them out step alter step, as we
would a difficult proposition in geometry. These pro

positions are called remote conclusions. Though they

are quite as true as the proximate, they are not, as we

said, so evident, and consequently it is possible tor

minds to lose the consciousness of them or even never

to eome to a knowledge of them. But neither the first

principles themselves nor the proximate and immediate

conclusions from them can ever be lost to consciousness.

* Various attempts have been made bv modern Ethicians to reduce
all moral principles to a single principle inclusive of all the others. Tin*

more important amongst these principles mav be divided into the follow

ing six classes, according as t hey are founded: -
I i ) On the conception

of individual pleasure; (J) on the idea of individual libertv; (3) on the

relation of the inner impulses tit man ; (4) on the idea of life; (5) on
the idea of the common good; (6) on the idea of personality, whether
individual or general.

( i ) Under the first we have the principle of HOKBES that the

&quot;good&quot;
is that which each man desires. This principle we have

criticised in our chapter on The Ciood. (2) Under the second we have
EICHTK S principle,

&quot; He free,&quot; Coi &quot;SIN S &quot;Ens liberum maneat liberum,&quot;

and similar principles of the Transcendental School, an examination of

which will be found in the latter part of our chapter on Liberty, where
it is shown that Libertv is not morality but only its pre-condition.

(3) Under the third we have the principle
&quot; Never to choose a lower

in the presence of a higher pleasure.&quot;
This principle is examined in

our chapter on Intuitionism. (4) Under the fourth we have the innumer
able principles of Hiological Ethics e.g., THOMASIUS principle,

&quot; Do that

which will make life long and happy
&quot;

; LESLIE STEPHEN S two principles,
&quot; He prudent

&quot;

and &quot; He virtuous,&quot; both ultimately grounded on the

idea of life. Also SPENCER S,
&quot; Seek the maximum of life,&quot; for which see
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We now proceed to discuss two important questions
on the primary Moral principles. The first What is

the origin of our general moral beliefs? or How do
we come as children to the understanding of general
moral principles? The second is Can belief in the

moral principles decay, or, as it is usually put, can Con
science develop and decay ?

(a) On the origin of a child s moral beliefs.

The expression &quot;origin of our Moral beliefs&quot; may
mean either the logical grounds on which educated men
maintain their beliefs

;
or the original sources whence in

past ages men received their moral ideas
; or, finally, it

may mean the actual beginnings of these beliefs in the

child s mind to-day. It is this last question that we are

now to occupy ourselves with. What, we ask, is the

source of a child s moral ideas? Do they come through
the exercise of his own Reason without help from out

side ? Or are they gained by a process of reasoning

helped on by instruction ? Or are they wholly from

tradition ?
*

At the outset we wish the reader to understand that

this is mainly an historical question. We have nothing
I at present to do with the philosophy of duty or of the

good i.e., with the question of the objective foundation

H .chapter on Biological Evolution. (5) Under the fifth we have the

I several principles of Sociology v.if. ,

&quot; Seek the greatest good of

i| society
&quot;

(MILL), or &quot; Homini quantum in ipso est colendam et servandam

i|
esse societatem

&quot;

(GROTEand PUFFENDORFF), or &quot; Neminen laede suum

I cuique
&quot;

(LEIBNITZ). All that we have said in the chapter on Utilitarianism

applies here. (6) Under the heading of personality we have the three

principles () of individual personality (KANT), &quot;Treat every man as

person ; (b) of microcosmic personality (DR. LIPPS),
&quot; Realise the whole

world in yourself&quot;; (c) of universal personality (HEGEL), &quot;Realise the

personality of Society.&quot; These principles are examined in the chapters
on Universalism and on Rights.

The reader will have no difficulty in recognising from what has been

said in the foregoing chapters that many of these principles are false,

whilst others fail to include the whole moral law (and therefore are not

to be regarded as primary principles in the sense intended by the

Ethicians here mentioned) being principles only of certain departments
of morals. Further criticism of these so-called primary principles, we
think, will not be necessary at this point.

* The question of the possibility of inheriting these beliefs and of

their origin in past ages has already been fully treated in our chapter on

.Evolutionist Ethics.
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ot moral truths, or the reason why we ought to accept
them. This \vr have fully explained in an earlier chapter.
The question how a child comes in the first instance to

believe that two sides of a triangle are greater than a

third (we lake it for granted that such a proposition has

onlv to be put before the thinking child in order to com
mand instantaneous acceptance) has nothing to do with

the question \Yliv do vou, a mathematician, accept it,

or why ought VMU accept it? So our present question is,

not what is the right ground ol our moral beliefs, but

how do children generally come bv their moral beliefs?

Now, a child mav accept mathematical truths on the

word of his master; vet no one would, on that account,

sav that the proper ground of Mathematics is tradition.

\\ hv? Because mathematical propositions can be

proved &amp;lt;n mathematical grounds. So also with Morals.

Once we have proved the realitv &amp;lt;il moral distinctions we
have implicitlv sho\\n that the ground of our moral

beliefs is not mere tradition, that Fthics is based upon
Kthical grounds, as Mathematics is upon mathematical

grounds. But our present enquirv has nothing to do

with the question of the ultimate grounds ot moral

belief. It is a (|iiestion of history only, but it is ot great
interest to the Fthician.

At first sight it \\ould seem that the beliefs of children

depend wholly on traditions that is, on the teaching&quot;

of parents and master. Children in civilised countries,

long befnre thev are able to reason or to express their

thoughts with anv clearness, ha\&quot;e already been in

structed in moral truths that is, they have in the first

instance accepted these truths on the ground ot

tradition only. Fven savage children, from their very
eailiest vears, are made familiar with the particular

religious and moral persuasions of their tribe, so that

from the beginning their moral beliefs are developed
under pressure, if we might say so, of religious and

political training.

Still, in spite of this fact, we maintain that the beliefs

of children do not depend \vholly on tradition. \Ve
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claim that though a child begins with tradition, yet at

the age of ten or twelve he has already come into posses
sion of certain moral beliefs which he holds with a

strong intellectual conviction, not on the strength of

mere human testimony, but on account of their own
intrinsic evidence. In other words, we take it for

granted that at ten or twelve children no longer require
the authority of their parents in the case of some moral

principles, and that they adhere to these principles or

propositions on account of the insight they now possess
into the intrinsic truth of these propositions. These

propositions may not be very many. But a boy of

twelve (we say &quot;Twelve,&quot; though we believe that the

transition from tradition to belief on intrinsic grounds
occurs at a much earlier period) believes on intrinsic

evidence such truths as that he ought to honour his

parents, that they should care for him, that he has rights

against other men. Some beliefs he still holds on the

ground of authority alone. If asked why he believes

that America exists or that planets move, or that abso

lute monarchy is not good, he will answer &quot; because so

he has been told.&quot; But if asked why he believes that

murder is bad, or, better still, if an argument be put
forward in his presence to show that murder is good,
it will be found that in answering he does not appeal to

any authority for his belief, but will refer to some

objective ground and argue the case out on its merits,

thereby showing that he is conscious of the intrinsic

unreasonableness of murder, and that he no longer

believes on faith alone. The ground which he assigns

may be far from satisfactory, but it is evident from his

attitude that now he is believing on grounds intrinsic to

the truth itself, although as yet he may not be able to

express these grounds coherently. Thus, between his

moral belief and his belief in facts into which he has as

yet no personal insight, there is the very marked distinc

tion that the one class of truth appeals to his own inner

convictions from their inner evidence, the other only on

the ground of an extraneous authority. The moral

2 K
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world, therefore, has begun to appeal to such a child

for its own sake, and he will judge of it from what he

feels and perceives, and will talk of it as a thing that he
is familiar with, and will think for himself concerning
the reasonableness of the moral laws, and will even

question the judgment of other people about them, which
shows that some at least of his judgments on moral
matters are now received at first hand, and not on mere

authority.
A child s judgments about remote conclusions mav,

main of them, be wrong. It would be strange if some
were not. It a boy can form a wrong judgment about
many simple truths of Phvsics it is impossible that he

should not sometimes go wrong in Morals. Hut in

general, on the broad moral principles, his judgment is

perfectly trustworthy. No bov, for instance, could

think that murder, and lying, and cruelty, and robbery
are the right things, and ought to be done. Such a pro

position he could not entertain fur a moment, even if

he tried. Hut his whole soul goes out to the thought of

the goodness of truth, and of respect for parents, and of

benevolence, and ot honour. It goes out just as easily
and as naturally as the llouer opens up to the sunlight,
from which fact we draw the conclusion that morality

appeals to him to a large extent on the ground of its

own objective evidence, and that, therefore, his assent

to morals is not based on tradition alone.

We are led also to another conclusion namely, that,

since in the sphere of morals authority ceases at an

early age to be necessary to a child s belief, and since

the rirst principles of the moral law come so quickly to

be believed on the ground of their own inner credibility,
it seems evident that, even were no instruction given, the

unaided Reason must succeed in time in constructing
for itself a good deal of the moral law, although in an

unsatisfactory way and in the rough, and at a compara

tively late period in a man s career. To construct the

natural moral law with any perfection needs experience
and a ripened Reason. But granted a mind that can
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normally think, and granted that it has some experience,
th( re is no doubt that even without instruction it must
arrive at length at some rough idea of the moral system.
What, therefore, is the effect of instruction on the young
mind in the department of morals? Just this aided

by instruction the moral ideas come to it all the sooner,
and aided by instruction they are necessarily cleaner cut
and truer. Instruction in morality is like the plan of a

city, which puts before us boldly and definitely at one

glance the lie of every part, and its relation to the
whole. In that one view we see the city as a whole, and
also the direction of every passage and turn. Without
such a plan we might, indeed, come some day to know
the city, but only after much trving research and many
failures streets and roads often seeming to lead

nowhere, and turns and passages to have no meaning.
It is so with morals with this addendum, that in morals
the failures of research-time mean disaster to the indi

vidual. Instruction, therefore, is necessary even for the

very life and welfare of the child. It is necessary also,

and for another reason, to the world at large. For

though it is true that unaided Reason will arrive after

much thinking at some fair idea of the truths of Ethics,

yet it is also true that our moral system could not

develop, that the fabric of morals could not grow, did

not each age hand down the results of its reasoning and
its experience to the age that immediately succeeds it.

Moral science is not more easily constructed than many
branches of Physics, and if in the sphere of Physics
each age did not build upon that which preceded it, the

edifice of science could not be reared. In the same way
instruction and tradition are necessary to moral science.

Having seen, now, that the moral beliefs of children

are not dependent wholly upon tradition, it will be in

teresting to enquire, from what we know of the child

mind, what would be the meaning of the conceptions
&quot;

good
&quot; and &quot;

duty
&quot;

if, these ideas being once sup

plied to- the child, they were allowed to develop in his

mind without further instruction. What, for instance,
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would a child understand by
&quot;

good
&quot; and &quot;

duty
&quot; who

was told that it was a good thing and a duty to be
honourable and kind? That most children from the

very beginning regard sin as directly and immediately
an offence against God, and the moral law as His com-
mand, is only natural, since that is how they have been
trained to think. That training is, wo maintain, justifi
able both on logical and on moral grounds. It is justi
fiable on logical grounds because, as we showed in the
earlier chapters of this work, goodness and duty are in

their last analysis founded upon (iod as supreme end,
and, therefore, sin is truly a violation of God s will.

Secondly, this religious interpretation of morality is

morally necessarv, because it is the conception of a

persona! relation ot ilie child to a Supreme Being that

appeals more than anything else to his mind and heart,
and fires him with a love of the

&quot;good.&quot; But what
now ot the untrained child, or the child who has merely
received the suggestion that certain acts are bad and
others good? What in his mind will be the meaning of

the two ideas
&quot;

good
&quot; and &quot;

duty
&quot;

? Naturally much
will depend on the child himself. Some children never

think. Hut some do think&quot;, and, granted that the child

has come into the possession of a language in other

words, that he is normal and possesses the means of

thinking we maintain that his mind will, if allowed to

develop, follow a very definite course. It will be found

to pass through two distinct stages (i) The stage at

which evil is regarded as a violation of the law of

nature,* and (2) the stage at which evil is regarded as

breaking in upon the plans of Him who made nature

what it is.

First Badness to a child, who has not yet been told

* A child will not jonnuUy think of such a tiling as nature. But,

just as a psychologist experimenting upon the ordinary subject gets
him to describe his experiences, and then makes use of these experiences,

cataloguing them according to the methods and terminology of his

science, so it will be found that the thoughts of the child have much in

them of real scientific value, and that the prudent interrogator will be

able to extract from them their genuine Ethical significance. In this

sense we claim that a child regards evil-doing as unnatural.
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that it offends God, is simply this that an order has
been broken in on, and disorder has succeeded in its

place. The child feels, when he has done certain acts,

that there is something wrong with himself that he is

not what he should be. He steals, and he feels that

there is a disturbance of the proper and natural distribu

tion of things around him. A drunken man is to him
a monster something that falls short of the standard of

nature. Disarrangement, deformity, disorder, have in

these cases replaced arrangement, harmony, and design.
Evil, therefore, is regarded as a violation of nature, and

by nature a child means the original plan of things.
This is the first step. Secondly, a child s mind, par

ticularly if it receives the least help in its -work, will

very easily travel up to the thought of One who planned
the world and made it. We say

4

particularly if, etc.,&quot;

for even without help a child must soon begin to wonder
what is the cause of the world, and even to assert that

it must have a cause. But if once the idea of a first

cause be suggested to him, the child s thought rises

immediately to it, as to something that satisfies all the

necessities of his mind, and when he accepts that belief

in a First Cause, he accepts it, not indeed because it has

been suggested, but because it is reasonable, because

his whole being goes out to such a thought as giving

everything around him meaning and completeness; in

other words, the existence of a First Being explains

everything that he can think. We are not now defend

ing the logic of his thought. We maintain, indeed,

that it is absolutely logical. But logical or not, a child s

mind travels up to that thought of a first cause of the

world as easily as it does to the thought of the maker of

a watch or of a house. One of his first questions is how
he himself came to be, and howr his parents came to be,

and how all things come to be, and at the thought of a
&quot;

First
&quot; who made all, his mind is at rest. And so he

easily gets to the thought of sin. First, a bad act is a

violation of nature that is, it violates the original plan

of the world
; secondly, it is a disarrangement of God s
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plan, a disarrangement that displeases God, a dis

arrangement that ran onlv be set right by God. How
far that idea would carry a child we do not know. He
might even think that to prevent a tree from flowering
or to break down its branches (these things being in

some sense against nature 1

) was sin. \Ve have no doubt
that a child would at first get manv erroneous ideas of

his duty. But still we believe that his ideas will run in

some direction such as that which we have indicated.*

Thus, even in the mind of the child, we find in some
sense the rough outline &amp;lt;&amp;gt;t the whole philosophy of

morals. Fvil is to him a disarrangement of the original

plan ot
thmg&amp;gt; and a violation ot tmlnrc, and conse-

(juentlv an offence against (Jod And, as we have seen,

the philosophical account ot evil is no other than this.

Sin is a violation of the natural order. Hut it is also

an offence against (iod, and it is as an offence against
(iod that sin comes home to us most intensely, and this

is the natural form that the idea of evil and of the

violation ot I)utv assumes in the mind ot a child.

With \\hat raniditv, \\hen once these ideas of good
ness a:ul dutv are possessed, the proportions ot the moral

fabric begin to form \\ill be readilv understood. That
lies and murder and disrespect of parents are unnatural

can then be seen bv the voimgest mind. Particularly
easv will be the formation of such judgments by those

who are not left to their own resources, who have a few

of the moral truths put readv-made before them for their

acceptance. But \\hen these judgments have been

formed we still require the thought of the Higher
Sanction and the Personal love of the first Creator if

our love of the good is to be an actuating principle with

us, and if the fabric of our moral beliefs is to have

permanence and stability.

* Parents mig ht instruct a child to do certain things because such
is their wish, lint unless there was something- in the natural relation of

parent to child which appeals to the child s mind it could not know that

it was its dutv to pay heed to the word of its parents. The mere wish

of the parent could not of itself g-enerate a belief that that wish has the

force of a law, and that it oug-ht to be obeyed.
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(b) Can conscience develop and decay?
&quot; Can conscience develop?

&quot;

is a question which we
shall find no difficulty in answering. Since conscience

is nothing more than the practical Reason *
it can be

educated and developed in two ways (i) By the

attainment of new truths, (2) by increase of power i.e.,

of energy and acuteness in the reasoning faculty itself.

These things require no elucidation; for the moral

faculty is exactly on a par with the mathematical or the

commercial Reason, both of which can grow in the two

ways mentioned i.e., objectively, by enlarging the

sphere of knowledge, and subjectively, by developing
one s inner power of observation and thought.

But a question of much more practical importance for

Ethicians, and of much greater difficulty as well, is the

reverse of that just put namely, ([) Can Conscience

decav, and if so (2) can it be lost altogether? i.e., can

Reason become partially blinded on moral matters, and

if so can it wholly lose sight of morality ?

(i) We answer, first, that conscience can decay in two

Ways (a) By the weakening of the general faculty of

Reason itself, (/3) by loss of perceptive power within

the special sphere of morals, (a) Of the first there is

very little necessity to speak here. If the general faculty

of Reason becomes impaired our power of moral judg

ment, like that of the mathematical judgment, must be

to some extent adversely affected. We can no more

trust the judgment of a madman on moral matters than

we can trust his memory or his imagination on the facts

of sense. But we must speak more at length of the

possibility of decay in Conscience itself, or of Reason

within the special department of morals. ;/3) May it

happen that whilst in every other department the Reason

retains its strength and balance, yet in the particular

department of morals, of moral good and evil, the

Reason may become blurred and untrustworthy ? That

conscience does decay to some extent is a fact to which

no observer of men can close his eyes. There are men
* More strictly, an act of the practical Reason.
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in whom the moral faculty has become so irresponsive
that they fail to see many truths that once were clear to

their minds, and obvious, and unmistakable. And this

has come about, not because of any explicit or formal

process of reasoning that they have gone through, but

simply because conscience has lost its edge, because it

has been blunted by one or more of the thousand and
one influences that are wont to affect the practical
Reason. The first of these influences is the constant mis

use of conscience; the second is the influence of desire

upon thought. I&amp;gt;\ the misuse of conscience we mean the

use of Conscience against one s better judgment. \Ye

rarely do evil without excusing ourselves in some wav,

and making up our minds that what we do is lawful

that it is well not to be too strict that to err is human
that sin must be condoned, cS,

-

c. All this is against our

better judgment. The still small voice warns us that we
are in the wrong. But the still small voice being con

stantly unheeded soon goes below the threshold of our

moral consciousness, and ceases to be heard. Then,

secondly, there is the general effect of desire on con

science and on the Reason generallv. Prejudice and

desire are capable of warping the judgment not only in

morals but in every kind of belief. Scientists often err

unconsciously in their account &amp;lt;&amp;gt;t the laws of nature,

because of some hobby or fancy for which they want to

rind support in the facts of nature. In politics, too, our

views are influenced very much by our prejudices arising
out of environment, or bv the prevailing fashions of

thought and speech. And just as our political and

scientific views, so also our moral judgments are affected

by our own desires or passions, and particularly by the

views of that society in which we live. And we are

affected in varying degrees according as our character is

weaker or stronger, compromising or independent.

Conscience, therefore, may decay, and even well-

reasoned judgments be reversed through a variety of

causes of which the cases just given are only a few

prominent instances.
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(2) But though conscience may decay there is still a

limit to the reversibility or variability of our moral

judgments. Our views on Political Philosophy may
change, so far as to make us think that that particular

system of taxation is the better one which suits our own
business and requirements. But we cannot imagine a

thinking man genuinely believing that there should be
no such thing as government or

&quot;

law and order
&quot;

at all.

So in morals, a man could never come to believe that

indiscriminate murder and the complete neglect of chil

dren were lawful, or that the natural was the thing to be

avoided, and the unnatural to be done. No, the first

principles of Ethics and what has been called their

proximate conclusions can never vanish from our minds,
however much an evil life or prejudice or passion may
affect us. We can imagine a man holding that in cer

tain very exaggerated circumstances even murder would
be lawful, though to the cold, unprejudiced, developed
Reason it could never seem so. But no developed mind
could ever believe that wanton murder was the good
thing and to be done, and its opposite the bad thing and
to be avoided. Hence, whilst the faculty of Conscience
is quite capable of partial decadence it can never be

wholly lost. A man can never despoil himself of his

first principles or of a knowledge of his main duties, and
as long as these remain they will not only keep up a

claim on their own account, but will also act as an incen

tive in bringing back to his mind even those discarded

truths which crime and passion have obliterated.

(c) UN- ETHICAL MAN

We turn now from the consideration of the question of

development and decadence in the moral perceptions of

civilised men to the kindred question of
&quot; Un-Ethical

man &quot;

a field of enquiry which many philosophers have

used, notably M. Ree and M. Levy Bruhl to show

that moral beliefs are not a natural possession, that once

there was no such thing as conscience or a consciousness

of moral distinctions, that these beliefs are, therefore, an
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artificial product, and as such have no moral binding
power. If, as is contended, it can be shown that the

savage races evince in their general mode of conduct less

and less consciousness of moral distinctions as they go
down in the scale of human beings, and if those men
who have never lived in society- namely, the solitaries

or wild men of the woods, of whom there have been
manv- -show no knowledge whatever of moral law, then

it would seem to follo\\ Unit conscience is not a necessary

part of human endowments that it can be lost wholly
or never be attained to at all. \\Y shall, therefore,.

treat :

[. Of the moral beliefs of .savage races.

II. ( )! the beliefs of the
&quot; homo sapiens ferns.&quot;

I. OF TIIK MORAL RELIEFS OF SAVAGES.

From Darwin s time anthropologists have been at

pains to show that races exist \\hich are so far removed
from civilised men as to exhibit no trace of morality in

act or in belief bevond what is to be found in the higher
animals. Lord Aveburv \\ntes: \\ bile even the

lowest savages have manv material and intellectual

attainments thev are, it seems to me, almost entirely

wanting in moral feeling.&quot; He remarks, however, that
14

the contrarv opinion has been expressed bv many
eminent authorities.&quot; Whether, if Lord Avebury s

account be true, the Darwinian theorv on the origin of

man must also be true it is not for us to determine. But

it is within our province to determine whether if Lord

Avebury s view be true the view, namely, that some
men have no moral beliefs it would follow that the laws

of morals themselves objectively taken cannot be

natural, but are simply the result of custom or of some

*
It&quot; these positions (

i ) that moral beliefs are natural, (2) that

thev can never be wholly absent are mutually inferrible, then their

opposites (i) moral beliefs are only the result of customs, (2) moral
beliefs mav be completely wanting

1 to the human mind, may also be

regarded as mutually inferrible, and most Ethicians treat them as in

ferrible from one another. The former inference, however, we reject.
t

&quot;Origin of Civilisation,&quot; pas^e 414.
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other non-moral ground. On this point we maintain the

following : That even though all savage races were

wanting in moral beliefs, and had never heard of a

difference between good and evil, the Moral Laws them
selves might still be natural. If the validity of Mathe
matics, Physics, and Psychology does not depend on the

attainments of the savage in any way in these branches

of enquiry, if the laws of all three sciences would remain,

even though savages knew nothing about numbers or

the laws of bodies, or had never performed any act of

introspection, and did not know what the mind was, or

what it could do, it is hard to see how the laws of morals

might not still be natural even though savages did not

know of them, or why the validity of this Science of

Morality should have anv dependence whatsoever on the

practices, or the beliefs, or the want of beliefs, of the

savage races.

Still the savage is always interesting, and conse

quently we shall now briefly tell the reader what we hold

on the view of Lord Avebury, quoted above a view

which, we think we can safely say, is far from possessing
the authority which formerly it obtained amongst men
of learning. But before doing so it will be well to make

one or two introcluctorv remarks. One is that a great

many people think that we are inclined to make too much
of the savage, that the differences between him and the

ordinary uneducated civilised man are only skin-dee]),

and that if we knew him we should find that he was a

very ordinary being, and in most things very like our

selves. This, at all events, was the conclusion come to by
Dr. Livingstone, who had better opportunities for observ

ing savages than most men have had. He found savages

he said,
&quot;

strange mixtures of good and evil, as men are

everywhere else.&quot; Our second remark is that, judging

by what we know of the necessity of certain of the moral

laws for individual and racial existence, the conception

of a race wholly without morality, and yet continuing

for centuries to exist, is quite impossible almost as im

possible as that of a race of men without heart or kings,
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and vet continuing to live. As E. Tylor writes:

Without a code ot morals the verv existence of the

rudest tribe would be impossible/
1

This argument,
however, is purely a priori.

But let us look now at the historical question proper.
Recent anthropologists have so clearlv proved the pre
sence of moral beliefs in races once regarded as practi

cally without moral beliefs that \\ e are forced to the con

clusion that earlv travellers who failed to notice the pre
sence of these beliefs must have taken very little trouble

indeed to discover them, and that their observations

must have been hurried and superficial and misdirected.

Take the case of marriage. According to some travellers

certain savage races know nothing of marriage laws.

Yet Rat/el writes t : Where marriage has been sup

posed to be absent, even among the most promiscuous
nomads ot the forest and desert, its existence has sooner

or later been in everv case established.&quot; Other writers

have asserted that certain savages \vere \vhollv without

political organisation. Yet Rat/el writes ^ : \o race

is without political organisation. . . . What socio

logists call individualism has never been found anywhere
in the world as a feature ot anv race/

1

And these general testimonies are supported bv others

regarding the moral practices of particular races of

savages. A tew such testimonies will suffice for our

* &quot; Primitive Culture,&quot; Vol. II., pagv }(x~&amp;gt;.

t &quot; Yolkerkunde
&quot;

(Kng-1. Transl. ) , \.\ 114. Even Lord .\\vbury
seems most undecided about drawing from the testimonies of travellers

the conclusion that savage races have no moralitv. He throws cold
water on manv of their pronouncements I .i?. , on that testimony of
Casalis in regard to the Rasuto people, which is g-iven later in this

chapter. On questions of justice he seems to think in one place that

the most sweeping&quot; conclusion open to him is that property is not so safe

amongst savages as amongst civilised men.

%
&quot;

Yolkerkunde,&quot; I., 129.

\Ye mig&quot;ht, in order to prove our point, here draw up in opposition
to the testimonies adduced by P. Ree in his &quot;

Entstehung* des
Gewissens

&quot;

and by Lord Avebury, another list of counter-testimonies
taken from Ethicians like Elu^el, Westermarck, Elsenhans, and Cath-
rein ; but the testimonies in the text are taken rather from men like

Ratzel, Prescott, and Livingstone, whose accounts are written from the

standpoint of pure history, and without any reference to the hearing&quot; of

their testimony on Ethical theory.
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purpose. Of the moral practices of AUSTRALIAN SAVAGES

who, according to Wake,* are amongst the lowest of all

ancient people, we have an abundance of favourable

testimony. Ratzel gives convincing proof of the per
fection of their family life, the mutual love of children

and parent, their respect for women (so far as that is

possible in the case of a polygamous f race), and for the

marriage vows, any violation of which was visited often

with death. Marriages of relations they strictly forbade.
&quot; The least trace,&quot; J writes Ratzel,

&quot;

of blood relation

ship is a bar to marriage.&quot; Often marriages were for

bidden within a particular clan. Homicide was

punished with banishment.
:

If a native,&quot; writes

Ratzel,
&quot; murdered a member of another tribe his life

was forfeited to that tribe.&quot; |[

Needless to say, the homely virtues of these people did

not long: remain after the arrival of the European. All

that was good in them, as in the case of other savage

tribes, was turned to evil by the greed, cruelty, and dis

solute behaviour of civilised men.

The AFRICAN SAVAGE has long been held up before our

imagination as little better than the brute, without reli

gion and without morals. Lord Avebury quotes

Burton s testimony: &quot;Conscience does not exist in

Eastern Africa. There robbery constitutes an honour

able man.&quot; This views however, of the African savage

has not been upheld by investigation. Instead of the

* In his work on the &quot; Evolution of Morality.&quot;

t It should be remembered that Polygamy is not opposed to the

primary moral principles, but only to the secondary principles of

Natural Law. It could, therefore, apart from positive legislate

the contrary, be allowed in certain circumstances.

t&quot;Volkerkunde,&quot; I., 368 (Eng-1. Transl.j. Affinity, however n

only was no bar to marriag-e, but it was even in some cases suppos

confer some marital rig-hts which were certainly not in accordance wii

the natural law. Whether these supposed rig-hts were publicly a

or whether they were simply an evil practice, we have not

determine with any certainty. We believe that they were only an

practice, but common.
8 This custom, known as Exog-amy, was a marked characteristic c

many African tribes, who in this matter present^
a strange contr

the customs of the Inca tribes of Peru, who made it a law that ;

should take place only within the clan.

||

&quot;

Volk.,&quot; page 379.
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complete want of religion ascribed to them we have
Wait/As* testimony that the religion of some of these
tribes was almost monotheism. And instead of utter

immorality we have Livingstone s testimony :

After long observation 1 rome to the conclusion
that they are just a strange mixture of good and
evil as men are every whore.&quot; Rat/el gives extra

ordinary instances of the delicate sense of honour
of main&quot; of these tribes, and shows ^ that, foreign in

fluences apart, the more primitive thev are in their

manners the purer are thev in their practices. The
love ot mothers for their children is most tender.

Livingstone relates how, at the slave markets, no mother
could be found to sell her children to the Arabs. Even

grown-up negroes are exceeding! v attached to their

parents. J;
No doubt these African negroes have nianv

vices, just as civilised men have (it is one of the advan

tages ot civilisation that it can hide its vices). But,

considering the abnormal conditions under which they

have lived, their extreme desire for pleasure, the light

ness of their imaginations, and the warmth of their

temperament, their vices were comparatively few.

Rat/el writes :

&quot; Divorce is rare amongst (those)

tribes which lead a simple life undisturbed; nor is

adulterv so frequent as among those who have accumu
lated capital, possess numerous slaves, and have come
into closer contact with Arabs or Europeans.&quot; That

stealing was regarded as a crime is evident from the

punishments that followed. It was regarded by them

as worthy of a second death. In the case of many tribes

perjury was punished with death.

Of these African races we shall mention three in par
ticular : (a) The HOTTENTOTS, as can be proved by an

abundance of testimonies, honoured marriage and

*
Anthropologie der Natur Volker.

&quot;

f Volk.,&quot; II., 325.

J The practice of abandoning- parents when they become helpless,
which was not uncommon with these people, we shall explain later.

Negroes will often lavish a whole day at the silliest joke or the

most trifling
1

mishap.
.,&quot; II., 383.
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married early. The giving away of the daughter was the

strict right of her parents, and marriages between rela

tions were strictly forbidden.* Murder, stealing, and

marital infidelity were severely punished. Apart from

certain cases to be considered later cases, namely, in

which the Savage mistook the law of nature these

Hottentots were remarkable for the love of parent and

child. The girls especially seem to have been brought

up most carefully. From Europeans these poor people
have not learned much that has helped the purity of their

morals.

(b) The BUSHMEN have commonly been regarded as

the lowest of all savages. The wonder is that they have

any morality at all, considering the conditions of their

life and their long and hopeless struggle against

adversity. Yet of their moral beliefs there cannot be

the least doubt. They enter the married state young and

with much ceremony, and usually with public assurances

(which are regarded as necessary) of their love one for

another.f Marital infidelity is severely punished by
them. Still, being polygamous, the status of women is

low.

(c) The DWARF RACES of Central Africa are not so well

known as other savage tribes. Vet of the moral percep
tions of these mysterious little people there is not the

slightest ground for doubt. \Yissmann (whom Ratzel J

regards as the most trustworthy authority on the customs

of these races) praises the
&quot;

timidly modest, almost

girlishly shy demeanour of the Batuas in the Basonge

country and on the Ituri.&quot; And Ratzel writes:
&quot; These dwarfs are no missing link, no unparalleled

primitive race rising up from a period of ape-man, but

only a necessary and ancient element in the races of

Africa, whose existence is thoroughly justified on

natural and, above all, on social grounds.il

* Ratzel. &quot;Volk.,&quot; II., 291.

f Ratzel, II., 274.

t&quot;V61k.,&quot; II., 306.

%Ibi&amp;lt;L, 306.

||
Ibid. , 308.
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The NORTH AMERICAN INDIANS are remarkable for

their high moral code. Their truthfulness, honour and
kindness are proverbial. Robbery, at least from one of

the same tribe, is quite unknown amongst them. P.
de Smet, S.J., in his &quot;Voyages dans FAmerique Sep-
tentrionale,&quot; gives proof of their high moral percep
tions. They punished severely robbery, marital infi

delity, murder, and lying. They did not favour, though
they allowed, polygamy. Their respect for marriage
\\. is remarkable. Friendships between young men and

young women were allowed only with a view to marriage.
Disrespect lo parents \\as punished severelv. Crimes
committed in drunkenness were not punished, which of

itself may be regarded as proof of the clearness of their

moral views. Rat/el mentions the absurd opinion advo
cated by some travellers, that the puritv of the Indian is

due to his indolence an opinion which is valueless

except as a te.stimonv to their puritv.
The great fault of the Indian mind is the intensity of

its hate. In the matter of punishments the Indian seems
to have known no bounds. Such faults, however, are

quite compatible with the possession of high moral per

ceptions.

The PKRTVIANS, though barbarous, had a very high
morality. Their form of government under territorial

viceroys, with one principal Inca or chief, was a despotic

monarchy of a verv perfect kind. Their laws,&quot; writes

Prescott, &quot;were few and exceedingly severe. They
related almost wholly to criminal matters. . . .

The crimes of theft, adulterv, and murder were all

capital.
1

The FUITIIANS, or inhabitants of Terra del Fuego, who
were once regarded as completely Un-Ethical, have

proved a great disappointment to the positivist Ethicians.

It has been shown that, in spite of their hard and

unhappy lives and the abnormal conditions of their

wretched country, this people has still its moral code

dealing with such crimes as stealing, lying, marital in

fidelity, and homicide. Of them Ratzel writes*:
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&quot;

Hardly any race has been so much under-estimated as
the Euegians in respect of intellectual capacity. Their
whole life is so wretched that it would seem useless to

speak of any spark of higher intuition. Yet it would
[better correspond with the facts to lay special emphasis
on the way in which, in spite of all this, the rites of the
dead are here as faithfully observed and as thoroughly
performed as among opulent nations. . . . They
distinguish between good and evil spirits/

1

c. Also

&quot;Many customs point to the fear of punishment (for

crime) by higher powers for instance, various rules for

food and abstinence.&quot; These can scarcely be described
as the customs of a people not knowing good and evil.

The HYPERBOREANS. &quot;

By far the greater number of

testimonies,&quot; writes Ratzel, &quot;to the character of the

Hyperboreans are favourable. Honourable, good, in

offensive, is the praise given by the Russians to nearly
all the inhabitants of Northern Asia. It is doubly
strong if we consider the mass of wickedness with which
for some decades the deportation of criminals from
Russia has been leavening the whole region.&quot; f
The general impression left at all events on us (who

are no specialists on the subject of Anthropology) by our

readingof the ways and habits of savage peoples is, not

that the} did not know of a moral law or of moral dis

tinctions, but rather that, unless we hold that their moral

views have come down to them from a former period oi

civilisation, it would be impossible
1 to account for their

beliefs, so correct and so decisive, so unalterable, and

particularly so universal is their knowledge of the laws

of nature for instance, of marriage, of truthfulness, of

property, and of the right of men to their lives. + In the

wretched condition in which we now find many of these

savage peoples the discovery of such laws seems to us an

*
&quot;Volk.,&quot; II., 91.

t Ibid., 201.

j
&quot;

Whether, even in this former state of civilisation, these laws

were given by revelation or were discovered by Reason is quite another

question.

2 L
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absolute impossibility. Without tradition, without the!

leisure necessary for thinking, with no fixed habitation

and no security against incursion from other warlike and i

nomadic tribes, often with no settled form of government
and very little knowledge of, or care for, a

&quot; common
good,&quot; these wretched peoples could no more have for

mulated the code of laws which they at present recog
nise * than a body of unthinking vagrants could formu
late it even under civilised conditions. We are here

dealing with a concrete case. We know the conditions

of life required for the making of such laws as these, and
we know that these conditions are not the conditions

under which the savage races now exist.

The reader mav not, indeed, consider that we are

justified bv the facts in drawing such a conclusion as that

which we have just announced; but he will, at all events,

agree that the statement that savages
&quot;

are entirely want

ing in moral feeling
&quot;

is utterlv opposed to fact, and
lo the clear testimony of Ilistorv and Anthropology.

\ niFFKTLTY ( ONSIDKRKI)

Our purpose in the foregoing argument has been to

show that, because savages are possessed of moral codes

not very different from our own, their moral beliefs must,

also be the same in character as ours. But in connec

tion with this argument a difficulty presents itself, of

which much has been made by Lord Avebury and others,

and which it will be necessary to consider here namely,
whether it is lawful to conclude that because the savage
codes of conduct are largely similar to our own, their

moral beliefs also must be of the same character as our

own. The difficulty may be put as follows : May it

not be that if the savage avoids murder and adultery and

theft he avoids them either from instinct, as the animals

avoid certain actions, or (if he acts from Reason) from
some non-moral motive, such as because it pays to avoid

them and not because he believes that these things are

* It is the universality and the decisiveness of their moral percep
tions that we most insist upon here.
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intrinsically evil. In either case practice would be no

guarantee of the presence in savages of moral beliefs such

as civilised men possess. If we attribute moral percep
tions to savages simply because they perform their

natural duties of parental and filial love, then, says Lord

Avebury, &quot;we must equally well credit rooks and bees

and other gregarious animals with a moral state higher
than that of civilised men.&quot;

Now, this difficulty may be met by the following con

siderations : (i) If savages in their external acts

follow the same laws of conduct that prevail amongst
ourselves it devolves upon our opponents to show that

the motives of savages in so doing are different from

ours that is, that the practices of savages proceed either

from instinct, as is the case with animals, or from some

non-moral motive like that of avoiding certain painful

consequences, instead of from a persuasion that these

acts are intrinsically evil and to be avoided. But this,

so far as we are aware, our opponents have not succeeded

in doing. (2) It is evident that these practices of savages
do not proceed from instinct. For savages of the very
lowest grade have Reason just like civilised men, and

where Reason is present it must, to a large extent,

Ibecome the guide of conduct. Besides, savages are

possessed of written codes, or at least they are able to

give intellectual expression to their tribal laws, from

which we conclude that intellect, not instinct, is their

internal principle of conduct. Again, in punishing
certain crimes, savages allow for certain mitigating cir

cumstances, such as the fact of their being committed in

drunkenness, which plainly is possible only to Reason.

(3) Again, their motive is not some LOWER NON-MORAL

END, such as that some conduct pays and other conduct

injures, but a persuasion that certain actions are intrin

sically good and to be done and others intrinsically bad

and to be avoided. For, in the first place, many of the

testimonies of travellers concern not merely the outward

acts of savages but their confessions that certain acts are

* &quot;

Origin of Civilisation,&quot; pas^e 416.
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good and others evil, and in these confessions there LSI

no mention of anv extrinsic motive such as the pain or ,

llie pleasure that result from conduct or of anv con

dition on which the goodness or badness of these arts:

depend, but onlv the simple proposition that some acts ;

are good (categorical 1 v
go&amp;lt;

id ) and others evil; in other!

words, that acts are morallv and intrinsically good or

evil. Secondly, savages believe that the gods \\ ill and
mus I punish certain very heinous crinie.s, a belief which
could onlv arise from a conviction ot the intrinsic evil of

these crimes. Thirdly, the nuptia
1 rites and ceremonies

so characteristic ot savage marriages denote their belief

in a certain inner sacredness attaching to the state of

marriage, and consequently a belief in the intrinsic

moral evil of anv courses of conduct that are not in

accordance \\ith the marriage la\\ .

These are onlv a few of the arguments that might l)e

used in ans\\er lo Lord Aveburv. l&amp;gt;ut it seems to us

little better than \\anton and unreasoning unfairness to

claim that the very same courses ot conduc! that, in the

case ot civilised men, spring solely from our moral belief

in their intrinsic goodness mav, in the savage races, be

the outcome of other faculties or other motives, or even

lo expect us to prove that the motives in the two cases

are the same. The savage is a man, in all essentials just

like ourselves, and his mental constitution must, as

regards the ultimate principles and springs ot action, be

the same as ours.

SOMI. PUINCMM.KS FOK ESTIMATING Tin: VAI.U-: &amp;lt;&amp;gt;K TIIK

TKSTIMONIKS OF POSITIVISTS

\\Y think it well to put before the reader the following

points which we think ought be borne in mind in esti

mating the value of testimonies such as those quoted by
Lord Avebury and P. Ree concerning the moral beliefs

of savages :

(i) Those testimonies which are opposed to ours are

not intended generally to prove that no savage races.
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acknowledge moral distinctions, but onlv that particular
tribes acknowledge none.

(2) Where two men testify, one that lie could not

observe any knowledge of moral distinctions amongst
certain savage tribes, the other that he did observe these

distinctions and that he got proof of the knowledge of

them from the customs and laws of these peoples, and
even from their own admissions to him, then this second

testimony is to be accepted and not the first (com

petency, &c., of course, being supposed). This may
seem a strange and a one-sided claim to make, but it is

quite logical, and it would hold in any science that

depended upon observation as that of Anthropology
does. If two astronomers testify, one that he has

observed a comet, not for a moment onlv but for a long
time, and clearly; another, viewing the same part of the

heavens, that he has observed none, then this second

testimony is not supposed to prevail against the first, or

even to impair its value, since the conditions which

favour observation may not have been realised in this

second case.

Still, we admit that, in the case of morals, we should

be able to explain why it is that a competent observer has

failed to recognise the presence of moral beliefs in those

very same cases in which other observers seem to have

had verv little difficulty in rinding them. The causes of

this failure may be many (a) Prejudice in favour of a

particular Ethical theory, (b) romance or the desire to

meet, or to seem to have met, people with customs

wholly different from our own, (c) incomplete observa

tion consequent on hurry (not an unknown thing with

travellers), or upon ignorance of the language, (d) the

natural reserve of savage peoples themselves in their

dealings with strangers, (c) more than all others, the

habit of concluding from the prevalence of immoral

practices to the absence of all moral beliefs. It is, in

general, exceedingly difficult, and, indeed, impossible,

to argue from the dissoluteness of a race, to the total

absence of moral principle or moral beliefs amongst its
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members. Thus (to take.- a case mentioned by Lord

Avebury ), according to Casalis, the Basuti, on the

death of their chief, gave themselves up to every sort of

licentiousness until his successor was appointed. Can
\ve accept the conclusion that, therefore, they regarded
all law as dependent on the will of their Chief, whose
death annulled the law? If so, then future historians

might also judge that most workmen in certain Scotch
and Kngli.sh cities regard the law of temperance as sus

pended on bank holidays, since on that clay so many
people act as if it were suspended. It is always diffi

cult lo argue from outward action to inner belief. If

action never contradicted inner conviction there would be

no sin. DC tucto, we can show proof of the pure moral

beliefs of the Uasuti .

(3) As most cases of immoralitv recorded appertain to

injustice we must be careful to ascertain whether the

alleged acts are reallv acts of injustice, or whether they
are not rather acts that, to the untutored mind, might
seem allowable, even though these minds possessed a

keen sense of justice and of the law generally. Ii is hard to

expect, for instance, that in an environment of plunder,
such as nomadic and warlike races live in, men will be

delicate about the appropriation of other people s goods,
when there is absolutely no security for their own. May
it not seem to them that if all men steal from them, they

may steal freelv in return? And are they wholly

wrong ?

(4) We should be careful to ascertain whether the cases

in question are reallv cases of natural law or only of

positive law. Positive laws may and must differ accord

ing to circumstances of environment and needs, and con

sequently the positive laws of savages cannot be the

same as ours. Even the natural law may vary to some

extent in various nations, since it often depends in its

application upon positive conditions which in their

variety and unaccountableness must yield very different

codes of morality in different cases. Again, the

* &quot;

Origin of Civilisation,&quot; patjfo _|iS.
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secondary principles of morality may vary, though thr

primary cannot.* These differences are often left out ot&quot;

view in treating of the manners and beliefs of savages.
(5) We do not claim, in the case of savages, any

certain knowledge of morality further than that of the

simpler primary moral principles and immediate and

easy deductions from them. In complicated cases-

cases, namely, in which there is more than one moral

principle involved it would be strange if the Savage
mind were to judge, not only invariably, but even often,

aright. In these difficult cases, as a rule, it is to be

expected that untutored minds will just come to such con

clusions as suit their own individual and racial conveni

ence. Take the case of homicide as an instance. The
law in civilised countries is roughly this that no man

may kill another unless in self-defence or when autho

rised by the State to do so that in war he may kill an

enemy whenever he meets one. Now, no savage nation

allows the killing of a member of one s own tribe. But

sometimes it does allow the killing of members of other

tribes, for the simple reason that the savage tribes are in

a state of continual warfare with one another. Some

times, however, they forbade even the killing of members

of another tribe. The Kaffirs of the Hindu Kush even

forbade the killing of the members of any tribe with

which they were at peace, whose lives, therefore, and

liberties were to be as sacrosanct as their own. Other

races forbade homicide in every case. If, however, the

savage mind has sometimes erred in regard to the

morality of homicide, its error is natural considering the

poverty and unreliability of the savage judgment in

practically all spheres of thinking, wherever the problem

is in the least complicated.
But let us now take the two cases of patricide and

infanticide, so much relied on by positivists.
The old

and infirm were, in the case of some savage tribes, often

* See Ratzel,
&quot;

Volkerkunde,&quot; Book IV., C. 3.

Thus, much is often made of the practice of polygamy and ot &amp;lt;

soluble marriages amongst savage races, though neither of these

opposed to the primary principles of the natural law.
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freely done away with, and deformed and illegitimate
children were strangled at birth. Now, these are cases
of the complicated Kthical problem of which we have

spoken, which onlv the trained mind mav be trusted to

solve aright. Take, first, the killing of aged parents.
The savage rinds himself here confronted with two or

three powerful moral principles. The first is the prin

ciple that the killing of a relation is a verv great evil.

In that conviction all savage tribes agree, and the most

stringent laws are enacted against the killing of a

member ot one s own family. Secondly, there is the

principle &amp;lt;l affection for an aged and infirm parent, who
must be protected from pain. Now, in the cases under

discussion, it seems to us that this principle of affection

was itsell the actuating torce that gave rise to this

apparent!) cruel custom ol patricide, because in cases of

patricide death seemed to be the onlv source &amp;lt;&amp;gt;f relief for

the aged and the infirm. For it should be remembered
that these wandering tribes had to be ever ready to break

up their camps and fly at the approach &amp;lt;&amp;gt;1 other hordes

stronger than their o\\n, and that should an attack be

made the old and in linn should necessarilv become

captives and be subjected to torture. Torture and death

were the general tale ol prisoners ot war. \Ve have,

indeed, the testimony ot Flugel and \\ ait/, that Indian

Chiefs over and over again enacted laus against the

torturing of those whom their subjects had taken in

battle, but we know also from the same authorities that,

though these efforts to improve matters were otten

successful, thev were not always so. Thirdlv, there was

question here of a principle so difficult of solution

even for us civilised men, as to how tar the private good
must be subjected to the necessities of the State. I o

the savage, the nomadic tribe was the State, and it the

tribe was to maintain its existence, it was necessary that

its movements should not be impeded in any way in case

of flight. But that the old and helpless would impede
it there could be no doubt. Here, then, were several

principles which it was not easy for the savage to recon-
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cile or to choose between, and it is no wonder if he chose

what seemed to him at once the tenderer and the more

patriotic course namely, with all delicacy and affection

to put his parent out of the reach of pain, and at the

same time to set his tribe free to make the best of its

opportunities against any other tribe that might appear.
The case of children offered a similar difficulty. After

the birth of her child the savage mother was often, as

Westermarck tells us, abandoned by her husband, who
felt himself free to roam the plains, and often did not

return for two or three years. Should a strange tribe

come down upon them during that time, the mother and

child, not being able to fly with the rest, should neces

sarily be captured; and it is not wonderful if, to the

savage mother s mind, it seemed better to do away with

the child at once than to risk both its safety and her own.

Illegitimate children were killed because there was

nobodv to support them, and deformed children because,

either they were a menace to the race, or because they
were believed to be of no good import. These are all

complicated moral cases, and it is not wonderful that

the savage mind could not solve them correctly. But

they by no means prove that the savage mind knew

nothing about the immorality of homicide. Even the

Romans, who could scarcely be said to favour homicide,

passed the law of the Twelve Tables.*

In such concrete cases as these, therefore, the savage
mind must often err. But on the broader principles

of the natural law their racial sense was generally

correct. They did not believe in monogamy or in

indissoluble marriage. But these things are after

all not primary principles of nature. Neither, indeed,

was marriage always the formal ceremony that it

is to us. But in the necessity of it they had a firm

belief. However, on the love of parents, on the rights

of men, both as against one another and against society,

on the wrongfulness of murder, on the sanctity of the

*
Savages have no severer laws than those enacted by the Romans

against the slaves, such as the law that, if the master of the house were

killed, the slaves also should die to a man.
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hearth, on the excellence ot justice, and benevolence, and
fortitude, they were beyond question possessed of such
a certitude as could scarcelv be expected from men of

such undeveloped minds, and such unthinking lives.

That here and there cases mav be found of races so

degenerate as to evince- scarcely any moral life what
soever we are quite prepared to admit. We have already
said that Conscience may decay. But from this we must
not conclude that Conscience is not a constant human
possession, or thai it is hut the result of training or of

convention.

Indeed, we max sav that it is surprising to find men of

culture and learning seeking to determine what is natural

in our beliels from the practices and attainments of the

lowest and poorest members of our races instead of from
the highest and the best. Thev do not judge

1 of the

powers ot the eagle from one that has never been allowed

10 see the open heavens, and consequently never comes to

be the splendid thing that it is meant to be in the design
ot nature. \Vhv should we judge of what is natural to

man from the attainments of the mentally decrepit and
the solitary, for whom circumstances have made thought
and development impossible?

Though Ethic\ally, therefore, \\e should have no diffi

culty in admitting the possibility of very wide differences

between the savage- codes and ours, still, looking at the

matter historically, we are convinced that not only have

savage s their moral feelings and a firm grasp of the

general diifere-nce between right and wrong, but that

their special codes are in the main right, and in principle,

so far at all events as the primary laws of nature are

concerned, are exactly like our own. We are convinced

that the study of the Natur-Volker discloses between

their morality and ours an identity of principle and even

of detailed code which is far beyond what Ethically and

logically we should have expected or been prepared for,

* We have not mentioned the argument that even savages often

use terms expressing certain crimes as their vilest and most opprobrious
terms of abuse. St. Paul tfives prominence to the argument in another

connection.
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considering that in other things civilisation and savagery
stand so far apart.

(II.)
&quot; HOMO SAPIENS PERL S.&quot;

*
It is contended that

-the wild man of the woods the solitary is conscious of

ino moral law. How, then, it is asked, can Conscience
be regarded as natural to man? We have already said

something on this question in another chapter. But a

word in addition may not be out of place. It will not

be necessary here to take up the various authentic cases

brought together by Rauber in his remarkable work on
the wild human solitaries

&quot; Homo Sapiens Ferns.&quot;

But, looking at these cases generally, we believe that

they will be found to confirm a view to which we have

already given expression namely, that Reason, abso

lutely unaided, and especially unaided by Speech, is

incapable of exercise except in the crudest possible way,
and, therefore, is scarcely capable of forming for itself

any conclusion of permanent value, whether in Mathe
matics or in Morals, or in anything else. If, however,

the faculty of Reason, through want of use, has not

degenerated, if only a few words be possessed, then with

even the beginnings of thought supplied, the individual

can advance very rapidly on the way to moral truth, and
can soon come to believe in moral distinctions apart
from authority, and can embrace the moral truth in and
for itself, and show a grasp of moral relations as real and

as secure as that which he possesses of the relations of

the simpler mathematics.

Now this view is confirmed by the study of the cases

mentioned by Rauber.
In every instance recorded by Rauber the Solitary s

mind bore in the main the same relation to Morals as it

did to Mathematics or to any natural science. Before

the mind could make any inferences it had to be taught
a language, and its attention had to be directed to some

particular sphere of thought. When the attention of

* The Solitary is to be carefully distinguished from the savag-e, for

the savage lives in society and has the use of speech, the solitary lives

alone and has never learned to speak.
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these wild solitaries was directed to the moral law * and
to moral distinctions between arts, their moral beliefs

came home to them as rapidly as any others, such as

those ot Mathematics or Physics, or rather much more

rapidly. \\V have records in Kauber s work of the high
degree ol moral culture attained by many of these re

claimed children ot nature. \\ &amp;lt; have, as far as we
remember, no record ol their attaining to anvthing like

proficiency in other branches of learning.
To sum up \Ve have seen how differences of moral

codes are
&amp;lt;|iiite compatible \\ith the natural and per

manent character ot morals. If racial intellects differ in

point ol keenness, whv not their deductions differ also ?

and morality is lor the most part a deduction. l&amp;gt;esides,

even civilised men often fail to solve complicated moral
cases. Why should not the untrained mind fail to solve

comparatively easv ones? Kxperience, loo as we saw in

our chapter on the UK ral criterion, plavs a verv large part
in the drauingof our moral conclusions. For instance,

\\e have often to discover the effect of a course of action

on the race, before \\ e can tell whether it be natural. And
it the race be unsettled and without traditions, as is lor

the most part the case with savages, such effects as these

are not easily calculated. Kthically, therefore, we see no

reason whv we should not o\\ n up to verv large differ

ences in moral codes, for, even though morals be

natural, there is great room tor differences.
* Thr wild maiden of Champagne, mentioned bv Rauber, h:id

evidently used her thinking faculty in sonn- way, early in life, for though
she eould not speak she remembered to have at some time seen houses,
which was probably a remembrance of her home from which she had
been lost before she learned to speak. This may have been the reason
whv there- was no difficulty in teaching her the moral law, and the rudi

ments of religion. The moral law became to her a reality in an incredibly
short space of time, as real as it is lo us ; and her moral ideas were the

most refined and intense. Later in life, meeting with some mishap and

fearing that she was s^ouii; to die of hunger, she uttered the prayer which
Rauber quotes for us, and which for simple beauty could scarcely be

surpassed. &quot;Oh God, whv didst Thou take me out of the solitude where
I had plenty to eat, in order now to let me die of hunger. But Thou
canst not let me die,&quot; &amp;lt;!vc. The delicacy of the moral feeling- exhibited

in this prayer could not be possible to one who until ten years of as^e had
lived without moral training&quot;

of any kind, unless the moral law when once
it is put before the mind comes home to it with that fulness and reality
that attaches onlv to a svstem of real objective natural truth.
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APPENDIX

ETHICIANS have made various attempts to reconcile the varia

tion of moral codes amongst various races with the theory of
natural moral perceptions. Of these we shall here quote two,*&quot;

one, the theory of &quot;formal identity&quot; with differences of

matter, the other, the theory of &quot; kernal identity
&quot;

with
differences in the stage of development attained. Professor

Kittel, to whom Elsenhans attributes the first theory (it really
is the same as Fichte s theory of Conscience), contends that the

form of conscience is given in the law &quot; The good is to he
done &quot;the matter in the determination of what is good. On
the former he says all are agreed, on the latter we differ.

The only unity that is necessary for natural law is that of

form.

Now, this theory we cannot accept. in the first place, it

is not true that the matter of conscience can so vary as to

leave no common element in our moral beliefs as individuals

or as races. In the second place, there is no such thing as a

distinction of form and matter in moral truths. The principle
that &quot; the good is to be done&quot; is as much a part of the matter

of conscience as the principle that &quot; murder is to be avoided.&quot;

Thirdly, Conscience prescribes the tv/wlc law, and not merely
the abstract law of doing the good.
The second theorv is that adopted by Dr. Elsenhans

himself. He argues that the development of a natural

organism may vary in any of three ways-- -(i) Some forms

may remain latent in one organism which in others are

developed ; (2) one organism may be in point of development

just a stage or a period in advance of the other, the two lines

of development being otherwise the same ; (3) two organisms
with the same original kernel of powers may develop in

response to two different sets of stimuli from environment, so

that the result attained must be different in each case. It is

in this third way that he explains the permanence and varia

bility of the moral conscience. Originally, he tells us, the

content of Conscience is the same for all. But it develops

differently in response to differences of environment.

We cannot, however, subscribe to Dr. Elsenhans interest

ing explanation because we do not regard conscience as an

original organism that develops from within in response to

stimuli. Conscience is nothing more than the ordinary
intellectual faculty which is simply stimulated to know by

objective things and relations, and to such a faculty the

analogy of the budding flower or growing organism could not

* Taken from Elsenhans &quot; Wesen uiid Entstehung des Gewissons.&quot;
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apply. Secondly, we confess to no innate moral truths, which
on Dr. Elsenhans theory are an absolute necessity. Thirdly,
in no environment could the human mind be without some
sense of the primary moral principles. Fourthly, environment
does not justify all differences of moral judgments. Some
judgments are simply false and opposed to the permanent
natural law, which is to a large extent quite independent of

the requirements of environment.



CHAPTER XVII

ON THE PROPERTIES OR ESSENTIAL CON
SEQUENCES OF .MORALITY

EVERY moral act has three properties or essential con

sequences :

(1) Rectitude, or direction of the \vill of the agent to

the ultimate end, or its opposite&quot; wrongf illness.&quot;

(2) Imputability,* or relation of ownership between a

man and his act, and the consequent attributing of it in

praise or blame to him as cause.

(3) Merit, or claim to retribution according to Justice,

or its opposite Demerit.

(i) Of Rectitude. It will not be necessary at this

point to speak at any length of rectitude and wrongful-
ness. Rectitude or Tightness adds something to mere

goodness as sin adds something to mere evil. Any per
fection in anything is good and any privation of a good
in anything that is, any want of that perfection which

is naturally due to a thing is evil. But &quot;

rectitude
&quot;

emphasises the fact that a thing which is ordained to a

certain end moves to the attainment of that end,f whereas

wrongful ness means that something which is ordained

to a certain end fails to move towards its attainment.

Now, direction to a given end always implies a rule of

action, which rule of action in material things is their

own nature. But in the case of the human will the rule

of direction is proximately our own Reason, and ulti

mately the eternal law. A right action, therefore, is one

*The word &quot;

imputability
&quot;

is used indifferently of bad and good
acts. &quot;

Responsibility
&quot;

is most often used of bad acts only.

fThis in addition to the conception of
gx&amp;gt;od

as fulness of being-.

543
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that follows the law of human Reason and the Eternal
law. A wrong action or a sin is one which violates these
laws.

(2) Imputability and responsibility depend on owner
ship. Me who produces an act or is the principal cause
ot it owns it, and, therefore, an act is imputable to the

agent who produces or is the principal cause of it. But
we have* already seen thai to be free and to be (prin

cipal) cause of an act are one and the same thing.
Therefore, the ground and intrinsic cause of imputability
is freedom. Freedom has thus a more direct connection
with imputability than with moral goodness. For of

morality it is onlv the primarv condition, whereas of

imputability it is the ground or intrinsic- cause. Since,
however. Freedom has been alreadv sufiicie. illv con

sidered in another chapter it will m&amp;gt;t be necessarv at this

point to enter into anv formal discussion on the nature

either of imputability or of Responsibility.

(3) The third propertv of Morality will require fuller

and more careful consideration. \Ve shall treat (a) of

Merit, (b) of I )emerit.

(a) Or MKRIT

(i) Merit is the right in Justice to retribution for some

good bestowed on another. All merit is a relation of

Justice, and it is based on the fact that good is done to

another, which good must in some way be repaid. Now,
we broadlv distinguish between three grades of Justice

according to the strictness of the law from which the

relation of Justice springs. Sometimes an act is due

according to perfect t Justice, and excludes every element

of grace or favour. Sometimes it is due in perfect

Justice, but presupposes a grace or favour of some sort,

through which the relation of Justice arises. Sometimes
it is due according to imperfect justice only. From
these three grades of Justice arise three classes of

*Pa-e 172.

I The full explanation of these terms perfect and imperfect
Justice is reserved for our chapter on Rights. The examples given in

the text will explain the terms sufficiently for present purposes.
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merit- -(i) Merit de condigno ex rigore justitiac.

(2) Merit de condigno ex condignitate. (3) Merit de

congruo.
Merit de condigno ex rigore justitiac. This kind of

merit excludes all grace or favour, and, as the name
itself signifies, it arises from strict law, and binds in

strict justice. Thus, to merit that a man fulfils his side

|

of contracts by our fulfilling our own side is to merit de

condigno ex rigore Justitiae. It is a relation that arises

out of the purest bargaining between buyer and seller,

and there is manifestly no element in it of grace or favour
or liberality of any sort. It binds m operis, which
means that we can point to the work done, and on the

ground of that work can press our claim to retribution

before the strictest legal tribunal.

Merit de condigno ex condignitate also binds in strict

Justice and m operis, but there is in it some element of

grace or favour. Thus, if I publicly guarantee that he

who wins a certain race will receive a reward of a

hundred pounds, and if in the hope of that reward men
enter for the prize, he who wins the race and fulfils all

the conditions of the race merits the reward promised.
He merits, too, according to strict Justice and vi

operis that is, he can make good his claim to reward by

pointing to the work he has done, and need make no

appeal to my liberality or goodness when defending his

claim. He has a right in law to his reward.

Yet there is in this case some element of grace and

liberality which did not obtain in the case of merit ex

rigore justitiae, for in the case of the promise it is

altogether through my generosity that the work done

entitles a man to reward
;
and it is this element of

graciousness and favour that distinguishes this second

kind of merit from merit de rigore justitiae. (It is in this

second way principally that a man is said to merit with

God. For in His bounty God has promised to reward

certain of our acts which of themselves could give us no

claim to reward. Yet the promise once made, He is

bound (debet Sibi) to its fulfilment.)

2 M
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Merit dc congmo binds according to imperfect Justice

only. An example of this third kind of merit will best

explain its meaning. Suppose that J, a rich man, make
a present of some money to a poor man, he is not bound
in strict justice to return this money, for it is given as a

present, and no stipulation has been made as to its

return. If, however, the poor man should later become

rich, and I should be reduced to povertv, lie is bound in

such circumstances to help me according to mv wants.

This obligation, however, is not one of strict Justice,

but only of friendship and gratitude and humanity,
which, as we shall see in the following chapter, are allied

virtues to Justice, and do not bind bv a strict law of

Justice. In such cases mv former kindness is not of

itsell a sufficient title to reward, and 1 have to appeal to

other considerations besides the work I have done in

claiming reward. 1 merit /;/ friendship, not vi operis.

Sometimes merit dc con^rno arises even in the case of

contracts, bin always in connection with something that

is not itself strictlv contracted tor. Thus, suppose that

[ engage to work for a certain number of hours a day
and to receive in pavment a certain sum, and suppose
that for manv vears I work faithfully for my master,
never missing an hour, taking a more than ordinary
interest in my master s business, and pushing it on in

every way in my power in this case I certainly merit

something more than the stipulated wages. For though
I have technically done no more than I contracted to do,

I have done more than I really contracted to do, and
should be rewarded accordingly. For whatever may be

the express terms of a contract, a man really contracts

to work in a human way only, not in a perfect way, and

every human thing is subject to imperfection, and, there

fore, if a man works perfectly that is, in more than a

human way he has done more for his Master than he

has really contracted for, he has done a work which it

would not be gracious in a Master to leave unrecognised.
In strict Justice such a man has no claim to recognition;
he has no claim vi operis. He cannot point to his work
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and claim reward at law on account of it alone, because
the strict terms of the contract were that he should do all

that he actually has done. And so a Master cannot be

strictly called unjust if he does not give more than the

stipulated wages in this case. But, at the same time,
the subject has really done more than he bargained to

do in his contract, as the world understands contracts,
and it will be an unfriendly and an ungrateful thing to

allow this extra labour to go unrequited.
It may be asked, however, what is the practical effect

of this kind of merit? Eor it cannot, as we have said,

be pressed at law. Neither can it be said to create a

strict moral obligation, since the master who pays the

bare week s wages has done all that his contract binds

him under sin to do. How, then, can w7e speak of merit

of the kind described as real merit, effective merit, merit

that does a man good? The answer is : Though merit

of this kind does not impose a strict obligation of

reward, yet it loads the dice in our favour, for it gives us

some title to reward the title not of a strict or perfect

right but of imperfect right; and in most cases the result

of such imperfect right is that we probably shall get our

reward. Eor most masters are grateful, and conse

quently most masters would have to steel their hearts in

order to resist the claims of faithful servants to some

suitable reward. Merit de congruo is, therefore, a

reality which has its effect in actual life, and, therefore,

it has a right to be considered in a work on Ethics.

(2) CONDITIONS OF MERIT

Merit requires (i) that our act be free, for it is a rela

tion of Justice and, therefore, a moral or human and free

relation, (2) that that which we merit be not already due

to us on another score,* (3) our act must do good to him

with whom we merit.

&quot;Only in this sense can we accept the condition mentioned by

some Scholastic writers that a meritorious act must not be the result

contract. Curiously enough Hobbes expresses the view that all

requires contract.
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(^} \VITII WHOM CAN WE MERIT ?

(1) We merit with other men who benefit by our acts,
which is merit in its strictest sense, for all merit is a

relation of Justice, and fustice, properly speaking,.
obtains onlv between equals.

(2) \\Y can merit with Societv, and in two ways.
Firsi, we merit with Society bv every good that we do
to individual men (even to ourselves), for that which
does good to the part benefits also the whole of which it

is a part. Secondly, we can merit with Societv by the

good which we do to Societv itself directly.

(.}) \Ve can merit with (iocl, because a good act is

referred to ( iod as our linal end, and redounds to God s

honour \\hich is a cause of merit. A bad act is to His

dishonour, and, therefore, he can punish us for it.

Again, any act that merits with Society merits with God,
who is its Supreme Ruler. Hut since there can be no

strict right against God, no man can merit with God ex

rigors Justilicic. l&amp;gt;ut we can merit with Him according
to the two aspects ot merit called respectively ex condig-

and ilc coiirmt.

(4) SOMK ERRONEOt S VIEWS ON MERIT

The \ie\\ &amp;gt; \\hich \\ e shall here discuss are three :

(a) Leslie Stephen s theory that merit implies effort,.

and therefore an element of disagreeableness to ourselves

in the work that we do.

(/3) The same author s contention that merit attaches

only to works of supererogation.

(7) The theory of Marti neau and Shaftesbury that

merit and virtue are in inverse ratio.

(a) Every action implies some effort,* and since merit

attaches to action only, merit necessarily supposes some

degree of effort. But the theory of Leslie Stephen is that

merit implies the overcoming of an opposing desire,

and that it, therefore, implies a special degree of effort

*
Sidg-wiek remarks that, according to this theory, were there no

free will in the world all acts would be equally meritorious, since if there

were no free will there could be no effort.
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which is not required for action as such. It is to this

theory that we here take exception. Merit is a relation

of Justice, and as a man must pay me for goods that I

sell him, whether the selling of these goods be disagree
able or not, so merit depends on a good done to another,

and it arises whether the doing of such good is disagree
able and requires effort or is agreeable and does not

require effort.

But though effort in the sense explained is not required
for merit, it is nevertheless a criterion of degree of merit.

To do a good act which is disagreeable to ourselves is

more meritorious ceteris paribus than to do one which is

agreeable, for in doing a disagreeable thing there is

greater will-activity there is the doing of the good act

and the overcoming of an opposed desire and greater

will-activity merits more than less will-activity, just as

two actions merit more than one. Effort, then, though
not an essential of merit, can be a criterion of degree in

merit.

(/3) Another erroneous theorv is thai of Leslie

Stephen, that merit belongs exclusively to works of

supererogation,* and that consequently acts which

to-day are meritorious because there is no moral neces

sity to do them, may in a thousand years be devoid of

merit since in the meantime they may become our duty.

Now, this principle does not hold true always. The

man who wins a race has merited the prize, even though
his master compelled him to enter for the race, thereby

making the race a duty ; consequently, merit may attach

to works which are not of supererogation. But in many
cases of merit de congruo this principle does apply.

(7) The third theory that merit and virtue are in

inverse ratio is connected as a result with the theory that

merit implies effort. Aristotle says that to the truly

* Martineau distinguishes merit and desert. The former implies

that the work done is one of supererogation. The latter makes no such

implication. Kant maintains that if the obligation to do a thing- be

perfect obligation, we cannot merit by our act, so that merit attaches to

imperfect obligation only. Leslie Stephen compares virtue to value ^n

-use or intrinsic value, which is constant ;
merit to value, in exchange,

which is subject to variation.
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virtuous man virtue is necessarily pleasant, from which
some modern Ethicians conclude that the more virtuous
a man is the less effort he has to make in order to do
good, and, therefore, the less the merit attaching to his

acts.

Xow, Aristotle s principle does not justify this con
clusion. For

(&amp;lt;/)
even though virtue makes good action

easy, still virtue itself is often acquired with difficulty,
and hence the virtuous man may have had to make efforts

to he good.* (/;) In estimating merit regard must be had,
not merely to the effort used, but to the good will of him
who does the good act, it being possible, for instance,
that a strong man who lifts a fainting person in the

street may merit as much as the weak man who does the

same; tor the strong man might be quite as willing to

give the same help that lie now gives even if it cost him
more than it now does, Consequently, it i.s not fair to

the virtuous man to belittle the merits of his acts because
ot his rinding it easv to do good. The virtuous man
does good, not because he finds it easy, but because it

is good, and he might Mill do the good even though he
found the

&quot;

good
&quot;

difficult.

Hence, this principle of inverse ratio is not absolutely
true. But there is in it a certain element of truth that

must be taken into account in estimating the merit of

actions. Of two men, one of whom is horn with a ten-

* This point recalls I Vol. Dewev s treatment of an analogous ques
tion nanu lv, how wo arc- to reconcile the theory that to the virtuous

man virtue is easv with the apparently opposed view that virtue sup-

poses struggle, that virtue is the moral disposition in the struggle with
evil. Dewev s attempt at reconciliation consists in explaining that the

virtuous man is one who /ntx hail his tights, and who now finds virtue

easv as a consequence of his fights.
Prof. Simmel i^ives a similar solution of the same

difficult}&quot;,
and

illustrates his theory bv an example taken from the art of Music. We
admire*, he tells us, the virtuoso who plays without Music, on account of

two things the ease with which he plays a difficult piece and the evident

fact that his present proficiency is the result of much past labour.

On this analog} with which Simmel illustrates his theory of virtue

and merit, we would remark that though we admire the present pro

ficiency of the artist, and though we regard that proficiency as a proof
of high artistic ability, we do not regard his supposed long hours of

labour as evidence of high ability. Were we sure that his present pro

ficiency was secured without labour, we should admire his ability all

the more.
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dency to drink, the other without such tendency, the

former generally merits more through his subsequent
sobriety than the latter, because his sobriety costs him

I more.*

The theory already mentioned that merit implies effort

and struggle introduces us to another kindred theory,
that

&quot; moral good always implies struggle
&quot;

a view of

moral goodness which we may be allowed to criticise

briefly here, though its bearing on the question of Merit

is indirect and remote.

In explanation and defence of this theory that virtue

alwavs implies struggle against certain opposing ten

dencies, Professor Royce quotes Hegel s jest about the

schoolmaster who considered that he was teaching his

poor pupils virtue when he exhorted them not to cherish

in their breasts the ambitious passions of an Alexander

and other great men of history whom there was no

possibility that they should &amp;lt;&amp;gt;ver imitate, and whose

ambitions, therefore, they could have no wish or tempta

tion ever to emulate and no difficulty in avoiding. And

Professor Royce illustrates his theory by examples from

the Science of Biology which represent life as maintain

ing itself by the struggle of opposing elements.
&quot;*

Every

function,&quot; he writes, &quot;depends upon a corresponding

deficiency.&quot; &quot;Living ... is constant dying.&quot;

His conclusion is that moral good must consist in the

overcoming of its opposite, which is the temptation to

evil. To the evident objection that his illustration from

Biology proves too much, since if good is the union of

opposites then no man could be actually good without

committing actual evil, Professor Royce replies that

&quot;active disease is no part of the life of a healthy

organism,&quot; and that, so, actual evil is not necessary t

good, but that yet the warding-off of possible evil is n

only compatible with &quot;good,&quot;
but is a part

necessary to
&quot;

good.&quot;

Our criticism of this theory the theory that as

*We are here speaking of merit in the natural
or^r

only
;

The

question of supernatural merit would be treated quite differen
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and health consist in overcoming disease, so moral good
ness consists in the struggle against evil --is that not

only is active disease no part of a healthy organism, but

a healthy organism may exist without experiencing even

the tendency to disease, and consequently if the analogy
of Ethics with Biology is to be maintained, moral good
does not necessarily imply any tendency to or struggle
with evil. The analogy of inoculation is sometimes used
in support of the theory we are now considering. But

applied to Ethics such an analogv is misleading and
erroneous. \o doubt it is a good thing to inoculate

bodies, and thus produce artificially a struggle with

disease in order that the body mav be able to resist this

same disease more effectively if it should appear later.

But were we sure that disease would not appear later

we should not inoculate the bodv, and we should not

consider it necessary or even useful to do so. So a

person may be highly moral who has had no .struggle
with evil, lor evil is no necessarv part of our moral con

stitution. Hence, struggle is not an essential of moral

goodness. \\e admit, however, and this is the only
element of truth in Professor Rovce s theorv, that if a

man were thrown into the necessity of struggling against
evil tendencies, and were successful in his struggle, he

will, as a rule, be all the stronger and more virtuous

for his victory.
But this theorv has also a practical bearing \\hich we

must consider. Some philosophers have actually taught
that since there can be no virtue without risk and struggle

against temptation, it is irrational to shun the risk and
the temptation. Milton s diatribe against what he calls
&quot;

cloistered virtue
&quot; *

is an example of such teaching.
Professor Royce s attack on that virtue as

&quot;cheap&quot;

which has never been in danger shows a similar

tendency.
Now, this teaching is both illogical and dangerous.

It is illogical because it supposes that goodness has not

a value in itself, that the whole value of good action con-

* In his &quot; Arvoaitica.&quot;
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sists in the overcoming of evil. This we cannot allow.

Virtue has a value all its own, not a money value indeed,
but a moral value a value that is very much higher than

that of riches. And having a value in itself it should
not be called

&quot;

cheap,&quot; because it has not been in con
tact with evil. Nowhere in his work on Morals does
Professor Royce speak of that health of body as
4&amp;lt;

cheap&quot; which has never been in the vicinity of

sickness, nor of those riches as
&quot;

cheap
&quot;

which
have never been nigh to being lost. Why?
Because these things are valuable in themselves.

Physicians and Ethicians would not recommend the

exposing of a beautiful face to the danger of being dis

figured, nor consider it less beautiful because it is kept
out of danger; nor would they recommend going into

the lever centres in order to overcome the danger of

fever; neither do they consider it a good thing to tempt

people to drink in order that they may become proof

against intemperance. Why, then, should it be

irrational to shun temptations to evil, or why should

virtue be derided because it has not been in contact

with evil ? We repeat virtue has a value on its own

account, as much so as the beautiful face or bodily

health, and it should be guarded from temptation or

danger as far as is compatible with our duties to God
and to humanity, just as anything of great price would be.

This theory is also, as we said, a dangerous theory.
For it is a dangerous thing to set a value on temptation
in any shape or form. Temptation, even if overcome,

does not always add to our moral strength. If tempta
tion were necessarily a source of strength, then the

longer a temptation continues and is resisted the easier

we should find it to overcome temptation. But we know
that the opposite is the case. The man who resists for

half an hour may fail in the end through
&quot; moral

exhaustion&quot;; and from this we may rightly conclude

that temptation, even resisted, is not, as such, a source

of moral strength. Consequently it ought not be repre

sented as necessarv to virtue.
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But, temptation overcome, if it is not necessary to

virtue or moral goodness, is always a title to greater
merit, a tart which may serve as an excuse for intro

ducing&quot; the question of &quot;temptation and virtue&quot; into the

present chapter.

(/&amp;gt;)

( ).\ Di:.\ii:uri AND SANCTION

(i) As reward is the correlative of merit, .so punishment
i.s the natural correlative o! demerit. In its relation to

Justice demerit dilters I mm merit in one important par
ticular namely, that merit is nui til\cii\ s c.\ rigorc jits-

titiac, whereas demerit always is. \o man can punish
me unless he has the strictest right in justice to do so.

\\ ith this exception, demerit and merit, and conse

quently punishment and reward, follow exactly the same
laws, and are built upon the verv same foundations.

Merit is the right to have restored the natural equilibrium
ol possessions \\hich I have lively disturbed at my
expense and in another s favour. I )emerit is the neces

sity created bv mv action of having restored the natural

equilibrium of possessions which I have disturbed in

violating the right order of Justice in regard to the.se

possessions.
\Ye will illustrate these definitions bv an example.

The man who helps another in distress enriches that

other and loses some part of his o\\n possessions. The
man who steals from another enriches himself and

deprives another of his possessions. Merit is rewarded

by the paving back of something in recompense tor what

has been given. Demerit demands a similar recom

pense. But how and in what measure is evil to be com

pensated ? The answer to this question introduces us to

the conception of punishment. Let us take stealing as

an example of an evil act. Naturally, the first thing to

be done in the case of demerit arising out of stealing is

to restore the stolen goods. But this is not enough, nor

does it satisfy the requirements of Justice. For not only
has the robber unduly taken the material goods which he

*
By &quot;possession&quot;

we mean any tfoocl thing- owned by another

not necessarily material possessions.
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has stolen, and which he is now wilting to restore, but
he has also secured an undue and ill-gotten pleasure
the pleasure of possessing other people s property and
he has secured that pleasure at the expense of another.

And just as all ill-gotten goods have to be restored before

Justice can be fulfilled, so also an ill-gotten pleasure has
to be given up that is, has to be neutralised in some

way before the order which has been violated is restored,

before justice is fulfilled. But pleasure can only be
neutralised by corresponding pain, and hence all Moral
evil merits pain. This is the essential element in punish
ment the infliction of pain upon a man for ill-gotten

pleasure a pleasure unduly received at the expense of

another.* That other is either God, or Society, or an
individual man, for all three have rights which may be

offended.

Punishment, therefore, is primarilv and essential.lv

retributive in its character that is, its effect is retrospec
tive not prospective, and whatever other function may
belong to punishment such function depends upon and

presupposes the retributive or retrospective function.

(2) Punishment as cmenchitorv.

A good government in inflicting punishment will

always have before its mind s eye not only the restora

tion of Justice but also the good of the individual who is

punished. Government, indeed, could not inflict pain
on an individual merely for his own good. But granted
that a person has already put himself in the power ot

government so that it becomes a right of the government
to punish him on account of some crime, it is then the

right as well as the duty of government so to choose the

kind of punishment to be administered as to secure not

only justice but the personal improvement of the

offender. Punishment regarded in this latter way is

known as emendatory. And it will be evident to the

reader that, as emendatory, and, therefore, as prospec

tive, punishment always supposes the retributive or

* M. Guyau, therefore, errs in maintaining- that if punishment were

not emendatory it would be as blameworthy as the crime. 1 he restoring-

of Justice cannot be blameworthy.
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retrospective element, and would be unjust without such

clement. Emendation, therefore, is neither the primary
nor the exclusive element in punishment.*
The opposite view, that punishment is primarily and

essentially emendatorv and deterrent,
x has been ex

pressed bv Sidgwick and manv other philosophers (prin

cipally belonging to the deterministic
sch&amp;lt;x&amp;gt;l).

Some
of these even regard this

&quot;

prospective
&quot;

view as implied
in the conception of duty.

k

It is maintained,&quot; writes

Sidgwick . . . that ought implies can, and in

a certain sense the Deierminist will agree to the conten

tion because a man should be able to do what he ought
do. Hut if he is not able iu do this his inability arises

from want of suflicieni motives, and it is precisely this

want of sufficient motives that punishment&quot; (emenda-
torv punishment, of course) &quot;is meant to supply.&quot;

Again, to the argument of Libertarians that tree will is

necessary to merit anil demerit, and, therefore, to

sanction or punishment, he replies that punishment is

not retributive but
&quot;

reformatory and deterrent,&quot; and he

adds that this is
&quot;

the more practical view and the one

towards which cvilisation-
&amp;lt;jiute apart from the freewill

controversy seems on the whole to tend.&quot;

Against this view that punishment is essentially

emendatorv we urge the following arguments:

(I.) In the popular conception (and \\ e see no reason

for thinking that the popular conception is here at fault)

punishment is always retrospective in its character. It

is always regarded as inflicted on account oi crime. No
one would call it punishment were a father to give his

child too much drink in order to make him sick, and thus

inspire his child with an early hatred of drink. Nor is

the use of the surgeon s knife regarded as punishment
even though it saves a person from death.

*

* For Hutler s theorv of punishment see pas^e KJJ.

p Some distinguish &quot;emendatorv&quot; ami &quot;deterrent.&quot;
&quot; Emendatorv

is used in reference to the individual punished,
&quot; Deterrent

&quot;

in reference
to the rest of Societv which the infliction of just punishment always
deters from the pursuit of crime.

J It is conceivable that a Medical man mii^ht even intend the pain in

order, let us say, to keep the person in a state of \\akefulness. Yet such

pain would not be regarded as punishment.
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(II.) Punishment must always be proportioned to the

rime. Were the emendatory end primary, punishment
should be proportioned not to the crime but to what is

(necessary for the improvement of the criminal.

To this second argument the advocates of the
&quot; emen-

[datory
&quot;

theory offer two replies
*

(a) The improvement
&amp;gt;f the criminal could only be secured by our proportion-

ling the punishment to the crime. For if punishment
I
were not proportioned to the crime it would not appear

|

as inflicted on account of the crime, and then the punish
ment would not deter the criminal from repeating his

crime, (b) Punishment is not always proportioned to

the crime. For the same deed a known criminal is

punished more severely than a first offender.

Our reply is (a) Were the improvement of the

criminal the primary end of punishment it would be

possible to secure this end even though punishment were

not proportioned to the crime, provided that it was in

flicted on the occasion of crime. And, therefore, our

argument stands that whereas punishment is always pro

portioned to the crime, it is evident that improvement is

not regarded as its primary end.

(b) First offenders are treated more leniently than well-

known criminals, because they are regarded as less

guilty, the presumption being that they have been

hurried into the doing of evil, and that they are not fully

alive to the consequences of their action.

Again, though we claim that punishment is pro

portioned to the crime committed, we do not say that it

is always strictly proportioned to the crime, for punish
ment is emendatory as well as retributive, and hence a

small margin is always left for purposes of improve
ment. And, therefore, since the first offender is the

more easily reclaimed the punishment is lighter.

Again, an offence repeated is graver in its conse

quences to the community than one which is committed

for the first time. For crime is contagious ;
and always

*
Reply a concerns th

concerns the first portion,

second portion of argument reply h
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rends to spread in proportion to the extent to -which it is

repeated. A first offence, therefore, is, cclcris [mribus,
not so grave as a seventh or an eighth, and hence it is

not punished so severely.

(III.) Our third argument against the theory that

punishment is primarily emendatory is that on such a

theory it would be useless, and, therefore, immoral, to

punish a hopeless recalcitrant. But even the hopeless
recalcitrant must be punished. Therefore, the emen
datory theorv is not true. This third argument, com
bined with our second, vields us the following strong
case against the deterrent theory: -Kvrn if emendation

\\ere possible onlv bv the infliction of verv grave

punishment such punishment could not be inflicted

unless the crime committed were also grave. On the

other hand, a grave crime mav be punished verv severely

even though emendation be regarded as whollv impos
sible, llence, punishment is inflicted on account of

crime committed, and not primarily with a view to

emendation.

To this last argument it mav be objected that a hope
less recalcitrant might be punished on the prospective
theorv as a means to preventing others from wrong
doing, for punishment mav be deterrent as well as emen*
datorv. And we fullv admit the force of this answer in

so far as it favours the deterrent theory. But we do not

consider that punishment as deterrent could stand alone.

It could not be right to inflict punishment on any man

simply for the sake of others. Personal pain presup

poses either personal guilt or the possibility of personal

improvement; and since in the case considered improve
ment is out of the question, we cannot agree that punish
ment could be inflicted unless punishment be mainly

retrospective.
This concludes our case against the theory that

punishment is primarily prospective i.e., is either

emendatory or deterrent.



CHAPTER XVIII

OF HABITS AND VIRTUES

MEANING OF HABIT. In its widest meaning
&quot;

habit
&quot;

is

any quality in an object which increases or diminishes
its perfection. Thus, beauty, strength, virtue are

habits. Also ugliness, weakness, vice.

In this wide sense habits are divided into ciititativc

and operative the first class being those habits that

perfect or impair the substance of a thing, the second

class of habits being those that perfect or impair a thing
in its powers. Thus, beauty is an entitative habit.

Virtue is an operative habit.

Now, since Ethics has principally to do with action,

we are as Ethicians interested in operative habits only.
In this sense habit properly defined is any quality

whereby an agent who is by nature indifferent to a cer

tain course of action or to the opposite course comes to

be permanently inclined to one course rather than to

another. In the pages that follow we shall speak of

habits in this restricted sense of operative habits only.

We said in our definition that an operative habit

dwells only in indifferent or undetermined powers. By
this we do not mean that operative habits dwell exclu

sively in powers that are free, for there are some powers

which are not free, and which yet, not being determined

to one way of acting, can admit of operative habits.

Thus, animals can be trained by different methods to

move in different ways, and any permanent tendency

got by training to move in a particular way is an opera

tive habit. But, in its fullest sense, habit dwells in free

powers only, because only the free subject is undeter

mined in the proper sense of the word.

559
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That habit dwells only in such powers as are not

determined to one mode of action is evident. For if a

thing- is by nature determined to one end only, and can

act in only one way, any further helping
1

of it to its end
would be useless and impracticable, and it is not to be

supposed I hat nature has made provision tor the recep
tion into our faculties of what would be useless to them
in the \\ork of attaining their end. Hence, such faculties

do not admit of habits.

\\V have said also that operative habits are to be found

above all in the tree powers of man. The free powers
are either the human \\ill itself or such powers as can

come tinder its influence. In both of these we may have

operative habits. Thus, operative habits may be found

in the imagination or the sensuous appetites because

these pouer.s are undetermined, and they are to a large
extent tinder the control of the will. They are to be

found in the motor powers particularly. The lingers,

for instance, mav, through practice, tend to assume a

certain succession of positions in order to the production
of successive musical chords. This tendency of the

lingers is a habit, and good piano plaving will depend to

a large extent on the perfection of such habits, for

through them come facilitv, and evenness, and good
tone in plaving. But it should be remembered that

habits dwell rather in the faculties that move the organs
than in the organs themselves, for it is only in so far as

the organs are under the influence of the motor faculty

that they can be affected by habits at all. Thus, the

habit of piano-playing dwells in the motor power or

faculty rather than in the material fingers themselves.

Can there be operative habits in the intellect? At

first sight it would seem as if there could not, for the

intellect is determined to a single object namely, truth

and it can no more help assenting to a proposition which

is seen to be true than the eye can help seeing visible

objects. It would seem, therefore, that in the intellect

there is no room for operative habits, the function of

which would, of course, be to aid the intellect to assent
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an aid which apparently the intellect does not require.
Yet in spite of this difficulty we maintain that the intel-

jjlect
does admit of operative habits, for the subject of

habits need not be free. It is sufficient that it be by
I nature

&quot;

in potentia ad plura
&quot;

that is, not determined
I to one effect. But the intellect is not determined to one
I effect. It can be determined in diverse wavs and is

I capable of many different acts. Thus, not all men are

1 moved to think or assent bv the same influences, nor do
all intellects reach the same thought. Therefore, the

intellect is capable of receiving habits.

But not only is the intellect not determined by nature

to one effect, it is also in manv of its acts even free, as

I the Scholastics say, bv participation, For to a large
extent the intellect is under the control of the will, which
can actually make a man assent to a proposition in cases

in which, on the mere objective evidence, the intellect

would withhold assent i.e., \ve can force ourselves to

believe manv things even though they be not evidently
true. I Fence, the intellect is movable bv a free power
and admits of habits.

Habits are either -natural or acquired. [n common
parlance we limit the term &quot;habit&quot; to acquired habit;

and often define it as
&quot;

a facultv afforded bv repeated
action.&quot; But some habits are natural, and even when a

habit is acquired some part of it is often natural. This

distinction is of some importance in regard to the ques
tion of the merit attaching to certain habits.

(a) ON VIRTUES AND VICES IN GENERAL

Virtues and vices are operative habits * because 1

they
move the will directly to certain acts. They dwell only
in the higher powers of the soul, and when perfect they
dwell in free powers onlv that is, in powers that are

either free in themselves or free as under the control of

the free will. An imperfect virtue may dwell in powers
that are not free in either of these two senses. Perfect

virtues are those that not only give a man the power of

* Virtue has been defined as &quot; habitus operativus bonus.&quot;

2 N
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acting well, but also actually impel him to act well, or

which not only give him the power of using his faculties

aright, but also incline him to use them aright. Thus,
perfect virtue, or virtue in the fullest sense of the term,
is defined-

&quot;

quaedam qualitas mentis, qua recte vivitur,

qua nemo male utitiir.&quot; An imperfect virtue is one
which &quot;

gives a man the power to art aright, but does
not incline him to act aright.&quot; As we said, a perfect
^. irtue always dwells in a free power that is, a power
which is either free itself -namely, will- or a power
which is under the control of freedom, whereas the im

perfect virtues, although operative habits, may be in a

power over which free will has no control, or, at all

events, they can be in such a faculty irrespective of any
influence which it is in the power of the will to exercise

over it. In this latter sense imperfect virtues are to be

found in the speculative Reason i.e., thev are there

irrespective of its control bv will.

These imperfect virtues duelling in the speculative
!\eason arc 1 three namelv, Wisdom, Science, and
Intellect. WISDOM is the knowledge of conclusions

ihrough their highest principles or causes. SCIKNCE is

the knowledge of conclusions through their immediate

causes. I N i Ki.i.Hc T :

is the knowledge of the first or

highest principles themselves. These virtues dwell in

the speculative intellect. Thev are operative habits

because they give us a power of doing; but they do not

impel or incline us to do. Hence, they are not perfect

virtues, but imperfect. There is one other imperfect

intellectual virtue, and it dwells not in the speculative

but in the practical intellect namely, Art. Art, like the

other imperfect virtues, gives a man the power of doing

the good thing, but it never inclines him to do it. It

* Intellect in this sense of a habit or a speculative virtuous to be

carefully distinguished from what is usually called the faculty of intellect,

which i s the same ground faculty as Reason or the ordinary rational

faculty.
The reader should not be surprised at our present broad use of the

word kt
virtue.&quot; It is only custom that has limited the word to what are

known as the moral virtues, of which we are soon to speak. We are

here following- the stricter philosophical usage.
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enables a man to produce the beautify] effect, but it does
not make him produce that effect, nor does it necessarily
incline him so to do. Thus, it differs from Prudence
and from the moral virtues of which we shall presently

speak, for these are all perfect virtues.

Now, whereas an imperfect virtue merely makes a man
capable of doing a good work, a perfect virtue actually
makes a man good himself, since it inclines him to the

good work, and from this difference between the imperfect
and perfect virtue there arises a twofold distinction

between Art, on the one hand, and Prudence and the

Moral Virtues on the other namely, (a) first, that Art

has nothing to do with a man s love of the good work
but only with the outer work itself, whereas the primary
effect of the other virtues is to set up in a man a good
attitude towards his work, to make him love it. Thus,
he is quite as much an artist who hates sculpture as he

who loves it, provided both can make good statues. But
he is not a temperate man who does not love temperance,
nor a prudent man who does not love to do the prudent

thing. Again, (b) were an artist knowingly and will

ingly to paint a faulty picture, it is not his Art that is

blamed for it but his bad will, whereas, if his error is

unconscious and unwilling, it is his Art that is brought
to task and criticised. In the case of the moral virtues

the opposite is tru&quot;e. He who does wrong knowingly is

without these virtues, whereas he who does wrong un

consciously may possess these virtues to a high degree.

Thus, Art is judged by the perfection of a man s work

alone, by what he produces, and not by his attitude

towards his work, and hence we define Art as the
&quot;

recta

ratio factibilium.&quot; But Prudence, which, being a per

fect virtue, concerns a man s attitude towards his work,

is defined as the
&quot;

recta ratio agibilium
&quot;

a definition

which will be explained presently.
But just as there are imperfect virtues in the specu

lative and practical Reason, so also there are perfect

virtues, but with this great difference, that whereas the

perfect virtues depend on the fact that intellect is under
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tin* control of the tree will, the imperfect virtues are

independent of this control, hi the speculative intellect

we have the supernatural perfect virtue of Faith, which
is an assent oi the intellect under motion of the will to

revealed truth. Faith depends to some extent on will,

tor, to make an act ot faith, the intellect has to be moved

by will to assent. Faith, then, is the perfect virtue of

the speculative intellect; but in Fthics it does not con

cern us, because Fthics deals oiilv with the natural

virtues, whereas Faith s supernatural. The &amp;lt;mlv per
fect virtue of Intellect considered in Fthics is Prudence.*

(/&amp;gt;
I ()\ Pun )i;\&amp;lt; i;

(i) Prudence we have alreadv delined as the &quot;recta

ratio a^ ibi i 11 m ,&quot; l)v which \\enieana virtue of the Prac

tical Reason \\hich not onlv enables ,-i man to know in

concrete circumstance s what means are best to take to a

t^ ood end, but also inclines a man to take these means
with promptitude and precision. Prudence resides in

the intellect, not in the \\ill, for its acts are intellectual

acts. n\&quot; Prudence we &amp;lt;

//&amp;lt;//&amp;lt;//v
about, examine or judge,

and ilirccl ourselves t&amp;lt;&amp;gt; the adoption of the proper means
to an end desired, and since these are all acts ot the in

tellect, Prudence is a virtue of the intellect that is, of

the practical intellect, since it appertains to action or

ends. Its acts are three-told, as we said enquiry, ludi^-

ment, and command (consiliare, judicare, praecipere) ;

but its principal act is command -that is, the moving of

a man to take the means, lie who knows the proper

means, but is not moved to take them, or is slow and

indifferent about them, is just as imprudent as he who

entertains a project but does not know what means to

take to its accomplishment. And the means with which

Prudence deals are not necessarv means but contingent

*To aid the reader at this point we Kivc tho n st of Intellectuaf

virtues briefly thus : In the speculative intellect thefc are the three

imperfect virtues Wisdom, Science, and Intellect and
,

one perfect

virtue Faith which, bointf supernatural, Ethics does not consider. In

the Practical Intellect there is one imperfect virtue Art and one

perfect virtue Prudence. But none of these are moral virtues ; moral

virtues dwell in the appetites only.
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means that is. Prudence deals with cases in which there

is a plurality of ways of gaining our end, &quot;in quibus
non sunt viae determinatae perveniendi ad finem.&quot;

From this it follows that only rational beings are

prudent, since only rational beings have a choice of

means to ends.

From all these characteristics of Prudence we see that

it is a special virtue and distinct from all the other
virtues. It differs from the moral virtues or the virtues

of the will, because it resides/in a distinct faculty

namely, the practical Reason and it differs from the

virtues of the speculative intellect, because its formal

object is different the speculative virtues deal with

necessary laws, Prudence with contingent laws . It

differs also from Art, although Art resides in the same

power as Prudence, and, like Prudence, concerns what is

contingent; for, as we have seen, Art deals with products

(factibilia), Prudence with operations* (agibilia).

It is important that we should determine how Prudence
stands related to the other virtues. We said that Pru
dence appertains to the means bv which we are to gain
our end, and that he alone is prudent in the fullest sense

who not only knows the means that lead to the final end,
but is moved to take them. And in this way Prudence
is necessarv for all the moral virtues. For the moral

virtues move to the final end, and Prudence indicates the

means to that end and moves to their adoption. It is

necessary to the other virtues for another reason

namely, that without it the other virtues cannot secure

the mean of virtue. For we shall see later that every
virtue consists in a mean between extremes. But this

mean, when translated into terms of action, is found to

consist in the proper use of the things that lead to our

end &quot;

per rectam dispositionem eorum quae sunt ad

finem, medium invenitur.&quot; Now, if the same things

* Of course, as controlled by mind. Art refers to the external thing-

only. A dance is artistic and graceful as external movement, and in

speaking of grace of movement we speak of the outer effect only. But

Prudence refers principally to inner movement. We do not speak of a
man as prudent unless his act was purposefully directed to a good end.
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led always and in all circumstances to the final end

i.e.. if i iic mean of virtue were the same for every man
then each virtue would of its own nature assure the

attainment of the mean of virtue, and in that w7

ay Pru

dence would not be necessarv for attaining the mean.
But the mean of virtue is not the same in all circum

stances, and hence the necessity of the virtue of Pru

dence to indicate the right and proper course in indi

vidual cases. Without Prudence, therefore, the moral

virtues themselves could not keep the mean ; lor instance,

without it fortitude would turn to rashness, and temper
ance to insensibilitv : for it is not in the conception of

his end that an over-temperate man sins, since his end

is to make sense subordinate to Reason; he sins in not

using tlie right means to this end that is, he fails for

want of Prudence. Prudence, therefore, keeps a man

right in the use of the means in the case of each virtue,

and so Prudence is a necessarv condition of every virtue.

But if Prudence is necessarv to the other virtues so also

the other virtues are necessary to Prudence, because a

man is not moved either to enquire about or to adopt the

right means to the end unless he desires the end, and
since the desire of good ends is effected bv the moral

virtues, &amp;gt;o without the moral virtues a man cannot rightly

be called prudent. However, this law of connection

between Prudence and the other virtues holds, properly

speaking, onlv for the ordinarv moral virtues that is,

those which are required in ordinary circumstances; so

that a man could be prudent whilst vet he is not actually

possessed of such high virtues as those of magnificence
and magnanimity. Nevertheless, a truly virtuous man
will be found to be generally possessed of these virtues

to some extent, or at least of such virtues as would on a

little cultivation easily rise to the level of magnificence
and magnanimity did the proper occasion present itself.

Modern philosophy has done much to bring the virtue

of Prudence into contempt by representing it as exclu

sively a selfish virtue a virtue by which each man seeks

to secure his own greatest happiness. But Prudence no-
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more exclusively concerns the individual happiness than
do the other virtues. For, there is a Prudence that pre
scribes the right means to the family good or general

good, as well as that which secures one s own personal

good. In other words, Prudence may be economic and

political as well as
&quot;

monastic
&quot;

(in the Scholastic sense

meaning
&quot;

individual
&quot;). However, when used without

qualification, the word &quot;Prudence&quot; (&quot;Prudence&quot;

simply) has always been understood as appertaining to

the individual good only.
We have said that he only is prudent in the full sense

who seeks the means that will lead him to his final end.

The man who indulges in evil courses may, indeed, be

astute in discerning the means that best help him in his

designs, and such astuteness is sometimes called Pru

dence. But such a habit of mind is really only the

semblance of Prudence since it does not concern our

final end, or rather since, while leading to the attain

ment of lesser ends it often leads to the total loss of our

principal and final end. But there is an astuteness

which has something in it of Prudence, but yet in so far

as it is identified with Prudence is Prudence of an incom

plete kind only. This lesser kind of Prudence is two

foldfirst, there is the Prudence that helps to the posses

sion of the proper means but does not move us to their

adoption ; secondly, there is the Prudence that moves to

the adoption of the means to ends which, though good in

themselves, are yet not sought as leading to the final end.

Thus, there are prudent business men, prudent navi

gators, prudent soldiers, all of whom may seek good ends

without conscious reference to the final end. The pru

dent man is he who in all things seeks the right

to his last end.

(2) The parts of Prudence.

The parts of a virtue are three-fold-integral parts,

subjective parts, and potential parts.

Integral parts are those qualities of mind that cone

to make up the complete virtue, in the same sense that

the parts concur to make up a house. Subjective pan
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are the various subordinate species of a virtue or the

kinds of virtue into which a certain virtue ran be dis

tinguished, in the sense that houses are distinguished
into stone and wooden houses, round and square.
Potential parts are certain annexed virtues which concern

certain secondary objects that have not the same import
ance nor are so difficult of attainment as the object of the

principal virtue. The INTKCKAI parts of Prudence are

enumerated by Aquinas, following Aristotle :--The re

quirements of Prudence, in NO tar as it is a cognitive
virtue that is, in so lar as it merelv indicates the right
means are live nanielv, Diouorv, l\eason, intellect,

docility (or the j)o\ver of acquiring a km &amp;gt;\\ ledge of the

right means from others), and conjecture (.snleriia, or the

power of rapid personal perception of the right means).

Again, the requirements of Prudence, in .so far as it is

preceptive, or moves to the adoption of the means, are

three providence, or the adoption ot the essential

means; ciTCUtnspection, which considers the circum

stances; caution, which guards against impediment and

opposition .

The si HjKi TIVI-: parts of Prudence, or its main divi

sions, will correspond with the principal classes of those

whose good it seeks. As we have a 1 readv pointed out,

these principal kinds are prudence simply (which con

cerns the individual good), economic prudence, and

political prudence.
The potential parts of Prudence, or its annexed virtues,

are three. They have reference to certain subordinate

acts belonging to Prudence. The principal act of Pru
dence is, as we saw, that act of command which )uoves us

to the adoption of the proper means. Hut this act is

itself preceded by two other subordinate acts namely,
counsel, or the setting about the enquirv as to what

means will lead us to our end, and judgment, or the

weighing of this means that is, the formation of sound

practical judgments on the means. This can be done

either by reasoning from practical principles or by

following our own good sense when, on account of the
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peculiarity of the case, there are no commonly admitted

principles to go by. These three acts imply the three

annexed virtues, to which philosophers have given the

names Eubulia, Synesis, and Gnome.
EUBULIA moves a man to the enquiry what means will

lead to the end. Now, once moved to this enquiry, some
men are capable of a good practical judgment in ordinary
cases in which there are common! v admitted principles
to go by, which is the virtue of SYNKSIS. But men who
are capable of a good judgment in ordinary cases would
be wholly at sea in dealing with out-of-the-way or un

common cases to which the general principles of prudent
act.ion do not apply, and the prudence which comes into

play in such cases is of a much higher order than that

of Synesis, for it judges by higher principles and it

involves a certain kk

perspicacitv of judgment&quot; (perspi-

cacitas judicii) which in ordinarv cases is not required.
To this virtue which guides a man in abnormal circum

stances is given the name of GNOMIC. All these are

annexed virtues or potential parts of tin- intellectual

virtue of Prudence. We now go on to speak of the

Moral virtues.

(c) THE MORAL VIRTUES

(i) The Moral virtues compared -with Prudence.

Like Prudence, the moral virtues are perfect virtues,

but unlike Prudence they dwell not in the intellect but

in the appetitive faculty of the will. Being perfect

virtues, the Moral virtues are essentially conative

habits that is, their function is to incline one to the

attainment of ends.

Prudeirce, therefore, having nothing to do with ends

as such, but only with the proper use of means, is not,

rightly speaking, a moral virtue, but it is moral by par

ticipation, in so far, namely, as it is a necessary element

in every virtue, for, as already explained, without Pru

dence there can be no moral virtue. We saw that the

reverse of this proposition is also true without the

moral virtues no man is prudent. A man may be astute

in taking the proper means to certain ends, but if such
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ends lead him awuv from his final end, the so-called &amp;gt;

prudent man is the least prudent of all. Better the

foolish man who, through verv foolishness, may miss his

way and fail to realise his evil purposes, and so may be !

by chance brought to a right life, than the so-called I

prudent man who, if once he sets his mind on evil, is cer-l

tain to achieve it. Again, Prudence cannot of itself con- 1

trol the passions. The control of the passions is the

work of the moral virtues. But passion uncontrolled!
makes Prudence impossible, since passion tends to blind

j

the intellect and Prudence is a virtue of the intellect,
j

Consequently, \\uhoiit the moral virtues \\e cannot be
\

prudent, just a^ without Prudence there can be no moral

virtue.

(21 / //( Moral &quot;cirt lies compared with knowledge and

passion .

Since the moral virtues reside in the will it follows that

thev are essentially inclinations of the will to SOUK, end.

Thev are, then-tore,
&amp;lt;|tiite

distinct Inmi knowledge or

mere intellectual idea&amp;gt;. Thev cannot be acquired by
teaching or bv mere .sludv, but onlv bv practice or

direct infusion Irom a higher Power. Some ancients

taught that virtue could be acquired bv teaching, the

reason of their doctrine being that thev identified all

virtue \\ith knowledge, lint all virtue is not knowledge,
and the wise man is not the onlv virtuous man. The
moral virtues presuppose knowledge, but they are essen-

tiailv habits of the appetite.*

Now, as moral virtues residing in the will are neces-

sarilv distinct from the intellectual, so also thev are dis-

*
Tlu&amp;gt; Socratic theorv thai all virtue is knowledge, and is, therefore,

teachable, and that all vice- is due to ignorance, is to be found in the

writings of a good main modern philosophers. Thus, Fiehte writes
&quot;

If \ve hail a clear idea of duty we sliould do it, for to clearly conceive
is to require of mvself to do.&quot; To which we answer &quot;Clearly to

conceive&quot; is to &quot;require of mvself to do&quot; in the sense of
&quot;

seeing that

that 1 ought do,&quot; which is not the same as &quot;

inclining to the doing of

duty.&quot; Only the moral virtues incline us to do what we clearly conceive

to be our duty. Fichte s argument is meant primarily to show that evil

action is dvie to ignorance. But wo have seen that though evil action

does presuppose a certain blinding of the intellect to the evil of the action*
still this same blinding is voluntary and conscious, and it does not really
make us ignorant of what we do.
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tinct from the passions, since the passions reside in the
sensitive appetite. Moral virtues also, indeed, reside in

the sensitive appetite, but only in so far as the sensitive

appetite comes under the control of the will. But the

passions reside in the &quot;sensitive&quot; as such that is, as

independent of the will. A man driven on by furious

passion is passionate in so far as he is a creature of sense.
He is temperate in so far as these same passions are

I made subject to Reason and the will. Between the moral
virtues and Passion there is also this difference, that

passion is morally quite indifferent that is, may be;

j

turned to good or evil use -but virtue is always good in

itself, and can never be for evil purposes&quot; qua nemo
male utittir.&quot;

(3) The objects of the moral virtues.

Some of the moral virtues are intended directly to

control the internal passions, others to regulate our ex

ternal acts. For moral goodness sometimes consists in

a relation between the agent and his act, and sometimes
in the external act itself. In the former case the end of

virtue is the controlling of the passions, in the latter the

regulating of the external act. Thus, temperance con

trols the inner passions and only indirectly concerns the

outer action. The man who, thinking he is drinking

water, really drinks spirits, and consequently gets drunk,
has committed no offence against the virtue of Temper-

)

ance. Temperance, then, has to do with a man s rela

tions to his acts i.e., with his internal feelings and

passions. It is the same with Fortitude. But Justice

regulates our external acts directly, and only indirectly

concerns the inner passions. For in acts of justice there

is always the
&quot;

ratio clebiti ad alterum,&quot; and that can only
have reference to our external acts.

(4) The mean of the moral virtues.

The end of virtue is to perfect the will. But the will

is perfected by conform ity with the law of right action.

Hence, law is the measure of virtue. Now, wre can

violate a law in either of two ways either by excess or

defect, either by exceeding in the doing of that which
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tin- law ordains or by Jailing to come up to its require*
ments. Thus, the law which hinds us to eat in order!
that the body may be maintained can be violated either

by eating too much or too little. Between the two ex
tremes ol delect and excess lies the mean of the moral
virtues.

Now, the proper measure of the mean of virtue is

human Reason, lor the natural law dwells in our
Reason. But Reason does not prescribe the same
course ot conduct lor everv variety of circumstance and
character, but vanes in us requirements according&quot; to

individual opportunities, character, and circumstances
;

and, therefore, the mean ol the moral virtue also varies

with the individual circumstances. This is expressed
bv Aquinas saving&quot; that the mean of the moral virtues is

determined in relation la ourselves, and that it is a mean
of Reason, not of objects nietiiutn rutinnis, not re/.

In the case ot one virtue, however, it happens that the

medium riitiauis coincides with the medium re/ namely,
the virtue ol justice. For Justice appertains to action

not to passions; \\hereas it is in relation to our passions
and other subjective needs that the requirements ol indi

viduals differ fmm one another. The mean, therefore,

ol the virtue ot Justice
1 is the medium re/, which is the

same for all men. But in the case ot the other moral

virtues the mean is a mean of Reason not of objects,

Medium ralionis not re/, and thus the law ol the other

virtues is not the same for one man as for another.

\Vhat would be a sin in one man might be a morally

good act in another. Temperance and fortitude, for

instance, will alwavs make allowance for needs and

character. But the law of justice (in the case, for

instance, of bargaining) is thai we pav the price of what

we bin 1 - without distinction of persons, feelings, or

character.

Aquinas remark s that besides the moral virtues the

intellectual virtues are also a mean.* Now, the intellec-

* The word &quot;mean,&quot; it seems to us, is used in referenee to the

intelleetual virtues in a transferred sense onlv.
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tual virtues, like the moral, are ordained to
&quot;

good.&quot;

But the good which is attained by the intellectual virtue

is truth, according to which the mind affirms that a thing
is which is, or is not which is not. Hence, the mean in

the case of the intellectual virtues is their conformity to

reality excess in the case of intellectual virtues being
false affirmation, and defect false negation. But in

respect of this mean of truth and its relations to the

virtue of which it is a mean there is a difference between
the virtues of the speculative and practical intellects.

For the truth of the speculative intellect is truth abso

lutely. But the truth of the practical intellect is truth

in regard to right appetite, it being the proper function

of the practical Reason to tell what is required for the

satisfaction of appetite. Hence, whilst in regard to

objects or reality both kinds of virtues those of the

speculative intellect and those of the practical are

measured by reality, since both must conform to truth,

the virtues of the practical intellect are also themselves a

measure and a rule. Thev an.1 the measure and rule of

appetites and of their proper satisfaction.

From what we have said on the mean of Reason we

shall be able to understand Aristotle s definition of

virtue. It is
&quot;

the habit of fixing the choice in the

golden mean in relation to ourselves defined by Reason

as a prudent man would define it/

Now, as we said, the mean of a virtue is a mean which is

based on the law of Reason, and, therefore, it is founded

not on the exigencies of any particular moment or of any
mere part of man

;
it is a mean in reference to our whole

life and to the whole man
;
for the law of Reason takes

account of the whole life and the whole man. Thus, the

mean of liberality is calculated not on the ground of our

present possessions merely, but with a view to our

future needs. So also the mean in eating and drinking

is not the mean which will suit our bodily welfare only,

but the mean that suits our bodily and mental welfare.

He who by drinking alcohol incapacitates himself for

thinking is quite as intemperate as he who drinks in such
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a way as to impair his bodily strength. Hence, the

golden mean of virtue- is never the golden mean of one

faculty only, but the golden mean in the whole man and
of our whole life. Consequently, since in an organism
&quot; much must be left in potentia,&quot; it being neither neces

sary nor good that every part of the organism be worked
to the fullest extent, it follows that the golden mean of

virtue does not neressarilv imply the use of all our

faculties, but nnlv .such use of our faculties as is neces

sary for human perfection. Thus, there is no law im

pelling each man to study mathematics or to prosecute
music, or to exercise his muscles, or to continue the race

(except there were danger of its disappearance). Special
reasons apart, any man is free to refrain from the use of

any one of his faculties, provided he uses his energies

sufficiently in other ways (it is manifest that we must use

our energies in some \\av, for everv man is bound to

put his life to some good account;. Nay, if for any
worth v reasons a man abstains from the exercise of a

particular faculty, this abstention may be itself an act of

virtue. Thus, some people abstain from drinking wines

that therein- they may have more money for their

children. Some spend their lives in study and despise
all material enyjoyments in order that they may pro
mote the ends of science. Some remain unmarried that

thev may be able to serve the State in some very special

capacity which the duty of father or husband might
render difficult, others that they may give themselves up
to the service of the poor and be free to answer their

&quot;come hither&quot; and &quot;go
thither&quot; a freedom which

to a married man would be impossible; for the father

belongs to his wife and children; and they, and not the

poor, have the first claim upon his time and attention.

Hence, the unmarried state is quite in accordance with

the mean of virtue. And consequently, though family
ties are sacred ties, and though the duties of family life

must be undertaken by a sufficient number to secure the

continuance and welfare of the race, still there will be

always need for the larger philanthropy of those who
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vish to abstain from marriage in order to be in a posi-
ion to undertake those great and self-sacrificing works
vhich only the free and unfettered man can undertake.

\gain, we repeat, though virtue consists in a mean, this

|nean is to be judged in reference to our whole life and
o the whole organism. It does not imply the exercise
)f every power in the organism, much less does it imply
he exercise of all the powers at each moment.

(5) Enumeration of the Moral virtues.*

In enumerating the moral virtues it is important that

Lve should select a proper basis of division in order,

jirst, to avoid overlapping and consequent repetitions
and omissions; and, secondly, in order that our
enumeration may be sensible and serviceable, as an
Enumeration of the moral virtues ought to be.

The following is Aquinas deduction of Aristotle s list of
moral virtues. The moral virtues are of two kinds those,

namely, which have to do with our actions and those that
.leal with the passions. Only one virtue refers to actions

:hat is, Justice and so we may proceed immediatelv to the

enumerating of the others. Some may think that an easy
riethod of enumerating the virtues that deal with the passions
would be that of enumerating the passions themselves. But
chis method would not give us a true result, because the

number of the passions could not possibly be the same as the

number of virtues that deal with the passions. For the

passions dwell in the sensuous appetite, whilst the virtues

dwell in the rational appetite. It is quite impossible, there-

ore, that each passion should correspond to a single virtue.

The passions are divided &quot;according to their object, in

relation however to the sensitive appetite,&quot; whilst the virtues

are divided &quot;

according to their object, but in relation to

Reason.&quot; And so it is quite possible that there should be

nany virtues controlling a single passion and many passions
controlled by a single virtue. For instance, the single virtue

of temperance controls the passion for drink, the sexual, and
several other passions ;

whilst several virtues control the

* The reader should, before beginning this list of the virtues, be
careful to understand the distinction on which so much turns in the

present enquiry, between the irascible and concupiscible sensuous

appetite. The second appetite tends to the enjoyment of any sensuous
end. The first tends to the overcoming of the difficulties incident to

any end.
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single passion of delight or of hatred. The proper basis ol;

enumeration, therefore, cannot he the enumeration of the*

passions themselves. But \ve have alreadv indicated the

proper ground ot division namely, the ob/ec/s of tJic
/&amp;gt;assions\

in n /d/i&amp;lt;i /&amp;lt;&amp;gt; Reason.

The general object of the passions is the
&quot;good&quot; of some)

sort ; but the &quot;

good
&quot;

can be apprehended either hv (I.) the

bodily senses or by (II.) our interior powers of perception.

(I.) Now, the only bodily sense that has a special passion ol :

its own, is the sense of touch. There is no passion of

seeing, or hearing
1

,
or smelling, or tasting, since these!

{acuities never tend to get out of the control of Reason. But
the passion ot touch requires two separate virtues for its con
trol, one to restrain it from going too far, one to embolden
it to go far enough. These virtues are 7 eiuperanee and.

/ })// i/iu/c. These 1 u o \irtues ha\e to do with outer pleasures
and pains | temperance with the pleasures of eating, drink

ing, &amp;lt;S:c., fortitude with the pains of the body, and death. A I.

such pleasures and pains are pleasures and pains ot touch.

\Ve now come (II.) to goods which are perceived by our
inner powers alone. These are called goods of the inner

man, because no outer sense can perceive them. Xo outer

sense, &amp;lt; .^ . , can enjoy honour or riches as such. These things
we cii]ov mwardlv alone. \o\\ , the goods ol the inner man
are thus enumerated. The} are either

(&amp;lt;/.),
such as will

perfect a man in himself pcrsonallv or (f~j) perfect him in

relation to his surroundings. The first of these two divi

sions yields us lour distinct virtues, the second also four.

() Kithcr the perfection //KI/ is personal to me is a good of the

hod} like riches, or a good of the soul like honour. If of the

body, then two virtues are necessary to its proper use-- -first,

liberality in the giving of what 1 have, even though it be small,

and inagnijieence in giving out according to the measure ol

Reason large sums of money which naturally 1 shrink from

parting with. The first dwells in the concupiscible appetite,
which tends to hold what it has ; the second in the irascible,

for we tend to shrink from anything really great, \ the

&quot;great&quot; being always apprehended as a difficult} . On the

* The word &quot; touch
&quot;

is here used in its broadest signification.
|
The virtue that enables us to face opposition and contempt of

friends is sometimes called fortitude. It reallv is not fortitude but

magnanimity
1 NOTK. It is evident from observation that the virtue of liberality

is quite different from that of magnificence. Many rich men are liberal

without being magnificent. The two classes differ not merelv in degree
but in their very actuating ideas. Magnificence, however, is not to be

confounded with profligate liberality, for even magnificence should be

according to Reason.
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[other hand, the good that perfects a man in himself may be a

good of the soul, like honour. This, as good of the con-

cupiscible appetite which tends to the positive securing- of

honour, postulates a virtue by which a man properly ambitions
honour; this virtue we call &quot;

philotomia&quot; As good of the
irascible appetite (for nature shrinks from losing^a particle of

honour),* it postulates magnanimity, by which a man is able to

fling away ambition and face dishonour for the sake of the

good. This completes the list of virtues under the heading
&quot;personal good.&quot; Then (/3) there is the social good. The
good that appertains to my social nature i.e., the good
which manifests itself in my dealings with other men is either
such as is yielded with a serious purpose or it is such as

[
belongs to the lighter amenities of life, in the way of plays,

jokes, music, and convivialities of all sorts. To the second

belongs the particular virtue called Eutmpeleia, by which a
man is enabled to choose out such amusements as will on the
one hand make lighter the burden of life, and on the other
hand not pander to man s baser nature. The first, or the

serious social good, yields three virtues according as we will

to do others a positive good (which \s&amp;gt; friendship} or to make
things pleasant for them in their dealings ivith us (affability or

meekness), or merely to express our thoughts to them in

a due manner (tnitli). These eleven form Aristotle s well

known table of the moral virtues &quot;Justice, temperance,
fortitude, liberality, magnificence, magnanimity, philotomia,
meekness or affability, friendship, truth, and good cheer.&quot;

The other virtues prudence, wisdom, &c. are intellectual

virtues, not moral. Of some of these moral virtues we shall

have to say a good deal presently. But we must now say
one word on the last of these moral virtues, which ot the

whole eleven is, perhaps, the least understood.
EUTRAPELEIA OR &quot; GOOD CHEER &quot;

is . that virtue which
enables a man to choose out such amusements as will on the

one hand make lighter the burden of life for self and for others,

and on the other not pander to man s baser nature. This virtue

principally regards the happiness of others. It comes of two

joint sources lightness of heart and benevolence. All good
is diffusive of itself, and Eutrapeleia is a special kind ot

goodness which inclines us to make other people happy, not

by the giving of gifts, but by a communicating of our own

personal happiness to them in pleasant conversation and

amusements. For we cheer others by expressing our own

* NOTE. It should be remembered that honour in the Aristotelian

sense is not the same as inner honesty or truthfulness, but rather the

honour that others pay us. It is quite external.

2 O
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cheer provided we choose the right time, place, and circum
stances. But Kutrapeleia, like other virtues, is a mean
between extremes. Its act, pleasantry the pleasantry of

good cheer is a mean between the buffoonery of the loud and
vulgar man and the dulness of the stupid man. It is just as
far apart from indecency as it is from prudishness ;

for though
its end is to make things pleasant, it must be always under
the control ot Reason, and always takes account of circum

stances, persons, and times. Speaking positively, it is the

easy pleasantry of the man who wishes to see the whole
world gay, but recognises at the same time that gaiety is only
one side of our life, and that it can tire as well as exhilarate.
1 he over-jocular man is second only to the &quot;

clown,
1 * for the

over-jocular man bores by his buffoonery, whilst the clown,
to use Aristotle s severe description,

&quot;

is lor all pleasant inter

course wholly unlit, inasmuch as, contributing nothing jocose
ot his own, he is savage with all who do.&quot; Between buffoonery
and dull clownishness stands the virtue of Kutrapeleia or
Good Cheer.

IK CARDINAL VIRTTKS ^

(i) The traditional enumeration of the cardinal virtues

lias conic dov\n to tis from Plato. Thcv are prudence,

justice, fortitude, and temperance. They are called

cardinal because (i; thev are the principal virtues or

heads of virtues, (2) because to a certain extent there can

be no single virtue without them. So fundamental are

they that some philosophers have considered these four

not as distinct virtues, but rather as general con

ditions of soul produced by and necessary to all the other

particular virtues. Thus, they have regarded Prudence

not as a special virtue but as general discretion, without

which there can be no virtue, Justice as general observ

ance of duty, Temperance as general moderation, and

Fortitude as general strength and endurance of soul.

Now, if these four be only general and not special

* &quot;

Clown&quot; or &quot;lout&quot; in sense of an outwardly stupid man.
I- We see no good reason why we should depart from this time-

honoured enumeration. Whewell notices five Cardinal virtues ( i ) Bene

volence, (2) Justice, (3) Truth, (.4) Purity (/.&amp;lt;.,
the due subjection of the

passions and sentiments to one another), (5) Order, or love of law.

Socrates reduces all to wisdom ; the Egoists to prudence or self-love ;

others to the self-regarding virtues (temperance prudence, courage) and
the extra-regarding (benevolence and truth).
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virtues it is plain that though Prudence must be distinct

from the other three (since it dwells in the intellect

they in the will), yet those other three cannot be distinct

from one another, but will be simply parts of that single

quality of the soul which we might call its ethical sound
ness. But inasmuch as we regard these virtues as

distinct from one another, we regard them also as special

virtues, and not merely as general qualities of the per
fect soul.

(2) Enumeration of the Cardinal virtues.

Virtue gives a man a readiness to act rationally, and

it resides in such powers as come under the control of

Reason. In this the virtues are different from the

passions, which have their seat in the sensuous appetite

quite irrespective of its control by Reason.

Now, in man there are four distinct rational powers

having reference to conduct (i) The practical Reason

itself, (2) the rational will, (3) the concupiscible appetite,

(4) the irascible appetite. All four are rational. For

the first is Reason itself, and the other three come under

the control of Reason they are rational by participa

tion. Now, corresponding to these four powers we

must have four distinct capital virtues. They are pru

dence, justice, temperance, and fortitude, the first

enabling Reason to discover the acts that lead on to the

last end; the second determining the will to seek the

good which is due to others; the third restraining the

wanton rush of concupiscence after pleasure; the fourth

encouraging a man to be bold when otherwise he would

fight shy of difficulties.

It may be asked why do we demand only one virtue

for will namely, the virtue which perfects it in relation

to others. We answer because we do not need to be

inspired by virtue to seek our own good and pleasure,

but we do need virtue in order to be just to others.

This enumeration, it will be seen, is based upon the

consideration of the subjective powers in which the

several virtues reside. The same result is reached when

we take as ground the objects of the virtues instead of
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tin- powers in which they reside. The one object of the
several virtues is the good of Reason the good, namely,
which Reason secures to us /;/ relation to action or to

co ml net. Xow, such good is either (i) the act of

Reason itselt, and the virtue which directs the Reason
in reference to its own acts that is, the virtue which has
as its object the acts ol Reason is prudence- or (21 the

objects ot the acts ot Reason. These can also be objects
of the virtues. But the objects of the acts of Reason,
so tdr &amp;lt;is conduct is concerned, are cither our outward
.acts or our inner passions. For external action we have

the virtue of justice. For the inner passions we must
have two virtues, one to rest rain passion from hurrving
us on to wish what Reason forbids namely, temper
ance --controlling the concupiscible appetite, and one to

keep the passion from iindulv holding us back when
Reason impels us forward -namelv. Fortitude direct

ing the irascible. Temperance restrains our headlong
desires, fortitude con(|iirrs apprehensiveness and over-

timiditv. I his gives u&amp;gt; the same lour virtues that we
have alreadv deduced.

Whether these methods of deduction are persuasive or

not the reader mav judge for himself, but it is certain

that thev do bring out the importance of the four virtues

in question bv emphasising their several functions in

relation to conduct. That these four virtues have a

special and a most important bearing on human conduct

no one, we think, will be disposed to clenv, and, there

fore, it is necessarv to sav a word about each of them in

particular. On prudence we have nothing to add to

what we have written alreadv in the early portions ot the

chapter.

(i) The virtue of temperance controls us in the pursuit

of pleasures, fust as without desires and some pleasure

we could not live at all, so if pleasure and desire get

beyond the control of Reason our life ceases to be a
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human life. Temperance moderates our desires and our
search for pleasure and inclines us to a life according to

Reason. In one sense temperance is a property of every
virtue, for every virtue consists in the mean of Reason,
which is the temperate pursuit of ends. But there is

-also a special virtue of temperance with a special subject-

matter, the purpose of which is to restrain us in the use

of those pleasures that draw our wills most strongly

namely, the pleasures of touch, or what are known as

organic pleasures. These pleasures are such as apper
tain to preservation whether of the individual or of the

race; and from the nature and importance of the end to

which these pleasures are allied, they are in the design

&amp;lt;3f nature made difficult of resistance, and hence the con

trol of them requires to be effected by a special virtue

that of temperance.

Ordinarily, we need no virtue to impel us to the

pursuit of pleasure. Our need is to restrain the desire

for too much delight, and hence the essential function

of temperance is to restrain this desire. The virtue of

temperance is itself a mean between insensibility to

pleasure on the one hand and gluttony and lust on the

other.

Gluttony and lust are evidently evil because they mean

excess in pleasure. But &quot;

insensibility
&quot;

to pleasure is

also evil because nature herself has attached delights to

those acts that are necessary for human life, and, there

fore, the natural order requires that a man should use

these pleasures in so far as they are necessary to his own

life or the life of the race. Now, a man can only main

tain his own life by his own acts, and, therefore, every

man should seek some of the pleasures attaching to the

preservation of his own life. But the life of the race

does not require the co-operation of all men but only &amp;lt;

a certain number, and hence a man is not bound, e

under exceptional circumstances, to seek those orgam

pleasures which attach to the maintenance of the race.

(2) The parts of temperance.

The parts of any virtue, as we have already pointed
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out in the case of prudence, are three-fold the

parts or those conditions of mind that constitute the \

virtue, the subjective parts or its subordinate kinds, the

potential parts or those secondary virtues which
secure]

the same observance of law in the- less important and ii

less difficult things which the principal virtue secures in
ji

regard to its principal subject-matter.
The integral parts of temperance are shame (vcre- l

cundici), which inclines us to avoid the disgrace of intem-J

perance; and sense of propriety (honestas), which induces

a love ol the beautv ot temperance.
The subjective parts ot temperance are abstinence,:

chastitv, and reserve (pudicentia).
Of tlie potential parts, some regard ihe interior acts

of the mind namely, continence, humilitv, clemency
some affect the outward acts lor instance, modesty-
some affect not exterior acts but exterior goods namely,,

frugalitv and simplicitv. Of these various parts of tem

perance three require to be defined namely, humility,,

modestv, and meekness, (i) liumilitv means the true

estimate of our own worth, as, first of all, having

nothing of ourselves; but, secondly, as having a great
deal from God. Humility, therefore, is the source and

spring of true human dignitv, lor though bv it we are

led to rate ourselves as nothing in one respect, we are in

another made conscious of the great place we occupv irt

the Universe as men, and conscious also that, having
our own individual responsibilities, we have also our own
individual rights as against the rest of the race.

Humilitv puts no man in a lalse position in the world,

for the simple reason that humility must above alt

things be true. It moves us to a low opinion of our

selves in regard to what is from ourselves; and com

paring what is in us of ourselves with what is in other

men from God, it bids us consider ourselves lower than

other men. But then, as Aquinas remarks,
&quot;

humility

does not require that we regard that in ourselves which is

from God as lower than that which seems to be of God in

other men.&quot; Humility cuts no man out from the race for
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life and the goods of life, but it bids him know that what
he wins there belongs to Another as well as to himself.

(2) Modesty is the outward sign of inward temperance of
mind and heart. (3) Meekness is the temperate use of

anger and of the law of punishment. It inclines us to

be dignified and self-possessed under insult, not out of

contempt or pride, but because it is good for us to

restrain our animal nature, so that when moved to anger
we may be able to act prudently with others, and upbraid
or punish them according to Reason.*

(/) Ox FoRTiTUDK

(i) Fortitude is the virtue which braces the soul

courageously to face grave dangers, and particularly our

greatest earthly evil death. Only he who faces death

boldly can be called brave absolutely, for, as Aquinas
says, the only effect which a virtue properly regards is

its highest effect
&quot;

ad rationem virtutis pertinet ut

respiciat ultimum.&quot;

But bravery in meeting death is not always the out

come of the virtue of fortitude, for fortitude implies that

we go to meet death for the sake of forwarding some

good cause. Hence, it is not always fortitude proper
that sustains us in sickness, or in the stress of storm,

or when attacked by robbers. But it is fortitude that

leads a soldier to battle and that sustains the martyr on

the rack. However, every willing sacrifice that is made
for the sake of good falls somewhere within the domain
of fortitude.

The acts of fortitude are two-fold sufferance (sus-

tinere) and aggression. And, since it is a more difficult

thing to repress fear than to restrain daring, therefore,

sufferance is the principal of the two acts of fortitude.

Sufferance is more difficult than aggression for other

* How far the supernatural are beyond these natural virtues will easily
be seen in connection with these three virtues of Humility, Modesty, and
Meekness. The supernatural lifts them into a plane that is altogether
above unaided human Reason. It is the supernatural that supplies us

with our highest ideals of conduct as well as with our saints and heroes.
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reasons also. For in sufferance our enemy is regarded
as the stronger, in aggression we regard ourselves as

the stronger, and it is more difficult to defy strength than

weakness. In sullerance the evil has aetuallv come

upon us or is imminent, in aggression the evil is still in

the future. Sufferance is ordinarily a prolonged evil,

aggression mav consist in a single attack. C &quot;on.se-

(jiientlv, sufferance is more difficult than aggression,
and is the principal act of fortitude.

Again, fortitude is all the greater the more sudden the

danger to be taced. Indeed, it is onlv in the case of

sudden danger that \\e can be certain whether it is forti

tude that sustains us. I or \\hen danger arises on a

sudden it can onlv be the habitual virtue of fortitude that

actuates us, whereas even a coward, it he gets time

enough, can prepare his mind to fact.- a grave danger.
Some men think that onlv he is brave who delights

in danger and pain. But this is a mistaken notion. A
man mav be actuated bv fortitude and vet leel no delight
in his act. Such a man \\ill, no doubt, experience

delight in the thought of the cause he is promoting ;
but,

on the other hand, lie mav inwardlv grieve or be sad at

the loss he is himself willinglv sustaining, and it this

loss should be accompanied bv bodilv pain this latter may
even drive out oi our consciousness all delight arising

from the thought of the cause for which we are fighting.

And if fortitude does not necessarily exclude sadness so

neither does it necessarilv exclude anger. On the con-

trarv, a moderate anger will promote the ends ot iorti-

lude, for anger helps aggression . And through anger

even sadness mav be a help to fortitude. For though of

itself sadness tends to diminish fortitude by increasing

fear, sadness will also excite a man to righteous anger,

which is an aid to aggression. On another score, also,

anger may be an aid to fortitude, for anger makes life

itself seem less worth living for, and it is thereby

calculated to increase
&quot;

daring.&quot;

(2) The parts of fortitude.

\Ye repeat that the parts of a moral virtue can be either
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subjective, integral, or potential parts. Now, fortitude

does not admit of subjective parts i.e., of different kinds

of fortitude in the braving of death. But we may dis

tinguish integral and potential parts of fortitude

integral that is, the elements that go to make up for

titude and potential or annexed virtues that is, those

lesser virtues which play the same role in regard to less

difficult spheres of action that fortitude proper plavs as

regards the most difficult of all acts the facing of

death.

The acts of fortitude are, as we have said already,

aggression and sufferance. Now, aggression demands
two habits of mind. One a habit that prepares the mind
for aggression namely, confidence (fiducia) the other a

habit that perfects the work of aggression once begun
namely, magnificence or the virtue which enables us to

fling away or risk goods of great price, than which none

is greater than life itself. These are the two integral

parts of fortitude regarded as an aggression. But these

or similar which are integral parts of fortitude in regard

to the greatest of evils death are annexed virtues or

potential parts of it when they regard some lesser evil.

Thus magnificence can be a potential part in so far as

it appertains to the spending of money, magnanimity in

so far as fortitude enables us to despise honours.

The second act of fortitude is sufferance, which has

two integral parts, one of which counteracts the effects of

sadness, which of itself would tend to lower our courage.

This is the virtue of patience. The other sustains us

in the long struggle against bodily misfortune lest we

become worn out and yield namely, perseverance.

These same two virtues when they concern the lesser

evils are potential parts of fortitude.

Fortitude is a mean between cowardice and reckless

ness
; yet the mean of fortitude may often even border

on recklessness, or, rather, what would be recklessness

in some circumstances would be fortitude in others. We

may in Reason risk more the greater the good that is

being promoted.
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(g) Ox Jr STICK

(i) Plato defines Justice as the perfect harmony of all
1

the powers of the soul. As so defined Justice is simply
co-extensi\ (. with the &quot;good.&quot; The Aristotelian and
Scholastic conception of Justice is quite different from

j

this; for, with these latter Justice is a special virtue with

a special subject-matter distinct from that of the other!

virtues. Aquinas defines Justice as &quot;the constant will

to give toevervone his own.&quot; ft is, therefore, a special

virtue, and its special subject-matter is our exterior acts

in relation to other people. All Justice is
&quot;

ad alterum.&quot;

Its end is to secure right social relations between one

person and another. It obtains between equals as the

word
&quot;Justice&quot;

itselt indicates, and hence it is onlv in

a metaphorical sense- that we can speak of Justice as

governing the relations of a man with himself that is,

as governing the parts of man in their relation to one

another and to the whole person.

Justice resides in the appetite, not in the knowing
faculties, lor its end is not knowledge but action the

just man is one who gives what is due, not one who
knows what is due. And the appetite in which it resides

is the will, not the sensuous appetite, for sense does not

apprehend the relation oi moral equalitv between one

person and another.

Though Justice is a special virtue, still there is a sense

in which it is a general virtue including everv virtue.

For the individual man is a part of Society, and what

ever redounds to his good benefits Society also

indirectly, and, vice versa, any virtue that benefits

Society benefits the parts of Society or the individuals.

So, every virtue, since it benefits someone, benefits

Society of which that person is a part. Hence, &quot;all

virtue is in Justice comprehended,&quot; and it is in this sense

* &quot;

Perpetua et constans voluntas jus suum unicuique tribuendi.&quot;

&quot;

Perpetua
&quot;

is here meant to refer to the object of the I oluntas rather

than to the &amp;gt;i&amp;lt;olnntas itself that is, it is the will permanently to render,

& c&amp;gt;.

&quot; Yoluntas
&quot;

in this definition refers, as Aquinas explains, to the

aet, not to the faculty, of will.
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that Aristotle defines Justice as
&quot;

every virtue.&quot; As
directing the acts of all the virtues to the common good,
justice is a &quot;general virtue,&quot; in which sense we call it

&quot;legal justice.&quot; But besides this general virtue of

Justice there is a particular virtue of Justice which

directly and immediately regulates the dealings of one

person with another person, and it is in this sense that

we speak of Justice in the present chapter.

Now, men are related to one another not by their inner

passions but by external actions and by objects, and
hence the subject-matter of Justice is not the same as

that of the other virtues namely, the interior passions
but outer acts and objects. These it regulates according
to the natural laws of Society. And since Justice con

cerns outer actions and objects, not our inner passions,
the mean of virtue which is secured in the case of Justice
has no dependence on inner passions. It is a medium,
not rationis, but rci. Thus, the mean of Justice in the

case of buying and selling is the price of the object

bought, and this is the same for every man, no matter

what may be his inner feelings. The mean of the other

moral virtues like Temperance and Fortitude is different

for different persons.

(2) The parts of Justice .

As in the case of the other virtues, we must distinguish

between the subjective, the integral, and the potential

parts or annexed virtues of Justice also.

The subjective parts of justice.

The subjective parts of Justice, or its subordinate

species, are two Commutative and Distributive Justice.

Commutative Justice regulates the dealings of one person

with another. Distributive Justice regulates the deal

ings of Society with the individual. Distributive Justice

is
&quot;

exercised by the whole community through its head

to the members,&quot; its special function being to secure

proper distribution of those goods that are common by

nature amongst the various members of the State, accord

ing to the merits of individuals and the requirements of

the State. Distributive Justice secures fair play and
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proper treatment tor subjects, and also equalitv so far as !

{he requirements of State allow. It is the preventativt
against favouritism, one-sided la\\s, unequal taxation,
maladministration of funds, and those other political

evils to which a ruler mav be inclined either through
personal likings and weaknesses, or skilful wire-pulling,
or through the dependence of a sovereign on the good
will (it certain classes ol his subjects.
The strict conception of Justice is realised onlv in the

case ot C ommutative Justice, tor onlv in the case of

Commutative Justice is there a pluralitv of persons (the

relations ol Distributive Justice being rather those of

whole to part than ot one person to another), and onlv

in the case ot Commutative Justice is there equality
between the parties. Hut Commutative notice can

obtain between States as well as between individuals, for

States, like individuals, are manv, and in their capacitv
as perfect Societies tliev are equal to, and independent of,

&amp;lt; )iie aiK ither.

Commutative Justice is so called because it concerns

eontracts or exchanges (coinnnttationcs). These con

tracts are either voluntary or involuntarv. 1 he expres
sion

&quot;

voluntary contract,&quot; need not be explained. An
involuntary contract takes place- when one man injures

another, for bv injuring another we take a good Irom

him, and this act binds us to restitution in the same

way that the bargaining in a voluntarv contract binds

us to pav tin&quot; what we have received.

Tile Integra! parts of Justice.

Since Justice concerns outer actions, not inner

passions, the full law of justice is to pav what is owed,

llence, we cannot, as in the case ot the other virtues,

.speak of the integral parts of Justice that is, of those

dispositions that make up the perfect virtue. The one

integral constituent that makes up the perfect virtue is

the will to pay what is due. Hut we might consider this

will to pav what is due in two aspects, one negative and

the other positive namely, the will to avoid injurv and

Jo do good. These two dispositions we may speak of,
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if not as integral, at least as quasi-integral, parts of

Justice.
The potential parts of Justice .

The potential parts or annexed virtues of any par
ticular virtue concern, as we said, certain matters that

Ion the one hand have a certain agreement with the

principal virtue, and on the other hand fall short of the

principal virtue in some respect. Now, in respect of the

first condition, we may consider even- virtue that regards
in any way our relations with other people as appertain

ing to Justice. The second condition of an annexed
(virtue, that it falls short of the principal, can be realised

in either of two ways in the case of [ustice either by
ia want of equalitv between the persons concerned in the

I transaction or because that which is owed is owed not by
a strict law but onlv from friendship or liberality.

Now, under the first heading, which is want of

equality, we find as annexed virtues to Justice, those of

religion which regulates our relations to God, -piety

which regulates a child s relations to its parents, respect-

(observantia) which secures a due rendering of honour

to superiors. Under the second heading, or the absence

of strict laAv, there are many annexed virtues, some of

which are close up to the principal virtue of Justice

e.g., truth * whilst others are onlv remotely connected

with it like affability and friendship. But all these in

some way or another concern our duties, whether perfect

or imperfect, to other persons, and hence they are parts

of Justice.

(o) Justicea natural virtue.

When we say that justice is natural we do not mean
that it is implanted in a man s will by nature, but only
that the good which the virtue of justice secures is a

* When we say that truth is not enforced by a strict law we speak of

truth as a part of Justice, as something that is owed to other men, and
the violation of which is an offence to other men. As so regarded
truth is not enjoined by strict law, for our duty to tell the truth is not,

properly speaking, a duty to other men. But if we regard lying as a

violation of the natural end of a faculty, then it is a violation of a strict

law of nature. For further consideration of this point see chapter on

Rights, page 631.
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natural good * -, it is something which is good, not

by convention, but by the law of nature, and its opposite
is naturally and intrinsically evil. Now, that there are

laws of nature binding men to certain actions for the

good of their fellowmen we have already shown in our

chapter on The Good. So far as Justice depends on
these natural laws it is a natural virtue. Some rights of

Justice are, indeed, not natural since they depend on

positive law merelv. And of those rights that are

natural some, whilst resting ultimately upon the natural

law, are yet to a certain extent determined by the State

or by reference to some empirical fact. But there are

some rights which depend immediately and solely on the

moral natural law itself and are independent of every

empirical consideration. There are, therefore, rights
\\hich are, in tin- fullest sense of the word, rights of

nature, and so there must be a natural virtue of justice
for the maintenance of those rights. Bui for the proof
o! this proposition we must refer our reader to our

chapter on Right.s, in which we establish the existence of

natural rights. Here we shall content ourselves with

briefly considering one or two of Hume s well-known

objections to the conception of natural justice.

Hume s objections reler principally to rights of pro-

pertv which manv modern Ethicians regard as coexten

sive with rights of |ustiee general! v. In these objections
lie attempts to show that property, and the laws of

justice to which it gives rise, obtain not necessarily but

onlv under certain contingencies, that consequently they
cannot be natural, and, therefore, that Justice is not a

natural virtue. These objections are (a) If there were

no lack oi goods in nature there would be no virtue of

Justice. There is, for instance, no law of Justice con

cerning the use of the air. (b) If men were perfectly

generous there would be no need of Justice. Justice

arises from selfishness, and the consequent danger that

some men will not have a sufficiency of goods, (c) In

the case of famine there is no law of Justice. In famine

everv man may take anything that he can get. Now,
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lese three conditions an absolutely unlimited supply
f goods, unlimited generosity, and complete famine,
hough not often to be met with are still possible con-
itions of things, and their opposites are accordingly
acre accidental conditions. And since it is on these
atter conditions that Justice and Right depend, Justice
nd rights cannot be natural.

Reply In the first place, as we have already pointed
but, the rights here referred to are all rights of property.
So that even if rights of property were not natural there

Would still remain other rights that are natural

I .g., the right of a husband to his wife s fidelity, of an
Individual to non-interference from others, of children to

training. Secondly, the right of property itself, we

jidmit, does not stand on quite the same level as certain

bther natural rights. Being, as we shall see later, a

product of the jus gentium, it depends more than other

rights on contingent conditions. Thirdly, Hume s

arguments do not avail to prove that the right of pro

perty is conventional or not natural in some sense. For
it is not true that right would be extinguished in case of

a plentiful supply of goods, or of generosity, or in case

of famine, (a) Even if there were no lack of goods in

nature a man would still have a right to what he pro
duces. Nor can it be said that it would be absurd to

claim a thing as one s own under such conditions when,

namely, everybody had more than enough. We can

readily imagine a man wishing to have a thing simply
Because he himself had made it, even though there was
in nature a superabundance of such things. So that

even if there was no lack of goods, men could still

possess and would probably insist on rights of property.

However, is not Hume s supposition absurd ? The

supply of goods in a limited world must be always
.imited. The most one could expect to find in this world

s not unlimited riches but very great riches. And

rights of property would still hold even though the

world were well supplied with the goods of life. As for

air, it is not true that men have not a right to a certain
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portion oi air. livery man has a right to as many cubit 1
feet of air as is necessarv for life. School managers ancl

inspectors insist on such a right, (b) Fven if men wen I

perfectly generous each would have a right to the pro-]
ducts ot his own labour. And even though all wen I

generous \\ e should probably still in.sist upon our rights I

Men do not alwavs care t&amp;lt;&amp;gt; depend on the generositv oil

others, (c) Fven in the case of famine each man woulc
:

have a right to certain things. ()ne starving man
(I

would, t&amp;lt; ir instance, have a right to keep the loaf that h&amp;lt; I

had in his possession, ;md another would have ro rightl
to lake it violentlv from him. A starving man has :\(

right to his // /( , for another mav not kill him in order tcj

obtain lood. In the case ot tamine, then-lore, man stilf

ha&amp;gt; rights.

!&amp;gt;ui e\en though \\c could not show that in these!

abnormal conditions contemplated bv Ilume men still,

had righis. \\c should ne\-ertlide contend that, sticli

cases do not disprove the existence, of a natural right of

propertv muler normal conditions. All natural right

obtains under natural conditions; but some of Hume s

conditions that of an inlinitv of (ioods and that ot a

universal tamine are not natural conditions. And just

as we .should not judge that there was no natural method

oi walking, since if all legs were paralysed men could not

move, so neither should we claim that certain natural

rights do not exist because- of the difficulty or impossi-
bilitv of exercising them under verv abnormal con

ditions.

(4) justice an objective lirtuc.

|
list ice, as we have seen, has to do with outer opera

tions, not with internal passions. It is common know

ledge that if a man makes a contract, lie is bound to fulfil

it from his side, provided also it is fulfilled from the

other, and that until the contract is fulfilled ancl, in the

case of pecuniary contracts, payments made, the law of

Justice remains unsatisfied, no matter what may be the

defaulter s intentions or what the cause of his defalca

tion. So also if I pay a man what I owe him, but pay
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him by mistake, thinking that I am paying somebody
else, the law of justice requires no more of me. It is

fully satisfied by the outer aet. The (Mid of justice is

the outer fulfilling of justice, and it has nothing- to do
ith inner states of mind, desires, passions, knowledge

)r affections of giver or receiver. In this sense justice is

-in objective virtue. Its principle is the objective prin-

Iciple of equality not in the sense that each man s

possessions must be equal to every other man s, but that

each man must be left in possession of what he owns.
If that equilibrium is once disturbed the law of justice

requires that it be restored again. Justice has reference,

therefore, to an objective relation only that is, it binds a

[man to the doing of a certain outward act, not to the

| doing of that act from any particular affection, or inten

tion, or passion. As independent of passion it has been
called the frigid or the mathematical virtue.

Having, therefore, no reference to passion or to any
thing subjective, it is useless to seek to ground this

virtue upon any internal affection. It is, like mathe

matics, a law of things, and it is grounded on the nature

of things themselves. In this connection the reader will

find it interesting to criticise for himself some of the

ordinary subjective theories of the principle of Justice

for instance, the two theories which ground Justice

respectively upon the feelings of (i) sympathy,

(2) gratitude the first of which theories is taught by
Hume, the second by Sidgwick.*

HUME S THEORY

Hume postulates two grounds for the sentiment of

Justice Sympathy and Utility. But sympathy is the

chief element, and to that, according to him, the

virtue ultimately reduces that is, I pay a man what I

*
Spencer bases the sentiment of Justice on the love of personal free

dom, which, under the influence of certain subjective laws, becomes
transformed into an altruistic feeling&quot;.

Mill bases it on the animal

feeling- of resentment, which when purified becomes the desire for

punishment.

2 P
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owe him because 1 sympathise with him, or rather I feei

that i am bound to pav him, because of sympathy.
Criticism of Hume s theory If sympathy be th&amp;lt;

&amp;gt;pring
ot justice it is strange that the two conceptions

Justice and sympathy, have become so completely
divorced with time. Of course, it mav be said tha

association can lirst bind things together which after

\\ards become independent, and that even thong!
formerl v the conception of Justice arose out of that

sympathy it is not to be wondered at if it has nov

become independent ot that conception. But surely ir

matters ot this kind, where we are dealing with concep
lions that are known to evervone, we are not free t&amp;lt;:

surest that two conceptions were once causally con

nected iliat is. that one arose out of the other whei

as a matter ot iact we have no empirical evidence o

their having ever been connected, and when, ii

addition, thevare now distinct conceptions, and indepen
dent, and even often opposed. Thus, I pay a man
because I know I am bound to pav him, not because

love him or sympathise with him, and I claim paymen
from him because he is bound to pav me, and for nr

other reason. I mav hate him, as I have already said

I mav have no svmpathv with him, yet I am certain withi

an unmistakable certitude that I must pay him what I

owe. In justice , then, as such there is no element off

sympathy.

SIDG WICK S TIIKORY

Sidgwick admits that the prominent element in justice

is equality, but yet he insists that the principle of

Justice is not equality but gratitude. The principle of

gratitude is, he says, that
&quot;

the good done to an indi

vidual ought to be requited by him,&quot; from which he

concludes that
&quot; men ought to be rewarded in propor

tion to their deserts.&quot; Thus, to say a man has a right

to the produce of his labour is only another way of

saying that he has a right to be rewarded out of grati

tude for services rendered. In this way Sidgwick
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ims to be able to explain what he regards as the
erwise inexplicable right of first occupation ; for on
other title, he tells us, may a man appropriate what
finds and has not previously owned than the title of

e boon conferred upon the community by his dis-

very. Punishment, the reverse of reward, being
ntially grounded on the principle of an eye for an

e and a tooth for a tooth, is, he claims, based upon
e negative of the conception of gratitude that is,

pon the feeling of resentment.

Criticism Now, this argument will easily be seen to

e erroneous if we consider how essentially opposed are

e two virtues before us. For (a) gratitude always
pposes the returning of a good which yet need not bp
turned a return for which there was no stipulation,
return which is perfectly free and spontaneous.

)
Gratitude presupposes that the good done in the

irst instance, and for which a return is now being
lade, was free and spontaneous, and unstipulated for.

;) Gratitude has regard to passion, to subjective feeling,

o affection. I am satisfied with a man s gratitude when
know that he thinks well of me, that he remembers

vhat I have done for him, and, ordinarily, if a return

given, it is given only as a token of remembrance;

here is no law of equality between the return made and

ic good originally done, (d) Both gratitude and sym-

lathy prompt us to reward a man for services attempted

ut not succeeded in. (e) Finally, gratitude is an altru-

stic feeling. Now, Justice differs in all these points

rom Gratitude, (a) Justice moves a man to a return of

oods because this return has been stipulated for, and

ecause, therefore, these goods belong to the other party

o the contract, (b) It supposes that those things which

/ere originally given, and for which a return is being

iade, were given as a result of contract and not in

riendship merely. It is stern obligation from begin-

ing to end. (c) Justice cares nothing about inner

assion or intention. It simply requires that a certain

ayment be made, whether out of gratitude or hatred,
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from selfish or altruistic motives, it does not matter.
&quot;

Frigidum illud verbum, meum ac tuum &quot;

describes

it admirably, for a debt of Justice is discharged because

it has to be discharged, and because there is no way out

of it, whilst he in whose favour the debt is discharged
cares nothing about the feelings that accompanied its

discharge, (d) Justice, generally speaking, cares nothing
about good which is merely milled or at templed. If we

might put it so, Justice demands payment only for

goods delivered at our doors.
(&amp;lt;?) Justice is neither an

altruistic nor an egoistic feeling. If it requires that I

be just to others, it requires also that others be just to

me. It represents a mere equation between man and

man.

Justice, therefore, cannot be based on Gratitude.



CHAPTER XIX

ON LAW

(a) GENERAL CONCEPTION OF LAW

(i) Oi R first business in framing- a right conception of

law is to show that Law is a function of Reason. Law
is defined by various writers to be a

&quot;

rule of action,&quot; a
&quot;

rule of direction,&quot; a
&quot;

settled principle of action,&quot; a
&quot; measure of action,&quot; a principle following which we are

led to pursue certain lines of conduct and to avoid others.

This element of
&quot;

guidance
&quot;

or of
&quot;

rule
&quot;

is the funda

mental element in our conception of law. The word
&quot;

law
&quot;

is applied principally and essentially to rules of

human action,* but we use it in a transferred sense in

regard to other things, always, however, with the same

meaning of a rule of action or of movement of some sort.

Thus, we speak of chemical laws, meaning thereby the

principles according to which elementary substances

enter into chemical combinations with one another; of

the laws of plants that is, the laws which guide the

movements and growths of plants ;
of the laws of

animals that is, the principles, instincts, &c., which

guide the acts of animals. In all these cases law directs

action or movement.

Now, in the case of man, as also in the case of other

living things, a rule of action means always a principle

according to which proper means are taken to the attain-

* A
&quot;lawyer,&quot; absolutely speaking-, is one who is versed in human

laws.

597
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ment of some end ; and since Reason * alone is competent
to devise means for obtaining an end, it follows that law

is primarily a function of Reason.

But, though law belongs essentially to, and dwells in,

the directing Reason (est in rcgulante ct mensurante),
it is evident that law belongs by participation to, and
exists in, the subject ruled (cst in rcgulato ct mcnsurato).
Thus the laws that govern the movements of machinery
are a participation and reflection of the mind of him by
whom the machinery is designed. The law of the

Divine Reason, which designed the structure and
functions of the animal kingdom, dwells by participation
in animals, and directs them to their ends. This exten

sion of the laws of Reason to the things which are

directed bv Reason is a point of cardinal importance in

Ethical Science, and will be considered at greater length
when we come to speak of the natural and Eternal laws

and their relation to one another.

But though law proceeds from Reason, it bears also

some reference io Will. Enr, law being a rule of action,

it has two essential elements -
it is a plan and a directing

or moving force. It arranges a line of action, and it

binds to the adoption of that line. It is a thought and a

command. For instance, a human law is something
more than a mere plan for the securing of the common
good. It is a plan which the legislator lays on our wills

for acceptance, a plan which the legislator binds us to

follow.

Hence, law is a function not of intellect alone, but of

will also. Intellect is the planning, the thinking, the

arranging power will the moving, the binding power.
Vet, primarily and essentially, law is a function of

Reason or intellect, and not of will; for will, in binding
us, receives its direction from Reason. Will urges to

the doing of a certain act; but it urges, in the case of a

* The designing of means always implies reasoning
1

. Hence a
mere &quot; sense

&quot;

could not make laws. Sense could not even apprehend the

abstract relation of proportion or of suitability between means and ends.

For this reason, though animals may attack an enemy, they cannot
devise means bv which to kill an enemy.
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genuine law, under the guidance of intellect. The will

that binds a subject independently of intellect is a prin

ciple not of law but of confusion and destruction

(magis iniquitas quam lex). Hence, inasmuch as the

guiding power is always principal, and of more conse

quence than that which is guided, we regard law as

primarily and essentially a function of Reason not of

will.

NOTE ox &quot; NATURAL SELECTION 11

AS A SUBSTITUTE EOR
&quot; LAWS OF REASON.&quot; Some try to explain the order of
the living- Universe, not as a result of laws of Reason,
but as a result of Natural Selection, of &quot;

Struggle for

Existence,&quot; of the &quot; Survival of the fittest.&quot; Now, it

is not within the scope of the present work to discuss
this question of &quot; natural selection

&quot;

on its own merits.
But we may be permitted to point out that &quot;natural

selection
&quot; and &quot;

struggle,&quot; even if we accord them a large
place among the existing world-forces, are not to be regarded
as incompatible with the existence in the world of laws of
Reason. Nay, they may themselves be laws of Reason.
For even an all-wise Reason might impart a &quot; law of struggle

&quot;

to living things in order to secure the development and
continuance of the best types amongst the species, and in that
case we should speak of the &quot;

struggle for existence
&quot;

as

a law or function of Reason.

Yet, even though we admit the possibility of such a law,
we could not regard the &quot;

struggle for existence
&quot;

as an
ultimate explanation of the natural order of things, for
&quot;

struggle
&quot;

amongst living beings is itself based on the

existence in plants and animals of natural appetites, and of a
natural law depending on these appetites. Thus, animals

struggle for sustenance because they have a natural appetite
for food. Hence the 4

Struggle for existence
&quot;

could not be
the ultimate principle of the order of the Universe, but the

natural laws of the appetites ;
and as we shall show later, it

is from these natural laws that we come to the knowledge of

the Eternal Law of the Supreme Reason from which all order

proceeds.
It may be well to add here that to our mind the existence

of a supreme directing Reason is even more evident from the

study of the natural appetites of plants and animals than from
their structure. It is evident that the animal is driven to seek
for food and other objects in order that thereby it may secure

its own life and that of the race. But of these ends the

animal itself has no consciousness and no care when following
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its natural appetites ;
and hence its direction to these ends

depends on sonic other power besides its own appetites.
To the foregoing argument some philosophers might raise

the objection that it is built on the assumption that the

appetites of the various animals are natural that is, that the

appetites belong to their original constitution. Now, though
it is quite true that our argument assumes the natural and

original character of some appetites, still we claim to have
shown that the existence oi natural appetites in living thing s
is more than an assumption. It is an established fact

(see chapter on The Good). As Leslie Stephen points out,

unless certain natural appetites were present from the begin
ning, the animal world could not have survived a generation.
These appetites, therefore, are part of the natural constitution

of the animal races, and they are, as we have said, evidence
of the existence, somewhere, of a designing mind.

(2) \\Y have next to determine the end of law. Law,
we claim, is alwavs ordained to the common good. We
saw that la\\ is a rule of action. Now, the good or wel

fare at which action aims mav he either the good of an

individual merely or of a \\hole community. Hut law

evidently aims at securing a certain nnitv of action,

which, \\ithoiit law, would either he tinlikelv of realisa

tion or impossible; and, therefore, we claim that law

appertains principally to the good ot the community
*&quot;

onlv, since the conduct ot an individual does not need to

be unified bv anv rule ot guidance. For another reason,

also, \\ e claim that law has reference principally to the

common good and not to the individual good namelv,
that everything in nature which is defined by its effects

is dHined or denominated bv its highest effect, not by its

lowest. Thus, we speak of man not as a vegetative or

sensitive, but as a rational, being. And, therefore, it is

right that we should regard law as a rule of action given
to a community; for the good of the community is higher
than that of the individual, being related to the indi

vidual good as the whole is related to the part. Just,

therefore, as the plan of an architect regards primarily
not the parts of the house, but the whole house to which

the parts are subordinate, and, in a secondary way
only, the perfection of the parts, so law has reference
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primarily to the order which is to be followed in the

securing of the common good, and secondarily to the

individual good. Rules of action, we admit, are often

formulated for the guidance of individual conduct only.
But we should no more regard rules of this kind as laws

than we should speak of a couple of individuals as com

posing the State or of a mere well-ordered sitting-room
as an Art Gallery. The individual good is neither wide

enough nor great enough to be the sole end of law.

From what we have said, it will be evident that the

law of the Prime Ruler appertains directly and princi

pally to the common good of all creatures the law of

any other subordinate ruler to the common good of some

lesser perfect community. We say &quot;a perfect commu

nity,&quot;
because law belongs only to a community which

is capable of attaining its own ends that is, it belongs
to a community which is self-sufficing. The rules of a

particular house or of a family are called, not laws, but

precepts, for a house or family is not a self-sufficing

.community.
We should, however, remark in explanation of our

doctrine that the end of law is the good of the commu

nity, that not all laws are meant to bind the whole com

munity or are meant to lead directly and immediately to

the good of the whole community. For, many laws bind

a part only of the community, and directly benefit no

more than a part. But persons that come under Jaws of

this kind come under it as parts of the community, and

the law which guides them is to be regarded as part of

the general scheme for the securing of the common good.
In this sense we describe law as directed always to the

general good.

(3) A law requires to be promulgated. By promulga
tion is meant the bringing of a law under the notice of

those whom it binds, and giving it to them as binding.

Now, a law is a rule of action, and since nothing can be

a rule of action to men unless it comes to the knowledge
of those whom it binds (human action being always

directed by knowledge), it follows that promulgation is
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necessary for law. Promulgation must also be certain,
tor true knowledge implies certaintv; so that if the pro

mulgation ot anv law be doubtful such a law is not suffi

ciently promulgated, and it is not to be regarded as

binding.

Promulgation, however, need not succeed in bringing
a law under the notice of every subject. A law which
is published may bind its subjects, even though it fails

to reach the notice of some individuals. Hut, though
this is true as regards manv ot the effects of law, still, in

order that a law mav bind the individual conscience

formally in other words, in order that its violation may
be regarded as, properlv speaking, a transgression it

must be kno\\n \\itli certitude even bv the individual,

since tor formal sin it is necessarv that a man sins

knowingly and willinglv.
The ton-going considerations \\ill suffice to give us

the hill definition of a law it is a &quot;dictate (onlinatio)
of Reason given and promulgated for the common good
bv one who has charge ot the com.mu.nitv.&quot;

14} A supplementary question remains as regards the

siihji cl of laws, or what and whom it binds. A law may
bind anv creature, for there is no creature that may not

be directed to some end. Hut, as we shall see later, law

in its strict sense extends onlv to rational creatures, and

the onlv rational creatures that concern us here are

human beings. The question then arises Are all men

subject to law? Our answer is Every human being is

subject to the natural law, for every human being is

possessed of human nature. Hut only such people as

are habittiallv possessed of the use of Reason are subject

to human laws that is, to laws that emanate from men.

Infants and mad people, therefore, could not be bound

by human law, but those who are habitually sane, even

though thev suffer from a temporary mental aberration,

are subject to human law. Hut though all men are

* The subject of Probabilism is intimately connected with this

question of promulgation. A brief reference to it is found at the end of

our chapter on Conscience.
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subject to the natural law, and those who are habitually
sane are subject to human laws, still the formal that is,

the criminal violation of any law, whether natural or

human, is possible only in the case of one who is in

actual possession of the use of Reason.
A practical consequence of the doctrine we have just

laid down the doctrine that all men are subject to the

natural law may be mentioned here namely, that it is

not lawful to excite infants or mad people to acts that

oppose the natural law. To do so is to incur all the guilt

of their act.*

(b) OF THE VARIOUS KINDS OF LAWS

Men are governed by four principal kinds of law

namely, the Eternal, the Natural, the Human, and the

(positive) Divine laws. The last of these belongs to

revealed science, and need not be considered here. The
other three will now be considered at some length.

THE ETERNAL LAW

(i)
&quot; As with every artificer,&quot; writes Aquinas, f

&quot;

there

pre-exists the plan of the things that are set up by art,

so in everv governor there must pre-exist a plan of the

order of the things that are to be done by those who are

subject to his government. And as the plan of things to

be done by art is called a pattern or exemplar, so the

plan of him who governs subjects has the character of a

law, if the other conditions are observed, which we have
*
Apropos of the doctrine that the aim of law is the good of a

community, Aquinas points out that whereas a subject may be a bad
man in his private life without injury to the State, he cannot be a bad
citizen that is, he cannot set the public legislation at nought without

injury to the State. A ruler, on the other hand, will harm the State if he

is bad, either in his private or his public life eadeni est virtus principis ef

boni -viri for even the inner dispositions of a ruler tend to make them
selves felt in the laws he enacts. This latter portion of Aquinas

teaching, however that, namely, which concerns the requirements of

rulers holds more for the case of absolute monarchies than for con

stitutional monarchies or republics.
t &quot;Aquinas Ethicus

&quot;

(Rickaby), Vol. I., page 274. We begin with

the consideration of the Eternal law, because ontologically it is prior to the

natural law. But it should be remembered that the natural law is known
to every man in some measure before the Eternal, and that through it

we come to the knowledge of the Eternal Law.
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said to be essential to a law. . . . And as the plan
of divine wisdom has the character of an exemplar,
pattern, or idea, inasmuch as by it all things are
created, so the plan of Divine wisdom moving all things
to their due end has the character of a law. And thus
the Eternal law is nothing else than the plan of Divine
Wisdom as director of all acts and movements.&quot;

From this passage of Aquinas we shall have no diffi

culty in understanding the nature of the Eternal law.
The Eternal law is the law of (lodas directing the whole
Universe to its end. By it (iod rules all 1 1 is creatures,

and din-els them to their final end, \\hich is Himself.
1 here is nothing which does not conic under this law
neither plant, nor animal, nor man, nor angel; for

Divine Providence extends to all. Later in this chapter
we shall show what is the origin of our knowledge of the

Eternal law: we shall show that it is known to us

through the natural law. At present our claim is that the

Eternal la\\ itself is prior to every other law --to natural

and to human law and thai it is the ground and prin

ciple of every &amp;lt; &amp;gt;ther law.

(2) Now, the planning and the guiding of the created

I niverse In the Supreme Reason are nets of (iod, and
like all other acts of (iod thev are independent of time

(that is, Mis acts do not succeed one another in time),

since (iod Himself is independent of time, (iod s

actions have no beginning and no ending. The outer

effects that attend upon His \\ishes and commands are,

indeed, subject to the time-conditions of the finite

Universe they begin and end at definite moments of the

world s historv but the act from which these effects

spring is not subject to time-conditions. It is eternal.*

(iod s law is, therefore, eternal. It existed in God
before ^

the created world existed, just as the plan pre-
* There is no reason \vliy causes should always be subject to the

same conditions of existence that govern the effects. God s directing
1

act is, like God Himself, eternal and out of the time-series altogether.
The effects of His action are subject to the time-conditions of the finite

Universe.

( This word &quot;before
&quot;

means simply that God s act did not
beg&quot;in

with the created world. It is the cause of the created world.
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cedes the building of a house. It was even promulgated
before the world appeared (though its promulgation was
not received until creatures existed), for promulgation
consists in the expression of the law; and the Divine
Word, which is God s Mind, expresses itself eternally
in the fullest way.

But, it will be objected, any law is meaningless and
foolish which is enacted and promulgated before those

subjects for whom it is destined exist
;
and as the Eternal

law, which is destined for the created world, existed

before the Creation, it was a meaningless and a foo-iish

law. We answer If the law which is promulgated is

only a means to creatures, then it is a foolish thing to

promulgate a law before they to whom it is directed

exist and are able to receive it. But the Eternal law
is not a means to anything beyond itself. Even the

natural law existing in created things is not a means
to that is, is not directed to the good of created

things. Rather it is that which directs created things
to their end. It guides, for instance, and directs animals
to their ends. But human laws, existing in the mind of

human legislators, are directed to the attainment of the

prosperity of others. They are, therefore, means to

something beyond themselves. Now, the Eternal law,

like the natural law, is of the nature of a directing prin

ciple. It directs things to their end. It produces, no

doubt, effects outside of God.
;
but yet it is not directed

to created things. Eor the Eternal law is not distinct

from God. It is the will of God Himself, who is the

Prime Mover of all things; and hence, if we might be

permitted so to speak, it is its own end. Even, there

fore, before created things came into Being, the eternal

law had reached its end, though it did not produce its

effects until the world existed and until the conditions

of its fulfilment were realised.

(3) We must now consider the scope of the Eternal

law or its breadth of application. All things, necessary

as well as contingent, are subject to the Eternal law.

Necessary and eternal things are subject to the Eternal
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la\v because they are subject to the Divine Government.
And they are subject to the Eternal law exclusively
because they are subject to Divine government exclu

sively. Necessary things are not subject to the govern
ment of man. A man can, no doubt, make a law con

cerning other people s contingent acts; but no earthly
ruler could make a law that men are to have or not to

have hands and feet. But (Joel could make, and has

made, such a law, because nature and natural necessities

are subject to the Divine power.
Natural contingent things are also subject to the

Eternal law, because thev also are subject to Divine

Government . lut &amp;lt; &amp;gt;f these one class c&amp;lt; mies under human
law as well as under the Eternal law namelv, human
actions. Other contingent things come under the

Eternal law only. The reason of this is interesting.

Man, as \\e have said, can make a law to guide the con-

duet oi human beings, but he could not issue a law to

irrational creatures. For man cannot, as God does, give
to things natural inclinations towards those ends which
lie wishes them to attain. Hence, anvthing that is

directed bv human government must be capable of receiv

ing direction bv wav of command, and of directing its

ov\ n acts accordingly. Hut animals can neither receive a

command nor direct themselves. Thev cannot receive

a command, for a command can influence to action only
in so far as it is understood, and animals cannot under

stand human commands.* Neither can they direct

themselves to action, because they are not free. There

fore, being unable to receive a command and unable to

direct themselves, they are not subject to human govern
ment. Anv effect, therefore, that a man may wish to

bring about in animals he must himself produce in them,

without their co-operation. But man can issue a law to

other men by imprinting in their minds the knowledge of

what they are to do. And in this the human law is, even

* The obvious objection to the above, that some animals &quot; under
stand

&quot;

their Master s command to &quot;come&quot; or to
&quot;depart,&quot;

is not

worth discussing&quot; here.
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as a directive force, like the Eternal. For, just as a man

guides others by imprinting a principle of action in the

minds of others, so God directs by imprinting an inner

directive principle in all things namely, the natural

law by which internal principle they are moved to obey
Him.

THE NATURAL LAW

(i) As we have already pointed out, law being a

measure and rule of action, it exists in two ways in that

which rules and in that which is ruled
(&quot;

in mensurante

et in mensurato
&quot;).

As existing in God the Supreme
law is Eternal; as existing in the subject ruled it is

known as the natural law. And since the ruler comes
before that which is ruled, the Eternal law is prior to the

natural law and is its cause.

But though ontologically the Eternal law is prior to

and is the ground of the natural law, yet we are io con

ceive the natural law as logically prior in regard to us

that is, as coming first in the order of our knowledge.
Eor just as it is from the existence of the finite world that

we come to know of God s existence who is first cause of

all, so also *
it is from the existence of the natural law of

the universe that we establish Divine Providence and the

existence of the Eternal law. The natural law, since it

exists in creatures, is an effect
; and, therefore, it pre

supposes another law above itself from which it springs,

and, as we shall see later, of which it is the reflection.

Now, that a natural law exists is evident from the fact

that everything in this world is guided and directed to its

* In his article on &quot;Divine Providence&quot; (&quot;S. Theol.&quot; I., Q. XXII.,
Art. I.

) Aquinas follows this a posteriori method that is, his argument for

Providence proceeds from effect to cause, from the existence of law in the

Universe to the existence of a Divine Providence. Later, in establishing
the Divine government of the Universe (Q. CIII., Art. I.), he argues in a
two-fold way first, a priori from the idea of a most perfect being,

saying that it is most congruent that such a Being- should rule the world

according- to law ; and, secondly, a posteriori from the manifest existence

of natural &quot;law&quot; in the Universe. In the text above we follow the a

posteriori proof, as Aquinas himself seems to do when treating of the

relation of the Natural to the Eternal law.
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end by certain natural inclinations (habeut incUiuttiones
in proprios uctns el fines}. For instance, the plant is

moved by an inner inclination to take in moisture and to

grow; the animal is moved to seek- for food and to pre
serve the race; and these and the other natural appetites
ot which we spoke in our chapter on The (iood are the

foundation ot the natural law. Thev are nature s means
lor the attainment ot certain necessarv ends. \Yithout
them \\e should not be induced to attain these necessary
ends; and without them, therefore, neither the individual

nor the race could continue to live. These appetites are

part of the natural constitution of things that is, they
are no mere chance inclinations which the creature can

elicit or not elicit at his wish, but are permanent appetites
or tendencies proceeding from that inner nature which
(iod has placed in all creatures. The law, therefore, to

which thev give rise i.s rightlv spoken of as a
&quot;

natural

law.&quot;
*

Xow, as the house is onlv a repetition and a reflection

ot the idea of the architect received into the material

building, and as the movement of the arrow is but an

impression of the directive act of the archer, so nature

and the natural law, through which the universe is

directed Irom within to its end, are to be regarded as a

reflection and a participation of the Internal law of God,
who moves all things to their end. And when we speak
of the natural law as a

&quot;

reflection
&quot; we do not mean to

insinuate that the natural law is something unreal, or

that it is a mere image like the reflection of the sun in the

waters. The natural law is a reflection in the same sense

that the house reflects the idea of the architect that is,

it is a reflection but real and substantive.

* Most modern biologists admit that over and above the mere
mechanical forces which exist in all material beings, living bodies are

endowed with a special directive principle the principle of Life which

guides all living- things to their proper perfection. They agree also that

this directive force works from within the living organism, not from
without. But some would call this inner principle Mind or Conscious
ness the Mind of God. St. Thomas calls it nature or natural appetite.
Between these two world-views Science bids us choose. The first is the

world-view of mysticism ; the second is that of philosophy and of sound
common sense.
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Now, the natural law exists in some form or other in

every creature. It is present in plants, in animals, in

men. But the natural law of plants and animals falls far

short of the full conception of law. For law is a function

of Reason, whereas animals and plants have no Reason.
In them the Eternal law is, indeed, received, but it is

received in a modified form only, and not as a rule of

Reason. The natural laws of plants and animals, there

fore, though resulting from the Eternal law, are rather

of the nature of an irresistible force than of a law. Biit
in man the natural law is law in the true sense of the

word. It is a dictate of our human Reason as the

Eternal law is a dictate of God s Reason. For, e-i

though tlic natural law docs not proceed from or origi
na ;e with our Reason, yet our own Reason promulgates
it to us ; and, unlike both plant and animal, we guide our

selves by means of it to our final end. The natural law,

therefore, in man is law in the fullest sense of the term,

and, as we have already explained, it is known to us

before the Eternal law, on which account Aquinas main

tains that it is by the natural law that we are primarily
directed to the attainment of our end.

(2) As we have already explained, the natural appetites

give rise to precepts, and the sum of these precepts we
call the natural law. What those precepts are we have

already seen in our chapters on The Good and on In-

tuitionism. These precepts of the natural law are many
and not one. For, besides the appetite of will, which

has for its object the good in general, giving rise to the

precept
&quot;

the good is to be done,&quot; there are in man other

appetites also, having for their objects certain particular

&quot;goods,&quot;
such as life, food, society and these several

appetites give rise to several particular precepts, as that

life is to be preserved, society to be maintained, offspring

to be trained, &c. And between these precepts,, as

already pointed out, there is a natural order depending
on the order of the appetites. For some appetites are

common to all substances, like the appetite for existence,

some to all or most animals like that of the care of off-

2Q
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spring, whilst other inclinations belong to us as rational

beings for instance, inclinations to know the causes of

things, and particularly the Eirst Cause (in other words,
the inclination to the sciences); also an inclination to live

in society. These precepts of the natural la\v follow the

order of the respective appetites on which they are

grounded, and thus give rise to a hierarchy of laws, vary
ing in breadth ol application and importance, according
as their objects are ol lesser or wider extension and

importance.

(.}) The natural law being founded on the natural

appetites, it follows that the law of nature is both

(a) universal and (/&amp;gt;) invariable, (a) \Ve say, first, the

natural law is universal that is, is the same for all

uien (not, indeed, in regard to all its conclusions, but

in its first or fundamental principles), for the primary
moral principles are founded on the strictest necessities

of our nature 1

, the natural appetites and their essential

objects, and these are the same in all. How these

universal precepts can allow of, or lead on to, differ

ences in individual duties has already been con

sidered.

(b) In order to bring out the invariability of the moral

law we must say in wh.it different senses a law may be

spoken of as invariable or variable. Variability may
be either objective or subjective that is, variation may
take place either in things themselves or in our opinions
about things. Speaking objectively that is, of things
in themselves a thing may be changed in either of

t\\o ways either bv addition that is, by allowing
other things to be added to it, or by subtraction by the

loss of something previously possessed. Now, the

natural law is not invariable as regards addition, for it

can be supplemented by other laws. But in its first

principles and regarded objectively the natural law is

invariable in the second sense. What is to-day a

necessity of the natural law cannot to-morrow cease to

be necessary. For our natural appetites are invariable,

*
Chapter on The Criterion, page 163.
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and the natural appetites are the ground of natural law
and of natural necessity.*
But though the natural law is invariable in its first

principles, the application of these first principles is

not invariable, for what is necessary for the satisfaction
of appetite under one set of circumstances may not be

necessary under another, and the content of the natural
law is to be determined according to the circumstances.
To that extent there is room for development in the

objective law of morals.

Subjectively that is, in regard to our knowledge of

the law the law of nature mav greatly vary, not,

indeed, as regards our knowledge of the first prin

ciplesfor those we cannot but know but as regards
the more remote conclusions from these principles.
This and other points in connection with the natural

law have already been considered in our chapters on
The Good, on Evolution, and on Synderesis.

(4) The natural law and the question of Divine Im
manence. The doctrine here given of the Natural and
the Eternal laws, their necessity and their distinction

from one another, may be taken as Aquinas answer to

the problem a problem which seems to have been as

pressing in his day as it is in ours, of Divine Imma
nence and Transcendence. How, the modern philo

sopher asks, can any law bind me unless it proceeds
* This question of the invariability of the natural appetites is a

large and difficult question, but we do not think it is necessary to dwell
on it at any length here. \Ye are, we confess, not wholly averse to

allowing- the possibility of the disappearance of some appetites from
man ; yet we insist, first, that whilst the appetites exist their natural

objects remain the same, and that therefore the law remains the same.

Secondly, the disappearance of an appetite does not necessarily entail

variation in the natural law. If, for instance, the appetite for Society
were to disappear, we should still be under a duty to enter Society, for

Society is necessary for perfection, and perfection could not cease to be
an object of desire. Again, the appetite for food might disappear ; yet
food will always be necessary for the maintenance of life, and life can
not cease to be an object of appetite to living beings. Eating, therefore,
would still remain a duty. Thirdly, the cessation of some natural

appetites, though metaphysically conceivable, is, we think, not a

practical possibility. We do not consider that any natural appetite of

importance in man could be lost without inflicting- such injury on the race
as to make the continuance of the race impossible. Consider the

appetites for life, for food, for the care of the young&quot;,
&c.
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from one who is superior to me, and, therefore, is out
side of, or transcends, me? On the other hand, how
can law beget necessity, the necessitv of duty, within

my will, unless it be in some sense in contact with mv
will unless, that is, it be immanent in me and part of
me or I of it ?

Aquinas answer is that both laws exist. The world
is ruled or directed to its end bv a two-fold law the

Eternal law and the Natural law. The first dwells in

God s Personal Reason. It is above the world, and
therefore it is outside of or transcends the world. The
second, or the Natural law, which arises from, and is

dependent on, the Eternal, is vet immanent in the

world, and rules things Irom within, whether uncon

sciously, as in the case of plants, or bv sensitive in

stincts, as in the case of animals, or as a Rule of Reason,
as in man. This second law is related to the first as the

reflection is related to the original source of light, as

the ectvpe to the archetvpe.

ON ill .MAN LAW
Eor the proper direction of the Community, and the

securing of the common good, the natural law has to be

supplemented by certain other rules of action in which

special account is taken ol the needs of particular Com
munities. These rules ot action are known as positive
or human laws, because thev must be enacted bv human
rulers. Thev are nece&amp;gt;sarv lor two reasons first, in order

to enforce the necessarv conclusions of the natural law-
conclusions which manv men might either not be aware
of or might be inclined to disregard; secondlv, in order

to determine certain things which the natural law leaves

undetermined, and the determination of which depends
on particular circumstances. Thus, the natural law

requires that the State be maintained, but the best mode
of maintaining the State depends upon manv contingent
circumstances, which the natural law does not consider.

Thus, the positive law is derived from the natural

law, and in a twofold manner. Some of its enactments

are derived bv wav of conclusion from the general
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natural principles; others are derived by way of deter
mination by particularising what is vague in nature.
Laws derived by way of conclusion are natural laws
rather than human. Those derived by way of determi
nation are essentially human, for which reason we find

human law sometimes described as
&quot;

determinant inde-

icrminala a lege naturae.&quot;

(2) Some have thought that human laws do not bind
in conscience. This is a very grave error, and one

fraught with grave consequences to the community.*
Human laws are either just or unjust. If they are just

they bind in conscience bv virtue of the natural and
Eternal law from which they are derived. Tf they are

unjust they do not bind, and are not, properly speak

ing, laws. The onlv question, then, that arises in

regard to the binding po-\ver of a law is the question
of its justice or its injustice. Xow, to be just a law

should be just in respect of (a) its ends that is, it

should be ordained to the common good; (b) its

author the law should not exceed the legislative

powers of the Ruler; (c) in respect of form the burden

imposed by the law should be properly distributed. A
law that is just in all these respects is binding in con

science. If it fails in regard to any one of these it does

not bind, and is not a valid law.f
* Some Ethicians, particularly lawyers e.g., Blackstone (quoted in

Sidgwick s
&quot;

Methods,&quot; page 302) seem to think it an indignity to human
law to regard it as binding in conscience, so strongly do they insist on
its non-moral character. This attitude we cannot understand. Surely
a law must gain in dignity and influence by the fact that over and above
the authority conferred on it by the State it has also authority from
Conscience/ To hold with Blackstone is to be untrue to the State laws.

f Ethicians generally mention six qualities of a true valid law it

must be possible, good, useful, just, permanent and promulgated. All six

are contained in the three given above.
In regard to the distinction drawn above between validity in respect

of end, author, and form, and our doctrine that to be valid at all a law
should be valid in respect of all three, we should notice that in the

writing s of Hegel, Stahl, and other modern jurists mention is also made
of formal validity, not in our sense, given above, but in the sense of

validity in respect of author ; and the view is defended that when a law

is formally valid that is, when it is enacted by a g-enuine Ruler then,

even though the (material) contents of the law are evil, the law is a

genuinely valid law. This view is quite opposed to the teaching- given
in the text, which, we may add, takes no account of mere penal laws.
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(3) Human law possesses neither the universality nor

the invariability that belong
1

to natural law, for human
law depends on the contingent and varying conditions

of the State. And tor this reason it is sometimes right
and necessary to change or abrogate a human law

namely, when it becomes unsuitable to the altered con

ditions of a nation and when its observance would do
harm. But a law should not be changed without grave
reason, for change of law weakens the verv principle of

law, there being no better bulwark lor the protection
ot law against the tidal wave of revolution than the

custom which arises from long-continued observance1

of it. Custom makes the observance of a law seem easy,
whereas a new law tends to offend our sense of freedom,
and the observance of it is aluavs attended with some
difficult v .

A law, we said, .should change when the general good
requires its abolition, but this change can only be

i lfected by the law-giver, lie can, however, effect this

change in either of two ways- either directly, by posi

tive personal interference, or indirectly, by allowing a

contrary custom to obtain. This second mode ot legis

lation requires to be explained. Every law emanates

from the Reason and will of the lawgiver. Hut a law

giver may manifest his wishes by deeds as well as by
words; and, by allowing a custom to obtain against a

law, a lawgiver may be regarded as indicating, in deed,

if not in word, his desire for its abolition. For when

the violation of a law is frequently allowed to pass un

noticed by the legislator, his attitude seems to spring,

not from sloth or inactivity or from some momentary
desire, but from a deliberate judgment of his Reason as

to what should be done. Hence, Custom can expound,

abolish, or even make a law.

We should remark, however, in regard to custom that

the legal value of custom is very different in different

States. Where the people are the rulers (a form of

government for which Aquinas makes express pro

vision), a custom mav more easily become law than
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under an absolute monarchy, since, in the former case,

it is the lawgivers themselves that institute the custom.

We should also remark that custom of itself can never

become a valid law. It becomes a valid law only in so

far as it represents the will of the lawgiver a doctrine

which is implied in the foregoing teaching on change of

laws, and to which we shall have to refer in a later

chapter in our criticism of the historical school.

(c) THEORY OF THE AUTONOMY OF REASON

STATEMENT OF THE THEORY

Having distinguished the various kinds of law, and

the sources of each, we are now in a position to criticise

Kant s celebrated theorv of the
&quot;

Autonomy of the

Reason &quot;

that is, the theorv that everv man is a law

to himself, that each man s Reason originates the moral1

laws by which he is individually bound, that actions

could not be moral if law proceeded from any other

source than a man s own Reason.* By this theory

Kant attempted to effect the same revolution in Ethical

doctrine, which, by means of the theory of the Cate

gories, he had already tried to effect in the sphere of

the Speculative Understanding. For, just as in his

doctrine of the Categories, he made mind, not objects,

the source of knowledge, and in a certain way regarded
even objects themselves as the effect of Understanding,

so, by his theory of Autonomy, Kant attempted to

reverse the traditional Ethics, to show that it is in Mind,

and not: in an objective Moral world, that Eaw origi

nates, that Reason is a law to itself, that Reason creates

the moral law to which, in the traditional Ethics, it was

supposed to be merely subject. The theory that man
* The expression sibi ipsi est lex, which is sometimes used by

Aquinas in reference to law, means not that each man is his own law

but, first, that law exists in the subject ruled as well as in the

directing- Reason (in mensurato as well as in mensurante), and, secondly,
that it is only in so far as our own personal Reason promulgates any
law to us that we are bound in conscience bo obey it. Aquinas

expression, therefore, sibi ipsi est lex, is riot to be confounded with the

Kantian conception of the Autonomy of Reason referred to above.
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receives the moral la\v from another or from anvthin^
outside himself Kant calls the theory of

kl

heteronomy.&quot;

This theorv, he declares, is the source of all spurious
Ethics, as the theory of Autonomy is the source of all

pure and genuine Kthics.

Kant s arguments tor Autonomy arc the same as those lor

his doctrine of Stoicism already explained. Morality, he

insists, must he categorical
* and universal. f From this he

argues that it cannot be grounded in objects outside the \\ ill

(tor objects, in the first place, are sought only as means to

inner pleasure, and, secondly, arc not universally i^ ood,
what is t^ ood tor one man beini^ often bad tor another i), nor
in sense pleasure (which, bein^ a feeling, differs in each

individual). Hence law must be grounded in the will itself.

But it cannot be grounded in any inclination of the will, for

inclination differs in different men. Therefore it is grounded
in a command or impcnitivc ot the \Yill or Practical Reason.
These arguments we answer briefly as follows : (i) Ob

jects are not always a means to pleasure, as was proved in

our chapter on Hedonism. (2) Xot all objects are indifferent,

some i^ood objects could not be evil for anybody, some evil

objects could not be i^ood ; also, it i^ood objects can be used
for an evil purpose, the fault ot this misuse lies not with the

object but with the will or in! cut ion, and hence the theory
of Kant, that Will or Practical Reason is ^ &amp;lt;KX/ in i/sclf, and is,

therefore, the proper ground o! morality, cannot be true.

(3) Pleasures do not differ in all people ; at least the attain

ment of the last end must t^ive pleasure to all.

CRITICISM OF TI1K TIIF.ORY OK AITONOMY

(i) Law is a command laid bv a superior (and, there

fore, hv a distinct Reason) on an inferior, as Kant him

self inipiicitlv admits when he asserts that
&quot; man a i ways

finds himself compelled bv his Reason to transact it

(law) as if at the command of another/
1

But no man
can either be superior to himself or can look upon, him-

* &quot;

Metaphysic of Morals&quot; (Abbot), pajjc 33.

t Ibid,, page 30.

\ Kant argues, in addition, that common opinion refuses to place the

morality of an action in the effect it produces, or in anything
1

except the

inner intention. Our point against this argument is that it does not dis

prove the possibility of morality being- founded in objects, for inner

intention may be the intention to gain some outer end or object.
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self as his own superior. Therefore, no man can impose
a law on Himself.*

(2) Some Ethicians have tried to show that the giving
of a law or the issuing of a command to one s self is a

psychological impossibility. This view we do not

accept; and it is expressly denied by Aquinas (&quot;
S.

Theol.,&quot; I., II., Q. XVII.&quot;, Art. 6). &quot;But though it is

possible to command one s self, we still claim that if

law ordinarily consisted in commanding ourselves, the

end of law would be in most cases frustrated; for the end

of law is to induce or constrain individuals to do certain

acts, and hence it usually supposes that the wills of those

whom it binds are not alreadv determined to those acts.

But the man who issues a command to himself to do a

certain act has already willed that act, else he could not

have issued the command. Hence, autonomy is

opposed to the ordinary end of law or to what is ordi

narily regarded as its essential effect.

(3) Punishment is a necessary accompaniment of law.

But on the theory of Autonomy there could be no mean

ing in punishment. For if a man s own Practical

Reason commands him to do something, and if the

same Practical Reason or \Yill of the individual refuses

to do that something, then it would be impossible to

punish the refractory subject without punishing also the

legislator, which is absurd, In this theory the same

individual Reason is both governor and governed, the

same man is both good and bad that is, both urges to

the doing of the good act and refrains from doing it.

If, therefore, under this theory you punish at all, you

necessarily punish the good with the bad, the legislator

with the subject, and thereby frustrate the essential effect

of punishment, which is, as we have already seen, to

neutralise the 1

ill-gotten pleasure of the evil act and to

make of the delinquent a good man. This end cannot

* Even Kant s claim that law proceeds from Reason as noumenal,
and is laid upon the Reason or will as phenomenal, will not explain away
this difficulty. If the will is really bound by law it is bound noumenally,
and noumenal will is not superior to itself. It therefore cannot impose
a law upon itself.
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he achieved if good and bad, legislator and subject, are

punished indiscriminately.*

(4) To look upon each man as his own legislator is to

deprive all earthly rulers, and God Himself, of all

authority over the individual a consequence, we think,

which no man should be prepared to disregard. Of
course, it mav be said in reply that, even though law

sprang from our own Reason, still it is possible that

Reason will alwavs bid us ohev the I)ivine commands
and those ot the State, and that, therefore, Autonomy
only emphasises and confirms the Divine Authority.
Still, the tact remains that, even if our Practical Reason
were lo re-affirm ihe Divine Authoritv, still the autho-

ritv of God and the State to command us is represented,
in this theorv, as derived from our own Reason, a

doctrine \\hich we cannot but regard as lull oi danger
both to Religion and to the State.

(5) If thf logical outcome of the Critique of Spccu-
ht. .i-i i Reason, in \\hich I niiv, Pluralitv, Causality,

Substance, \ c., are represented as categories ot the

Cnderslanding, is subjectivism (or the theorv that the

real world is not \\hat it seems lobe, that what seems to

be objective fact is oiilv a Form of the mind), then the

logical effect &amp;lt;&amp;gt;i deriving the moral law from the indi

vidual Reason, as is done in the Critique of Practical

Reason, must be to substitute for objective fact a theory
of subjectivism in Morals, or the theorv that the Moral

world and its authority are not what thev seem to be,

that, whereas thev seem to hold objectively and indepen-
dentlv of our wills, they really spring from ourselves.

Both theories lead directlv to scepticism. &quot;f

*

Attain, \\v tail to sot- lio\v Kant s distinction of noumenal and pheno
menal will affects our argument. Kven if tin. 1 noumenal will issues the

la\v and the phenomenal will receives and disobeys it, how are we, in

inflicting
1

punishment, to secure that the punishment we inflict will reach
the phenomenal will alone?

I The points of analogy between the subjective Categories of the

Understanding and the law of the practical Reason are very many in

Kant s theorv, and they serve to confirm the force of the argument given
above that what is regarded as true of the categories should be re-

garded as true also of Autonomous law. Some of these points of
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These last two arguments, drawn from the considera

tion of consequences, should lead us, if not to reject this

theory of Autonomy altogether, at least to examine it

closely, and to require a full and adequate statement of

its grounds, before giving it any credence. We have

shown, in the present section, that the grounds on which
this theory rests are neither adequate nor convincing.

THEORY OF WILL AUTONOMY

The Kantian doctrine of the Autonomy of Reason has

of late been superseded by other theories of autonomy,
two of which we shall notice very briefly here namely,
that of Will-Autonomy and that of Immanent Heter-

onomy (the latter theory being radically a theory of

Autonomy, though opposed to Autonomy in name).
The cardinal principle of the theory of Will-

Autonomy, as expounded, e.g., by Dr. Lipps,* is that

man is a law to himself, not because Reason commands
him to do certain acts, but because he has from nature

an appetite for these acts. The man who does anything
from inclination, Dr. Lipps tells us, acts from himself,

and he who acts from himself is rightly regarded as

autonomous.
Our criticism of this theory is that to have an inclina

tion to do something and to impose on ourselves a law

of doing it (which latter is the assumption contained in

every theory of Autonomy) are very different concep-

analogy are the following : () Both, it is asserted, spring not from

objects but from subjective faculties ; (b) both are empty forms without

content ; (c) both are applied to the things that they govern not imme

diately but through certain mediating conceptions. The mediating

conceptions in the case of the Categories are the Schemata of the

Imagination. In the case of law the mediating conception is the &quot;

typic
of the Understanding &quot;that is, a universal case of the realisation of law
in concrete nature/ This typic, Kant tells us, is none other than the

Categorical Imperative. The distinction between the schemata and the

typic in Kant s theory is that whereas the schemata are applied to

objects which the Understanding does not create, the typic is applied to

acts which the Practical Reason creates namely, moral acts.
* &quot; Die Ethischen Grundfragen,&quot; Lectures 4 and 5. This theory of

Dr. Lipps we regard as a natural and necessary reaction against the

extreme intellectual formalism of Kant s doctrine.
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tions. There are thousands of things to which a man
s inclined by virtue of the appetites within him, which,
yet, a man is free to resist, and hence, even though our
appetites incline us to certain objects, we are under no
moral necessity to obey these appetites, unless some

law arises which urges us to their fulfilment.
Mere inclination to an object could not of itself give rise
t() Iaw - Tll(1 theory of Will-Autonomy, therefore,
cannot be regarded as a sufficient ground of law or
obligation.*

TIIKORY &amp;lt;&amp;gt;! I .MM \\K\T 1 1 |-TKK( &amp;gt;\( &amp;gt;.M Y

1 he theory of Immanent Hetrronomv is explained
and defended by Ed. von Hartmann in the chapter
Heteronomie and Autonomie &quot;

of the
&quot;

Ethische
Studien.&quot; The supreme lawgiver, he U llsus, lives not
without, but within, the world, and is not distinct from
ourselves. The theory that places Him in invisible

light beyond the world- ihe pseudo-moral theorv, as he
calls it, ol transcendent heteronomv -is a result of a

certam illusory process ot
&quot;projection,&quot; bv which \\hat

is really \\ithin us is represented bv our imagination as

without.

On the other hand, we nuiM not idenlifv the supreme
lawgiver, as Kant did, with our individual Reason, since

individual Reason could onlv give rise to contingent

precepts without either the binding power or the per
manence ot genuine laws.

The true lawgiving Reason is the Reason or Mind of

Society, and this Reason Ed. von Hartmann (following
the doctrine of the Solidarists alreadv noticed) explains
as the true being and substance of all individual Minds.

* Dr. Lipps regards blind obedience to the will of another as sinful,

since blind obedience does not distinguish prudent and rightful from

imprudent and wrong- obedience. The same theory is taught by Fichte.

Our answer is that Religion (Dr. Lipps attack is mainly on the obedience
of religion) never inculcates blind obedience in this sense. Religion and
the natural law forbid us to obey anv command of any superior which
is evidently wrong or unjust.
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This Universal Reason being one with Humanity, the

source of human law is immanent in the world; being,
however, wider than individuals it is to be regarded as

a heteronomous principle in so far as it legislates for

individuals.
&quot; Immanent Heteronomy,

1

he writes,*
&quot;

is hctcr-

onom.y only for the individual as such, but, for the whole

people, as individual of a higher order, it is autonomy.
The lawgiver in the case of this heteronomy is

not an external ego but the people themselves the

higher (social) organism, of which each individual feels

and knows that he is a member and an integral part.

The individual is a part and member of this lawgiver,
and (therefore) participates in the lawgiving of the State

according to the degree in which his (share of)

membership allows him to participate (in the making of

its laws). ... In this sense heteronomy may to

some extent be looked on as a system of laws left us

by past generations, as a kind of inherited Volks

Autonomie, in so far as the living generation is origi

nally one with its direct predecessors, and cannot be

thought of out of that relation.&quot;

Criticism. The chief points in this theory of
&quot; Immanent Heteronomy

&quot;

that arise for criticism have

already been noticed in various parts of this work.

Thus, the doctrine that the individual is not distinct

from Society, but is related to it as a mere part is related

to the whole, is fully examined in connection with the

theory of the Solidarists in our chapter on Utili

tarianism.

As regards the main contention of Kd. von Hart-

mann the contention, namely, that law is imposed on

the individual by the Universal Consciousness our

criticism is that, if the k Volks-Bewusstsein
&quot;

referred to

is really one with the individual consciousness, then this

theory of Immanent Heteronomy is open to all the argu
ments that we have brought against the general theory

* &quot; Ethische Studien,&quot; page i i_|.
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of Autonomy as formulated by Kant. If it is not one
with the Individual, thm, in so far as it is not one with

him, it is not a theory of Autonomy but of Hoteronomy,
of Transcendent (not immanent) Heteronomy, and the

supposed difficulties of Ileteronomv hold, therefore,

against it as against anv other heteronomous theory of

Morals.



CHAPTER XX

OX RIGHTS

NOTION OF RIGHT

LAW, as we have seen, is a binding rule of action. It is

the expression of the will of a Lav/giver binding- U s to

do or to avoid certain things. Xow, sometimes that to

which the Law obliges one is the doing of some good
to another person or the refraining from doing him an

evil. The effect of such a law is to establish in one

person the duty to do or not to do something, and in the

other person the right to its being done or avoided.

Right, then, is a result of law. It springs from law

simultaneously with duty. Right and duty are the two

termini of the one relation created by law. Thus, the

law that binds a man to pay for what he buys, estab

lishes a relation between the seller and the buyer, which

relation is, on the side of the seller, a right to payment,
and, on the side of the buyer, a duty of payment. So,

also, the law that binds parents to support their children

establishes in the parent the duty, and in the child the

right of support.

Now, it is evident from the examples we have just

given that of the seller of goods and that of the child

that right is always a power of some kind, something
which enables one to have or to do something. But

Right is a power of a very particular kind, as will be

seen from the following example. Every man has a

Right to the exercise of his faculties. He has a Right
to walk, to speak, to work, to eat, without interference

623
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from other people. Xo\v, a man s power to keen off

unjust interference from others is two-fold First, he
(-an ward off interference by means of physical power
the physical power of hands, ard feet, and firearms. But
this is evidently not the kind of power referred to when
men

speak&quot;
ot Right. For, even when phvsical force

avails us nothing, when, for instance, others so over

power us that we are unable to resist them phvsically,
or even when the State is unwilling or unable to help us,

there still remains to us in manv cases another power \n

virtue of which we are justified in claiming something as

ours, of calling something our own, even though we
know we mav never succeed in keeping or obtaining that

thing. This power we speak of as a moral power. It is

the power conferred on us bv the moral law, a law which

forbids undue interference with our libertv, a law which

creates in others, if not a mind, at least a dutv of re

specting our libertv. And to this moral power we give
the name of Right, which, therefore, we define as the

&quot;moral power (tacultas) ot doing or possessing some

thing.&quot; The existence ot .such a power in us depends
on the existence ot a m;;ral law, from which law Right
follows as necessarilv as anv effect follows iroin its

cause. If there be, for instance, in existence a moral

law that parents should support and educate their chil

dren, then children have a Right to support and educa

tion. Right, as we said, is a relation established by
law, and, we repeat, it is a necessarv consequence of law.

The question how far this kind ot power is effica

cious that is, how far it is able to influence men to

avoid injustice is outside the scope of our present

enquiry, which concerns the meaning of Right onlv.

But it may not be out of place at this point to quote our

view that, though bad men may respect only physical

power, with good men the moral power would seem to

be the more efficacious, for most good men avoid in

justice, not because of the terrors of punishment, but

from an inner sense of their duty to others, and of respect

for others Rights.
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THE PROPERTIES OF RKJIIT

Right has three principal properties namely, (a) in

violability, (b) limitation, (c) coaction.*

Inviolability. The first and fundamental property of

Right is its inviolability, or the fact that a man must not

be interfered with in the exercise of his Right. By in

violability we mean that if a man has a right to sing, to

walk, to hunt, then no one can lawfully prevent him
from doing these things. Kverv right involves this

property of inviolability that is, ( very right involves

necessarily and essentially, besides the conception of

lawfulness to do a thing, the conception of a duty in

some other person not to hinder the doing of it.f In

no intelligible sense could I be said to have a Right to

walk the street if every man could lawfully prevent me
from doing so. \Yhen prevented from walking, I pro
test, and when asked whv I protest, or why I should not

be prevented, I answer, because I have a Right to my
liberty, meaning thereby, not merely that I am physic
ally able to walk, or that it is .awful for me to walk,

but, also, that if others prevent me from doing so they
do wrong.

Limitation means that one Right can limit the exer

cise of another, that in the exercise of a Right wTe are

not free to disregard the counter-claims of others. We
must conceive the moral laws from which rights spring
as making up one organic system, just as the parts of

the body make up one organic bodily system. And just

as the functions of one part of an organism limit the

functions of others that is, as no part should be exer

cised prejudicially to the others so due regard must

be had in exercising any Right, or in following any law,

* Our meaning for these expressions is not quite the same as that

given by some Scholastics.

t German writers give to the conception of &quot;lawfulness to do
or &quot;not to do&quot; the name Erlaubthcif, whilst inviolability they call

Un versetzlichkcit.

The existence of defeasible rights, or rights that can be withdrawn,
does not affect the view stated above that all rights are inviolable. For
even defeasible rights are inviolable as long as they remain.

2 R
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to the whole system of Rights and laws that regulate
human conduct. Thus, the law which gives a man
power to keep for himself what he produces is limited

and conditioned by other laws, such as the law of charity,
which binds a man to help his neighbour. Also, the

Right of one man to liberty in the use of his faculties is

limited by the Right of another man to the same. The
extent of a man s Rights depends largely upon this

property of limitation.

Coaction. The third property of Right is that of co-

action (Erzwingbarkeit). The power or Right of

coaction is the moral power that attaches to each Right
of using such violence as is necessary for its defence.

Naturally the necessity for violent defence appertains to

external Rights only. Thus, a father could not compel
the love of his children by violence, though he has a

Right to their love. But external Rights, like that of

property, carry with them this Right of defence or of

coaction a power which arises trom the fact that he

who has a Right to the end has a Right to such means
as are necessary for obtaining the end. Hence, if a man
has a Right to possess a house, he has a Right to the

use of violence, either personally or through the State,

in its defence, provided, as we have said in the last

paragraph, that in defending his house he offend against
no law and no other person s Right.

\Ye may here call attention to t-wo erroneous theories

on the relation of Right to coactive power, which are

to be found in the works of Ihering, Hegel, Thomasius,
and other modern Ethicians. The first is the view that

the power of Coaction which attaches to Right is to be

regarded, not as a property of Right, but as its essence,

that Right zs coactive power. Thus, Ihering* defines

Right in one place as the
&quot;

conception of all the coactive

laws obtaining in a State,&quot; and, in another place, as
&quot;

the securing of the conditions of social life in the form

* In his work,
&quot; Der Zweck im Recht.&quot;
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of coercive power.&quot; And Hegel* defines abstract right
as the

&quot;

right to use force.&quot;

Now, we maintain that right cannot be the same thing
as power of coaction, since the power of coaction pre

supposes right, and follows from it as a consequence.
It would be an absurd thing, for instance, for the State

to defend a man s property unless it knew that the man
had a Right to his property. Defence, therefore, pre

supposes the Right of ownership, and, hence, it is pro

perly regarded as a consequence of Right not as its

essence.

The second error referred to concerns the nature of

this power of coaction. The reader will remember that

when we spoke of Coactive Power as a property of Right
we defined Coactive Power as the Right to Coaction,

not as actual coaction or the physical power of coaction.

By coaction here we mean that a man who owns a house

has a right to defend his house against aggressors. But

many of those Ethicians to whom we have just referred

identify Right, not with the Right of coaction, but with

actual physical power of coaction, so that, according to

these philosophers, a Right to anything is nothing more
than the actual physical power that we possess to defend

or hold that thing. Now, this theory we cannot allow.

In the first place, Right is not the same thing as Co-

action
; and, in the second place, Right does not involve

a physical power of actual coaction, but only the Right
to coaction in its defence. A man has still a right to his

house even though he is not able to defend it, and even

though the State will not defend it for him. Might and

Right are very different things. Right appertains to

the moral, Might to the physical, world. Right is a

moral power, Might is only brute force. We may have

a Right, therefore, to a thing which still we are unable

to defend. But what, it may be asked, is the good of a

right that cannot be defended by actual violence what

good, for instance, is the Right to a house that we
* &quot;

Philosophy of Ri^ht
&quot;

(Dyde), page 92.
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cannot defend, and which the State refuses to defend?
&quot;

\Yhat is Right without power,&quot; asks Ihering,* &quot;but

a fire that burns not- a light that does not illumine? *

\Ye answer Right without might is like the fin- that is

smothered and will not be allowed to burn, the light that

is shut in, so that it cannot illumine. Right without

might is, therefore, a real tiling, just as the moral law
is a real tiling. And it has this effectiveness, that he who
violates it sins against the moral law a consideration,

as we have alreadv said, that max not weigh with evil

men who (-are nothing&quot; for justice, but which will weigh
with the just who hate evil of everv kind, and will respect
a man s libertv and propertv even though the State tail

in its dutv to defend them. l&amp;gt;ut we must remember,
also, that, even though a Right oi nature be undefended
bv the State, it will not remain undefended bv nature

hersell, and that everv right will in the end be vindicated

bv Nature s chief Legislator. Right, even though it

mav not alwavs be vindicated here, must necessarilv be

vindicated at some time and in some place.

Rut the point on \\hich \\ e \\ish now to insist is that

everv Right involves a Right of its defence, and that

the right to defend mav still remain, even though we be

not phvsicallv able to use our Right. It is to this Right
of defence that \\ e allude when we sav that Coaction is

a proper! v &amp;lt; &amp;gt;f Right.

DI\ 1SI()N &amp;lt;&amp;gt;! RK.MTS

Rights arc divided in respect ot

Meaning into objective and subjective.
Ciround into natural and positive (or human).

Origin into connatural and acquired.

Subject into public and private.

Object into (//) positive and negative, and into (b) in

alienable and alienable Rights.

Binding power into perfect and imperfect, or juridical and

non-juridical.

* \\V should explain that even though Ihering regards right as

meaningless without power ot actual coaction, he also regards it as

meaningless without a moral law. Both Ilohhes and Spino/.a identify

Right with might. Spinc/.a defines Right as that which a man is able

to do.
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(1) Objective Right means that thing- to which we have a
Right the act which we have a Right to
do, the object which we have a right to

possess.

Subjective Right is our moral power or claim to do or
have that thing.

(2) Natural Right is a Right conferred by and grounded
upon natural law.

Positive Right is a Right conferred by and grounded
upon positive law.

(3) Connatural Right is a Right which one possesses from
birth independently of any human condi
tions for instance, the right to life. Even
from birth a child may have a Right to certain
lands willed to him by his father, yet, since
such a Right depends on a human con
dition, we do not speak of it as connatural,

Act/Hired Right is a Right which we come to possess in

time on the fulfilment of some condition for

instance, a man s right to payment for goods
sold.*

(4) Public Right is the Right of a perfect community to

have or do something.
Private Right is the Right of a particular individual, or

a family, or of an institution which is not a

perfect community.
(5) Positive Right f is a Right to do.

Negative Right is a Right to abstain from doing.
Inalienable Rights are Rights to things which are also

our duty, and to which, therefore, we cannot
renounce our Right - for instance, the Right
to life.

Alienable Rights are Rights that we can renounce for

instance, the Right to drink alcohol.

(6) Perfect, ^ or juridical, or legal Right is a Right which is

strictly enjoined by law (whether by the

natural law or the law of the State). It is

therefore a Right the fulfilment of which is

absolutely necessary to morality as long as

*
It should be noticed that acquired rights, though opposed to con

natural rights, are not opposed to natural. Thus, a man s Right to pay
ment for goods sold is an acquired Right, but natural, because it

depends on the natural law of justice.
f Distinguish &quot;positive&quot;

as opposed to &quot;

negative
&quot;

and
&quot;positive&quot;

as opposed to &quot;natural.&quot;

J We here use the words &quot;perfect&quot;
and &quot;imperfect right&quot;

in the

Scholastic sense. Some other senses of the words are noticed later.
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the law which establishes the Right stands.

Kxamples are the Right ot a seller to pay
ment, of a child to support, of a parent to

respect from his children.

fnificrfec/, or non-juridical, or non-legal Rights* are Rights
which, though not strictly enjoined by law,
and consequently not .strictly necessarv for

morality, yet are necessary to the scei/i/iness

ot morality and of virtue. Xow, of these
latter rights some are more necessary than

others, for some are necessary to the decencies

of ordiiKirv T/r/itc (ad liojicstatein ;;/w/,v), whilst
others are necessary only for the more per
fect life, or for the fulness of morality and
virtue (ad niu/oran honcstatem}. Thus, to

tell a lie, apart altogether from its being a

violation ot Ciod s law or of the natural law,
is also an offence against him to whom we
lie. It is, therefore, not in accordance with
the decencies ot ordinary social lite, which
forbid our being offensive to other people.

Consequently, even it a lie were not a wrong
to my own nature, it would be wrong as

offending against an imperfect Right of him
to whom we tell the lie. Again, to be

ungrateful to a benefactor, though not

strictly forbidden by any definite law, is still

an offence against the ordinary decencies of

social lite. A benefactor, therefore, has an

imperfect right to gratitude.
Hut there is, as we said, a second class of

imperfect Right. There are main things
which are not due to others, which they
cannot claim from us, to omit which is no
offence against others, but which yet are

necessary it we would be perfect men per

sonally and socially for instance, we must
be both affable and liberal with others.

These Rights are necessary only for the ful

ness ot morality.
Xow, these three examples of Rights

that others should not tell us lies, that those
whom we benefit should be grateful to us,

that men should treat us affably and with

some liberality are all cases of imperfect

* Or. as they are sometimes called, claims*
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Rights or claims, and the duties that

correspond to these Rights are imperfect
duties.*

The meaning here given to the expression
&quot;imperfect right

1

is that which generally
attaches to it in Scholastic works. And, as
this meaning is frequent!}- distorted by
recent writers on Ethics, it may be well to

repeat that a perfect Right is one that is

bestowed in strictness by law whether that

/aw be a law of nature or of the State, and

that, therefore, a Right can be perfect even

though it is not conferred by the State, or
even though the State could not or would
not vindicate it in the sense of enforcing its

observance. Thus, the Right of a father-

to his child s respect is a perfect Right,
although it is not a Right which can be
enforced by the State, except the disrespect

given be open and of a certain violence.

Hence Kant is wrong in defining a perfect

Right as one the violation of which will be

punished by the State. A perfect right is

one which is strictly enjoined by any law,,

whether natural or positive.

THAT SOME RIGHTS ARE NATURAL

We distinguished above between natural and positive

(or human) Rights that is, between Rights conferred

by natural law and Rights conferrred by human law.

Now, many Ethicians deny that any rights are natural,

and insist that all Rights are conferred by positive
human law or by the State. This theory it will not be

necessary to disprove here. For we have already shown
that the natural law is a reality, and since Right is a

*
It is possible that the same thing might be a perfect duty from one

point of view and imperfect from another. Thus, we are bound to
refrain from lies by a two-fold duty a perfect duty not to violate our
own nature and an imperfect duty to refrain from the offence which the lie

offers to another person. Kant draws a different distinction from that

given above between juridical and non-juridical or Ethical duties.

Juridical duties, he says, are those that can be enforced both by out-

inner conscience and by external legislation. Ethical duties are those
that cannot be enforced by external legislation. Juridical duties he also
calls perfect or determinate duties, or officia juris. Ethical duties he
calls imperfect, or indeterminate duties, or officia virtntis. Kant is,,

however, not always consistent in his use of these terms.
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consequence of law, it follows that any particular Right
must necessarily take on the character of the law in

which it originates. The natural law, therefore, will

give rise to natural rights, as the positive law confers

positive rights. Thus, the right which every man has

to his own life, and to such means as are necessary for

sustaining it, is a natural Right. Also, the right of

men to the fulfilment of contract, to their good name, to

the fruits of their labour, the Right of a husband to

fidelitv on the part of his wife, the Right of parents to

respect on the part ot their children, and ot children to

support on the part ot parents, the Right of the State to

co-operation and obedience on the part of its subjects,
and of subjects to protection bv the State, the Right of

individual liberty (within certain well-defined limits), or

of immunitv from interference from others, the right of

personal development, the Right (it the State to maintain

itself and to oppose aggression from other States all

tlie.se Rights an- from nature, since the laws on which

they are grounded are natural laws, these laws being

again grounded on natural appetites, as we saw in our

chapters on 1 he (iond and on Law.

Taking it for granted, then, that bv making good our

doctrine that some appetites and laws are natural we
have also shown that some Rights are natural, we now

goon to prove our thesis negatively- -that is, we go on
to meet the principal objections which modern Kthicians

have raised against our doctrine that some Rights are

natural.

(i) It has been contended by \eukamp~* that Rights
concern the public welfare, as

&quot; Medicine
&quot;

concerns

the individual welfare. But medical laws are deter

mined empirically from the known requirements of

bodies. Therefore, Rights also should be determined

empirically. But, if Rights be natural, they are deter

mined not empirically, but a priori that is, from some
a priori view of what man oit^ht to be rather than from

what he is. Therefore, Rights are not natural.

* &quot;

Einloitung&quot; in oinc Entwicklungsgeschichte des Rechts,&quot; pas^e 49.
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Reply. If Rights follow the analogy of medicine

they must be natural. For, though medical laws are

discovered by the investigation of our human constitu

tion, still the aim of such empirical investigation is,

first and before all, to determine the natural require
ments of the body that is, to determine what the human

body requires in order that it may come up to nature s

standard. For this purpose we determine the natural

position and structure of the organs, their functions and
natural needs, and on the consideration of these natural

requirements we build our science of medicine. Now,

upholders of the theorv of natural Rights determine

Rights after the very same fashion as this. Thev deter

mine Rights not a priori, as our opponents claim, but

bv an empirical investigation of men s appetites and

needs and the laws to which these needs give rise; and

having thus determined nature s standard thev deduce

from it the table of our natural duties and natural

Rights. The analogy with medicine, therefore,

strengthens rather than disproves our theorv of the exist

ence of natural Rights.
(2) The second objection against the theorv of natural

Rights, and the objection which \\Hghs perhaps more 1

than any other with the modern Fthician, is that it seems

not to fit in with the laws of evolution. Development, it

is argued, involves change constant and wide-extend

ing. Development recognises, as Savignv writes, no

point of rest. Everything is movement from one stage

to another. Natural Right, on the other hand, write

our opponents, connotes unchanging law, absolute rest.

Between these two conceptions there can be no harmony.
&quot; AYe have,&quot; writes Neukamp,* &quot;to thank the Evolu

tion theory in its application to the Sphere of Right for

the fact that the doctrine of Right has finally set itself

free from the conception of a natural ground of Rights.&quot;

And again,
&quot;

the conception of Evolution and of natural

Right are absolutely irreconcilable.&quot;

Reply. First, Evolutionists make the false assump-
* &quot;

Einleitung,&quot; pag-e 41.
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tion that everything in man is subject to development.
1 his assumption we cannot allow. A limb may, no
doubt, alter its shape and may even atrophv from disuse;
but without head, stomach, lungs, and heart it would be

impossible to support human life. Part, therefore, at

leas , ol our human constitution is unchangeable. So
also many of our appetites are permanent and unchange
able, and on these are founded our natural Rights.

Secondly, unless there were in things an element of

stability it is impossible that they could develop. ft is

because the plant has permanent needs that it is able to

alter its shape and colour according as environment acts

upon these needs. So also, unless some laws were per
manent and natural, it is impossible that morality should

devel&amp;lt;
&amp;gt;p.

Thirdly, our opponents declare that if Rights arc

natural they could not develop. On the contrary, we
sav, because there is in Right a natural and unchange
able foundation, therefore development is a necessity.
The satisfaction of an unchangeable need in changeable
circumstances involves, as a rule, change in our conduct

and treatment of that need. So also the same Right
cannot always be fulfilled in the same way, while the

circumstances vary. Natural Right, therefore, admits

of, and implies, development.

(.;) A third objection is that the State can only annul

a Right which it creates. But the State can annul

many Rights of justice, as is evident from the existence

of Statutes of Limitations. Therefore, Rights of justice

are a creation of the State and not of nature. And if

Rights of justice are not natural, no Rights are natural.

Replv. We deny the major proposition of this argu
ment. The State has a natural Right to do anything
that is necessary for the common good, and, therefore,

* A permanent element is necessary for the very conception of con

tinuity, which is a necessary part of the idea of development. Change
without continuity is not development. German jurists distinguish be

tween change and development in Right by the words &quot; Rechtsveran-

dcniHg&quot; and &quot;

Rechtsentieicklung.&quot; The second implies some stable

element in Right.
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it has a natural Right to regulate the relations of buyer
and seller, for on nothing does the &quot;common good&quot;

depend so much as on the proper ordering of contracts
and the right disposition of property. Hence, the State

has full power to place conditions to contracts, and to

annul a seller s right to payment, when these conditions
are not fulfilled.*

(4) Jurists raise the difficulty that to admit that some
Rights are natural would be most awkward for the State,

since the State expects that its judges will rule according
to the law of the land only.

Reply. The fact that judges are expected to rule

according to the law of the land only is proof, not that

no natural law or Right exists, but only that the con

sideration of the natural law and of natural Right is to

a very large extent outside the province of judges. The
natural law, it is supposed, is fully consulted for by the

legislator when the laws of the land are being introduced,
and it is right that the judge should trust these laws and
rule according to them only, whenever they are found
to cover the case in point. \Ve insist, however, that a

judge has often to give his decision on points of natural

law, when the positive law fails him,f and, also, that it

would be unlawful for him to administer any law that

was clearly antagonistic to nature. As regards the

awkward effects referred to, we may make the admission

that for judges the existence of a natural law might often

&quot; This power the State verv rarely uses. It &quot;bars the remedy&quot;

much oftener than it
&quot;

extinguishes the title.&quot;

Modern jurists, like Savigny and Neukamp, lay threat stress on the

analogy between &quot;

Speech
&quot; and &quot;

Right,&quot; and argue that if speech may
wholly change, Right also may change, and therefore that Right cannot
be natural. We find it hard to see an}- point in this difficulty, and there

fore shall not discuss it at length. Language bears no analogy to Right.

Languages are not distinguished into valid and invalid as rights are.

Language is nothing more than practice. Also, if men agreed to abolish

all existing languages the world could still go on. If we agreed to

disregard the Rights of parents, children, husbands, &c. ,
nature would

at once rebel.

t Some jurists claim that the positive law, since it creates all Right,
must necessarily cover all disputed questions in Right ; in other words,
that there are no lacunce in the positive law. This claim, we think, is

not borne out by the experience of lawyers.
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he an embarrassing and a distressing thing, but we con
tend also that the natural law is the one great safeguard
of the community at large against oppressive and evil

legislation, and also against maladministration of even

good laws.

The.se difficulties, then, do not disprove our theory
that some Rights are natural.

ON I 111: kl I. VI I&amp;lt; &amp;gt;.\ ()|- RH.IIT TO M&amp;lt; &amp;gt;R AI.I I Y

I rom what precedes it will he plain that we must

regard Right as founded on law, and since the laws hv
which human acts are directed appertain to the moral

order, it follows that we must regard Rights as also

appertaining to the moral order as a branch of

muralitv as dependent on Moralitv.

Against this view some Kthicians, such as Kant and
1 homasius, maintain that Right does not depend on

moralitv, that thev have different objects and a different

origin, the one (Right) originating in the law of the

Stale, the other (morals) in the moral la\\ ; the one apper

taining to external action, the other to internal motive;

that, consequently, there is a well-marked and an abso

lute line ol cleavage between right and morals.*

I he following two arguments will, we believe, make
it evident that Right cannot be divorced from morals

that apart from morals Right would have absolutely no

meani ng.
I
;
irst, Right, as already stated, depends on natural

law. But, regarded as a rule of human action, the

natural law is the moral law. Therefore, Right depends
on moral law.

Secondly, in no si-use can 1 be said to have a Right
to keep money except it be understood that other men
are under an obligation not to take it from me. But

* A similar, though not quite identical, view of Riifht is taken by
Stahl in his &quot;

Philosophy of Rii^ht.&quot; This philosopher insists that above

Rij^ht there is a moral order, or what he calls a Gaffes- \Veltordnung, to

which all Rii^ht should conform. Yet Ris^ht, he declares, is not intrinsic

ally dependent on this order, and even when it does not conform to the

moral order it may still be a valid Rii^ht. A similar view to this is

criticised by us in our chapter on Law.
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obligation belongs to moralitv. Consequently, Right,
if it be, independent of moral law, can have no meaning.
The following argument is sometimes brought to show

that Right is independent of Morality. Right and
morals belong to two total Iv distinct spheres of human
life.&quot; The one (Right) has to clo with external action

the other (morality) has to do with inner motive.

Legality (or Right) and morality thus stand apart from,
and are independent of, one another.

Reply. We cannot admit this distinction of inner or

subjective morality, and outer or objective Right.

Rights have not to do merely with the outer act, for,

besides Rights that concern the outer act, there are also

Rights that concern the inner will. A father has a

Right to the 1 love of his children, just as children are

obliged to love their father. And the love that is due
to a father is something more than mere external rever

ence. It is an inner act of the will. Inner love, there

fore, can be the object of Right. Also, men have a

right not merely to freedom from attack on the part of

others, but also to freedom from evil judgment. I can

be quite as unjust to a man by judging him wrongly, or

getting others to judge him wronglv, as I can bv steal

ing money out of his pocket. Hence, Right does not

concern outer acts merely.

Again, outer act cannot be completely separated from

inner motive, for they both make up one complete human
action, and hence, even if Right had to do with the

external act only, it would not on that account be dis

associated from morals. Just as an outer act can be free,

but not independently of inner act (since it is free

because it makes one object with inner act), so even

though Right referred to outer act, it would still depend
on inner moral law.

* Thomasius completely separated the objects of Right and Moralitv.

Morals, he said, are meant to secure iiine?\ Rights to secure outer, peace.

Kant, however (at least when treating of Right in the abstract), allowed

to Morals the control both of the inner and the outer man (see
&quot; Meta-

physic of Morals,&quot; Abbot, page 269); but to Juridical Science I.e., to

the Science of Right he allowed the control of outer action only.
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We cannot, therefore, admit any such complete
cleavage as that insisted on by the positivists between
inner -morality and outer Right.

COROLLARIES.--(i) A Right which opposes the moral
law is no Right. Some jurists admit that any Right
has formal validity which, though opposed in its content

to moral law, has still been conferred by a competent
authority. We claim that if Rights are essentially

dependent on morality, then any Right which opposes
morality is null and void, both formally and in every
other way.

(2) Onlv a moral Bring can be the subject of or

possess Rights. Animals, therefore, have no Rights.
A man may, indeed, have duties about animals, but he

cannot have duties towards them, for thev have no

Rights. But of this we shall have to speak more fully

in a later chapter.

ERRONKOl S TIIKORIKS OF TIJK ORIGIN AND NATl RK OF

RIGHT

We must now take up for consideration some of the

more important of recent erroneous theories on the

origin of Right.

(i) iheorv that all l\i^hls originate -icith the State *

The most important, because the most widespread, of

all modern errors on the origin of Right is the theory
that all Rights originate with the State. It would be

difficult to say how far back this theory dates in the

historv of Philosophy. It certainly was taught by many
very ancient philosophers, since it forms part of the very
ancient theory that morality originates with the State.

But manv modern philosophers have discussed this ques
tion of the origin of Right on its own account that is,

apart altogether from any question of the origin of the

*
Taught by Hobbes, Spino/a, Kant, and others. A very t^ood

account of modern theories of Riifht is to be found in Walther s
41 Naturrecht und Politik.&quot;
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Moral law, and have decided that, though the moral law
is independent of State law, a Right originates with the

State, and is, therefore, dependent on the will of the

Ruler.

Criticism. We admit that the State can confer some

Rights, but our present contention is that not all Rights
originate with the State.*

(a) It cannot be that all Rights originate with the

State, since we have conclusively shown that there are

such things as natural Rights. There must be natural

Rights because there are natural laws, Right being
simply a result of law. Thus, children have a natural

Right to support from their parents, and every man has
a natural Right to his life, and to the means of support

ing it ; husbands have a natural right to fidelity on the

part of their wives, &c. None of these originate with the

State.

(b) The State cannot be the source of all Right for it

cannot be the source of its own Right to existence. And,
if it cannot originate its own Right to existence, then,
unless its Right to existence be from nature, from what
can it be derived?

(c) Again, if the State has no natural Right to its own
existence, it could not create or confer Rights on others,

and if it attempted to do so, nobody would be bound to

heed its action.

(d) The individual has Rights as against the State.

For instance, the individual has a Right to his life,

which the State cannot take away except the individual

be guilty of some crime. But, if there be Rights against
the State, the State cannot be the source of all Rights.

(e) If the State be the source of all Rights, then how
could one State have Rights as against another State ?

* The theory that all Rig-hts originate with the State by no means
excludes other theories of Right, such as the theory that Right originates
in contract or in custom. For Contract may be State contract and Custom

may be State custom. Most modern Ethicians of the Historical School
hold the two theories simultaneously that all Rights derive from the

State and that all Rights derive from custom.
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The Slate can rule its &amp;lt;&amp;gt;\vn subject, but it cannot rule

other States, and consequently it could not originate

Rights against other States. Yet each Slate has Rights
against other States, which Rights must, therefore, be
from Nature.*

(/) li the State originated all Rights, it could confer

upon itselt a right to do anything that it wished to do,

and, in that case, the Slate could never do wrong. But
the Stale can do, and has done, wrong; therefore, rights
cannot all originate with the State. I legel, indeed, con

tends ilia a true State could not d&amp;lt; wrong that it wrong
is done it is done bv a false State that a State which
does \\i\mg i.s iid more a true State than the hand thai

is cut ott trom the bodv is a true human hand. \Ye

rejoin how shall we know, unless rev presuppose
l\i^ lits

&amp;lt;&amp;gt;)

nature icitli \cliieh t&amp;lt;&amp;gt; com pure tin enuctmcnts

&amp;lt;&amp;gt;t ,//c .S /&amp;lt;//&amp;lt;
, whether the actions of a State be wrong or

right, and, therefore, which is the talse and \\hich the

true State J
. \ nless there be a la\\ ot nature bv which to

determine the false and the true, all States should be

equally true, and all acts of the State equallv just. But

laws ol Nature involve Rights ot Nature. Therefore,
then- are Rights that are not from the State.

(i, &quot;)
I he Argument from consequences we need not

labour. The theorv of the &quot;Stale the origin of all

Right
&quot;

has main evil consequences, some for the Slate

itselt, some for the individual. One consequence that

concerns the Stale itself is that, if this theorv be true,

then, the Stale has no authority from Nature to rule or

to confer Rights; and if the State has no natural au.tho-

rilv its ruling need not be respected. A consequence tor

the subject is that, if the State be the source of all right,

the individual can have no right against the State. This

latter consequence, we claim, mankind could never

*
Hegel contends that all Rights originate with tlu&amp;gt; absolute Stale,

not this or that State ; and many Hegelians would, therefore, answer
the above difficult v by saving&quot; that particular States derive their Rights
against other particular States from the Absolute or Universal State.

\Ve contend, however, that there is no such thing- in existence as a

Universal State, and, if it does exist, it is not known.
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recognise or accept. Hence, it is not true that all Right
originates with the State.

(2) Theory that all Right is based upon contract.

Practically all that we have written on the theory of

the
&quot;

State the source of Right
&quot;

applies equally to the

theory defended by Hobbes, Fichte, and many others,
that all Right originates in voluntary contract. We
add, however, one or two arguments which are proper
to the contract theory, and which the reader can himself
further expand and illustrate. Admitting that some

Rights are based on contract, we claim still that there

are some Rights that are not based on contract, and that,

in tact, no Right can be based on contract alone. For,

first, if all Rights were based on contract there could be
no such thing as inalienable Rights. Inalienable

Rights are Rights which we cannot of our own accord

renounce e.g., the Right of a father to respect from his

children, of a child to support, of the State to mainten

ance. Were these Rights the result of voluntary con

tract the parties who made the contract could break it by
mutual agreement, and so remove the Right. But,

since certain Rights are inalienable, this is impossible.
A father, for instance, cannot renounce his Right to

respect, nor a child his right to support and education.

Secondly, since there is nothing that a man may not con

tract to do, so there is nothing to which, if this theory be

logically worked out, a man mav not acquire a Right.
If all Right originates in contract, then by a simple

process of common agreement men might acquire a

Right to the most iniquitous conduct. Rut since all

admit that some acts could never become our Right, it

follows that Rights cannot be all based on contract.

Thirdly, the right of the contracting parties to keep each

other to the contract could not be itself the result of con

tract, since it is prior to, and necessary to, the very con

ception of a contract. Lastly, we asserted that no Right
can depend on voluntary contract alone. This follows

from what is said above that all contract of its nature

presupposes certain natural Rights of contract,

2 s
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(3) Theory o\ the historical school lluit custom is the

ultimate ground of right.
NOTK ON THE HISTORICAL SCHOOL. This school may be

described as a reaction against the ultra u priori theory of
Kant to be described in the next section. For, Kant had, in

deducing all Right from the mere conception of a conflict of
all men s liberties, not taken sufficient account of the State
and of custom, which all must recognise as having a great
deal to do with the creation of existing Rights. As a natural
reaction against this over-subjectivism in regard to Right
came the over-objective theory of Schelling, Hegel, and the

Historical school, that Right originates in ancient customs
those customs, namely, which have ruled the world from the

beginning, and developed with the world.

Amongst the older defenders and founders of this school are,
as we said, Schelling and Hegel, and, also, Savignyand Puchta.

Amongst recent writers its best known adherents are Bergbohm
and Neukamp. Needless to say, the Historical School, just

as it opposes the theory of the Positivists that anything is our

Right which we may wish to make our Right, opposes also the

theory of Natural Right that is, the theory that Rights are

grounded not in custom but in human nature. Neukamp,*
however, calls attention to the fact, that even within the

historical school itself opposition to the theorv of Rights of

nature was not so stronglv marked formerly as it is now.
Thus he declares that some, like Savigny, in spite of their

opposition to Natural Right, were not able to shake them
selves whollv tree from that theory, since, in the first place,

they admitted a certain unchangeable character in Right,
and, in the second place, they regarded not custom itself

but the will of the people (the Volksgeist), of which national

custom is only the outward expression, as the ultimate source
of Right. This want of thoroughness, Neukamp tells us, is

found to characterise all the followers of Savigny until the

most recent times. Neukamp is himself amongst the most

uncompromising defenders of the pure historical theory of

Right, for he will admit nothing into his theory that might
even remotely be connected with the conception of a natural

or an unchangeable system of Rights, or of Rights which

depend on any a priori ground.
&quot; We cannot,&quot; he writes,

&quot;come by the principles of Rights by pure speculation or

logical reasoning. . . . We can only arrive at an answer
to questions on Rights by empirical examination of the

positive Rights of each people and each
age.&quot;

* &quot;

Einleitung- in erne Entwicklungsgeschichte des Reolits,&quot;

ase 28.
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The more metaphysical form of this theory that, namely,
Avhich is grounded in the conception of a race Conscious

ness, or Volksgeist is thus described by Prof. Cathrein in his
&quot; Moral Philosophic

&quot;
&quot;

Right is an unconscious product of

the Spirit of the People. It dwells in the common thought of

the people. It resides there, not as an abstract rule, but as

a living intuition, which in practical life is transformed into

the institutions known as Rights. Just as Speech, Public

Manners, and Art arise unconsciously with the people, and
then gradually develop, so is it also with Right. Of this

gradual upw7ard process through which Rights are formed,
the highest aim and purpose is the formation of the State.

The State is not prior to Right it is only a step in the

development of Right. Originally and essentially all Right
is grounded on Custom the customs of the Race. The
function of the State is not so much the creation of Right
as the formulation of it in accordance with the degree of

development reached. The conscious activity ot the State

(legal right) is, in this matter, subordinated to the Uncon
scious activity of the Will of the people

&quot;

(which betrays
itself in national customs).

Criticism. The central point in this theory, and the

point which we now proceed to criticise, is that all Rights

originate in the customs of the people.

(a) It must be granted that some Rights originate in

custom, for some laws originate in custom (as we

showed in the last chapter), and Right is the result of

law. But we also pointed out that when custom

originates a law7

,
it does so, not as custom, not as mere

practice, but only in so far as custom is an expression of

the will of the Lawgiver. Hence, laws of custom

originate like other laws in the Will of the Lawgiver.
If the will of the Lawgiver be not presupposed, custom

would have no power to originate a law. And, as all

Right originates in law, so Rights which come from

custom are always grounded on something deeper than

mere custom namely, on the will of the La\vgiver, of

which custom is merely the outward expression. We
cannot, therefore, sustain the theory that all Rights

originate in custom.

This argument, as will be seen from what precedes,

some defenders of the historical school would meet by
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asserting (hat the customs of the people in which Rights
are grounded arc not to be regarded as a set of mere

practices, but rather as the expression in act of the will

of tile people; and, consequently, when it is asserted

that Rights are grounded on custom, what is meant is

that they are grounded on the will of the people, of \\hich

custom is tlie expression.
/ o tins :&amp;gt;. ( rejoin. T.ither the will oi th&amp;lt;- people, of

which the historical school makes mention, is to be

regarded a.s a I niversal will distinct trom individuals,
or it is simply the sum ot the individual wills. Now, the

theory ol a distinct racial will is a mere hypothesis,
which, in the hrst place, could never be vended (and,

therefore, we cinild onlv regard rights that are grounded
on it as imaginarv and unreal), and, in the second place,

is impossible, as can be proved in Metaph vsics (and,

therefore. Rights grounded on it an- an impossibility).
On the other hand, if the Racial \Vill of which our

opponents speak is merelv the sum of individual wills in

prehistoric times, then, since our present-dav wills are

quid as authoritative as those ot our predecessors, it

would follow 1 rom this theorv that mankind could to-day
cane -I everv existing Right just as mankind created

them. Hut this we cannot allow. There are some

Rights that cannot be abrogated. However, \\hether

the Racial \ViIl is to be regarded as distinct or as the

sum merelv ot individual wills, it is quite wrong to speak
ot a theorv that grounds Right on an expression of // ///

as an historical theorv of Rights. An historical theorv

of Rights is a theory which grounds Rights ultimately
on out \cant custom or practice, and not on the authority
of a legislator. The theorv which grounds Rights on

the will of the legislator, even though the people were

themselves the legislators, is a distinct theorv trom the

present, and it has a read v been criticised by us in the

present chapter.*

(b) There have been bad customs and good customs,

just customs and unjust customs. Hence, custom
* See Theory that all Rights originate with the State.
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regarded in itself is neither reasonable nor unreasonable,

just nor unjust. But, Right being the principle of

Justice, that in which all rights originate must be essen-

tiallv just. Hence, Rights cannot originate ultimately
in custom.

(c) Right springs, as \ve saw, from La\v. Now, in no

department of nature is law grounded on mere practice
or customary action. A stone does not fall to the earth

simply because it fell in former ages. A plant does not

grow to-day because plants grew yesterday. So, if there

is any analog} between the various parts of Nature, it

would follow that human laws cannot be based merely
on the fact that men in former times uniformly did cer

tain actions. Rather both former actions and present
law are based upon necessities of nature, just as the

falling of the stone in former times and its falling to-day

are based upon the same necessity of nature namely,
the force of gravitation. Hence, law does not originate in

custom, and Rights, therefore, which are grounded on

law cannot be based on mere past customs.

(d) Mankind is superior to his own outward practices,

as the cause is superior to the effect. Hence, mankind

cannot be bound by, or subject to, its own outward prac

tices. But if all Rights originated with human customs

or practices, the customs of the race must have had

power to make laws for the raoe, and hence they must be

superior to the. race which is absurd.

(4) The Mechanical theory of Right.

According to Kant the individual person is absolutely

free. But freedom is two-fold freedom from inner com

pulsion and freedom from outer compulsion, or from the

compulsion of our outer acts by other men. Now, in

Kant s theory, Right is regarded as nothing more

than freedom in the second sense that is, freedom from

outer compulsion. And since, according to Kant, all

men have equal Rights, in the sense of equal freedom

from outer compulsion, he defines Right as &quot;the con

ception of the conditions under which the wishes of one

man can be reconciled with the wishes of every other
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man according to a general law of freedom.&quot; Every
man, according to Kant, is a person that is, he is free.

Now, a person, like every other living thing, has need
to exercise his faculties in the external world. Hence,
each man has a right to external freedom that is, a

Right to use the external world without interference
from others. But .since the world of material goods is

limited, there is onlv one wav of reconciling the powers
of different men with one another that is, bv each man
using just so much of the world as is consonant with the

equal freedom of everv other man in other words, bv
all having originally equal shares in the goods of the

world. This system of the equal division of the field of

external liberty is, according to Kant, the system of

Rights.
Criticism. In Kant s theorv we find several unjustiii-

able assumptions.* For instance, (u) that Rights apper
tain to external goods onlv.

(/&amp;gt;)
That all Rights can be

deduced trom the conception (it a conflict between the

liberties of each man and those of the rest of humanitv.

(c) That the goods of the world are a definite quantitv,
that thev are not luuile bv individuals, but are supplied
readv-made bv nature,

x so that all men have an equal
(Maim to them.

(&amp;lt;/)
That men have a Right to anv line

oi action which does not injure others or limit their

liberty.

These assumptions we can consider only verv briefly.

(a) Not all Rights are Rights to material things. A
man has a Right to his good name, and a father has a

Right to the respect of his children. But neither of

these is a material good.

(b) If, in determining Rights, it is asserted that we
must begin with the conception of the reconciliation of

all men s liberties, then it is assumed that every Right
is deducible from this conception of the freedom of all

men. Now, this assumption we cannot allow. For,

first, there are Rights which are deduced from the con-
* If these things are not assumed Kant s theorv is meaning-less.

|
It is obvious that Kant does not i^ive expression to this assump

tion. Hut apart from it \ve cannot understand his theory.
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ception either of the work we do, or of some natural rela

tion depending on some personal act of ours for

instance, the Right of a man to the table he makes, the

Right of a parent to the love of his child. These Rights
could not be deduced from the conception of freedom,
much less from the conception of the equal freedom of

all. Secondly, there are such things as inalienable

Rights for instance, the Right of a child to support
which it would be difficult to deduce from the conception
of a conflict of liberties. If Right and freedom be one,

as Kant supposes, then surely there is no Right that we

may not freely surrender. Liberty in Right means the

freely retaining or freely surrendering of that to which
\ve have the Right. But there are Rights that we cannot

surrender, and, therefore, there must be something in

Right other than the conception of mere liberty. Thirdly,

men have rights to coerce other men in certain cases for

instance, the Right to restrain a man forcibly from com

mitting suicide. Such a Right as that could not be

deduced from the conception of other men s liberties.

Fourthly, the only kind of Right which Kant considers

is the Right to non-interference from others, which is

merely negative Right. But men have positive Rights
as well as negative for instance, the Right of the State

to support, and of starving men to obtain food. There

fore, there are Rights that cannot be deduced from the

conception of liberty.

(c) It seems to us that, in defining Right as the sum of

the conditions under which all men can exercise their

liberty, Kant supposes that the goods of the world are

fixed in amount, that they are not to a large extent made

by certain individuals, that Nature supplies us with

everything. On no other understanding could he defend

the view that all men have equal Rights to external

liberty in regard to the goods of the world. But the world

of goods is not fixed in amount it is built up to a large

extent by individuals. Were it not for human
endeavour much of what is most valuable on the earth

would not exist. We must, then, in considering our
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Rights to the goods of the world, remember that man to

a large extent produces these goods. But surely it

cannot be that in determining a man s Rights to these

things which lie himself produces, we must start by
allowing tor the liberties of other people with regard to

(hem. On the rontrarv, it is both natural and just that

in estimating his Right in regard to things produced bv
him, \ve should base our calculation on the fact that he

produced them, and then, having made full allowance
lor that tact, \\ e might proceed to take account of the

claims ot other people, and of all opposing liberties.

The starting point, therefore, in the determination of

any individual s Rights is not necessarilv that of the

&quot;general law of freedom,&quot; as Kant s theory supposes.
(&amp;lt;/)

We have seen already that besides inviolability
there i- always in Right the element of lawfulness, or

crlaiib1}ieitt\} c\i is, a man has a right to do only that

which is lawful for him to do. 1 can have no right to

that which is unlawful or immoral. Kven, therefore,

before we start to determine \\hat liberty remains to each

man after the conflict of all men s liberties is allowed

tor, we must recognise that there are certain actions,

certain liberties, which are absolutely forbidden to us

Irom the beginning as wrong in themselves, and inde

pendently of the liberties or wishes of others. To these we
are antecedently debarred from ever acquiring a Right.
Jhus, a man could not possibly acquire a Right ot

swearing falsely, of hating (iod, of hating his fellow-

men, a right to private sins of immorality, or to take

away his own life. He could not acquire a Right to these

things even if all men agreed to give him the Right.

Hence, Right cannot be in all cases the resultant of con

flicting liberties, for there are SOUK- objects to which we

can never acquire a Right. The principle, then, of the

conflict of human liberties can never be the principle on

which we base right in general, and, therefore, it is not

the starting point in our calculus of Rights. It is just

one amongst the many factors of the calculus.
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KANT S CRITERION OF GOODNESS. THE CATEGORICAL

IMPERATIVE.

AN act, according- to Kant, if it is to he morally good, must

be done for the sake of law. Now, not every act can be clone

for the sake of law, and therefore it is of the utmost importance
that we should know what acts can be brought under this

motive and what can not. An act, according to Kant, can be

brought under this motive, and can thereby be morally good,
when it is possible for us to will that such an act should

become a universal law for all men. It cannot be brought
under this motive, and so could never become morally

good, when it is impossible to will its becoming a universal

law for men. The law act so that the maxim of thy
will may be capable of becoming a universal law for all

men is known as the Categorical Imperative. Now, the

impossibility of willing that a certain line of action should

become a universal law may arise from either of two reasons

cither because we cannot even conceive its being a universal

law, the very notion of such an act becoming- a law being
inconsistent with itself

;
or because, whilst the conception of

such a law is possible, still the willing of it is impossible, inas

much as the willing of such a law conflicts with some other

permanent appetite or wish within us. Examples of the first

class of acts are suicide and false promises. Of a law of

suicide Kant says
&quot; A system of nature of which it should be

a law to destroy life by means of the very feeling whose

special nature it is to impel to the improvement of life
&quot;

(that

is, the will, desiring- its own good, which object is, on Kant s

own confession, present in every act of will)
k would

contradict itself, and therefore could not possibly exist as a

universal law of nature.&quot; Examples of the second class of

acts are idleness and want of kindness. Of the impossibility

of willing- idleness as a universal law he says
&quot; As a rational

649
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being he (man) necessarily wills that his faculties be developed
since they serve him and have been given him for all sorts of

possible purposes.
&quot;

These kinds of acts, therefore, are bad.

Cri/icisin. The reader should refer to our chapter on the

Criterion of Morals in order to see ho\v far Kant s criterion

could possibly be brought into harmony with ours. We
shall just call his attention here to one or two points that

ma}~ be of use to him in making contrast of the t\vo theories

((/) It is quite possible to wish that all men should commit
suicide or make deceitful promises. Kant s claim that such

a \vish is impossible is pure imagination. We acknowledge,
however, that in both these acts there is a contradiction

which is not without its Kthical significance, tor both acts

contradict the natural objects of the faculty employed,
as we pointed out concerning suicide and lying in our

chapter on the Criterion. \\ e do not find any such con

tradiction in the other two examples given by Kant. From
the first two examples we may judge how close Kant

was to the Scholastic system in some parts of his theory.

(I)} There are main morallv good acts that, yet, could not

possibly become a law for all. A healthy man has duties

that could not bind a sick man. Our duties depend often on

circumstances of person, time, and place. For these Kant

makes no allowance. (r) Some courses that are moral!}

good and lawful are good only as long as the} &amp;lt;/&amp;lt;&amp;gt; not become

a universal law. It is lawful, for instance, for a man to

remain a bachelor. Hut all could not do so.

Thus, the Categorical imperative Act so that the maxim
of thy will ma} be capable of becoming a universal law is

not the ultimate criterion of good and evil in human conduct.

An interesting discussion on Kant s criterion is given in

Prof. Rashdall s &quot;Theory of Good and Fvil&quot; and in Prof

Simmers &quot; Kant-Sech/ehn Vorlesungen.&quot;

NOTE.

On page 3-j.S \\v argued that it would In- absurd to base on our debt

to tin. past a theory that our sole natural end is the good of present
and future generations. To this argument some might return the follow-

ing answer : Present and future generations are the heirs of the past,

and it is therefore right that they should benefit by the individual s

indebtedness to the past. This answer, however, we cannot regard as
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satisfactory. When a father leaves property to his children, no one

argues that, because each child is indebted to his father, he is therefore

indebted to his brothers and sisters also, who are, like himself, his

father s heirs. That which each receives is his own. So also, whatever we
have received of being-, of character, of information from our ancestry
should be regarded as our own property ; and, therefore, if the analogy
used by our opponents is to hold good, our debt to the past involves no

duty of seeking the welfare or the happiness of our fellowmen. Out-

duty to our fellowmen is, as we have seen, based upon very different

grounds from that of mere &quot;

inheritance.&quot;

&amp;lt;Dbst;it:

JOAXXKS WATERS,
Censor, Theol. Deput.

*J* Gl LIEL.Ml S,

Archiep. Dublinii,

Hibernia* Primas.

DUBLINII, die 10 Martii, 1909.
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